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CAD
A Cary triode family
amp is the right choice
if you are serious about
creating the illusion of
alive performance
in your home.
Your music will be
"Crystal clear, warm
and romantic, vivid
and alive, with
unmatched purity
and linearity."
Triode Family of Amps
CAD-300B 300B tubes
CAD-300SE

300B tube

CAD-2A3
CAD-21I

2A3 tube
211 tube

CAD-805

805 tube

Cary Audio is pleased to offer an entire family
of exotic triode amplifiers. The triode tubes used
in the Cary triode family are REAL directly
heated, three element tubes. These tubes offer far
greater linearity and lower distortion than tetrodes
or pentodes. Class A triode audio amplifiers
are known for offering the highest fidelity
in tube audio. A Cary triode amplifier
frees the listener from the harshness
and fatiguing distortions of high power
pentode tube and solid state amplifiers.

Call 1-800-421-5456 or
FAX 919-460-3828 for
additional information.
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COMING
ATTRACTIONS
In its first five years, Stereophile published 81
equipment reports (with just one in Von No.1),
yet managed to do agood job of covering arepresentative selection of what was available. In
1991, its 29th year, Stereophile reviewed 182 separate components, more than any other US magazine, yet, such has been the expansion of the
audio industry in the 30 years since J. Gordon
Holt founded our magazine, we can't pretend to
have done anything other than scratch the surface
of what's available. Because of the vagaries of
crystal-ball gazing, instead of giving adefinitive
contents list for our February issue, I'd rather list
what components our writers are currently
listening to:
Loudspeakers: Vandersteen 3, Apogee Centaur
Major, Thiel CS2.2, Snell Type B, Sound-Lab
Al, Scientific Fidelity Tesla, Martin-Logan CLS
IIA with Kinergetics subwoofer, Monitor Audio
Studio 15, Celestion Model 100, ProAc Tablette
and Response 2, KEF R103/4, Fried R4, Sonus
Faber Minima and Extrema, and many others.
Amplifiers: Audio Research Classic 120, Symphonic Line Model RG-7, Classé DR25, Jeff
Rowland Design Group Model 8, Berning EA101, Bryston 4B and 7B, Parasound HCA-2200,
Melos SHA-1, YBA 2HC, and Dynaco Stereo
70. Preamplifiers: YBA 2, Mark Levinson No.26S
and No.28, Coda 01, and Cello Palette. Digital processors: Mark Levinson No.30, Kinergetics
KDP-55 Ultra, Krell SBP-64X, Wadia 64X,
California Audio Labs System One, Deltec PDM
II and Bigger Bit, Micromega Trio, and Stax Talent. CD players from Denon, Sonographe, Sony,
NAD, Rotel, and JVC. FM tuners from Naim,
Meridian, Quad, and Pioneer. Analog components from Benz, Sumiko, and SOTA.
Finally, afew personnel notes: for anumber
of reasons, Gary A. Galo, Bernard Soli, Jon W.
Poses, and Gordon Emerson are no longer Stereophile Contributing Editors; while Bill Sommerwerck has offered his resignation, due to a
conflict between his full-time career as atechnical writer and his responsibilities as acontributor to the magazine. As Willie has anumber of
reviews already set in type, his name will continue to appear on our masthead for agood few
issues yet, however. I'd also like to take the opportunity to welcome four outstanding writers
on matters musical to the magazine: Carl E.
Baugher, Michael Ullman, Paul Althouse, and
Robert E. Benson.
—John Atkinson
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AUDIO M CCARTHYISM
Robert Harley reports from the
1991 Audio Engineering Society Convention's
Loudspeaker Cable Workshop

I

nthe early 1950s, aquiet, undistinguished Senator namedJoseph Raymond McCarthy began
acrusade against what he imagined were subver-

sive, dangerous elements in American government.

DOYOU NOW, OR HAVE YOU EVER,
HEARD DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
LOUDSPEAKER CABLES?

His tactics included irresponsible accusation, militant

At the Audio Engineering Society Convention

attacks on his opponents, and sed-aggrandizing witchhunting. So virulent were his methods the term "McCar-

in New York last October, athree-hour "workshop" was held called "New Cable Designs: Innovation or Consumer Fraud?" The workshop's

thyism" entered the language. McCarthyism came to
mean any unjustdied persecution and thefalse conformity this strategy engendered. ,

format included presentations from six panelists,
open auditioning of loudspeaker cables, adouble-

1From the Encyclopedia Britannica, 1990 edition, Vol.7, p.611.

blind listening test, and audience discussion. The
panel consisted of Stereaphile's Corey Greenberg,

6
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listening-test "expert" David Clark, psychologist Jeff Corey, engineer Fred Davis, and
Wilfredo Lopez from the New York Department
of Consumer Affairs. The entire event was
organized and run by Dan Dugan. Yes, this is the
same Dan Dugan who attempted to discredit
audio cables at the San Francisco chapter meeting
of the AES by disregarding the results of his own
blind test 2.It was obvious from the outset that
the "workshop" 's purpose was not to discover
if new cable designs were indeed "innovations
or consumer fraud" but rather to present apublic
diatribe against audio cables. As we shall see later
from Dugan's closing remarks, cables were
merely aconvenient subterfuge; the meeting's
real and unstated purpose was to attack audiophiles and critical listeners in general.

THE MEETING'S REAL
AND UNSTATED PURPOSE
WAS TO ATTACK AUDIOPHILES
AND CRITICAL LISTENERS
IN GENERAL.
Iwas intrigued by the presence of Mr. Lopez
from the New York Department of Consumer
Affairs; what contribution would he make to the
debate? My ominous feelings were soon to be
justified. Dugan offered that although "neither
of these people [Lopez or psychologist Jeff
Corey] are wire experts," they were included to
provide a"fresh view" on what is a"social
phenomenon." 3
The meeting began with Dan Dugan attacking
cable advertising by showing examples that had
appeared in Stereophile According to Dugan, the
"philosophical position" that believes in differences between cables "leads to this' at which
point he showed an ad for the Tice clock—a
common, if not particularly ethical, technique
of attempting to discredit one position by falsely
associating it with an extreme or absurd posi2See "Industry Update," July 1991. A few words on Dugan's
background are illustrative. He confesses to being amember of
several "skeptics societies." These groups, according to Dugan,
". ..
get together and talk about the follies of humanity. We talk
about how people go wrong. We have meetings where people
who have busted quacks and frauds speak, or we have the frauds
and quacks themselves come and talk."
3All quotations are taken from the two cassettes available of the
entire workshop. These can be ordered from Conference Copy,
Inc., 2222 Avenue X, Brooklyn, NY 11235. Charge card orders
are accepted at (718) 934-2890. Ask for tapes WS2.
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tion.4Nevertheless, it achieved the desired end
by raising alaugh from the audience.
Dugan then began the open listening portion
of the "workshop:' where a10' pair of MIT loudspeaker cables was to be compared with 10' runs
of 12/2, ageneric 12-gauge, 2-conductor loudspeaker cable.
An examination of the listening conditions
reveals much about the beliefs and prejudices of
those conducting the test. The playback system
which had been hastily thrown together late the
previous evening—it included aSpectral CD
player, preamp, and 80Wpc power amplifier, and
Thiel CS3.5 loudspeakers—had been borrowed
from Brooklyn retailer Innovative Audio under
somewhat false pretensess. Aballroom in the Hilton, seating about 400 people, and far too large
for the amplifier's and loudspeakers' loudness
capabilities, was chosen for the listening tests.
The loudspeakers were on top of 4'-high tables.
Most of the audience was in front of one speaker
or the other. Many were seated to the left of the
left speaker or to the right of the right speaker.
An ABX double-blind comparator box was connected to the power amplifier with 2' of generic
12/2 cable. The MIT cable and 12/2 were both
connected to the loudspeakers, and switched in
by the ABX box. The amplifier thus saw both
cables' capacitance at all times.
In addition, the panelists' microphones were
live during the initial auditioning; the sound from
the loudspeakers was being picked up by these
microphones, amplified, and reproduced by the
room's PA system. The audience thus heard the
direct sound from the Thiels accompanied by a
delayed, colored version reproduced by the PA
system •
Dugan suggested that there are "different
philosophies of how these listening tests are
done." Indeed. The difference in care and setup
4In aletter last summer, Dugan explained to me that Sterrophile's
accepting advertisements for the Tice clock "has led Stereophile ...to the point of absurdity." Iresponded with two points:
a) that freedom of speech applies to advertisers as well as to writers;
and b) that whereas Audio, amagazine that also accepts advertising
for the Tice clock, had performed no evaluation of it and expressed
no opinion to its readers, Sterrophile had indeed investigated the
Tice daims for improved sound quality, the result being that Tice
now advertises in Audio but not in Storophile. Mr. Dugan didn't
feel this to be germane.
5A month before the convention, Dugan had asked Corey Greenberg to offer guidelines on choosing aplayback system. Dugan
wanted two systems, one to show how loudspeaker cables are used
in atypical home system, the other to use for aformal listening
test in alarge room. Dugan proceeded to ignore Corey's recommendations for the blind test playback system and used the
"domestic" system for the workshop. Having taken advantage
of the good nature of Innovative Audio's Casey McKee in this
manner, Dugan proceeded to hold him to ridicule at the workshop
as an example of the high-end mindset.
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between this "listening test" and those conducted

ard event thrown together on the spur of the

by responsible reviewers was thrown into sharp
relief. Dugan should visit Santa Fe and learn how
real listening tests are performed. No Stereophile

moment; this was alistening test officially sanctioned by the AES, performed at an international
AES Convention, and scheduled months in
advance Further, its stated purpose was, according to Dugan, to "get listening test data that we

contributor would even consider making any
kind of evaluation under the circumstances of the
New York test. It is ironic that the most vehement critics of subjectivists' listening methodology are the ones who themselves show such
incompetence in devising their own listening
tests. Listening conditions, however, are irrelevant if one seeks to demonstrate aposition, rather
than to acquire new knowledge. Since Dugan
knew the outcome in advance—no audible differences—why expend effort on setup?
With Dugan conducting the listening, we
heard 30 seconds of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony
through both cables, with the audience knowing
which cables they were hearing. When Dugan
asked if people heard differences, about half the
audience indicated they did hear adifference.
Dugan wanted individuals to state on the record
what differences they heard—presumably for

can analyze later?' implying that the data collected
under these conditions could be used as abasis
for drawing conclusions.
Despite the absurd conditions and criticism
from afaction within the audience, the official
double-blind listening tests began. But first,
Dugan attempted to defend rapid-switching
ABX testing with this analogy: "An immediate
comparison gives you more sensitivity to subtle
differences. If you were going to find out if a
piece of cloth on this side of the room and that
side of the room were the same or avery similar shade, you would have adifficult time if you
took one home for aweek and looked at it, and
then took the other one home for aweek and
looked at it. If you brought them together in
front of you, you could tell whether one pink was

later ridicule. Dugan said facetiously, "If you can
train your hearing to hear certain kinds of qual-

slightly pinker than the other pink. Putting

ities, you can pick them up. Maybe you don't
know what to listen for!" Litde did he realize the

is the logical and intuitive way to make acomparison between things that differ subtly."
Does Dugan equate music with aflat, mono-

irony of this remark.
A few people offered comments, but the audience response was primarily hostile to Dugan
and the methodology. Boston high-end retailer
Clark Johnsen, in town to deliver apaper on the
audibility of absolute polarity, said, "They both
sound terrible?' Another audience member criticized the fact that the microphones were picking up the signal from the Thiels and returning

objects you wish to compare next to each other

chromatic canvas? Is the musical experience
analogous to looking at asingle-colored piece
of cloth in Dugan's mind? If forced to use avisual
analogy, Iwould liken comparing loudspeaker
cables to deciding which of two beautiful paintings to purchase for your home. Both paintings
contain wealths of subtleties not immediately
apparent at aglance. Both create different and

caused by the live microphones didn't seem to

complex reactions within us and affect us differently on an emotional level. None of the paint-

bother Dugan; he responded "Sure, there's garbage being picked up. Let's consider it part of the
reverberation of the room." This from the man

ings' qualities that make them worth having are
revealed by quick side-by-side comparisons. His
analogy leads me to think that perhaps Dugan

the AES entrusted to conduct these official listening tests? This from arepresentative of the audio
engineering establishment whose opinions may

should be more pitied than scorned. Those of us
for whom music listening is an ineffable, deeply
moving experience would never equate the experience with looking at achunk of solid-colored

it through the PA. The coloration and delay

become the basis for criminal prosecution of
high-end audio retailers? (You read correctly—
keep going.)
The open (sighted) listening was conducted a
second time, this time with the microphones
turned off. Again, some in the audience were
critical of the procedure Dugan now apologized
for the setup ("it is what it is") and the music ("it
was chosen at random"), as though these were
valid accuses. Remember, this wasn't some haphaz-
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cloth.
David Clark was then called on to explain the
ABX double-blind listening test protocols: switch
position "A:' as indicated by an LED on the ABX
box, was always the MIT cable. Switch position
"B" was always the generic 12/2 cable. Position
"X" was either the MIT or 12/2. Clark instructed
the audience to "make the guess as to whether X
is A or Br (emphasis added).
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To further acquaint the participants with the
ABX procedure, the MIT cable was compared
over two trials to 30-gauge wire wrap wire.
(Thirty-gauge is not much bigger around than
ahuman hair.) The difference between MIT and
30-gauge was gross and audible—as Dugan
expected. Because almost everyone could easily hear the difference,6Dugan felt this to validate the ABX testing procedure and affirm the
suitability of the listening conditions.
During these first two demonstration trials,
someone in the audience argued that the switching was made on transitions from one musical
passage to another, different one. Clark said he
wouldn't "repeat the same segment [with each
cable and "X"] because it will take too much
time." Another audience member suggested a
different methodology (I don't remember the
suggestion, and his voice was inaudible on the
tape). Clark agreed that "That would be avery
good way of doing it. It's agood idea but we'll
have to proceed with what we can do easily.
We've gone to alot of work here." One can only
imagine what the listening conditions and test
methodology would have been like if they hadn't
invested "a lot of work" in the procedure?
After these first two demonstration trials, the
MIT and 12/2 were connected back to the ABX
box and the real-science investigation into loudspeaker cables began. The very first trial was
barely over when an audience member stood up
and shouted that the test was ajoke and should
be stopped immediately. There was ageneral
murmur of agreement among aportion of the
audience. Dugan asked for ashow of hands for
how many people wanted to stop the test after
just one trial. "It looks about evenly divided—
we'll continue," Dugan said.
When five trials had been completed (two
6When asked whether they did or did not hear the difference
between these two cables (a considerable loudness change due
to the series resistance of the wire-wrap cable), several members
of the audience indicated that they hadn't heard any difference.
Remember that the audience consisted almost entirely of audio
professionals.
—JA
7David Clark was awarded aFellowship of the Audio Engineering
Society for his work on listening tests and the development of
the ABX comparator. Note that Mr. Clark was on the panel and
actually conducted the double-blind listening, yet expressed no
qualms about the listening conditions or open microphones!
8Ihave now taken part in four formal listening tests in which Mr.
Clark has taken an organizational role: cables and amplifiers at
the 1988 Los Angeles AES Convention (see Steraphile Vol.12 No;1,
January 1989, pp.63-72); surround-sound processors at the 1990
LA AES Convention (Vol.14 No.1, January 1991, p.73); and now
this 1991 cables test. This demonstrated lack of experimental rigor
would be both ridiculous and irrelevant if it were not for the fact
that he would like his null results to be taken as definitive (see "10
Years of ABX Testing," David Clark, AES Preprint No3167 K-1,
October 1991).
—JA

10

demonstrations with the 30-gauge, and three real
ones), Dugan said he would "tabulate and publish this data in detail." After asking for ashow
of hands for the number of correct identifications, he revealed that panelist Fred Davis had
flipped acoin three times and "got it correct on
all three," which provoked laughter from the
audience. Then someone shouted, "Is that coin
covered by Teflon?" to which Davis responded
"it had green marker around the edge." The AES
should be ashamed to be associated with this
debacle.
Each of the panelists gave a15-minute presentation on aparticular topic. Corey Greenberg,
who was introduced by Dugan as "the bad boy
ofStereophile went first. Incidentally, Corey was
denied aseat on the panel with the other speakers;
he sat in the audience before and after his presentation. Knowing he was the designated "straw
man," Corey kept his discussion factual and
straightforward, presenting the physical properties of cables, with an emphasis on materials and
improvements in connectors. Clearly, Dugan
was surprised and disappointed that Corey didn't
fall into the trap set for him. Following Corey's
refusal to step into Dugan's quicksand, Dugan
thereafter referred to him as "Mr. Greenberg."
The next presentation was by Fred Davis,
author of the excellent paper on loudspeaker
cable electrical properties published in theJournal
of the Audio Engineering Society (Vol.39 No.6).
Closely following theJAES article, Davis outlined the measurable differences between cables,
looking at only DC resistance, capacitance, and
inductance. His conclusion was that these differences were sonically insignificant and that no
other phenomena could be responsible for audible differences between cables.
David Clark, the man most closely associated
with the idea that all power amplifiers sound the
same, described the results of the double-blind
loudspeaker cable tests he conducted at the 1988
Los Angeles AES Convention which he feels
indicated no audible differences existed between
cables. Clark made an interesting admission: ABX
tests are "high pressure, like acollege exam." He
also indicated that the acceptance criterion for
establishing the audibility of aphenomenon had
been moved to 0.01 from the previously accepted
0.05. A 0.01 acceptance criterion means that,
statistically speaking, there is just one chance in
100 that the positive result was due to chance. A
0.05 acceptance criterion means there is aone in
20 chance that the subject was just lucky. It is a
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What do you do after building the largest, most sonically-accurate speaker
system in the world?
If you're Infinity, you take everything you've learned from the 71/
2 foot, $60,000
Infinity Reference Standard V and apply it to the most sonically-accurate compact
speaker system in the world.
And you call it Modulus. A speaker system for the 1990s.
Technologically, it is an encyclopedia of high science, from its time-aligned driver
array to its servo-controlled subwoofer to its acoustically-inert, sand-filled pedestals.
Sonically, it has the power to drop jaws with its absolutely uncanny musical accuracy.
And visually, it would be as at home in the Museum of Modern Art as in any listening
room. With or without its optional modular components.
To audition the new Modulus system, bring your
favorite disc or tape to aselected Infinity dealer.
And experience Research and Development,

(1,0

Infinity,

We get you back to what it's

Infinity style.

all about. Music.
For the name of your nearest Infinity dealer, call (800) 765-5556.
In Canada. call (416) 294-4833. H. Roy Gray. Ltd.
'1991 Infinity Systems, Inc.

Ill A Harman International Company
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REFERENCE DIGITAL PROCESSOR
PRIDE IN THE DETAILS ...
Mark Levinson components have earned areputation for
their rugged reliability, uncompromising fit and finish
and, above all, superior sonics. We at Madrigal Audio
Laboratories are understandably proud of this reputation.
The presence of "high technology" in our society has, for
some, come to mean the absence of craftsmanship. Massproduced look-alikes are everywhere, even in the realm
of so-called high-end audio. The quality that you see and
hear in aMark Levinson component is not the result of
automated mass production—rather, it is the result of
painstaking attention to the details of design, and of pride
in the art of craftsmanship.

Mark Levinson components are handcrafted in limited
quantities and to exacting specifications. All who-participate in their production share the feeling of pride that
comes from knowing that they contribute to aproduct
that defines quality.
It is with great pride, then, that we
introduce the Mark Levinson Ne 30
Reference Digital Processor. Five years
of exhaustive research into digital
audio yielded aprocessor worth
waiting for, deserving of the Levinson
marque.
The Ne 30 is atrue reference: it neither
adds to nor subtracts from the music.
It brings to your home the accuracy as well as the essence
of the performance. Finally, the promise of digital audio
is fulfilled.
The Ne 30 is proof that state-of-the-art digital and analog
technology can coexist with craftsmanship. The subject
here, however, ultimately is music, and the heart of music
is in the listening. To fully appreciate the quality of the
Ne 30, we recommend that you visit your Mark Levinson
dealer for afull audition.

mar+rPT
Levinson
Mark Levinson' productsWorldRadioHistory
are designed and manufactured by
MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457

FM (203) 346-1540

sophisticated tactic to move the goalposts as one's
prejudices are called into greater question.
The next speaker was Jeff Corey, aprofessor
of Psychology at Long Island University and
"coordinator of investigations" for agroup called
the "New York Area Skeptics." He attempted to
dismiss the tens of thousands of people who hear
differences between cables by citing examples of
perceptual illusions from the psychological literature. Dr. Corey passed around two plastic containers, one large and one small, and asked the
audience to indicate which container they believed
was heavier. The audience, of course, got it wrong.
Dr. Corey then used this example as alogical
springboard to discredit those many critical listeners who hear differences between loudspeaker
cables—an absurd conceptual leap.
Dr. Corey then inadvertently indicted the
proponents of double-blind ABX testing by suggesting that "the experimenters tend to get the
results they expect to obtain." He also revealed
his bias in suggesting that "six guesses out of seven
is not significant," an apparent reference to the
many skilled listeners who have made six out of
seven correct identifications in double-blind tests.
Note the use of the word "guesses" rather than
"identifications!'
Finally, Dr. Corey wound up his talk on what
was to be the psychology of subjective testing
with his explanation of why the cable industry
exists: "What could motivate these exaggerated
claims? Gee. ..
Idon't know [facetiously]. Let me
just trace some of the history of this. One hundred and fifty years ago this year, agentleman by
the name of Phineas Taylor Barnum opened up
his new revised American Museum, and he had
the 157-year-old nurse of George Washington
on display. But that was not as spectacular as one
of his big stars, the Fiji Mermaid!' (his emphasis)
Dr. Corey then related PT. Barnum's scam of
the Fiji Mermaid, which was nothing more than
the top half of adead monkey sewn to the bottom half ola fish, which people were charged
25e to see. Dr. Corey's telling of the story
implied that journalists of the day were in collusion with Barnum: "And guess what? The
newspaper people of that time never exposed
this. Ican't guess what kind of motivation there
may have been." (his sarcasm)
With aflourish, Dr. Corey showed adrawing
of the Fiji Mermaid and concluded his presentation with chis analysis of the cable industry:
"The Fiji Mermaid of 150 years ago. ..
another
speaker cable."
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It would be easy to dismiss this circus if it weren't for the next speaker, Wilfredo Lopez of the
New York Department of Consumer Affairs. He
was there to discuss how his office views loudspeaker cables and other audio products from a
legal perspective. Rather than paraphrase Mr.
Lopez, Ishall instead present his chilling vision
of the government's role in high-end audio in his
own words.
"The commissioner [of the New York Department of Consumer Affairs] is committed to the
protection and education of consumers. Our
office has jurisdiction over all print, radio, and
television advertising distributed within New
York City."
Lopez presented alegal explanation of what
constitutes deception in advertising, quoting the
New York Court of Appeals case of Guggenheimer vs Ginsburg. "In weighing astatement's
capacity, tendency, or effect in deceiving or misleading consumers, we do not look to the average
customer but to the vast multitude which the statutes were enacted to safeguard. That includes
the ignorant, the unthinking, the credulous, who
in making purchases do not stop to analyze but
who are governed by appearances and general
impressions."
Explaining his role in the advertising of loudspeaker cables and audio products, Lopez said
that "advocates are mandated to protect the less
than average consumer. We encounter very often
in our investigations and our field work what we
call 'blind items! It is my opinion, after hearing
the vast amount of terminology that flew right
over my head, that [loudspeaker cables] may in
fact be one of these blind items with which many
consumers are not familiar. Iwould suggest that
this industry [the audio engineering establishment] and those here today may pursue creating
awell researched—with supportive documents
—report on whether this is in fact anew technology or anew market strategy on how to sell
areconfiguration of the same product that has
been offered for years and years.
"Simply put, the legal ramifications of false
advertising is that you get in trouble [laughs]. We
will contact you in anumber of ways—those
who would seek to advertise something that does
not have the characteristics they claim, that will
not give to aconsumer abenefit which they state
or imply exists."
Deceptive practices, Lopez continued, include
"false implications of quality or characteristics
of the item. In this case when comparisons of
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The Breakthrough.

The original Adcom GFA-555 power amplifier.

The New Breakthrough.
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The new Adcom GFA-55511 power amplifier.

;•••,to)PUpon its introduction, the Adcom
GFA-555 power amplifier was considered
abreakthrough in audio technology.
Rated superior to amplifiers costing two
and three times as much, some critics had
difficulty in naming abetter component at
any price.
Now, after years of using the
GFA-555 as their model of superior
performance and value, Adcom engineers
announce another breakthrough. The new,
upgraded GFA-555II, rated at 200 watts
per channel*, offers greater stability,
superior heat dissipation and less
distortion. It is everything which made
the GFA-555 "...one of the best selling
amplifiers of all time,"**and more.
With the GFA-5551I, Adcom begins
anew generation of amplifiers, designed
to set anew standard for performance at
areasonable price... giving more and

more music lovers the opportunity of
experiencing the thrill of sonic perfection
without the shock of exorbitant costs.
Visit your Adcom dealer and listen to
the new GFA-5551I. Then ask its price.
You'll hear how good this new
breakthrough sounds.
*Power output watts/channel, continuous both
channels driven into 8ohms, 20 Hz -20 kHz at
less than 0.04% THD.
**John Atkinson
Stereophile, Vol. 13 No. 10, Oct. 1990

A

Glebe you can hear

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ
08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC.
Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5
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cables were being made as to whether abraided
cable is better than astraight line cable or twisted
cable—things of that nature. If one were to pump
up unfairly the characteristics of their item and
then advertise it that way where no benefit of that
exists or the characteristic does not exist, we
would find that deceptive."
He went on to define fraud as the "false disparagement of another's product.. ..
an advertiser can pump up the quality of his own
item ...
however, if we find someone saying that
adiffèrent product is not as good, does not contain qualities that it does, the false disparagement
of another's product is actionable."
Lopez then broadened the criteria by which
audio companies will be prosecuted by his office:
"If you use terminology that flies over the head
of the vast majority of consumers, then you are
in fact unfairly compelling the consumer to contact the store and be sold.
"We license many stores and businesses in
New York City and if we find that if those stores
are trying to sell you acable that is indeed heavier
but not better [than another cable] but are stating
that it is better and will benefit you greater than
the other cable, we will take action against that
store. They will be invited to come in and settle
the matter and explore how they might change
their business practices. We will draw up settlement documents in the form of an'Assurance of
Discontinuance' or a' Consent Judgment Order'
by which they agree to do or not to do certain
things in their stores. It will also provide for a
specific monetary penalty which we have found is
the best incentive to follow the guidelines which
we enforce." (his emphasis)
"For those licensees who cannot find it within
themselves to agree with us, we will schedule an

most people do not study up on. And people go
in and they're told that this rug was produced in
acertain year and is of acertain quality and it certainly is not. Alot of consumers are taken advantage of because of this.
"Therefore Iimplore those [AES] members
here today and those people connected with this
industry to draw out aproposed report of guidelines which to follow when it comes to these
cables, stating clearly whether or not this is in
fact reality or myth. Stating clearly what can be
supported by documentation as far as claims go.
Clearly stating what terminology means. Propose those to the Attorneys General for the individual states. Iinvite you to propose those to the
Commissioner for the Department of Consumer Affairs; you can forward acopy of same
to myself. Thereby we can both—industry and
advocates—work together to protect consumers
and protect the interests of business."
Ihave alot to say about the implications of Mr.
Lopez's position, but let's first hear some of the
questions and statements from the audience that
concluded the meeting. Bob Katz, engineer of
the Cheslcy recordings, offered this observation:
"It is important to realize that ABX tests and
psychoacoustical studies and FFT measurements
and subjective listening tests are each onedimensional attempts to describe or analyze our
experience of music listening. But music listening
is aholistic, multidimensional experience that
includes emotions, reactions, and involvement
in the music. As scientists, it is important
us
to remain cognizant of the fact that we are always
looking through asmall window on avery complex experience and to remain forever skeptical
of our own conclusions and methods and as well

as remain open-minded about the conclusions
of others?' (enthusiastic applause from asection
administrative hearing where an administrative
of the audience)
law judge—being an impartial third party—will
Loudspeaker designer Ken Kantor, of NHT,
take testimony from the respondent and the investigator or any consumer who seeks to put in a made asimilar statement of reconciliation: "I
make aplea for cooperation between people on
complaint, and will render adecision which in
different sides of this issue. It is very easy for subfact may include apenalty. They will then have
jectivists to point fingers at scientists and say 'all
30 days to appeal or satisfy that penalty. Their
failure to do so may result—in the case of alicenyou want to do is protect your agenda and read
meters: and it's very easy for people in the AES
see —in us showing up sometime unannounced
and changing the locks on their doors. The store
to look at subjectivists and say 'it's all an illusion!
will then stay shut until all adjudicated penalties
Personally, Ihappen to feel that cables are not an
important part of progress in audio. Ialso know
have been satisfied.
that tests such as we witnessed here and in many
"With what we have been listening to here
other circumstances will not change anybody's
today, it appears to be an area which is really
mind. They do not prove anything. They are not
'blind' to most consumers. We've encountered
well conducted either in terms of environment
this in Persian rugs and Chinese rugs, which
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NEW TRADITION...
The Krell KRC Remote Controlled Preamplifier
The Krell KRC preamplifier begins anew era
in high-end audio. Remote control convenience is added to the Krell trademarks of
sonic impact and build quality.
Sophisticated circuitry allows remote and
manual control without signal degradation.
Switching is done through relays adjacent to
the connectors and associated circuits. This
allows optimum circuit layout and avoids the
use of FET switching. The Level potentiometer is motor-driven to allow extremely
fine volume adjustments.

The KRC uses an elegant hand-held remote
which will become the centerpiece of future
Krell remote controlled products.
An external chassis houses supplies for the
audio circuitry and digital control circuitry.
Supply and gain stages are high-bias Class
A and direct-coupled. Complimentary phasecombining and phase -splitting provide the
greatest amount of balanced operation and
the most accurate balanced signals.
Witness the sonic quality and effortless
convenience of the KRC—the vanguard of a
new tradition in high-end audio.

KRELL INDUSTRIESB35 Higgins DrivemMilford, CT 06460
Phone: 203-874-3139 Fax: 203-878-8373
WorldRadioHistory

or equipment.. .
[interrupted by applause] ...
and
so Iwould like to see an attempt at open-minded
cooperation between audiophiles and openminded engineers to satisfy both camps. Only
in this way will anybody's opinion be changed
in one way or the other."
Ken Kantor then asked Mr. Lopez: "You're
dealing here in afield where efficacy is avery
hard thing to define. You are dealing in afield
where expert testimony exists on both sides of
the issue. People with significant credentials are
willing to stand up and testify to the validity or
importance of certain products. In this situation—
which cannot be quantified in quite the way that
the date of origin of aPersian rug can be quantified—how does your department make the determination about the efficacy of products?"
Wilfredo Lopez replied: "I do believe that a
great deal of this, at least Isuspect that agreat deal
of this, can in fact be measured by scientific means
...
[interrupted by afew derisive laughs from
audience] ...
well. ..
as far as the transmission of
an electronic signal from one point to another,
Ihave afirm belief that such athing can be measured accurately. As far as one's opinion—a subjective opinion on amatter—of course one will
never be able to take effective measures against
one's personal opinion. And yes, there are many
areas where you have testimony on both sides,
ad infinitum. This is why Iask the community to
get together amongst itself as to aclear understanding as to whether this is amyth or if this is
anew technology and then speak to us. Enlighten
us as to what you feel is fact and what you feel
is purely subjective or may in fact be myth.
Approach us so that we might better understand
and protect you from an unfair and uneven market and protect consumers from unscrupulous
dealers that may or may not exist." (his emphasis)
Because Lopez believes that measurements can
quantify every aspect of loudspeaker cable performance, the objectivists' doctrine of "if it can't
be measured it can't be heard" has now become
"ifit can't be measured it can't be sold" Note his
"firm belief" that such things can be measured.
Note the pejorative use of the word "subjective"
in "subjective opinion on amatter." Also note the
apparent lament that "one will never be able to
take effective measures against one's personal
opinion." Further, Lopez's distinction between
"fact and what you feel ispure/y subjective" would
appear to make him amystic; mystics believe that
all subjective impressions—including the physical world—are illusory.
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THE OBJECTIVISTS'
DOCTRINE OF
"IF IT CAN'T BE MEASURED
IT CAN'T BE HEARD"
HAS NOW BECOME
"IF IT CAN'T BE MEASURED
IT CAN'T BE SOLD."
Psychologist Jeff Corey, in answer to acomment from the audience, seemed to hedge his
radical position, perhaps in reaction to the rational
comments of the well-respected audio professionals we just heard. He said: "Suppose there
is some small measurable difference, and you ran
athousand people in athousand trials and there
is aslight statistical difference. Statistical differences don't necessarily mean significant realworld differences either. Ishouldn't put it down.
Maybe there are people who can tell the difference. Iknow Ican't."
In Dr. Corey's view, any positive identification of cables under double-blind conditions is
therefore meaningless. Just because an audible
change has no musical significance for him,
should those of us who find these differences
musically important be subjected to the kind of
attack Dr. Corey launched at audiophiles during the workshop—PT Barnum and the Fiji
Mermaid? Moreover, Ihave found the opposite
to be true in audio—indications of atiny statistical significance reflect huge real-world differences—
and vice versa.
Dan Dugan closed the "workshop" with some
final comments Read them dosdy, for they reveal
the real motivation behind this event and his
McCarthy-like tactics.
"Over ten years of watching this, I've become
disgusted with [audio subjectivism]. There is
now an audiophile establishment. There is an
Academy of high end audio—you know, it just
keeps getting more and more established. Idon't
see any progress at all and Idon't know what to
do about it."
Ah ha! It isn't cables that have so upset Dugan
—it's audiophiles and critical listeners in general!
Loudspeaker cables are just aconvenient vehicle
for the attack. In decrying that High End is "getting more and more established" and that he
doesn't "know what to do about it," Dugan
seems to have appointed himself the leader of the
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How alittle company from Huntingdon,
England, consistently produces
the world's best-sounding CD players.
,

Mention's best yet-the best Ihave yet reviewed.. representing line value in the audiophile context.
Hi-Fi Neecs & Record Revrew,
Cotoher.1990

Meridians first CD player, the
MCD, single-handedly opened the door
to higher CD sound quality. Each and
every Meridian CD player that followed—
the PRO-MCD, the 207 and then the
206—set progressively higher standards
for sound qualify, winning the highest
praise from audiophiles and critics alee.
This time, Meridian has refined a

"One of the most sigi•ificant developments in CD player technology
Bert Whyte
Audio Malang USA Jose, let

The Meridian PRO-MCD É the
best sounding compezt diic player
thave tested."
John Ounkerfey
The Dare Record Company
bootee April. 1985

...sets anew standard of performasze in undee$11i dgial converters,
offeriug level of musicality prediou,ly unavailthle
ailywhem near the
price."

Robert Ifariey—Stereophht, Vol. 13 ho.11, November, 1990

new type of digital signal processing to create the Dual Differential PDM
BITSTREAM D-A Conversion System. Available first in the 208"CD
Player, this breakthrough Meridian technolog results in CD reproduction
with unequalled clarity, resolution and accuracy. Now. the Meridian 208
CD Player/Preamplifier, the new 206B CD Player, the 203 and 606
Outboard D-A Converters, the 603 Control Unit, and the amazing D600
and D6000 Digital Loudspeakers all use the Dual Differential PDM
BITSTREAM Conversion System.
Never satisfied with "good enough': Meridian always can be counted
on to make the best sounding digital technology sound better.
For the technicaliy-rninded, this new Meridian «eversion system empfeys twn parallel, 256X oversumpling
B1TSTREAM processor: in oath channel. Ercesne dgiai circuitry maies an mvente copy of each cher-nefs seal
and E'en sends this nonnaternerted pair of deferential debl signals to the canerters, Aber conversion, J differential
passne analog filter eliminates extraneous ultiosinic name: then adifferentia( anyeifier Neologies the Neourino sgnals
into on ultra-low-noisp rotpi-row-distortion seat.
Tins system offers aptoinornenal linearity of
t0.518. from 0to -120c1B, arange as wide as
that of human hearing and greater than that of
Meridian America Inc., 14120-K Sullyliekl Circle Chantilly,
«Haag the recording systems
Virginia 22021 (703)818-3028 Fax (703) EGO-7625
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crusade against those who judge reproduced
sound quality by listening rather than by looking
at aseries of mathematical representations on paper.

LOUDSPEAKER CABLES ARE
J
UST A
CONVENIENT VEHICLE
FOR THE ATTACK ON
AUDIOPHILES AND CRITICAL
LISTENERS IN GENERAL.
Dugan then attempted to invoke aphilosophical justification for his witch hunt:
"What Isee as the problem is aproblem of philosophy, okay, Imean, it comes down to aphilosophical problem and the nature of science.
Science before the 20th century was empirical—
experiments were done. But something new has
happened really in the 20th century—I mean,
some people knew before that—but we can really
point to, say if you look at the history of medicine, really after World War II medicine to become
scientific. And before that it was just empirical
which means try things and see how they work." 9
I'll spare both of us the rest of Dugan's convoluted philosophical bloviation—you get the
idea." Dugan's really the one to lecture on the
philosophy of science; after his previous attempt
to discredit audiophiles in which six out of seven
listeners correctly identified the high-end cable
under double-blind conditions (the only one
who couldn't hear the difference between cables
was apsychologist who had presented adiatribe
against cables that evening), he felt "embarrassed" at the results and, in light of the outcome,
thought he might be held at "fault" for conducting the test. "Embarrassment" and "fault" are
hardly the words of an impartial experimenter following what is purported to be scientific method.
Dugan also showed an optical illusion he had
9Let's «amine just one sentence ofthis self-appointed philosopher
of science: "Science before the 20th century was empirical—
experiments were done."
Did Isaac Newton perform experiments in formulating his law
of universal gravitation and its application to celestial mechanics?
Of course not. When Newton saw an apple fall from atree, he
performed acreative, heuristic act in inventing the metaphor that
likened the apple's fall to the solar system's workings. One of the
greatest scientific "discoveries" of all time thus took place entirely
in Newton's mind.
10 If Dugan really wants to understand the philosophical underpinnings of the conflict between audio objectivists and subjectivists. Isuggest he read: Zen and the Art ofMotorcycle Maintenance,
by Robert M. Pirsig; Personal Knowledge: Towards aPost-Critical Philosophy, by Michael Polanyi; Science and Human Values, by Jacob
Bronowski; and The Structure of Stientifu. Revolutions, by Thomas
Kuhn.
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drawn, explaining its relevance to hearing differences between components: "It doesn't matter
how hard I'm trying to be objective, Istill see
those lines as different. This is something built
into the human perceptual system, whether I'm
honest or acrook, whether I'm smart or dumb,
this dumb [thing] is built into our system, okay."
A funny incident occurred when Dugan
returned the borrowed system to Casey McKee
at Innovative Audio. Dugan made aremark to
Casey about how he really showed up audiophiles at the workshop and conclusively presented the case that all loudspeaker cables sound
the same.
"But Ican hear the difference between cables,"
Casey said.
Dugan challenged Casey to his standard $50 bet.
"Fey dollars?," Casey replied. "Let's make it
athousand."
Dugan blanched and declined.''
Now, let's conclude this piece with an analysis of the New York Department of Consumer
Affairs' position on this matter as articulated by
Mr. Lopez. Before reading any further, Isuggest
you reread his statement.

ARE HIGH-END RETAILERS
UNDER THREAT
OF HAVING THE LOCKS
ON THEIR STORES CHANGED
IF THEY DON'T TELL
THEIR CUSTOMERS ZIP CORD
AND A
UDIO QUEST D
RAGON
ARE SONICALLY IDENTICAL?
Did Iunderstand Mr. Lopez correctly? That
if asalesman in astore recommends aparticular cable or interconnect based on sound quality, the retailer will be summoned into court and
forced to sign an "Assurance of Discontinuance"
in which he agrees to never mention the varying sonic quality of cables again? That retailers
are under threat of having the locks on their
stores changed if they don't tell their customers
zip cord and AudioQuest Dragon are sonically
identical? That advertisements for any audio
11 When Icalled Dugan for confirmation of this incident, Dugan
said he would be glad to take Casey up on the $1000 bet—a year
from now at the next domestic AES Convention.
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nique solutions are likely to
emerge from those with aunique
perspective on the nature of the
problem to be solved.

By applying engineering and
manufacturing techniques normally
reserved for telecommunications and
aerospace technologies, Wadia's
transports, digital to analogue
converters, and the transmission
system between them, retrieve more of
the subtle nuances of the acoustic
wavefronts encoded on the compact
disk.
Products like the Vvadia WT-3200
transport and X-64.4 converter are
decidely non-conformist in design,
and as aresult have proven singularily
musical in performance.
Hear them for yourself at an
authorized Wadia Dealer.

Wdia DIGITAL
The Leader in Signal Conversion

624 TROY STREET

RIVER FALLS, WI 54022 PHONE 715-426-5900
WorldRadioHistory

FAX 715-426-5665

product using terminology not familiar to the
lowest common denominator of consumer is
cause for criminal prosecution by his office? That
he is asking the Audio Engineering Society, a
group which as awhole dismisses differences
between ampleers—never mind cables—to dictate the terms by which high-end audio products are sold? That the AES's agenda—
established by the likes of Dan Dugan—could
be elevated to the power of law and enforced by
agovernment agency?
I'm afraid Mr. Lopez did say all those things.12
A fundamental characteristic of McCarthyism is the "false conformity" created by fear of

THE AES 'S AGENDA-

ESTABLISHED BY THE LIKES
OF DAN DUGANCOULD BE ELEVATED TO
THE POWER OF THE LAW
AND ENFORCED BY
AGOVERNMENTAL AGENCY.
persecution. What greater false conformity is
there than the retailer who is forced to tell his
customers—under penalty of law—that all loudspeaker cables and interconnects sound the same,
even though he knows it isn't true? Threatening
retailers with financial penalties and forcing them
to sign the Department of Consumer Affairs'
"Assurance of Discontinuance" smacks of the
Spanish Inquisition in which heretics were tortured into recanting their beliefs. Galileo Galilei
was forced sign adocument—no doubt the 17thcentury equivalent of the "Assurance of Discontinuance"—stating that he "abjured, cursed, and
detested" his belief that the earth revolved around
the sun. Because he had broken apreviously
signed agreement that specifically enjoined him
from "teaching or discussing Copernicanism in
any way" by the Holy Office, Galileo was forced
to spend the last eight years of his life under
house arrest.
12 The question is begged: Who are Mr. Lopez's constituents?
Where are the legions of consumers complaining that they bought
loudspeaker cables and were ripped off? To my knowledge, it is
standard practice for retailers to let customers try cables in their
own systems before buying. Further, many retailers have loaner
cables; if the customer hears no difference or an insignificant difference, he simply returns them and is out of pocket no money. How
many other products provide this generous ahome-trial program?
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But why should the government stop at
prosecuting those who hear differences between
loudspeaker cables? The scientific audio community, in the guise of David Clark, has "proved"
that all power amplifiers sound the same, from
aFutterman output-transforrnerless tubed design
to aMark Levinson to a$220 Japanese receiver.
Shouldn't retailers also be prosecuted for selling
amplifiers, preamplifiers—even CD players—if
those components are sold based on their relative
sonic merits? Will equipment reviewers be forced
to sign an "Assurance of Discontinuance" if they
express opinions of sonic characteristics not
provable by the kind of "scientific" inquiry witnessed at the workshop? And with Dan Dugan
establishing the framework for determining what's
audible and what isn't?
Don't get me wrong—we need individuals
like Wilfredo Lopez and government agencies
like the Department of Consumer Affairs. But
their efforts should be directed at dishonest merchants who misrepresent the age of aPersian rug,
to use Mr. Lopez's example. Instead, this governmental authority appears to have become an
unwitting weapon in the hands of McCarthylike crusaders who hold aphilosophical grudge
against audiophiles. The naïve view that science
can measure and quantify every aspect of audio
equipment quality could become the power of
law, enforced by the well-intentioned but misinformed Mr. Lopez.

A GOVERNMENTAL

AUTHORITY APPEARS
TO HAVE BECOME AN
UNWITTING WEAPON
IN THE HANDS OF
THOSE WHO HOLD
APHILOSOPHICAL GRUDGE
AGAINST AUDIOPHILES.
Just as Joe McCarthy subverted the government's power in his crusade to persecute his
imagined enemies 40 years ago, Dan Dugan now
seeks to prosecute his personal agenda against
audiophiles by asimilar misuse of legal authority.
Is the title of this piece—"Audio McCarthyism"—extremist?
You be the judge.
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A TRUE HIGH-PERFORMANCE
RECEIVER!

The NAD 7000
Receiver

A CONTRADICTION IN TERMS?
Since 1972, NAD has represented performance standards that rival the most
esoteric stereo components for a fraction of the price. This is accomplished
without superfluous features or needlessly complicated and expensive front
panels. Rather, we favor investing your money on the technology inside, where it
counts.
From receivers and compact disc players to cassette decks and separate
components, NAD delivers simple elegance, ease of operation and superb sound
quality at an affordable price.
The NAD Model 7000 Receiver, pictured above, is truly representative of
NAD's design philosophy. While modestly rated at 40W RMS, it is capable of
delivering up to 200W of dynamic power to meet the demands of today's digitally
reproduced music. It includes system remote control, preamp-out/main-in, a
superb tuner, and much more.
If you are an audiophile on abudget, the NAD 7000 Receiver could be your
perfect "sonic solution"!
The 7000 Receiver, at only $579, ends the contradiction of affordable highend!
At NAD, we invest your money wisely! Call TOLL FREE 1-800-263-4641 for
further product information or the name of your nearest NAD dealer.
WCES-Mirage Hotel-Booth 2523
NAD
633 Granite Court
Pickering, Ontario
Canada
L1W 3K1
Fax: (416) 831-6936
1-800-263-4641

U.S. Mailing Address:
NAD
P.O. Box 387
Lewiston, New York
14092
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NAD
Advanced Technology ...
...Simply Applied.

L ETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting
advice about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have
to be assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all are read and noted, only those of
general interest are selected for publication. Please note, however, that published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they address more than one topic.

WOULD IT BE POSSIBLE ...
Editor:
...
to have aletters section, for just one month,
without any letters from people who live in
California?
PHILIP BUTKA
Wayne, MI
No.

—JA

DOMESTIC STRIFE?
Editor:
Iam glad to see that you pointed out the flaws
in "The Home Recording Act of 1991." One of
the most humorous things Isaw in the article
("Industry Update," October 1991) was that
Albert Gore is sponsoring it. Is not his wife Tipper Gore, the leader of the PMRC? The irony of
it is that while Tipper is fighting the profane
lyrics of groups like Guns'N'Roses, Albert's
fighting to give them extra royalty checks.
111ENT HALL
Minot, MD
JUNK, STRIPES, & PARANOIA!
Editor:
Maybe you should start the magazine with acapital Swith stripes: $!!!
Itook up your intro offer for the free "Test
CD," yet it's not offered for sale in your magazine. Isn't it good enough?
But your magazine does offer junk (!) such as
green markers, CD rings, mats, and cable breakin things. All designed to fulfill W.C. Fields's
"sucker born every minute."
To be aquality magazine you should inspire
quality in your ads as well.
If you want me to stay with you beyond the
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trial period you'll need to have technical proof
for odd statements like "Cables sound better
when" spaced/paralleled/same length, etc.
Scrap the opinions that can't be substantiated.
They come off more as sales pitches to keep the
sample sources from drying up. Most of all, there
is no reason to only list the high-priced, highego toys. Especially with the high crime rate
these days. The pain is lessened with lowerpriced items.
But even more is the need for info for those
who can't afford to spend over $1000 ±$500.
You could use the other end of the alphabet: x,
y, z. Also, arepair problems/satisfaction rating
on the expensive toys might be useful.
ALEX [
I
LLEGIBLE]
Ridgefield, WA
We do advertise our Test CD in our pages, just not in
every issue—it is pretty good, even ¡I.we do say so ourselves. (We are also currently working on aTest CD 2,
due to be released in the Spring.) Because amagazine
carries advertisements, it doesn't mean that it automatically endorses all the products mentioned in those advertisements. Nevertheless, we have tested CD Stoplight
and CD Rings, andfound them to confer asmall but
consistent improvement on the sound of CDs. (See Peter
van Willenswaard's report in November 1991, p.191.)
Tom Norton is also currently working on areview of the
Duotech Cable Enhancer, aproduct that admittedly did
raise afew eyebrows in the Stereophile editorial office.
—JA
MORE ON MR. MIES
Editor:
Re: "Letters," p.13, October 1991. The old chestnut of Mies surfaces again. For the record, the
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MODERN ART...The MD-10 CD Transcription Turntable
Great art captures the imagination by
challenging perceptions. Science provokes
by defining anew that which came before.
The Krell MD-10 joins art and science to
deliver performance inconceivable only a
few years ago.

increases data accuracy, reducing error
correction. A unique Ambient Light
Cancellation system reduces extraneous
light interference. Programming and FTS
are available from the front panel and
remote control.

The MD-10 is the most advanced evolution
of CD playback technology. A Philips CD
ROM transport is mounted in asophisticated suspension for isolation from
vibration. Improved servo circuitry

The MD-10 couples stunning aesthetics to
high technology, providing its owner with
greater sensory perception of our favorite
art: the art of music.

KRELL DIGITAL INC. •35 Higgins Drive Milford, 01 06460 ?
Phone: 203-874-3139 Is Fax: 203-878-8373 °
o

ors
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gentleman in question was born Ludwig Mies,
and added the "van der Rohe" later, out of deference to his mother's maiden name, becoming
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe. It is therefore most
inappropriate to use the form of address "Mr. van
der Rohe." Doubtlessly, Ishall not be the only
reader who would wish Mies's words left in their
context.
ROB WILSON
Bournmoor, England
Doubtlessly.

—JA

SUBJECTIVITY 8c CLAIMS
Editor:
Iam concerned about Stereophile's apparent stand
on blind testing. Frankly, Iam very hesitant to
trust anyone who is not willing to let him- or
herself be challenged to the limits of his/her ability. You claim that your hearing and evaluative
capabilities are developed to the point that your
readers should trust your judgment. Ithink you
owe it to us to put your claims on the line.
PHILIP BARRY
Evanston, IL
Ithink the point is not that Stereophile's reviewers are
claiming to be more talented than ordinary people; rather,
that as with any profession, doing something full-time
enables you to get better at it. For amasterful exposition of where this magazine stands on the whole business
of subjectivity and blind testing, see Robert Harley 's
"The Listeners' Mateesto" elsewhere in this issue—JA
CASSETTES, CDs,
& BLIND LISTENING
Editor:
Inote with interest, in RH's Chicago CES report
last August, the statement from BASF that their
research showed "less than 1%" of the population was able to distinguish between CD and
analog cassette. I'd suggest this raised many an
eyebrow, including RH's.
Istumbled into the BASF "research" of an
afternoon when Iwandered into the local HMV
record store. (HMV is amajor force in the UK
retail scene, and arecent arrival on these shores.
Their stores concentrate on visual and sonic
impact, with limited selection but good specials.
[Isn't that the tragedy of record retailing in the 90s?—E])
A nice young sharp-dressed BASF man accosted
me and proposed alistening trial: the luckless
rube (me) selects atrack from astack of CDs, and
this is played through asetup where you can A/B
between the CD and tape, through headphones.
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After afew minutes of this, they run 10 singleblind trials, and the victim has to identify each
as CD or tape. Nine out of ten right wins you a
free CD.
Can't remember what the playback gear was,
but the boxes were real shiny black and had
square corners all 'round, so they must have been
good, right? In fact, the sound was not egregiously bad. Can't say the same for the music,
atiny selection of top-40 pop-pap. The CD/cassette level matching was not obviously flawed.
Ilistened to "Have You Ever Fallen in Love"
from the Fine Young Cannibals' The Raw and the
Cooked. During the initial A/B-ing, the difference was obvious—the cassette rolled off the top
end enough that the cymbals sounded way better
on the CD. In the trial, Igot ten out of ten right
with no significant hesitation. The nice, shiny
BASF man acted amazed to adegree that, Iconfess, was immensely gratifying. He said he'd been
running the test on 40 people aday, this was the
third day, and Iwas only his second winner, the
only 10/10, and the first not to sweat, strain, and
agonize. This elevated me to amood of perverse
sonic nihilism, and for my free CD Ipicked The
Who Live at Leeds. (Evidence, if it were needed,
that great music can cut through rotten sound.
On top of that, Corey Greenberg can take his
Memphis-Brownsville Axis of Revealed Pop
Truth and go piss up arope; on Live at Leeds, a
skinny snotty English middle-class white boy
laid down the most sublime electric guitar
known to man.)
Well, maybe the BASFoid was lying; but I
think not, because he was there to hype BASF
product. Also, they can't have wanted to cough
up too many free CDs to strangers. So let's
assume that in fact only asmall proportion of the
population passed the BASF test. Do we conclude, then, that only 1% of the people can tell
cassette from CD? Not for aminute. It should
hardly need pointing out that:
1) The test was totally compromised because
it was an effort by BASF to prove cassettes and
CDs indistinguishable, and
2) The text was conducted in acrowded record store, with Madonna or some such thumping
away in the background, and
3) The selection of music did not lend itself
to critical listening, and
4) It's hard to believe that the level matching
was anywhere near the fraction-of-a-dB required
for this sort of thing.
Even given all this, Ifind the low success rate
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MUSIC WINOUT B
OUNDS.
T
HE N
EW
MIRAGE 90-S
ERIES.
In aperfect world your listening room seats
500 and the conductor begins on your cue.
In the real world you need loudspeakers
with the musicality and lifelike presentation
to transport you to that perfect world.
Introducing the new Mirage 90-Series.
Embodying the celebrated spatial qualities
of our revolutionary M-1 Bipol
arTM
loudspeaker. With graceful styling and
significant technical advancements. With
the singular power to express the boundless
magnificence of the world's finest music.
And with the finesse to relate
each critical detail.
We invite you to audition the new
90-Series at your nearest Mirage dealer.
And experience music without bounds.

MIRAGE LOUDSPEAKERS

See the music.

3641 M(
NICOLL AVENUE S
CARBOROUGH, ONTARK), CANADA MIX 105
(416) 321-1800
©1991 ALDK) P
RODUCTS I
NTERNATIONAL, I
NC.
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sort of surprising, given my own experience. It
would be really uncharitable to suspect that I
stumbled across one of the very few tracks with
significant extended HF information in aCD
collection carefully chosen by BASF for the test,
wouldn't it?
Isuspect the only real lesson in all this is the
same point RH was making (in adiscussion of
DCC): given the kinds of places that cassettes
are used in, and the kind of music that is played,
there is no real advantage in the use of digital
technology for this medium. And Iam one who
finds most CDs to sound more like live music
than most analog.
Cheers,
TI MBRAY
Ontario, Canada
P.S. Took the August Stereophile along on atedious Toronto-Zürich flight. Good entertainment
value, improved still more by an hour spent composing this.
And 'promise, Mr. Bray, that you'll be entertained even
more when you read Corey Greenberg's selectionsfor
"Records to Die For" next month.
-RL

DIAGNOSIS

& SUBJE CTIVITY
Editor:
Iam writing to you to compliment you on your
fine magazine and to let you know how much I
enjoy escaping from the hustle and bustle of my
everyday life into the pages of your reviews. As
the world gets more and more complicated on
adaily basis, Ifind it ever more important to slip
into the escape of my music. To this end Iappreciate your uncompromising approach to the
technical aspects of music reproduction.
Iknow that your readers have discussed the
pros and cons of the subjective vs objective
approaches to component reviews ad nauseam.
However, Iwish to add this analogy. As aphysician, Ihave many tools and tests to help me
evaluate an ill patient. There is almost no end to
the number and cost of tests that Ican use to tell
me what is going on. However, Ican assure you
that the most important part of the diagnostic
approach involves subjective findings that we elicit
through our sensitivity to the "whole" patient.
These opinions help us differentiate serious from
trivial illnesses and are the basis for further evaluation. So it is also with the evaluation of the components that reproduce our beloved music—
there are just some things that cannot be measured.
CHRIS CUTTER, MD
Chatsworth, CA
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DIGITAL DATA CRUNCHING
Editor:
Iread Robert Harley's piece on "Digital Audio
Data Compression" ("As We See It," May 1991)
with great interest and felt the need to throw in
some of my own ideas. Let me just say that Iam
both acomputer and stereo addict, though my
computer addiction has been around much
longer (ten years as opposed to two years for
high-end stereos).
Mr. Harley is correct in his assertion that it
would be amistake to use abit-rate reduction
scheme based on some model of psychoacoustic
phenomena which may or may not be correct.
Acoustics are not understood well enough that
we should be experimenting with dropping out
pieces of musical data because we don't believe
they are significant. Iuse the term "bit-rate
reduction" because it implies the possibility of
removing data to achieve the reduction. Data
compression has been used for years in the computer world to mean the reduction of space
required to store data by reorganizing it into a
more compact format without any loss of original information. Think of it as taking aletter and
rewriting it in shorthand. The shorthand version
takes up less space but still holds all of the information in the original. The "shorthand" copy
can then be translated back to the original format when needed.
I'm enclosing afloppy disk for use on IBM
PCs and compatibles that contains two such
compression programs (there are similar products available for Macs and other platforms). One
is called PKzip, the other is LHarc; you may
already have them—I'm assuming you don't. Try
them on some digital audio files; the results
should be interesting. The rate of compression
varies with the file being compressed (graphics
can be compressed over 95% depending on how
compact and efficient the original format is).
Ifeel that this type of compression technique
would be auseful, even an essential tool, for
working with digital audio data on computers.
Ican only hope that the music industry uses a
"clean" data-compression technique as opposed
to some bit-rate reduction scheme that removes
"unnecessary" musical data.
ANDREW R. ANCHEV
Redondo Beach, CA
I, too, have wondered why digital audio engineers feel it
necessary to throw away real data based on apyschoacoustic model that may or may not be valid. Digital audio
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"Have you seen Elvis?"
Convenient, compact, durable,
wonderful sound—the endearing qualities of compact discs.
Trouble is, you've quickly
collected so many CDs that
finding Blue Suede Shoes when
you want to play it has become
areal problem.

From playing asingle track on a
specific CD to playing acustom
sequence of dozens of tracks or
CDs, the CD Library lets you
choose how to play your
favorite music—from anywhere
in your home. Want to play an
hour of baroque music?

Until now.
The Proceed CD Library stores,
organizes, and gives you
flexible access to your one
hundred favorite compact discs.
Not just ahigh-capacity CD
changer, the CD Library lets you
organize your CD collection, in
the way that works best for you.

100-CD LIBRARY

No more juggling jewel boxes.
No more scrambling to find
the right liner notes. The CD
Library's powerful remotecontrol unit, the Communicator,
displays titles, artists, and
tracks not by number but by
name. You'll also be able to
define up to fifteen "music
types" (we don't choose
them—you do).

How about all of your jazz
CDs? Or acontinuously
repeating sequence of pre-'68
Beatles? It's up to you.
Such power and convenience
don't come at the expense of
first-class sound. Comparable
to any of today's "audiophilequality" single-disc CD players,
the CD Library's superb sonics
are the result of the same engineering that produced the
acclaimed Proceed PCD, PDP,
and PDT.

Visit your nearest Proceed
dealer, and discover what the
Proceed CD Library can do
for you and your music.
Who knows what
you'll find?

Around
$13,000.

PROC E E D
Proceed' products are designed and manufactured by
WorldRadioHistory
MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457
FAX (203) 346-1540
Certain component parts of the Proceed CD Library are supplied by Rowe International.

data are conceptually no differentfrom any other kind
of computer data, so using an archiving algorithm that
looks for patterns and similarities to reduce the space
required to store that data without throwing data
away is avalid approach! Itherefore generated two large

higher distortion is attributable to the difficulty
in taking high values of negative feedback off the
output transformer. Nevertheless, one tube power

files, each containing 65,536 16-bit integer numbers;
ie, representing about 1.5s of mono audio signal assum-

with high-feedback solid-state amps, and with
no slew limiting and no global feedback whatsoever. The amp is the Optimation 250, still

ing asample rate of 44.1kHz. One represented a¡kHz
sinewave (which, because of its se-similarity, you would
reasonably expect to contain the most redundant data),
the other pseudo-random noise, which you would expect
to show the least data compression. The more efficient
archiving program of the two Mr. Anchev sent me,

amplifier developed primarily for the instrumentation field does exhibit static distortion on apar

manufactured by Julie Labs. Ihave apair, and I've
measured them on the Audio Precision One
setup, so it ain't no bull. The Optimation has got
amere 0.01% THD from 1to 250W output from

LHarr, reduced the noise data to afile 28.8% of its original length, the sinewavefile to just 2.1%. (For com-

30Hz to 10kHz, and it's all second harmonic. Try
to beat that with any solid-state amp at any price.
How's this accomplished? The circuit is too

parison, ASCII textfiles are compressed to about 40%
of their original length.) Ignoring the need for data

complex to describe in detail here, but the basic
design principles are fairly straightforward. The

redundancy to allowfor error correction and 8-to-14 or
similar modulation to optimize the dataformatfor the
storage medium, both of which would represent constant

amp uses one super-linear, dual-differential,
super-high-gain bootstrapped triode gain stage
within balanced positive feedback loops. The

factors, these results would suggest that aclever crunching
algorithm applied to digital audio data would therefore

gain of the one stage swamps the distortion of

give acompression ratio varying between 3:1 to almost
50:1 depending on the music content. Unlike the data-

the output stage, acting as aform of feedforward.
A negative feedback loop which encompasses the
output and the main voltage stage but not the

elimination schemes in DCC and MD, however, it
would preserve those data absolutely intact.

input, and which is taken from atertiary wind-

So where's the catch? Isuspect that these approaches
were considered but rejected because to unpack the com-

and divides down what distortion remains.
Of course there's alot more to it than that,

pressed data takes time. In theoretical terms or in computer applications, this doesn't present aproblem. But

including full regulation, constant current sourcing, cross coupling—a real bag of tricks—but the

would you consider acceptable, for example, adelay of
perhaps several minutes after you loaded acassette or
disc before the music started to play? That's assuming,

results are little short of astounding.
One other instrumentation tube amp, the Krohnheit, also achieved extremely low static distortion, but unlike the Optimation, it wasn't stable

ofcourse, that the player could have alarge enough memory buffer and afast enough microprocessor at alow
enough cost to allow the data unpacking to be performed
on thefly at all. Remember that both DCC and MD
are intended to be low-cost, mass-market media, per-

ing, then returns the total gain to anormal value,

into reactive loads.
By the way, afew Optimations have been used
for hi-fi over the years, and the designer is con-

haps purposefully compromised when compared with

sidering aconsumer version.
And do persuade Gordon to do more review-

CD

ing. His work remains the standard of the industry.

—JA

DANIEL SWEENEY

JGH &AMPLIFIERS

Burbank, CA

Editor:
Iread with interest J. Gordon Holt's thoughtful and generally informative review of the Boulder 500AE Power Amplifier (October 1991), and
Iam prompted to respond to acouple of his
points touching upon tube amplifiers and distortion.
In general Gordon is quite correct in his assertion that tube amps have vastly higher distortion
than modern solid-state equipment, and that the
1An article in the October 15, 1991 issue of PC Magazine (Vol.10
No.17) looks in depth at data-packing programs.
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W HY NO SOTA?
Editor:
As aSOTA dealer and aSOTA turntable owner,
Iwas disappointed to see SOTA Industries products unfairly dropped from the October 1991
"Recommended Components."
Since taking over distribution, manufacturing, and marketing of SOTA products, Jack and
Helen Shafton have worked tirelessly to enhance
and build upon SOTA's reputation. They have
succeeded in improving the quality and customer
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Adcom's GFP-565
Preamplifier:
Pure and Simple.
ADOOM
fairi

A

A

A
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In Search of Sonic Perfection, Adcom
Took the Path of Least Resistance
The fewer circuits amusical signal
encounters on its way to your loudspeaker
system, the greater its muscial purity will be.
Now, through obsessive attention to detail
and design ingenuity, Adcom has created the
GFP-565 — the world's first affordable
preamplifier with direct, linear gain path
circuitry. By combining the GFP-565 with
any of Adcom's power amplifiers, you can
experience the exceptionally lifelike sound
which has astonished even the most
demanding critics.
Three Sets of Outputs for the Perfect
Balance of Performance and Flexibility
You can use one or more sets of
outputs: I) BYPASS -direct-coupled before
tone controls, filters, etc. for the most direct
path to your power amplifier while retaining
control of volume and balance. 2) LAB direct-coupled with no output-coupling
capacitors yet with tone, filter and loudness
controls. 3) NORMAL -same as LAB but
with highest quality output capacitors for
use with amplifiers needing the extra
protection of ultra-low-frequency roll-off.
Bi-amped and tri-amped systems are
easily accommodated by this flexible
arrangement.

A
'

Pure Convenience
The minimalist aesthetics of the
GFP-565 are deceptive in their simplicity.
Without being overly complicated to use,
this preamplifier is able to integrate and
control all of the components in the most
sophisticated of music systems. There are
five high-level inputs as well as aphono
input. A separate front-panel switch allows
the use of an external processor, only when
needed, leaving both tape circuits free. And,
of course, you may listen to one input while
recording from another.
More Sound, Less Money_
Adcom stereo components have a
reputation for sounding superior to others
costing two and three times more. Keeping
faith with this tradition, Adcom took the path
of least resistance. Why not do the same?
Ask your authorized Adcom dealer for a
demonstration of this remarkable stereo
preamplifier. Please write or call for afully
detailed brochure. You'll discover the best
value in high performance preamplifiers.
Pure and simple.

ADCOM®
details you can hear

o

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390-1130 Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5
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support of an already excellent product.
All Stereophile had to do was contact afew
dealers and customers to realize the successful
nature of the change of ownership. Aprovisional
rating until such asurvey was conducted would
have been the proper way to treat an American
original.
DR. HOWARD M. HOROWITZ
President, Audio Center, Fort Lauderdale, FL
First, let me explain that no product has a"right" to
be included in Stereophile's "Recommended Components." We only list those products that our own experience (rather than surveys of interested parties) indicates we can wholeheartedly stand behind. When a
company changes hands, it almost certainly means that
its products will be dnippedfrom the listing, albeit probably temporarily. In the case of SOTA, Tom Norton is
currently working on reviews of Shafton-manufactured
samples of the Cosmos andJewel tunuable£ If his verdicts are positive, SOTA products will reappear in the
list due to appear in our April issue.
—JA

W HY NO SURROUND—SOUND?
Editor:
Stereophile's articles and reviews are very often
interesting and useful, yet I'm amazed at your
policy of indifference or antagonism toward
surround-sound for general music reproduction.
Dissenters of your staff with more realistic viewpoints (notably BS, JGH, and PWM) are clearly
officially restrained.
My reference here is ID surround-sound enhanceent of general stereo recordings, not restricted
to those with special encoding (cg, Dolby or
Ambisonic). The quadraphonic debacle of the
'70s resulted in the unlikelihood that asingle
encoding system will ever be "standard." Very
regrettably obscured in the confusion was the fact
that surround-sound processing of stereo provides immense and indispensable improvement.
A few minutes' auditioning will convince most
listeners that two-speaker stereo is pale by comparison.
Though quadraphonics failed, some of the best
and latest decoders were extremely effective. I
still use aSansui Vario-Matrix decoder and feel
it to be far superior to the Ambisonic decoder
also part of my audio system. Numerous surroundsound devotees have long prized Vario-Matrix
decoders and receivers, and for very valid reasons.
Possibly Fosgate or other innovators have
equaled or surpassed such past accomplishments.
Digital time-delay synthesizers also deserve special consideration, according to observations by
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Bill Sommerwerck. Comparative reviewing of
such decoders deserves amuch higher priority
in your pages. Surround-sound restores amissing dimension, in sharp contrast to subtle improvements often provided by high-end components.
BRYCE CHAMBERS
Seattle, WA
Regarding Stereophile's "official" position on surroundsound decoders, our reader surveys in 1988 and 1991
revealed only slight interest in the subject, which, coupled
with my own lack of enthusiasm—I used both aSaruui
Vario-Matrix decoder and Hafler "Dynaquad"for surround synthesisfor a
few years in the late '70s, ultimately
preferring the sound of my system without to with—does
give the subject alow editorial priority. Nevertheless,
BS reviews the relatively inexpensive AudioSourre SSThree Dolby Pro-Logic processor elsewhere in this issue,
whileJGH is working on areview of the Snell THX
video surround system.
—JA

W HY NO LPs?
Editor:
In the October issue, Richard Lehnert's article
on Wynton Marsalis's Soul Gestures in Southern
Blue was correct in his thought of the albums. I
think this is Wynton at his best. There is something that is incorrect at the beginning of the article, however. To be vinyl lovers, you guys should
have known that these recordings are available
on LP. Ihave all three on vinyl and they sound
great. It is rumored that both Marsalis brothers
are Linn 'table owners and that this is responsible
for their albums being released on LP. Oh yeah,
Branford's new album, The Beautyful Ones Are
Not Yet Born, is also available on LP.
WILLIAM MCKAY
Raleigh, NC
Sorry about missing the LPs. Please see my reply to
Robert White's letter on p.59 of the December'91 issue.
—RL

JA

GOT IT WRONG!
Editor:
In the September "As We See It," Robert Harley
states that the reviewer's allegiance is to the
reader, not the manufacturer. Who could argue
this rather obvious point? The real question is how
areviewer can be most responsible to his readers,
which is asomewhat thornier issue. Part of that
responsibility, in my opinion, is setting up and
operating the component under test in amanner consistent with the manufacturer's recom-
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t'coss section of the
Dual Hyperdome
tweeter and
S'PHEREXMe.

ENERGY loudspeakers hay
personal favorites of discriminating
audiophiles the world over. With more than
$1 million in development, our Dual Hyperdome

tweeter is one key reason why

ENERGY recreates the original performance with uncompromised accuracy.
Combined with the smooth, sculpted surfaces of our revolutionary SPHEREX

baffle,

diffraction is eliminated for superior soundstaging and positional imaging. And
ENERGY'S unique Interloc

bracing system is built into every elegant, superbly

crafted cabinet for incomparable rigidity and
structural integrity. Simply put, ENERGY 22-Series and
e-Series loudspeakers define a new standard of
styling excellence and sonic precision.
Take atest drive today. Your ears will thank you.
WorldRadioHistory

D1991 ENERGY
3641 McNicoll Avenue.
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1X 1G5
416-321-1i300

mendations. After all, we buyers do this with the
assistance of our dealers. A reviewer should do
no less, or the results are likely to be inaccurate
and misleading.
An example of what happens when areviewer
operates in isolation from the manufacturer
occurs in the same issue, when JA endeavors to
evaluate the Goldmund Mimesis 8 ("Soul
Power"). Iknow abit about this amp, since Iown
one and went through the setup process myself.
It is, as JA points out, quite sensitive to everything from power to grounding to associated
components, including cables. Iam happy to say
that my dealer ably walked me through this onetime process, and the results were well worth the
effort.
But it is clear from the review that JA either
didn't seek or ignored such instructions from the
manufacturer or distributor. Iknow this is true
because his setup, as described, had problems
which any dealer would have pointed out and
corrected. Not surprisingly, his results do not
match those Ihave achieved.
First, JA used speaker cables which are not
recommended for use with the amp. Indeed, there
is only one speaker cable which Goldmund sanctions, and that is MIT. Goldmund is so serious
about this that they require every dealer to also
be an MIT dealer. Ihave tested several cables with
the 8 and have achieved the best results—
especially in the bass, where JA found the amp
wanting—with MIT Shotgun. The AudioQuest
cables are apoor match for the amp.
In comparison tests, JA also found the amp
lacking in ultimate dynamics. Friends in my
listening circle read this in stunned amazement!
Since my own experience is so very different
from JA's, Ihad to wonder once again what could
be wrong with the setup. My guess is that during
the comparison tests he had the amp plugged in
at the same time and to the same circuit as either
the big Levinson or the Classic 60. You cannot do
this to the Mimesis 8, as the other amps' big
power supplies will compromise the Goldmund's
ability to draw the power it needs. This would
certainly account for the congestion JA eicperienced,
and it's also aconfiguration which anormal user
would never experience at home.
The Mimesis 8review exemplifies the potential for misleading results if areviewer, acting in
the name of "objectivity," operates in avacuum.
If the reviewer is to serve the reader, as FtH advocates, he must use the equipment as the manufacturer specifies and as would real buyers. Thus,
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although JA found this amplifier's midrange
"rightness" and superb soundstaging, he failed
to find its Soul.
ALAN TAFFEL
Reston, VA
While Ido believe areviewer must attempt to use acomponent as its manufacturer specifies, it is true that Iwas
unaware ofthe Mimesis's need only to be used with MIT
speaker cable (if that is indeed the case). Ihad assumed
that the distributor would have informed me of any such
special requirements; in the absence of such information, Iused the cable which seemed to work optimally
with all the ampleiers Iwas using in the test. Regarding
the question of dynamics, while the Mark Levinson
and/or Audio Research amplifiers were on some of the
time during my auditioning of the Goldmund, Idid do
considerable listening with only the Goldmund plugged
into the dedicated AC lines which serve my listening
room.
—JA
AUDIOPHILE NEEDS VS. WANTS
Editor:
Wasn't it ashame that Keith Yates (Vol.14 No.11,
November 1991, p.81) spent so much to create
a"state-of-the-art, high-end facility around a
real live concert venue," but failed to understand
his clientele? He seemed more interested in
"making history by bringing 'the absolute
sound' to the audiophile community" than in
providing his customers what they desired.
Like many other poor salespeople, he provided
what he thought his customers needed rather than
what they wanted. It appears he never listened to
his customers. He said that he tried everything:
"in-store signs; notices in the newsletters; alittle
story in the local classical station's magazine; private mailings," etc. Never did he mention that he
asked his customers what they would like. Why
blame them for not wanting to hear the music
he wanted? What would have happened if he had
provided rock, country, or popular music?
Iam sorry to hear about the failure, but it is
unfair of Mr. Yates to state that "most audiophiles, Iwas to learn, don't 'do' concerts. It's part
of the religion, but not part of the life." He should
learn to listen and provide what customers want,
not what he thinks they need.
S.W.
TE ICHER, P.E.
(an audiophile and concert-goer)
Santa Clara, CA
AUDIOPHILES VS. MUSIC LOVERS
Editor:
So the "audiophiles" have revealed their true
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There can be no standard of quality
without aReference.

This is especially true in the audio field where everyone, from studio engineers to
manufacturers and reviewers, needs asolid benchmark for accurate sound.
For twenty years, the KEF Reference Series has been astandard by which all
other loudspeakers have been judged. The latest benchmark for loudspeakers is the
KEF Reference Series Model 105/3.
The 105/3's draw upon KEF's ground-breaking research into
the interaction of speakers and room acoustics: coupled-cavity
bass loading for deep bass from the smallest possible enclosures;
conjugate load matching, which uses amplifier power to its full
advantage and KUBE, KEF's proprietary bass equalizer, which
produces the bass of cabinets eight times as large. The four-way
105/3's are the first Reference Series speakers to use Uni -Q
Only thetechnology.
KEF Uni-0
Uni-Q: the first coincident-source (kivers.

driver places the tweeter
inside the woofers voice coil.

KEF Uni -O is an engineering breakthrough: the first truly
coincident-source dnver.
Many audiophiles know that an ideal speaker would be apoint source
unfortunately, multiple-driver systems often fall far short of this ideal. With
Neodymium-Iron-Boron, the most powerful of all magnetic materials, KEF has
created atweeter so small that it can be placed inside the woofer's voice coil In effect,
every Uni -O driver is apoint source.
Moreover, the woofer cone acts as awave guide for the tweeter and controls its
dispersion. The entire frequency range arrives at the listener's ears at exactly the same
time, producing seamless sound no matter where the listener sits-. Unwanted reflections within the room are actually reduced, and the music you hear is
less colored.
If you appreciate music, audition the Reference 105/3%. For any
audiophile system, they are "standard" equipment.

KEF Electronics of America, Inc ,14120.K Sullyheld Circle, Chantilly, VA 22021
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sive gear—are not true music lovers. Rather, their
colors to Keith Yates ("Are Audiophiles MusicLovers?," November 1991). Having reached Mr.
joy comes from the hardware itself Ialso commend
Yates's level of discouragement acouple of years
Mr. Yates for his "Grand Experiment": Iwould
ago, Iwas heartened and surprised to see this
probably have been one of the rare patrons of both
concert hall and audio store; This is true, in part,
issue aired in the pages of Stereophile.
As aformer partner in alocal record store, I since Ihappen to enjoy—in addition to many additional musical forms—live classical sound. Forknow the local audiophile community well and
tunately for me, this appreciation for classical music
have had dealings with audiophiles across the
developed before Iever knew high-end audio
country as well. With some exceptions, these
existed. Many audiophiles, Ibelieve, only discover
lovers of music are looking for the same 100
classical music after reading magazine reviews, or
records (Harry Pearson's list); are wanting aiapafter picking up source material at their local highanese pressing of something; are wanting the
end store, in an attempt to hear their equipment,
latest near-jazz (jazz Lite?) release on an audinot to hear the music.
ophile label; are wondering what Ithink of their
new $7000 decoder; are wanting ...
And their
Up to this point, Ishare Mr. Yates's views. I
think, however, that he makes some implicit ascomments about recordings? "She's in the room
with you:" "You can hear conversations and glasses
sumptions that warrant some additional thought.
First, he equates "music lover" with "lover of
clinking in the background," "A palpable sense
of thereness," ad nauseam.
live music:' Second, the live music he describes
We are fortunate, in this prairie town, to have
seems limited to mostly classical or operatic
avital symphony, abig, yearly jazz festival, an
arrangements. Is it not possible for people to
truly love music, but not the live and/or classical
active blues society, and awonderful old roadhouse, the Coyote Club, where, in the last year,
variety? I'm sure there are many people who
would have flocked to his concert hall had he
I've heard Leo KottIce, Warren Zevon, the Dirty
Dozen Brass Band, the Blasters, the Meat Pupbooked rock, pop, blues, reggae, jazz, rap, or other
forms of musical entertainment. Are the people
pets, and many, many more. Even though creditwho stomp their feet to any of this music—and
card payments on $2000 worth of wire must be
who may have only come to appreciate it over
brutal, Iwould still expect to see an audio nut or
the radio—less music lovers than those who listwo. No way! Never! Okay, once!
ten to Mozart? Istill believe that most audiophiles
The crux of the matter: It is legitimate and it
care more about equipment than music, but most
is okay to have an appreciation (a fondness, an
people are not audiophiles, and not all music is
adoration, etc.) of fine and expensive audio hardware. This is not alove of music any more than
classical.
In addition to the above assumptions, it seems
the love of tying trout flies is alove of fishing!
Mr. Yates—consistent with many reviewers in
Nor is this love of equipment legitimized
high-end journals—believes that equipment
(remember, it is already legitimate) by calling it
should, in part, be judged on its ability to reproalove of music.
duce the live event. This is alaudable goal. It's
If you will explore and recognize this dichotomy
also ludicrous, given current technology. Surely I
at Stereophile, you will have made great strides
believe high-end equipment sounds much better
relative to your competitors. You will also run
than mid-fi? If Ididn't believe this. Iwouldn't
the risk of alienating some of your readers. This
have made my wallet alot lighter when Ifirst disis your decision, but let's at least be honest with
covered the High End. However, does anybody
ourselves.
WILLIAM B. S
NYDER, J
R.
Wichita, KS
believe that they can sit in their family room and
recreate the sound and experience of asymphony
M USIC LOVERS VS. CONCERT—GOERS hall, anightclub, or any other live musical experience? (My assumption here, of course, is that
Editor:
Ihave owned "high-end" equipment for only
the live event is worth hearing. Some live performances unfortunately sound worse than a
afew years, while my appreciation for music
good LP.) This is not to say that your equipment
spans decades. The recent article by Keith Yates
reviews are without merit. Indeed, some equip(November 1991) provoked some thoughts on
ment does abetter job in sound reproduction
music and equipment which Ishare in brief here.
than others: aviolin sounding more like avioFirst, Iagree with Mr. Yates's primary argulin, better bass, even more "musicality," whatever
ment that most audiophiles—ie, owners of expen-
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25 Esna Park Dr.
Markham Ont., Canada L3R 1C9
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What has amazed me during this odyssey is the
tenuous relationships between jazz lovers, musicians, and audiophiles. Many musicians Iknow
have not kept up with the latest jazz recordings
and are perfectly happy replaying their old Sonny
Stitt records. Most jazz lovers who Ihang out
with take little interest in the quality of their stereo equipment and would rather spend their
money on more records. My fellow jazz aficionado
Bill has acollection of about 2000 records which
he plays on a$150 Japanese turntable. Perhaps
most discouraging of all, my audiophile friends
(including my brother-in-law Bob) are totally
disinterested in music. When Itry to discuss
music with these audiophiles, Ireceive blank
stares. Bob tells me of one audiophile who never
even listens to acomplete recording any more,
so obsessed is he with the quality of his
equipment.
Certainly, most high-end stores Ihave visited
do not encourage an interest in music. On several
occasions I've brought an.average recording of
some great music into astereo shop, only to have
the salesman take it off the turntable or CD
player because it wasn't revealing enough of his
equipment. The whole nature of high-end equipment emphasizes ownership at the expense of
musical enjoyment. An audiophile would much
rather own arecording and the equipment to play
it with than enjoy the fleeting, transient pleasure
of hearing that same piece played live.
There have been times during the past few
years when Ihave also been tempted to obsess
more about equipment than about music. When
Iread that my equipment doesn't do this or that
correctly, Ioften concentrate more on what I'm
missing in arecording than on what I'm hearing. But on the whole, Ifeel that I've been able
to maintain some sort of balance in my passion
for jazz and its reproduction. During my listening
sessions with Bill, I've managed to convince him
that he needs abetter turntable and that he should
also eventually invest in arecord-cleaning machine.
He's even tried to convince the uninitiated that
records sound better than CDs on agood system.
Iagree wholeheartedly that the High End
needs to attract more music lovers and fewer
technology freaks. The association of high-end
dealers needs to educate people that there is an
alternative to Japanese mid-fi, and not necessarily
at amuch greater price. Perhaps most importandy, the high-end community should emphasize the enjoyment of music over the obsession
with equipment. Good equipment can certainly
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enhance the enjoyment of agood performance,
but not even mediocre equipment can make a
great performance bad.
RANDY S.FISHMAN
Physics Department. NDSU, Fargo, ND

THE HIGH END

8c ADVERTISING
Editor:
Robert Harley's "The Tragedy of High-End
audio" ("As We See It," October 1991) raises
some interesting questions about the future of
the High End.
Just look at the advertising. It is almost entirely
manufacturer-oriented, with few customer
benefits even mentioned. Tons of verbiage about
specs, components, manufacturing processes, but
not asingle reason why the consumer should
buy. There are exceptions to this, of course, notably Jeff Rowland and Naim, both of whom are
indisputably high-end manufacturers.
The music lover has music on his mind, not
equipment. To make the connection between the
High End and atranscendent musical experience
requires much more strategic thinking and depth
of presentation than I've ever seen from the
industry. Perhaps the new Academy can solve
this problem, but if it remains manufactureroriented and does not make the leap to aconsumer orientation, the High End will remain forever on the fringes.
PRESTON WILLIAM HUEY, JR.
Advertising Consultant, Pullman, WA

THE HIGH-END TRAGEDY
Editor:
Ihave often thought that though it is certainly
atranscending experience to become amember
of the high-end community and break free of
mass-market mid-fi, it is the aftermath that
arguably entails mixed blessings. If it were the
case that the pursuit of high-end audio was a
relatively affordable and more generally accessible route, there would be no question as to the
long-term effects of being introduced to the
High End. But the real tragedy exists in that, for
most people, the initial encounter with the High
End serves only two purposes: an acute and everlasting awareness of the deficiencies of their current system and an opening of the doors to a
world of frustration and endless monetary expenditures in the quest for the unobtainable. And it
escalates, because most (the exceptions being
those with an overabundance of cash or asurplus of equanimity) find they are no longer able
to bear the shortcomings of mid-fi and therefore
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OF A NEW
GE [RATION

Hafler

"THE AFFORDABLE HIGH END"
afler spassion for audio excellence unleashed the power of a Mill it
new dimension of audio products. The Series 9000.
The uncompromising pursuit to maximize sonic performance has
resulted in a line of audio products that rival the world's best hi-fidelity
components at very modest prices. The synergy that emerged from the
combination of leading audio experts, and the highest quality circuitry (like the
patented trans •nova circuitry) has empowered Hafler to offer a new 7year warranty.
Experience the Hafler difference. Call today for the dealer nearest you
AIL
vrig

Honer. A Division of Rockford Corporation. Tempe. Arizona 85281 U.S A (602) 967-3565
In Canaao call Korbon Trading (416)567-1920. WorldRadioHistory
h Europe. FAX (31) 1726-17864. In Pacific Asia r1:r5 4'34-0303

cannot return to the ruin of what was once their

system is invisible to the target market. For hundreds

definition of euphony. They are transmogrified
to tragic beings who can no longer abide what
they have and yet are unable to achieve what they

of hours aweek worth of primetime TV, 99%
of America is exposed to cars, boats, pools, et al,
by virtue of the ubiquitous lifestyle-extolling TV
fare we're all familiar with. Did you ever see J.R.
Ewing retire to the listening room with his bimbo

covet. Isuggest that we should not dismiss the
mid-fi listener as tragic and perhaps recognize
that for some it is in their own best interests that
they don't experience the High End.

J
ASON M ILLER

New York City, NY

TRAGEDY INDEED!

du jour?
What about some common-sense marketing
schemes such as taking your product to where
your market is—like the local shopping mall?
When's the last time you visited the mall without
seeing anew car on display? What would be so

Editor:
I've just finished reading RH's article on the
tragedy of high-end audio ("As We See
Vol.14

expensive about setting up arepresentative sys-

No.10). Tragedy indeed!
Consider the number ofBMWs, Jaguars, Mercedes, and Porsches purchased in the last decade;
or the number of Lexus and Infinitis in the next.

could be co-oped by the local dealer and his suppliers.
Ifear the real problem is that the industry may

At an average price of $30,000? Maybe more!
How many Americans didn't blink twice at
dropping $10,000-$15,000 for abackyard swimming pool that they might use for half the year?

tem in the proper listening situation in the most
popular mall in town? The cost of the display

have already lost its best chance to strike while
the iron was hot. The go-go '80s are over, and the
lean-and-mean '90s are here. Changing demographics, aserious recession, white-collar layoffs,

Or how many gladly plunked asimilar amount

mountains of consumer debt (and the impact on
consumer spending habits), rising taxes, and

(or more) on aboat, only to match that expenditure for an appropriate tow vehicle to haul the
darn thing around for afew months ayear?

stagnant income have all combined to wreak
havoc on high-end retailing of all sorts. The folks
who still have some expendable income are being

How many well-heeled tourists trotted off to

exhorted to save it for their future, their kids'

foreign designations on dream vacations, spending five, maybe six big ones for two to three

futures, and for the overall good of the economy.
Another American tale of lost opportunity?
I'm afraid so. "The fault, dear Brutus, is not in
our stars, but in ourselves."
BRUCE M ARKET
Coeur d' Alene, ID

weeks in paradise? And what have they to show
for the money but cheap trinkets, bad photos, and
diseases they can't pronounce?
Or how many upper-crust consumers bought
asecond home in Florida, Palm Springs, or
Aspen; or maybe did the prudent thing and spent
"only" $15,000 on atime-share in Maui they'll
use just two weeks ayear?
The answer, of course, is that there are millions
of these big spenders in the wealthiest, most
leisure-loving society since Nero fiddled. Ieven
know some of these types personally, and RH
is quite right. Though they all think I'm even
dumber than Dan Quayle for spending that kind
of coin for asound system, each and every one
of 'em is knocked down dead when they hear
their favorite tune played on my system and
sounding like never before. Their response is
always the same: "Well, Inever. .!" or "My God,

I
SSHE THE ONLY ONE?
Editor:
For the last few months, Ihave silently been reading Stereophile as Iread Corey Greenberg continue to associate and correlate stereo components as sexual beings. Perhaps Iam somewhat
immune to this analogy, being awoman in an
almost male profession. Hopefully, this does not
make me guilty of "blowing" this off. Several
complaints have been published in other issues
pertaining to this in editorials. Iam not another
person complaining about the vernacular, but
possibly my lack of action by myself.
So be it. Iam writing in regard to Mr. Singer's

Ihad no idea!'

October article. As Mr. Singer stated, stereos,
boats, and cars are aman's toys. And, for the last

As aretired consumer electronics sales and
marketing guy, Iknow RH is right on the money
with his suggestion that amarketing failure is

inevitably stereo components, Ihave been pushed
toward areceiver. Gee, how would awoman go

problem #1. The concept of ahigh-end music

about hooking up more than areceiver, acou-
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20 years, as awoman interested in music and
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, INNOVATIVE
REFERENCE
"Kinergetic's KCD-20.
the first CD player to crack the
Class 1Sound barrier"
Peter Montcriaff
"International Audio Review",
Hotline #43-45.
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"...Kinergetics KCD-40 has
become an integral part of my
playback system. Irecommend
it very highly, especially to those
who have had monumental
difficulty coming to any terms
with the CD format."
Neil Levenson
Fanfare, Jan/Feb 1990.
"...Kinergetics offers its purchaser
more than aglimpse of what the
best CD sound is all about."
John AtkInson

Stereophile

Vol. 13, No

1.

"A generation later, transistor
designs by such companies as
Levinson, Krell, and Threshold
have gained my respect as being
eminently musical despite their
silicon hearts. To this list Ican
now add Kinergetics Research."
Dick Olsher
Stereophile Vol. 13. No. 1.
"Kinergetics pulled off what I
considered to be anear miracle.
They successfully integrated a
subwoofer with the twitchy
Martin-Logan CLSes...
the tonal balance through the
lower octaves was just right.
The deep bass and midbass
were tight and well-detailed"
Dick OIsher
Stereophile Vol. 13, No. 3.
We will continue to create
improvements in areas of
psychoacoustic that others
have yet to discover.

I
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pie of speakers, aturntable, and now aCD player?
Maybe, possibly, her husband or boyfriend could
help her?
For the last ten years Ihave been dragging my
(high) heels as Iwas led to yet another receiver.
Then demanding components, separates, that
would lead me to the quest for good music
reproduction. Forbid, Ialso wanted asoundstage,
clarity, dynamics, etc. Very confusing to the male
salesperson.
Perhaps that is why there are not more of us
women with higher-end stereo equipment and
interests. Iam now taken seriously by afew stereo
dealers, finally. Thank you!
And then Iask, "Am Ithe only woman out
there?" Let me know.
GAIL JORDAN
New Berlin, WI
WOMEN & AUDIOPHILES
Editor:
After reading Robert Harley's October "As We
See It" (on ignoring half the world's audiophiles). ..1 agree wholeheartedly with Mr.
Harley that there are far too few music enthusiasts
who are also audiophiles, and I'm delighted to
see that someone has finally thought to ask why
this is so. Mr. Harley suggests that the problem
is twofold: the public's lack of awareness/education about good home reproduction, and the
dissatisfying product presentations by retailers.
Iconcur, but may Isay that Ibelieve there is a
third problem? One, in fact, which Mr. Harley
himself hits upon, albeit unknowingly, when he
writes, "I'm talking about making the very idea
of high-quality music playback in the home
known to the general public. If people don't
know how good music in the home can be. .."
Isuggest that the idea of quality music reproduction in the home is actually less foreign in this
technological age than the idea of music in the
home, period. For many, music at home means
watching MTV. (Not unlike the way home

writes: "A new audiophile's most frequent mistake is to overlook the significance of his or her
listening room." Oh indeed, Mr. Norton, indeed.
My husband and Idon't have aseparate listening room. (With just alittle over 600 square feet,
we barely have aseparate bedroom.) The audio
equipment is therefore more or less in the kitchen.
At least the sound is, which is the idea, since I
can't imagine making tortellini without Tosca, and
when we have friends over everybody congregates there anyway. Iused to want aseparate
room, but I've lived with music filling the whole
house for too long now. To say it dominates our
house is no exaggeration, and we wouldn't have
it any other way, for although neither of us plays,
music certainly dominates our lives and hearts
as well. Icontend that if, as audiophiles, we wish
to communicate to others the tremendous pleasures which wonderful home sound brings, then
first we must be willing to bring those others
(men and women alike! Take note, Andrew Singer!)
into our wonderful homes.
PATRICIA FLANAGIN
Seattle, WA
WOMEN & THE HIGH END
Editor:
Iwould like to respond to the insightful articles
in the October issue by Robert Harley and Andy
Singer. Ihave been an audiophile for over 20

years. Idiscovered the fact that Iwas able to hear
differences in audio equipment when Ipurchased
my very first system ca 1968 and heard adefinite
difference between the two channels of my receiver.
At the time, Iwas newly married and my husband
just shrugged his shoulders and said, "I don't
hear any difference." Ibrought the receiver back
after swapping cables between channels, to determine the source of the difference. The salesman
at the local hi-fi (so it was called then) store said,
"I don't hear any difference, but I'll have it tested."
Indeed, was Ihearing things that weren't there?
cooking has come to mean take-out from the
He sent the unit to the repair area and returned
local deli.) Listening to an entire symphony or
in afew minutes with the news that, yes, there
ajazz quartet has become aspecial-occasion treat,
was adifference and he would replace it. "By the
like an ice-cream cone, which one must go elseway:' Isaid, "Do you have one that sounds alittle
where to obtain.
cleaner? One that Ican hear the instruments in
It is my deepest belief that great music, together
more detail?"
with great food, wine, and conversation, are the
And so it began ...
fundamentals in life and are best when shared
Alittle over ayear ago, while attending ameetwith lovers and friends. Yet, sadly, we live in a ing of the Philadelphia Audio Society, Iwas
time which threatens to make emotional misers
asked the following question by Gene Pitts (Ediof us all. We have, alas, even become private and
tor of Audio magazine): "Why aren't there more
stingy with our sound. Thus Thomas J. Norton
women interested in audio?" Ididn't have to
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"a modestly priced superachiever"
— Robert Harley
Stereophile, Vol. 14, No. 11
Nov. 1991

heta DS Pro prime
elatest and most affordable in Theta Digital's award winning
family of digital to analog converters.
The only one-bit D to A with afully programmable high speed
computer.

I"

"...the Theta DS Pro Prime represents another significant increase in
the price/performance ratio of digital processors. It clearly outperformed every processor in its price range, and rivaled those costing
much more."
— Robert Harley
Stereophile, Vol. 14, No. 11
Nov. 1991

Digital Done Right

Theta Digital Corporation
5330 Derry Ave.-, Suite R • Agoura Hills, CA 91»1
(818) 597-9195 • FAX (818) 597-1079
"
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And so it continues . . BARBARA I
SKOWITZ
East Brunswick, NJ

Therefore, aproduct's acoustic picture (the size,
shape, and texture of the sound) must be consistent with its visual picture (physical size, shape,

WOMEN & THE SINGER COLUMN
Editor:
Iam awoman who is involved in the design and
marketing of high-end audio equipment. Iwas
prompted to write when Iread of your decision

and texture). When they are out of sync, aconfusing overall image is registered which causes
doubt and uncertainty at point of purchase. So
my contention is that the reason men consult

to discontinue the column by Andrew Singer due
to flak from the "market." His column is valuable
and insightful because it provides areview of

their partners about the choice at all is precisely
because the acoustic pictures and the aesthetic
pictures do not fit.
ENID HARRISON
Marketing Manager, Esper Signals, Inc.

issues involved at the point of sale. [This coverage

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

will not cease; see "Dispatches About the Front" in this
issue.—Ed.]
When an individual like Mr. Greenberg is
allowed to voice his infantile fantasies and assessment of women in "Best Babes," while Mr.
Singer is canned for his purported bias and privilege, then there is definitely something wrong
with your politics. Shame.
Indeed, the content of Mr. Singer's column
was probably less of aproblem than the highprofile locations and perhaps excessive number
of his advertisements in the magazine (two twopage spreads in September and October found
among editorial pages, in contrast to the locations reserved at the back of the magazine for
most other retail stores). Both of you could have
shown more sensitivity in this matter. [Our policy
regardingfull-page or double-page advertisementsfrom
retailers is that they follow those from manufacturers.
Most will therefore appear within or facing editorial
matter—Ed.]
Isalute Mr. Singer's last column in the October
issue (talk about going out with abang), in which
he opens up the issue of women and high-end
audio. This is the single biggest issue in audio
today. Mr. Singer accurately assesses why men
fail to gamer eleventh-hour support of adecision
which was made unilaterally. However, abroader

THE HIGH END 8r COYISlaller Reports
Editor:
Iwas very much intrigued by Robert Harley's
October "As We See It" column, especially his
opinion that "Every person who listens to music
he or she cares about through amid -fi system
represents afailure of the High End." Ifeel the
problem lies not with the disability of the High
End to market itself properly to its potential customers, but rather that the mid-fi industry has an
unfair advantage in the guise of Consumer Reports.
For example, in their 1987 Consumer Reports
Buying Guide issue, they reported on anumber
of loudspeakers in the $400-$600 range. "Scarcely
anyone," they said, "but adevout audio buff could
ask for more fidelity, bass, or loudness than most
of these speakers can provide." Did they add,
"But if you are adevout audio buff, we suggest
you consult Stereophile?" Of course not. It seems
they almost wish to imply there was something
abnormal about being adevout audio buff who
was unsatisfied with their selections.
In the March 1990 Home Entertainment Issue,
Consumer Reports spent agreat deal of time criticizing
so-called audiophile brands, including NAD,
Luxman, and Nikko. According to their tests, the
audio components from these companies were

issue is at play which needs to be addressed.
A man tends to exclude awoman from the
decision process on the erroneous assumption

no better than those from Sony, Technics, and
Pioneer, and their lack of such convenience fea-

that her criteria for assessing the merits of an

downgraded significantly.
The main premise of the Consumer Reports article was that apair of loudspeakers, areceiver, CD
player, and tape deck, taking the usual discounts

audio system are in conflict with his. The term
"Wife Acceptance Factor" typifies the anticipated
battle lines: Men judge by sound, women judge
by looks, and never the twain shall meet.
My challenge is to the belief that sound and
looks are two irreconcilable and opposing criteria.
On the contrary, they are interrelated and inseparable. Just as the overriding principle in good aesthetic design is balanced asymmetry, so too is it
critical in good acoustic design.
STEREOPHILE, J
ANUARY 1992

tures as remote controls caused them to be

into consideration, would cost somewhere in the
neighborhood of $800. Such asystem would fill
atypical living room, they say, with as much
high-fidelity sound as you're likely to want.
Their review of loudspeakers consisted of 32
models, only one of which currently appears in
Stereophile's list of "Recommended Compo-
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nents": the Celestion 3.
The main point of this letter is that when Mr./
Mrs. Joe/sephine Average Music Lover decides
s/he wants to buy asystem to enjoy his/her favorite music with, s/he is much more likely to pick
up an issue of Consumer Reports than an issue of
Stereophile. After all, Comumer Reports helped them
to get agreat deal on their bathroom scale and
refrigerator, didn't it?
H. J. STANDISH
Boston, MA

THE TRAGEDY OF THE HIGH END
Editor:
Bob Harley's "As We See It" in the October 1991
issue hit asore hangnail on the head. High-end
audio isn't getting to the people who could appreciate it most: the music lovers.
Fine. But now that we recognize the problem,
what do we do about it? Obviously, we spread
the Good Word. But to whom? Who is this music
lover who would gain so much by knowing
about high-end audio? Is it really the person RH
described, who attends opera performances and
contributes to the symphony orchestra and takes
in at least one concert aweek? Idon't think so.
Bob is describing aEuropean music lover, and a
wealthy one at that, whose music is that of the
European "classical" tradition. But that is not
what Americans think of as music.
In the US, music means rock, pop, folk, gospel, jazz, blues, reggae, and—almost as an afterthought—classical. Mainly, though, it's rock.
Traditional, acoustical music is avery small part
of the domestic musical scene, and our audio
publications reflect this fact. But what does highend audio have to offer any kind of music lover?
Hand amusic lover any recent issue of Stereophile (for example) and ask for his reaction to it.
His response is likely to be, "You gotta be kidding!" Our motives may be lofty, our dedication
to music may be unquestioned, but what comes
through in all the high-end press these days is a
single-minded preoccupation with subtleties that
mean absolutely nothing to aconcertgoer. The
things we seem to value most—imaging, soundstaging, low-level detail—are things live-music
listeners don't even relate to, because they are not
germane to live-music listening. They are important only in musical reproduction, when it is then
possible for them to differ from the way they
sounded originally.
After the basic musical elements of melody,
harmony, and structure, the music lover who
relates to sound at all—the potential high-end
48

convert—listens for harmonic and textural correctness (tonality), dynamic range (expression),
and involvement (does it move him, or not?). The
audiophile response to this—"Oh, he'll learn in
time to become abetter listener" ("He'll come
to value the things we value")—strikes me as
supreme arrogance. It's certainly not an attitude
that will encourage the music lover to look far
enough into high end to find out what it can do
for him. It could even suggest—heaven forbid!—that high-end audio and the values it
promulgates may have become irrelevant to the
kind of music lover RH was talking about.
Of course, it's very definitely relevant—at least
to the person who is turned on by the sound of
real, live music This is mason enough for introducing him to high-end audio. But how do we reach
him, to tell him that there is something better
than his $269 receiver—something that can
greatly enhance his enjoyment of the music he
listens to at home?
Mounting the necessary promotion campaign
in the mass media would be ahorrendous expense,
because the "target" market is so fragmented.
A scattershot promotion aimed at the public at
large, in hope of reaching that very small percentage who will be receptive, would be appallingly
wasteful. And there are as many music magazines
in the US as there are kinds of music. The HEA
(high-end audio) industry as awhole might be
able to fund abunch of magazine ads, if it could
act in concert. But it wouldn't. Some would contribute funding and some wouldn't, and the latter
would get free publicity at the expense of the
former, which the former would resent. Then
there would be the question of which manufacturer's views were represented in the ads. This
is the sort of campaign that should be mounted
by the newly formed Academy for the Advancement of High-End Audio, because it would certainly advance HEA. But again, the matter of
funding could shoot down any such project
before it ever got off the ground.
There is asolution, though—a quick, cheap,
and effective medium for getting the high-end
message across to the people RH had in mind.
Irefer, of course, to Stereophile's 1991 acquisitions:
the Schwann record guides, Opus and Spectrum.
Opus—originally The Schwann Catalog—aspires
to be acompendium of every classical recording available in the US. It is an institution in the
record business. Its spinoff, Spectrum, is Opus's
nonclassical counterpart, listing every kind of
recording that is not in Opus. Together, they
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The finest preamplifier
in Japan.
N

AMERICA!

Selected by Japan's prestigious Stereo Sound nagazine as the
"Component Of The Year" for 1990, Counterpoint's A-5000 may well
be the best preamp/control center in the world.
Why? It might be the "New Generation" environmen

Ily-isolated hybrid

circuitry that melds vacuum tubes, field-effect and tipoIar transistors
together with afully-regulated tube power supply. Or its advanced
materials and plating technology that assures incredible dimensionality
and musical performance.
Or perhaps it's due to features like separate MM nd MC inputs,
selectable phase inversion and achoice between di ect tube or hybrid
buffered outputs. Or it just might be areflection of Counterpoint's
quality control. After all, even the chassis and transformers are built to
exacting tolerances right at the Counterpoirit factory.
Decide for yourself. Audition an SA-5000. What ou hear will be
American ingenuity at its best.
Call 1-800-275-2743
2610 Commerce Drive, Vista, CA 92083

COUNTERPOINT
NOTHING BETWEEN THE MUSIC AND YOU
WorldRadioHistory

THE LIMITS OF INTERCONNECT CABLE PERFECTION
NEED NOT BE THE LIMITS OF YOUR POCKETBOOK.
Every M Series' interconnect cable incorporates a refined design,

INTRODUCING

combining advanced Time Correct> windings with our patented

THE CABLES FOR

Bandwidth Balanced' multi-gauged conductor technologies, our latest

PERFECTIONISTS.

Multi Twist construction and !soTec> vibration dampening. All
M Series' cables are terminated with our revolutionary
Turbine Design» RCA connector, providing ahigh mass, high

Misool

pressure contact for the best sonic connection available. Balanced XLR's are available on every
M Series' cable. For all of its technology, the final

Moo' MK III

result of M Series' is great music. Pure and
simple. For those striving for audio cable
perfection— at any price level— we

M85o1

invite you for a close audition of
the new M Series* interconnect
cables at your.exclusive

M5504.

M Series' dealer. You
will find no limits.
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cover the musical gamut. These publications are
seen by millions of people every year who like
music—all kinds of music—enough to buy
recordings of it, but have never been curious
enough about its reproduction to learn anything
about it. Ipropose that these quarterly publications be used to promote high-end audio for
these people, on their own terms.
I'm not suggesting that Opus and Spectrum
should start running equipment reports and
how-to-do-it articles. What Iam suggesting is
that they contain, on some prominent page, atext
ad promoting the concept of high-end audio as a
means for reproducing in the home what record
buyers hear in the concert hall, and urging people
who care about sound to visit alocal high-end
salon. (They should be advised not to say they
have no intention of buying anything. They
should also wear arep tie over their T-shirt.)
The high-end press would have to do its bit,
too. For starters, LA should donate the pages (as
atax-deductible expense) for the ads, because Stereophile stands to gain at least as much from them
as the industry as awhole. And Stereophile, TAS,
and others members of the high-end press will
have to start paying more editorial attention to
the immediate needs of the millions of high-end
converts who will instantly subscribe to these
magazines, by downplaying the minutiae of
reproduced sound and emphasizing its more
basic aspects.
Right now, the high-end publications are formidably intimidating for the reader new to the
High End. It will no longer be safe to assume that
readers have digested all the "basics" articles that
appeared in early issues. (Indeed, many of the
"basics" that were covered were not in articles
at all, but buried in equipment reports.)
We have to get their attention, and Stereophile,
Inc. is in abetter position to do that than any
other organization.
J. GORDON HOLT
Boulder, CO

I'm always happy whenJGH returns us to basics. Although, asJA so correctly points out, Stereophile's
specec mission is to serve the needs of audiophiles, highend hi-fi's purpose is to make music more available to,
and more tangiblefor, people who love to listen to music.
Some such people will become ensnared by the hobby
of pursuing the absolute best in sound reproduction,
which does involve things like imaging speceity, soundstage presentation, and thefinest detail, but the others
need simply to be rescuedfrom the mediocrity of mid-fi.
This is not an easy task, as virtually all high-end companies have discovered. High cost is not the only signecant barrier. Most high-end stores can offer musically
satisfying systems at prices lower than the more complicated mid-fi offerings available down the street. And the
musical values of these "starter" high-end systems can
be vastly superior, by eitherJGH's music-lover standards
or by the audiophile's more detail-oriented approach.
Idon't think donated advertising pages in Opus and
Spectrum would be enough to turn the tide, though it
would be astart. A better approach would be to have
the original high-end music-lover himself write acolumn in those pages, and lam hereby offering that column to JGH. He can preach High End to the as yet
unwashed music-lover to his heart's content.
As Isay, though, this is not enough. Ihappen to know
that The Academy (AAHEA) has the promotion of
high-end audio, as an industry, prominent on its agenda.
A mass-media ad campaign is undoubtedly beyond its
resources, but skillful utilization of the mass media's
interest in sound reproduction (slight), entrepreneurial
American businesses (greater), and the pursuit of excellence in anything (greater still, Ihope) should go a
long way to making names like Audio Research, Vandersteen, Krell, Thiel, Mark Levinson, and their colleagues
household names rather than eyes-glazing-over obscure
references.
Even that's just abeginning. Iwelcome readers' ideas
on how to pull High End out of obscurity. And don't
forget yourselves—the excellence of the sound you produce in your homes is high-end audio's best ever advertisement.
—LA

Before LA responds toJGH's challenge, Imust point
out that were Stereophile or The Absolute Sound
to dilute their editorialfocus in order to make the magazines more palatable to the general public, they would
run aserious commercial risk offalling between the two
stools. The real problem, as Isee it, is that those magazines which are aimed at the general music lover rather
than the audiophile, Stereo Review and Consumer
Reports, as Mr. Standish outlines above, actively
campaign against the idea of quality in sound reproduction.
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EXHIBITOR BRANDS
(Partial List)
Acoustat/Hafler

Cary Audio Design

Acoustic Energy

Castle

Acoustic Research

Cello

Acoustic Sounds

Chesky Records

Alphason

Convergent Audio
Technology

Altis Audio Ltd.
Audio Concepts
Audio Den

Creek
Crosby Audio Works

Audio Haven

Day Sequerra

Audio Power
Industries

Dynaco

Audio Products
International

Eminent
Technology

Audio Research
Corp.

Enlightened Audio
Design

Digital Ear

AudioQuest

Epik

Audiostatic

Epos

Avalon Acoustics

Esoteric

B&W

Essence

Basis Audio

Finyl

Bitwise Audio
Technology

Gene Rubin Audio

ORDER NOW AND SAVE. Mail this coupon and pay only $15 Instead of $25 at the door—good for all three days of the show!

Iwant to be there! Send me

advance tickets to The High End Hi- Fi Show for $15 each instead

of the $25 that I'd pay at the door! Ticket good for all three days!
Name
Address
City, State, Zip
Phone (
III Check enclosed

CHARGE MY

Ill VISA

Card Number

III MasterCard

oAmerican Express

Exp. Date

Signature
Mail to: High End Hi -Fi Show •P.O. Box 5529 •Santa Fe, NM 87502 •(505) 984-2716
WorldRadioHistory

Or fax your credit- card order now to: (505) 984-1737

THE

HIGH
PS Audio

GNP

QED

Graham
Engineering

Reel to Real
Designs

Harmonia Mundi
Infinity Systems

Reference
Recordings

Jadis

Rega

KEF

Rogersound Labs

Kimber Kable

Roksan

Kinergetics

Rote!

Koetsu USA

Sennheiser

PSB

Lenbrook Industries

Signet

Lexicon

Somich
Engineering

Linaeum Corp.
Lyra
May Audio
Marketing
Melos

Stax
Target

Theta Digital

MIT

Totem

Mobile Fidelity

Transparent Audio

MSB Technology

Unity Audio

Muse

Upscale Audio

Music Metre

Vacuum Tube Logic

NAD

Valve Amplification
Company

Naim
NBS Audio Cables
NRG Control
Optimal
Enchantment
Pacific Vinyl
Power Wedge
Precision Audio
Precision Power

Vandersteen Audio
Vimak
Vortex Acoustics
Well-Tempered
Labs
Westlake Audio

(on Century, at the airport)

For the first time in 4years—we're back
in L.A.! Be there, too—we're right by the
airport if you fly in! This will be Stereophi/es only 1992 High End Hi -Fi Show.
East Coasters and Midwesterners—you
would love atrip to the West Coast after
along, cold winter! The Stouffer Concourse Hotel is agreat facility, and it will
be filled with manufacturers who are
coming to meet you!

TARA Labs
The Cable
Company

April 24, 25, 26
Stouffer Concourse Hotel
Los Angeles

Sonic Frontiers

Meridian
Mirage
Loudspeakers

SHOW

Spendor

Merlin

END

GU 02

German Acoustics
(Symphonic Line)

• Hear more high-end equipment in a
day than you could hear in ayear of
visiting individual stores. More than 75
exhibitors!
• Get the scoop on new gear that even
we haven't heard yet—there will be
many new product introductions!
• Meet designers and manufacturers.
Ask them about your system!
• Ask Stereophile's editors to solve all
your problems. (Ha!)
• Mingle with fellow 'philes from all over
the world—everyone's coming to
California! Even from Asia and
Europe!
• Calibrate your ears with live music
every day.
• Enjoy the rest of the best of L.A. Fine
restaurants, Museums, Clubs. Used
record stores. More!
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CRITICAL
ACCLAIM!
"The

Stratus

Golds

are

not your typical

laid-back,

polite,

audiophile loudspeaker. They definitely impressed me with their upfront, immediate, but never in-your-lap soundstaging.
The Stratus Gold's potent, extended bass response contributed
significantly to its overall impact and feeling of realism.
Not every corner hi-fi shop carries PSB; auditioning the Stratus
Golds may take some persistence. But it will be time well spent."
Thomas J. Norton, Stereophile Vol. 14, No. 2(Feb. 1991)
"The measured performance of the PSB New Stratus was excellent.
Its response smoothness, deep bass extension, and very low bass
distortion were outstanding, ...Altogether, the PSB New Stratus is
an exceptionally fine speaker with livable dimensions and handsome
styling." Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review, May 1991
Comments

on

the

PSB40MKII:

"Nice

sense

of

three-

dimensionality and space, good depth and ambience," ...Ifeel they
definitely deserve acareful audition. Thomas J. Norton, Stereophile
Vol. 14, No. 7(July 1991)
Call TOLL FREE 1-800-263-4641 for further product information or
the name of your nearest PSB dealer.
WCES-Mirage Hotel-Booth 2515
PSB Speakers
633 Granite Court
Pickering, Ontario

U.S. Mailing Address

Canada

PSB Speakers

L1W 3K1

P.O. Box 387

Fax: (416) 831-6936

Lewiston, New York

1-800-263-4641

14092
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US: John Atkinson

nents to organize, the testimony was nearly unan-

We were sorry to learn of the death in October
of Arthur A. Janszen at the age of 84. Mr. Janszen,
who graduated from the University of Texas in
1943, spent the rest of the war years at Harvard
University's Underwater Sound Laboratory, working on sonar and underwater sensing devices. In

imous in favor. Philip Greenspun of MIT was a
lonely opposition witness. However, at time of
writing it seemed unlikely that the full Senate
would pass the bill by Christmas. Hearings on
the House version have been put off until early

apioneering electrostatic tweeter. (Present-day
audiophiles will probably be most familiar with

1992, but odds are that it will pass in plenty of
time for DCC to be launched in the spring.
In one of the session's few departures from
complete harmony, Sen. Leahy (VT) asked RIAA

his tweeter technology in the Wilson Audio
WAMM system.) He formed his own company,

industry's claim to be losing $1 billion-plus in

1952, using newly developed plastics, he invented

President Jay Berman to document the record

Janszen Laboratory Inc., two years later, selling

sales every year because of home taping. Ber-

it to the KLH Research and Development Corporation in 1959. Arthur Janszen became avice-

man's reply was hardly definitive: He noted that
Americans bought 370 million blank cassettes

president of KLH and played asignificant role

last year and said "it doesn't take arocket scientist" to figure out what they are doing with all

in developing the KLH 9full-range electrostatic
speaker, still thought by many—see J. Gordon
Holt's Sound-Lab "Follow-Up" in this issue—to
be one of the finest electrostatic speakers ever
built. Our thanks to Cambridge, MA retailer
Bob Heenan (Q Audio) for letting us know
about Mr. Janszen's demise.

US: Peter W. Mitchell
Acting with surprising speed after the Clarence
Thomas/Supreme Court controversy, in late
October the Senate Copyright subcommittee
held hearings on the bill that will impose a"royalty" tax on digital audio recorders and tapes.
With virtually no advance warning to allow oppo-
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that tape. As the largest producer of recorded
music, he added, it is fitting that the US is finally
joining the 17 other nations that have royalty
programs.

US: Guy Lemcoe
STOP PRESS! Just the other day, John Frye, promotion sales manager for the Schwann Record
Guides; handed me athick, softbound book
which Iurge every music lover and record and/or
CD collector to rush out and buy. It's titled Direc1The Schwann Opus (for classical recordings) and Spectrum (nonclassical) listings have been owned and published by Stereophile
Inc. since the Spring of 1991.
—JA
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tory ofRecord and CD Retailers: 1990-1991 Edition?
This first edition was compiled by Keith Whelan,
an avid East Coast collector who, in addition to
occasional writing for Goldmine, has recently
turned to collecting vintage jukeboxes. The Directory, an obvious labor of love, is intended to serve
as "a comprehensive guide to stores carrying
used, rare, or specialty records, tapes, CDs and
memorabilia!' In gathering the information for
this directory, Whelan worked from anationwide Yellow Pages database listing all types of
record and CD stores. Not surprisingly, major
chains were eliminated right from the start?
What remains is alist of mainly independent,
non-chain stores. In February 1990, Whelan's
staff mailed adetailed survey to each of over 1000
US specialty stores on his list—walk-in, mailorder only, or both. This action was followed up
with additional mailings and phone calls throughout May.
The results of the survey, as published in the 368page Directory, are staggering. The information contained within will be of inestimable value to any
fan with the time and means to indulge his/her
wanderlust for elusive vinyl or other collectibles.
The encyclopedic nature of such asurvey almost
demands the inevitable omissions (not all retailers
responded to the questionnaire) and inaccuracies
(in the almost two years since the survey, many
stores have discontinued selling LPs). Whelan, therefore, encourages his readers to advise him of stores
not listed which perhaps should be, and of inaccuracies in his descriptive information."
Of the Directory's four sections, #1 lists stores
by state, by counties within states, and by cities
within counties, and contains detailed information about each store's location and hours, recording
formats carried, music categories specialized in,
and services offered. Telephone numbers are also
given. The listing for New York's G&A Rare Records store, for example, is shown overleaf. Ihave
never before seen such detailed descriptions of
record stores Percentage of stock of new and used,
import and domestic, and independent and majorlabel product are given. Actual quantities on hand
of LPs, 45s, CDs, 78s, Edison cylinders, 16" transcription records, 10" LPs, reel-to-reel, 8-track
and cassette tapes, picture discs, Laserdiscs, music
2Available by mail for 814.95 from Power Communications
Group, P.O. Box 786, Wharton, NJ 07885. Phone (201) 361-2924.
3Whelan's reason being that such stores generally, if not exclusively, stock new and in-print CD and cassette releases only (a type
of product he is not concerned with).
4In aphone conversation Ihad with Whelan, he said asecond
edition (or update) was in the planning stages.
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videos, posters, tour programs, T-shirts, books,
magazines, and sheet music are provided. Of
course, not all stores will have product in each of
the formats; only those formats carried are listed.
In addition, 49 music categories are identified
and grouped under seven broad headings: Pre1950s (includes classical and opera), 1950s, 1960s,
Jazz/Soul/R&B, Folk/C&W, 1970s/1980s (includes
Reggae), and Miscellaneous (includes soundtracks, Broadway, ethnidforeign, and military
band (!)). Retailers were asked to identify all categories in which they carried at least 50 titles, to
give the reader an indication of the types of music
each specializes in. As Whelan rightly points out,
these classifications are not mutually exclusive
(though they may appear so), but are intended
to provide abetter understanding of exactly what
kind of recordings astore carries.
Section 2groups stores by recording format
(LPs, 45s, CDs, etc.) and indicates the quantity
of stock each listed store has in that format. For
example, if you collect 78s, turn to p.239 for listings by state and county of stores handling that
particular product. If you collect books about
music, turn to p.288 for similar listings. If you
collect Edison cylinders or transcriptions, p.242
will tell you where to find several stores catering to your needs.
Section 3groups stores by state and number
(each store is assigned an index number) under
any of the 49 music categories. For example,
under "Classical" are listed three stores for Maryland and 32 for New York. Listed under "Psych/
Garage" is one store in Alaska but 75 for California. And—I love this!—under New Age, West
Virginia boasts one store. Guess which state has
over ahundred? You're right—California! Finally,
Section 4contains county maps, useful in planning trips and locating stores.
Based on my travels to various cities in search
of vinyl, I've been able to corroborate some of
the data in the Directory. Keeping in mind the
limitations of this type of survey and the changing nature of the recorded music industry, I
found it quite accurate. (For instance, Santa Fe's
own Rare Bear is shown as having 15,000 LPs.
At the time this directory was compiled, it did.
Today, however, LPs at Rare Bear are history.)
Since it only takes aminute, Isuggest calling
ahead to confirm the availability of whatever it
is you're after.
My hat's off to Mr. Whelan for this effort. He
has provided the music lover and collector an
invaluable reference tool with which to pursue
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661. G +A Rare Records Ltd
139 West 72nd Street
New York, NY 10023

Tel: (212)877-5020

Mon-Sat

10-7

New: 20% Used: 80% Imports: 15% Domestic: 85% Indep. Label: 15% Major Label: 85%
LPs ..:125000

CDs.

:2000

10in LPs

:250

RI to RI.. .
:2000

Cass. .
:1

Pre-1950s
•Classical, Opera, Swing, Dixie Land, Big Band, Sina:ra, Nostalgia
Jazz/Soul/R&B. ..: Traditional Jazz, Bebop Jazz, Blues, Contemporary Jazz
Folk/C&W
Folk, Country and Western
Misc
•Easy Listening, Comedy, Novelty, Soundtrack, Broadway, Childre
Educational, Spoken Word, Military, Ethnic/Foreign, Religious, Christ

The G&A Rare Recordings listings from Directory of Record and CD Retailers
the muse. Especially nice is information on stores
which offer mail-order and search services. If
you're like me, you won't leave home without
it. To Keith Whelan, abig THANK YOU!

TV stereo, like FM radio, is transmitted as a
mono (L+R) signal plus an L-R (channel difference) stereo subcarrier. A dbx compressor reduces the dynamic range of the stereo TV subcarrier before transmission. It uses a2:1 compression law, so that 60dB of dynamic range becomes
only 30dB in transmission. But in order to provide the most effective psychoacoustic "masking" of residual noise in reception while ensuring
that loud high-frequency sounds won't over-

US: Peter W. Mitchell
Several proposed systems for transmitting and

modulate the transmitter, the dbx-TV circuit

receiving stereo TV sound were developed a
decade ago. In aseries of tests sponsored by the

contains asecond compressor that applies leveldependent high-frequency pre-emphasis, with

consumer electronics industry, asystem developed at Zenith using adbx 5 noise-reduction circuit was judged the best. The industry voluntar-

amaximum boost of up to 40dB at low levels.

ily adopted that system as its BTSC (Broadcast
Television Standards Committee) format. The
FCC endorsed the choice in 1984 by specifying
that TV stations must use the Zenith/dbx encoder
to transmit Nils (multichannel television sound,
which includes stereo, an optional SAP channel
for asecond language, and asubsidiary voice
channel for news crews).
5Sterwphile's style is to follow acompany's style in how it presents
its name, hence dbx, not DBX. Peter Mitchell disagrees as follows: "The 'dbx' form is merely acorporate logo, used in advertising, where it also was set in abold sans-serif typeface when
the company was alive If you don't copy the logo's typeface, why
slavishly copy its usage of lower case? A logotype is no reason
to violate the rule that proper names should be capitalized when
they occur in normal tact—especially when the name itself is just
aset of initials. (ln this case it originally stood for two sets of initials:
DedBel eXpansion, and David Blackmer's eXperiment.) Since
a'dbx' is not aplural dybbuk, it is not acommon noun and has
no place in running text. Would you print 'ibm' as alower-case
word if the computer company decided to adopt alower-case logo
for its advertising?
"The same principle applies to 'aid/sr—the logo of the Massachusetts company whose legal name is Analog & Digital Systems, Inc., properly abbreviated as A.D.S. in text!'
Having used dbx in lower case for over 15 years, Peter, and IBM
in upper case, I'd find it hard to change As with many things, usage
sets the style.
—3A
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In effect, the amount of compression depends on
both the level and the frequency content of the
subcarrier signal.
A complementary dbx circuit re-expands the
subcarrier's dynamics, and rolls off its boosted
highs, in your TV or VCR. Finally the L+R and LR signals are combined in amatrix to recover
separate Land Rchannels. That's the theory, anyway. But the FCC regulates only the transmission standard; manufacturers can do anything
they want at the receiving end.
Cassette-tape enthusiasts may remember that
during the 1970s two Japanese audio manufacturers didn't want to use Dolby chips (and pay
for aDolby license), so they equipped their cassette recorders with non-Dolby noise-reduction
circuits that were compatible enough to play a
Dolby-B tape without sounding obviously bad.
Lately afew TV manufacturers have been doing
something similar. To avoid the cost of adbx
chip, license, and associated circuit complexity, they are putting non-dbx stereo decoders
in TV sets, especially in budget sets with screens
smaller than 25". Five brands are involved: Sharp,
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LOOKS LIKE
NO OTHER...
SOUNDS LIKE
NO OTHER...
SOUNDS LIKE
NOTHING
AT ALL.
THE BEST IN
THE WORLD.

Interconnects and

Speaker Cables.
Made in USA

XL0 Electric Company, Inc.
9164 Hidden Farm Road
Rancho Cucamonga
California, 91730
Phone (714) 466-0382
Fax (714) 466-0482
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Magnavox, Sylvania, and all "XS Stereo" models
from GE and RCA.
If the L+R signal and the re-expanded L-R signal are not exactly matched in level and frequency
response, the matrix circuit will not extract pure
L and R channels. The L output will contain
some R, and vice-versa. Since asmall error in
subcarrier level will be doubled by the 2:1
expander, the stereo separation is critically
affected by the behavior of the variable deemphasis and dynamic expansion circuits. If their
action doesn't mimic the dbx circuits exactly,
your stereo separation may vary with volume
level, averaging only 5dB instead of the usual 20dB.
In abasic 19" table TV this may not matter
much, especially since the set's built-in speakers are
too close together to produce wide-stage stereo.
But it becomes important if you feed the sound
to external speakers and add aDolby Stereo surround decoder, especially one using Pro Logic.
A surround decoder's steering of on-screen
directional cues, and its rendition of surround
effects, depend on the exact amplitude and phase
of the L-R difference signal.
So if you're setting up ahome video theater,
or enjoy listening to Dolby Surround-encoded
concerts, beware of TV sets and VCRs that claim
only "stereo" TV sound. Look for adbx logo or
aspecification that the receiver conforms to the
BTSC standard. Evidently big-screen sets do use
dbx chips. If aset decodes the SAP (secondary
audio program; ie, second-language) soundtrack,
it's likely to provide correct decoding for
stereo as well. Unfortunately, even when the
complete Zenith/dbx decoding circuit is used,
you still may find obvious brand-to-brand and

Nrrs

set-to-set differences, depending on whether the
L-R subcarrier level and de-emphasis were carefully calibrated for minimum noise and maximum stereo separation.

BEWARE OF TV SETS AND
VCRs THAT CLAIM ONLY
"STEREO" TV SOUND.
According to reports in Audio Week, the recent
efforts by the dbx-TV licensing office to publicize
this "pseudo stereo" issue have had two consequences. Philips, which now owns the Magnavox and Sylvania brands, announced that by next
summer it will use dbx decoders in all of its sets.
But Thomson, the French conglomerate that owns

STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1992

GE and RCA electronics, reacted by threatening
legal action against the Japanese bank which
indirectly owns dbx. (Mitsubishi Bank owns the
California bank which acquired the dbx-TV patents
and licensing office after the bankruptcy of Carillon, which bought dbx and ADC and then went
broke developing the Finial Laser turntable. Are
we confused yet?)

JLe_
UK: Ken Kessler

Sometimes you've gotta bite the bullet. It could
mean sucking up to the enemy, swallowing your
pride, making up with ahated relative, or any of
anumber of unpleasant compromises. For certain
members of the British hi-fi industry, it meant
dealing with ...
The Sun.
No, it isn't the world's worst or tackiest newspaper, on the other hand, it will never worry The
New York Times or The Guar/tan. What the Rupert
Murdoch-owned Sun does is almost uniquely
British: its content is scurrilous, dubious, sensationalist (ie, embarrassingly readable) in the
manner of The National Enquirer, yet it's regarded
by many of its readers as a"real" newspaper.
Plenty of "Vicar Caught In Naughty Leather
Romp" and "Man Bites Dog" articles, Nude
Bimbos On Page 3, more showbiz news than
world events, ad nauseam. But it's the biggestselling paper in the country, with acirculation
of 3.8 million, arough guess suggesting that one
out of five people in Great Britain read it.
Despite the kind of readership profile which
would have your average advertising executive
reaching for the smelling salts, The Sun can shift
products. So what if the typical reader is abeerbellied closet football hooligan with an IQ which
matches his age? We're talking nine or ten million
of 'em.
So it's with nothing but admiration for the
manufacturers that Itell you about the paper's
role in promoting British specialist hi-fi. Given
that the average Sun reader probably thinks that
Sony is British and that £250 is £50 more than
you should spend on your entire system, it's remarkable that such apromotion was mooted, let
alone realized.
In conjunction with the giant chocolate manufacturer, Cadbury's, The Sun ran aseries of competitions in October to celebrate the 10th anniversary of the Wispa bar. This confection is alog of
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What could be simpler?
The control functions you use every day
Enough inputs to handle all your favorite sources.
High-performance XLR and single-ended outputs.
New circuitry which redefines lucidity and neutrality.
And, asurprisingly affordable price: $2495, suggested retail.
Simple, isn't it? From the company that's been bringing
high-end audio down to earth for more than twenty years.

audio research
HIGH

'N•ssc..asediuà

DEFINITIONe

6801 Shingle Creek Parkway /Minneapolis.
MN 55430 /Phone: 612-566-7570 FAX: 612-566-3402
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chocolate full of holes: what this may symbolize
vis àvis British hi-fi Ineither know nor care. More
to the point is that Cadbury was prepared to
sponsor the event. And the Cadbury name is
familiar to everyone in this land. (I'm asucker for
their Dairy Milk, while my wife is addicted to
Flake. ..)
Each day during the celebratory week, ten systems were given away to winning readers. Not
being aSun reader, Iknew nothing about this
until Arcam's John Dawson faxed me the relevant page, asock-you-in-the-eye layout featuring, but of course, asexy babe showing lots of
leg while twiddling aknob. On the amplifier.
The legend above read "£60,000 HI-FI GIVEAWAY" (that's $110,000), while below was the
inducement "WIN FULL VOLUME WITH
WISPA." Maybe somebody figured out that the
holes in the chocolate mean more air and less
sweeties, so the pun could have subliminal impact.
Anyway, the panel in question bore two cartoons, one with errors. The winners had to circle
the differences, send the cartoon in to The Sun,
and hope for the best. But the accompanying
text, once past the pro-chocolate blurb, made
interesting reading for British hi-fi enthusiasts
and the industry itself. Coverage outside the hi-fi
press is sorely needed but rarely forthcoming:
this text reads like guerrilla warfare. And Iquote,
from this lowbrow national tabloid: "and the
superb sound quality of this British-made hi-fi
simply blows away your normal midi system!'
What's not so unusual is the British slant: The
Sun is about as right-wing as you can get without
breaking any laws. But to champion hi-fi over
mass-market dreck? And to give away ten systems (on this particular day) with turntables? The
mind boggles. Those 17 words will do more for
British hi-fi than all the seven (or is it now eight?)
monthly magazines could in ayear.
The prize would do justice to any hi-fi magazine competition, acomplete Arcam Alpha
package of amplifier, CD player, tuner, and
speakers, plus an "award-winning" Revolver
turntable and a"custom-made wood-finish cabinet and matching speaker stands." And at $2700
per prize, that's 27 grand's worth out of the competition's kitty.
Unable, even in the line of duty, to seek out the
other four issues of the paper (I don't read any
newspapers, lest you think it's mere snobbery
which prevents me from picking up copies), Ican
only refer to the accompanying Fax regarding
the rest of the prizes. Dawson mentioned Merid-
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ian, Quad, Alphason, and Ariston as other likely
participants. Ithink it's wonderful because, as
John pointed out, more people buy The Sun in
one day than would purchase the country's most
popular hi-fi magazine in four years. And you
can bet that most of them are unaware of the
above brands, the Japanese and Amstrad having
succeeded over the past 15 years in eradicating
any presence the "proper" brands might have had
in the mass market.
Ihave no idea what The Sun charges for advertising space, but this competition panel—equal
to about ahalf-page—is worth more than any
advertisement regardless of size. That's because
it falls under the heading of "editorial," and it's
tantamount to an endorsement by the masses'
most cherished literary organ. In other words,
you couldn't buy this kind of coverage, which
will probably have more impact in its one-week
lifespan than anything short of afree TV spot.
The reasoning behind it is brilliant, but Iwonder why it took so long for the British makers
to realize that freebies and product placement are
exactly what they should have been offering
years ago. What does 27 grand's worth of hi-fi
(at retail prices) cost the manufacturer? $5400?
$7200? Even if were the full list price, it would
be worth every penny. Because Idoubt that
$27,000 spent on an advert in The Sun or any
other general publication would have as much;
of an effect.
The implications of this popularizing of British hi-fi are enormous. If the improved awareness of these brands results in even afew sales,
they'll be welcomed. Long-term, it could mean
whole percentage points added to the companies'
turnover figures. But Iwouldn't be surprised to
learn that some die-hard flat-earth types, those
who thrive on obscurantism and think that success = sellout, will moan about the loss of
"their" Arcam and "their" Quad to the masses.
There remains in the British psyche this preWar, almost Dickensian belief that "amateur" is
always better than "professional!' that it's better
to remain an unprofitable cottage industry than
be ahealthy giant.
But maybe The Sun put it all into perspective,
reminding us that hi-fi is just hi-fi even if they
were giving away $110k's worth. For there, next
to the competition panel, was anews item which,
Ifear, will prove far more memorable to most of
the readers than all of the prose relating to &cam
and Revolver. The headline? "Testicle Attack Wife
Goes Free," which included the lingering image,
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B&W's legendary 800 Series continues. The MATRIX 801 and 802 have profoundly redefined
the upper limits of dynamic loudspeaker performance. Now the MATRIX 803 delivers ltie
same uncompromising sound. Kevlar midrange, time aligned 'tweeter on top', sixth-orcer
bass aUgnment and B&W's unique MATRIX honeycomb enclosure technology combine,
once again, to achieve the ultimate in flawless music reproduction. MATRIX 803s sleek
appearance, economy of space, and lower cost cont:nue the legend that is 13&W 800 Series,
beautifully
B&W LOUDSPEAKERS OF AMERICA
°O Box 653 Bealo New York 1424G Tel. (416) 751-4520
CANADA
104 Carnforth Road Toronto Ontaric M4A 2K7
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"As he saw her drop [it] on the floor, he passed

The word on the street is that every major British

out ...The couple, of Brocldey, South East London, are divorcing." Kinda makes hi-fi seem so
trivial, eh?
Promotion through the newspapers notwith-

speaker manufacturer has adigital processor in the

standing, the British makers do seem to be focusing on less tweaky matters than they have in the
past. With the possible exception of those makers
who wish it were 1979, when they had half the
press in their back pockets, most of the "real"
companies have taken an if-you-can't-beat-'emjoin-'em approach to digital, the underlying

market, in the 6000 system (reviewed by RH in
September 1991). And it looks like B&W is the next
farthest down the road.
Due to arrive "later this year" is the company's

thought being, loin 'ern, then beat 'em.""'Em,"
of course, are the Japanese, and digital beyond the
now-familiar CD is the next battle ground.

claims that the device can correct room and speaker
amplitude responses in the bass region to "better
than 1Hz resolution" and remove minimum-phase
room resonances by time-domain "transversal"

No, I'm not suggesting aflood of Mini-Disc
or DCC players with stickers reading "Made in
the UK" on them, but all indications are that the
British will not be left behind in the digital
processing race. The country has already produced anumber of fine D/A converters; now it's
time to look at digital equalization for loudspeakers and rooms. Yamaha, Marantz, Sony, and

pipeline, some dedicated to their own speakers,
others conceived as "universal" products. Meridian's response to the challenge is already on the

Modular Digital Control Unit, said to remove
reflections and resonances, and "not merely a
sophisticated graphic equalization system." B&W

signal processing.
The company's new product will incorporate
A/D and D/A converters, thus forming acomplete digital preamplifier, mixing digital and analog inputs. The DSPs will process the signals in
real-time, with anumber of options selectable

the rest have already marketed digital processors

from asoftware menu, including measurement
capability, correction of amplitude response

which will turn your listening room into ajazz
club, astadium, or acinema, adjuncts to Dolby
Surround which haven't exactly transcended

irregularities and the phase response of B&W
speakers (and possibly other makers' designs),
and tonal correction. Settings can be stored in

their gimmicky nature Instead, we have to look
back to the pioneering work of Acoustic Research,
whose 1982 ADSP processor [now manufactured in
afull-range version by apro-audio company, SigTech, of

memory and all functions can be accessed by an
infrared remote control. An LCD panel keeps the

Cambridge, MA—Ed.] was designed to eliminate
listening-room anomalies with digital processing

quality 18-bit A/D converter and processed with
32-bit precision once in the digital domain. Con-

rather than through the cruder use of equalizers.

version back to analog is through a20-bit DAC
with low-level dither. Not long after the prod-

Marantz made this areality with the superb but
"pro-priced" AX1000 digital computer The British

user abreast of the activity.
Incoming analog signals are fed into astudio-

makers are setting their sights somewhat lower.

uct's release, the first upgrade will be made available: an in-house-designed 24-bit DAC system.

Like below 400Hz.

This upgradeability will include easy updates of

THE BRITISH WILL NOT

BE LEFT BEHIND IN THE
DIGITAL PROCESSING RACE.
A trend is already emerging. Unlike the Marantz
computer, capable of performing time-domain
equalization of aroom from 20Hz-20kHz, the
forthcoming British designs concentrate on the
bottom octaves. The consensus is that this is the
region which causes the most problem; restricting the signal processing bandwidth and making
asingle-purpose black box also means that
they'll be cost-effective and therefore affordable.
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both hardware functions and software programs.
Still at the hush-hush phase but probably
ready for the January CES is another maker's
"black box" which isn't part of awhole preamp setup like B&W's device. Rather, it's asinglepurpose design intended to slot in between adigital signal source and D/A converter. This will
operate below 4001-1z, is said to accomplish what
the room-correction section of the B&W system
does, and is intended to sell for below £500. Programming is via EPROMs, which will be available for all of the company's own speakers, and,
it is hoped, for other makers' speakers: B&W is
not alone in hoping that inter-manufacturer
cooperation will be forthcoming. Which brings
us back to the revival in the fortunes of British
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REPORTS FROM THE 1991 WINTER C.E.S. ON TESLA, POWERED BY
SCIENTIFIC FIDELITY'S TRILLIUM AMPLIFIER AND AURORA PREAMP
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Robert Harley — Wonderfully musical and visually stunning.
Robert Deutsch — Provides the listener with sound of exceptional
realism.
Peter W Mitchell — Attractively musical sound with bass extending
solidly into the 35Hz neighborhood.
BOUND FOR SOUND, NO. 1A -1991

Martin G. De Wolf — Best sound at show? Probably A tight precise
soundstage coupled to asense of crystalline clarity What purit!
UlI" R/
A HIGH FIDELITY, NO. 30 -1991

Gerard Rej,ind — Some of th e very best sound at the s w.

SCIENTIFIC
POST OFFICE BOX 91737

FIDELITY
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Natural Sound
Framingham, MA
(508) 879-3556

The Stereo Shop
Martinez, GA
(404) 863-9143

Audio Ensemble
Amherst, NH
(603) 886-4742

The Stereo Shoppe
Pompano Beach, FL
(305) 942-7040

Carston Stereo
Danbury, CT
(203) 744-6421

Peter McGrath's Sound
Components
Miami, FL
(305) 232-8848

Audio Nexus
Summit, NJ
(908) 277-0333

Renaissance Sounds
Sarasota, FL
(813) 483-5585

C.S.A. Audio
Bernardsville, NJ
(908) 953-9777

Audio Encounters
Dublin, OH
(614) 766-4434

C.S.A. Audio
Upper Montclair, NJ
(201) 744-0600

Hi-Tech Hi -Fi & Video, Inc
Lyndhurst, OH
(216) 449-4434

The Sound Mill
Mount Kisco, NY
(914) 241-1230
The Sound Mill
Yorktown Heights, NY
(914) 736-6112
Discriminating Ear
Roslyn, NY
(516) 484-7204
Audio Den
Lake Grove, NY
(516) 360-1990
New Paltz Audio
New Paltz, NY
(914) 255-6004
Clark Music
East Syracuse, NY
(315) 446-7020'
Northcountry Audio
Redwood, NY
(315) 287-2852'
Fairport Soundworks
Rochester, NY
(716) 264-0410
Chestnut Hill Audio
PA
(215) 923-3025

°Philadelphia,

J.S. Audio
Burtonsville, MD
(301) 989-2500
Audio Arts
Richmond, VA
(804) 644-8903

Salon 1Audio Ltd.
Wisconsin Rapids, WI
(715) 421-5910

US: Robert Harley

Pro Musica
Morton Grove, IL
(708) 581-1900

The 91st Convention of the Audio Engineering
Society held in New York on October 4-8 1991
had an unusual theme: "Audio Fact and Fantasy:
Reckoning with the Realities." Although antiaudiophile expression occurs at every AES func-

Pro Musica
Chicago, IL
(312) 883-9500
Primus Audio
Kansas City, MO
(816) 421-3655
Listen Up Audio/Video
Denver, CO
(303) 778-0780
Listen Up Audio/Video
Boulder, CO
(303) 444-0479
Listen Up Audio/Video
Colorado Springs, CO
(719) 633-2600
Jerry's Audio/Video
Phoenix, AZ
(602) 263-9410
Jerry's Audio/Video
Tucson AZ
(602) 747-7267
Beason's Hi -Fi
Carlsbad, NM
(505) 885-4035
Systems Design Group ,
Redondo Beach, CA
(213) 370-8575
Digital Ear
Tustin, CA
(714) 544-7903

Digital Sound
Virginia Beach, VA
(804) 424-5850

Audio Ecstasy
San Luis Obispo, CA
(805) 544-8392

Audio Visions
Durham, NC
(919) 493-8888

Sound Goods
Mountain View, CA
(415) 949-4000

American Audio
Greenville, SC
(803) 288-4293

Sound Goods
Campbell, CA
(408) 559-4000
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hi-fi makers.
If the myriad British speaker builders share
whatever information is necessary to allow each
other to tailor processors for brand-specific
applications, it will free the smaller companies
from having to design their own. B&W, for example, could make an OEM device badge-engineered
to suit the other company's products. After all,
the British hi-fi industry is still clubby and most
of these people are friends, so it wouldn't require
aMadrid conference to get them to work together.
Naturally, the bigger companies have the
means to create their own dedicated processors,
and one would expect customers to purchase the
same-brand processors when available. The fun
would come if Brand A and Brand B both
offered processors, but their speakers worked
more successfully with the other's unit. Hehheh-heh.

tion, this was the first time an entire convention
appeared to be devoted to it. The event seemed
like akind of showdown where the audio engineering establishment would once and for all discredit those who use their ears to judge reproduced
audio quality.
Any questions about the convention's intent
were answered when Iread the letter from the
convention chairman inviting members to submit papers. He referred to subjective listening
impressions as "fantasy" and attempted to
characterize critical listeners as anti-science by
saying that ". ..Ohm's Law was still functioning!' After this stirring up of anti-audiophile sentiment, the chairman urged AES members to submit papers—papers presumably advocating the
objectivist position—for presentation.
So that's exactly what Idid.
Rather than sit silently through the snide
attacks and contemptuous laughter, Idecided to
present the case for audio subjectivism with a
paper called "The Role of Critical Listening in
Evaluating Audio Equipment Quality!' It is
reprinted in slightly revised form in this issue as
"The Listeners' Manifesto!'
As it turned out, however, the convention was
anything but ahammering of nails into the audiophile coffin: A firestorm of controversy and
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Four exciting new Forté models provide technically advanced, ultra-linear performance
from acombination of insulated gate bi-polar
power devices and the elimination of overall
feedback.
Insulated gate bi-polar transistors are a
newly developed power semiconductor. They
have the ideal combination of high input
impedance and speed (the desirable characteristics of tubes and MOSFETS) with low
output impedance ano high current
capability (the desirable characteristics
of bi-polar transistors).

These are the first audio
amplifiers to use Insulated
Gate Bi-polar Transistors,
and they operate without
global feedback
Model 7
75w
pure class A
m000block

Any of these new pure ciass Aor high-bias
class AB Forté amplifiers will open anew
level of involvement from your favorite
music sources.
For more information and the
name of your nearest Forte
dealer write: InConcert,
7325 Roseville Road, Sacramento,
California 95842. Or call.
1(800)888 8055.

•

Aperfect companion for aForte
amplifier: The new Forté Motel
40 preamplifier. Adefinitive
high level control center for ,he
excitement and immediacy
et alive performance.

Model 5
100w + 100w
high bias AO
4

o

Mode! 4
50w +50w
pure class A

!I

Forte
products are
exclusively
distributed by
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to suggest that we should "pick the very best ears
available" for evaluating these systems. He was
also concerned about implementation ola proprietary data-compression standard—such as
PASC encoding used in Philips's DCC—without any evaluation by those outside the company.
Further, Eargle expressed dismay that official
evaluations of these systems haven't used naturally miked acoustic music (see my "Industry
Update" last month). Consequently, certain audible
problems in the encoding algorithm may not be
detected. Eargle asked: "How can we ensure that
we won't be limping along with something that
has problems that are acknowledged later on?"
Finally, Eargle suggested that the original psydioacoustic research on which all data-compression
systems are based should be "reinvented" and
"rediscovered" Overall, his tone was one of caution: These system may have aplace in audio, but
it's unwise to lock into standards we make be
stuck with for decades at this early stage of
development. Icouldn't agree more.
Bart Locanthi, awell-respected member of the
audio community and aFellow of both the AES
and Acoustical Society of America, couldn't attend
the workshop, but sent atape that was replayed
to the audience. Mr. Locanthi is chairman of an
AES ad hoc committee formed to study digital
audio data-compression systems and perform
listening tests. Unfortunately, his recorded speech
didn't make it onto the cassettes of the workshop,
so I'll have to rely on my memory and notes of
the event. His comments were the most critical
public stance taken on data compression by anyone within the audio engineering establishment.
First, Locanthi related his experience of listening to aDAT tape that contained examples of
low-bit-rate encoded music. He had requested
the tape from Swedish Radio, the organization
which conducted the official listening tests of
these systems .
8 Almost immediately Locanthi
heard several peculiar sounds in the music, the
most obvious being an idle tone at 1.5kHz. When
Locanthi informed Swedish Radio of this problem, they were surprised that they had not discovered it, but they did hear the 1.51cHz artifact
after it was pointed out to them. When Locanthi asked how such an obvious flaw could go
undetected, the response was that he "knew what
to listen for."
It is ironic that Swedish Radio's extensive
listening tests, with over 20,000 separate trials
8The December 1991 "Industry Update" has afull report on the
Swedish Radio tests.
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and 60 "expert listeners," failed to detect aflaw
immediately apparent to asingle listener. Their
listening-test methodology—called "hidden
reference, double-blind, triple stimulus"—was
beyond scientific reproach. Yet asingle listener
in "unscientific" listening conditions immediately identified this fundamental problem. A
paper by Michael Gerzon described later in this
report comments peripherally on this issue of
double-blind listening-test protocols not revealing the very flaws they are designed to detect.
Swedish Radio had previously concluded that
"Both codees [data compression encoder/decoder
systems] have now reached alevel of performance where they fulfill the EBU [European
Broadcasting Union] requirements for adistribution codee?' In other words, the system in
which Locanthi discovered the flaws had already
been officially proclaimed sonically acceptable
as the replacement for AM and FM radio broadcasting—a replacement that will likely be in place
for many decades.
Locanthi went on to urge caution about implementing these systems, suggesting that standards
should not yet be set in such anew field. He has
personally auditioned six different low-bit-rate
codees and has heard artifacts in all six. The
claims that these systems are "transparent" and
equal to CD quality are obviously optimistic at
best.
The technical aspects of various low-bit-rate
encoding systems were explained by their
designers (summarized in last month's report
from the London AES Conference). Curiously,
one panelist suggested that the best ears for
evaluating data-compression systems are those
of the developers themselves. He also believed
that "synthetically generated sequences" of music
should be used during listening evaluations "rather
than rely only on naturally produced examples."
Unfortunately, the workshop was concluded
without the chance for audience discussion. These
debates after the formal presentations are often
the most enlightening. In addition to airing opposing points of view, they elicit more honest, spontaneous responses from the presenters.
PAPERS SUMMARIES
This convention saw some of the most interesting papers ever given at an AES. The conference
abounded with presentations on new research
attempting to measure and quantify effects and
correlate them to listening impressions. In this
regard, the convention was awatershed of sorts:
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Many respected engineers and scientists presented new research and techniques that may objectively explain differences previously reported by
subjective listeners. In addition, there seemed to
be agreater willingness of individuals to stand
up and question the ruling paradigm that rejects
any listening impression that isn't supported by
traditional measurements.
Bob Stuart? designer of Meridian products,
presented apair of papers of landmark importance. They are called "Estimating the Significance of Errors in Audio Systems" and
"Predicting the Audibility, Detectability and
Loudness of Errors in Audio Systems." The
papers are quite technical and contain extensive
background information on previous psychoacoustic literature on which this new research is based."'
The pair of papers takes a psychoacoustic
approach to explaining previously unidentified
audible problems in audio systems. Stuart suggested
that typical electrical measurements of audio components are inadequate: "The inherent non-linear
behavior of human perception requires us to interpret system errors in the final acoustical domain
and at the correct listening SPL [sound pressure
level]." To that end, Stuart developed acomputer
program for estimating the audibility of errors
based on psychoacoustic models, with graphical
output on Audio Precision plots. The idea of
applying hearing models to audio phenomena
and analysis in the acoustical domain (rather than
electrical), with computerized post-processing
and graphical output, is anew and very promising research direction.
This is exactly the kind of work needed to
make real progress in improving audio reproduction quality and bridge the gap between subjective impressions and measurement. Indeed, Stuart suggests that "This current work is motivated
by the general need to improve the correlation
between objective examinations of audio components and subjective opinions of their performance. ..To succeed even partially would improve
the fact/fantasy ratio!"
The implication of these papers is that some
audio system errors that might be thought to be
below the threshold of audibility are in fact audible, as is suggested by the psychoacoustical literature. This would seem to validate many subjective listening impressions. Further, because Sul9See my interview with Bob Stuart in Vol.14 No.9.
10 Space limitations preclude afull treatment of these and other
papers. Interested readers are encouraged to order preprints (83
each) from the
at 60
42nd Street, Room 2520, New York,
NY 10165-0075. Tel: (212) 661-8528. Fax: (212) 682-0477.
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art's model indicates certain phenomena will be
audible yet double-blind testing suggests they
are inaudible, the reliability of doubleblind methodology is called into doubt. Indeed, Stuart does
just that: "A/B testing using program material
and particularly musical program is fraught with
difficulties ...
the author sets out some reasons
why the 'objective' approaches of A/B listening
and null-testing may be ultimately flawed."
David Clark, the man most closely associated
with the idea that all power amplifiers sound the
same, gave apaper called "Ten Years of ABX
Testing." (See "As We See It" in this issue.) After
decrying the fact that double-blind ABX testing is widely rejected, the paper turned into an
all-out attack on critical listeners. In his introduction, Clark cited threshold-of-audibility estimates from the psychoacoustical literature, suggesting that "the 'fantasy' of audible differences
exists despite the 'fact' of audibility thresholds!'
Although Clark invoked the psychoacoustic
literature in his dismissal of critical listening impressions, he did not attend Bob Stuart's paper
that questioned the current thresholds and revealed an innovative new approach to studying
the question. Clark's absence reflected his closedminded, dogmatic approach to the subject—a
subject on which he is supposedly an "expert!'
In his paper, Clark expressed alarm at the fact
that 70% of audio engineers at a1988 AES
workshop believed power amplifiers operated
below clipping and with negligible distortion
levels have different sonic characteristics: "This
is an amazing response from members of an
engineering society who are all undoubtedly
aware of the many controlled tests which failed
to support the claim. Mechanical, civil or nudear
engineers would certainly be held to ahigher
level of scientific integrity!'
Clark's dismay reflects his unawareness that
his views are at the extreme fringe of objectivism
and out of touch with the audio engineering
world at large. Clark is the objectivist's Peter
Belt, an embarrassment to rational elements within
aphilosophical position. By clinging tenaciously
to prejudice as his position grows increasingly
untenable, the vehemence of Clark's attacks on
those who disagree with him push him further and
further into the radical minority.
Those 70% of engineers who hear differences
between power amplifiers—and who reject
Clark's double-blind test conclusions that they
all sound the same—represent the mainstream
of audio thinking. Clark believes the conclusions
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of his double-blind ABX listening-tests to be
definitive, yet those conclusions are rejected in
favor of personal experience by 70% of audio
scientists and engineers. An inquisitive mind would
want to know why such alarge percentage of audio
professionals reject Mr. Clark's methods and
conclusions, not dismiss their views by questioning their "scientific integrity."'
The paper presented after mine, originally
called "Response Bias in Listening Tests!' was
by Tom Nousaine, acompatriot of David Clark
in his anti-audiophile crusade. Curiously, the title
of his paper was changed to the more aggressive "Can You Trust Your Ears?" His thesis is that
the tendency for subjects to report identical
presentations as different invalidates the results
of many positive identifications made during
blind listening tests. He also implied that this tendency to report asecond presentation as different
when it is actually the same as the first presentation somehow indicts subjective listeners.
Ibelieve, however, that this "A/A Paradox"
(two identical presentations—A/A—sound different) calls into question the whole idea of A/B
testing. Because music has meaning, we interpret it differently each time we hear it. These
different interpretations often obscure the audible
effect one is trying to disprove exists. This paradox is discussed in the Bob Stuart paper described
earlier.
Michael Gerzon questioned the validity of
double-blind A/B listening-test methodology
in apaper called "Limitations of Double-Blind
A/B Listening Tests!' Gerzon has been amathematics professor at Oxford, is inventor of Ambisonics and co-inventor of the Calrec Soundfield
microphone, and holds eight patents in the field of
audio. Before getting into the subject of his paper,
Gerzon made some interesting comments about
the conflict between audio objectivists and subjectivists:
"Most subjectivists don't deny the possibility
of eventually finding objective justifications for
what they hear.
"One should take the comments of less cranky
subjectivists seriously as at least guides for
designing listening-test protocols!'
Gerzon's motivation for giving the paper was
11 JA wrote in last August's "As We See It": "Far from rejecting
or perverting scientific method. Stereophile practices it in its true
form: when experiments give results which contraindicate reality,
the experiment is rejected, not the reality:' This view, that all
experiments must be tested by comparing the implications of their
results with perceived reality, is apparently shared by 70% of the
audio professionals who attended Clark's 1988 workshop.
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not to add to the subjective/objective debate, but
to identify flaws in current listening-test methodology that might obscure problems in digital audio data-compression systems:
"It would be adisaster if we had protocols that
didn't reveal subjective differences that the average consumer would notice in five years' time.
Iwant to indicate possible areas in which normal double-blind A/B protocols may not be adequate to reveal faults that may be audible to even
unsophisticated end listeners. I'm going to do this
with possible models of how we hear?'
His suspicions of double-blind testing seem
justified in light of the failure of Swedish Radio's
20,000 "triple-stimulus, double-blind, hiddenreference" trials to reveal aflaw immediately
apparent to asingle listener.
The paper's thesis is that perception of certain
cues—a sense of distance in particular—require
long-term statistical averaging by the brain.
According to Gerzon, double-blind AB or ABX
testing "destroys one's memory of long-term
auditory cues."
He then outlined anew listening-test protocol
he calls "False A/B." It attempts to satisfy the following requirements: that the test must be
double-blind, it must use rapid switching to stay
within cost and time limits, and the test must
activate these stored cues of previous events. The
False A/B methodology involves switching
between presentations A and B, with the listener
initially knowing which is A and which is B. Aand
Bare then randomized periodically as acontrol; the
identification of A and Bshould also periodically
randomize.
Gerzon contends that this methodology meets
the criteria for objectivity while satisfying the
brain's need for long-term statistical averaging
of auditory cues. The "False A/B" methodology
is still only theoretical: the test has yet to be tried.
He concluded the presentation by encouraging
researchers "to develop experimental methodology matched to the phenomenon which is
being tested," and to "not believe that one simple
protocol—double-blind A/B or ABX—is the
answer to all kinds of measurement problems!'
An interesting comment emerged during loudspeaker reviewer David Moran's paper, "Down
With Stands? Quantifying the Allison Effect!'
Moran related how he manipulated his measurements when he reviewed loudspeakers for CD
Review to make the product being tested look
good on paper for the manufacturer's benefit: "I
was running these curves. Ioften would stagger
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it deliberately because Iwanted to run as flattering
[as possible] curves in the magazine. Here's an
example of reviewers caving in to something—I
don't know. Iwanted to have it look as least ripply and [with as] little swayback as Icould?'
During the question-and-answer portion of
my paper the previous day, David Moran was
among the first to the microphone, attacking my
integrity as an equipment reviewer. Indeed. Will
Mr. Moran be making the same adjustments for
his loudspeaker reviews in Speaker Builder magazine? Ihope not.
Fudging measurement data to make aproduct more "flattering" for the manufacturer is a
serious breach of journalistic ethics. Further,
Moran assumes this is common practice, both

Perception"). Although no subjects reported
hearing direct effects of extending the bandwidth
beyond 20kHz, the presence of very high frequencies produced different patterns of electrical
activity in the brain and perceived differences in
sound quality.
The experiments were based on "Brain Electrical Activity Mapping" (BEAM) using an electroencephalogram. The researchers used this
technique of measuring the brain's electrical
activity after subjects reported no differences in
A/B comparisons between 26kHz band-limited
and 80kHz band-limiting. The authors found
limitations in the commonly used A/B compar-

"Here's an example of reviewers caving in ..."
If Moran chooses to "cave in," putting the man-

isons and developed their own techniques. They
had this to say about A/B testing: "The method
is highly subjective since it detects only those
responses of the subjects of which they are consciously aware. Further, as short pieces of fre-

ufacturer's interests ahead of his readers', he

quently changing sound are presented, if the

shouldn't assume other journalists are similarly
susceptible to such pressure.

perception of sound involves an `afterimage' persistence, confusion is inevitable."

by his open public admission and this statement:

FUDGING MEASUREMENT
DATA TO MAKE A
PRODUCT
MORE "FLATTERING"
FOR THE MANUFACTURER
IS A
SERIOUS BREACH
OF JOURNALISTIC ETHICS.
Oh, yes—his paper. It was arehash of something everyone has known for many years: that
the reflections of aloudspeaker's sound from
nearby boundaries produces aseries of cancellations and reinforcements in the bass when the
response is measured with asteady-state technique. Moran's use of a real-time spectrum
analyzer to make the measurements prompted
JA's recollection of astatement by, he thinks,
KEF's Laurie Fincham: "There is nothing more
dangerous in audio than afool with aspectrum
analyzer?' The audience was obviously bored by
the remedial nature of the paper, reflected in the
perfunctory smattering of applause at its conclusion.
A fascinating paper by agroup of Japanese
researchers suggests that frequencies above
20kHz can affect perception of sound quality
("High Frequency Sound Above the Audible
Range Affects Brain Electric Activity and Sound

S
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The authors concluded that "music containing
high-frequency components [up to 80kHz] was
perceived as more pleasant and rich in nuance
than music from which high-frequency components were eliminated." The paper includes
reproductions of the brain activity maps showing
increased electrical activity when subjected to
music with spectral content above 26kHz. The
paper has important implications for future digital audio systems. Today's digital audio is bandlimited at 20kHz, dictated by current sampling
rates. It may be wise to further explore the possibility of perception above 20kHz when conceptualizing tomorrow's digital audio systems.' 2
Clark Johnsen, aBoston high-end retailer and
author of The Wood Effect: Unaccounted Contributor to Error and Confusion in Acoustics and Audio,
gave apaper called "Proofi of an Absolute Polarity." The paper included asurvey of the literature on absolute polarity," which almost unanimously agrees that absolute polarity was indeed
audible and that standards should be set for
12 A recent study showed that individuals can comprehend speech
when this is used to modulate an ultrasonic carrier which is then
used to directly stimulate the bones around the ear, suggesting
anew technique to help the hearing-impaired.
—JA
13 In arecording/reproduction chain maintaining coma absolute
polarity, acompression wave from the musical instrument
produces acompression wave from the loudspeaker. A reversal
of absolute polarity means acompression wave from the instrument produces ararefaction from the loudspeaker. Absolute polarity is almost always reversed back and forth during the recording signal path without regard for what is correct. 71w Wood Effect
is acomprehensive analysis of absolute polarity and is available
from The Listening Studio, 23 Stillings Street, Boston, MA 02210.
Tel: (617) 423-4590.
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assuring that the listener hears apolarity-correct
signal. The paper then described atest performed
in Johnsen's store in which subjects correctly
identified the correct-polarity presentation 100%
of the time. The test was unusual in that the subjects didn't know they were being tested—a "tripleblind" test. There was one procedural problem,
however, in that the second presentation was always
of correct polarity. Although 22 out of 22 listeners
picked the correct-polarity signal as sounding
"better," the results would have been more persuasive had the order of the polarity-correct and
polarity-inverted presentations been random.
Johnsen's thesis was supported by Richard
Greiner's paper "Observations on the Audibility
of Acoustic Polarity." (Dr. Greiner is also the
author of the infamous article on loudspeaker
cables published in Audio in 1990.) The paper suggested that polarity is audible in many circumstances and that "it would seem sensible to keep
track of polarity and to play the signal back with

performed about four years ago: the data from
areplicated CD was compared with the source
data by aCD-ROM pre-mastering system with
a1.5 gigabyte hard disk. The computer compares
chunks of data and alerts the operator if even one
bit (out of 650 megabytes) is different. Again, no
change in the ones and zeros was detected.
In my view, however, it is naïve to conclude
that if the data are the same, the sound must be
the same. Other mechanisms are at work, including the analog-like variability produced by clock
jitter. Interestingly, the paper's author used the
occasion to suggest that critical listeners somehow reject causality—that sound quality of CD
treatments is affected without any physical means.
A rejection of the idea that every conceivable
mechanism of CD playback is fully understood
does not equal arejection of causality. It's interesting how critical listeners are continually charac-

the correct polarity to insure the most accurate
reproduction of the original acoustic waveform."

terized as rejecting rationality. By falsely linking subjectivists to an absurd position, objectivists seek to discredit critical listeners and thus
cut off further debate.

Philips presented aseries of papers on DCC,
including an overview of the marketing decision
to revamp and extend the cassette format, how

audible phenomena was proposed by Chris
Dunn and Dr. Malcolm Hawksford in apaper

PASC encoding works, methods of mass-manufacturing DCC tapes, and subcode applications
for DCC. It is envisaged that DCC's subcode

called "Towards aDefinitive Analysis of Audio
System Errors." This method is similar to, but
much more sophisticated than, the amplifier null

channel will contain information usually found

tests proposed by David Hafler and Quad's Peter
Walker. The digital technique is too involved for

in liner notes and be displayed on aDCC player's
front panel.
Iwas intrigued by the title of apaper by John

A more innovative technique for exploring

discussion here, but it appears to be very promis-

Monforte and Ken Pohlmann, both of the University of Miami School of Music: "Residue

ing. Their paper identifies the cause of the conflict between "objectivists" and "subjectivists"
as "the absence of any definitive laboratory test

Method for the Objective Detection of Digital
Program Degradation." The authors attempted

which can be performed upon audio components
and whose results accurately predict the listening

to determine if digital audio data changes when

experience." It is this recognition of the limitations
of current measurements that will advance measurement to the point of describing these currently
unmeasurable differences.

CD tweaks are used, and determine what changes
occur when processing digital audio, such as
through digital faders. This is their technique: a
chunk of music is read into adigital audio workstation twice, once without the treatment and
once with it. The two data files are stored on a
hard disk and subtracted from one another. Any
signal left over represents adifference in the data.
Their conclusion was that CD treatments don't
change the ones and zeros that represent the
audio signal.
Ireached that conclusion in my article in Vol.13
No.5, in which Imeasured error rates inside aCD
decoder; uncotiectable data errors never occurred
unless the disc was obviously damaged. This conclusion was in agreement with experiments I

STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1992

Speaking of CD tweaks, apaper entitled "Mechanisms of Unmusicality in Compact Disc Sound:
Measurements, Observations and Conjectures"
was presented. The author, Gary Schwede, is a
Ph.D. in computer science and got interested in exploring CD playback through the computer
field. Iknew it was going to be agood paper
when Schwede quoted J. Gordon Holt on the
overhead projector defining "unmusicality."
The paper identified the areas not responsible
for "unmusicality" in CD playback—data errors,
for example—as well as mechanisms that may be
causes of audible degradation. These mechan-
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isms include power-supply interaction, jitter, and
RF contamination. The thrust of the paper was
that listening is crucial to identifying problems
in CD playback and that more sophisticated
examinations of these mechanisms are essential.
In Vol.14 No.9 Ireported on the identification
of apreviously unknown mechanism of distortion in digital audio, discovered by Museatex's
Ed Meitner and IC designer Robert Gendron of
Analog Devices and presented in their full paper,
"Time Distortions Within Digital Audio Equipment Due to Integrated Circuit Logic Induced
Modulation Products." Rather than restate the
ideas, Irefer the interested reader to my previous in-depth report. Iwill add, however, that this
paper is of landmark importance in the quest to
measure and quantify audible degradation in digital audio. Unfortunately, the paper didn't seem
to be that well received—perhaps its thesis was
too radical. Many significant discoveries in
science are not recognized as significant until
decades later.
There were many more papers of interest; I've
summarized only the most important and relevant. A list of the papers and the papers themselves can be ordered from the AES at the address
in footnote 10.
I'll now turn this report over to JA for his comments on my paper.

US: John Atkinson
Rather than go into Bob's paper in detail, Ihave
reprinted it in slightly edited form in this issue,
so that readers can form their own opinions (to
the undoubted benefit of future Stereophile "Letters" columns). To my gratification, however, this
paper was one of the most warmly received and
best-attended' 4 at the convention; the Moderator, David Clark, had to schedule an extra
question-and-answer session at the end of the
afternoon to allow all those who wanted to comment on the paper achance to speak. The debating temperature was hot, even David Clark losing his temper at one point in this later session
and forgetting that his role as Moderator was to
organize the flow of other people's questions. He
subjected RH to aharangue, the gist of which
14 Its fair to say that my gratification was matched two days later
by disappointment at the poor attendance at Bob Stuart's two
landmark papers on the possible correlation between what is measured and what is heard. As did RH, Inoticed David Clark and
Tom Nousaine, two vociferous critics of this magazine and of
listening-based reviewing, entering the room only at the end of
Mr. Stuart's presentation to listen to the next paper, which was
concerned with in-car sound. Iguess we now know where their
priorities lie.
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was: How could anyone grant Bob's views legitimacy when the magazine for which he writes
supported such "nonsensical" notions as that
painting the edges of aCD green results in better
sound? (RH responded by quoting Malcolm
Hawksford from the AES "Images Of Audio"
conference—see "Industry Update," December
1991.) Unfortunately, this second session was not
taped by the Convention's organizers. The first
session was, however, and contained some fascinating exchanges,15 including one involving
self-styled Audio Critic Peter Acze1,16 which I
will repeat in dialog form:
Peter Aczel: Ithink I'm an objectivist ...you're
asubjectivist ...You have written that amplifier
A, let us say, differs greatly in sound from amplifier B at matched levels. Ican't hear those differences. My associates can't hear those differences.
In carefully structured ABX tests at matched
levels, I'm unable to detect those differences, my
associates are unable to detect those differences.
You say they exist, you say that my methods are
flawed so you will not apply my methods, therefore Ihave to accept your naked assertion that
you hear this difference. Now my question is,
since you will not subject yourself to any kind
of objectified listening framework, how do I
know you're being truthful?
Robert Harley: Ithink part of the problem is an
individual's varying sensitivity to differences
when exposed to the same stimulus. And in my
paper there are examples cited of apparently preternatural skills ...
Someone who listens to these
differences on adaily basis has amuch lower
threshold of audibility than someone who doesn't.
PA: You're not answering my question. How do
Iknow you're being truthful? You can't show
me. ..
RH: How do Iknow that you're being truthful?
[applause]
PA: You mean you're suggesting that Ido hear
the differences and lie about it and say that I
don't. Is that it?
RH: If you don't hear the differences, Ican't help
you.
15 Mpes are available of almost all the presentations and workshops
at the Convention. Contact Conference Copy, Inc, 2222 Avenue
X, Brooklyn, NY 11235. Charge-card orders are accepted at (718)
934-2890. Bob Harley's presentation is tape L2.
16 Mr. Aczel is Publisher and Editor of The Audio Critic. It has been
reported to us that in October 1991 Mr. Aczel mailed asample
copy of his magazine to many Stereophde subscribers. We take great
care about to whom we rent our subscription list; if it is indeed
true that Mr. Aczel had gotten hold of this list, he did so without our permission or knowledge. (Incidentally, if you do not wish
us to rent your name, please drop our circulation department a
letter and we will remove it.)
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PA: Ithink we have an impasse here. [sits down]
Indeed we have an impasse. The lumbering
dinosaurs must also have felt so when the small,
fast-moving mammals stole their eggs. Neither
Bob Harley nor Iwould say that all subjective
reporting is beyond criticism. The High End has
as much of its share of frauds and the self-delusioned
as any discipline But it is important for both sides
in this debate to realize that there is much common ground, and where there is common
ground, there can be both communication and
forward motion. Though apparently in opposition, the Robert Harleys and the Stanley Lip-

This is especially true for electronics (you
probably already know the Italian passion—and,
Imust say, talent—for loudspeakers). Almost all
the exciting new items are digital electronics,
except for agreat loudspeaker, aloudspeaker that
makes history in this field. This loudspeaker,
from Sonus Faber (distributed in the US by
Surniko), is the Extrema Amator, and under the
splendid cabinetry (very unusual styling from
an unusual manufacturer) it hides agreatly innovative technical heart. It is the world's first

shitzes, the Bob Stuarts and the Floyd Tooles of

speaker (except for the DSP-based Meridian
D6000) that has no capacitors at all in the crossover. The Extrema Amator employs two drivers

the audio world can agree to disagree because
they share agoal: making reproduced sound bet-

designed by Scooney, former president of and
designer for Dynaudio: the Esotar tweeter, same

ter through improved technology and improved
understanding. But between the dinosaurs on

as in the Electa Amator; and the Extrema midwoofer, one of the most beautiful drivers Ihave

both sides, between the Peter Aczels and the Peter

ever seen.

Belts, the David Clarks and the George Tices,
the Dan Dugans and the Jimmy Hugheses, there

The sound, even when heard in amediocre

can only be rancor and rejection. And the sooner
those of us in the broad middle ground—those
of us who believe in rationality, causality, and the

demonstration room, is absolutely outstanding,
with alevel of clarity and transparency in the
mid/high section that Ihad never heard before,
not even in amillion-bucks system. This is some-

Scientific Method yet preserve acautiously open
mind—reject what the dinosaurs believe and
believe what our ears tell us, the sooner that which

thing really different from everything you've
heard till now, electrostatic or dynamic.
Maybe you remember ESB, the most popu-

is now little understood will become explainable
Amen.

lar Italian loudspeaker company. The ESB 7/05
and 7/06 had great US reviews, and Sheffield Lab
used them as reference loudspeakers. ESB Industries has developed apowerful audio group in the
last three years, involving manufacturing and distribution of high-end equipment. After four
years of development, ESB presented officially,

Italy: Bebo Moroni

at the end of 1990, the results of their new elec-

No news is good news. Actually, I've sent no news
in recent months because Iwas very involved in

tronics brand, AES. The first AES electronics,
apreamp and two power amps, were designed

trying to follow alot of very good news. For
example, Iadded to my reference equipment my

and developed by Stefano Sgandurra, one of the
most brilliant Italian audio engineers, with sub-

first son: he's very efficient, with avery loud,
brilliant sound, more like Lambrusco than Champagne; very dynamic, alittle harsh in the highs.

of the world's very few women audio engineers.

stantial contributions from his wife, Stella, one

The model name is Jacopo 1. Unfortunately they
sold him to me without remote control, and he

AES represents the concrete form of aromantic
idea: designing and building, and most of all marketing, aset of Italian electronics able to compete

is always turned on (for health reasons, Ithink).
But Iarranged acustom remote control, discovering that playing Beethoven's "Emperor"
Concerto turns him off 8times out of 10, with

with the most acclaimed American electronics, at
afraction of their price
The challenge was very hard, for anumber of
reasons: the difficulty of finding high-quality elec-

no decrease in sound quality. Yes, like every new
father, I'm very proud and alittle idiotic.
The Italian audio industry has also been gen-

tronics components in this country, structures to assemble it, and high-precision machin-

erating alot of news—very exciting items, too.
We are witnessing areal Renaissance of the Italian
audio industry. Idon't exaggerate.
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ery to work metal frameworks. The solution was
as ambitious as the idea: After along search, ESB
(ie, AES) decided to make everything themselves.
So president Vincenzo Biasella invested con-
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FIIR
ATM-3

The Air Tight ATM-3 mono-block amplifier was born to fulfill many an
audiophile's fantasy. A masterpiece of sonic brilliance, classically inspired,
designed and crafted in the quest of sonic perfection. Indeed, the ATM-3 is a
work of art deserving of the phrase, "SOUND THAT HAS SHAPE."

ATC-1

ATM-2

See and hear us at the WOES -Sahara Hotel exhibit rooms 7225 & 7227.
For Information: International Distributor Axiss corporation
New Kokusai Bldg., 3-4-1 Marunouchi Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo 100 Japan
WorldRadioHistory
Tel. 03-3212-0591 Fax. 03-3212-7449

USA Distributc , Edge Marketing
611B Santa Clara Ave. Venice CA. 90291
Tel. 213 392 2927 Fax. 213 392 6586

siderable capital in building anew, very modern,
efficient assembly plant in Aprilia, near Rome.
Meanwhile, Sgandurra designed some wonderful circuits and selected the best components
available.
The first result is three items that will start a
lot of rumors (in the best sense of the word)
worldwide. The AS1 preamp is amodular component with six inputs (two are for phono, but
the configuration can be pre-ordered or changed
by the customer), with the facility of bypassing

with gold contacts and the relay contacts operating in anitrogen atmosphere. Connectors are
German WBTs.
The Reference Series One amplifier is athreestage power amplifier with large bandwidth and
high output current. First stage is dual-FET
double-differential with cathode circuitry. The
bootstrap second stage, similar to the first, is a
complementary current push-pull with high
excursion and speed. Third stage is acomple-

the active circuitry for CD input. There are two

mentary push-pull employing 12 HexFets with
very high current (309A peak) and low output

outputs to power amps, one of them equipped
with avery-high-precision 0.5dB-step attenu-

impedance. This arrangement allows Sonus to
realize an amplifier with alimited number of

ator. The power supply, in aseparate chassis, features 20,000µF of filter capacitance. The line stage
is adiscrete-components amplifier with differenal dual low-noise, low-distortion FET input stage,

stages and low negative feedback.
The supply stage uses avery big toroidal transformer and ahigh-current, low-output-impedance capacitor group. Filter capacitors are of a
special kind, with aparallel structure and very

the second stage is acascode push-pull amplifier,
and the third stage is acomplementary push-pull

low ESR. The chassis, like the preamplifier's, is

amplifier, to obtain aslew rate of 150V/µs and a
bandwidth from DC to 200kHz. The phono
stage is equally refined. The chassis is nonmagnetic aluminum alloy, with aminimum thick-

of aluminum alloy with aminimum thickness of
8mm. Power rating is 360W minimum into 8
ohms impedance, 600W into 4ohms, and 900W
into 2.7 ohms. Other characteristics are: slew rate,

ness of 8mm. The volume potentiometer is the

100V/p,s; frequency response, 3Hz-1001d-lz; S/N,

best Alps in the catalog (precision 0.05dB), with
Elma Swiss contacts. Other switches are C&K

116dB at max power; damping factor, 500 at
lkHz. Output current has been deliberately

Lorenzo Corsi's Strategh Cyan
demonstrated in adouble configuration

Franco Selbrin with his wonderful new
Sonus Faber Extrema Aamtor

AES Electronics
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Write or call for a brochure and the name of your nearest dealer.

VA\DHRST
/k,D
The Vandersteens made the

Beethoven sound more like

Beethoven. The 2Ci's make
music and they make sense."

"The Vandersteens make for

2Ci Hi -Fi Answers, April 1990

very good listening. This is

Alvin Gold

no small accomplishment! "
18 Son Hi-Fr Video
Laurent Racicot and
Claude Gervars

—

7

"The 2Ci is one heck of afine
speaker at its price ... Always
musical...

Enthusiastically

recommended as an affordable

"Soundstaging, tonal

loudspeader for Everyman."

integrity and dynamics

2Ci Stereophile. May 1989

make this speaker so much

John Atkinson

fun to listen to that kind
of hate to put them away
to make room for others. "
IS Bound for Sound.
May 1989 Martin G 0e Wolf

"You'll surely rediscover
your record collection."
2W Ultra High Fidelity Magazine
Odette L Roy

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116 West Fourth Street
Hanford, California 93230
(209) 582-0324
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But the Cyan's been on the market for four
years now—I want to speak about the new
Strategh "no compromise" electronics. Iwant
to speak about them 'cause they represent real
Peak current, 18A.
"casus' For the first time in Italian high-fidelity
The level of construction and finish of these
history, items have been sold before they were
components are superb, but it is their sound that
built. This is indicative of Lorenzo Corsi's repuyou should hear. Iwas very skeptical when they
first talked to me about this project, but now I'm
tation. Actually, the three-chassis Reference tube
so enthusiastic it's hard to believe it's me talking.
preamp and the Reference Monoblock are some
But only on avery few occasions have Iheard
of the purer-sounding amplifiers ever made, and
such amagnificent, dynamic, and clean sound,
please forget my love/hate friendship with Mr.
with all the best quality of solid-state but with
Corsi. The preamplifier is amasterwork; it's very
practically no aggressive midrange or highs, no
hard to believe your ears when you listen to it
overfast bass, no sense of dryness and constriccompared with the best, most expensive reference preamplifier on the market. Something so
tion, and great dynamics with no fatty exaggertrue, so refined, so near to real music that you
ations. You know, I'm everything but nationalist,
immediately forget the word "electronic." It costs
but this is one of the very rare occasions that I'm
alot of money and very few people will be able
proud to be an Italian in this market (many more
to be delighted by its sound (or absence of its
times I'd rather be Swedish or Costa Rican).
own sound), but it is an excellent starting point
Not many people outside Italy know the name
for the cheaper production to come, and asplenof Lorenzo Corsi, but his reputation is very high
on this side of the Mediterranean. Lorenzo is a did business card.
Now let me talk about agreat return: The
strange kind of big-boy engineer, amix of scienbrandname is Cabre, aglorious name for Italian
tific culture and absolutely subjective mentality,
(and Swiss and French) audiophiles. In the '70s
but, most of all, one of the most enthusiastic
and '80s, Cabre was, with Bartolomeo Aloia's
audiophiles I've ever known. For 20 years now,
Steg (I'll talk to you about the Bartolomeo pheLorenzo, with his own various brands and prodnomenon in the next report), the first Italian
ucts, has been in search of the perfect sound—
high-end electronics brand. Characteristic of
nothing less. Imean, almost nothing less. ActuCabre was, and will be again, their futuristic
ally, he doesn't believe he'll ever find perfect
designs, coupled with avery popular pricing
sound, but he's sure that every new product he
policy. In the early '80s they developed the Straddevelops is abig step toward perfection. Hard to
ivari Series, one of the most innovative amplifisay if it is so, thought everyone, listening to the
cation systems, even when compared with Amervery innovative items—from the Modulo Black
ican products. It was unusual for those times,
Line speaker of 1975 (one of the first loudwith afour-chassis preamplifier and two massive,
speakers to solve the "phase array" problem), to
very-high-current monoblock amps, with gorthe Modulo Amp Module of 1977 (one of the
geous sound. After five years of silence due to
first very high-current "cube" monoblocks), to
the owner's death, Cabre is again on the market
the Strategh Cyan of 1987 (a small, extraordinarwith acomplete line of classic and new products.
ily musical speaker, with "musically resonant"
cabinet, modeled to be like amusical instrument
Irecently listened to the AS 204 MOSFET ambody)—that bear witness to his brilliant mind
plifier and found that Cabre remains one of the
and intuition.
most competitive brands on the market. This
100W/8 ohm very-high-current amp is able to
Lorenzo is anything but commercial and now
drive very complex impedances, Apogees for exthanks God that he has acquired avery good
commercial partner to market his products. A ample, offering clean, smooth timbres and awellline of speakers, electronics, and accessories is
sculpted acoustic scene. The cost, around $1400
being marketed under the Strategh name. The
in Italy, makes it alittle champion, not only in
its price category. Maybe, in the next months,
Cyan model is very popular among Italian audiophiles who consider it one of the very best loudCabre will make arevised version of the Stradispeakers on the market, regardless of dimensions
vari Series available again.
and price. In fact, it's atremendously musical
box, able to give amagical sense of pleasure to
most existing software, including the worst.

limited to 30A. The AES Reference Series Two
is very similar, except for the power rating: 200W
into 8ohms, 350W/4 ohms, 450W/2.7 ohms.
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"EAD 's AccuLinear
technology breaks
the boundaiy of
what we can expect
in digital music
reproduction."
—.
Jeff Rowland, President
Jeff Rowland
Design Group

"A genuine
breakthrough of
enormous
proportions.

DIGITAL
ENTERS THE
GOLDEN AGE
we>

Noise and stridency

ENLIGHTENED AUDIO DESIGNS PRESENTS

Ihadfeared were

The DSP-7000
Reference-Standard
Digital Processor

endemic to the CD
medium are
banished.
The result is
music with
breathtaking
clarity and detail."
—Kent Branford, Editor
Hi-Fi Heretic*

T

he DSP-7000 combines EAD's proprietary

Accu Li near TM analog circuitry with equally
dramatic advances in the digital domain, pro-

viding unprecedented reproduction of digitally
encoded music. The DSP-7000 achieves anew stan-

"ln reference to FÁLYs
Acculdnear technology
auditioned in the Ultra
EAD-Rotel 855.

dard of sonic performance at aremarkably affordable price, and delivers advanced audiophile features
not foundWorldRadioHistory
in any other processor—at any price.

Unparalleled Performance Features
'EAD's proprietary AccuLinearrm design provides superior analog reconstruction of the musical
aveform. This advanced technology incorporates discrete components within asingle chip wafer to
rovide greater speed and accuracy than either discrete or conventional integra:ed designs can provide.
.
his results in reduced transient distortion in the critical current-to-voltage stage—effectively eliminatgharshness, glare, and stridency commonly associated with CD sound..
State-of-the-art, hand-matched, select-grade 20-bit DACs provide exceptional low-level linearity and
increased dynamic range, with aguaranteed THD and noise level below -96 dB.
II Selectable 4x-8x oversampling design employs asophisticated, 199-tap digital filter (> 100 IBM PC equivalent) to achieve >110 dB rejection of out-of-band spuriae and truly negligible ripple in the audio pass-band.
II Sophisticated reclocking circuitry achieves extremely low jitter (< 200 pizoseconds rills) for both
coaxial and optical digital inputs, yielding aremarkable 102 dB suppression of jitter-related noise.
II Transport insensitivity. State-of-the-art, high performance CMOS input design and sophisticated
reclocking circuitry achieves ahigh degree of transport and cable insensitivity, eliminating the need for
expensive glass optical interconnects and other digital-domain tweaks.
II Extensive error reporting. Front panel LEDs separately warn of signal degradation caused by disk-read

1

errors (i.e., transport errors) or bv inadequate performance of the coaxial and/or optical digital interconnects.
Upgradable design. All key components are socketed for easy replacement as advancements in digi
echnology allow.
,
Pre-emphasis indicator light.

Fi DC-coupled output eliminates capacitors in the signal path, prevents low-frequency roll-off an
phase shift, and ensures extended, deep bass into any load.
II Massive, custom toroidal power transformer features low mechanical foist and radiated hum field.
II Eight separate power supplies, including multi-stage regulation for the crizical analog stages.
II Separate grounding and isolation of the digital and analog stages avoids potentially harmful ult
sonic and RF output noise.
High-quality custom, gold-plated Tiffany connectors used for both analog aid digital inputs and outp
Balanced outputs with switchable gain and AT&T glass digital interface available as options.
Visually stunning 24-karat gold finish.
Five Year Warranty.
FOR THE EAD

DEALER NEAREST YOU

800-EAD-2899

WorldRadioHistory

Sennheiser headphones.
Amusic lover's
privilege.

If music is important in your life, Sennheiser has the headphones
that recreate all the impact, all the emotion of the original
performance. Whether it's Brahms or Bowie, Sennheiser products
blend German craftsmanship with state-of-the-art engineering to
create anew standard of listening pleasure.
Hear the Sennheiser difference at adealer near you.

SENNHEIZER"
SENNHEISER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION
6Vista Drive, P.O. Box 987, Old Lyme, CT 06371
(203) 434-9190
FAX# 203-434-1759
WorldRadioHistory
Manufacturing Plant: D-3002, Wedemark, Federal Republic of Germany
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owie Hyperfy, tuboholic, has just
fallen in love with asolid-state amp.
No—he hasn't got rid of his tube gear.
But as of last visit, he was driving his Avalon

Eclipses with. .ta-da-a-al. ..
...
the Mirror Image 1.1S+.
Now, this is very interesting. If B&K made
expensive amps, this is what they might look and
sound like. Ihaven't had achance to do asideby-side comparison in my own system with the
B&K, but Ican tell you that they share some
sonic characteristics: good ones, like sweetness
and smoothness and correctness of timbre, the
things that are most important to me.

"CAN'T DRIVE THE DIVAS"
This is the amp that one audiophile friend dismissed recently. "Can't drive the Dive he snorted.
Iheard them on the same occasion, and thought
they drove the Divas very well—so long as the
speakers weren't played too loud. The midrange
was exquisite. Nat King Cole came to life! Per-

sonally, Iwould never judge an amp by how well
it drove ademon speaker like the Apogee Divas—
very low impedance, lots of current required—
unless, of course, Iactually owned or was about
to purchase apair of Divas. In fact, I've been told
that an amp designed to drive adevil load might
not sound so good on other, more common,
more benign loads; an amp might lose some of
its sweetness and delicacy in the quest for current.
Anyway, chez Hyperfy, the Mirror Image is
turning in astellar performance on the Avalon
Eclipses. This may be the ideal amp for these
speakers. There was even some subjectively okay
bass—not "tons of bass, tons of bass, bass all over
the placer in the immortal words of Hyperfy, but
good bass: tight and tuneful. There will be more,
I'm sure, to come. Here's the thing. The Mirror
Image 1.1S+ retails for $4945 and does not require
the use of Chinese or Croatian tubes. But will
Howie, notoriously fickle when it comes to staying
married to an amp for any length of time, decide
to stay with the Mirror Image? Stay tuned. $

Mirror Image 1.IS+ power amplifier
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system
Build your
on audio/video
dbass.
asoli

Velodyne subwoof

eis are already
k
nownis as the finest in the world. Now
the same revolutionary patented
technology
available in an exciting new design.
Introducing
"The Foundation
Series"
Sero 1000
The nee
v F-, Servo F-1200, and Servo F-1500:
Designed with styk and elegance to» every Wee

The dean. undisketed bass ofa Velodyne subwooferprolides the solid foundation
on whichto build asuperb sound system. By mducing the rigorous demands of
low bass finm your main peels, your system will have inceased dynam
g
and clarity that you never thoug,ht possible.
ic ran e
Each u
ni
tin The Foundation rks is completely s
elf-contained with a
mpl
if
i
er
and justable cross-ove and uphol
ds our commitment bqualltY: As iong as
there am people who appreciate perfection, ‘,élodyne will continue
to produce
it

Velodyne
The Bottom Line In Bass
Velodyne Ac
In Canada
oustics, I
nc.
1070 Commercial St, Suite 10 1s
anfose, CA 95112 408/436- 7270
: Positive Marketing 416/671-8990
In Europe: Be Audio Rack Hi-Fi 39-02/331-04266
WorldRadioHistory
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OCTOBER 15, 1991
To: Larry Archibald, Stereophile
Dear Larry,
Thanks for your call today. Iam always intrigued
by our difference of opinion on the quality of
high-end retailers. Idon't know why we take such
diverging views, but it may have to do with our
expectations of exactly what aquality retailer is.
Ithought you might be interested in reading
aletter Iwrote to amainstream audio writer several years ago. He was incredulous when he realized how many applications we had from dealers
to carry Thiel and how few we actually had. This
letter is my attempt to explain to him what Ifelt
Thiel needed in aretailer and why, and it may
shed some light for you on why Ithink so highly
of our dealers.
Now I'd like to know what you think makes
aquality high-end retailer and why so few of
them meet your expectations.
Talk to you soon.
KATHY GORNIK, M ARKETING DIRECTOR
Thiel Loudspeakers, Lexington, KY
NOVEMBER 7, 1988
Dear Audio Writer:'
You once asked me what my criteria were for
evaluating and appointing adealer for Thiel
speakers. This subject is important to me as it is
the most crucial aspect of my work.
The aspects that amanufacturer might evaluate
in any dealer include the following:
1) Nice-looking store, clean and well kept,
with adequate room for product demonstration.
2) Store philosophy that emphasizes consumer
satisfaction and service.
3) Knowledgeable and friendly sales staff.
4) Qualified service department.
5) Good credit rating.
We consider carefully each of the above in our
1At the request of Kathy Gomik, we have a
greed to keep the identity of the recipient of her 1988 letter anonymous.
—JA
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evaluation, but this list is really not sufficient for
high-performance products! There are some
additional aspects that separate bona fide highend dealers from the quality upper mid-fi dealers;
these aspects make acrucial difference to companies like ours.
The performance of our speakers (and, therefore, their salability) is very dependent upon the
quality of signal they get and how they are set up.
Because they are designed to accurately reproduce the incoming signal, they can actually
sound quite bad with poor-quality equipment.
A mid-fi dealer who is of the opinion that all
amplifiers sound the same, that cables and interconnects make no difference, and that speakers
can be demonstrated in alineup with 10 other
boxes through aswitching system, will invariably give apoor sonic demonstration, underimpressing himself and the customer with the
quality of our speakers. In addition, he probably wants to do ashort-term sell job, meaning
that his goal, in order to make the sale, is to
impress the customer right now with thumping
bass or sizzling highs, not caring that, in the long
run, this type of reproduction is fatiguing and
dissatisfying to the customer. The salesman is
only serving himself. In this environment, all the
sonic benefits of Thiel speakers have been
obliterated.
In the design and construction of our products, we pay attention to every detail. Some
examples are our cast-magnesium driver chassis,
polystyrene and polypropylene capacitors,
oxygen-free wire, tri-wired crossover networks,
thick cabinet walls laminated with veneer on both
sides, first-order crossover networks, anti-diffraction cabinets and grille boards—none of
which the customer can readily see. One could
incorporate none of the above in aspeaker design
and still make acredible-sounding loudspeaker.
Why do we do it? Because we want to make the
best possible sound we can; because we think all
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these things added together make asignificant
sonic difference; because we feel there is an
appreciative audience out there who desires quality products; because we like to listen to music
through our loudspeakers; and because it's fun!
The success of our speakers depends largely
on customers being able to hear how good they
sound. Therefore, we are dependent on the highend dealer because he has good-sounding, quality equipment with which to demonstrate speakers.
This dealer will usually have personal involvement in both live music and quality audio reproduction. His service is to the music as well as the
customer. He strives to find and educate himself
about those products that most completely preserve the musical experience as recorded, and
how to assemble them in the most musically
satisfying way. His personal motivation drives
him to spend time listening, arranging, and experimenting so that things are optimized. He then,
along with his expertise in selection, demonstration, and setup, makes these products available
to his customers while matching their particular
needs and budget.
Often his sound room will only have one pair
of speakers in it, or only one pair to awall. His
turntable has been checked and rechecked for
proper alignment and setup, cables and interconnects are carefully selected, poor-sounding
equipment is not sold in his store, no switchers
are in use. His orientation toward the customer
is educative, and he will willingly spend hours
working with him to select the best sound system
based on listening tests. Product features may be
important but are not the basis for the demonstration or sale. He will install the component or
system in the customer's home to ensure maximum performance. The transaction is not apurchase, but an investment for long-term musical
enjoyment. The motivation and satisfaction for
the high-end dealer go beyond the monetary
benefits.
With this setup, it is easy for virtually anyone
to enjoy our speakers; all the attention to detail
that we paid in their design and construction can
be heard and appreciated. And the sale is made,
based on agood sound demonstration and intelligent advice, to everyone's satisfaction. Our
experience has shown us that some Thiel customers were not planning to spend as much
money on speakers as they did because they were
not aware that this level of sound reproduction
was possible! Once exposed to the sound of
high-quality equipment through the expertise
92

of the high-end dealer, customers become very
excited and find that they can afford the equipment because of the value and enjoyment it represents to them.
This dealer most nearly reflects and preserves
the efforts companies like Thiel are making. And
Thiel wouldn't get very far without him. If we
didn't have dealers who care about music, care
about sound, and appreciate how small things
can matter alot, our company would be far less
successful.
Well, this is the first time Ihave ever tried to
put these thoughts on paper, although Ihave
spoken them athousand times, and it has been
asomewhat difficult experience! This whole
issue means alot to me and Ihope you are able
to understand what Imean.
Thanks for asking, and thanks for listening!
Best regards,
KATHY GORNIK, M ARKETING DIRECTOR
Thiel Loudspeakers, Lexington, KY

OCTOBER 21, 1991
To: Kathy Gornik, Thiel Loudspeakers
Dear Kathy:
You may be always intrigued by our difference
of opinion on the quality of high-end retailers,
but I'm always intrigued when two people can
get such different impressions of the same conversation. Itried to make it really clear that it's
not that Ithink high-end dealers are sobad, but
that the manufacturers Ispeak to think they're
bad. Unfortunately, Idon't visit enough dealers
to have aqualified opinion, but Ivisit more all
the time. The dealers Ihave visited seem to be
hard-working, knowledgeable (but not always)
folk who are trying to survive in very difficult
conditions. The best ones are doing fine, and
everyone else is feeling very much under siege.
As expressed by the manufacturers Ispeak to,
the problem with dealers is not US-only—or
even primarily—but an international problem.
The principal complaint seems to be that dealers
are too passive: they either want to sell products
which are pre-sold, through areview or something else, or they want the manufacturer to do
the job of relating to the customer that they (the
retailer) should do.
Iloved your letter to the audio writer, though.
I'm sure it's applicable to most of the companies
which advertise in, or have their products reviewed by, Stereophile.
In spite of limited knowledge of the retail community, Ihave made some observations about
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the kinds of retailers there are for manufacturers
and consumers to choose from. Iknow of individual examples of each of these—you probably
could divide the whole country up according to
these categories:
1) The hobbyist/enthusiast who now has a
business selling audio gear. Some of these people
are good size, but most are barely at the level
where you could keep any business alive. They
love the equipment, and can give their customers
very good specific advice, though it's possible
for them to impose their own taste on the customer's rather than letting the best expressions
of their customer's taste come through. They frequently represent tiny companies, and sometimes
afew "establishment" companies (like Thiel), and
it's not too unusual to buy something from such
adealer only to find that the company isn't
around afew years later. Such dealers have limited
marketing savvy, and have little recourse when
the economy goes sour or when amore savvy
competitor comes in. There used to be alot of
stores like this, but the recession of the late '70s
and early '80s put many out of business. Those
that survive are more professional and more
durable dian Ihave described above—my description is kind ola caricature.

2) Someone who started out like (1), but turned
out to be areally good businessman or woman.
This retailer is ideal for companies like Thiel, it
would seem to me. They have high standards for
sound quality, insist that the companies they represent are stable, back the product in service
departments, have great customer loyalty, are
very good to excellent at business, and are often
nice people as well. Upper mid-fi product is
always sold at such stores, and some do pretty
well on mid-fi as well, but high-end drives the
store. These guys make money, and they deserve
it. Their annual volume level tends to be $2 to $7
million.
3) The relatively small (under $5 million) midfi dealer, who also sells some high-end gear. This
dealer provides good, consistent service, and is
likely to be financially sound, areasonably good
merchandiser, and have agood grasp of how to
appeal to his or her market in both good and bad
times. This dealer is like (2), but lacking in highend "passion"—their enthusiasm may be primarily related to high end's higher margins and
ticket prices. There may not be alot of enthusiasm for great sound here, but the customers may
still do reasonably well since they buy good
equipment (system-matching and setup may not

It Can Really CarryATune.

Start with 99.997% pure, oxygen-free copper. Finely "tune" each conductor.
Then insulate them to prevent vibration-induced &TDK
sonic coloration. The result? Music to your ears. A
.
For more information, call 1-800-TDK-8273. AsSeiousAsYouCanGet
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CHOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?
Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
offers what no one else can. The opportunity
to borrow any cable for HOME AUDMON.
• 48 brands, 238 cable products.
• FREE SHIPPING on purchases over 850.
a Also, Tubes, Components &Accessories.

Call now for free consultation! 1600 FAT WYRE
or (215) 297-8824 •fax (215) 297-8661
Mon. thru Fri. 10 am -6pm •MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
box 579, point pleasant, pa 18950

be too great, though).
4) The really slick merchandiser, who still sells
mostly mid-fi and upper mid-fi—basically abigger version of (3), who may have aspecial "highend person" and areasonably good high-end
section of the store. The quality of sound his customers get is probably dependent on the highend person who heads up this section of the store.
5) The high-powered "statement" store,
usually run by an "important" (sells alot of the
most well-known brands, in abig market) dealer.
This person is frequently a"graduate" of (2), and
has invested alot in his store's geography and
image. The demonstration rooms are special,
usually isolated, and the salespeople (usually top
professionals) treat their customers as precious
flowers, to be carefully cultivated. A lot of attention is paid to good-looking systems, some of
which also sound good. Within the staffs of such
stores are people who can deal with "tweaks:'
but stich traffic is discouraged since it usually
involves much time, little money, and fails to
advance the image of the store. Ironically, this
very focused specialist is usually also involved
in mail order, since their national-image advertising attracts people from all over the country,
and their high overhead demands high volume

A Star is Born!
EXPOSURE VII/VIII
Sound Quality
Construction
Facilities
Value for Money
Final Verdict
In September of 1991, the British magazine What Hi-Fi? pitted the
Exposure VII Preamplifier & VIII Power Amplifier against some of
their dosest competitors. The results brought atwinlde to our eyes.
For areprint of the entire report, contact us at the address below.
Exposure Electronics is distributed in the U.S. by:

A

Audiophile Systems, Ltd.
8709 Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis, Indiana 46256
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Phone 317 849-7103. Fax 317 841-4107
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all the time, not just when local traffic is good.
Most such stores are located in major cities,
encouraging drop-in visits.
High-end manufacturers have great hopes for
greater penetration of the BMW/Mercedes
buyers in the US, and have rested much of this
hope on the statement stores. It's true that such
stores seem to have the requisite image for these
buyers, but the very high overhead and capitalization expenses can make these stores financially
fragile. One has gone under already, though I'm
told he could have avoided this fate through
greater fiscal conservatism (even within the context of his expensive store), but he wasn't personally so inclined.
6) The slick mid-fi chain which has decided
to enhance its image, its bottom line, or both by
adding some of the best-known and most establishment high-end lines. This company is basically amulti-store version of (4) above, and can
be doing $30 to $200 million. Its inherent mar-

tomer may not end up getting such great advice.
Frequently, for instance, the store carries only a
few high-end brands, so equipment mismatches
are not uncommon. Also, these companies are
finding that, even though they're able to maintain
better margins on high-end equipment, the
difference isn't that great (since discounting is
now rampant) and the extra attention needed to
satisfy the high-end customer costs them alot.
They can decide to get out of high end at amoment's notice (since, even though they're doing
big bucks by the standards of the high-end companies they represent, it's only small bucks for
the retailer), which makes them arisky bet for
the companies they represent.
There may be categories I've left out. Clearly,
there can be better and worse versions of each of
the above, though (2) is inherently aprettygood-to-excellent retailer, and (3) and (6) would
have to be unusual to do agood job representing high end.

keting clout—you see these stores doing lots of
full-page ads in major metropolitan newspapers—
gives them the ability to sell major dollars for
their few high-end brands, but the dissociation
between ownership and the assigned high-end
specialists on the floor is so great that the cus-

Ifound your letter and the cover letter, and my
response, interesting enough that I'd like to present
them to John for possible inclusion in "Dispatches
About the Front" (note the name change). Is that
okay with you?
Unity ARCHIBALD
Publisher, Stemphile

'

Silencer.
I

-,

eTDK

1

NF—009

DIGITAL NOMMR13 ER

Do something to squelch high-frequency noise from digital equipment. Clamp
Noise Absorbers on your interconnects.
TDK.
hen sit back and enjoy cleaner, clearer sound.
For more information, call 1-800-TDK-8273. AsSetiousAsYouCanGet

TDK' sDigital

Amu.
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Proudly Announcing:

A One Year Tube Warranty!

WorldRadioHistory

SONIC FRONTIERS INC. is proud to announce that, as
of September 15th 1991, all our tube electronics products
will feature premium GOLD AERO vacuum tubes
specially selected and tested to SONIC FRONTIERS'
demanding performance standards.
Now, our 1year tube warranty, combined with our
existing 5year electronic parts and labour warranty,
takes any uncertainty out of your next tube electronics
purchase.
Finally, two high end electronics companies working
together to bring you awonderful musicl experience...

GUARANTEED I

SONIC FRONTIERS
INCORPORATED

TECHNOLOGY

GROU

The Sweetest Soun
Come
Vacuum Seale •!

ceoe.
CA. 91311

TECHNOLOGY GROUP 21113 SUPER'

RST., CHATSWORTH,

TEL: (818) 882-3872 or (800) 421-421 • FAX: (818) 882-3968

SONIC FRONTIERS INC. 760 PACIFIC ID., UNIT 19, OAKVILLE,
WorldRadioHistory
ONTARIO, CANADA. L6L 6M5 TEL: (416) 847-324
FAX: (416) 847-5471

SUBSCRIBE
TODAY
AND SAVE!
U.S. Subscriptions (U.S. $)

11YEAR, $35

CI 2YEARS, $60

LI 3YEARS, $75

Canadian Subscriptions (Canadian $)

I1IYEAR, $45

Call toll free to order

D 2YEARS, $80
OVERSEAS $75/yr

Name

by credit card
(800) 238-2626

Address

Or send check, money

City

order or
credit card number to:
Stereophile

D Check/money order enclosed

State

Zip

D Bill me
D VISA

P.O. Box 52977
Boulder, CO
80322-2977

III 3YEARS, $96

III Mastercard

Car•d No.

11 American Express
Exp

L

5NSA3
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ack in 1960, High Fidelity's Technical Editor
quit his job, sick and tired of arguing with his
boss that there should be no connection between

what hi-fi components were reviewed by the magazine and
what companies bought advertising. That Editor, oneJ. Gordon
Holt, returnedfrom the audio wilderness with abrand-new idea:
to launch apublication free from commercial pressure; to
launch amagazine that would repon on the way things actually
sounded, rather than whether or not they met their specifications (which may or may not be bogus, anyway). In the
Fall of 1962, Gordon launched such amagazine, The
Stereophile, the 144th issue of which (now just Stereophile)
you hold in your hand. (And, of course, we did eventually
accept advertising, though, as our advertisers will attest,
without compromising the standard Gordon set for integrity
all those years ago.)
To celebrate our 30th anniversary year, each 1992 issue
of Stereophile will include something from those early
days: this month we feature aclassic J. Gordon Holt article,
"How to Write an Ad," from Vol.1 No.1, as well as some
of the earliest published letters, and acartoon and an
introduction fromJGH himself, who remains with the
magazine hefounded as Chief Tester & Official
Chief Source of Inspiration.
—JA
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Imagine...

a hundred watt
per channel power amplifier and
preamplifier combination for under
a thousand dollars without the
usual compromises.

Imagine...

a Direct Input Amplifier"'
that connects the sources directly
to the power amplifier, thereby
eliminating the need to pass the
source through a preamplifier
or preamp circuit integrated into
the amplifier.

Imagine...

Imagine...

unique High Sensitivity Amplification'm
which provides all the gain required
via high sensitivity rather than
additional gain stage circuitry.

no need to compromise
with integrated circuits or cheap parts.
The Direct Input Amplifierm utilizes
quality potentiometers for gain
reduction and silver contact switches
A circuit so tuned and so simple it
yields a purity never before heard
at this price.

-

acurus DIA100
accuracy from the U.S.

MONDIAL DESIGNS LIMITED
2Elm Street, Ardsley NY 10502 • 914-693-8008
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stereophile
HOW I
TALL BEGAN

Wherein Ye then Editor & Publisher,J. Gordon Holt,
reveals how aWagner Prelude and adisappointing deerence
led almost inevitably to amagazine called Stereophile.1

Many years ago—in 1945, to be exact—I was
required to take amusic-appreciation course at
aprivate school Iwas attending in Melbourne,
Australia. The approach was, of course, ahistorical one, so like most of my classmates Isat with
total indifference through the playing of excerpts
from Gregorian chant through Baroque to early
Romantic, via atruly magnificent phonograph
and record collection donated to the school by
the Carnegie Foundation. Not until the Prelude
to Act III of Wagner's Lohengrin was Istirred from
my apathy, and Iwas so stirred Ibought my own
recording of it, to play on alittle wind-up acoustical Victrola. Somehow, it didn't sound quite the
same, and Iwas determined to find out why. And
that is how, in one fell swoop, Ibecame hooked
on both classical music and high fidelity.
Since audio was technical, Ichose to go to an
engineering university—Lehigh U.—but soon
learned that engineering was math, for which I
have no talent. So Iwent for aJournalism degree,
for which one course required that Iwrite magazine articles. Iwrote about audio, and sold two
pieces to High Fidelity, ultimately accepting a
job there as "Audio Editor." My function: testing and reporting on components. That was my

Imanaged to live with this crap for five years,
after which Iquit HF and went to work for one

of the hi-fi industry's genuine geniuses, Paul
Weathers, who is still best known as the inventor
of the first commercially made FM pickup. The
stereo version of that never came to pass, but
Weathers did produce aceramic stereo pickup that
managed somehow to wipe out all of the competition. It was when we started submitting that
pickup to the hi-fi magazines that Igot to see the
other side of the commercial-publishing coin.
The Weathers "Professional Stereo" pickup
outperformed everything else on the market for
aperiod of about four years after its introduction, but it was never given any recognition for
this superiority by any hi-fi magazine. In other
words, not only were the Big Advertisers' products immune from serious. criticism, they were
also shielded from the threat of comparison with
competing products that were better but were
not so heavily advertised.
My reaction was, "Okay, if no one else will
publish amagazine that calls the shots as it sees
them, I'll do it myself." Imust have been out of
my mind!
The first issue had taken us almost six months
to put together. Since we had not yet announced
introduction to the "commercial" side of Big
apublication date, we took all the time we needed
Publishing.
Iwatched, first with incredulity and then with
to do everything the hard way, including drawing
rather than photographing the pictures of the
growing disgust, how the purchase of ayear's
advertising contract could virtually insure a innards of the Weathers pickup and its polarizing
manufacturer against publication of an unfavorasupply. (We had just bought an air brush for
photo retouching, and the thrill of using it hadn't
ble report. Critical reports were either watered
yet worn off)
down to minimize the critical comment, or were
The editorial content of that first issue was
simply suppressed when it proved impossible to
pretty tame by today's Stereophile standards, but
express in an "acceptable" manner the fact that
one rather snide article—a little piece entitled
we were unable to test something because all
"How to Write an Ad"—was strong enough
three samples submitted to us had blown up
stuff in those days to bring complaints of "poor
when we switched them on.
taste" from two manufacturers who may have
1This piece first appeared in slightly different form in the colseen some of their own advertisements derided
lected Volume 1of Sterrophile, published in 1974 and now out of
therein.
—J. Gordon Holt
print.
—JA.
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AS IC REFIRENCE
Purist miking
Analog recording +
No noise reduction +
All-tube electronics +
Asimple signal path =
Natural instrumental timbres +
Alack of compression +
Areal soundstage =
Musical truth—
areference-standard
recorded sound.
Tired of commercial recordings that stubbornly refused to deliver accurate sound quality
and soundstaging, Stereophile's editors commissioned Water Lily Acoustics' Kavi Alexander
to capture the sound of flute and piano with accuracy, honesty, and integrity. (See Stereophile, September 1989, Vol.12 No.9, p.66, for the full story.)
The result, they believe, is arecording that is true to both the original sound and the
music— flute sonatas by Prokofiev and Reinecke and Charles Griffes's Poem.

STEREOPHILE POEM LP/CD ORDER FORM
Name
Address
City

State
Item
Poem LP (STPH001 -1) 3Step Process
Poem CD (STPH 001-2)
Shipping (US &Canada)

Zip
Unit
Price
11.95
11.95

Quant.

2.00/item
15.00/item

Shipping (Foreign orders) AIRMAIL

Total
El Check enclosed (Payable to Stereophile in US dollars)
LI (redit Card
E MasterCard
O Visa
El Am Ex

Card Number
Signature

Exp. Date
Stereophile, LP/CD Dept.
P.O. Box 5529
Santa Fe, NM 87502
Allow 4-6 weeks delivery
WorldRadioHistory
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How to Write an Ad
4

veryone knows that advertising people
make more money than ordinary people, but many assume that the high pay

is because ad writing is so difficult. This is not
true. Low-income people can write advertisements, too, so just in case somebody should accost you on the street and ask you to write an
advertisement, here is how you may go about it.
There are three basic points every ad writer
should bear in mind. First, no advertisement may
tell alie. Lying in ads is dishonest. It is also illegal,
so don't. Second, if you have areally good product, tell the truth about it, in tedious detail. And
third, if you're trying to peddle athird-rate product, be as persuasive as you can without actually
committing yourself to anything. Remember
these points.
The purpose of an advertisement is to sell
something. To do this, you must convince the
prospective buyer that he needs your product
more than he needs any other product, even if he
doesn't. This is the secret of advertising.
The Display Ad: Before writing the ad, you must
decide what kind of an ad to write. The most common these days is the display advertisement,
which is apicture of something interesting,
accompanied by as few words as possible. The
picture must accomplish two things: It must
catch the eye, which is why sleek female models
are used in so many display ads. And it must also
create the desired impression. It is not good practice to show Fidel Castro using your product,
even if you have five unsolicited endorsements
from him in your files. Endorsements are In, but

"superb' "delicious,' and "hifi" (often hyphenated
in print, but never pronounced that way). Always
make sure you use the right word. Automobiles
are not delicious. Neither are most phonographs
hifi, but it is all right to call aphonograph hifi
because, to the average ad reader, aphonograph
is aHiFi, just as avacuum cleaner is aHoover.
One very important word is the manufacturer's
brand name. Make sure you include it.
The Text Ad: The other kind of ad is the text ad,
which is verbiage with amessage. The text ad is
much more fun to do than the display ad, because
words offer far more opportunity for ambiguity
than do pictures. (Regardless of what the FCC
had to say about TV advertising.) A text ad
sometimes has apicture, too, but it is smaller, and
it doesn't have to mean much of anything, just
as long as it is eye-catching and creates the intended
impression. Remember, though, that the intended
impression need not necessarily be the right
impression. 'This depends on whether or not you
can be frank about the product you're advertising.

W

ORDS OFFER
FAR MORE OPPORTUNITY
FOR AMBIGUITY
THAN DO PICTURES.
The Top-Notch Product: For instance, if your

TO SHOW FIDEL CASTRO
USING YOUR PRODUCT.

product is indisputably better than anybody
else's, you can probably prove its superiority without too much trouble, so this is the thing to do.
Publish hard, cold facts, including all the technical data you can lay your hands on. Show
charts, graphs, and photos of your product doing
its stuff, and then sit back and wait for the orders
to roll in. This is the easier kind of ad writing,
because all you have to do is to tell the truth. Of
course, who's to know your competitors aren't
telling the truth when they publish specs?

The words in adisplay ad are important. They
must be carefully chosen because there are so few
of them that they have no place to hide. They
must be appropriate, succinct, and short. Fourletter words are useful, but watch the ones you
use. Longer words are fine, too, if you know how

Spec Stretching: A time-honored technique for
making aproduct seem better than it really is is
the simple expedient of stretching your specifications. Spec stretching can be done in several
ways. You can pull afew dozen units off the

Castro is Out.

I
TIS NOT GOOD PRACTICE

to cope with them.
Words that have stood the test of urne are "luxurious:" "deluxe," "outstanding," "rich:" "silky,"
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assembly line, test them all, and publish the best
measurements you get. Or, you can pick an outstandingly good production unit, have it care103
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Magnepan, Thiel,
Mirage, Snell

Its

KIM3ER KAI3LE

KIMBER KABLETM introduces the PostMaster'',
a new and innovative connector that fits most
binding posts diameters from .34" to .20", and
wire from #16 to #6 gauge.

and Audiostatic
in
Santa
Barbara

A unique feature is the compressible wafer fitted
between its two contact parts.
The wafer
maintains constant dynamic pressure on the
binding post with only "finger tight" torque,
preventing contact change due to vibration
and/or temperature fluctuation. The radial ridges
concentrate contact pressure for a gas tight
connection. Patent pending.

,

udioVision is
now the only
dealer in California
that represents ALL
these state of the
art speaker lines!
ElectronicsAdcom, Alchemy,
Audio Research,
B&O, CAL, Carver,
CAT, Denon,
Esoteric, Forte,
Harman/Kardon,
Magnum, Wadia.

PostMaster-33
PostMaster-25

I.28-.345)
(.20-.265")

$20 per pair
820 per pair

ICIMBER ICABLE

2752 S. 1900 W. • Ogden, UT 84401
le 801-621-5530 • Fax 801-627-6980

VAMPIRE WIRETM

Speaker ,
Audiostatic,
ADS, B&W,
Boston Acoustics,
Magnepan, Mirage,
Snell, Snell THX,
Sonance, Thiel, Win
Accessc.
,Audioquest, ET,
Kimber, Lyra, MIT,
Monster, Ortofon,
Sennheiser, SME,
Stax, Sumiko, VPI.

AUDIOVISION
"It's fun to own the best"

...audible results with the

612 North Milpas Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93103

in connecting components!

805/966-7707

SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
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finest

203 FlagsZup Dr
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FL 33549 PH (813) 948-2707
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I
T
IS NOT USUALLY WISE
TO INVENT SPECIFICATIONS,
EXCEPT IN THOSE CASES
WHERE IT WOULD BE
DIFFICULT FOR ANYONE
TO DISPROVE THEM.
fully peaked for top performance in your design
lab, and publish its performance specs.
If you really want to get an edge on the competition, you can devise your own set of test
procedures, using measuring techniques and
reference standards that are much less stringent
than those used by your competitors. If you do
this, however, do not list your test conditions. Just
omit them, and publish only the measurements.
It is not usually wise to invent specifications,
except in those cases where it would be difficult
for anyone to disprove them.
The Calculated Omission: If the product you
are advertising is really quite good in most
respects, but has afew less attractive features, play
up its positive qualities to the exclusion of everything else. It is bad practice to try and explain that
the aspects in which it is inferior aren't really
important, because this will only draw attention
to the fact that competing products are better in
these respects. Publish afactual-looking spec
sheet, but omit the specs that wouldn't look too
good on paper. This isn't lying about the product. It is just being evasive, and there's nothing
dishonest about that.
The Mediocre Product: Advertising the product
that isn't really any better than the competition
demands acertain dexterity with words. To daim
for it things that simply aren't true is illegal. Yet
to be truthful about it would defeat the purpose
of the ad. So, you must endeavor to give the
impression that you are making certain claims for
the product, while actually avoiding any outright
statement that could be proven false.
The safest course of action here is to lean heavily on opinions—assertions which, if questioned,
can be passed off as somebody's "honest opinion?' Most adjectives, like "high-quality?' "deluxe'
and "hifi" are safe to use as opinion words. Nouns
are risky, as there are dictionary definitions of
most of them, and the courts are happy to supply
definitions where none already exist.
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The Endorsement: The fact that some celebrity
owns and purports to like your product will be
highly persuasive to people who can't make up
their own mind, but unsolicited endorsements
come few and far between for the maker of the
mediocre. There's away around this, though.
Some celebrities can be bought, if you can meet
their price. Most, however, are leery about endorsing products they've never heard of. But if you
would care to donate one of your products to
them, they won't be averse to posing in apicture
with it and allowing you to state that they own
the product, which indeed they do.

NOUNS ARE RISKY. .
.
THE COURTS ARE HAPPY
TO SUPPLY DEFINITIONS
WHERE NONE
ALREADY EXIST.
The Junk Product: You may never be faced with
the problem of advertising atruly worthless
product, but it happens occasionally to every

WorldRadioHistory
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practicing ad writer, so you should know how
to cope with it when it comes along.
The secret of this kind of ad is: The worse the
product, the more flamboyant the ad must be.
Flamboyant ads will repel intelligent people, but
they won't buy the product anyway, so to heck
with them. Aim your ad at the clod mentality.

THE WORSE THE PRODUCT,
THE MORE FLAMBOYANT
THE AD.
The clod can read, but he swore offit ever since
high-school English class. So don't give him text

'

ads. Give him the loudest display ad you can
dream up. Use agaudy picture—preferably in
several colors, including red—and use vibrating
circus-billboard type to get across your message.
A little market research will help here, to clue
you in to your prospective buyer's most pressing
needs and desires of the moment. These are
known as appeals. Some effective appeals are
those pertaining to money (Save, save, save!),
prestige (The finest homes have. ..), comfort or
pleasure (Satiate your sensibilities!), and the herd
instinct (You gotta have it 'coz everybody else's
got it!). Appeals sell products, so be appealing.
Finally, aword about evaluating your work.
Anyone can write an ad, but agood ad is more
effective than abad ad. How can we tell whether

They have uncanny ability to

They had arealism which

locate soloists and their

was positively breath-

instruments in acous-

taking Talk about

tical space.

detail, delicacy,
smoothness,

z

and utter
transparency

Sam Tellig
Stereophile

o

Vol 14 No 9
Sept 1991

if

These are the
kind of amps you

Li

The VACs

can lust over

55

INC

VALVE AMPLIFICATION COMPANY

—.i.e..—

functioned flawlessly

99

PO Box 4609 •Sarasota, FL 34230 USA •Telephone 813-377-7884
•1991 by Valve Ar,, P1 ,1
,, ab. Corr,P.V
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or not an ad is agood one? This is easy. ¡fit sells
the product, it's agood ad. It's that simple.
—Lucius Wordburger 2
POSITIVE FEEDBACK. ..
Sirs:
It is about time we had an independent publication, free of advertiser pressures, which can publish the truth concerning hi-fi equipment and
thus enable the tyro in the game to avoid purchasing some of the junk that now floods the
market.
Here's wishing you the best of luck with your
publication.
PRENTICE E.
EDRINGTON
Washington, DC
Our thanks to the above and to the others whose support, tangible and moral, is helping to get this operation
off the ground.
-J
GH

...
AND NEGATIVE

everyone knows the hi-fi fad is dead. The do-ityourselfers who used to sustain hobby magazines
like Audiocraft have turned to other, newer ways
of wasting time and money. The only people
buying hi-fi now are music lovers, and they don't
care ahang about tubes or volts or decibels.

YOUR MAGAZINE IS A
FAILURE BEFORE IT STARTS.
Second, you should know it is not possible for
amagazine to exist without advertisers. Even the
Reader's Digest, with its millions of readers, was
finally forced to take advertising, so what makes
you think you won't have to?
And finally, the last thing this business needs
right now is apublication that is going to criticize
what the manufacturers do? The hi-fi industry
is supposed to be in trouble already. Your condemnations of it can only worsen an already bad

Sirs:
You are out of your minds. Your magazine is a
failure before it starts, and I'll tell you why. First,
2This is anom de plume for the author, J. Gordon Holt, who wishes
to remain anonymous.

situation.
R.
JOHNSON
Newark, NJ
You forgot to enclose your check.

-J
GH

NOADVERTISING

THE CD CLEANER
THAT DOES IT ALL!

•CLEANS AWAY DEBRIS AND SMUDGES,
AND ANTISTATS THE DISC.
•OPTICALLY CLARIFIES THE SURFACE TO
REDUCE STRAIN ON ERROR CORRECTION.
•RESTORES OPTICAL PURITY ON DISCS WITH
MINOR SCRATCHES AND ABRASIONS.
•PROTECTIVELY TREATS BOTH SIDES OF THE
CO TO PREVENT ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE.
$49 95

Sirs:
Ido not see how you expect to make amagazine
pay off without admitting advertisers, but suppose you know what you're doing. Ihope so,
anyway, because after publishing "How to Write
an Ad" in your first issue, you certainly won't get
any advertisers even if you do decide to accept
them.
This kind of thing needed to be said, and I
think you chose aperfect way of saying it. Advertisers have been sacred cows for so long that some
of them have gotten the impression there is no
deceit or misrepresentation they can't get away
with.
DON M ORTIMER
Bronx, New York

FOR LITERATURE AND DEALERS

NITTY GRITTY
4650 ARROW HIGHWAY # F4
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763
e.

(714) 625-5525
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The Easiest Way To Get
The Best Audio Gifts...
Upgrade Your VPI Turntable

CD PLAYER CLAMP

POLARITY TESTER
Electronically sense pos live

New CPI Mod Kit
Upgrades VPI KW-19
to KW-19 Mk IV.
Complete Kit
'695 00

polarity ot powercords
& equipment

VPI VTA Stabilizer
Arm base adds easy VTA height
adjustment to AO. Linn. MMT.
F73 &Reqa arms

Elfix
Only S29.95

New Room Tune CO Player Clamp kills
resonances in preamps and CO players ''99.95

Vacuum-powered
record-cleaning
machine

Nifty Gritty Machines
CD-1
CO Cleaning machine .. '169.95
1.5F1
Serni-auto LP cleaner .....'455.00
Hybrid I
Cleans CDs & LPs
'599.95
MiniPro I
Cleans 2sides at once .... '649.95

Only
"169 95

UPI Cleaning Machines
VPI HW-16.5 Deluxe LP cleaner .....'399.95
VPI HW-17
Pro model
Call

RECORD SLEEVES
011161NAL
111AS1111
SLEEVES

--ogrolowt

Monster Cab ,
Monster Cab

Mobile Fidelity Sleeves
(100) 39.95

399.05
599 95

Trade in your used Monsler Cobb AG-1000
or SG-2000 and save even more!
AG-100011 With AG-1000 trade Ill
299.95
SG-2000 With AG-1000 or SG-2900 trade In
450 00

Nitty Gritty Sleeves
COMBOS leni0 SLEEVES

ROOMTUNE
DB Protrac

TOK Digital 1%loise Absorber
¡Hi

ONLY
29.95

Destroy Digital Noise Distortion!
Attaches to interconnects of CD
player or digital processor to block
high-frequency noise. You'll hear
the difference.

.
-•'—'''
$14.951 pair

Cartridge Alignment Gauge

RECORD CLEANING
SOLUTIONS
brumal Tm-7KH ..
SuperCleaner

SuperSize:

I

16 oz
16 oz

.....

1gal
........... .
2gal

Electronic
Stylus Cleaner

14.95
12.95
... 16.95
24.95
'49.95

11.95
39.95

LAST Record Cleaner
#1 Power Cleaner
02 Preservative
...........
#3 Reg. Cleaner ...........
04 Stylus Cleaner ..........
05 Stylast
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SOTA UPGRADES

UPGRADE YOUR SOTA TURNTABLE

sve
I/
..

Level 02 Echo &Corners
"119.95/set
Deluxe RoomTune (pair)
229.00

SIGNET AT637
Electronically cleans cartridge stylos .63495

Nifty Gritty "First" Record Cleaner
6oz
14.95
16 oz
24.95
Nifty Gritty
Purifier 02:
16oz
1gal''

FINE-TUNE
YOUR AUDIO ROOM
Level #1 Corner Tunes

19 95
14.95
12.95
21.95

.
1.

AUDIO

AmsoR

Not astore.
More.

Old Sapphire to current
Jewel to Sapphire
Sapphire to Star
Star to Nova

1-800-942-0220

Upgrades done at SOTA factory.

225 Oakes SW
Grand Rapids. MI

VPI HW-19 Turntables
HW-19,19 Mk Ill Mk IV. 120V or 220V

WorldRadioHistory

899.95
'499.95
'599.95
799.95

Call
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...Is By Mail Order.
Audio Advisor has the world's greatest selection of high end audio accessories and
gear. Call us toll-free and let our audio experts help you select the perfect gift. All
products are new and fully warranteed. Delivery is quick. We back products with a
liberal 30-day money back guarantee.
Why put off shopping when it's this easy? Call 1-800-942-0220 today.
Philips/Magnavox

ENERGY ABSORBING FEET
Navcom

silencers

59.95
29.95

Omet vibrations. Set of 4 .
Alsop Navcom CO feet. Set of 4

CDB552 5-disc changer. remote ..
CD40 CD player with remote
CDB630 CD player with remote

''199.95
'229.95
'299.95

STANDESIGN RACKS

TARGET RACKS
EMMERT RACXS

Art &function
combined

Now to...), Wawa,» net paean

Shins..
TT2sa .2
TT3sa ... 3
TT4sa ... 4
TT5sa 5
TT5Tsa 5
AER3
3
AER4
4
AER5
5

Specialty
Stands

Ht
Price
20'
•169.95
32'
*245.00
25'
'279.95
32' ............'319.95
41:1*
'359.95
22"
'349.95
26'
'449.95
33"
499.95

r•- .1

KONTAK!
"Kanak" electronic connection cleaner/enhancer.
Importes from England ................49 95 /kit
AO Laserguide CD polish improves CO sound
and readability
14.95
HO CD Optical Clearcoat Enhancer
CD Upgrade Kit
14.95
Full Size Kit
29.95
Sumlko CD Ref Bands
(12) 17.95
(50) 69.95
Microdamper
49.95
Analog Survival Kit
49.95
AudloPrIsm "CD Stoplight" green paint pen 14.95

Perla
Ouattro
Trident
Duo
Design3
Design5

shlvs
5
4
3
2
3
5

Ht
34" ... '349.95
34"
299.00
34"... 249.95
2e... 179.00
24" ... '299.00
34' ... r399.00

Pals If

ARCICI

TIP TOES

Lead Balloon

CABLES. CABLES. & MORE CABLES!
America s Largest Seller of Premium Cables

ei4
ARCICI Stands
B&V/8010

'389 95

ESL63

249 95

Orneal ESL

249 95

Ii&W802M

'299 00

Tip Toes (Original)
Short (.51
6.50
Tall (1.5)
9.95
Tall w/screw
14.95

Sound Anchors Stands '
B&W 8020 349 95
&fawn 2C 2534

8010 399 95
299 95

Magee 33
SPICA TC-50
Vander.. 18

325 CO
219 95
'119 95

Vander.. 2C

299.95

249 95

ToneCones (New)
Short
3.95
Medium w/screw 7.95
Large w/screw
1495

AUDIOPHILE HEADPHONES
ig
GRADO
SR-200

SRE-15N 15m sot cable
STAX
SRE-16 15meter Pro cable
SRE-17 15m Sig cable .....

39.95
95.00
189.95

50-80MX
299.95
Rplcmnt ear pads 34 Ar 84
19.95
Joe Grado HP1 Headphones 595.00
HP2 Headphones ..... ....
495.00
083 Headphones .
..... .... ..... 395.00

Grade Prestige Series
SR.100
SR-200
SR-300 .

Beyer Dynamic
BOT 990 Pro
149.00
BDT990 ...........
199.00
BDT770 closed ear
275.00
Replacement ear cushioes

199.95
149.95
169.95
23.00

Audio Interconnect Cables

Call for prices on Audioquest. As-One. Cardas, Siltech, Monster. Tara Labs
and Van den Hul.
Custom lengths and with custom terminations including right-angle RCAs and
XLR balanced' available. Call for prices.
Special Bargain Audio Interconnect Cables, Pairs:
Tara Labs Ouantum CO
10M ...49.00 29M
Tara Labs Paragon
19M .... 39.95 1.5M
Cardas Audio Golden Section 3ft
49.95 5ft

79.00
49.95
69.95

30M
2.0M
1011

112.00
.64.95
119.95

Premium Digital Coaxial Cables
Tara Labs Quantum Digital Coaxial Cable
.6M (2e).
39.00
1OM .
... 49.00
Mod Squad "Wonderlink"
5M
t95.00
1OM
225.00
Tara Labs "Digital Ramona'," DR-1
6M
179.95
1OM
195.90

1.5M

65.00

15M

235 00

15M

235 00

Premium Digital Optical Cables
Signet "0" Fiber Optic Digital Cable 1OM
Calilornia Audio Labs "auto centering" Fiber Optic Cable 1OM

179.95
195.00

Speaker Cables
Call for prices on Audioquest. Carries. Monster. &Tara Labs.
Custom lengths &terminations including spades. pins. Maggie pins.
bananas, and more available. Call for prices.

24.95
pair
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AUDIO
ADVISOR

Cable Accessories &Contact Cleaners
Edison Price Music Posts (2pr) 39.95
WBT RCAs &Connectors .... In Stock
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Cramoline Cleaner/Protector .... 14.95
Sumiko Tweek
.
(1.50z) 14.95
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AUDIOPHILE LPs and COMPACT DISCS
CHF.SKY

JÁLL
IOU

Holiday Music Spectacular
Dorian, Christmas m Leipzig ....
(cd)
Christmas with Solid Brass
(cd)
X-Mas Organ Improvisations
(cd)
Reference. Star of Wonder .. (Ip)15.99/(cd)
Proprios. Cantate Domino ... (I p) 17.95/(cd)
Wilson. X-mas Music for Organ ....... (Ip/cd)
Athena Rachmaninoff, Ltd. Edition
(LP)
Debussy 8 Ravel. Ltd. Edition
(LP)
Dorian 90156, Dallas Symphony .. . (cd)
British EMI Rock Pressings
Dorian Classical CDs-All titles
(cd)

14.99
14.99
14.99
14.99
17.95
15.98
29.95
29.95
14.99
Call
14.99

Rare Finds. Samplers and Test CDs:
Proems Jazz at Pawnshop
Single CD 1995 /Double LP 39.95
Cheery JD37 Jazz Sampler/Test CD .
(cd) 13.99
Donan Sampler Disc Ill
(cd) 9.99
Hi Fi News Test CD 2(UK)
(cd) 29.95
Slav "The Tesr Headphone Test
(cd) 49.95
Reference Laser Video Test Disc
(Id) 65.00
Cheeky New Jazz CDs
J051 McCoy Tyner Quartet
(cd) 13.99
JD54 Orquestra Nova
.....
(cd) 13.99
JD60 D'Flivera, Havana Cafe
(cd) 13.99

This Little Engine Transforms CDs...
»DylIchemy

Audio Alchemy DDE 01.0 D/A .
........ .....

..... .

399.00

We Mink it can, we think it can.., no,
we know the Audio Alchemy DDE v1.0
D/A engine can transform your CD
player into an advanced Bitstream
machine. At S399. it's the lowest
priced Bitstream D/A in the world!

CLEAN UP YOUR POWER!
Protect audio/video gear
and improveperformance.

ir
3

15,_0,13AR

W
o

4,

tig
(
fra
o
00
0

ABOVE ISOBAR.IS8
RIGHT POWER WEDGE I
aman° "ISOBAR" Power Line Filters
ISOLII
r Tet
BAR-4-220 0
4outlet. 220/240v
79.95
ISOBAR-6 6outlet. 3-stage filtering
89.95
ISOBAR-8 8outlet. 4-stage filtering
2-Slarpt filtering. 99.95
ISOBAR I8R-12-12 outlets.
1.10 05

IDOS DIGITAL AC FILTER

Power Wedge:
Power Wedge I, 10 outlets, for complete systems
'439.00
Power Wedge Ill, 4outlets for small systems
'239.00
Power Wedge IV. 8outlets for video systems
'469.00

CHARGE IT!
Mastercard /DiscoverNisa /Amex

1-800942-0220
PAC IDOS AC power line filter makes good
CD players and digital processors sound great
Only 149.95'

FOREIGN SALES WELCOME

VA
1111

C

....7
W

w ?.7.>

m
•

p,

:¡¡

-.-4www

WE SHIP WORLDWIDE
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AUI) I0
ADVISOR
FAX 616-451-0709
Service 616-451-3527
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Reference Recordings-All titles
(cd) 14.99
RR-42 Farrell, This Time Its Love
(cd) 14.99
RR-33 Fats Waller 'Ltd. Edition'
(cd) 29.95
RR-35 Nojima Plays Ravel
(cd) 14.99
Mobile Ultradisc Gold CDs
(Cd) 29.95
Wilson Audio LPs/CDs-All titles .... (Ip/cd) 15.98
Sheffield Labs LPs/CDs-All titles .. (Ip/cd) 14.99
Shen. Lab 2, Thelma Houston ,Pressure Cookers
New Original direct-to-disc copies!
(Ip) 25.00
Harmonia Mundi Classic .... (Ip) 12.95 (cd) 14.95
Water Lily/Cardas WLA10 "Maiha( &WLA11
"Lily of the Nile" Ltd. Edition LPs
(Ip) 24.95

Audiophile Books
Good Sound. by LDearborn 12.95
The VTL Tube Book. Edition 2
by David Manley
12.95
The Wood Effect. by RH Johnson
9.45
Gordon Hoes Glossary
12.95
Handbook for Sound Engineers
79.95

RAM Vacuum Tubes
Last longer, sound better than
original tubes. Complete sets.
Counterpoint
001000
6500
503000
9995
SA2
169 95
5A3
6995
505
16995
5071001
69.95
SAI2 100
99 95
SA20 &220
13500
Dynaco PAS 3
79 95
Stereo 70
179.95
Mark Ill
109 95 ea
ARC SP3
89 95
MOO
Magus
79 95
SP6.
65 00
Mumc Ref RM4
49 95
OMS
69 95
SP9
10995
RM9
249 95
SP11
9995 Outckshfr Monos
or299 95
ARC Power Amps
Call
VTL Maxtmal
6995
Audoble Mod2 .... 89 95
Deluxe
89.95
Cahlomfa Audio Labs
RAM PHOTIO TUTOR
12AXT's
60Jirs
Tempest
189 95 TRW
27 00
CAT 5L-1 MKII 15995 Low Norse 16 95
Priem ........ 45 00 ... 49 95
Conrad Johnson
PV2 PV6 89 95
RAM
POWER
AMP
TUBES
PV3 .........49.95
12AU7 of 12AT7
1795r0
PO4
55 00
12097
... 16 95ea
PV5
139 95
5094 .
25.00ea
PV8
139 95
6559 matched oet - 6995
KT88, matched pet .... 11500
Premlettl 169.95
MV45
930.95 EL.34. matched MI -•• 4995
MV50
189 95 8417. matched Pait --- 77 .50
5881/614 matched parr 77.50
MV75
189 95
AIVAL Moscode
VTL pews TUBES
Supent .........5500 KT.90 NEW! .
4000
Minuet
65 00 65506 (U5I
30 00
Moscode 600 179 95
20.00
Moscode 150 .. 99.95 KT-66/5881 (USSR)
1500
ramende 300 .0955 807 (USSR)
/0 00

Shipping Charges
Shipping Charges (UPS, Insured. 48 Slates)
Accessories: One Item ..4.95
Extra Items
150
'Turntables/Stands
12.95
Racks/Large stands ................................29.95
"Electronics ...............................................8.95
Business Nosey. Mon-Fn 900-7 00 EST - Sat 10 00.3.00
Knees sulhect to change
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ROBERT HARLEY 2

T

he theme of the 91st Audio Engineering Society Convention, "Audio
Fact and Fantasy: Reckoning with the Realities:' reflects the increasing polarization of the audio community over so-called "subjective" and

"objective" audio—also known as "The Great Debate" At one extreme is the "if
you can't measure it you can't hear it" school of thought. This camp rejects the
listening experience, believing that nothing more can be known about audio equipment quality beyond the numbers generated by "objective" testing. At the other
extreme are those who reject any role of science in audio engineering and make
absurd pseudoscientific claims about the audibility of certain phenomena.
Both these extremes are equally flawed in the attempt to assess audio equipment quality. Ipropose there is athird approach that incorporates the methods
of rational, scientific inquiry without rejecting the very real and important role
critical listening can play in advancing audio engineering. This approach doesn't
reject measurement, yet recognizes its limitations. This approach repudiates claims
that established physical laws are suspended, yet believes in the direct reality of
the listening experience. This approach considers subjective critical listening as
an expansion of thought, not as arejection of rationality.

THERE IS ATHIRD APPROACH THAT INCORPORATES THE

METHODS OF RATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC IN QUIRY WITHOUT
REJ
ECTING THE VERY REAL AND IMPORTANT ROLE
CRITICAL LISTENING CAN PLAY IN ADVANCING AUDIO
ENGINEERING.

The division between objectivists and subjectivists is particularly deep. To the
objectivists, those who use the listening experience to judge reproduced audio
quality are considered "charlatans" (1), believers in "astrology" (2), and "think
the earth is flat" (3). Indeed, the letter from this convention's chairman inviting
members to submit papers referred to subjective listening observations as "fantasy"
1This article was originally published in slightly diffèrent form as The Role of Critical Listening in Evaluating
Audio Equipment Quality," apaper presented to the 91st Audio Engineering Society Convention in New
York, October 1991. The paper was dedicated to Robert M. Pirsig. RH would like also to acknowledge John
Atkinson's contribution to the paper.
2Stereophde's Consulting Technical Editor, Robert Harley holds adegree in recording engineering, and has
taught acollege degree program in that field. Before joining Stereophde in 1989, Mr. Harley was arecording studio owner, recording engineer, technical writer, and CD mastering engineer. He is the co-author of
two previous AES papers, "Compact Disc Video (CDV) Signal Optimization" (presented at the 83rd Convention), and "Recording, Editing, and CD Mastering Entirely in the DAT Format" (presented at the 86th
Convention), and has written two chapters on CD-ROM mastering for the McGraw-Hill CD-ROM Handbook.
Mr. Harley is amember of the AES.
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CARL J. MARCHISOTTO PROUDLY ANNOUNCES

HIS NEW BABY—
IV LOUDSPEAKER

THE BIRTH OF
THE ALÓN

I'm speechless!

INTRODUCING

Come hear the

Alón IV Loudspeakers,
and let them speak for themselves.
Sahara Hotel, Suite 642/644,
January 9th thni 12th, 9am -6pm.

Engineered by: CARL MARCHISOTTO
Aesthetics by: ROBBII

ticarianSvstems
LIMITED

15 Woodview Drive, Nesconset, NY 11767
516-737-9369 •Fax 516-981-3476
WorldRadioHistory

(4). Furthermore, there has been acampaign to discredit any kind of critical listening
evaluations by speciously associating them with arejection of physical laws and
established scientific fact (5).

THERE HAS BEEN ACAMPAIGN TO DISCREDIT ANY KIND

OF CRITICAL LISTENING EVALUATIONS BY SPECIOUSLY
ASSOCIATING THEM WITH AREJ
ECTION OF PHYSICAL LAWS
AND ESTABLISHED SCIENTIFIC FACT.
To the subjectivists, the audio engineering community is made up of soulless
technocrats whose narrow and rigid world view excludes asensitivity to the subtle,
yet musically significant, differences between audio components—differences
that it appears cannot be measured with existing technology. The objectivists are
viewed as bound by theoretical dogma and refuse to accept the reality of direct
experience. The objectivists' claim that no sonic differences exist between competently designed and manufactured audio components (or those having similarly
good measured performance) is an absurd premise that is anathema to the experience of hundreds of thousands of critical listeners.
Thus the lines of division are drawn.
Any inquiry that attempts to shed light on "The Great Debate" must address
the underlying issues rather than rehash the same tired arguments. Although it
is useful both to state unambiguously the subjectivist position and to demystify
the methods for those with misconceptions about subjectivist techniques and ideology, amore fruitful approach examines the root causes of the conflict. Indeed,
the entire issue is symptomatic of the question of science's capacity to encompass within its domain all forms of knowledge.

ANY INQUIRY THAT ATTEMPTS TO SHED LIGHT ON "THE

GREAT DEBATE" MUST ADDRESS THE UNDERLYING ISSUES
RATHER THAN REHASH THE SAME TIRED ARGUMENTS.
In addition to presenting the basic tenets and methods of subjective critical listening, Ishall attempt to go beyond the traditional battlegrounds and establish awider
framework for the debate.
My profession gives me aunique insight into this conflict: Iam afull-time
professional reviewer of so-called "high-end" consumer audio products. The
magazine for which Iwrite publishes critical analyses of audio components, including both subjective impressions and measured performance. My job is listening
to, and measuring, audio equipment. In the course of my work, Ilisten extensively
to audio components and measure their technical performance in the magazine's
test laboratory.
My experience overwhelmingly indicates that many aspects of audio equipment quality are revealed in the listening room and not in the laboratory. Further, the impressions gained by critical listening are amore meaningful indicator of equipment quality than the set of numbers generated by bench testing.
Ironically, this simple thesis will be regarded by some audio professionals as a
given truth unworthy of debate, yet others will denounce it as heresy and athreat
to science's role in audio engineering and, indeed, as athreat to science itself.
This paper will explore why.
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STE

OPH

S2ND LP!

og vac

tube recording!

•

INTERMEZZO
Brahms
Piano Sonata in f, Op. 5
Intermezzo, Op. 117, No. 1
Robert Silverman, pian o

Order Copies
Directly from Stereophile!
The moment your stylus d
ro p
si
nt
oth egroove
of this new all-analog, vacuum tube
recording, you will kno w th atthi si
samong
those rare recordings which ca pt ures ,with
breathtaking realism, the "p alp abl e
presence" of alive performa nce .Y
our
speakers and amplifiers will di sa pp ear an dyour ent i
re system b
ecome a musical instrument.
Recorded by the legend aryrecor di ng eng i
neer K
av i
ch
an d
ran Alexander at Santa Barbara '
sUniversalist Unitarian
Church, this new relea se f
ea t
ures th ei
nternat i
ona ll y f
ame dCanadian pianist Robert Silverman. The program combines
early and late piano wor k
sof
J
oh
annes B
ra h
ms. L
uxuriate, as we did during the recording sessions, in the majestic
warmth of the 9' Steinway "D" concertgran di
n a natura l
acoustic—captured by two tube microphones designed by
Tim De Paravicini and a
nA
mp
ex MR70 tu b
etape recor d
er.
This recording—supervised by Stereophile'
sedi tor J
oh
nA
tk
inson—is as close as you can come to a live experience. Thrill
to the sound of the Stei
nwa yan dth e natura l
d
ecay of
th
e notes, captured as only vacuum tubes could! Don't miss this
transcendent musical experi ence: it re p
resents wh
at th
eau d
iop h
i
l
epursuit is all about. Listen at night, with the lights
dimmed This is why you are amu si
cl
over .
.
an dan au di op hil e!

I, Yes,

Send me Intermezzo

kITERMEZZO ORDER FORM
Name

Quantity

Address

Li Intermezzo CD

x$16.95 =S

City

D Intermezzo LP

x$16.95 =5

12 Payment enclosed (Payable to Stereophile in US Dollars)

State

SHIPPING: (US &Canada) 52.00/item

S

CHARGE MY: D VISA [II MasterCard Exp. Date

SHIPPING: (Foreign orders) AIRMAIL S15.00/item

S

Account 11

TOTAL

Signature

STEREOPHILE, LP/CD Dept.
P.O. Box 5529 Santa Fe, NM 87502
WorldRadioHistory
Allow 4-6 weeks delivery
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SUBJ
ECTIVE CRITICAL LISTENING:
M ETHODS AND CRITICISM
"Whenever connoisseurship is found operating within science or technology we may assume
that it persists only because it has not been possible to replace it by ameasurable grading."
—Michael Polanyi, Personal Knowledge

Subjective critical listening is an integral part of every facet of audio. From the
recording engineer who selects microphones based on an evaluation of their sound
to the consumer choosing loudspeakers in ashowroom, the subjective critical
listening experience exerts an enormous influence on the field of audio recording
and reproduction. At every stage in the recording process, countless value judgments are made about the quality of perceived sound. Similarly, hardware designers
engage in an iterative process of designing and listening to realize the best performance from their products (6).
No one doubts the necessity or utility of subjective listening. Yet it seems that
value judgments of sound quality expressed in print during aproduct review are
criticized as capricious, fantasy-inspired, or influenced by external variables, while
value judgments made at every other point in the chain are accepted without question. Indeed, audio equipment reviewers are singled out for criticism by objectivists—
"the journalistic elite" (7)—perhaps because of those reviewers' rapidly growing following and influence.
Contrary to the objectivists' misconceptions, much subjective critical listening
as practiced by magazine reviewers is conducted under carefully controlled
conditions—more controlled, in fact, than the conditions present during many
other stages in the music recording and reproduction process. Icannot speak for
other magazines, but my own listening (and that of my colleagues who write for
the same publication) is anything but "casual"—a common criticism. Of our nine
most prolific reviewers, seven have gone to the trouble and expense of having a
dedicated listening room. Their residences were often chosen on the basis of their
listening suitability, or, in the author's case, the listening room was purpose-built
from the ground up. In addition, the magazine also converted and acoustically
treated aroom at its Santa Fe headquarters specifically to perform listening evaluations.
Careful controls are also maintained during subjective critical listening. Levels
between components under audition are matched to 0.1dB or less. Linear differences, such as whether the unit is polarity-inverting or not, are accounted for.
Listening sessions are conducted virtually daily for weeks or even months before
the review is written. A wide range of familiar source material is used over long
periods of time and over avariety of equipment, precluding the possibility of
ascribing aparticular characteristic to acomponent that is actually acharacteristic
of the recording. Many of my colleagues are active recording engineers and use
their own recordings in evaluating equipment. Some are musicians, daily exposed
to the ultimate reference of live, =amplified acoustic instruments. All of us became
reviewers because of our lifelong dedications to music and music-related technology. All of us take our responsibilities to our readers—and to audio truth—very
seriously: our attitude is the antithesis of caprice or whim. When one chooses
aprofession out of adesire to contribute to aparticular field, one tends to make
the performance of that profession alarge part of one's life. Indeed, the content
of this very paper exemplifies an approach to subjective reviewing that is anything but cursory, "casual," or superficial.
The "single presentation method" is the preferred technique of assessing acomponent's quality. In this method, the component under review replaces acomponent in aknown reference playback system, and the reviewer spends weeks or
STEREOPHILE, J
ANUARY 1992
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"Kinergetics offers its purchaser
more than aglimpse of what the
best CD sound is all about."
Eiçn
'ae
i l:
:9Ó

1 13, N° 1

The secret: A balanced design approach. Turning bits
into music isn't just number crunching. It is adelicate
process which requires that equal design consideration
be applied to digital processing, digital to analog
conversion, and the critical analog stage.
Recognizing this, Kinergetics Research approaches all of
its digital designs with meticulous attention given equally
to these three stages. The KCD-40 also incorporates a
complete balanced topology. By differently amplifying the
signal, the KCD-40 greatly diminishes all forms of
distortion and in most instances, completely eliminates it.
Our balanced design approach and balanced topology
give the KCD-40 the edge in musicality over other CD
players. For this reason the KCD-40 has become the
reference to which all other CD players are compared.

r
----

CbC5b
ear...tur
mereet.

The KCD-40 compact disc player features:
al All machined aluminum chassis
• Quad 18 bit digital to analog converter
• Hybrid bipolar — J-FET output stage
• Patented hysteresis canceling circuit.
MI Volume and balance controls on front panel to drive amplifier
directly
• Optional XLR connectors
• Dual mono design
We will continue to create improvements in areas of
psychoacoustic that others have yet to discover.

I
I1

RESEARCH

P.O. Box 4839, Chatsworth, CA 91313-4839
213/582-9349 •Fax: 213/582-9434
WorldRadioHistory

months listening to music through it. The same level-matching controls and awareness of relative response errors are used as in direct comparison listening. Although
some A/B comparisons with other known or comparably priced components are
made, the single presentation method is the best way to determine the long-term
quality of the component in question (8).
In addition, the component under review is measured—with industry-standard
instruments like the Audio Precision System One and DRA Labs' MLSSA—to
find possible correlations with what we hear. Measurements are also useful in
revealing aparticular product's idiosyncrasies that might make it apoor choice
for use with specific components. (An amplifier that lacked the ability to deliver
current into low impedances, for example, would not be recommended to drive
ribbon loudspeakers.) The objective, measurable differences between products
are fully researched, understood, and given significant attention in the review.
Indeed, these controls on the subjective listening sessions and the technical
examination ola component are often far more rigorous than the procedures used
during the making of the very recordings and equipment under evaluation. If one
reads the objectivists' criticisms and dismissals of subjective critical listening, however, one is led to believe that listening evaluations are sloppy, haphazard, casual, and with no regard for the subjective differences imposed by easily explainable
objective differences. According to this argument, the differences heard between
components are nothing more than differences in level or frequency response—
objective differences to which subjective reviewers are supposedly oblivious. Further, subjective listeners are often characterized as technical know-nothings operating from platforms of ignorance (9). That may sometimes be the case, but the
technically competent and conscientious critical listeners should not be condemned
by association. Just as there are varying levels of competence in any field, an entire
philosophical position—the validity of listening—cannot be summarily dismissed
because some of its practitioners fail to uphold the highest standards.
Subjective critical listening as practiced in product reviews is also attacked because
of alleged reviewer bias. In my own work (and that of my colleagues), the positive
or negative tone of areview is based solely on the component's sonic performance,
not size, faceplate thickness, cost, brand, reputation, whether or not the manufacturer buys advertising, or other alleged variables. Although it must be admitted
that, before any listening, an expensive product from areputable manufacturer

P

will be expected to sound better than an inexpensive product, any such preconceptions vanish when the products reproduce music. The listening experience
is the sole criterion by which aproduct is judged. Other factors—construction
quality, compatibility with other components, value for money, and ergonomics—play
minor roles. Only acomponent's sound quality—its ability to convey the music—
determines the positive or negative tone of areview. It is not unusual for aproduct
from acompany with an excellent reputation, carrying ahigh price and having
good construction, to receive anegative review, or for alow-priced product to
receive afavorable assessment.

RECONCEPTIONS VANISH WHEN THE PRODUCTS
REPRODUCE MUSIC ...
ONLY ACOMPONENT'S ABILITY TO
CONVEY THE MUSIC DETERMINES THE POSITIVE OR
NEGATIVE TONE OF AREVIEW.
Furthermore, there is ahigh degree of correlation between the descriptions of
aparticular component's sound between reviewers in different magazines and
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different countries? Reading several reviews of the same product—reviews often
published simultaneously—often reveals aclear consensus about the component's
specific sonic attributes. This evidence that components indeed have unique sonic
signatures is dismissed by the objectivists by alleging premeditated collusion among
the world's audio journalists. In the case referred to in footnote 3, there was no
collusion and, given the normal magazine lead time before publication of two
months or more, no chance for areviewer to have been influenced by an earlier
appearing review by someone else. The resort to conspiracy theories is always
the sign of aweak argument.

THE RESORT TO CONSPIRACY THEORIES IS ALWAYS THE
SIGN OF A
WEAK ARGUMENT.
The entire purpose of subjective critical listening as practiced in product reviews
is to discover the sonic and musical attributes of acomponent and express that
opinion to the magazine's readers. The magazine's continuing success is predicated on the accuracy of the sonic descriptions and value judgments as determined
by the world at large. The growth of high-end magazines (and their increasing
commercial success in amarketplace long dominated by publications reflecting
an objectivist philosophy) reflects the concurrence between reviewers' and readers'
value judgments.'
Finally, the question must be asked: Who is better qualified to judge the presence
of audible differences between components and the musical significance of those
differences—the scientist confined to the laboratory and classroom who refuses
to listen for himself, or the professional audio reviewer who makes his living day
after day listening under carefully controlled conditions to different components?

LISTENING VS. M EASUREMENT
"One of the worst-kept secrets in audio engineering is that what we hear does not always
correlate with what we measure."
—Richard Heyser
The belief that nothing more can be known about an audio component's performance beyond the numbers generated by "objective" testing implies that "quality" in an audio component can be unambiguously quantified and expressed by
mathematical symbols. Since the entire sum of how acomponent affects the signal
passing through it—down to the smallest detail—is known and measurable, why
listen? And since these tests and measurements are completely objective, why interject human subjectivity into the process of determining which audio components
have more quality than others?
This objectivist argument is based on two false premises: 1) that scientific inquiry
is objective and detached from the individual, and 2) that audio equipment quality
can be reduced to aseries of mathematical representations.
The first false premise—that objectivity actually exists—is deeply rooted in
Western thought. This paper cannot have the ambition of discussing the subject
in depth; instead Irefer the interested reader to the works cited in reference (12)
and footnote 17. However, aglimmer of the underlying fallacy can be seen when
examining the concept of objectivity in audio testing. What do we observe objec3A good example of this is the SOTA Panorama loudspeaker, reviewed by T J. Norton in Stereophile (Vol.13
No.7, July 1990), Robert E. Greene and John Node in The Absolute Sound (issue 67, September/October 1990),
and Art Dudley in Sounds Like. ..(Issue #8, Summer 1990).
4It is sad but perhaps not uncoincidental that one of the oldest "objectivist" magazines was recently closed.
No matter what reasons are formally given for amagazine losing circulation and eventually ceasing publication, the underlying reason is always that what it said did not correlate with its readers' own experiences.
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tively when determining what constitutes "good" performance? The length of
the AC power cord? How many cycles of the test tone the component reproduced
during the test? The size of the chassis screw threads? Of course not. Of the virtually
infinite range of observations of the component under analysis, some are chosen
as being greater indicators of "goodness" than others. It is this choice of which
tests represent quality that is, in itself, asubjective decision.5

THE FALSE PREMISE THAT OBJECTIVITY ACTUALLY EXISTS
IS DEEPLY ROOTED IN WESTERN THOUGHT. .
.THE CHOICE
OF WHICH TESTS REPRESENT QUALITY IS, IN ITSELF, A
SUBJECTIVE DECISION.
But what is "quality" in an audio component? Is it merely the ability to meet
certain "objective" criteria? Ithink not. Ipropose that audio equipment quality
is irreducible to an arbitrary set of numbers. Audio component quality is defined
in the listening room—by its ability to convey the music's essence and meaning
without imposing itself on the musical experience. Some components produce
an intimacy with the music that makes the listener forget the playback system;
others seem to do their best to prevent such areaction. My experience suggests
that this fundamental characteristic—perhaps related to the listener's holistic reaction to the reproduced sound—is afar more meaningful indication of audio
component quality than aset of numbers produced in the test lab.

AUDIO COMPONENT QUALITY IS DEFINED IN THE
LISTENING ROOM .
.
.
IT IS IRREDUCIBLE TO AN ARBITRARY
SET OF NUMBERS.
More specifically, there are myriad audible differences between components
whose causes we haven't begun to understand, much less measure and quantify.
Such aspects of musical presentation as soundstage depth, sharpness of instrumental
image outlines, sense of space between individual instruments, how well soundstage width is maintained toward the rear of the presentation, and natural reproduction of timbrai shadings, are far beyond the abilities of existing technology
to measure. These are just afew examples of the currently unmeasurable differences
between components. This isn't to say that these qualities are somehow mystical because they defy measurement, only that the resolution of today's instruments is below that of the human auditory system. Indeed, most of the measurements in use today were developed decades ago as design tools, not as representations of musical reality. Measurement may one day advance to the point of describing these differences, but that day is probably along way off.
Furthermore, there is not alinear relationship between the magnitude ola difference and the musical significance of that difference. This concept of "the increasing
importance of the smaller difference" (10) is fundamental to subjective evaluation of audio equipment quality, yet is dismissed as nonsensical by those who
haven't experienced the phenomenon.
5In atalk given to the London section of the AES in 1986, the late Richard Heyser discussed this very subject,
stating that while the reproduction and appreciation of music is amultidimensional experience, all that can
be measured to assess quality are arbitrarily chosen two-dimensional plots showing how one parameter out
of the multitude varies against another. His implication was that the subjective whole is more than the sum
of these individual objective parts.
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The advances made in digital audio data-compression techniques underscore
the role of subjective critical listening in evaluating audio equipment quality. Datacompression schemes produce huge objective errors in the signal, errors reportedly
masked by the correctly coded wanted signal. No measurements exist that reveal
the relative quality of data-compression systems: all evaluations are made by critical
listeners.
Finally, do we really have the hubris to believe that the resolution of test instruments devised in the last few decades exceeds that of human hearing acuity, refined
through millions of years of evolution? The reluctance to admit that measurements
fail to quantify all aspects of audio component quality stems from areluctance
to accept the limits of our technical understanding, and indeed, of the limits of
science itself.

OB
J
ECTIVITY AND SKILLS

"There has never been an objective being. Knowing this, the rest is known."
—The Upanishads

"One of the most belittling experiences is to deride the 'black art' of acraftsman who gets
consistent results by acertain ritual which he cannot explain and then to discover that his
actions in fact held adeeper technical signeicance than we understood at that timefrom our
simplified model."

—Richard Heyser

Central to "The Great Debate" is the question of science's capacity for encompassing within its domain all forms of knowing. The objectivist position appears
to be that understanding reality is aformalized process, which, if its rules are correctly followed, will establish an unambiguous, universal truth. Adherence to the
prescribed methods is the only way of revealing nature's secrets. This belief is
reflected in the blind testing methodology, detailed later in this paper. So great
is the objectivists' faith in blind testing (and the underlying formalized method
on which it is based) that they refuse to listen for themselves.6 (11) This reflects
ageneral belief that no forms of knowing exist outside those revealed through
the prescribed rules of scientific method.
Ipropose that other kinds of knowing are possible. Many skills, including critical
listening, cannot be objectively quantified; some forms of knowledge are "tacit,"
"unspecifiable," and "inarticulate" (12). These forms of knowledge, however, are
often conveniently ignored, for they reveal the inability of formalized science to
contain them. Further, the dogma to which the audio engineering establishment
adheres tends to reject as unreal any phenomenon that cannot be measured or quantified.
Polanyi offers two examples of skills that fall outside the formalized domain
of science:
"It follows that an art which has fallen into disuse for the period of ageneration is altogether lost. There are hundreds of examples of this to which the process
of mechanization is continuously adding new ones. These losses are usually
irretrievable. It is pathetic to watch the endless efforts—equipped with microscopy
and chemistry, with mathematics and electronics—to reproduce asingle violin
of the kind the half-literate Stradivarius turned out as amatter of routine more
than 200 years ago." (13)
More specifically, Polanyi analyzes the very simple skill of bicycle riding, using
the formalized prescriptive methods of scientific thinking:
6My colleague John Atkinson, during an argument adecade or so ago with awell-known English objectivist who insisted that all amplifiers sounded the same unless driven into clipping, finally gave in to frustration and asked just how many amplifiers this man had listened to to be so sure of his position. "One," came
the reply, "That's all Ineed to listen to."
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"When he starts falling to the right he turns the handlebars to the right, so that
the course of the bicycle is deflected along acurve towards the right. This results
in acentrifugal force pushing the cyclist to the left and offsets the gravitational
force dragging him down to the right. This maneuver presently throws the cyclist
out of balance to the left, which he counteracts by turning the handlebars to the
left; and so he continues to keep himself in balance by winding along aseries of
appropriate curvatures. Asimple analysis shows that for agiven angle of unbalance
the curvature of each winding is inversely proportional to the square of the speed
at which the bicycle is proceeding.
"But does this tell us how to ride abicycle? No. You obviously cannot adjust
the curvature of your bicycle's path in proportion to the ratio of your unbalance
over the square of your speed; and if you could you would fall off the machine,
for there are anumber of other factors to be taken into account in practice which
are left out of the formulation of this rule. Rules of art can be useful, but they do
not determine the practice of an art; they are maxims, which can serve as aguide
to an art only if they can be integrated into the practical knowledge of the art. They
cannot replace this knowledge!' (14)
Although the physics ofbicyde riding can be expressed and understood rationally, objectively, and unambiguously, another component is necessary to ride a
bicycle—tacit knowledge. Without ever having ridden abicycle, aperson who
demonstrated aknowledge of bicycle-riding physics would appear to know how
to ride abicycle. Conversely, the scientifically illiterate person, with absolutely
no knowledge of Newtonian physics, could be abicycling expert yet be unable
to express this tacit knowledge. Without moving from the theoretical domain
to the experiential domain, one would be tempted to believe that the person who
could articulate the physics of bicycle riding could indeed ride abicycle while the
person who could not express his tacit, inarticulate knowledge, could not.
The example of bicycle riding demonstrates that knowledge gained by studying
theory is very different from knowledge gained by experience and practice. Knowledge without experience is empty, devoid of the reality that theory represents.
Indeed, science education emphasizes practical experience because there is no substitute for it:
"The large amount of time spent by students of chemistry, biology, and medicine
in their practical courses shows how greatly these sciences rely on the transmission
of skills and connoisseurship from master to apprentice." (15)
Clearly, there are forms of knowing outside the realm of formalized study. Similarly, the skills used to evaluate audio equipment quality cannot be contained by
traditional formalized techniques. The objectivists' attempt to reduce the art of
designing audio equipment—and the use of personal skills in evaluating the
results—to aprescriptive method (as exemplified by blind-testing methodology
discussed later) reflects an unawareness—or rejection—of the role inarticulate
knowledge plays in all facets of human existence.
The objectivists' rejection of this form of knowing, coupled with faith in scientific method's infallibility and unlimited capacity to reveal nature's singular truths,
is the very foundation of "The Great Debate!'
LANGUAGE
..
the root cause of the continuingfight between subjective and objective audio. ..
is not
that either is more correct than the other. ..
rather it is due to thefact that they do not speak
the same language."
—Richard Heyser
One of the foundations of the dichotomy between those who explore audio
phenomena by listening and those who rely strictly on measurement is the disparity
of language between the two schools of thought. To the objectivists, who believe
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every aspect oían audio component's sonic performance can be measured, quantified, and communicated unambiguously through mathematical symbols, the
language used by critical listeners to describe acomponent's sound is nothing more
than vague poetic nonsense. Examples oldie critical listener's lexicon indude the
expressions "low-frequency extension," "air," and "bloom." Iwould like to examine
these terms in the context of their relative abstraction or expressiveness.
Within these descriptions used by critical listeners, there is agreat diversity of
perceived meaning among those hearing these expressions. The meaning of the
term "low-frequency extension," for example, is easily understood by virtually
anyone who has listened to two different pairs of loudspeakers. The expression
has meaning to alarge segment oldie population because it describes aphenomenon they have experienced directly for themselves.
The next term cited, "air," is meaningful to asmaller percentage oldie population
because it expresses an aspect of audio quality not consciously perceived by most
casual listeners. It is abstract to those who haven't discerned this aspect oían audio
system's performance.
Finally, "bloom" is even more unintelligible to most of the population because
it describes aphenomenon not readily encountered, recognized, or discerned in
an audio system. The ability ola playback system to reveal "bloom" is asubtle
refinement rarely differentiated by the vast majority of the music-listening public.
The word is absolutely meaningless to those who haven't experienced "bloom"
in amusic playback system, yet is highly descriptive and full of meaning to those
who have experienced the phenomenon.
To those who associate audio equipment performance with technical terms and
specifications rather than the listening experience, the lexicon of critical listening
appears to be devoid of substance—worthless jargon designed to obfuscate rather
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than enlighten. Conversely, amusician with no technical knowledge of audio
reproduction technology would find technical terms and specifications meaningless, bearing absolutely no relation to his reality.
Both the expressions of critical listeners and the measurement data generated
by objective testing are symbolic representations of reality. Without direct contact
with, and experience in, that reality, its associated lexicon is dismissed as unintelligible. Language must be used repeatedly, consistently, in context, and relate
to matters of experience to acquire meaning.
The following passage illustrates the inextricable bond between language and
understanding:
"An illustration—akin to that of topographic anatomy by which we exemplified
the ineffable—may exhibit this dual movement of comprehension in learning a
language. Think of amedical student attending acourse in the X-ray diagnosis
of pulmonary diseases. He watches in adarkened room shadowy traces on a
fluorescent screen placed against apatient's chest, and hears the radiologist commenting to his assistants in technical language, on the significant features of the
shadows. At first, the student is completely puzzled. For he can see in the X-ray
picture of achest only the shadows of the heart and ribs, with afew spidery blotches
between them. The experts seem to be romancing about figments of their imagination; he can see nothing that they are talking about. Then as he goes on listening
for afew weeks, looking carefully at ever new pictures of different cases, atentative understanding will dawn on him; he will gradually forget about the ribs
and begin to see the lungs. And eventually, if he perseveres intelligently, arich
panorama of significant details will be revealed to him; of physiological variations and pathological changes, of scars, of chronic infections and signs of acute
disease He has entered anew world. He still sees only afraction of what the experts
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can see, but the pictures are definitely making sense now and so do most of the
comments made on them. He is about to grasp what he is being taught; it has
clicked. Thus, at the moment when he has learned the language of pulmonary
radiology, the student will also have learned to understand pulmonary radiograms.
The two can only happen together. Both halves of the problem set to us by an unintelligible text, referring to an unintelligible subject, jointly guide our efforts to
solve them, and they are solved eventually together by discovering aconception
which comprises ajoint understanding of both the words and the things!' (16)
By confining one's experience exclusively to technical parameters to the exclusion
of listening to acomponent's musical performance, it becomes clear why audio
objectivists dismiss as nonsense the language used to describe component differences: they have no experience to which it relates.

SCALE
Another problem related to the language used to describe the sound of audio components is the matter of scale. Objectivists claim that perceived differences are
magnified out of proportion by ulterior motives? (17) Isubmit that this question of scale reflects varying sensitivity between different individuals when confronted by the same stimuli.
The ability of certain individuals to demonstrate apparently preternatural skills
is well documented. These individuals have worked at developing aparticular
sense, either out of asurvival need or merely by practicing it daily in their professions. Examples of these skills are described by Csikszentmihalyi:
"The flexibility of attentional structures is even more obvious when they are
compared across cultural or occupational classes. Eskimo hunters are trained to
discriminate between dozens of types of snow, and are always aware of the direction
and speed of the wind. Traditional Melanesian sailors can be taken blindfolded
to any point of the ocean within aradius of several hundred miles from their island
home and, if allowed to float for afew minutes in the sea, are able to recognize
the spot by the feel of the currents on their bodies. A musician structures her attention so as to focus on nuances of sound that ordinary people are not aware of, a
stockbroker focuses on tiny changes in the market that others do not register, a
good clinical diagnostician has an uncanny eye for symptoms—because they have
trained their attention tops signals that would otherwise pass unnoticed!' (18)
Similarly, the audio reviewer, whose chosen profession is discerning differences between audio components and who practices his skill daily, develops asensitivity that appears farfetched to someone not similarly attuned .
8The audible
differences reported thus seem overstated to those who have not developed such
an ability or who are unaware that such abilities can exist.

RESPONSIBLE REPORTING AND PSEUDOSCIENCE
Nothing irks the scientific audio community more than reading or hearing about
some new audio device or technique that reportedly changes the laws of physics
or claims to have discovered that existing laws are somehow suspended by the
7S. P. Lipshitz, op. cit.
"Many reviewers have, over the intervening yews, dabbled with controlled tests and found that many imagined
audible differences seem to vanish under blind conditions. This doesn't surprise anyone who has spent some
time trying to get to the bottom of such cases, but does tend to make one cynical about the likelihood of ever
resolving the question in the public's mind. After all, the sale of magazines is probably boosted by the controversy,
and the more differences between components that reviewers are able to 'perceive' (or imagine that they have
perceived) the better it is for their egos and their publishes. In other words, there may be strong ulterior motives
for not wishing to resolve the matter."
8In the late '70s, an East-Coast drive-unit manufacturer routinely tested tweeters on the production line
by ear. The operator was instructed to sweep asinewave through the unit and reject those that were roughsounding, assuming that the boundary of performance would hein the region of 1-2% THD, the accepted
threshold levels for distortion imposed on apure tone. Reportedly, however, they had to remove one person from this task. After acouple of weeks on the line, she was rejecting tweeters that had just 0.2% THD,
an inaudible level according to the literature!
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device or product. The world of high-end audio abounds in this type of nonsense.
There will, however, always be afew individuals in any field (Velikovsky in
astronomy, for example) who cross the line from rationality to nonsense.
Unfortunately, there has been an effort to discredit all subjective critical listening
by attempting to link the entire high-end audio industry and responsible critical listeners to absurd pseudoscientific claims. This "guilt by association" technique
is an affront to all serious listeners who repudiate the mumbo-jumbo and pseudoscientific elements of audio. The responsible high-end press has aduty to expose
such fraud for what it is, both in the interests of truth and to protect its readers
from buying worthless devices, IS

NOTHING IRKS THE SCIENTIFIC AUDIO COMMUNITY
MORE THAN READING OR HEARING ABOUT SOME NEW
AUDIO DEVICE OR TECHNIQUE THAT REPORTEDLY
CHANGES THE LAWS OF PHYSICS.
There is aregrettable tendency for marketers of audio products to invent incredible explanations of why aparticular device has an audible effect. The phenomenon
may be very real, but is given a"false interpretation by its discoverers" (19). This
false interpretation does not necessarily mean that the discovery is ineffectual;
only that the explanation is false. The history of science is filled with examples
of areal phenomenon being attributed to unlikely and unscientific causes, followed by aconcerted attack—what Polanyi calls "destructive analysis" (20)—by
the scientific community before the underlying causes are understood.
The case of hypnotism is illustrative. Franz Mesmer's dissertation at the University of Vienna in 1766 suggested that the gravitational attraction of the planets
affected human health by affecting an invisible fluid found in the human body
and throughout nature. This theory evolved into "animal magnetism," wherein
the invisible fluid in the body acted according to the laws of magnetism. According
to Mesmer, "animal magnetism" could be activated by any magnetic object and
manipulated by atrained person. Mesmer was accused of fraud and fled to Paris
where he enjoyed alucrative practice, based on patient testimonials. Acommission
appointed by King Louis XVI to investigate Mesmer's methods reported that Mesmer was unable to substantiate his claims (21).
Physician John Elliotson later expounded awhole system of laws governing
animal magnetism. "He claimed that the magnetism of aglass of water could be
graded by dipping one finger into it, or two fingers, or the whole hand. Another
'law' declared that mucous surfaces of the subject, like those of the tongue or eye
ball, were capable of receiving agreater mesmeric stimulus than the skin. All this
was nonsense and proved to be nonsense. And since the assumption had not yet
dawned on anyone that hypnotic suggestion was the effective agent of Mesmerism,
the conclusion seemed inevitable that Elliotson's subjects were impostors, who
were either deluding him or colluding with him!' (22) Elliotson appealed to his
attackers to consider the practical evidence of his technique: "I have given the details
of 76 painless operations. In the name of common sense and humanity, what more
is wanted?" The fact remained that Elhotson's technique did indeed have abeneficial
effect on his patients.
Polanyi interprets:
9J. Atkinson, response to letters, Stereophik, Vol.14 No.6 (June 1991), pp.29, 31. Refutation of techmcal claims
explaining the effect ola certain product.
10 R Harley, "Compact Disc: Jitter, Errors, and Magie Sterrophik, Vol.13 No3 (May 1990), pp70-91. Refutation
of technical claims explaining the effect of certain products.
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"Not until the concept of hypnosis was established as aframework for the facts
could those facts be eventually admitted as true. Indeed, whenever truth and error
are amalgamated in acoherent system of conception, the destructive analysis of
the system can lead to correct conclusions only when supplemented by new discoveries. But there exists no rule for making fresh discoveries or inventing truer
conceptions, and hence there can be no rule, either, for avoiding the uncertainty
of destructive analysis." (23)
Similarly, today's false interpretations of audible phenomena are subject to the
same form of destructive analysis as was applied to hypnotism. Because an effect
has no rational explanation, it doesn't automatically follow that the effect is nonexistent. Just as hypnotism was avery real effect—yet denounced as fraud—many
audio devices produce avery real effect. They too, however, are denounced as fraud
because the underlying causes are misrepresented: their behavior has not yet been
explained by audio science.

BECAUSE AN EFFECT HAS NO RATIONAL EXPLANATION,
IT DOESN'T AUTOMATICALLY FOLLOW THAT THE EFFECT IS
NONEXISTENT.
To subjective critical listeners, the determination by which an effect is judged
to be real or illusion is made in the listening room, not on the basis of its theoretical compatibility with established dogma. Many now-established phenomena
in audio—slew-rate limiting in op-amps, for example—would never have been
discovered had individuals not investigated them by critical listening. Rather than
engage in destructive analysis, the scientific audio community should listen for
itself and investigate these phenomena. The idea that nothing more remains to
be learned about apparently simple systems (power amplifiers, for example) is
ludicrous. Even more ludicrous is the belief that all aspects of the relatively new
field of digital audio are fully understood by science. In fact, the effectiveness of
some Compact Disc-related accessory products illustrates just how lacking our
knowledge of digital audio really is. This isn't an insult to audio scientists; rather,
it is acall to action to investigate these phenomena. It is ironic that the very
individuals best suited to study these effects are the least likely to listen for themselves and the most likely to dismiss such possibilities as pseudoscientific nonsense.
Indeed, there sometimes seems to be an inverse relationship between an individual's
scientific skills and his willingness to listen for himself.
Scientists should ignore claims that are patently absurd; there is only so much
research time and money. Similarly, audio journalists should denounce false
interpretations for what they are, and indeed many do. But the criterion by which
aclaim is prejudged patently absurd or apossibility worth investigating should
be its audible effect—knowledge derived from firsthand listening—not its compliance with established theory. The objectivists' "rejection without listening"
doctrine is an impediment to the advancement of audio engineering.

ThE HIGH-END AUDIO INDUSTRY:
FRAUD, DELUSION, OR REALITY?
If, as the objectivists claim, all competently designed and manufactured audio
components are sonically identical, then it follows that the entire high-end audio
industry is afraud perpetrated on an unsuspecting public. This view would seem
to suggest that the music-listening world needs nothing more than an inexpensive
receiver—provided, of course, it had lots of features and the front-panel markings
132
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when players are volleying back and forth at the net. Often the exchange of shots
at such short quarters is so rapid that action faster than thought is required. These
moments are exhilarating, and the players are often amazed to find that they make
perfect placements against shots they didn't even expect to reach. Moving more
quickly than they thought they could, they have no time to plan; the perfect shot
just comes... .Quieting the mind means less thinking, calculating, judging, worrying, fearing, hoping, trying, regretting, controlling, jittering, or distracting." (34)
(emphases in original)
These very same ideas are expressed by the Zen master DT. Suzuki in his forward
to Zen in the Art of Archery:
"As soon as we reflect, deliberate, and conceptualize, the original unconsciousness
is lost and athought interferes. ...The arrow is off the string but does not fly
straight to the target, nor does the target stand where it is. Calculation, which
is miscalculation, sets in ...
"Man is athinking reed, but his great works are done when he is not calculating
and thinking. 'Childlikeness' has to be restored with long years of training in selfforgetfulness." (35)
The parallels between the scientific philosopher's "subsidiary awareness," the
tennis pro's "not trying," and the Zen master's "self-forgetfulness" are striking.
All three examples demonstrate that our relationship to the physical world, and
our actions within it, are manifestly dependent on our state of mind. These
independent observations affirm that an individual's attitude is asignificant variable
in his ability to perform certain tasks. Yet blind listening tests ignore these variables,
their promoters clinging naïvely to the concept of "objectivity." Any experiment
in which there are unknown and unquantified variables invalidates the entire
procedure.
There is also medical evidence that blind listening tests interject the unquantified
variable of human interaction. It is widely known that the perception of music
takes place in the right half of the brain, analytical reasoning in the left half. This
has been shown with Positron Emission Tomography (PET) scans, amedical technique used in studying biochemical processes of organs, particularly the brain.
Music listening produces increased right-brain metabolism, analytical reason
increases left-brain metabolism. Activity in both halves is seen in subjects with
musical training who simultaneously experience and analyze the music. (36)
The mental activity that occurs in blind listening—comparing, judging, calculating, trying to retrieve amemory of the previous sound, focusing on the
specific, anxiety, fear of failing and of being judged, thinking ahead to the outcome,
and thinking of the consequences of success or failure—are all left-brain functions. These mental activities leave little room for sensitivity to how well the component conveys the music's meaning and value, the true and most important indicator of audio equipment quality.

THE MENTAL ACTIVITY THAT OCCURS IN BLIND
LISTENING LEAVES LITTLE ROOM FOR SENSITIVITY TO HOW
WELL THE COMPONENT CONVEYS THE MUSIC'S MEANING
AND VALUE, THE TRUE AND MOST IMPORTANT INDICATOR
OF AUDIO E
Q
UIPMENT QUALITY.
Repudiating the roles that meaning, feelings, emotions, and value play in audio
science reflects abasic and prevalent misconception about science itself. Scientific
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method seeks to divorce value and meaning from the experimental process in the
belief that personal involvement interjects bias and leads to erroneous conclusions. Isubmit that an individual's personal involvement in subjective critical listening interjects far fewer variables than the unnatural conditions of blind testing.
On amore fundamental level, the idea that science is value-free and exists independently of the individual is afalsehood that has given rise to this entire debate.
In summary, blind listening tests are severely compromised—if not completely
worthless—as amethod of determining what differences exist between audio components, judging the efficacy of devices or techniques, or proving the audibility ola certain phenomenon.

THE RE
J
ECTION OF
SUBJ
ECTIVE CRITICAL LISTENING
Experience which is not valued is not experienced.
—Robert M. Pirsig, Lila: An Inquiry into Morals
If the methods of critical listening are invaluable in assessing audio equipment
quality, why would rational scientific minds summarily reject these techniques
and brand their practitioners frauds and charlatans? The question cuts to the core
of amuch deeper conflict between science and values.
The rejection of critical listening stems from the mistaken belief that any acceptance of listening impressions is tantamount to arejection of rationality itself. The
listening experience contains no matter, has no energy, cannot be quantified by
instrumentation, and is therefore considered merely acreation of the mind. And
science deals with facts—subjects and objects—not the perception of quality
experienced during music listening. In this way of looking at the world, facts—this
amplifier has 0.02% THD—are all that count and value has no meaning. Any

All we've dooe is chainee the way
the world listens to music.
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acceptance of value as acriterion for judging audio equipment is thus considered
arejection of science itself.

THE REJECTION OF CRITICAL LISTENING STEMS
FROM THE MISTAKEN BELIEF THAT ANY ACCEPTANCE OF
LISTENING IMPRESSIONS IS TANTAMOUNT TO A
REJECTION
OF RATIONALITY.
This is why the audio engineering establishment goes out of its way to disparage
critical listeners with comments about "astrology" and belief in a"flat earth";
they have amandate to unquestioningly embrace traditional rationality, even when
this traditional rationality is inadequate for describing reality.
Moreover, the refusal to accept critical listening impressions reflects the belief
that science is limitless in its ability to arrive at truth. If "irrational" and "unscientific" methods such as critical listening discover truths beyond the reach of traditional scientific method, the concept of science as omnipotent and the sole source
of truth is called into question. The door has been slammed shut out of fear the
unwelcome visitor will be followed by other, more dangerous, visitors.
Ipropose that acceptance of critical listening impressions is an expansion of rationality rather than arejection of it. It returns meaning, value, and worth to the process
of science. It works where other methods have failed. It provides afar more accurate
reflection of reality. By allowing the quality of the musical experience to be the
guiding force behind research, audio engineering could advance far more rapidly."
The following assessment of the conflict by Polanyi reveals that such questions
are universal to science and not confined to audio. His insight is almost prescient, for it predates the subjective/objective audio controversy by decades.
"I hold that the elimination of personal knowledge from science would destroy
science. ..
Formal operations relying on one framework of interpretation cannot demonstrate aproposition to persons who rely on another framework. Its advocates may not even succeed in getting ahearing from these, since they must first
teach them anew language, and no one can learn anew language unless he first
trusts that it means something ...
"The refusal to enter on the opponent's way of arguing must be justified by
making it appear altogether unreasonable. Such comprehensive rejection cannot fail to discredit the opponent. He will be made to appear as thoroughly deluded.
Every great scientific controversy tends to turn into adispute between the established authorities and a`pretender' who is as yet denied the status of ascientist,
at least with respect to the work under discussion ...
"A hostile audience may in fact deliberately refuse to entertain novel conceptions.
Those who listen sympathetically will discover for themselves what they would
otherwise never have understood. Such an acceptance is aheuristic process, aselfmodifying act, and to this extent aconversion. It produces disciples forming a
school, the members of which are separated for the time being by alogical gap
from those outside it. They think differently, speak adifferent language, live in
adifferent world, and at least one of the two schools is excluded to this extent for
the time being (whether rightly or wrongly) from the community of science." (37)

17 The greatest expression of the reconciliation between two apparently disparate modes of thought is found
in Robert M. Pirsig's seminal work Zen and the Art ofMotorcycle Maintenance. Its ideas are the foundation of
this paper.
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Our new driver technology will seriously mess with your head. But don't take our word for it. Hans
Fantel of the New York Times just said that Linaeum speakers are "a genuine advance ...in an
atmosphere of gimmickry. The structure and the principle behind them defy simple description."
That's why you should drop by our room at the CES Show. And catch alittle history in the making.
Linaeum. It's not brain surgery. Just an entirely new way to listen to music.
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CONCLUSION

"You out there. Golden Ears, the person who couldn't care less about present technical measurements but thinks of sound as aholistic experience. You're right, you know."
—Richard Heyser
The polarization of the audio community over "The Great Debate" is in many
ways afalse dichotomy. The responsible subjective approach, which combines
careful controls with technical understanding, is far more objective than the
method's critics realize. Conversely, the prescribed, formalized techniques of understanding audio phenomena—exemplified both by the blind testing methodology and the different cocktails of two-dimensional measurements felt appropriate
by each engineer—are revealed by closer analysis to have greater subjectivity than
their proponents would like to admit. Efforts to resolve "The Great Debate" must
include an exploration of the conflict's underlying causes; without understanding
these philosophical underpinnings, diatribe replaces dialog.
The fact that musically significant differences exist between audio components—
differences that cannot be measured with existing technology—is accepted as a
truism by hundreds of thousands of critical listeners, both consumer and professional. Indeed, Isuspect that the vast majority of the AES membership who use
their ears professionally accept this reality.' Yet this reality, affirmed by the world
at large, is dismissed as "fantasy" by aminority of academicians isolated by theoretical dogma and arefusal to listen for themselves. Unfortunately, it is the very
scientists who have the skills and knowledge to explore these phenomena who
summarily reject the methods of subjective critical listening.
Audio objectivists regard subjective listeners as anti-science—advocates of mysticism over rational inquiry. This perception is utterly false and immensely damaging to the goal of improving music-recording and reproduction technology. Subjectivists don't see science as an intrusion on their reality, but rather as one of many
tools for advancing the art of audio engineering. Technically oriented subjectivists
see no inherent conflict in their methods; the objectivists' quandary results from
the mistaken belief that acceptance of the listening experience is arejection of science
itself.
8

SUBJECTIVISTS SEE SCIENCE AS ONE OF MANY TOOLS FOR
ADVANCING THE ART OF AUDIO ENGINEERING.
Ihave been using the word "experience" to describe the subjective evaluation
of amusical event as ameasure oía component's quality (rejected by the scientist), and the word "experiment" to describe an objective test of acomponent's
value (rejected by the critical listener as definitive). It is interesting that these terms,
which define the very essence of the dichotomy between audio objectivists and
subjectivists, actually come from the same root word. The fact that asingle word,
divided and permutated through the centuries, can define the division between
two modes of thought indicates that both ways of looking at the world may have
more in common than either side wants to admit. At one point, experiment and
experience weren't separated in people's minds. It is only the result of 2000 years
of intellectual wrong turns that has made them distinctly different—indeed,
opposing—entities.
In the final analysis, audio objectivists and subjectivists have the same goal. But
what is that goal? To generate aset of numbers that somehow indicates more

AES

18 To judge by the show of hands at the workshop on listening tests at the 85th
Convention, the majority
of the AES members present believed audible differences existed between amplifiers.
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"goodness"? Achieve lower distortion? Produce improved specifications in the
laboratory?
No. Our common goal is this: When afaceless listener somewhere in the world
sits down before his playback system with his favorite music, he experiences the
greatest joy our technology can convey.
Can audio engineering have ahigher purpose?
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NOTES Csikszentmihalyi (17) includes the following references -relating to the limits of consciousness:
"The first general statement about the number of bits that can be processed simultaneously
was by Miller (1956). Orme (1969), on the basis of von Ueiticull's (1957) calculations, has figured
that Vieth of asecond is the threshold of discrimination. Cognitive scientists who have treated
the limitations of attention include Simon (1969, 1978), Kahneman (1973), Hasher & Zacks
(1979), Eysenck (1982), and Hoffman, Nelson, & Houck (1983). Attentional demands made
by cognitive processes are discussed by Neisser (1967, 1976), Treisman 8c Gelade (1980), and
Treisman 8c Schmidt (1982). The attentional requirements of storing and recalling information
from memory have been dealt with by Atkinson & Shiffrin (1968) and Hasher 8t Zacks (1979).
But the importance of attention and its limitations was already known to William James (1890)."
All the Richard Heyser quotes are taken from Time Delay Spectrometry, acollection of Richard
Heyser's published papers, available from the Audio Engineering Society.
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Yes to both. We don't claim to have the answers to the mysteries of the eternal, but if
the question is how to find the best path for your electrons to travel from your amp to
you speakers, then we have three divine answers.

Yes, Tara Labs has created three new speaker cables that are levels above what has come
before. And yes, these cables have each evolved from an acclaimed ancestor.
Announcing the dawn of the latest in speaker cable technology from Tara Labs, embodied in three new models in the Quantum series.
Quantum II Plus—replaces Quantum II, but now included a"temporal line" for better
speaker damping and better transparency.
Quantum III Plus—replaces Quantum III. Now unquestionably the best speaker cable
under $10 per foot.
Quantum Reference—top of the Quantum line. Quantum Reference is acompletely
new creation that is the direct descendant of Temporal Continuum Speaker Cable, but
without the bulk or expense of its illustrious state-of-the-art parent.
All three of these cables feature Radial Helix Array' geometry for best control of inductive and capacitive relationships. Soundstaging, detail and bass impact are improved
while outer diameter is reduced.
Most Tara Labs Quantum cable retailers offer ahome trial program. Call 503 488 6465 or
write 2567 Siskiyou Blvd., Ashland, OR 97520 for the name and location of your nearest
authorized dealer. And listen to the link that has been missing from your system.

TARA LABS
Space & Time Audio Products
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't...the SL260 easily
qualifies for
'Best Buy' status."
...my initial listening confirmed that the
51260 offers generous bass power for a
compact loudspeaker. Orchestral works
had agratifying sense of power and body,
which combined with the Signet's fine
dynamics to grve large-scale music real
impact
The Signet's most obvious strength,
however, lies in its ability to portray music
with both smoothness and clarity.
Superior in sound quality to many
speakers costing far more, the SL260 also
dazzles with its superb build quality and
gorgeous cabinet finish. As such, the
SL260 easily qualifies for "Best Buy"

"The result
was striking...
areal
soundstage."
"The result was striking. "This is wonderful," my listening notes read —"a real
sou ndstage."
The sound produced by the Signets on
this piece (Otello, Karajan and the Vienna
Philharmonic) defied their size and price.
...the 51280] Signets were (and are)
remarkably satisfying on awide range of
music, from the most intimate to the most
bombastic?'
Thomas J. Norton
Stereophile, Vol 13, No 10, October, 1990

status?'
Kent Bransford
HiFi Heretic, Issue 14, Spring, 1991

4

...great ambience
and imaging."

"How do they sound? Holy golden ears —
they're swell!
Gobs of bass and percussive kick...
and there's great ambience and imaging.
The Signet has more bass than the
reference but preserves all the other good
qualities. It almost gives the real feeling of
apipe organ —high praise for such little
woofers.
The Signet SL260 is awinner. It handily
beat the reference on all types of music?'

Audition the Signet SL260 and SL280 in either
oak or black finish at your nearby Signet dealer.
Call 1(800) 933-9022 for complete, unedited
reviews and list of dealers.

silgnet

Gregory Koster
e
The Sensible Sound, Issue 43, Summer, 1991
4701 Hudson Dr., Stow, OH 44224 •(216) 688-9400
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hen John Atkinson asked me to introduce myself, Ihonestly had adifficult time deciding how to begin. The

glasses). One of my worst/best habits came from
my Uncle Tut who, like me, played music virtually nonstop (mostly folk, showtunes, popular,

logical place seemed to be "in the beginning," but

and Dixieland)

the beginning was hard to pinpoint. While my
mother Rita continues to adore Judy Garland and

It's difficult to describe what music has meant
to me. It was the basis of much of my education:

my father (from whom Istole my moniker and

Igot to hear whites and blacks, northerners and

who passed away four years ago) was afan of the
big bands, neither had avery active interest in
music. What they did provide was awonderful
environment where I, my three younger brothers,

southerners, people from all over the world,
composers who died so long ago Ididn't really

and baby sister were encouraged to explote any and
everything with their full support. Two of the
avenues they opened that dramatically changed
my life were books and music—both passion-

ally involving, often providing an escape from
the rest of my reality. Early on Ibecame fascinated with the organ and Bach. No matter how
hard Itried, his work and my piano lessons never

ate interests to this day. They taught me to read,

seemed to match up, but my interests had begun

gave me alibrary card and my first radio (some
big old floor-standing console that provided me
with awindow on aworld Ihonestly hadn't

to form.
In the fourth grade Igot my first "stereo" and

known existed until that time). Ikept the radio

understand it, and points of view Ihad never
heard. Not only that, music was always emotion-

quickly bought any stereo album Icould afford.
(Yes, that included all those Command special

next to my bed, where it played constantly as I

effects records like Spanish Spectacular and Enoch

read endlessly (and that's the real reason Iwear

Light—records Istill own.) My lack of discipline
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TIMEDOMAIN
"DESTINED
TO BECOME
A CLASSIC."
SOTA's designer, physicist
David Fletcher, has created
a loudspeaker system
capable of achieving alevel
of true transparency, that
"see-through" quality which
transports the listener into
the musical performance.

The beautifully handcrafted
SOTA Time DomainTM System
combines the air, openess,
transparency and freedom
from boxiness of the best
planar designs, with the
neutrality, dynamic range,
articulation, detailing and
clarity of the best box
speakers.
No other multi-element oesign
has more coherert phase
response, more consistent
top-to-bottom character, or
more spectacular soundstage
presentation.
For more informaton about
the SOTA Time Domain
Loudspeaker System,

CALL 1-800-772-SOTA
(708-759-8737)
WorldRadioHistory

in staying with any single type of music may have
been formed simply by my access to multiple
forms of music. No one was exercising any influence on me to restrict or channel my listening.
Ibought what Icould and tried to listen to everything Icould.
Money was an issue, as was my desire to be
able to play the things Iwas hearing. As aresult
of these pressures, my taste began to center on
rock. It was easy to play, great to dance to, cheap
because all the hits were on the less expensive 45s,
and it was the music of my generation (I was
born in 1946, apost-WWII celebration baby).
I
joined my first rock band in the seventh grade
and afew years later played with various folk and
jazz groups; mostly on keyboards, usually the
Hammond B-3 organ. My involvement as aperformer lasted until 1967, when Iwent into the
service. Subsequently I've been strictly alistener,
although Ido own apiano, a12-string Yamaha
acoustic guitar, and ablack Fender Stratocaster.
Oddly, based upon my conversations with
others, my interest in specific sounds often led
me toward or away from certain types of music.
For example, Iwould listen to anything with an
organ and avoid most things with atrumpet (my
appreciation of that instrument came late). Early
influences included Jimmy Smith, Bill Doggett,
and Booker T While Elvis may be Corey Greenberg's hero from this early rock era, mine was
clearly Chuck Berry (no, Idon't have ashrine
with any candles in it—I ruined enough of my
records with dripping wax in the '60s). Chuck's
music was great to dance to, easy to learn, and
invariably talked about the kinds of things that
were on my mind (what school-age kid didn't
love "School Days" or "Roll Over Beethoven?").
Iwas equally fascinated with the captivating harmonies of the country-influenced Everly Brothers.
Later loves included the Rascals, Vanilla Fudge
[Go Jack!—Ed], and the Vagrants (that great
Hammond B-3 again).
Sharing musical experiences with others in
bands Iplayed in made those experiences invaluable at every level. Iwas as much influenced by
my dear friends as by any well-known artists.
My sincerest thanks to George Pryzbelek, Gene
Michaux, and Chris Thralls, three guitarists who
shared many magically enjoyable musical experiences with me (eg, Ravi Shankar, Bob Dylan,
Frank Zappa, curtain calls at the local VFW hall,
late nights at HoJo's, long hair before it became
fashionable, etc.).
My interest in classical music, which started

S
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with Bach, was furthered by television. I
just had
to get more of those sounds that were being used
as background music for my favorite shows. I
thank the Lone Ranger for Rossini which, somehow, led me to the great Russian composers (a
lifelong love). My wife Mary has made Chopin
(first) and Liszt (second) household favorites. For
my interest in blues Ithank the late-night DJ
Hound Dog from WNJR in Newark, NJ. Race
never occurred to me as an element of the blues—it
always seemed to be related to one's situation in
life. In my neighborhood, the common denominator was lack of money. The neighborhood had
always been integrated (I thought all neighborhoods were).
My pathetic attempts at playing the guitar led
me to jazz. Iwas fascinated with the underlying
chord structures that were so much more complex and fascinating than those in rock, but still
easily learnable. Wes Montgomery was amajor
early influence here, as were Dave Brubeck (you
mean it really doesn't have to be in 2/4, 5/4, or
4/4?) and Bill Evans (back to my love of the
piano). Most recently, John Schaefer of NY public radio station WNYC has broadened my appreciation of what he calls "new sounds" (also the
name of his wonderful book).
When it comes to music, Ilike virtually everything, although Ihave never become an opera or
country fan. Ialways listen to the lyrics of avocal.
(I continue to be amazed at how many people
never listen to the lyrics—have you ever really paid
attention to Sade's lyrics?) With opera, Idon't
understand the lyrics; with country Ido. They
are the reasons Igenerally have never become as
interested in these two musical genres. My music
library, consisting of well over 4000 LPs and
approximately 1000 CDs, is roughly 30% rock,
30% classical, 15% jazz, 15% new age/new
sounds, and adiverse 10% of blues, folk, showtunes, and popular.
Equipment was amuch later and less significant interest. AIII wanted was something—anything—that could play music. Any old radio or
phonograph or instrument would do. If something broke, Isimply replaced it. Ihonestly
thought Ihad died and gone to heaven when I
got my first portable radio—one Ikept with me
constantly. This actually introduced me to my
first equipment vs music controversy—to buy
those new records or get some new batteries!
Ibecame aware of the importance of how
things sounded through the various bands I
played in, not by listening to reproduced music
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CABLE ENHANCERTM
(Patents pending)

For Fast, Effective Cable Burn-In!
Unique rich harmonic, digitalized circuit effectively burns in audio
cables in only 48 hours! Amazing sound improvement —
significantly more effective than regular music playback burn-in.
"The Duo-Tech Cable Enhancer
works! Period! Ipredict you will
be surprised by the improvement you will hear after this
treatment. The detail was so improved that we could count the
number of strings being plucked on a harp note."
—Roger C. Murray — Bound For Sound

"The improvement was so clear
Icould tell the differences from
memory. The cable sounded
richer & more natural in the mid
band. Both the higher & lower
octaves were more extended.
I'm totally convinced of Cable
Enhancer's capability."
—Leo Fung — Audiophile Magazine
July 28, 1991

"The differences...amount to a
full grade point on a ten point
scale. Duo-Tech has areal winner in the CE 1000 CABLE
ENHANCER."
—Ian Joel
Positive Feedback Magazine

"The sound had become
significantly smoother and
more wide open than the untreated pair. There was more air
in the music, and all details
were better resolved. Overall
the effectiveness of cable burn
in by the Cable Enhancer is
remarkable."
—Wing Cheung — Audio Technique
September, 1991

"Bass was tighter & cleaner, the
highs sweeter, and the sound
more realistic and less congested. A series of cables has
been enhanced and it has
bene fitted all of them. Irecommend it highly...
I can say with complete confidence that the Enhancer
works well, and is worth the
money."
—Mark Schneider
In Terms Of Music, (ph 312-262-5918)

Dealers! — You can hear
truly burned in cables for the
first time at the 1992 Winter
CES. We'll be at the Sahara
Hotel, Room 6118.
Stop By! You'll Be
Impressed!
'TO ORDER
SEND

$1792°

Plus $4.50 shipping & handling to:

DUO-TECH CORPORATION
37396 Ruben Lane • Building F •Sandy, OR 97055
(503) 668-3295 FAX (503) 668-3298
VISA & Mastercard Accepted
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through audio gear. In particular,1 was very frustrated with the equipment most groups used to
reproduce the human voice. Hanging around,
people would sound great singing atune, but
much of the magic of those voices was lost when
they had to be amplified to fill ahall or be heard
over other instruments. Microphones and PA
equipment became the bane of my musical life.
Ihad always appreciated the differences in
sound quality of various versions of the same
instrument; eg, aLowery organ vs aHammond,
or either as apathetic imitation of areal pipe
instrument. The real killer was one of my Lowery organs. It used aton of tubes, mostly 12AX7s.
At first Ionly replaced them when they wouldn't
produce any sound (long after the "blue" phase
of tube life). Ibought tubes by the box fill. Damn
if some of them didn't sound better than others.
And so it began. Here Iowe aparticular debt
of gratitude to the wonderful people at HiFi
Haven in New Brunswick, NJ. They let me hang
around, borrow equipment, sell my used gear,
and generally learn just how important audio
equipment can be. While Istrongly disagree with
Andy Singer's comment that who you buy from
is more important than what you buy (Vol.14
No.7, p.68), Iwould have no trouble saying that
the who and what can be of equal importance.
While Ican still listen to music on anything—
car radios, tabletops, portable cassette or CD
players, Sam Tellig's system (just kidding; it feels
great to get back at Sam!)—I've grown to appreciate just how much more enjoyable the listening
experience can be with great source material and
great equipment. It took time to understand the
differences between the "boom & sizzle" Ihad
been accustomed to vs the sound of atruly flat
response. My ambivalence during this period led
me to sell my Quads to buy apair of Rectilinear
Ills. When Ifinally got back on the right track,

dimensions, however, specifically those relating
to soundstaging. Ihighly value acomponent's
ability to recreate asoundstage with realistic
width and depth, reasonably precise placement
of performers, holographic imaging within the
stage, and arealistic relationship between the
locations of the performers and myself (something Icontinue to call perspective, or hall seat).
Specialty audio (the High End) offers even more.
It begins to provide realistic dynamics, an
uncanny ability to reveal inner detail, and anatural ambience. These, too, are important to me.
Once heard, it's frustrating not to have these
additional aspects of the live experience.
On the negative side, Istrongly dislike additive
colorations; anything that the equipment adds
to the music, like exaggerated frequency peaks
or distortions. Words like "bright:' "hard," and
"boomy" imply characteristics that Icertainly
don't want in any of my own audio gear. It's much
easier, for me, to accept subtractive colorations.
My vivid imagination is much happier filling in
things that are missing than trying to take out
things that don't belong.
My current system starts with an analog front
end made up of aBenz Micro MC-3 cartridge,
Versa Dynamics Model 1.0 integrated vacuum
arm/'table, and Magnan Type Vi phono leads.
The digital front end starts with an Esoteric P-2
through ICimber KCAG into aTheta DS Pro
Generation II with Magnan Type Vi cable. Both
front ends feed aConvergent Audio Technology
SL-1 Revised preamplifier through the ubiquitous Magnans into Audio Research Classic 150s.
These drive ProAc Response Threes via ARC
speaker cable. Other essentials include aVP!
HW-17 record cleaner, LAST record preservative, CD Stoplight, ASC Gobos, and Arcici Lead
Balloon stands. That's it.

the Ins were replaced with Dahlquist DQ-10s
(later augmented with one subwoofer and the
passive crossover, then asecond subwoofer, then
the famous LP-1 active crossover—I was clearly
addicted at this point).
Tonal colorations constituted my first awareness of sonic differences and remain my primary
concern. Ivalue aneutral balance but can live
with attenuations at the frequency extremes,
especially in the bottom. Midrange richness and
accuracy are paramount. This most important
of all sonic considerations is achievable with even
monophonic equipment and older mono recordings. Stereo reproduction opens up additional
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1992
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Audition the B&K M-200s
at aDealer Soon:
"That's the big news with the Sonata Series M-200 Monoblocks:
they are real high-end amps, not very far short of the best solidstate amps available. And like Iwas telling Apogee's Jason Bloom
the other day, 'What abargain!'"
— Sam Tellig, STEREOPHILE, January 1991, Vol. 14, No. 1
•B&K Components, Ltd. has designed a
This is followed by constant testing of
family of amplifiers and pre-amplifiers
each component by manufacturing.
meant to challenge the best equipment
To give you an idea of our standards,
manufactured today. All design, engieach metal film resistor, capacitor, and
neering, manufacturing and services
transistor is tested for functionality and
takes place under one roof in Buffalo,
tolerance before being used in aB&K
New York. This allows B&K to integrate
product. We also follow strict guidelines
all phases of product development and
in all other areas of our manufacturing so
manufacturing
that each B&K
as ateam. We
amplifier and
have at B&K
pre-amplifier
over the last 10
will be as close
years refined
to the enginboth our deeering ideal as
sign and manis humanly posufacturing
sible. By cornprocess in an
miting to this
effort to prolevel of quality,
vide you with
B&K is able to
state of the art
provide a
audio equipproduct that is
ment that is
musical, reliboth reliable
Sonata Series
able and of exand affordable.
M-200 Monoblocks
cellent value.
•Our commitment at B&K is to provide
It is our hope that by carefully working
the best value in audio, this starts at the together at B&K as ateam, we can supply
component level. Each component must
you with the best value in audio today
undergo arigid pre-approval process.
and in the future.

"In short, asuperb performance from B&K's most noteworthy
product to date. The M-200 power amplifier is asmashing
success by any standard and an absolute steal at the price."

lee

— Kent Bransford, HIFI HERETIC

B&K COMPONENTS, LTD.
1971 Abbott Road, Buffalo, New York 14218-3241
NY: 716-822-8488 FAX: 716-822-8306 1-800-543-5252

Call or write fo information and the ndme of your nearest dealer.
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The B&K Sonata Series M-200s
Sam Tellig likes can be found at:
ALABAmA
ACCURATE AUDIO EAST
205-821-4902

liumt (MAIN SYSItms
404-255-2673
MUSIC AUDIO, INC.
404-565-2118
THE STEREO SHOP
404-863-9143

ARIZONA
SOUND ALTERNATIVES
602-224-9400
TUSCON STEREO
602-795-5405
CALIFORNIA NORTHERN)
ACCURATE IV
916-541-1666
THE GOLDEN EAR
916-345-1763
HARMONY AUDIO VIDEO
415-661-2525
MATEO HI-FIDELITY, INC.
415-573-6506
PARADYME INC.
916-971-3600
PERFORMANCE AUDIO
415-543-4505, 415-441-6220
SOUND ADVICE
707-442-4462
SOUND GOODS INC.
415-949-4000, 408-559-1919
WORLD OF SOUND
415-928-3101, 415-383-4343
CALIFORNIA (SOUTHERN)
AUDIO BY DESIGN
714-851-0112
AUDIO TODAY
714-891-7575
AUDIO VIDEO CITY
213-838-8889
BEVERLY HILLS AUDIO
213-276-2031
CENTRAL COAST AUDIO
805-473-3123
GNP AUDIO/VIDEO
818-577-7767
THE LASERS EDGE
818-705-V37
IASERTEK
818-288-0200
MISSION AUDIO
805-682-7575
RADIOACTIVE SOUND
213-470-9144
ROYAL SOUND
213-733-3400
SOUNDTEK CORP.
213-222-9044
STEREO UNLIMITED
619-223-8151

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
MYER-EMCO
202-342-9200
DELAWARE
BRYN MAWR
302-479-0233
FLORIDA
AUDIO CENTER, INC.
305-566-0233
AUDIO SERVICE LAB
407-461-9180
GEORGIA
AUDIO SOLUTIONS
404-381-0778
CHATTANOOGA VALLEY
AUDIO/VIDEO
404-861-0282

INDIANA
THREE RIVERS AUDIO CO.
219-422-5460
YE OLDE HI-FI SHOP
317-253-5480
IOWA
HAWKEYE AUDIO
319-337-41378

NORTH CAROLINA
AUDIO BUYS, INC.
919.821-1776
AUDIO VISIONS
919-493-8888
HIGHER FIDELITY
704-889-5440
TAYLOR HOUSE, INC.
704-483-5730

KANSAS
GOLDEN STEREO
913-648-3750
KENTUCKY
STEREO SHOP
606-278-7278
MARYLAND
ABSOLUTELY SOUND
301-424-8955
THE LISTENING ROOM
301-239-2020
MYER-EMCO
301-595-7900, 301-468-2000
MASSACHUSETTS
AUDIO STUDIO
617-V7-0111
CLEARLY AUDIBLE LTD.
508-531-6640

COLORADO
SOUND HOUNDS
303-722-3200, 303-221-9443
THE STEREO FILE
303-442-2166
CONNECTICUT
ROBERTS AUDIO/VIDEO
203-442-5314
SOUND UNLIMITED
203-584-0131

ILLINOIS
CHAMPAGNE AUDIO
217-344-0805
CHICAGO SPEAKER WORKS
312-769-5640
CUSTOM AUDIO, INC.
708-516-8606
INTERIOR SOUND
DESIGNS, INC.
309-698-4667
REEL TO REAL DESIGNS
217-544-5252
ROSINE AUDIO
708-677-0050

MINNESOTA
AMALGAMATED AUDIO VIDEO
507-286-1328
HI-END AUDIO
612-933-4064
HOUSE OF HIGH FIDELITY
612-645-6990
MISSOURI
COLUMBIA PHOTO
314-443-0503
ST. LOUIS SOUND CO.
314-993-0002
NEW HAMPSHIRE
AUDIO ENSEMBLE
603-886-4742
NEW JERSEY
AUDIO CONNECTION
201-239-1799
AUDIO NEXUS
201-277-0333
BRYN MAWR
609-482-0770
CSA AUDIO
201-744-0600
HAL'S STEREO & VIDEO
609-883-6338
HI-TECH STEREO/VIDEO
201-542-3334
STUART'S AUDIO, INC.
201-232-0483, 201-568-2338
NEW MEXICO
ABSOLUTE AUDIO STORE
505.251-909

BC)»
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NEW YORK
\LTAIR AUDIO, INC
518-452-3525
AUDIO DEN LTD.
516-360-1990
AUDIO EXCELLENCE
914-747-1411
AUDIO NOUVEAU
716-394-6180
EARDRUM AUDIO 8) VIDEO INC.
914-623-3983
FAIRPORT SOUND WORKS
716-377-6530
INNOVATIVE AUDIO
718-596-0888
LODESTAR AUDIO 8) VIDEO
718-321-1500
LONGPLAYER STEREO
914-254-3000
PARK AVE. AUDIO, INC.
212-685-8101
PERFORMANCE A/V LTD.
516-378-43139
SPEAKER SHOP, INC.
716-837-1557
STEREO EXCHANGE
212-505-1111

OHIO
ATLANTIS HOME ENT.
SYSTEMS INC.
216-381-6700
AUDIO ETC.
513-429-4434
OHIO SOUND
216-633-0502
PROGRESSIVE AUDIO
614-299-0565
THRESHOLD AUDIO
614-522-3520
OREGON
HAWTHORNE STEREO
503-234-4833

It SAS
ACCURATE AUDIO VIDEO
214-692-6597
GALEN CAROL AUDIO
512-494-3551
THE GROOVE AUDIO/VIDEO
713-523-2900
MUSIC BY DESIGN
512-458-1667
OMNI SOUND
214-964-6664
UTAH
DISCRIMINATING MUSIC
801-467-9649
VERMONT
CITY STEREO
802-863-4372
VIRGINIA
AEOLIAN PRODUCTS
804-792-6946
AUDIO ART
804-644-8903
GIFTED LISTENER AUDIO
703-818-8000
MYER-EMCO
301-921-0700
WASHINGTON
ADVANCED AUDIO SYSTEMS
206-472-3133
AUDIO CONNECTION
206-524-7251
HAWTHORNE STEREO
206-881-3916
WISCONSIN
SALON IAUDIO
715-421-5910
SOUND INVESTMENTS, LTD.
414-438-1818
UNIVERSITY AUDIO
608-248-0001
AUSTRALIA
INTERDYN
613-429-1944
AUSTRIA
KAUFMANN HI-FI
43 747 261529
CANADA
SHINON, INC.
416-462-3500

PENNSYLVANIA
BETTER SOUNDCONCEPTS
412.731-3737
BRYN MAWR
215-885-4400, 215-525-6300
CHESTNUT HILL AUDIO
215-923-3035
HI -FI -HOUSE
814-237-8888
MUSIC MATTERS
717-752-1195
PALMER AUDIO, INC.
215-820-6377
SOUND ADVICE, INC.
215-345-8554
SOUND SERVICE CO.
215-725-1177
STEREO BARN
215-267-2955, 215-376-7122,
717-393-43V
STEREO TRADING OUTLET
215-886-1650

PHILLIPPINES
APOLINARIO & ASSOCIATES
632 99 3066

RHODE ISLAND
OCEAN STATE AUDIO
401-521-1140

SINGAPORE
REFERENCE AUDIO
65 338 5577

TENNESSEE
CUMBERLAND AUDIO GRP., INC
615-297-4700
HI-FI BUYS
615-832-3121

SPAIN
SARTE AUDIO ELITE, S.L.
346 351 0798

GERMANY
TUBAPHON COMPONENTS
49 234 37430
HONG KONG
ELEPHANT RADIO CO., LTD.
852-520-2330
INDONESIA
SINAR MAS
62 21 533 0135
IRELAND
CLONEY AUDIO
353 12 889 449
ITALY
MPI ELECTRONICS
392 936 4195

TAIWAN
TAIFU ELECTRONICS CORP.
886 27466015

Music brought to you by B&K
B&K COMPONENT S, LTD.
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LINN KARIKINUMERIK CD PLAYER
Robert Harley

Linn Karik/Numerik CD player
Remote-controlled two-box (transport and processor) CD player. Conversion: dual 20-bit ladder DACs. Digital
filtering: 8x-oversampling. Audio specifications: none provided. Dimensions: 12.5" W by 3" H by 13" D (each
box, not including rear-panel connectors). Price: $5590. Approximate number of US dealers: 100. Manufacturer
Linn Products Limited, Glasgow, Scotland. US Distributor Audiophile Systems, 8709 Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis,
IN 46256. Tel: (317) 849-7103. Fax: (317) 841-4107.
When the Compact Disc was first introduced
nearly ten years ago, many were critical of the
sound quality from this medium that promised
"Perfect Sound Forever." To many sensitive
listeners digital playback was atravesty that paled
by comparison to even modestly priced turntable/arm/cartridge combinations. Ironically,
those listeners who first praised CD sound have
been forced to recant when confronted by the
huge improvements in digital to analog conversion (and AID conversion) seen in the past few
years.

No one was more critical of CD than Linn
Products and its founder and guru, Ivor Tiefenbrun. Ivor is the man who nearly single-handedly taught the world how important the turntable is in the music reproduction chain. His
audio philosophy—and marketing strategy—
indelibly changed the face of high-end audio
around the world. The concept that the front end
of any playback system is the most important
seemed radical to those who felt (and still feel)
that loudspeakers are the primary determining
factor in sound quality. Beginning in the early
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1970s, Ivor tirelessly demonstrated his views—
and his product, the Linn Sondek LP12 turntable—at hi-fi stores and shows. Ivor also sought
to teach the man on the street that playback quality was important, and that you didn't have to be
atrained, critical listener to enjoy the benefits of
high-quality music in the home. His efforts were
well rewarded: more than 100,000 LP12s have
been sold; remarkably, this turntable was the
standard by which all other turntables were
judged for over adecade.'
But back to CD replay. Ivor once made the
statement that Linn wouldn't sell aCD player

The processor has been dubbed the Numerik,
after Linn's professional processor. With identical
dimensions and black finish, the two pieces look
quite at home stacked atop each other.
The Numerik's front panel is minimalist, with
only apower on/off switch and agreen LED to
indicate that the unit is powered. The Karik's
front panel is similarly understated: three buttons, disc drawer, and afold-down panel are the
only features disturbing the solid black look.
This is in keeping with Linn's idea that CD replay
should be as simple as LP replay: put the disc in
and press one button.
Most of the usual CD features are found

until the technology was advanced to the point
that it could outperform his lowest-priced turn-

behind the Karik's panel, including search, skip,

table, the Linn Basik—never mind the LP12.
While other manufacturers rushed to market
with new digital products every year, Linn was

index search, and display control functions. Most
users, however, will use the large remote control
supplied with the system. This remote is iden-

quietly pursuing its own digital agenda. They
developed digital products for their own pur-

tical to that used with Linn's 'Cairn preamp and
Kremlin tuner. Consequently, there are many
more buttons than on astandard CD player
remote control. The remote will work pointed

poses—learning and evaluation—without feeling
the need for immediate return on investment.
Part of their research effort involved designing
A/D converters for their own recording projects.

in any direction, and even from another room
(provided the doors are left open). With an all-

They felt the need to be involved in the encod-

Linn system, the remote can control amulti-

ing side of digital audio to fully understand the
decoding side. The result was the Numerik pro-

room installation. RCA jacks on the Karik allow

cessor, a$50,000 audiophile version of the professional Sony PCM-1630 (which is used to

The Karik's front-panel display defaults to
track number and play/pause indicator. Four time
displays can be selected from the front panel or
remote control: total time elapsed, track time

make virtually all CD master tapes).
And now, after years of anticipation, speculation, and rumor, the Linn CD Player has arrived. Serial number 000001 came off the line on
aTuesday, and by Thursday, John Atkinson,
Martin Dalgleish (Linn's Product Development
Manager), Audiophile Systems' Gary Warzin,
and Iwere auditioning it in my listening room.
Was the Linn CD Player worth waiting for?
We'll find out.

wired remote-control operation.

elapsed, total time remaining, and track time
remaining. A button on the rear panel turns the
display off after 20 seconds of receiving acommand. The display is reactivated by using any
function.
The Numerik has no front-panel controls or
displays; the usual indicator lights (sampling rate,
lock, etc.) are instead found on the rear panel.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

Although the Numerik has two digital inputs,
no input selector switch is provided. Here's how

Although Linn calls their new product aCD
player, it is actually aseparate CD transport and

it works: With the Karik connected to input #1,
turning off its digital output from the front panel

D/A converter. In typical Linn fashion, they can-

causes the Numerik to default to input #2. The

not imagine anyone using the Linn transport

Karik's digital mute switch thus functions as the

without the Linn converter, and vice versa. Both

Numerik's input selector. This unusual feature
permits operation of the Numerik in an inacces-

units, however, are available separately. (Individual prices were not available at press time.)
The transport is called the Karik. The name is
avariation on a Gaelic word that translates
loosely to "a pinnacle appearing out of the water."
1In our 1988 reader survey, the LP12 was the second most
represented turntable among the 9000 respondents, after the
Acoustic Research in all in its manifestations.
—JA
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sible location. Neat.
Sampling-rate selection (44.1kHz or 48kHz)
is automatic. Although the Karik does have an
optical output—this has a20Mbs bandwidth cf
the Toslink's 6Mbs—the Numerik has only BNC
coaxial inputs. The analog output appears on two
pairs of RCA jacks.
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THE KARIK
One look at the rear panels and it's obvious that
the Linn Karik/Numerik is unlike other CD
players; the Karik's rear panel holds a9-pin "D"
connector marked "diagnostic output," and each
BNC input/output is accompanied by an RCA
jack marked "CD Sync Input" (or "Output").
Interesting.
Let's start with the diagnostic output. This
port connects to an IBM-compatible PC running Linn software. An owner can periodically
have his Karik checked by Linn dealers who have
the computer and software. Among the information available on this port are error rates (broken down into specific error syndromes identifying the number of missing or erroneous
symbols and in which decoder stage), the servo
control voltage needed to maintain aspecified
laser power, and the tracking servo signal. This
information allows the retailer to know if the
player is performing optimally and when the laser
is about to quit. Lasers in CD players have afinite
life, typically about 1000 hours. Unlike most CD
players and transports, changing the laser is relatively easy in the Karik. More on this later.
But what about this "CD Sync Output"? An
RCA cable connects the Numerik's CD Sync
Output to the Karik's CD Sync Input, forcing
the transport to lock to the processor's clock.
With the exception of the Sony CDP-Rl/DASR1 reviewed in Vol.11 No.12, the Karik/Numerik
is the first consumer product to use this technique. Instead of recovering the clock signal from
the transport's S/PDIF output, the Numerik
serves as the master clock. The accompanying
sidebar has acomplete description of this unusual
feature.
The Karik transport represents a"ground-up"
engineering effort. Rather than buy off-the-shelf
mechanisms with their inherent mass-scale cost
compromises, Linn started with aclean sheet of
paper and rethought what atransport mechanism should do. The entire mechanism was
designed and built by Linn in Scotland. It is
unusual in many ways, including the method of
clamping the disc from the top. Interestingly, one
of the few other mechanisms built from scratch
(the Esoteric P-2) also uses top clamping, as does
the popular Soloist Audio modification.
The transport features four motors and avery
solid build quality. Servo control is handled by
aHitachi chip; EFM decoding, error correction,
and digital audio formatting are performed by
anew Sony surface-mount IC. This is the first

time I've seen this Sony chip; it reportedly has
more powerful error correction than its predecessors.
The Karik's power supply uses nearly the same
components as the Kairn, but with different
regulation stages. Each motor driver and the
VCO supply is independently regulated. Every
power-supply rail of every stage is buffered
with an emitter follower to increase supply isolation. Smoothing is provided primarily by two
33,000µF and one 22,000µF caps, and three-pin
TO-220 chips regulate each supply stage.
There are acouple of nice tricks inside the
Karik. CD players typically have aribbon cable
to the laser assembly, carrying focus and tracking
servos as well as the HF signal retrieved from the
disc. To avoid potential degradation of the HF
signal by the servos, the Karik has aseparate
shielded coaxial conductor for the HF signal
coming off the disc, away from the servo-conducting ribbon cable. When you see touches like
that, you know the designers have done their
homework and left no detail to chance.
The transport was designed to be serviced in
the field. One ofLinn's goals was to build aplayer
that could be maintained for several decades
rather than thrown away when it wore out. The
entire transport mechanism can be replaced in
less than 30 minutes, usually by adealer. After
installing the new mechanism the dealer can
verify optimum performance by looking at the
Karik's diagnostic port output.
Overall, Iwas impressed by the amount of
design effort in the Karik. The decision to build
amechanism from scratch, its serviceability,
diagnostic port, and careful design touches reflect
awell-thought-out machine. The only complaint
Ihad, reportedly corrected on later production,
was that the disc drawer didn't quite close all
the way.
THE NUMERIK
The Numerik is similarly forward-thinking in
design. The unit uses abrand-new chip set not
yet seen in any other D/A converter.
The digital filter is an 8x-oversampling unit
from Burr-Brown, the DF1700. This linearphase filter has 20-bit word output and 25-bit
internal word length. Ihaven't seen this filter used
before; most converters use the NPC or Sony
digital filters.
D/A conversion is handled by dual BurrBrown PCM63P DACs, another brand-new
part. This 20-bit monolithic DAC, called a
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"Sign-Magnitude" converter, has some impressive performance specifications. Isaw one of the
PCM63P's designers give atechnical paper on
the part at the 1990 Los Angeles AES convention. The DAC has excellent low-level linearity
and doesn't need MSB trimming. This is aresult
oía neat trick: the zero crossing point where all
bits toggle (the 19 LSBs turn off and the MSB
turns on, or vice versa) is shifted to amuch higher
level, moving the zero crossing glitch away from
low-level signals. This technique is described in
more detail in my review of the Museatex DCC
in Vol.13 No.11. In that product, the same goal
was achieved by conventional DACs and proprietary circuitry. The PCM63P incorporates these
techniques within amonolithic part. Linn chose
the PCM63P after listening to over adozen
DACs. Incidentally, the PCM63Ps used in the
Numerik are the highest grade available, then
selected by Linn for lowest switching noise.
APhilips SAA7273 S/PDIF input receiver was
chosen over the more popular Yamaha chip.
When the Numerik's sync cable drives the Karik,
the clock recovery portion of this chip is unused.
Without this sync cable, the 7273 can function
normally. The input receiver and the 8x-oversampling digital filter are shielded by apair of flat
metal cans.
The power supply features alarge toroidal
transformer, dual frill-wave bridge rectifiers, and
generous filter capacitors. The ±15V analog rails
are supplied from separate transformer windings
and adedicated full-wave bridge rectifier. Like
the Karik, each rail of each stage is buffered with
an emitter follower. Four trim pots adjust the
reference voltages to the DACs.
Current to voltage conversion (I/V) is performed by the popular AD846 op-amp from
Analog Devices. The analog output stage is all
discrete, with 1% metal-film resistors and 1%
polystyrene and polypropylene caps. These caps,
found in all Linn products, are hermetically
sealed to maintain their characteristics over long
periods of time. The output filter is afifth-order
Bessel type, and de-emphasis is passive, switched
in by JFETs.
All the circuitry is contained on asingle printed
circuit board, with maximum physical separation
between digital and analog sections. Further
reducing RF contamination, the digital signals
have been band-limited to reduce their RF radiation. In addition, critical pcb traces are shielded
from noise, and the master oscillator is low-noise
and isolated by RF shielding. There was obviSTEREOPHILE, J
ANUARY 1992

ously much thought put into the Numerik's
design, especially in keeping RF noise out of the
analog sections.
Construction and parts quality were high, but
there were afew "Band-Aids" (additional components soldered on after the board layout was
finished) around the digital filter.

THE MUSIC
Iauditioned the Linn CD player with three
different pairs of loudspeakers that made their
ways through my listening room over the past
weeks: the Monitor Audio Studio 20 reviewed
last month, the Apogee Centaur Minor reviewed
in this issue, and my reference system, the Hales
System Two Signatures augmented by aMuse
Model 18 subwoofer. VTL 225W monoblocks
were the primary amplifiers—a Jeff Rowland
Model One saw brief action—and an Audio
Research LS2 line-stage preamplifier provided
gain and switching control. Interconnects were
Straight Wire Maestro and loudspeaker cable was
Symo, AudioQuest Dragon/Clear, or Sterling/
midnight bi-wired sets. AC power to the processors was conditioned by aTice Power Block
and Titan.
Iput the Linn CD player up against some very
tough competition—the Theta Data Universal
Transport driving the Audio Research DAC120. Both the Data and DAC1-20 are, in my opinion, some of the best digital playback products
yet designed. Coincidentally, they are about the
same price as the Linn CD player ($5900 vs
$5590). During Linn's visit, they encouraged me
to compare their player to any combination of
processor and transport Iwanted, regardless of
price. Thus the Data/DAC1-20 seemed an appropriate reference.
In addition to long-term "single presentation"
listening, the Linn was compared with other digital processors. Some of these included the new
Theta DS Pro Basic II, ICinergetics KCD-55
Ultra, Deltec PDM Two, Meridian 203, and that
long-term reference, the Wadia 2000. Levels were
matched between processors to 0.1dB at lkHz.
Although the Linn CD Player comprises the
Karik transport and Numerik converter, Idecided to treat them as asingle product. While
audiophiles can buy them separately, Idoubt
many will. The two units form amusically synergistic combination, partially as aresult of the
separate sync connection described in the sidebar.
Further, Linn owners tend to buy into the Linn
philosophy and are less inclined to mix'n'match
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with non-Linn components. Those wanting to
own the Linn CD Player can buy the Numerik
for use with their existing transport or CD player
and buy the Karik as finances permit.
Well, how does the long-awaited Linn CD
Player sound?
Like no other digital processor I've auditioned.
The Linn's musical presentation was very different from those of other digital products. In anutshell, it was gentle, smooth, intimate, delicate,
and had aremarkable sense of ease.
One of the first presentation aspects to strike
me about the Linn was its laid-back character.
The music was set back between and behind the
loudspeakers rather than thrust forward. The
word "vivid," used to describe some digital processors' presentations, certainly didn't apply to
the Linn. There was agentleness and analog-like

ease that was somehow different from other digital products I've heard. Even compared to the
Audio Research DAC1-20, avery musical and
laid-back processor, the Linn was much more
gentle and "un-hi-fi" sounding. More on this
later.
The Linn's tonal balance and portrayal of
instrumental textures was unusual—with good
and bad aspects. I'll start with the good. The treble was perhaps the smoothest and most natural
Ihave heard from digital replay. The highfrequency hash, glare, and steely hardness that
often characterize digital were notably absent.
Instead, the treble was velvety smooth, gentle,
and soft, yet rich in detail. The entire high-frequency presentation seemed to take astep back,
with awarmth and lushness that invited the listener into the music. There was apalpable feeling

I
N SYNC!

The Linn CD player completely sidesteps a
problem that plagues all other CD transport/processor combinations: jitter in the
recovered clock. Linn's method is so simple
I'm surprised no one else has done it before.
In fact, I'm surprised that the S/PDIF (Sony/
Philips Digital Interface Format) standard
didn't incorporate this technique when the
interface standard was established. But before
looking at Linn's solution, let's see how a
conventional transport and D/A converter
interface works.
The S/PDIF output of aCD transport—
the RCA jack marked "Digital Out"—carries
left and right audio information and subcode.
All digital transmission must have aclock
timing reference, and the S/PDIF signal is no
exception. In the S/PDIF format, the clock
is embedded in the audio data. (It's actually
more accurate to say the audio data are embedded in the clock signal.)
In the digital processor, the S/PDIF receiver
chip (usually aYamaha chip) gets this signal,
strips out the subcode and audio data, and
generates anew clock based on the incoming

transport's data stream. When used in astandard implementation, the ubiquitous Yamaha
chip typically generates between two and five
nanoseconds (2-5ns) of clock jitter.
The problem arises when the digital words
are converted to analog at the D/A converter
chips (DACs). The word clock, asubdivision
of the master clock signal, tells the DACs
when to convert the data word at its input to
an analog output signal. Because the clock
has jitter, the timing of that conversion will
be somewhat in error, the result being that
the analog output waveform will be misshapen, aphenomenon seen in fig.l. Further,
clock jitter increases the noise floor and creates sidebands on either side of the audio frequency being processed, the frequencies of
which are related to those present in thejitter.
These spurious sidebands are not harmonically related to the music and may be responsible for the hash and hardness so often heard
from digital audio. The theoretical maximum

clock by using aPhase Locked Loop (PLL)

allowable jitter for a16-bit word length is 200

circuit. This clock "recovered" by the PLL

picoseconds—about

then serves as the timing reference for the
entire converter. PLLs, however, have an inherent inaccuracy: their operation is based on
an error signal and thus they are not perfectly
locked to the incoming clock. Further, because the PLL changes the phase of the pro-
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cessor's Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO)
to match that of the incoming clock, it will
attempt to follow jitter components in the

sthe amount ofjit-

ter produced by the ubiquitous Yamaha receiver chip.
Note that the amount of jitter and frequency distribution of the jitter create an
analog-like variability in the final analog output signal. The argument that digital audio
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of relaxation and ease when listening to the
Linn—like good analog.
This soft treble rendering resulted in amore
natural portrayal of high-frequency-rich instrumental textures. There was acomplete lack of
edge, grain, and bite. Cymbals were smooth and
"brass-like" rather than overlaid with awhitenoise-like grain. Sax was round and smooth
instead of thin and edgy. Ifound these characteristics an asset on the majority of recordings.
With some music, however, Imissed the sense
of immediacy and palpability heard through the
DAC1-20. On Dick Hyman Plays Fats Waller
(Reference Recordings RR-33CD), for example,
the sound of the Bitisendorfer's hammers hitting
the strings and the piano's transient characteristics were somewhat muted and less realistic
through the Linn. (I listened extensively to the

Fig.1 The effect of digital domain jitter in the
reconstructed analog signal
either works perfectly or doesn't work at all
—"it's the same ones and zeros"—is afallacy.
Iurge you to read JA's superb article on clock
jitter starting on p.179 of Vol.13 No.12 (December 1990). It includes afull discussion of
this phenomenon as well as graphs of computer simulations of the effects of varying
amounts ofjittent The "Industry Update" on
the discovery of Logic-Induced Modulation
(LIM) in Vol.14 No.9 is also illustrative.
Now, ifjitter in the recovered clock is such
aproblem, isn't there abetter way to do it?
Yes. The solution is to generate aclean, relatively jitter-free clock in the D/A converter,
1As this issue goes to press, RH and Iare putting together
the program for the second Stereophile Test CD. gall goes
according to plan—and that is not always certain—I intend
to include test tones that are alllicted with various kinds and
levels ofjitter so that traders can hear for themselves the variability in the analog signal introduced by aproblem in the digital domain.
—JA
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live piano when this recording was made) There
was asoftness to the treble that "rounded the
edges" of the piano's upper registers.
Inoticed atrend concerning which music was
better served by the Linn, which by the DAC120: naturally recorded purist CDs could sound
alittle lacking in life through the Linn, while the
vast majority of overly bright and strident recordings made with peaky condenser microphones and brittle electronics benefited from the
Linn's softer tonal balance.
The Linn had asomewhat light and dry mid
and upper bass. There was less sense of warmth
and roundness, resulting in athinner presentation. Bass lines made less of amusical contribution, often becoming less distinct. Ipreferred the
DAC1-20's bass presentation to the Linn's on
virtually all recordings. Bass lines were more disand force the data source—the CD transport
—to lock to this reference. Instead of making the transport the master and the converter
the slave, this technique reverses those roles.
Instead of sending the clock in the data, the
processor sends aclock to the transport on
aseparate cable.
If the solution's so simple, why doesn't
every manufacturer use this technique? One
answer may be that processor manufacturers
don't include adock output because no transports have aclock input. Similarly, transport
manufacturers don't have aclock input because processor manufacturers don't provide
aclock output. Further, there is no standard
for what kind of signal the processor should
output.
Linn has leapfrogged this dilemma by making both transport and processor to their specifications. The Numerik converter's "CD
Sync Output" drives the Karik's "CD Sync
Input!' ADC voltage is transmitted, controlling aVCO in the transport that varies the
rotational drive speed to match the Nurnerik's
internal clock.
To make the Numerik and Karik compatible with other processors and transports, the
Numerik also has aconventional clock recovery circuit. It is thus possible to listen to
the difference between the two techniques—
just unplug the RCA cable carrying the dock
from the processor to the transport. The dramatic sonic difference is described in the
review.
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tinct and palpable through the DAC1-20, adding
to asense of weight and fullness. Paradoxically,
the Linn had more extension and power in the
low bass (below 60Hz) than the DAC1-20. Kick
drum had more of the lowermost component
through the Linn (an impression heard only with
the Muse subwoofer), and slightly more punch.
Neither processor, however, had the rock-solid,
driving power and bass tightness exemplified by
the Wadia or Theta processors.
The Linn's soundstage didn't have the huge,
sculpted quality sometimes heard from the best
processors and transports. Instead, it was smaller,
intimate, and less dramatic. On small groups—
jazz quartets and chamber music—this rendering
was more realistic (Water Music (Harmonia
Mundi 907010) and McCoy Tyner's New York
Reunion (ChesIcyJD51), for example). Image outlines were less sharply defined, instead having
agentler perspective. The contrast between
"light and shadow" was less vivid. The Linn's
ability to spatially separate disparate musical
lines, however, was superb. The synthetic homogeneity often heard from digital was replaced by
asense of individual instruments in real space.
The sax and flugelhorn during the ensemble
playing in one of my own jazz recordings were
well differentiated. Some processors tend to blur
these instruments into something other than a
sax and flugelhom playing the same parts. In this
regard, the Linn was one of the best processors
auditioned. The Linn also excelled in keeping
individual instruments' timbres distinct, aquality
described later.
Overall, Igrew to enjoy the Linn's soundstage
presentation. It wasn't ahuge three-dimensional
picture window on the music, but it was natural, intimate, and successfully conveyed most
recordings' musical values. Some may prefer a
more "Technicolor" rendering, however.
Similarly, transients didn't have arazor-sharp
quality. Instead, dynamics were softer and
slightly rounded. On some recordings Ipreferred
this gentler rendering. On others, the Linn could
sound alittle too soft and lacking in life. On the
previously mentioned Fats Waller disc, the piano
lost that transient edge that is part of the instrument's sound.
I've saved the Lines best characteristics for last:
There was superb resolution of natural timbres,
and the ability to distinguish between similarsounding instruments. Some digital processors
have asynthetic character that tends to homogenize and blur the subtle textural distinctions
168

between instruments. The Linn resolved the
finely woven fabric of instrumental textures and
allowed the natural character to emerge. Solo
instruments benefited from this quality: Acoustic
bass sounded more like acoustic bass, sax
sounded more like asax. This impression held
true for virtually every instrument. Listen, for
example, to the acoustic bass and vocal rendition
of "Round Midnight" on Kenny Rankin's new
Chesky CD, Because of You (CheskyJD63). The
bass had more "bassness" and the vocal was
more complexly textured and filled with nuance
This surprising sense of realism held for every
recording Ilistened to. This was perhaps aprimary reason why Ienjoyed the Linn so much:
The music was natural and right, not sterile and
mechanical.

THE CLOCK'S THE THING
Auditioning the Linn gave me an opportunity
to hear the difference between how conventional
transports and processors are connected (a single
cable) and Linn's technique of locking the transport to the processor with aseparate synchronization link. Because the Numerik can be used
without this sync cable (to make it compatible
with other transports), it was possible to just pull
the sync cable while the music was playing and
then plug it back in. It was fascinating to hear
what the minimization of clock jitter means to
the music.
In the aforementioned Kenny Rankin track, for
example, the image outlines became flat and
smeared across the soundstage without the sync
cable. The bass lost its round liquidity and
sounded "ordinary." There was areduction in
clarity and transparency. The vocal became less
finely woven. Instrumental textures became less
realistic. The entire presentation just became less
believable and involving.
Without hearing the effect of the separate sync
cable, one would not suspect something was
missing. But plugging it back in returned the
magic and threw into sharp relief the Linn's best
attributes. These impressions were repeated with
avariety of music. It's tragic that aseparate sync
cable was not made part of the S/PDIF standard.
Just because the mass market chooses to ignore
this source of major improvement, the High End
shouldn't accept this compromise All high-end
digital transports and processors should have a
separate sync cable?
While working on this review, Ihad acall from
abrand new Stereophile reader whose first expe-
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rience with auditioning CD players in one way
paralleled my own experience with the Linn. The
reader had amediocre system, with abottomof-the-line mass-market CD player as asource.
After reading about the Rotel RCD -855 in the
February 1991 Stereophile, he bought one on the
condition that he could return it to the dealer if
he didn't like it. He got the Rotel home and compared it to his cheap player. Listening for specific
characteristics, he heard no improvement from
the Rotel. Curious about why he didn't hear abig
leap forward, he called me for advice. After discussing other areas of his system that could be
improved, Iadvised him to keep the Rotel, listen to it for afew weeks or months, and then go
back to his old CD player.
The fledgling audiophile then admitted that
although he heard no overt differences between
players, music just felt better through the Rotel.
He hesitated when telling me this, then immediately discounted this perception as not avalid
experience. Needless to say, Icounseled him that
having the musicfeel right was the most valid indicator of quality, and that listening for specific
performance attributes could preclude this perception offeeling right.
Ihad asimilar experience with the Linn. Music
felt right. It was ajoy to listen. Iwould suddenly
discover my foot tapping and head bobbing more
enthusiastically than usual. On many occasions
Ifound myself enjoying the music immensely,
on a"high" after it was over. Further, long listening sessions were relaxed and free of fatigue. In
this fundamental ability to convey the music's
expression and provide asense of ease, Ihave
nothing but praise for the Linn 1Carilc/Numerik.

M EASUREMENTS

afew tenths of adB channel imbalance.
Frequency response (fig.1) was flat, rolling off
an almost negligible 0.5dB at 20kHz. Note the
virtual overlap of the left and right traces, confirming the almost perfect channel balance. Fig.2
is the Numerik's de-emphasis error. A slight
positive error of 0.2dB at 4kHz can be seen. It
corrected itself at 10kHz and had avery slight
negative error at 16kHz. The HF rolloff seen in
fig.1 is superimposed on this plot. The deemphasis error is what remains after the frequency response is subtracted. Both channels
exhibited the same error. These deviations are
very slight and not likely to be audible. Channel separation, shown in fig.3, was excellent,
measuring better than 120dB over most of the
audio band. There was not asignificant separation decrease at high frequencies, as is often seen.
Fig.4 is athird-octave spectrum analysis of the
Numerik's output when decoding a-90.31dB,
lkHz sinewave. Note the very low noise floor,
especially in the low-frequency range. Ahint of
the Numerik's superb linearity is provided by the
lIcHz peak reaching exactly the -90dB horizontal division. Indeed, looking at the departure
from linearity in fig.5, we see that it is virtually
perfect down to -100dB. Below -100dB, the
measurement becomes dominated by noise. The
error of+0.47dB (left channel) and +037dB (right
channel) is among the best measured. In fact, I
suspect that this apparent "linearity error" is
actually noise, not converter misbehavior. It
should be noted that this superb low-level linearity performance is not dependent on correct
MSB trimming. All Numerik processors will
likely have this excellent performance, and will
maintain the linearity without further adjustment

The Numerik put out 2.135V when decoding a

over time.
A lkHz, full-scale squarewave is shown in

full-scale, lkHz sinewave. This is only slightly
higher (0.57dB) than the CD standard of 2V.
Channel balance was the best Ihave measured,
the right channel being just 0.004dB higher in
output than the left. Digital converters often have

fig.6. The slight ringing with minimal overshoot
is typical of linear-phase digital filters optimized
for low-level resolution. A very low level, undithered (-9031dB) lkHz sinewave is shown in
fig.7, captured with 16-bit resolution by the

2Some professional digital formats lock the data source to the
processor. In the Sony PCM-1630 format, used to make virtually
all CD master tapes, the 1630 controls the YE VTR's capstan motor
speed. Like the Linn, the processor is the master and the data source
is the slave.
Unfortunately, the professional world is converting to the
AES/EBU interface, asingle balanced line that carries the clock
embedded in the data. The AES/EBU interface is nearly identical
to the consumer STPDIF. Ironically, the official AES document
specifying the interface—"AES Recommended Practice for Digital
Audio Engineering, Serial Transmission Format for Linearly
Represented Digital Audio Date—has this to say about clock
recovery: "Clock extraction is simple ..."
Oh yeah?
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY
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Audio Precision Dual Domain. The three discrete converter transitions at this level (+1, 0, and
-1) are partially visible, but the plot is overlaid
with audioband noise.
Looking at an FFT-derived spectral analysis
of the Numerik when decoding acombination
of 19kHz and 20kHz at full scale (fig.8), we can
see an amazingly low level of intermodulation
products, basically none sticking up above the
noise floor of the MLSSA A/D converter. (The
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MLSSA hardware uses a12-bit ADC.) It is common to see products at lkHz (20kHz minus
19kHz) and at 18kHz and 21kHz (due to the
0610 MUS)C« X PE 2-019/1 6r) I LE1/6191,
I
19888 1
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mo /7991110
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2.1188
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interference between that lkHz and the original tones), as well as a24.1kHz signal (the sampling rate of 44.1kHz minus 20kHz). This is one
of the best intermodulation plots I've seen.
Output impedance was 64 ohms across the
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band, alow value. This suggests the Numerik

sounded right, lacking artificiality, sterility, and

will work well with passive level controls. The

asynthetic quality. In this regard, the Linn sets

Numerik does not invert absolute polarity, and
anegligible level of DC (1mV left channel,
2mV right channel) was measured at the analog

new standards in digital playback, in my opinion.
Although Icame to like the Linn's presenta-

outputs.
To test the reportedly improved error-correction capability of the new Sony chip used in
the Karik, Iplayed the dropout tracks on the

tion immensely, Ihad afew criticisms. The mid
and upper bass was somewhat threadbare, lacking the sense of warmth and roundness heard
from the DAC1-20 and other processors. The

Pierre Verany test disc. Disc #2 of this set has a
series of tracks with intentional data dropouts

low bass didn't have the tightness and punch of
the Theta and Wadia processors. Finally, the
Linn's treble smoothness and slightly softer tran-

of increasing length. The Karik could play track
33 with no problem, but stuttered on track 34.

palpable, lacking life and vitality.

sient rendering could make some recordings less

This is slightly better, but not significantly better,
than most transports. This performance nevertheless exceeds the CD specification for drop-

Isuspect that some listeners will find the Linn's
interpretation exactly to their liking, while others

out correction. Incidentally, none of the measurements changed with the sync cable con-

peting units. In immediate side-by-side compar-

nected.

will prefer the more dramatic rendering of comisons, the Linn may sound smaller, less dynamic,
and not as arresting. Over the long term, however, the Linn's "un-hi-5" presentation and lack

CONCLUSION

of listener fatigue may prove more musically

Ivery much enjoyed my time with the Linn
Karik/Numerik CD player. Its presentation of
digital sources was very different from what I'm
accustomed to. In particular, the Linn was very
laid-back, gentle, and velvety-smooth. The treble presentation was superb, with aremarkable
lack of grain and hash. Soundstage presentation
was similarly idiosyncratic, eschewing avivid
"Technicolor" character in favor of asmaller,
more intimate portrayal. What really set the Linn
apart, however, was its superb rendering of natural instrumental timbres. Instruments just

satisfying.
In some ways, Ienjoyed music more through
the Linn than from any other digital source.
Although it wasn't my first choice for all recordings, the Linn was nevertheless fundamentally
musical and conveyed the music's essence. On
this basis, the Linn Karik/Numerik CD player
has earned aClass A recommendation in Stereophile's "Recommended Components."
Analog-leaning music lovers who have been
putting off buying adigital front end: the Linn
Karik/Numerik was worth the wait.
S

JEFF ROWLAND DESIGN GROUP
CONSUMMATE PREAMPLIFIER
Thomas J. Norton
Line-level preamplifier and separate power supply. Frequency response: 0.05Hz-200kHz, -3dB. S/N ratio
(A weighted, ref. 500mV): 88dB. Distortion (THD) ref. 2.5V RMS, less than 0.12%. Maximum output: 8V
RMS. Input impedance: selectable, 300, 10k, or 100k ohms (unbalanced), 600, 20k, or 200k ohms (balanced).
Output impedance: selectable, 150 ohms or 300 ohms (unbalanced), 300 or 600 ohms (balanced). Dimensions: 13.75" W by 15" D by 2.65" H (power supply in separate chassis of same size). Weight: 28 lbs. Price: $5950.
Consummate phono stage (optional). Frequency response: 5Hz-220kHz, -3dB. IHF input sensitivity: 0.5mV
(high gain setting). RIAA accuracy: 20Hz-50kHz ±0.10dB. IHF SIN ratio: 80dB (high gain setting). Maximum
output: 10V RMS. Input impedance: adjustable. Output impedance: selectable: 300 ohms or 600 ohms. Dimensions:
same as line stage (above). Weight: 10Ibs. Price: $2800.
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Jeff Rowland Design Group Consummate preamplifier
Both: Approximate number of dealers: 27. Manufacturer: Jeff Rowland Design Group, Inc., P.O. Box 7231,
Colorado Springs, CO 80933. Tel: (719) 473-1181. Fax: (719) 633-4158.
Stardate: 3087.6. Location: somewhere in the 4th
quadrant. In response to Captain Kirk's orders,
Mr. Sulu throws afew well-chosen levers and
sliders—not much different in design and function from those used by Flash Gordon and Captain Video—to redirect the Good Ship Enterprise
where no man has boldly gone before. New
adventures begin immediately after the bridge
crew pick themselves up off the deck and nonchalantly resume their stations.
Stardate: 45233.1. Location: somewhere in the
4th quadrant (a popular sector). In response to
Captain Picard's orders, Mr. Data brushes afew
fingers lightly across the panel in front of him
and the newest Good Ship Enterprise glides off
toward an undiscovered country—er, star system. Where no one has boldly gone before. No
one even spills their coffee.
It may seem like something of astretch from
futuristic starships to high-end audio systems,
but there's aparallel. Most high-end systems,
despite their sophistication and sonic qualities,
still operate in the Dark Ages with respect to user
control. Mash alever, crank aknob, and things
happen. But they happen in essentially the same
way that such things have always happened. The
basic technology goes back to the '30s and even
before: potentiometers and stepped switches.
Mass-market mid-fi and video gear have gone
beyond this to some extent, but only by incorporating technology which, at the present state
of the art, arguably compromises the sound quality, throwing out the baby with the bathwater.
The Jeff Rowland Design Group had adiffer172

ent idea, one which we saw here first in their
Consonance preamplifier (reviewed in Vol.14
No3). As in that product, all of the internal functions of Rowland's newest preamplifier, the flagship Consummate, are controlled via microprocessor and implemented by hermetically sealed,
gpld-clad silver-contact signal relays. This arrangement permits some dramatic advances in
control capabilities, all accessible via awireless
remote control as well as from the front panel.
The most striking of these capabilities is control of the playback level to within 0.2dB. Discrete resistor ladders are used to provide this, not
VCA or DAC volume-control integrated circuits.
Only the minimum number of resistors required
are in-circuit at any given time. As Icommented
in the review of the Consonance—which provides the same capability—this feature, combined
with afront-panel indicator annotating each of
the available 200 steps (and providing aseparate
readout for each channel), makes it possible to
precisely reset agiven output level as desired. The
front-panel readout does not relate to dB in any
direct way, but is meant purely as areference The
dB range of the individual steps spread slightly
as the limits of the control are reached (either
approaching 0or 200), but throughout most of
the range they are very dose to 0.2dB.IBeing able
1For critical use when hying to control levels precisely—the type
of use Ifind invaluable when trying to equalize the levels of two
CD players, amplifiers, etc. without having to add extraneous,
external circuitry which might invalidate the test—I recommend
carefully measuring the output of the Rowland at each level step
with afixed input, such as asignal off of atest CD. It's atedious
procedure, but worthwhile.
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to "zero-in" on the appropriate playback level,
especially from the listening seat, is invaluable.
In my review of the Consonance Icalled it a
"focus" control, and Icontinue to feel the same
way about it in the Consummate.
The front-panel controls and the remote also
enable you to switch inputs—each of which may,
if desired, be set up in a"memory" mode so that
switching between them automatically switches
the level as well. The latter capability has its most
obviously useful application when switching to
perform tape monitoring; the levels may be
"memorized" so that they are precisely matched
when switching over. Less obvious, perhaps, is
the potential to equalize levels when switching
between components, afacility I've used in a
number of ways in my reviewing duties. Control is also provided for absolute polarity reversal.
This last is aparticularly useful feature, since
Rowland adheres to adifferent convention for
their balanced lines from that of much of the rest
of the industry. They call pin three of the XLR
positive. If you use the Consummate with products from anumber of other high-end manufacturers, many of whom use pin two as positive,
you'll need to reverse the polarity of both channels somewhere in the system. The Consummate
gives you avery convenient way to do this, in
addition to giving you an easy method of switching the polarity from the listening position to
compensate for various program sources. If
nothing else, it provides an easy way to determine your (or your system's) sensitivity to that
parameter.
Icould go on to further discuss the control
functions of the Consummate, but since Iwent
into them quite thoroughly in my March 1991
discussion of the Consonance (and the functions
of that preamp are virtually identical), those who
want to know more should re-read that review.
Though I'm extremely enthusiastic about the
control—particularly the level control—functions of both of these preamplifiers, there is a
great deal more to the Consummate than just the
control setup.
With three of its inputs giving the user achoice
of either balanced or unbalanced inputs, plus the
option of either balanced or unbalanced outputs,
the Consummate expands on Rowland's commitment to balanced configurations. The internal
circuitry is balanced (or, to use Rowland's terminology, Differential Mode') from input to
output. In addition to balanced and unbalanced
main outputs, balanced and unbalanced tape
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monitor outputs are also provided (although they
only provide abalanced output when abalanced
input is used). All amplification in the Consummate operates in class-A, with independent regulation located at each stage. Two plug-in modules
incorporate the most critical analog circuitry, and
all inputs and outputs are direct-coupled. The
build quality looks superb.
Internal DIP switches provide for awide range
of adjustments. There are four different gain settings, three différent input impedances, and two
different output impedances. The gain-adjustment switches are located on the underside of the
plug-in modules, and some care is required in
malting this change. If the modules are reseated
incorrectly, as the manual points out, you could
damage them.
Rowland recommends matching the output
impedance of the Consummate with the input
impedance of amatching Rowland amplifier,
which provides for the proper input impedance
(300 ohms unbalanced, 600 ohms balanced). If
you use an amplifier of another make, however,
as Idid during these auditions, this is not possible. Accordingly, Iset up and used the Consummate with a300 ohm (balanced) output.
The outboard power supply for the Consummate is enclosed in achassis which matches that
of the preamplifier itself, except for the lack of
any front-panel switches. The only control on
this unit, the power switch, is located on the rear
panel, appropriate as Rowland recommends that
the Consummate be left on at all times (though
the main outputs, if not the tape outputs, are
muted during power-up or during power
interruption2). Also located on the rear panel are
the connectors which feed power to the main
preamplifier and, if needed, the outboard phono
stages. Internal inspection of this fully regulated
power supply reveals dual toroidal transformers,
16 filter capacitors, and 6transistors and 6ICs
used in the regulation circuitry.
Rowland makes two separate optional outboard phono stages for the Consummate: the
Consummate Phono Stage and the Phono Stage
II, the latter similar to the phono stage in the Consonance. The former (reviewed here) matches
both the preamplifier and the power supply in
2Ifound out about the tape outputs by accident. In one comparison, when switching between pn:amps, Iinadvertently plugged
_the interconnects to the power amplifier into the Consummate's
balanced tape-monitor output, which is not affected by the level
control. The level was quite loud (though not dangerously so),
and when Iwas unable to control it, Ishut down the preamp to
investigate An uncomfortably loud groan issued from the loudspeakers, though fortunately no damage resulted.
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size and cosmetics, and provides for either singlethis requires that the input impedance of the line
ended or balanced phono inputs. Balanced operpreamplifier be set to 600 ohms balanced. This
ation, which may be accomplished with either
is 300 ohms unbalanced, and while the Rowland
an XLR connector or positive and negative RCA
phono stage is designed to feed such alow
inputs, makes use of the fact that aphono carimpedance without distortion, many other line
tridge is inherently a"floating" coil, without a sources, including CD players, are not. Accordground. In Rowland's input configuration, the
ingly, to maintain compatibility with all sources
positive and negative outputs from the cartridge
(as most users would require), Iset the input
coil are connected to pins three and two, respecimpedance of the line stage at its highest valuetively, of the balanced input; the shield is con100k ohms unbalanced, 200k ohms balanced—
nected to pin 1at the preamp input and left floatthroughout the auditions. This insures that line
ing at the cartridge end. A conventional balanced
sources will remain primarily voltage sources,
line would have pin one grounded at both ends,
which is generally their designed function. The
but this is more analogous to the "floating"
lower the current they are required to supply, the
balanced line from atransformer coil. In any
better. The factory setting of the line-stage input
event, this connection is said to reduce groundimpedance is 10k ohms (balanced), which would
induced hum, noise, and distortion. But it also
also be fine for most situations. The physical
requires special connection cabling, which is
separation of the line stage, phono stage, and
where Iran into difficulty. More about that later.
power supply is somewhat cumbersome but
Both balanced and unbalanced outputs are also
minimizes the potential for interaction between
provided.
them. It also allows them to be located in different
Internally, the phono stage utilizes discrete,
locations with optional, longer umbilicals (the
FET, high-current amplifiers with ten discrete,
furnished umbilicals allow for side-by-side or
low-impedance power-supply regulators. The
stacked mounting and not much else). You could
critical circuitry is encapsulated into two modeasily mount the phono stage near the turntable
ules, one for each channel. Build quality is to the
at the opposite end of the equipment rack from
same high standard as in the line preamplifier.
the line stage and power supply. While maneuMuch like its line-level cousin, the Consumvering all of these chassis can be something of
mate phono stage provides for plenty of adjustaproblem for areviewer who reconfigures his
ment capability. The output impedance may be
or her system often, it's of little significance in
set at 300 or 600 ohms balanced, 150 or 300
afixed system.
ohms unbalanced. Input impedance (phono carIdid encounter one problem early in the evalutridge loading) is adjusted by means of either
ation process. The Consununate's phono stage

calibrated dials located on the rear panel, or, via
external selector switches, internal fixed resistors. Iused the former throughout the evaluation. Although the range of this adjustment is
usually 80 ohms to lk ohm, our review sample
was set up for arange of0 to 200 ohms. For those
applications in which asingle cartridge is to be
used over an extended period (not always the case
with reviewers!), Rowland recommends first
determining the optimum load value empirically
with the calibrated dials, then inserting fixed,
high-quality resistors internally and switching
to those for long-term use. When 47k ohms is
desired for aload, the load-select switch is placed
in the fixed position and no internal resistor is
fitted.
Rowland believes that the optimum match
between phono stage and line preamp is reached
when their output and input impedances are
matched; the same recommendation they make
for between preamp and power amp. However,
174

started making unpleasant crackles through the
loudspeakers and causing adisturbing surge
(pulsing the woofers of the loudspeakers) whenever switching into or out of phono. Rowland
sent anew set of plug-in phono preamp modules and the problem has not recurred. One
problem that Idid not have with the Consummate that Idid have in one sample of the Consonance was occasional odd glitches in the control functioning due to what appeared to be
sensitivity to static electricity. It appears that this
problem was sample-related, not generic to the
control-function circuitry, which is similar in
both Rowland preamps.

SOUND
Associated equipment used with the Consummate for this review included, primarily, the Graham tonearm mounted on either the Oracle
Delphi Mk.IV, Sota Cosmos turntable with
Dynavector XX-1L, or (briefly) Benz-Micro
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MC-3 cartridge; Krell KSA-250 power amplifier; and B8cW 804 and Apogee Centaur Major
loudspeakers. (The Oracle turntable was used
with the B&Ws early in the review cycle, the Sota
Cosmos with the Apogees later). Speaker cabling
was Symo (Apogees) and AudioQuest Clear
(B&Ws). Interconnects were Cardas Hexlink
balanced (preamp to power amp) and AudioQuest Lapis from line-level sources (including
the output of the phono stage) to the Consummate. Except where noted, the Lapis was one step
removed from the latest version. Tonearm to
phono preamp interconnect was SME V cable.
My first impression of the Consummate,
gleaned through listening to its line stage with
CD input, was of atightly detailed yet sweetsounding preamp. This impression held up over
time. Yet the Rowland was chameleon-like, a
quality it shares with the best high-end gear.
Getting ahandle on its inherent sonic characteristics means comparing it with other competitive
products, which Iwill do presently. But judged
on its own, inserted into asystem with B&W
804s on the back end, allowed the open, detailed,
yet unassuming quality of those loudspeakers to
assert itself. Vocals were palpable and threedimensionally rounded. On well-recorded CDs
the top end was precise yet not etched, the midrange focused and in-the-room. The soundstage
was well-defined in both depth and width, with
abig, expansive sound, but only when called for
by the program material—never at the expense
of naturally defined images. Bass, though not
strikingly deep, was naturally sized yet impressive when called for.
With the Apogee Centaur Major loudspeakers
(review on the way) in the system, the Consummate displayed atight, almost crisp definition
from the low bass to the top of the range. (The
Majors appear to go down to below 40Hz in my
listening room, but do not plumb the depths of
the 20Hz/low -30Hz near-subwoofer region.)
Ana Caram's voice on Amazonia (CheskyJD45)
was suspended in space between the loudspeakers, accompanied by instruments which
were detailed without being analytic. The overall
sound was rather cool but very clear, at times
almost strikingly "present." For the first time,
Icould clearly hear the musicians "whistling"
in time with the piano—something which they
actually did during this session. (On most systems it merely sounds like afuzzy piano.) The
imaging was tight, and voices and instruments
had dimensions rather than being cardboard
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cutouts. On this and other well-recorded material there was anatural sense of space and "air."
The Rowland leaned toward clarity here rather
than warmth (a quality of the Apogees as well,
based on listening to them to date), but not to the
exclusion of abelievable, natural musical balance.
On to the phono section. The Dynavector
XX-1L is asuperbly detailed, tight-sounding
cartridge, though it does have atendency to
sound analytical through the Consummate and
the Apogees (the latter have some of the same
tendencies). Flajten spelar-dansen gar. .., one of
those superb late-'70s Bertil Alving choral
recordings from Proprius (7759),3was abit short
of warmth and "glow"—qualities which appeared to be due more to the combined tendencies of the Dynavector and the Apogees than to
the Consummate. But inner clarity throughout
was superior. Ambience was finely reproduced,
soundstaging was precise. Pulling out another
very different recording from the same era—
Boiling Point (Toshiba-EMI LF-95009), a
Japanese
direct-to-disc effort 4 consisting of awell-recorded jazz combo and solo female vocal-1
found the sound to have asparkling clarity.
Again, the balance was somewhat on the bright
side of neutral, but not to excess. The vocals (the
soloist's English pronunciation is admirable,
except for an occasional gaffes) were in the room
without being in your lap. The bass was clean
and tight—not especially rich or punchy, but
completely lacking in any sense of boom or mud.
One of the best all-around recordings Ihave
for listening tests is an Ortofon sampler which,
to my knowledge, was never distributed here (at
least not widely—I purchased my copy on avisit
to London about eight years ago). It is the Ortofon
Pick Up Test Record 0003. Iremember clearly
when Ibought it because that particular recording was far more impressive sonically than any
of the early CDs Iheard on the players of the day.
Most of the cuts on it come from the Opus 3
catalog—certainly agood choice—but the rest
are equally good and very much in the same sonic
mold as Opus 3's: open and spacious, with
extended highs, controlled if slightly lean bass,
and soundstaging that is never less than good and
frequently striking. On "Black Beauty" (from
3Some of the best—if not the best—choral recordings ever done,
in my opinion.
4Icame into awhole slew of these Japanese oddities about 12
years ago. Only two of them (including this one) ever make it to
my turntable with any frequency.
5Her enunciation of "My Fanny Valentine" does get your attention, though.
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Opus 38003, Tomas Órnberg Blue Five), the
bass was tight and snappy, the saxophone reverberant and rich. The bottom end of the organ on
"Part of Fantasia on Vi Love Dig" (Otto Olsson
from Opus 38202, Sjâgren Cuilmant) was not
extremely extended into the lowest octave, but
was detailed and superbly controlled, and the
depth and sense of the acoustic environment here
was dramatic. The chorus on "Bred Dina Vida
Vingar" (Anders Óhrwall, from Kalix Ungdom10CLP 8007 6had afully developed feeling
of space and agood balance, though the somewhat analytical nature of the system detracted
from the bloom and "swell" which this selection
is capable of.
But to repeat what Ihave previously stated
here, getting areal handle on the sound of the
Rowland demanded that it be compared with
other preamplifiers. You can never judge asingle
component in isolation; it remains aprisoner to
the system it's inserted into. Going from agood
but not exceptional preamplifier to the Consummate would likely be arevelation. Going from
the Rowland Consonance, which had been in my
system for months before the Consummate's
arrival, to the latter is something else altogether.
While there was no denying the caliber of sound
Iwas hearing from the Consummate, the less
expensive Consonance is astrong contender, and
substituting its big brother certainly did not lift
athousand veils. Or even seven. We're talking
about the law of diminishing returns here. There
was definitely an improvement. But just how
much?
Through the line stages, with CD playback,
the Consonance was clearly an excellent performer, but compared with the Consummate it
slighdy lacked in air, was abit softer, and imaged
somewhat broadly. On the CD version of Tuxedo Cowboy's musically moving and sonically
stunning Woman of the Heart (AudioQuest AQCD1003), the Consummate had asharply defined soundstage with precise localization. The
Consonance was equally clean, but some of the
sense of space was missing. The guitar sounded
"bigger" and somehow heavier, the Consummate having alighter, defter touch. Some might
argue that the Consonance actually had abit
more "bloom," and Iwould not argue with that,
but in the process it loses some specificity and
detail. While Idefinitely find the Consonance
very satisfying, the Consummate is more involv6Don't ask where you can find this clearly superlative choral
recording; I've never found acopy myself.
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ing. Subtle, yes, but also worthwhile on an absolute scale. Another revealing recording, which
music editor Richard Lehnert had left lurking
about on its way to Bob Deutsch, was the new
original London cast recording ola revival of
Carmen Jones (EMI Classics CDC 754351 2).
This recording was avery pleasant surprise, in my
judgment generally superb in both performance
and sound (except for abrass sound which was
too, ah, brassy 7). Especially striking was the natural vocal perspective and soundstaging, including an excellent depth perspective. The singers
sounded like performers on astage for achange,
instead of like performers screaming into studio
mikes. The Consummate captured this quality
completely. Over the Consonance, the voices
were marginally less clear, the sound dryer. In
short, over the Consummate it sounded like a
better recording, though the less expensive preamp suffered only in the comparison. Overall,
the Consummate has more of a"see-through"
quality, with more of that "intertransient silence"
some reviewers like to talk about.
Compared through their phono stages (using
the unbalanced inputs to the Consummate
phono stage), the more expensive of the Rowlands also came out awinner. With the vinyl version of the same Woman of the Heart (AudioQuest
AQ-LP1002) referred to above on CD, the
Consonance was very subtly grainier and less
smooth, while the Consummate had the superior
clarity and atighter low end. There was also a
greater overall ease with the Consummate,
although it was not dramatic. Other differences
were also evident. On the musically rather bizarre
but sonically challenging River Music (Wilson
Audio W-8521; out of print, Ibelieve) the Consummate had the greater differentiation between
individual instruments. It was less cluttered,
more able to make sense of the instrumental
interplay. And on Liz Storey's Part of Fortune
(RCA 3001-1-N) the Consonance's midbass
seemed warmer, the top end less incisive. This
was not necessarily anegative, but overall the
Consummate provided, to me, aclearer window
back to the original performance. As it should.
The difference in sound between these two units
was definitely nowhere near comparable to the
difference in cost, but that's the sort of reality we
must deal with in this rarefied price category. If
Iwere rating these two preamps on aone-to-ten
scale, ten being best, I'd rate the Consummate a
7By which Imean the upper hamionics of the brass emphasized
at the expense of sufficient "weight?'
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9 (only TV movie critics give 10s), the Consonance a7.5. Maybe an 8.
Ialso had the opportunity to compare the Consummate line stage with those of two other preamps, the Levinson No.26S and the sample of the
Krel1KBL reviewed last year by Lewis Lipnick
(see "Follow-Up" in the next issue). These brief
comparisons were measured in hours, not days
or weeks, including the time needed to accurately
match playback levels (which was done in all of

sured across the Vendetta's input, then the phono
stage of the Consummate was set to the same
value with its calibrated dials. A 05m pair of the
newest AudioQuest Lapis connected both phono
preamps to the Consummate line stage; the only
difference was that the connection from the Consummate phono stage was balanced while that
from the Vendetta was not (the latter only has an
unbalanced output).
Here the Consummate more than met its

the comparisons in this review) and to insure that

match. The Vendetta edged it out with respect

absolute polarities were the same (Levinson and
Krell use adifferent balanced terminal convention

to clean detail and overall balance. And as if to
rejuvenate an old truism—you don't always hear

than does Rowland). The intent was not to perform ashootout at the audio corral, but to place

you hear something better—the Consummate's

the three preamps in some sort of context. If you
want more detail on these products, based on

high end had just atrace of grain compared with
the pristine sound of the Vendetta. Complex per-

extensive listening to them, beam over to our
already published review of the KBL (Vol.14
No.8), or hang in there until our review of the

detail more gracefully rendered. All was not onesided; the Consummate had more apparent

the flaws in otherwise first-rate components until

cussion was easier to follow on the latter, and

26S is published.
Ifound the Krell to sound somewhat "darker"
than the Rowland, with arather sweeter sound
and with somewhat larger images. More "bloom"

depth and three-dimensionality than the Vendetta—a more direct "look" into the soundstage.
It was not an easy choice by any means. Ivacil-

perhaps, but accompanied by abit less precise
focus. The Rowland was abit more laid-back,

mately found myself leaning toward the Vendetta
for phono playback.
But the Dynavector at the front end and the
Apogee Centaur Majors at the back made for a

the Krell more forward. The No.26S, in comparison, seemed more laid-back than the Rowland
(we're talking fine gradations here, not row A-

lated considerably in my preference, but ulti-

rather incisive, somewhat analytical combina-

Z). The Levinson was the leaner of the two in

tion, as I've already stated. Itherefore substituted

sound, with voices abit less full. The Levinson

the significantly sweeter Benz MC-3 into the
system to reassess these two preamps (the loading
was left unchanged). (The Benz is not only audi-

sounded "faster:' the Rowland more relaxed and
warm. But the Levinson is yet to be thoroughly
reviewed; further comparisons here would be
skating on thin ice indeed. Idid convince myself

bly softer than the Dynavector, it has measurably

that the Consummate definitely belongs in the

mained detailed, though definitely less obviously
so than it had been with the Dynavector. The

company of these other two preamplifiers, and
while the sonic differences between them are
definitely not in the "noise" category,' it is
definitely in the category where system matching
will determine the "winner." (Yes, even at this

less upper-octave output.) The Vendetta re-

good points of the Vendetta remained, but now
the Consummate took center stage with its
tighter, more immediate sound. It remained a
close call, but of the four possible combinations

price level, you can't ignore system-matching if

of these two cartridges and two phono preamps,

you want to obtain the best results.)

my top vote-getter was the Dynavector driving
the Vendetta, followed closely by the Benz driving the Consummate phono stage. Again, it's

Ialso had the opportunity to compare the
Consummate phono stage with one of the best
such devices around, John Curl's Vendetta
Research SCP-2B dedicated phono preamp
(reviewed by JGH in Vol.11 No.6), which Stereophile subsequently purchased. The cartridge

clear that proper matching will pay dividends.
It's no less true at the cartridge/preamp interface
than at the amplifier/loudspeaker. Incidentally,
the Vendetta is noted for its quiet operation. Nit-

continuously variable, was set by ear to what

picking between it and the Consummate would
be amatter of paranoia; subjectively, Ifound no

turned out to be 65 ohms. The latter was mea-

reason to choose one over the other on that basis.

8Metaphorically, of course. Strictly speaking, all of the preamps
are very quiet. Except when they're operating.

unfortunately did not get the opportunity to

loading on the Vendetta, which is designed to be
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One capability of the Consummate which I
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experiment with is the balanced phono input
capability. The first set of Cardas cables sent to
us were unusable, since they required anonstan-

MEASUREMENTS
With avariety of gains, input and output impedances, and either balanced or unbalanced inputs
and outputs, some selectivity was needed to keep

dard hookup at the cartridge end:four RCA jacks,
two for each channel. By the time this was discovered and areplacement set sent out from
Rowland (using aslightly different Cardas cable),
time was too short to perform aconclusive listen-

ting out of hand. The line stage was measured at
its highest available input impedance and lowest
available output impedance, and at 18dB gain

ing test. Not to mention that Ifelt that acomparison of the balanced and unbalanced configura-

except where otherwise noted. Measurements
were made both with balanced inputs and out-

tions would be appropriate, and aset of identical
unbalanced interconnects was not on hand to ensure that possible cable differences were eliminated from the comparison. A "Follow-Up" will
definitely be scheduled on this matter, either from
myself or from AB, who has aConsummate on
hand and will comment on his impressions in a
later issue.
Finally, some sort of bypass test on the Consummate—at least on its line stage—seemed in
order.9 Idecided on aslight variation of this,
comparing the Consummate with an arguably
first-rate passive preamp, both located next to
the power amp to minimize the effect of cabling
on the passive box. For the latter, Ichose the First

the measurements of the Consummate from get-

puts and unbalanced inputs and outputs. The
phono stage was measured with the standard 47k
ohm input impedance (MM) and at 200 ohms
input impedance (MC, 200 ohms chosen to minimize interaction with the minimum 25/50 ohms
output impedance (unbalanced/balanced) of the
Audio Precision test set). The output impedance
of the phono stage was left as delivered-300
ohms unbalanced, 600 ohms balanced. Note that
the balanced input from the Audio Precision to
the Consummate phono stage differs slightly
from the normal hookup used with abalanced
phono input in that pin 1—the ground pin—is

Sound Reference II. In my opinion, passive
preamps are not necessarily the way to go in all

connected at both ends with the Audio Precision.
With an unbalanced input and output, unity
gain for the Consummate line stage was reached
at acontrol setting of "101" (again, with an 18dB

circumstances. Loading problems must be considered, and with some systems there will just

internal gain setting). The voltage gain actually
measured 17.8dB. Output impedance varied

not be enough gain. But there is enough favorable opinion and press on the passive side to make
such acomparison worthwhile. For this com-

between 1503 and 151.1 ohms depending on the
channel and the setting of the level control. Input
impedance varied between 96.8k ohms and

parison, 20' of AudioQuest Lapis were used for

102.9k ohms for the same conditions. The reso-

the run from CD processor to preamp or passive
preamp; lm of Lapis connected either of the latter
to the Krell.

lution of the Audio Precision for such high
impedances makes accurate measurement dif-

With levels matched, the two were very close.
But it was clear that afurther small layer of

ficult, but essentially the specified input impedance was verified. The output impedance of the
tape monitor measured 299 ohms regardless of

grundge was removed by using the passive

the output impedance of the source (25 ohms or

device. The Rowland seemed to add asmall
increment of brightness and grain in comparison
to the liquid sound of the passive device.1 should

600 ohms) feeding the input—indicating abuffered tape output.

also note that the passive device was being used
full up in level to get sufficient gain (the output
of the ARC processor being used as the source

for line stage was reached with "67" set on the
front-panel level control. (Gain measured
23.8dB.) Output impedance varied between 299

With abalanced input and output, unity gain

is somewhat lower than is typical of such de-

and 300.5 ohms, depending again on the channel

vices). In any event, the difference was minor but
not entirely negligible. Even the best active de-

and level control setting. Input impedance measured 197k ohms at full volume in both channels

vices are not, apparently, entirely transparent.

and, for the left channel only, 186k ohms at unity
gain and 175k ohms at alevel setting of "50." The

9Phono-stage bypass tests are theoretically possible, but involve
an external, non-cartridge (and thus nontypical with respect to
loading) source combined with external padding and an outboard
RIAA network. The latter must be absolutely ideal and transparent.
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output impedance of the tape monitor measured
599 ohms with asource output impedance of
either 50 or 600 ohms. The gain was also checked
in the balanced configuration with the internal
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gain switches set to the 6dB (measured 11.9dB)
and 12dB (measured 17.9dB) settings. The internal gain switches are clearly referenced to an
unbalanced configuration, with the balanced
hookup giving the expected additional 6dB of
gain.
The phono stage output impedance measured
597.4 ohms (L) and 600.9 ohms (R) in balanced
mode, 299 ohms (L) and 301.7 ohms (R) unbalanced. Phono gain measured 45.8dB in movingmagnet mode and 65dB in moving-coil, the
former slightly below spec (47.5dB) and the latter
slightly above (62.5dB). The Consummate is
non-inverting through both its phono and line
stages, and DC offset at the outputs measured
anegligible 1.5mV (left) and 1.6mV (right).
The 1% distortion point for the line-level
stages was reached at an input of 1.212V (1kHz)
(with aresultant output of 9.4V) for the unbalanced configuration, 1.24V for the balanced
(output of 19.22V). With an unequalized input

1.3mV (22.96V out) at 20Hz, and 113.5mV
(23.28V out) at 20kHz. Note that the reduced
overload margin at low frequencies and increased
margin at high frequencies is anatural result of
the requirements of the RIAA curve.
Fig.1 shows the Consummate's frequency
response. The top two curves (left is solid, right
is dotted in all cases), which are practically a
straight line with aslight rolloff above 30kHz,
are the responses through the line-level stages,
from the input to the main output. (The unbalanced input/output curves are shown; the
balanced were essentially the same.) The lower
two curves are for the RIAA response from the
input of the phono stage to its output, taken for
the low gain (MM) setting with an unbalanced
input (other conditions were measured and were
not essentially different). Note the shape of the
curve. The absolute deviations are small, though
closer to ±0.2dB on the worst channel than the
±0.1dB spec (from 20Hz to 50kHz). Note also

signal, the moving-magnet phono input over-

that while the deviations are minor compared

loaded at 119mV in (23.17V out) at lkHz,
12.68mV (22.03V out) at 20Hz, and 1.15V
(23.27V out) at 20kHz. The same figures for

over several octaves, enhancing their probable

moving-coil were 11.7mV (23.14V out) at lkHz,
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Fig.4 JRDG Consummate, ne -stage
THD +noise, unbalanced (top traces) and
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audibility, and might, in comparison with an
absolutely flat curve, give the Consummate a
slightly lean character through its phono stage,
perhaps marginally enhancing the openness and

mate, Iran the Vendetta through two tests: frequency response (fig.6) and THD+noise (fig.7,
taken with a 5mV input and largely noise).

clarity of the sound. If you refer to the Con-

Notice that the RIAA response of the Vendetta,
while not flatter than that of the Consummate

sonance review in Vol.14 No.3, you'll note a
curve which is also ±0.2dB (approximately), but

phono stage on an absolute basis, has aslightly
different curve which could account at least to

with arather opposite slope, tending gently
downward toward the top end rather than

adegree for their sonic differences.

upward as in the case of the Consummate.
Fig.2 indicates the line-level separation, showing the usual decrease at higher frequencies due
(generally) to capacitive interchannel coupling.
The curves virtually overlay each other above
2kHz. The two bottom-most curves, referenced
at the 300Hz level, are for the balanced (in/out)

CONCLUSIONS
The Consummate is unquestionably aClass A
preamplifier. Both its line-level stage and phono
stage are among the best in the business. If it
is not unequivocally the best in all ways, that
9111110 fltCISI

mode. The topmost curve is unbalanced mode
(in/out) separation from the left channel to the

p.7l
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right (output from the right channel with asignal
into the left only), and the second from the top
is the unbalanced mode from right to left. The
separation for the phono stage is shown in fig.3.
Referenced at the 10kHz level, these curves, all
for the low-gain (moving-magnet) setting, were,
from top to bottom, unbalanced input from left
to tight channel, balanced input from left to right
channel, balanced input from right to left channel, and unbalanced input from right to left channel. The curves for the high-gain (moving-coil)
setting are not shown as the data there were
largely buried in noise. Note that the phono separation was actually superior to the line-stage
separation, although both were excellent.
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The THD+noise readings are shown in fig.4
(line stage) and 4.5 (phono stage). The line-stage
curves are for the unbalanced configuration (top
curves) and balanced configuration (bottom).
Referenced to 10kHz, the curves in fig.5 are (top
to bottom) moving-coil unbalanced, movingcoil balanced, and moving-magnet unbalanced.
All are composed more of noise than distortion.
In all cases the input signals to the phono stages
used for the separation and distortion measurements were far higher in level than would nor-
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mally be encountered in practice, in an attempt
to counteract the fact that the distortion was so
low as to be buried in noise. For separation measurements, 80mV was used into the high-level
(moving-magnet) input; for distortion readings,
100mV was used into the high level, and 10mV
into the low level—all at lkHz.
To provide some feel for how the Vendetta
phono preamp—used in one of the comparisons
—measured in comparison with the Consum180
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merely underscores the fierce competition that

option, but still retain the control and switch-

exists at the top of the high end. Its phono stage

ing functions of the current unit. Perhaps buffer-

was first-rate, yet marginally bettered in some
(though not all) respects by at least one highly

care needed in choosing the type and length of
interconnecting cable—that may make it unsuitable for use in some systems. It would seem

ing could be another selectable option. The only
disadvantage of such an arrangement is that a
balanced output could only be generated with
abalanced input.
But enough of dreams. In the real universe, the
current Consummate is aterrific performer. It
is not cheap, and the law of diminishing returns
has not been repealed. But for those who can
afford it, the Consummate is afurther step in that

possible that Rowland, if so inclined, could create
aversion of the Consummate with ano-gain

paradoxical half-the-distance-at-a-time journey to perfection. Engage.

rated competitor. Its line-stage was only bettered
by atop-of-the-line passive box. And the latter,
as do all passive boxes, has real functional
limitations—primarily the lack of gain and the

APOGEE ACOUSTICS
CENTAUR M INOR LOUDSPEAKER
Robert Harley
Floorstanding dynamic/ribbon hybrid loudspeaker. Driver complement: one 6.5" polypropylene-cone woofer,
one 26"-long Apogee ribbon. Crossover frequency: 800Hz, with second-order slopes. Frequency range: 40Hz20kHz (no tolerance given). Impedance: 5ohms. Dimensions: 13'/1"W by 39" H by 9" D (stands add 8" to
height). Weight: 128 lbs/pair, shipping (stands are 22 lbs/pair shipping). Price: $1195/pair, stands are an additional
$149/pair. Warranty: 3years, limited. Approximate number of dealers: 95. Manufacturer: Apogee Acoustics,
35 York Industrial Park, Randolph, MA 02368. Tel: (617) 963-0124. Fax: (617) 963-8567.
It is gratifying for ahigh-end audio reviewer to
audition the very best components technology

On to the $1195 Apogee Centaur Minor loudspeaker. Iheard this ribbon/dynamic hybrid

can offer—without regard for cost. The value

at its CES introduction and was surprised that

judgments made of such products are much easier to formulate; the reproduced sound is judged

such an inexpensive loudspeaker could produce

on an absolute basis rather than with avalue-formoney approach. The reviewer's job is more to
describe the sound of the component, not deter-

Taiwan High-End Hi -Fi Show, the Minor's
superb sound cried out for afull audition and

mine how much money it is worth. Although the
reviewer may not be able to afford these cost-noobject components, he can still make arecommendation to those who can.
Enjoyable as it is to spend months auditioning the ultra-high-end gear, Ifind another aspect
of reviewing even more rewarding: discovering
aproduct that offers far more musical satisfaction
than its modest price would indicate. This is
especially true when the product is arunaway

such ahigh-end sound. A few months later at the

review. As Isat there listening, my first thought
was that products with this level of performance
and low price should be trumpeted—provided
they performed as well under extended auditioning. As soon as Ireturned from Taiwan, Icalled
Apogee's Jason Bloom and asked for areview
sample. He personally delivered and set up apair
of Centaur Minors in my listening room for this
evaluation.
As you might have guessed, this introduction

performer and its cost is within the reach of al-

about finding reasonably priced but overachieving high-end components applies to the Cen-

most any music lover. Indeed, such components

taur Minor—in spades. After spending the past

are often priced no higher than many poor or

month listening to them, Iam convinced that

mediocre mid-fi products. Finding such abargain

they are not only the greatest value in moderately

and spreading the word gives the reviewer the
satisfaction of knowing that many music lovers

priced loudspeakers today, but also one of the

will enjoy far better sound because of his efforts.
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best buys in all of high-end audio.
But you'll have to read the full review to find
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out why Ithink the Centaur Minor is such abargain
—and also why they are not for everyone.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
The Minor's distinctive appearance immediately
establishes it as not just another me-too box
loudspeaker. The 91/f-wide, 38"-high Minor is
basically aflat panel with anarrow box attached
to the rear. This unique configuration is dictated
by the Minor's unusual driver complement: a
26"-long midrange/tweeter ribbon runs vertically along the flat panel's inside edge, and a61
/"
2
woofer is mounted in the box. A black cloth
grille that cannot be removed covers the panel
from top to bottom and extends about twothirds of its width. The Minors are shipped in
mirror-imaged pairs.
Arecessed rectangle on the woofer enclosure's
rear panel hold apair of five-way binding posts
and athree-position switch marked Low, Normal, and High. This switch attenuates the woofer's
output level in 1.5dB increments, helping to
match the Minor to the user's room. The front
panel is finished in ahandsome charcoal-grey
textured veneer.
Apogee offers matching stands for the Minor
($149/pair) that raise the loudspeaker 8" off the
floor. The stand's top panel is removable for filling with sand or lead shot. Because the stand's
footprint is identical to the Minor's, it seems like
alogical extension of the loudspeaker.
Four carpet-piercing spikes are supplied with
each Minor. If the stands are used, the spikes
thread into the stands; four additional blunt
spikes then thread into the loudspeaker, which
rests on the stand. If this sounds awkward, it's
not; The stand's top edge has holes drilled to
accept the blunt spikes. These holes are covered
by the veneer and become visible only after
breaking the veneer with the blunt spikes. The
pair of spikes at the loudspeaker rear rest on the
stand top, and can be threaded at varying depths
to adjust the Minor's rake angle.
Overall, the Minors and stands look beautiful; they're tall, dark, and handsome In addition,
the stands appear to be almost an integral part of
the loudspeaker rather than an afterthought.
The Centaur Minor is, to my knowledge, the
least expensive loudspeaker ever offered that uses
aribbon driver (apart from the $1000 Magnepan
.1/QR introduced at the June 1991 CES). Despite
its low price, the Minor's ribbon is identical to
that used in Apogee's $2395 Stage Since DO's
enthusiastic review in August 1990, the Stage has
182

Apogee Centaur Minor loudspeaker
become areference at its price range.
The advantages of ribbons have been available
previously only at much higher prices. The trick
to making aribbon speaker so affordable was the
decision to design ahybrid, mating aconventional moving-coil bass driver to the ribbon. This
is anotoriously difficult challenge; the movingcoil driver, which is omnidirectional at low frequencies and more like acardioid in the mid-
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range, and the dipole ribbon have very different
dispersion characteristics. Getting the two drivers
to integrate is not easy, therefore. The ribbon's
dipole radiation pattern and low impedance have
limited its use in all but esoteric systems. In addition, the ribbon's dipole nature makes placement
more critical than conventional box loudspeakers—
giving it less mass-market appeal. The Centaur
Minor seems to have successfully solved most
of these problems. The result is aribbon-based
loudspeaker affordable by Everyman.
Let's take adoser look at how aribbon works.
A ribbon driver is an electromagnetic transducer
just like aconventional moving-coil driver. Diaphragm motion is created by electromagnetic
interaction between fixed magnets and amagnetic field created by the audio signal. But instead
of having the audio signal conductor wound into
acoil attached to acone (or dome), the conductors are flat and imbedded in the diaphragm—
usually athin strip of aluminum foil. This strip
is suspended between two very powerful magnets. The constantly varying magnetic field created
by current flow through the ribbon's conductors reacts with the permanent magnetic field,
moving the ribbon back and forth.
A primary advantage of aribbon is its low
mass. Without acone, voice coil, former, or spider, aribbon can react more quicldy to the applied
electrical signal. Further, it has much less potential for storing mechanical energy for release after
the input signal has stopped or changed. The
problems sometimes associated with movingcoil drivers—blurring, overhang, and transient
smearing—are largely avoided in ribbon transducers. Ribbon microphones have long been valued for their transient qualities and openness.'
The Minor's midrange/tweeter ribbon is athin
strip of Kapton-backed composite material suspended in avery strong magnetic field. (Don't
bring ferrous materials—or awristwatch—near
the Minor; the magnetic field is that powerful.)
The ribbon is supported at the top and bottom
of the structure, hanging between apair of highenergy strontium ferrite ceramic magnets that
run the length of the ribbon. Unlike previous
designs, the ribbon is not supported at points
along its length. This technique of removing
diffraction-causing braces was pioneered during
conceptual development of Apogee's $65,000
Grand loudspeaker. Unusually, no impedancematching transformer is used; aribbon's normally
1For atechnical discussion of ribbon loudspeakers, see my interview with CelestMn's Graham Bank in Vol.13 No.5 (May 1990).
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very low intrinsic impedance (less than 1ohm)
typically requires atransformer to present ahigher
impedance to the amplifier.
A 61
/"long-throw woofer sourced from Vifs
2
is mounted in asealed 0.6 ft 3 enclosure. The
woofer features a1" voice-coil, mineral-filled
polypropylene cone, and high-loss rubber surround. The front baffle is made from 11
4 "
/
-thick
fiberboard, and the woofer enclosure is 3
4 "-thick
/
(sides) and 1"-thick (rear panel) MDF. All frontfacing panel edges—including the ribbon slot—
are gently rounded to optimize diffraction effects.
The Minor has an unusual and beautiful thermally bonded dark charcoal finish.
Second-order slopes (12(113/octave) are used
in both the high-pass and low-pass filter sections,
with acrossover point of 800Hz—the same as
the Stage. Air-core inductors and polypropylene
capacitors are employed throughout. All internal
wiring is point-to-point with solid-core oxygenfree copper—no circuit board is used for holding
crossover components. Impedance is rated at 5
ohms.
Construction quality and fien'finish are superb.
The speakers have an elegance and level of finish one might find in aproduct costing much
more.
SETUP
The Centaur Minors took center stage in my
listening room for the past four weeks (I also
spent some time with them just after they were
set up). As indicated previously, Apogees Jason
Bloom set them up, tweaking their position in
the room for best sound. Jason's skill in system
setup is highly regarded, his displays at shows
being consistently musical and often voted "Best
Sound of the Show." It was an interesting experience to spend the day with him, repeating the
movellisten cycle. With less than an hour of tweaking their position, Jason was delighted with the
way the Minors sounded. Imarked their location with tape on the carpet.
The speakers ended up with the front baffle's
center 48" from the rear wall. One loudspeaker
was 48" from the side wall, the other 44". They
were toed-in so that there was a33/
4"distance
differential from the back wall to the front baffle's
left and right edges. The listening position was
11' from apoint midway between the Minors.
During setup, Inoticed that very slight changes
in position had large effects on the sound. When
Jason moved each of the Minors an inch closer
together, the soundstage snapped into focus.
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Moving them forward in the room changed their
presentation of depth from good to stunning.
Further toe-in had ahuge effect on both tonal
balance and soundstaging.
In addition to room placement, the Minor's
rake angle had adramatic effect on the presentation. The Minor's degree of rearward tilt is
determined by how far in the two rear spikes are
threaded. It was thus very easy to adjust the rake
angle: tilt the speaker forward and give each spike
aturn or two. Again using the rear wall as areference, the top of the baffle was 1
3
/e" closer to the
rear wall than the baffle bottom. The ear's resolution in hearing differences in rake angle, however, was far better than atape measure. This rake
angle may be agood starting point, but final
tweaking must be done by ear. Further, the optimum rake angle will change with listening
height. (My chair places my ears 36" above the
floor.)
Incidentally, the Minors sounded better with
absorbing material behind them. My listening
room has awindow on the loudspeaker wall covered by heavy drapes. The Minors' soundstaging
improved with the drapes drawn.
In addition, all these parameters—position,
toe-in, rake angle, listening distance—are interactive. Without Jason's expertise, Icould have
spent several days of trial and error before achieving the musical presentation I'm about to describe.

Music
Associated components included the VTL 225W
Deluxe Monoblock power amplifiers, Audio
Research LS2 line stage, Vendetta Research
phono preamp, Audio Research DAC1-20 D/A
converter, and aTheta Data CD transport. LP
playback was provided by aWell-Tempered
Turntable and LP Lab-modified arm, fitted with
an AudioQuest 7000 cartridge. Ialso spent considerable time with the Linn CD player (reviewed
this issue) as the digital front end. Interconnects
were AudioQuest Diamond (the phono signal
path) and Straight Wire Maestro (CD to preamp
and preamp to power amps). Loudspeaker cable
was apair of 10' runs of Symo, the cable Apogee recommends for all their loudspeakers. (DO
also found the Symo to work best with the
Stages.) Also on hand was the solid-state Jeff
Rowland Model 1power amplifier. The dedicated listening room has optimum dimensional
ratios for room-mode distribution. A pair of
Phantom Acoustic Shadows, an active low-frequency control system, was turned off during the
184

auditioning. The turntable was mounted on a
lead-shot-filled Merrill Stable Table. AC power
to the system (except the VTLs) was conditioned
by aTice Power Block and Titan.
I'll start by saying that the Centaur Minor is
astunning product for $1195. It does some things
as well as any loudspeaker I've auditioned in my
listening room. More important, the Minor's
overall presentation and musicality were superb
by any measure.
First, Iwas taken by the Minors' transparency
and ability to throw ahuge, three-dimensional
soundstage. Not only did the loudspeakers disappear, the entire back third of the listening room
vanished. The room's walls were replaced by the
recorded acoustic, with the listening room's size
changing with each recording. The soundstage
easily extended beyond the Minors' lateral
boundaries. The Minors were clearly in another
league when compared to similarly priced box
loudspeakers. There were layers and layers of
musical detail between the listener and the soundstage rear. Instruments were clearly behind one
another, yet not in an obscuring way. This ability
to resolve three-dimensional layering was extraordinary. Moreover, the amount of depth varied
with the recording, putting the listener in the
correct acoustic environment and enhancing the
feeling of spatial realism.
Adding to the three-dimensionality was the
Minors' ability to separate disparate musical lines.
Instruments didn't sound fused together and
synthetic—they floated in space, each with an
independent identity. The Three-Way Mirror CD
(Reference Recordings RR-24CD) was particularly impressive. This recording's sense of instruments existing within areverberant room was
superbly conveyed by the Minor. Listen to the
sheer sense of depth on the first track as the percussion and fretless acoustic bass slowly emerge
from the ambience. On the next track, the steep
attack of the drums in the drum solo seems to
"light up" the surrounding acoustic space. This
is analogous to aflash of light in adark room that
suddenly illuminates the walls and their distance.2
On the Dorian CD The English Lute Song (Dorian
DOR-90109), the voice and lute were bathed in
the gorgeous acoustic of the Troy Savings Bank
Music Hall. In addition, the reverberation wasn't
just tacked on to the voice and ltor images. Instead,
there was adear sense of distance between the performers and the hall reflections. The impression
2JA devised this appropriate analogy.
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of instruments existing within an acoustic space
was nothing short of stunning.
These examples illustrate the Minor's special
abilities in revealing spatial cues. Provided the
loudspeaker does other things well, this resolution of the recorded acoustic is important to the
musical experience. It transports the listener to
the musical event and presents amuch more convincing illusion of reality than one in which the
music is confined to the listening room and
squashed between the loudspeakers.
One aspect of the Minor's soundstaging Ifound
engaging was aslight blurring of instrumental
outlines. Instead of throwing sharply defined
images, outlines were slightly diffuse around the
edges. Igrew to prefer the naturalness of this presentation. On one of my own acoustic jazz recordings there was asurprising sense of palpability and
presence, conveyed in part by this realistic reproduction of instrumental images. Conte Candoli's
flugelhom had aroundness and halo of air around
it that were very similar to my memory of the live
sound.
Another aspect of the Minor's performance
that set it apart from run-of-the-mill box loudspeakers was its midrange purity and transparency. There was acomplete absence of boxiness, congestion, or haze. Vocal and instrumental
timbres were remarkably lifelike and pure. In
addition to uncolored timbres, there was also an
impression of the instrument being right there in
the room. The sense of veiling and accompanying detachment from the music so often heard
was notably absent. Instead, the Minors provided
aclear picture window on the music. The new
Chesky CD of Kenny Rankin (CheskyJD63)
was agood example. This is astunning recording,
and the Minors were up to the task. The vocal
seemed suspended in space between the loudspeakers with no clue that the sound was being
mechanically reproduced. This transparency
worked synergistically with the soundstage depth
to create ahuge, see-through soundscape before
the listener. Overall, the Minor's rnidband neutrality, openness, transparency, and sense of realism was among the best I've heard—regardless
of price.
The tonal balance was alittle lightweight, but
exceptionally smooth and refined. The treble
struck the perfect balance between smoothness
and detail. High-frequency transients weren't
etched or hyped, yet there was afull measure of
HF detail and life. Treble textures had anotable
lack of edge, especially on instruments—like the
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violin—so often colored by loudspeakers. Listen
to Stephane Grappelli on the live album with
David Grisman (Warner Brothers BSK 3550).
The steely top end that makes aviolin sound
screechy was replaced with asmoothness that was
so much closer to what aviolin actually sounds
like. This impression was repeated with anumber
of violin recordings, jazz and classical. (Coincidentally, Imade aviolin recording during this
review.) Similarly, cymbals didn't have the spitty
component that makes music listening fatiguing. There was asense of ease, yet at the same
time avibrant quality. Horns were rendered with
anatural burnished brass quality rather than an
artificial chrome-plated appearance.
The Minors were superb in portraying "fast"
instruments like percussion and acoustic guitar.
These instruments' transient attacks were razorsharp and well-defined, yet lacked an unnatural edge. So many loudspeakers try to make up
for lack of speed by etching transients. Rather
than force detail on the listener, the Minor presented many layers of inner detail that invited the
listener into the music. Ivery much enjoyed this
refined and subtle presentation. It was refreshing
to hear tons of fine detail without the hype.
The bass seemed to integrate very well with
the I./lids and treble; there was not the feeling of
listening to two different sources. Ifound, however, the low end slightly lean and overdamped,
making the presentation abit on the thin side.
This presentation, however, is far preferable to
abloated, underdamped alignment that plods
along. Pitch definition was moderately good, but
the bass lacked the warmth, precision, and textural liquidity found in some other comparably
priced loudspeakers. There was aslight woolliness that could tend to obscure pitch. The
slightly lightweight character didn't convey as
great asense of warmth as Iwould have liked.
Acoustic and electric bass were less full than
through my reference Hales System Two Signatures. There wasn't as great asense of bloom surrounding these instruments as Iwould have liked.
In addition, the upper bass had akind of boxiness and hooded character on some recordings.
This region could sound colored, especially on
left-hand piano lines. The piano on one of my
own jazz recordings, for example, had asometimes unnatural, closed-in character in the lower
registers. This signature wasn't always apparent;
It was heard more on some recordings than
others. Importantly, it didn't seem to affect other
instruments like voice, sax, and guitar.
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Bass extension was moderate, but not exceptional. Although Igot agood feeling of weight,

the least musical significance. Conversely, the
areas with the greatest effect on the overall musi-

the Minor lacked the ability to deliver lots of

cal experience—midrange and treble purity,
transparency, soundstaging— were maximized.
As aresult, it was very easy to ignore the com-

punch in the lowermost octaves. The drums on
James Newton Howard and Friends (Sheffield Lab
23), for example, didn't convey the power and
depth of the instrument, especially the floor tom
and kick drum. Generally, Ipreferred the bass
presentation of the Monitor Audio Studio 20s
reviewed last month. It should be added, however, that the Studio 20s cost nearly four times
as much as the Minor.
My other criticism was that the Minors didn't
always convey the punch and dynamics of some
music—especially rock and fusion. The snap and
punch of snare drum, the kick of bass drum, and
the power of toms were slightly muted compared

promises and enjoy the music.
For example, Ihad just gotten the new Kenny
Rankin CD on Chesky. My wife and Iwent in
the listening room to hear one or two tracks—
other business pressed. We ended up not only
listening to the entire CD, but spent the next
three and ahalf hours pulling out old favorites
and new additions to the music collection. During the entire listening session, Iheard the music
and not the loudspeakers. This is the surest sign
that aproduct is fundamentally right.
I'll conclude with afew comments on the

to some other loudspeakers auditioned. The
Minor was better suited to jazz, classical (both

woofer-level switch, stands, and using the Minor

small- and large-scale), and choral music than
to hard-driving rock.

switch's Normal position best, Icould hear how
it would improve the Minor's interaction with
other listening rooms. The colorations Iheard

That said, there are afew points I'd like to
make. First, there is atendency to be overly critical of some aspects of aproduct when it is an
overachiever in other areas. The best attributes
tend to serve as the reference for all other characteristics. Consequently, the criticism can become
harsher than if the loudspeaker performed poorly
in other areas. This should be kept in mind when
reading the above criticisms—the bass performance was good, but not up to the high standards set by the rest of the system.
Second, what really matters is the total musical
experience, not some specific aspect of it. In this
regard, Ihave nothing but praise for the Minor.
Its ability to involve the listener in the music was
extraordinary. When listening to music through
the Minors, Iforgot about reviewing, tending
to discard the usual diagnostic source material
in favor of musical favorites. Iwould play entire
records, enjoying the music and being uncritical
of the Minors' flaws. After three weeks of auditioning Ifound myself with no listening notes;
only during the last week of auditioning did I
bring out the notepad and look for shortcomings. Very few loudspeakers I've auditioned in
my room have produced acomparable level of
musicality.

with asubwoofer. Although Ifound the woofer

in the bass were mitigated with the switch in the
Low position, but this also made the presentation
thinner and less satisfying. The High position
gave more weight to the music, but also made me
more conscious Iwas listening to loudspeakers.
The stands should be considered mandatory. In
addition to making the Minor more stable physically, Ifound the imaging and tonal balance
improved when the speakers were lifted up and
supported by the heavy base. Further, adjusting
the rake angle is far easier and more precise with
the stands. Not only that, but the Minors look
more attractive.
At the end of the auditioning, Iran the Minors
with the Muse Model 18 subwoofer, using a
100Hz crossover card in the Muse. The results
were impressive. Igot the extension, depth, and
power of the Muse and the transparency, openness, and soundstaging of the Minors. There was
still alittle of the bass coloration noted with the
Minors by themselves, but the overall presentation was terrific. You can add the Minor to the
long list of loudspeakers with which the Muse
Model 18 works well. Incidentally, the Minors
loved the Ms—the sound was lush and gorgeous.
Finally, Icannot overstate the case for careful

How can such an inexpensive loudspeaker
provide amusical experience that, in my opinion,

setup and use of topnotch electronics with the
Minors. Very small changes in positioning have

far exceeds any available at the price? After some
thought, Icame to the condusion that the Minors'

ahuge effect on the sound. It is possible to move

compromises—compromises necessary in a$1200

each loudspeaker an inch and destroy the Minor's
special qualities. Changing the rake angle or listen-

loudspeaker—were carefully adjusted to be of

ing height afew degrees transforms the presentation
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from mediocre to superb.
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Ican very easily imagine someone reading this
rave review, auditioning the Minors in astore,
and emerging unimpressed. The kind of presentation I've described is possible, but the listener

67.611

•

must be prepared to devote significant work to
realize the Minor's potential. Your efforts will
be well rewarded. Imust also advise those planning to spend much more on loudspeakers to
audition the Minor. Even if you have several
thousand dollars budgeted, don't dismiss the
Minor because of its low price. It compares
favorably to much more expensive systems and,
in some areas, easily outperforms them.
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Fig.I Apogee Centaur Minor, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed) (2
ohms/vertical div.). Woofer contour switch
set to High, Normal, and Low.
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MEASUREMENTS
The Minor's impedance and phase angle are
shown in fig. 1. The curves are, from top to bottom, with the woofer contour switch set in High,
Normal, and Low positions. Note the impedance
peaks at the woofer tuning (57Hz) and near the
crossover. The minimum impedance was 3.6
ohms at 2.5kHz. Overall, the impedance is lowish, but not low enough to cause problems for

••
Tim - mom

Fig.2 Apogee Centaur Minor, impulse response
on listening axis at 45" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth)
1 11111111

most high-quality amplifiers. In addition, the
impedance is fairly constant with frequency with
no severe impedance dips. The phase angle is also
relatively benign.
Looking at the impulse response (fig.2), the ribbon and woofer appear to be wired in the same
polarity. There is aslight ringing after the impulse,
but it decays quicldy. Taking five impulse responses
over a30° lateral window, transforming them
from the time domain to the frequency domain,
and averaging the resultant amplitude responses
yielded the curve to the right of fig.3. We can see
that the top octave is slightly depressed, rolling
off above 10kHz. Despite this rolloff Inever felt
aloss of air or extension during the auditioning.

1 11111111

1 11111111
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Inh
Ildl:
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Fig.3 Apogee Centaur Minor, anechoic response
on listening axis at 45" averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield bass
response below 200Hz.

In fact, Ifound the timbre and texture of high-

lin

frequency-rich instruments to be more natural
than many loudspeakers. The Minor is remark-

16

ably flat through the region between 1.5kHz and
10kHz. Amplitude anomalies are very audible
in this region; not only does much of the music
lie in this area, but the ear has far greater sensitivity to amplitude variations between lkHz and
4kHz than in other frequency bands. The
Minor's midrange purity, openness, and transparency may be partially attributable to the
smooth response in this band.
The other prominent feature of fig.3 is the
fairly large suckout at the crossover region.
Although this dip is present in the on-axis
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Fig.4 Apogee Centaur Minor, horizontal
response family at 44", normalized to
response on ribbon axis, from back to
front: difference in response 15° off-axis
on ribbon side; difference 7.5° off-axis on
ribbon side; reference response; difference
7.5° off-axis on woofer side; difference
15° off-axis on woofer side.
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response (not shown), it is very severe in the
woofer side off-axis response but less significant
on the ribbon-side off-axis response. By averaging the response over a3o1lateral window, the
.huge interference suckout off the woofer axis
makes alarge contribution to the curve of fig.5
(each position is equally weighted in the averaging). Because the listener sits slightly off the
ribbon axis, however, the dip is probably less
deep at the listening position than the curve
would indicate.
Fig.3 also reveals that the Minor's lowfrequency -3dB point was 59Hz (the woofer
tuning frequency), and the -6dB point was
43Hz. This is indicative of aslightly overdamped
alignment, which 1have found to be sonically
preferable to an underdamped alignment.
The set of curves in fig.4 shows the differences
in response at various positions horizontally offaxis. The top two curves are at 15° and 7.5° offaxis on the ribbon side, the middle curve is the
reference, and the bottom two curves are at 7.5°
and 15° off-axis on the woofer side. Note that
these are the derence curves between the on-axis
and off-axis responses, not the actual responses.
This series of measurements, which assumes the
on-axis response to be perfectly flat, reveals the
loudspeaker's dispersion characteristics which
create differences in the off-axis tonal balance.
The smoothest response is 7.5° off the ribbon
axis—coinciding exactly with the listening axis
when the Minors are slightly toed-in. The listening axis suggested by fig.4 is identical to the
listening axis suggested by ear. Note the large
interference suckout between the drivers at the
crossover point (800Hz) when the listener is off-

axis on the woofer side. This dip is filled in off
the ribbon axis, but is accompanied by agreater
treble rolloff.
The Minor's vertical response family (fig.5)
shows asimilarly large shift in response as the
measurement microphone is moved away from
the optimum listening axis. The bottom curve
was taken 8" up from the bottom of the ribbon,
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Fig.5 Apogee Centaur Minor. vertical response
family at 44", normalized to response on
ribbon axis, from back to front: difference
in response at top of the panel; at top of
ribbon; reference response; 8" up from
bottom of ribbon.
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Fig.6 Apogee Centaur Minor, effect of rake
angle: from back to front: response with
ribbon vertical; response with ribbon at
normal rake angle.
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Fig.7 Apogee Centaur Minor, cumulative spectral-decay plot
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the flat line is the on-axis reference, the next curve
up was taken at the ribbon top, and the uppermost curve was generated with the measurement
microphone at the top of the panel. Again, note
that these curves are the differences in relation
to the on-axis response, not the responses themselves. These curves indicate that listening height
is critical; don't audition the Minors while standing up!
Since the Minor's rake angle had such alarge
effect on the sense of immediacy and presence,
Imeasured the response with the Minor vertical and at the rake angle suggested by the auditioning (fig.6—unlike figs.4 and 5, these are the
actual measured responses, not the differences).
The top curve is with the loudspeaker vertical,
the bottom at the normal rake angle. Notice the
large increase in energy over awide band in the
mid-treble when the Minor is vertical. This
correlates to the significant change in the sense
of immediacy Iheard when adjusting the rake
angle.
These last three sets of measurements confirm
my experiences during the auditioning—placement,
toe-in, rake angle, and listening height are all significant variables in the presentation the listener
hears. It cannot be stressed too strongly that
potential purchasers should be aware of these
variables and be prepared to balance them to
achieve the level of musical presentation described
earlier. Don't be afraid to experiment.
The Minor's cumulative spectral decay, or
"waterfall" plot (fig.7) shows aclean decay in the
treble, apart from aminor resonance at 8kHz.
The quickness of the treble decay is not surprismg for alow-mass transducer like aribbon. Note

that the dark ridge at around 16kHz (actually
15.750kHz) is the computer monitor's scanning
frequency and not part of the loudspeaker behavior.
When Idrove the Minor with avariable-frequency sinewave oscillator to look for cabinet
resonances, Ifound the enclosure to be fairly
lively despite the 1" -thick rear panel and 11/4'
front baffle. Specifically, there were cabinet
vibrations accompanied by changes in tone at
85Hz, 110Hz, and 170Hz. The cabinet was fairly
inert until 430Hz, when there was aloud howl
that obscured the sound of the sinewave To examine this behavior in more detail, Iused the trick
invented by JA in his Icon Parsec review ayear
ago: place the two loudspeakers touching face
to face, invert polarity on one, drive them with
MLSSA's Maximum Length Sequence (MLS)
signal, and take the impulse response of the cabinet with the measurement microphone almost
touching the enclosure panel. The acoustic output from the out-of-phase drivers largely cancels
(except through the top octaves), leaving only the
cabinet's acoustic output. The lack of high-freqency cancellation is inconsequential when anarrow measurement bandwidth (in this case, lkHz)
is used.
• .ip
• .10
• .10
•.011

Fig.8 Apogee Centaur Minor, nearfield impulse
response of rear panel's acoustic output
(100ms t:me window, kHz bandwidth)
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When Idrove the Minors in this way, there was
aclearly audible pitch to the sound being produced by the cabinet. Beneath the pink noise-like
MLS signal, there was atone with aspecific frequency; it sounded suspiciously close to 400Hz.
Fig.8 is the impulse response of the rear panel
taken under the conditions described. The ringing is clearly apparent long after the exciting
impulse. Counting the number of cycles over a
20ms period (8) and multiplying by the period
of a430Hz wave (2.4ms) confirmed that the
ringing was indeed at 430Hz.
Creating awaterfall plot from the cabinet's
impulse response confirmed the diagnosis. A
waterfall plot is produced by performing aseries
of Fast Fourier Transforms on the impulse
response at discrete time intervals. This technique
is useful for examining frequency-domain effects
over time—in other words, resonances. This plot
is shown in fig.9. The severe resonance at 438Hz
is clearly apparent as the large spike at the top of
the plot. The accompanying vertical ridge is the
resonance slowly decaying over time. The other
resonance modes Idetected with the oscillator
are also apparent, seen as ridges at 170Hz, 110Hz,
and 85Hz. The woofer resonance can also be seen
as the wide ridge toward the left-hand side of the
plot. The 438Hz resonance may be partly responsible for the boxiness and coloration Iheard on
left-hand piano lines on some recordings. The
resonance, however, is very high "Q" (narrow
bandwidth) and is not likely to be excited frequently?
Overall, the measurements correlate very closely
to the auditioning impressions: smooth midrange and treble, lack of low bass extension, and
atonal balance greatly influenced by listener
position, rake angle, and loudspeaker position.

CONCLUSION
Properly set up and driven by topnotch electronics and source components, the Apogee
Centaur Minor produced the kind of musical
presentation Iwouldn't have thought possible
from a$1200/pair of loudspeakers. In fact, some
aspects of its performance were world-class. The
3A useful rule-of-thumb in looking at resonances is to assume
that their Q or "quality factor" equates with the number of sinewave cycles it takes to fully excite them. Aresonance at I
kHz with
aQ of 1000—a very high, narrow-with-frequency peak like the
one in fig.9—will therefore need to be stimulated for fully one
second with IkHz for it to be excited fully. If its Q were just 2,
however, while the amplitude peak will not be nearly as high as
if the Q were 1000, it will only take 'Iseo second to be fully arcked,
and two cycles of IkHz are much more likely to occur in music
than 1000. And low-Q resonances have indeed been found to be
generally more audible than high-Q ones.
—JA
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Minor's sheer transparency, textural purity in the
mids and treble, and spectacular soundstaging
were among the best I've heard in my listening
room. Their ability to throw awide, transparent soundstage with layer upon layer of depth
was extraordinary by any standard. Further, the
Minor's transparency and lack of boxiness in the
mids and treble are unprecedented at this price.
In short, the Minor provided much more than
ataste of high-end sound at aprice that would
put many more expensive systems to shame.
Once you hear the seamless transparency of the
ribbon, it may be difficult to go back to listening to cone and dome drivers.
The Minor did have some problems, however.
While the overall balance was musically satisfying, some listeners may prefer greater extension
and power in the bass. In this regard, other comparably priced systems—the Vandersteen 2Ci,
for example—will outperform the Minor. In
addition, Ifound the texture and quality of the
bass below the performance of the mids and treble. Specifically, the mid and upper bass tended
to be slightly boxy and colored on some recordings. Finally, the Minor was better suited to revealing subtlety and nuance than cranking out
high-level rock'n'roll.
What makes the Minor so special, however,
is that these flaws and compromises were overwhelmed by the speaker's overall musicality.
Some loudspeakers' shortcomings are constantly
and painfully evident, making it hard for the listener to forget the playback system. When listening to music through the Minors, it was easy to
forget the loudspeakers. Ihad to try to listen critically and hear these deficiencies rather than
being constantly hit over the head by them. Apogee has done anear-miraculous job of hiding the
Minor's compromises beneath its considerable
strengths. After all, what really matters is the total
musical experience, not specific performance
attributes.
If you're prepared to spend the effort on setup—
and have aroom conducive to proper placement—
the Apogee Centaur Minor can provide truly
high-end sound on amodest budget. (Those
lacking either placement flexibility or the enthusiasm for spending days tweaking may be disappointed, however.)
If Ihad up to ;2000 to spend on loudspeakers
tomorrow, the Apogee Centaur Minor would
be my first choice. Recommendations don't come
any higher than that.
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COUNTERPOINT SA-5000
PREAMPLIFIER
Guy Lemcoe

O

4,
Counterpoint SA-5000
SApreamplifier

Hybrid tube/FET stereo preamplifier with two phono inputs, six fine-level inputs, two tape loops, and separate
vacuum-tube power supply. Specifications: Frequency response: 10Hz-80kHz, +0.11-0.3dB (phono): 8Hz50kHz, 40.0dBI-0.1dB (buffered out, line); 20Hz-10kHz, 40.0/-0.1dB (direct out, line). Distortion: 20Hz-20kHz,
0.007% THD (line); 20Hz-20kHz, 0.4% THD (MC phono); 20Hz-20kHz, 0.2% THD (MM phono). Input
impedance: 47k ohms (MM phono); 47k ohms standard with provisions for lower resistance (MC phono);
15k ohms selected, 100 ohms unselected (line). Output impedance: 3500 ohms (direct out), 75 ohms (buffered
out), 10 ofims (tape out). Phono stage gain: 84dB (MC to main out), 52dB (MM to main out). Phono stage
sensitivity (measured at main outs): 310 (MC), I.3mV (MM). Line-stage gain: 23dB (to main out). Line-stage
sensitivity (measured at main outputs): 37mV. Maximum output level: 32V, 20Hz-20kHz at 1% THD. Phono
overload: 10mV RMS at IkHz with 1% THD (MC), 400mV RMS at IkHz with I% THD (MM). Maximum input
level (line): I2V RMS. Line-stage S/N ratio: 90dB (ref. 0.5V, EIA-weighted noise: 15µV, 10Hz-500kHz). MC
phono stage S/N ratio: 80dB (ref. 0.5mV, EIA-weighted noise: 55µV. 10Hz-500kHz). MM phono stage S/N
ratio: 76dB (ref. 5.0rnV, EIA-weighted noise: 30i.t.V to 500kHz). Dimensions: 19" W by 12.68" D by 4.46"
H. Weight: 28 lbs. Serial number of unit auditioned: 35K69. Price: $3595. Approximate number of dealers:
135. Manufacturer: Counterpoint Electronic Systems, Inc., 2610 Commerce Drive, Vista, CA 92083. Tel: (619)
598-9090. Fax: (619) 598-9418.
The SA-5000 preamplifier is one of the most ele-

piece SA-11/9 system—"expressly reserved for

gantly styled and user-friendly preamplifiers I've

the obsessed"—which sells for acool $11,590,
the SA-5000 is Counterpoint's "real" top-of-

had the pleasure to use. It shares outward cosmetics with the $1995 SA-3000 that Ireviewed
in November 199(1, differing from that unit in

the-line preamplifier.

the number of switches adorning its front panel.
It also shares the SA-3000's excellent build qual-

resents aserious investment for any music lover.

ity, fit and finish, and high-quality parts (Noble
potentiometers, WonderCaps, and precision
Roderstein metal-film resistors). Unlike the SA3000's power supply, which is permanently attached and looks rather mundane, the SA-5000's
is separable and finished to match the control
center—the pair adding atouch of class to any
decor. With the exception of their flagship three-
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With alist price of $3595, the SA-5000 repTo my way of thinking, apreamplifier at this
price point must provide awhole greater than
the sum of its parts. It should provide more than
just impeccable specifications and control flexibility. It must involve the listener in the sound to
the degree where all thought of the means of
reproduction is lost in the experience of the end
result —the music, it must convincingly project
the music with all the passion, fury, delicacy, and
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finesse ola live performance without interjecting
colorations which can lead, on extended listen-

voltage audio power-supply regulators and the
audio stages. In addition, no feedback is used in

ing, to fatigue. To me, one test of asystem is its

the voltage amplification stages, which use com-

ability to lure me into the music and, once cap-

plementary cathode-driven triodes. Counterpoint strongly believes in buffering atube from

tivated by the sound, have no desire to escape.
My current reference system does this. Did the
substitution of the SA-5000 into the chain lead

its load, the separation of tasks contributing, in

to adifferent effect?
Before describing the SA-5000 in detail, kudos

ity and fidelity." The SA-5000 thus uses inte-

to Counterpoint for providing one of the most
readable, understandable, and thorough instruction manuals I've seen.' In its 38 pages nothing
is left to the imagination in the setting-up and
operation of the SA-5000. Each step—removal

Counterpoint's words, to "increased signal clargrated 65MHz FET-bipolar video current amplifiers to buffer all loads, including the RIAA
network and the volume and balance controls.
Like the SA-3000, the SA-5000's elegantly
styled front panel is intelligently laid out without

of three transit screws (which protect the
computer-grade, anti-vibration mounts used to

overcrowding, even with the extra controls.
Those quiet controls worked silky-smooth at all
times, as Iexpected based on my experience with

"float" the 7lb, copper-plated subchassis to
which the main audio printed circuit board is

the SA-3000. Also, like its less expensive stablemate, the SA-5000 is meant to be left on all the

attached), inspection and installation of the tubes,

time. This is to keep the tube filaments warm,

setting the phono stage, troubleshooting both
obvious and not-so-obvious problems—is
clearly explained, with illustrations where needed.
It's obvious Counterpoint truly cares about its

thus eliminating the thermal stress of acold-hotcold cycle at each listening session. Benefits of
this arrangement are extended tube life and a

customers and will take whatever steps necessary to ensure their satisfaction, including an
optional, no-cost, transferable three-year warranty covering all parts (except tubes) and labor.
Counterpoint also takes care to keep its customers apprised of product updates available at
the factory.
Counterpoint calls the SA-5000 one of their
"New Generation" tube components—a hybrid
circuit design amplifying voltage with tubes
(where their best qualities are realized), and current with FETs (where their best qualities are realized). There are atotal of eight tubes in the SA5000: three 6DJ8 triodes per channel (one each
for phono and line-stage amplification, one for
high-voltage regulation), a12AX7 for additional
high-voltage regulation, and a6CA4 used as a
high-voltage rectifier in the separate power supply. The first MC phono gain stage is biased as
aJ-FET/triode cascode, the first MM phono gain
stage as asimple triode common-cathode voltage
amplifier. The second phono gain stage and the
line stage use aP-channel FET in source-follower
configuration to drive the cathode of the amplifying
triode (a topology patented by David W. Beming
and similar to the cathode-connected gain stage
used in the SA-11). There are 11 regulated—and
one unregulated—power supplies in the SA5000. No capacitors are used between the high1Don't lose it! It'll cost $IO to replace.
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reduction in the time needed for the unit to sound
its best. The main power switch is located on the
back of the power supply, just above the long,
thick umbilical cord which attaches it to the control center. The transformer can induce hum into
low-level electronics, so the power supply is best
located some distance from the control center and
your turntable. Incidentally, Counterpoint
manufacturers its own transformers; laminated
types instead of the more highly touted toroidals.2
Iplaced the power supply on the bottom shelf
of my Arcici Superstructure (the control center
sits on the top shelf), and at no time experienced
any hum or noise. (My turntable sits approximately 2m away from the other components on
an Arcici Lead Balloon.)
A two-position toggle switch on the front of
the control unit selects either Standby or Initializing mode. In Standby (indicated by ared LED),
tube plate current is shut off by turning off the
tube rectifier filament. Switching the toggle up
powers up the rectifier and initiates the warmup
process (indicated by ablinking yellow LED).
After about aminute and ahalf, the yellow LED
stops blinking and alarger green LED lights up
just above the Counterpoint logo. At the same
time one of the source selector LEDs will light.
Setting the mute switch to Operate will extin2"Red" McCulley, manager of Counterpoint's Precision Magnetics Division, is afirm believer in the advantages offered by the
boxlike laminated transformer. For his arguments, Isuggest you
get acopy of Counterpoint's White Paper 5.
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guish the yellow LED; all LEDs should then
glow green.
Like the SA-3000, the SA-5000 is self-diagnosing. If all is okay, 16 green lamps should be
lit on the main audio board (in addition to ared
lamp on the rear jack board by the input switching relays and on the back of the front panel). If
you see ared lamp on the main audio board, there
is ashort in the unit and your dealer should be
contacted. Thermal overload protection in the
power supply will shut the preamp off if ventilation is inadequate.
Of the SA-5000's variety of user-adjustable
features, several are accessible on the front panel.
For example, if you use an MC cartridge, you can
select load resistor values of 47k ohms, 300
ohms, 100 ohms just by turning aknob. In addition, any other load resistance can be installed in
the unit by inserting resistors into the User-MC
sockets on the rear jack board, just above the MC
Load switch. (The MC Load switch should be
in the User position if this option is chosen.) Two
internally mounted toggle switches labeled
Mode should be set in accordance with the type
of cartridge used (MM/low gain or MC/high
gain). If you use an MM cartridge, the load is
factory-set at 47k ohms. (The MC Load selector
switch has no effect on the MM input jacks.)
Incidentally, shorting plugs should be inserted
into the unused phono input jacks for the circuit
to function properly. For those who feel the need,
it is also possible to re-balance and fine-tune the
output levels of both left and right phono channels.
The Line Mode switch affects the line stage
and, in addition to providing the all-important
Mono position, enables the listener to instantly
switch signal polarity. Since the SA-5000, like
the SA-3000, inverts polarity in the phono stage,
this switch saved me the trouble of adjusting my
cartridge. Ileft this control in the Nonlnvert
position for CD listening. It's handy to have a
switch like this to correct known inverted source
signals, and drive yourself silly trying to hear
differences. The SA-5000 has separate "buffered"
outputs (with substantially lower output impedance) for driving long preamp-to-amp interconnects. Afront-panel switch enables the user to
attenuate this output level by 6dB or 12dB—
the best setting dependent on, among other
things, speaker efficiency and amplifier sensitivity. Because Iused the buffered outputs only
briefly, for comparison to the "direct" outputs,
Ileft this control at the -0dB position. Other
internally adjustable options are: level controls
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for the Tape Send jacks; disabling the line-stage
buffers; and lowering the effective bandwidth
another 21/
2octaves from 0.6Hz to 0.1Hz (affecting buffered outs only). For the technically competent, instructions are also furnished for biasing
the phono and line stages, and adjusting phono
and line-stage DC offset.
The Tape Send switch selects the signal discard
to the Tape Out jacks. In addition to the obvious
phono and line input positions, Counterpoint
has provided acenter position marked Disable.
It is recommended to leave this switch in the Disable position unless you're actually recording,
thus bypassing the rather mediocre-sounding,
solid-state Tape Send amps. The Main Output
Select control is turned to the actual source you
want to listen to. The Phono position connects
the phono stage to the line stage. The Line Input
position selects whichever source you've chosen on the Line Input Select control and sends
that signal to the line stage Tape lisa tape-monitor
function. Whereas the SA-3000 had atraditional
"balance" control, the SA-5000 uses dual attenuators, one per channel. Counterpoint recommends leaving the controls in the 12 o'clock
"bypass" position and turning down (counterclockwise) the channel with too much volume
level. The non-stepped (hooray!), self-explanatory
Gain control is extremely smooth and absolutely
noiseless, and the Mute/Operate switch is very
handy.
At no time in my audition of the SA-5000 did
Iexperience any surprises in the way of clicks,
pops, or other system-threatening noises. All
controls worked silently, glitch-free, and with
authority—a statement which, unfortunately,
cannot be made of all components in this price
range!
LISTENING CONDITIONS
In addition to having my room "tuned" by Michael
Green of RoomTune [a review ofMr Green's gadgets
and gizmos is underway—Ed.], I've established a
benchmark for future equipment evaluations
(including this one) which Ifeel brings me closer
to the experience of "live" music than I've ever
been before In away, my system as it now stands
represents astep forward, much as entering graduate school does upon completion of college.
Consequently, the system has become the master,
Iits slave. Ileave the listening room only to attend
to the most basic biological necessities. My social
life has dwindled to the point of atrophy. Messages stack up on my answering machine and go
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unheard. Idon't discuss current movies with
friends, since Ihaven't seen any. My writing has
slowed to atrickle (much to the chagrin of RL,

emotional content of the music. No outboard
DIA converter has made its way into my system
as yet, but some options are beginning to appear

who waits longer now for my record reviews).
It's as if I'm drawn by amagnet into the listen-

who seems to have one each of every processor

ing room in the morning, astack of LPs under
my arrn, driven by the knowledge that I'll be discovering buried treasure in my record collection
and hearing performance details uncovered for
the first time on records Ithought Iknew intimately. It's like reading abook for the second
time and discovering achapter somehow missed
the first time through.
An index of the pleasure Iget from asystem
is how often Iplay both sides of arecord all the

on the horizon. Perhaps if Itempt Bob Harley—
known to man—with arare Dixie Dregs import
LP, he'll cast one my way.
Interconnect between source components and
preamp(s) (excepting the phono leads, which will
be described later) were either Image Reference
Silver Star by Transition Audio Design (an excellent-sounding, cost-effective, and user-friendly
cable), VTI:s audio cable (a great-sounding, industrial-strength design), or, for aglimpse of aural

until now I've never felt as compelled to just sit

nirvana, Second Opinion Audio's Music Metre
Silver (expensive, but oohhh, what sound!).
Speaker cable was first VTL's audio cable (bi-

and listen—to album after album, side after side.
The system brings much joy, while soothing the
hurt and healing the pain of life's mysteries. It's

wired), then Transition Audio Design's Zebracable speaker cable (also bi-wired).
Mirage M-3 loudspeakers now take pride of

become apanacea (a narcotic, if you will), afriend
Ican turn to any hour of the day or night, who
rarely disappoints and is available at the flick of

place in my listening room. Tom Norton's enthusiastic review of these speakers (Vol.13 No.11)

way through. In the past I've come close, but up

aswitch. They say music is auniversal language.
If this be so, then I've become conversant in its
dialects!
My source components remain the same: VPI
Mk.III turntable (with VPI power-line conditioner), Eminent Technology Model Two
tonearm, and Monster Cable Sigma Genesis
2000 cartridge. Mods and upgrades to the above

piqued my interest; upon hearing the M-3s, it
was love at first listen. They sit solidly, several
feet from the rear wall, on Arcici Super Spikes.
My electronics are by VTL. The way this phrase
rolls off the tongue is like saying "Wardrobe by
Bass" or "Coiffure by Sassoon," but fashion notwithstanding, Iam, and have been for the past
several months, completely bowled over by the

include replacement of the spring suspension on

sound resulting from the combination of the
VTL Deluxe 140 monoblock power amplifiers

the WI with Navcom sorbothane "pucks:' mounting of aTeclock Model A1-911 dial gauge on the

operating in "tri-tet" mode and the VTL Ultimate preamp setup with "Floating Symmetrical

ET arm (for duplicable VTA adjustment), replacement of the stock ET air pump with the Wisa

Mode" MC phono stage. This design requires
phono leads terminated, at one end, with XLRs

Audio Pump/Airtech surge tank combination,

(which VTL furnishes with the preamp). Since

replacement of the low-pressure manifold on the
ET arm with ET's high-pressure design, and

Idid not have on hand 2m lengths of appropriately terminated interconnect from the other

installation of an Eminent Technology tonearm
damping trough? Maybe I'm aglutton for pun-

cable companies, final listening was done with
VTL audio cable to eliminate an obvious variable.
Fifteen-foot pairs of first AudioQuest Lapis
Hyperlitz then Transition Audio's Image Refer-

ishment, but Itruly enjoy tweaking my analog
front-end. It never fails to bring sonic improvements, and gives me something constructive to
do with idle hands (besides cleaning records). A

ence Silver Star interconnect fed the signal from
the preamp(s) to the amps. Finally, in order to

measure of how effective this mania is can be

ensure aregulated and grundge-free AC volt-

demonstrated by the frequency with which Idis-

age from my less-than-ideal apartment mains,

card CDs (usually in hordes after the latest
tweak). Ido play CDs though, mostly for review
purposes, and find the ICinergetics KCD-40 to
be an extremely satisfying player, effectively con-

the amps were plugged into either aCounterpoint PAC-15 or aTripplite LC-2400; evidence
of the latter unit performing as advertised was

veying both the performance details and the

gleaned from the light show presented by the
LED display on its front panel (both were reviewed
in the November '91 issue). The other compo-

3See Vol.14 No.10, October 1991. p.193.

nents were plugged into either aCounterpoint
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PAC-5 or aTripplite LC-1800. Playback levels

adiscernible paucity of "air!" Don't get me wrong

were matched using aRealistic Sound Level Meter

—instruments were extremely well-defined in
space—it's just that space was less "spacious"
than Iwas accustomed to hearing through the
VTL. This lack of air psychoacoustically brought
the images of the instruments closer together in

("C" weighted), and either band 1, side 2of the
Shure test record (TTR 101) or track 18 of the
original HFN/RR test disc.
These system changes have completely redefined my expectations as to what is possible in
the reproduction of music in the home, and its
emotional effect on me. Ibelieve Ihave, after many

the soundstage; on the one hand this heightened
my awareness of them, and on the other decreased

thwarted attempts to reach that last rung on the

the sense of space.
Imagine afootball center's view of the oppos-

ladder, succeeded in finding asynergistic combination of components which provides me a
reference point on which to base future listen-

ing team, then imagine the punter's view. Each
is aware of the forces of destruction before him.
Each has his own anticipation. The center knows

ing sessions.
Idid all my listening to the Counterpoint with

kicker knows he has but afew seconds before lu'

hell be clobbered as soon as he snaps the ball. The

the buffered outputs disabled. Iheard no advantage when using them, and no disadvantage, no

gets clobbered. The differences in the anxiety levels
of the two players can be attributed to the dis-

lack of high-frequency extension, with the direct
outputs feeding the VTL power amplifias (which

tance each is from the line of scrimmage. In this
analogy, distance is the operative word. In my

have ahigh input impedance).

listening, distance was also the operative word.

SOUND

musical forces with the VTL.
On the song "You Can Have Her," from the

There was more "space" between me and the

Friends have commented on the musicality, liq-

uidity, and ease with which my present system
serves up the music. Iliken it to ahot-tub experience. Ialways come away from alistening session relaxed, refreshed, and anxious to return.
A conduit has been established between me and
the music which is utterly seductive, irresistible,
and addictive. For instance, when Ilisten to Joan
Armatrading sing "Willow" from her 1977 LP
Show Some Emotion (A&M SP-4663), Iget achill
which begins in the small of my back, slowly
spreads across my shoulders, and finally rises to
the top of my head. When she reaches for the

album No Frills (Rounder Records 3038), the Persuasions are assisted by Beverly Rohlehr. Her
voice is aperfect complement to that of the four
males, adding asense of delicacy and extension
to the (already) exquisite harmonies. Both preamps
shone in their abilities to present an awesome palpability to the sound here. It was as if the five
singers were performing just in front of me, afew
feet away. The slight lack of air Iheard listening
to the Counterpoint contributed to what Iperceived as asubtle constriction in the soundstage,

high notes, Ireach for them with her, my face

as if the singers were standing closer together
before the mikes. The sound is certainly pleasing—

contorting, uncontrollably, to form the notes.'
My Ent impression of the SA-5000, as Ilistened

indeed, compelling—but after listening to this
cut through the VTL, Ifelt Beverly's contribu-

to Mark 1Cnopfler's music on the Cal soundtrack

tion was made less vital as aresult.
Perhaps you feel Iattach too much importance

(Vertigo 822 769-1), was one of asense of increased
volume. As Icontinued listening, Irealized this
perception was due, in large part, to the Counterpoint's more forward musical presentation.
Compared with the VTL Ultimate preamp (which
Ifind has asomewhat "dark" sonic signature),
the sound of the SA-5000 was like walking out
into the sun after spending acouple of hours in
amovie theatre. Ineeded time to adjust to the
light! In addition, Ifelt the soundstage was abit
foreshortened and drawn-in on the sides, with
4If you can't relate to what I'm describing or you've never been
affected by reproduced music this way, you should listen to asystern which will raise those gooscbumps; it'll change you. If it
doesn't, then perhaps you should take up fly-tying.
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to this matter, as Ikeep harping on it. Ido so
because the SA-5000 is such an outstanding performer in the areas audiophiles usually discuss—
frequency response, timbral accuracy, spectral
balance, quietness, resolution, dynamics, etc.—
that Ifeel it more important to discuss the emotive aspect of its performance.
On symphonic music, the SA-5000 proved
itself quite capable of recreating the illusion of
an orchestra on astage. For example, on Malcolm
Arnold's performance of his Beckus the Dandipratt
overture (with the Bournemouth Symphony,
EMI ESD 1077801), there are moments which
can induce goosebumps when heard through the
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right system. The Counterpoint didn't let me
down here, in large part due, Isuspect, to its
speed and ability to handle dynamics. The novel

exercise in frustration. Each time Ithought I
heard something on the VTL Ididn't on the SA5000, Iwent back to the latter and listened again.

and often humorous percussive effects were han-

On second hearing, Icouldn't remember what

dled with sureness, and the sound of the brass

I'd thought I'd heard. The more Ilistened, the
more Ibegan to look for ways to express what

section was very convincing. The trumpets, in
particular, had just the right amount of edge or
"bite" to their tone. In terms of imaging, individual
sections of the orchestra were well-defined, being

Iwas hearing (or thought Iwas hearing) in less
ambiguous terms. Here's what Icame up with:

precisely and solidly located on the stage. If I
detected anything not to my liking, it was atendency toward avery slight leanness in the overall
character of the sound—an impression Ialso got
from the SA-3000. Keep in mind, however, that
my reference preamp is an all-tube design and
has been described by some as sounding "corpulent."
CD playback was ajoy with the SA-5000. The
differences Iheard between the Counterpoint
and the VTL with LPs were not as pronounced
when playing CDs, though there was adifference.
My favorite tracks on the Astrée sampler (Astrée
E7699) came through with flying colors. From
the intimate lute recitals (and yes, with this preamp you can tell when the soloist is using more
flesh than nail when striking the strings) to the
room-filling sound of the organ on the De
Grigny track, the SA-5000 stood up to the best
I've heard. At normal listening levels, the absolutely dead silence of the line-stage caused me,
on several occasions, to look over at the unit to
see if it was even on! The music emanating from
this silence was as grain-free as I've heard. Wellrecorded CDs sounded so similar to their LP
counterparts it made me think twice about my
stance on the analog/digital issue. Iwas unaware
of any additive coloration introduced by the
SA-5000.
Though not exactly astraight-wire-with-gain
(too much control flexibility for that), the SA5000 impressed me as being an extremely neutral
conduit for the passage of the CD signal. The
more Ilistened to the two preamps, the more I
was convinced that the differences Iwas hearing were the archetypical differences in sonic signatures between an all-tubed unit (VTL) and a
tube/solid-state hybrid (Counterpoint). Each unit
exhibited exemplary handling of the frequency
extremes: taut, robust, well-defined bass, and
smooth, glare-free treble seeming to extend
beyond the limits of my hearing. The Counterpoint's midrange, though lacking that last vestige
of liquidity Iheard with the VTL, was so good
as to make comparisons between the two an
196

With the VTL Ultimate, the sense of "air" about
the soundstage, and the performers on it, was
more palpable, reminding me of days when the
humidity reaches 85%. With the Counterpoint
SA-5000, the "air" was there, but the humidity
remained at only 55%. Whew!
Detail retrieval was outstanding on both units,
neither pushed out at me physically nor accentuated electronically. It just was, and made for
some mighty enjoyable and unfatiguing listening! Ifelt the Counterpoint had aslight edge over
the VTL in its handling of dynamics. For example, on Pat Coil's Steps CD (Sheffield Lab CD-31,
reviewed in Vol.14 No.10), the arrangements
make full use of the ensemble's resources. The
sound is typical Sheffield—clean as awhistle,
with subterranean bass and crystal-clear highs.
What Ihad not been aware of until using the SA5000 was the wide range of dynamics captured
on the CD. From ashout to awhisper, with all
nuances in between, the recording makes the
musical message clear; amessage received intact
on the Counterpoint. Surprisingly, on this material, the VTL just seemed to "hold back" in away
which rendered the presentation a bit less
visceral. Ithus found myself less inclined to perk
up. Perhaps adehumidifier would help.

CONCLUSION
Counterpoint has succeeded with its SA-5000
preamplifier. It's not exactly cheap at $3595, but
it does offer asum which is greater than its parts.
You can enjoy listening to music through this
product, the degree of enjoyment limited only
by the quality of your source material. The SA5000 will not cover up lousy program material;
it'll be exposed for what it is. On the other hand,
with above-average recordings, you'll be reluctant to turn your system off, since the discovery
of music previously buried in the grooves or
digits will nail you to your chair. You'll grin with
satisfaction as you hear, perhaps for the first time,
the acoustic signatures of recording venues.
You'll be able to hear just how much processing
goes on in popular recordings (and applaud those
devoid of such!). Male and female vocals will
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come to life with an uncanny presence. Most of
all, you'll get ataste of what high-end audio is
all about: involvement! After all, we turn to music
to transcend the everyday routine, the everyman
angst. Good music, like good literature, stands
outside of time. It can take you on journeys to
foreign lands, transport you back in time to other
cultures, and whisk you forward to glimpse the
future. No chemicals or other body additives are
necessary; apair of ears will do nicely. Ultimately, if you're not brain-dead, music will touch
your soul and move you. The SA-5000 is acomponent which will allow this to happen.
For many of you, the SA-5000 is the last preamp you'll ever need to buy. It offers outstanding
control flexibility, great sound, excellent fit and

100k ohms or greater. The much lower measured
output impedance of the buffered outputs-85
ohms—is agood match for almost any reasonable amplifier and cable. The line input impedance at lkHz was just over 13k ohms at the maximum setting of the level control, increasing to
15.5k ohms at asetting of 11 o'clock.
The maximum line-stage gain of the SA-5000
measured 24dB from the direct outputs (about
ldB less and to specification from the buffered
outputs). Gain from the moving-magnet input
to the tape outputs measured 363dB on the left
channel, the right channel measuring 1.6dB less;
gain at the same outputs for the moving-coil
input was 67dB with a300 ohm load on the input.

finish, commendable cosmetics, and represents

The Counterpoint was non-inverting from its
line input but polarity-inverting from the phono

amajor step up from the SA-3000 in sound (and
price). But Ifeel it's worth the additional bucks,

inputs. (The tape outputs add asecond inverting stage, however, meaning that monitoring the

as it brought me closer to the music by eliminating those last vestiges of hi-fi sound. This is not

phono inputs from the tape sockets will give a
polarity-correct signal.) Fig.1 shows the SA-

the preamp for those who need to show off their
systems; lots of products out there enable you to
do that. Instead, the SA-5000 is for the music

5000's frequency response. The two curves at the
bottom (in all cases, the solid trace is the left channel, the dotted the right) were taken from the line

lover, the person whose record or CD collection
represents alarger investment than his/her system.

inputs to the direct outputs. The difference in
gain between the left and right channels shown

However, I'm not going to replace my VTL

here (taken with the preamp having been on for
several hours) did not appear when it was measured shortly after turn-on. The slight high-end

Ultimate with the SA-5000.1'm atube nut and
have succumbed to the overwhelmingly musical
qualities (and the limitations!) offered by that
approach. Some of you may think this compar-

rolloff (-0.25dB at 20kHz) disappears from the

ison is aspurious calculation in apples and oranges.
Maybe—but the fact is, the VTL Ultimate preamp
is firmly entrenched in my system the gap between

buffered outputs (not shown), from which the
response was down less than 0.5dB at 100kHz
(and flat to 10Hz at the bottom end). The top two
curves show the RIAA response measured from

tube and solid-state technology still remains, and
will most likely continue for some time. Counterpoint is trying to bridge that gap; based on

the moving-magnet inputs to the tape outputs.
Aside from alarger than normal level difference
between the channels and asmall rise below

what Iheard with this, their "best" preamp, they're
coming awfully close to that ideal. But the gap

100Hz, the RIAA equalization is flat.
Fig.2 shows the THD+noise measurement

is still there. Nevertheless, Igive the SA-5000 a

with a100mV input, from the line inputs to the

solid recommendation. If you're in the market
for apreamp in this price range, you owe it to
yourself to audition the SA-5000 in your system.

direct line out with the level control full up. The

Ibelieve you'll be in for apleasant surprise.

of 1.093V for an output of 17.22V. The latter was
measured with the buffered outputs enabled,

TJN

though not used. After the buffered outputs were

MEASURES
As expected from the specification, the output
impedance from the SA-5000's direct outputs
measured arather high 3800 ohms. Long lengths
of high-capacitance interconnect should be
avoided between these outputs, which GL felt
to be the best-sounding, and the power amplifier.
For best results, the input impedance of the accompanying power amplifier should also be high-
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1% distortion level from the line inputs to the
direct outputs at lkHz was reached with an input

disabled with an internal jumper, the 1% distortion reading from the direct outputs was reached
at 1.765V for a27.11V output.
THD+noise from the moving-magnet input
to the tape output is shown in fig3. The latter was
taken with an RIAA-emphasized input of 15mV
at lkHz to minimize the noise component, which
still makes up agood portion of the total read-
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ing. Using an unequalized input to probe the
phono stage, the 1% distortion point for the moving-magnet input was reached at 117mV at
lkHz, 12.5mV at 20Hz, and 604mV at 20kHz,
equivalent to overload margins of 27.4dB, 28dB,
and 21.6dB, which is excellent. For the movingcoil input, the figures for the same frequencies
were 3.5mV, 0359mV, and 18.6mV respectively,
again equivalent to overload margins of 16.9dB,
17dB, and 11.4dB, which is less good but still
more than adequate.5
The phono channel separation is shown in
fig.4, taken from the tape outputs. The curve that
reaches its minimum at 151cHz indicates the separation from left to right; it, the output signal level
from the right channel with asignal fed only into

between the channels. The decrease in separation at lower frequencies might possibly be due
to noise generated prior to the RIAA equalization
and modified by the latter's curve. The line-stage
crosstalk in fig.5 is more typical. Here, the top
curve shows the separation from left to right, the
lower curve the separation from right to left, with
the curve below 400Hz probably being dominated by noise. Again, the increase in crosstalk at
high frequencies is likely due to capacitive coupling between channels, but it remains below
-60dB in the audio band even in the worst case,
which is okay.
tà1DIOPIISCIS1011 SÉGINTIO 1,10.19(.41 à »MC...

mob

a 10..

Si 59:54 ill

f

the left. The remaining curve shows the separation from right to left. The shape of the curve is
unusual: the decreasing separation at higher frequencies perhaps indicates capacitive coupling
5For those readers who don't know why there should be such
awide discrepancy in the readings from 20Hz to 20kHz, the
answer is in the nature of the signal the phono cartridge sees from
the LP. Because of the RIAA phono equalization curve, there is
aconsiderably higher recorded signal level (all other things being
equal) at 20kHz than at 20Hz, therefore the required overload
margin has to be much higher at higher frequencies The dB overload margins are referred to 5mV (MM), 500µV (MC) at IkHz
and its pre-emphasized equivalents at 20Hz and 20kHz.—TJN

Fig.1 Counterpoint SA-5000, line-stage
frequency response (bottom traces) and
RIAA error (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.)
id1,10 ,PRECISIC111 1911111110 Uls.ar.

a 9111.(91 boa Me.,

Fig.3 Counterpoint SA-5000, phono -stage
THD +noise, set to MM, ref. 15mV input at
'kHz (right channel dashed)

Fig.4 Counterpoint SA-5000, phono -stage
crosstalk, R-L (dip at 4kHz) and L-R (dip at
12kHz) (5dB/vertical div.)

29 OCT Si 17:12:17

...
Fig.2 Counterpoint SA-5000, inc-stage
THD +noise, v/c full (right channel dashed)
198

Fig.5 Counterpoint SA-5000, rne-stage
crosstalk, R-L (bottom) and L-R (top)
(5dB/vertical div.)
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Two other interesting observations were made
when testing the SA-5000. They do not detract
from its performance in any significant way, but
are worth noting. First, the level from the tape
monitor output, which should be independent
of the level control, was not. From full off to full

put decreased by 0.33dB. Second, the inverted
position of the phase switch increased the level at
the outputs by 03dB over that of the noninverted
setting. The latter would affect any attempt to
listen for differences between the normal and the
inverted phase settings. —Thomas J. Norton

on settings of this control, the tape monitor out-

CONTEMPORARY CARTRIDGES
Arms Balgalvis listens to moving-coil phono cartridges
from Lyra and Ikeda
Lyra Clavis moving-coil phonograph cartridge. Weight: 9.0gm. Recommended tracking force: 1.8-2.0gm. Output
level: 0.25mV. Internal impedance: 2ohms. Cantilever material: "Ceralloy." Dynamic compliance: approximately 8cu at 100Hz, Ilcu at 10Hz (lcu = 0.000001 cm/dyne). Tonearm recommendations: rigid mediummass pivoted, or linear tracking with high-quality bearings. Price: $1695. Approximate number of dealers:
55. Manufacturer Scan-Tech. Distributor. Immedia, 2629 Mabel Street, Berkeley, CA 94702. Tel: (510) 486-1318.
Fax: (510) 486-1039.
Ikeda 9R moving-coil phonograph cartridge. Weight I5.7gm. Recommended tracking force: 2.5gm. Output
level: 0.17mV. Coil impedance: 2.5 ohms. Cantilever: none. Stylus type: 0.25 by 0.8 mil, elliptical nude diamond. Dynamic compliance: Approx. 6cu at IkHz (lcu = 0.000001 cm/dyne). Channel separation at IkHz:
27dB. Tonearm recommendation: medium- to high-mass. Price: $1895. Approximate number of dealers: 6.
Manufacturer: Ikeda Sound Labs. Distributor: Edge Marketing, 61IB Santa Clara Avenue, Venice, CA 90291.
Tel: (310) 392-2927. Fax: (310) 392-6586.
Like it or not, digital is in the driver's seat in the

"I know, Iknow—the LP is better. But Iwant

'90s. Most vinyl efforts simply cannot sustain

you to send me the CD anyway!" That, folks, is
what vinyl vendors have to contend with. That's

themselves financially, and exist only because
digital's success is paying the way. The bottom

the frighteningly frequent response heard by

line? Analog is at digital's mercy. And don't hold
your breath expecting sympathy from the big-

Chesky, Reference Recordings, Sheffield, Acous-

gies. Vinyl is hardly in vogue with the Sonys and
PolyGrams, nor is it avirtue for the Virgins. For

tic Sounds, and other serious defenders of the
analog faith. Ditto for Stereophile software cus-

them there's more buck for the bang in CD. This
is why new vinyl from the majors dwindles at
atruly alarming rate. Make no bones about it, the
LP is on the verge of vanishing.

tomers. When it comes to the purest form of analog activism—buying the latest LP releases—
analog allegiances are put on hold.
As passionately as some analog devotees may
beat their chests about vinyl, they don't practice

What to do? Isuggest sitting back and taking
aclose look at your sonic priorities. If you truly
believe that analog is the better medium, that LPs

what they preach. It's more fashionable to tell tall
tales of RCA Shaded Dog and Mercury Living
Presence exploits than it is to support current

are more rewarding despite the playback complexities, support vinyl and those who are doing

vinyl distributors. Of course, everyone wants the
best possible source material, but too many peo-

something worthwhile to keep it alive. Ask not

ple behave as if no other worthwhile LPs exist.

what vinyl can do for you, ask what you can do
for vinyl!

out there for those not seeking LP status.

Unfortunately, much of the idealism necessary to pull analog through these tough times is,
at best, diluted. It seems for every dream there's
an equal and opposite reality.
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Believe me, there's awealth of equally good vinyl
If George Cardas can start issuing new directto-disc releases, why can't we support him? If Bill
Low and Joe Harley of AudioQuest, Harry
Weisfeld of VPI, and the people at Water Lily (not
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to mention Stereophile) can go to the trouble of

of the sudden preponderance of digital equip-

putting out carefully prepared new vinyl, why
not give them avote of confidence with our dollars? Ditto for Chesky, Reference Recordings, and
Sheffield!

ment reviews? Stereophile reviewed just 11 analogplayback components (including the Linn Lingo

And there's more! Good news deserves to be

turntable power supply) during the past 15 months
(October 1990 through December 1991) compared with awhopping 47 digitally related
products.

repeated. As JA pointed out in arecent "Industry
Update" (Vol.14 No.'7), mail-order record retailer
Acoustic Sounds is reissuing sonically acclaimed
out-of-print LP r12gsics. Already out are Fremaux's
Le Cid, Virgil Thomson's The Plow that Broke the
Plains, and Canteloube's Songs of the Auvergne
arrangements. Mastering is by Doug Sax, press-

why not feature those components more often

ing by RTI. As praiseworthy as these reissue
activities are, Acoustic Sounds (Tel: (800) 525-

that best demonstrate the ideals held high by the
writers?

1630) should get recognition for the work Chad
Kassem does in digging up worthy vinyl versions
of numerous current releases, often going out of

galvis, that's aclear case of the pot calling the kettle black!"

Hmm. We don't practice what we preach, do
we? If analog is as good as everyone would have
you believe, why is Stereophile not paying more
attention to analog equipment? If analog is as
worthy as most digital denunciations indicate,

By now, JA wants to scream: "My God, Bal-

the country to do so. That goes for pop and clas-

Okay—I own up to part of the blame. I've

sical. He also does his best to supply many of the
LP versions, in addition to the CDs, of lists like
Stereophile's "Records to Die For," TAS recom-

done more than my share of gushing over digital
products. "Suddenly my analog angst is athing

mendations, and sonic standouts by other audiophile publications.
Then there's Keith Johnson of Reference Recordings. Here's aman whose talents and accomplishments have my undivided admiration. It seems
everything he touches ends up at least outstanding, and most other times downright amazing.
So when Ihear that Reference Recordings has
acquired ahalf-speed mastering lathe, Ithink it's
exciting news. Their immediate plans call for

of the past," Isaid as Ipraised the Wadia 2000
processor in January 1990. It was also Iwho suggested that the cartridge reviews Iwas preparing be pushed back in order to get areview of the
Wadia WT-2000 transport under way (see Vol.14
No.5, May 1991). So what John gets for being
patient is adose of insolence—almost as good
as the man accused of killing his parents begging
for mercy because he's an orphan.
The digits made me do it! Imean, digital
equipment does exist and it's going to be with

remastering their new vinyl releases If that wasn't

us for along time. But most important, it's mak-

enough, RR has been negotiating with amajor

ing headway as aviable alternative storage medium
of recorded information, and its progress therefore

recording company for the rights to half-speed
master some famous—very famous—master tapes.

deserves to be assessed periodically—more so,

Yes, Idid check in with them recently, but they
still can't reveal the party in question.
The problem, dear reader, is not in our stores,
but in ourselves. If efforts like these are not suc-

of course, when significant developments occur.

cessful for lack of support, only you, the buying public, are to blame. Of course, it wouldn't
hurt if all the analog voices made themselves
heard from the right places. Which brings me,
as if by magic, to Stereophile.
To be sure, the fondness for analog among most

And, believe me, the WT-2000 was that in spades.
But that's not all. Idon't mind confessing that
slick digital conveniences can be very enticing.
Next to digital's streamlined playback activities,
the tedious nature of the analog playback ritual—
not to mention the meticulous setup requirements
—can become aburden. The more Iused digital, the more unpalatable analog preparations
became, to the point where Iwas stifled into sub-

of our writers—that goes for equipment and music
reviewers—is unmistakable; but only to those
who have delved into the finer points of the

mission. That ol' black magic of the CD remote
sure had me in its spell!

reviews and articles. And, yes, Guy Lemcoe

and went to work. "Man, that analog process sure

The digital demons sensed my vulnerability

keeps us abreast of vinyl sources in some of the
major cities? But what are the readers to make
1Not their previously released recordings, as Ihad reported—
erroneously, it turns out—in my Vol.14 No.9 "Industry Update."
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2Guy's surveys in Vol.13 No.12 and Vol.14 Na6 covered Boston
and St. Louis; articles due to appear in the neat few months include
looks at LP retailing in New York, San Diego, Southern and Central Los Angeles, and by mail-order.
—JA
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is archaic! How good can it be if you have to subject the signal to several transductions? You think
much quality can survive after the signal dances
from the electrical to the magnetic to the mechanical
domains and back again? In light of today's technology, no less? What nerve! Precisely why do
we have to suffer through these agonizing setup
procedures? And how about those analog adherents
—no wonder their behavior borders on the pious!
With so many rituals to follow, it might as well
be areligion. Hell, that's no analog contingent,

component, bring out the most astonishment.
"You must be out of your mind wanting to take
on cartridges!" is par for the course. Ismile and
reply, "No problem!" "But what about the setup
time and all those adjustments every time acartridge is changed?" "No problem!" Finally, lease
their exasperation: "There's amethod to my madness! The Basis turntable and the Airtangent
tonearm (reviewed in Vol.12 No.2 and Vol.13
No.12, respectively) are conveniences that keep
me sane. Without them Iwouldn't tackle cartridges." With those components in the test setup

that's the analog congregation!"
1came close to killing the messenger because
Ididn't listen to the message. Despite all the playback problems, despite the production shortcomings, despite all the potshots you want to take
about ticks and pops, it's still the analog process
that sounds more like the live experience.
There. My conscience is clear.
It's time to talk playback equipment. And what
better place to start than at the very beginning—
cartridges.

the performance level is about as good as it gets,
yet with unsurpassed flexibility. Swapping tonearms is normally aherculean undertaking, but
the Basis turntable allows this task to be completed in about aminute. Therefore, changing
arms to accommodate the test requirements was
accomplished with aminimum of effort.
Lately, another equally remarkable component
has joined my cartridge test contingent—the
Graham Model 1.5 tonearm. While slightly less
convenient than the interchangeable arm-tube/

TEST CONSIDERATIONS
Ibelong to the Audiophile Society. A number of

air-bearing assemblies of the Airtangent, where
settings for VTF, azimuth, and overhang are

people refer to it as the "Westchester" Audiophile
Society, but don't tell that to president and founder

maintained constant once each individual car-

Hy Kac.halsky. He believes that, as this is the only
Audiophile Society, there's no need to single it

able arm tubes that lock-in the overhang setting
for the mounted cartridge. Combine that with

out by locating it geographically.

the more convenient VTF and azimuth adjustments, and the Graham joins the ranks of select

Ifind the Audiophile Society invaluable in
many ways? After 12 years of active participation as Vice President and Program Chairman,
it has become an important part of my life. First
and foremost, there's the social aspect—it's
always pleasant to meet all the members in the
warm and loving atmosphere of the Kachalsky

tridge is set up, the Graham also has interchange-

equipment that helps keep life simple during cartridge testing. It's every bit as good as Dick
Olsher described in his review last March (Vol.14
No.3, p.107).

OFMATTERS

VERTICAL

home. Then there's the audio connection. Each
month—except for August, when the members

Of all the cartridge settings, Ifind Vertical Tracking Angle to be the most demanding. This

scatter for vacations—there's ameeting with aguest
speaker. Since the guests who have appeared by
now virtually comprise aWho's Who of the High

parameter not only differs from cartridge to cartridge, but can also be expected to change from
LP to LP, in part due to their different thicknesses.

End, you can well imagine what awonderful

And because VTA is avital setting for optimizing

opportunity this is to stay current with some of
the latest industry developments. It's also an

playback results, it places heavy demands for
accuracy on the associated equipment.

opportunity to mix regularly with astute audi-

Despite what folklore preaches, forget about
eyeballing VTA. The required accuracy is well

ophiles. They talk about what they're up to, and
Idiscuss some of my latest test-and-describe

beyond the capability of the naked eye. Instru-

missions.
Cartridge reviews, far more than any other

ments are the only resort when working with
repeatable settings of 0.005" at the pivot point.

3Those in the New York/Connecticut/New jersey area can get
details on how to join the Audiophile Society, which also publishes its own quarterly magazine, The Audiophile Voice, from (914)
967-3650.

It must be possible to repeat settings that took
several minutes of meticulous listening and adjusting to establish. To adjust VTA, Istart out with
the tonearm in ahorizontal position, then lower

-JA
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the pivot point while listening for the VTA "zone"
Listen for aparticular calm and peace in the playback—more air, space, focus, and presence.)
Despite the Airtangent's excellent mechanism
for precisely incrementing VTA, the arm lacks
any provision for keeping track of the vertical
position of the arm-tube support pillar. To cure
that, Iinstalled adial indicator for displaying the
adjusted setting. A dial indicator is aprecise
instrument used for measuring and displaying
linear excursions to an accuracy better than 0.001".
(A perfectly adequate dial indicator can be picked
up for less than $20.) After determining asonically satisfying VTA setting, it is possible to read
out that position and record it for future reference
To his credit, Bob Graham saw fit to provide
the Graham 1.5 tonearm with abuilt-in vernier
mechanism for accurately incrementing VTA.
Finding his scale markings too coarse, however,
Iresorted to using partial revolutions of the vernier knob for the VTA adjustment. In my tests,
I/8 of aturn resulted in an audible change.
The Airtangent's dial indicator always displays
areading, leaving me open to suggestion concerning what Ithought Iwas hearing. Partly due
to what Icould hear, and partly due to limited
patience, Iseldom attempted to zero-in on increments of less than 0.005". On the other hand,

case with VTA, the point where the sound is most
open, spacious, and detailed is the right setting. It
is also the point of most calm. Readjusting azimuth zeros-in on these effects more conclusively.
The Graham's outrigger weights proved invaluable for this purpose. Again, Iput amark on the
outrigger weights, kept track of the number of
rotations for coarse settings, and subdivided
down to 1/4 revolution to repeatably capture the
best sound.
In order to expedite the myriad of cartridge
combinations Iwas bound to encounter during
my listening sessions, Idecided to tabulate the
VTA readings, and azimuth settings for the Graham, for each of the cartridges in each of the two
tonearms, for all the LPs used in these sessions.
This proved worthwhile: it allowed me complete
freedom when it came to performing the repeated
cartridge comparisons, while sorting out the pertinent impressions of the contender's strengths and
weaknesses.
In addition to letting me get the best out of the
cartridges evaluated, the equipment used here
also minimized the frustration and distraction
caused by setup and adjustment requirements.
By cutting down on such demands Iwas left
with more time and abetter attitude for the evaluation sessions. Having said all that, Imust tell you

because Ididn't know how much vertical dis-

that Iregret having uttered all those "No prob-

tance was covered by each 1
4 turn of the Gra/
ham's adjustment, Iwas actually performing a

lem!" pronouncements. This review was more
than I'd bargained for.

blind test for my sensitivity to VTA changes.
So how much vertical distance is covered by
aVs turn on the Graham vernier? It's an easy calculation, and Bob Graham and Iworked it out
on the phone. Each major division on the scale

PET PEEVE
If there's one thing that bugs me no end about
cartridges, it's that damned "break-in" requirement.
Ido understand that I'm not aconsumer, and

is 0.175", and since 4.25 turns traverse that dis-

am dealing with review samples—except for one

tance, each turn equals 0.0333". Dividing that by
8, we arrive at 0.0042". Not bad!'

sample of the Clavis, which was purchased by
Stereophile from adealer—so maybe as areviewer
Ishould be required to do alittle more work. I

Let's not forget that VTA and azimuth are
interrelated for offset-headshell tonearm designs.
A vertical displacement of the tonearm's pivot
point will change azimuth as weV It is therefore
impossible to achieve an azimuth setting once
and for all, as we can in the case of the tangentially tracking Airtangent. Because the Graham
headshell is offset, azimuth had to be touched up
as VTA was changed. Idid this by ear. As is the
4Since that time, probably due to better equipment in the system, I've been able to resolve VTA changes of 0.002.
5Looking at acartridge from the front, azimuth is the angle at
which it (or, more accurately, its generator mechanism) deviates
from the vertical. At the optimum azimuth angle, crosstalk from
left to right and right to left should be equal, meaning that the
generator axis is orthogonal to the groove modulations. —JA
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can live with that. As you have every right to
expect, these cartridges have far more playing
time on them than any minimum suggested by
the manufacturer.6 But let me tell you, if Iwas a
paying customer and had just shelled out $1500
or more for acartridge, I'd be very unhappy to
have to go home and not immediately be able to
hear the cartridge at its best. In view of the pricey
nature of high-end equipment, having to break
in any high-end component is asking alot—for
acartridge it's even worse, as this component has,
Ibelieve, the highest dealer profit margin.
6As far as this review is concerned. Ionly had to break in one
of each make. The second samples of each arrived all set to go.
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TEST EQUIPMENT
In addition to the Basis turntable, the Airtangent
tonearm with aHerb Wolf air reservoir, and the
Graham 1.5T Tonearm, the rest of the equipment
consisted of the Jeff Rowland Design Group
Consummate preamplifier, phono stage, and
Model 5power amplifiers. Also used in these
tests were the Classé DR-25, the Jadis Defy-7,
and Krell KSA-250 power amps. The Jadis Defy7stereo power amplifiers were anovelty for me
because Ihad not dared to try tube amplifiers on
the Apogee Divas, which, along with the DAX,
were one of the speakers used here. Well, the
Defy-7s performed just fine, thank you. So much
for folklore. Monster Cable Sigma balanced

At JA's suggestion Iused the AudioQuest AQ
7000 as abenchmark, comparing both cartridges
with it. We felt that since RH had just described
this cartridge in very—OK very, very glowing
terms last June, the readers would be better able
to judge the overall situation. You should know
that the AQ 7000 used here is not the same unit
evaluated by RH. Please bear in mind that a
benchmark is areference point only; Ido not
mean to imply that it actually is "the best."

LYRA CLAVIS
PHONO CARTRIDGE: $1695
Immedia is owned and operated by Allen Perkins, formerly of SOTA. Curiously enough, de-

interconnects and speaker cables were used throughout, with the exception of the phono input. Here

spite what the lavish praise from several reviewers
for The Absolute Sound might lead you to con-

Iused balanced sets of Cardas or XL0 phono
interconnects.
After aflood in my basement listening room,
things changed somewhat. Several equipment

clude, the Clavis is Immedia's "standard" offering. Their flagship model is the $2895 Parnassus.

repairs took longer than anticipated, some new

This company's history of competence extends
back many years; they can be proud to claim such
designs as the Tsurugi, the Spectral MCR-1, and
MCR-1 Signature as their own; the AudioQuest

components arrived, and Idecided to make afew
changes for the sake of introducing more variety
in the system. One of these changes was the
Avalon Eclipse speakers. I'd always wanted to
use point-source dynamic speakers, but nothing
worthwhile could be borrowed. When the Eclipses
surfaced, I
jumped at the chance.
Post-flood components used to evaluate the
cartridges consisted of two Jadis Defy-7 stereo
amps with each of the two stereo channels wired
in parallel for awhopping 200Wpc. Ialso decided
to use XL0 cables throughout the system, having found these cables to be very transparent and
timbrally accurate when mated to the Jadis power

Both of these cartridges were designed, developed, and manufactured by Scan-Tech in Japan.

AQ 7000 is also sourced from Scan-Tech.
By incorporating advanced materials and
selecting refined construction techniques, ScanTech claims to have raised the MC performance
level to new heights. They start out with aproprietary mix of materials for the cantilever by
combining ceramics and aluminum to form what
Scan-Tech calls "Ceralloy." The material for the
moving-coil windings is 6N (99.99997%) highpurity, stress-free copper, while the coil former
and pole pieces incorporate 5N high-purity iron.

amps. The Consummate and the rest of the
already-named front-end components remained

The Clavis uses asamarium-cobalt magnet. The
stylus has ahighly polished Ogura PA line-

in the system.
During critical analog listening sessions, every
piece of digital equipment was powered off. This

contact profile and is specified to be of extremely
low mass. Low mass at the of along cantilever is

got rid of another vestige of sonic haze, allowing
the system to breathe easier with more apparent

pliance resonant frequency, thereby improving
the cartridge's ability to deal with the more obstinate groove excursions. Each of the Clavis's
coils consists of but afew turns of wire, resulting

purity.
Istrongly believe in keeping AC power as
clean as possible, and have incorporated aTice

desirable for increasing the tip-mass/vinyl com-

Power Block into the system. Music & Sound
Power-Master AC Power Cords got AC to most

in alow source impedance of 2ohms. These refinements, in combination with alinear magnetic
field, permit Lyra to claim superior imaging and

of the components.
And Harry Weisfeld's HW-16 record-cleaning

excellent low-level resolution. The body of the
Clavis is machined from asolid block of non-

machine has been doing such agood job of helping to maintain clean and sonically better-per-

resonant aluminum alloy into ashape that keeps
the cantilever/coil assembly protected without

forming records that Ioften forget to credit its

contributing undue mass and resonances. The

contribution.

body is perforated throughout with small holes,
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giving the Clavis ahigh-tech appearance. Best
of all, it comes with my favorite perk—threaded
mounting holes in the body!
IKEDA

$1895

9R PHONO

CARTRIDGE:

It was Roger Skoff, designer and manufacturer
of the XL0 cables, who first told me about the
Ikeda cartridges. He suggested Icall the US
agent, Bruce Ball & Associates, to find out if Bruce
wanted any of the Ikeda cartridges reviewed.
Bruce, delighted, agreed to immediately send me
his mid-priced version, the model 9R, with the
top-of-the-line Kiwame to follow.
Ikeda ...
Ikeda ...The name sure had afamiliar ring, but try as Imight, Icouldn't dig it up from
my memory.
No sooner had Iunpacked the Ikeda 9R than
Iknew why Ishould have recognized the name.
But of course—Mr. Ikeda was the designer of the
Rowland Complement cartridge. Iwas very taken
by that cartridge in a 1989 survey (in Vol.12
No.7). Not only was it asonic standout, it was
also intriguingly designed. Except for the color
—the Ikeda 9R is an iridescent blue, the Complement is gold—the two cartridges look identical. (And the 9R also has threaded mounting
holes!)
What had so impressed me about the Complement was the total elimination of the cantilever. That's afirst in amoving-coil cartridge,'
and signifies adistinct advantage in accurate
information retrieval from the LP groove. All
along, I'd been under the impression that Jeff
Rowland was responsible for "discovering" Mr.
Ikeda's unique cartridge design. While it's true
that Jeff did obtain the exclusive rights to market
this cartridge worldwide under the Jeff Rowland

Ikeda 9R cartridge
lent cartridges, tonearms, and matching transformers. Ikeda Sound Labs was started in 1983
when Mr. Ikeda introduced the forerunner of his
cantileverless cartridge design, the Ikeda 9. A
minuscule yoke assembly holds the stylus in
place and bonds it to the moving-coils. A tieback string at the base of the stylus opposes the
pull of the groove and fixes the stylus in place
longitudinally. The yoke also attaches to tiny hollow damping cones. These suspension dampers
are attached at an angle to an internal copper base
to provide the necessary compliance values in the
vertical and lateral directions. Besides new material considerations, the main difference between
the Complement and the Ikeda 9R is the change
in the damper shape from spherical to conical.
Ikeda emphasizes that the design allows the
moving-coils to cut the magnetic flux in alinear manner, unlike acantilever design where the
motion is in the form of an arc. The fundamental
premise of the Ikeda and the Complement is the

Design Group name acouple of years ago, it was

same—get closer to the groove information. If
the shortest distance between two points is a

Mark Levinson (the man) who first brought a

straight line, it follows that no distance brings the

cantileverless design into this country some years
before that. Why more people have not heard
about this unique design is amystery to me—
and, as we shall see, apity.
Mr. Ikeda has been designing playback equipment for the better part of his life. In 1953 he and
afriend started the Grace company, which was

two points together. Thus, eliminating the cantilever is adesirable design goal—assuming, of
course, that the moving-coils are not allowed
degrees of freedom that alter the motion dictated
by the groove information. (To get afeel for what
it's like to deal with acantilever, try writing with
apencil by holding it at the eraser end only.)

responsible for anumber of fine audio products.
In 1964 he set out on his own by forming Fidelity

LISTENING

Research, acompany well-known for its excel-

These two cartridges deal out sonics of the highest

7Though anumber of people have equated the Ikeda to the Decca
design, they are mistaken. The Decca was avariable-reluctance
(moving-iron) design with fixed coils, while the Ikeda, like the
Complement, is amoving-coil design.
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caliber, their performance being right at the cutting edge (no pun intended) of today's playback
developments. How, then, was Ito put the individual performance aspects of each cartridge into
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the proper perspective?
For example, the Clavis was capable of spectacular feats of inner detailing. It lit up the whole
soundstage with pixel-perfect exactness. Excellent soundstaging was, in part, the result of its
seemingly nit-picking ways at unearthing almost
every morsel of detail. For the same reason Ifelt
instrumental timbres almost beyond reproach—
within the context of reproduced sound, of
course. Midbass textures (the "cello" region),
however, could have been retrieved with greater
richness. Iheard all the rosin Icould want flying about, and the strings did not want for tautness, but some of the warmth and harmonic
richness appeared in diminished form.
Notice Ididn't say "thin" or, worse, "threadbare." That wasn't the case. I
just wish the Clavis
hadn't given me the feeling of politeness and
reserve, leading me to believe that more could be
forthcoming.
A listen to the AQ 7000 confirmed that. This
cartridge handles this transition to the midbass
in amost enchanting manner. The richness I
wanted from the Clavis was here in full glory.
It almost seems that, in the Clavis, Scan-Tech chose
to trade some of the AQ 7000's lower-midrange
richness for an improved ability to handle the
upper frequencies, with particular attention to
inner detailing. Still, the Clavis doesn't want for
bass extension, and does agreat job of preserving
the sense of push when reproducing orchestral
palpitations. Its gifted way with detail extends
well into the low-frequency region, resulting in
an excellently rendered and vigorous bass performance.
Using the Clavis was an exceedingly rewarding experience. It possessed an evenly distributed
spectral response and an outstanding absence of
colorations. It also elicited amost engrossing
soundstage, whether for solo performer or full
orchestral spectacular. When the music started,
not only did the large-scale portions admirably
fall into place, Ialso marveled at the detailed
delineation of sonic complexities. This knack for
delineation led, Ifound, to better focus, definition, attack, and speed. From what Iheard, these
individual performance aspects combined to
result in admirable transparency.
But as soon as Imention transparency, Ihave
to talk about the Ikeda 9R. If Iwas marketing this
product, I'd change the model designation from
9R to UR, as in "U RThere!" Ibelieve it was Bud
Fried who, many years ago, coined the phrase
"cantilever haze" to bring attention to the Decca
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design he was importing at the time. He had a
point—every time Iplay acartridge sans cantilever, the presentation is distinctly more intimate. The music has aright-there quality, fast and
tight. It's the same sense we experience when
switching to adirect-to-disc recording—it's as
though veils have been lifted, allowing the information transfer to take place with less corruption. Performers and instruments materialize
with newfound intensity and focus, narrowing
the gap between the listener and the recorded event.
This stark sonic intimacy can be encountered
only in the realm of reproduced sound. Live
instruments do not exhibit that single-minded,
focused, point-source glow that reproduced music
often displays through the better systems. Live
music brings with it apervasive expansiveness,
implying no limits. It's obviously "the truth" in
auniversally agreeable and incontrovertible manner.
Live events remotely remind me of the very
best comedians who, when delivering even the
most mundane punch line, manage to win you
over in aseemingly subliminal manner. Confidence, delivery, and phrasing appear in an unquestionably natural order that leaves you awed and
filled with admiration. The same goes for the
sound of live instruments. By definition, such
sound is "natural." That's why we can hear aguitar, for example, around the comer, on abustling
street, and instantly recognize it as "live." There
are no limits or inhibitions.
Now put up some mikes, record that guitar,
and play it back. Do you really expect it to sound
anything like what you heard during your approach? Wishing won't make it so, believe me;
it's simply not in the cards. If you want to hear
how devastating microphone influence can be—
remember, this is only the first of many components the signal encounters during the recording process—listen to JGH's demonstration on
the Stereophile Test CD.
Microphone technology and its applications
are still ahit-or-miss proposition. We are along
way from understanding how to record those
essential sonic aspects which will allow us to replicate the original performance The current state of
the recording art imposes certain irreversible
limitations. If we impose additional limitations
during the playback phase, we're moving in the
wrong direction. For the time being, therefore,
the live and recorded experience must be different. Itake guidance from the live for timbres, attacks, and dynamics. But staging, imaging, soundspace, and detailing are sonic aspects dependent
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on the techniques used to create the recording.
They have abearing on what we listen for and

tions across the audio spectrum had avery

what we hear "because they are there," but they
have very little to do with sounds we experience
under normal circumstances: certain artificially

Ifound the Ikeda better able to sort through the
more demanding orchestrations without show-

created soundspace effects and staging configurations happen only in recordings. However, I

desirable effect on the Ikeda's intimacy aspect.

ing signs of sonic congestion. The Clavis exhibited
asomewhat confined behavior during similarly

feel it is just as valid to search out these sonic

difficult tracking assignments. During crashing
crescendos, the 9R brings with it alittle too much

embellishments in recordings as it is to listen for
instrumental tonality and timbres.

crash, the Clavis not enough crescendo. All in
all, Ifelt that the subtleties that impart vividness

In the end, it's all about information retrieval.
If rhythm, pace, reverberation, and space have

during retrieval with the 9R.

been recorded, then there can be no discrimination during the playback process. Such aspects
deserve equal voices in the playback hierarchy.
(Of course, personal preferences are awhole
'nother matter.)
In all my listening tests, the Ikeda 9R resembled the Rowland Complement in being able to
convey the feeling of being closer to the source
with more consistency. A certain fastidious immediacy was exhibited by both these cartridges
to agreater went than was heard using the other
cartridges. What Iheard using the Ikeda was
vivaciously focused, delineated, and dynamic. One
exceptional apparition followed another:The sonic
images conjured up by the speakers were
startlingly, thrillingly real. (This is where VTA
trimming really comes into its own—there's
nothing like hitting the "zone.") I'm sure that the
9R's excellent ability to convey the dynamic context of the performance contributed significantly
to enhance the feeling of immediacy. To be sure,
the Clavis also summons up apoignant sonic
image very much in tune with the vivid musical
events in progress, but without the same degree
of zest and explosiveness that the 9R brings to
playback. The Clavis only goes so far before
reaching some limits in its dynamics. Fortunately

and poignancy appeared to have suffered less
But what about the rest of the performance?
Quite excellent, but not without some concerns.
For one thing, Idon't judge the 9R to be as apt
as the Clavis at dealing with inner detailing. To
be sure, the 9R demonstrated extremely quick
reflexes, but it appeared to glance over some of
the finer subtleties. Even though the Clavis didn't
convey the same sense of speed, it appeared to
retrieve more details during its encounters with
demanding transients.
While the 9R exhibited the same reserve in the
lower midrange region, it sounded more pedestrian in its efforts to appear refined. As aresult,
the 9R did not have the Clavis's unadulterated
demeanor to put most everything in apristinely
alluring perspective. The Clavis also recreated
instrumental timbres more convincingly. No
matter how carried away Igot with the Ikeda's
intimacy, every return to the Clavis reminded me
that the 9R's tonal colors were not true.
Last, but not least, was the 9R's tendency to
chase sibilants. This was most apparent on some
male vocals when, with no intimation of upcoming grief, the whole stage would light up with
amost expansive sibilant. It was mainly due to
this concern that Iauditioned asecond sample
of the 9R; it exhibited similar behavior. The Clavis

this ceiling is arrived at very gracefully—the
effect is very controlled and relatively unobtrusive. It was only when Iwas made aware of what

also had apredisposition for emphasizing sibilants,
but to afar more subdued degree.

the possibilities were when the Ikeda confronted

cartridge; Ihave no hesitation ranking it right up
there with the Clavis and the Ikeda 9R. In fact,

energy-laden situations that Irealized that the

AudioQuest's AQ 7000 is also an excellent

Clavis had dynamic limits.

I'm quite puzzled why the 7000 has not been her-

The Clavis nevertheless deserves credit for its
part in doling out generous glimpses of reality.

alded more widely. Its strong suits are trans-

While the 9R used dynamics for its trump card
in this area, the Clavis distinguished itself by

parency, staging, and detailing; it consistently set
astage generously dimensioned in all directions,
while never neglecting to credibly detail the

remaining true to the harmonic integrity of the
instruments and its ample abilities to delve into
the realm of details. (Of course, I'm simplifying

welcome aspect of the AQ 7000 was its natural
warmth and midrange richness. When Bob pointed

the complexities here.)
The ability to deal with energy-laden situa-

to the AQ 7000's ability to draw the listener in,
he was very right.
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Idid find, however, that the AQ 7000 tended
to somewhat enlarge instrumental and performer images. The Clavis, on the other hand,
excelled at keeping image sizes properly proportioned. And dynamics? The AQ 7000 buo-ied
the Clavis marginally, but without achieving the
standard set by the Ikeda. Its dynamics, however,
were constricted at high frequencies. (This despite
exploring avariety of VTF, VTA, and azimuth
settings.) Things would get uncomfortable and
slightly congested in the highs; it fell behind the
other two cartridges in this respect.
And how did the 9R fare against its counterpart, the Complement? After all, nearly three
years have passed since my review and developments march on. Fully knowing that definitive
declarations are desirable, Ihave to disappoint
and straddle the fence. On balance Iheard nothing that would overwhelmingly favor either cartridge.
The Complement is still the most dynamic
cartridge, in my experience. To this day I'm still
startled to hear just how jolting certain passages
can be. The Complement has taught me not to
sell the LP short. In addition, its midrange extension into the upper-bass region approaches that
desirable richness exhibited by the AQ 7000. The
Complement is slightly more reticent here, but
far more satisfying than the 9R, or the Clavis for
that matter, in this respect.
At the higher frequencies I'm inclined to favor
the 9R because of the Complement's cautious
performance in this region. Both the Complement and the 9R sure can make strings sing with
enviable sweetness, and the Complement in particular can elicit velvety-smooth vocals, but
there's no escaping the feeling that it sounds subdued. Does that mean that the 9R delivers the
more desirable treble? Nope. Ifind the 9R's highfrequency performance to be too adventurous.
It's too close to the edge, and appears at times to
throw caution to the winds. In this respect the

behavior of the Clavis is far more likely to please.
Again, Ihave to remind you that live music is not
always pleasing to the ear, and can challenge our
preconceptions formed during extensive exposure to recorded music. The truth can be found
at some intermediate point.
Like the Complement, the 9R had unusually
high acoustic "needle chatter." Don't be put off
by this: I've been using the Complement close
to three years now, and have observed no undesirable record wear in that time. Conversations with
other users confirm this. In the same three years
I've also had not asingle problem with the Complement. Jeff Rowland tells me he's carried a
Complement in his shirt pocket without acover,
and afterward had it work without failure. Idon't
suggest doing that, but he does make the point.

SUMMARY
Ihope I've been able to give you ataste of these
remarkable contenders. My gut feeling is that the
Clavis will appeal to those high-enders who
desire something "nice and easy." The Ikeda 9R
embodies those performance characteristics
which bring the performance closer to the listener. To my ear, it better handles the trials and
tribulations of information retrieval from the LP
groove. Last night's hearing of the National
Symphony Orchestra's performance of Bruckner's Symphony 7at the Kennedy Center in
Washington, DC vividly reminded me just how
raw and raucous live music can be. The Ikeda 9R
covers the range of soft and tender to rough and
ready more enthusiastically, making more
rewarding our efforts at achieving realistic music
reproduction in the home. It's not adifference
that overwhelms, but Ifeel it's enough of aconsideration to matter to those seriously engaged
in "the Quest." Keep that in mind when you
audition these two wonderful products; they're
worthy of the closest scrutiny by those in the
market for acontemporary cartridge.
111

A NATURAL HIGH
John Atkinson reviews monitor loudspeakers
from Acoustic Energy & Westlake
Acoustic Energy AB: three-way, reflex-loaded, stand-mounted loudspeaker. Drive-unite I" (25m) metal-dome
tweeter, 4.5" (118mm) metal-cone midrange unit, 7.5" (190mm) metal-cone woofer. Crossover frequencies:
300Hz, 3kHz. Crossover slopes: I8dBloctave low-pass at 300Hz, then 24dBloctave at 900Hz low-pass (woofer);
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I8dB/octave high-pass, 24dB/octave low-pass (midrange); I8dBloctave high-pass (tweeter). Frequency response:
50Hz- 18kHz ±2.5dB. Sensitivity: 86-87dB/W/m (2.83V). Nominal impedance: 6ohms (minimum 4ohms).
Amplifier requirements: up to 250W Dimensions: 24.8" (630mm) Hby 10.6" (270mm) W by 14.6" (370mm)
D. Weight: 77 lbs (35kg) each. Serial numbers of units tested: 3001463/3001464. Price: $3500/pair without
stands, $3990/pair with stands (matching 19", twin-pillar stands alone cost $800/pair). Approximate number of dealers: 30. Manufacturer: Acoustic Energy, Ealing, London, UK. US Distributor. Acetrain Inc., 8300
Tuckerman Lane, Potomac, MD 20854. Tel: (800) 527-7161, (301) 983-3966. Fax: (301) 983-8505.
Westlake BBSM-6F: three-way, reflex-loaded, stand-mounted loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" (25mm) soft-dome
tweeter, 3.5" (89mm) pulp-cone midrange unit, two 6" (I53mm) plastic-cone woofers. Crossover frequencies:
600Hz, 6kHz. Crossover slopes: 24dB/octave, phase-compensated. Frequency response: 60Hz-I8kHz ±3dB.
Sensitivity: 82dB/V/m ±0.5dB (equivalent to 9IdB/W/m at 2.83V into 8ohms). Nominal impedance: 4ohms
(minimum 2ohms). Power handling: 80W continuous below 600Hz, 50W 600Hz-6kHz, 30W above 6kHz.
Dimensions: 10.75" (273mm) Hby 22" (559mm) W by 13" (330mm) D. Weight: 50 lbs (22.5kg) each. Finishes available: oiled walnut veneer with brown grille cloth (the otherwise identical BBSM-6 has ablack utility
finish with optional black grilles). Serial numbers of units tested: 893 &894. Price: $2800/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 20. Manufacturer-.Westlake Audio, 2696 Lavery Court, Unit 18, Newbury Park, CA 91320.
Tel: (805) 499-3686. Fax: (805) 498-2571.
Ititled this review after the old Bloodstone hit
because I've been musing much of late on what
enables some hi-fi components to sound natural
while others always seem to add an edge of arti-

same phrase on the flute is echoed by the oboe
to return the music to the tonic. This is what we
perceive.

ficiality to their sound. This dichotomy was examined in last month's "As We See It," where Iasked

individual sounds of instruments being reproduced

In actual fact, none of this is real. There are no

regarded as being neutral in their sonic character,

by the loudspeakers. Instead, you have two channels of complex audio-bandwidth voltage information that cause two pressure waves to emanate from the loudspeakers. The impression you

with apparently little wrong in their measured
performance, can actually sound quite unmusical.

positioned just right of center stage and set aways

arepresentative group of Stereophile writers to
discuss the fact that many high-end components

This would seem to suggest that the nature of
what acomponent does wrong is of greater importance than the level of what it does wrong: 1%

get at measure 29 of the "Pastoral"—of an oboe
back behind the violins stating the first movement's main theme—is something that exists
only in your head, your brain back-interpolating

of one kind of distortion can be innocuous, even

from the twin pressure waves striking your ears

musically appropriate, whereas 0.01% of adifferent kind of distortion can be musical anathema.

that that must have been what happened at the
original recording. In Bob Stuart's words, your
brain creates totally subjective "acoustic models"
as aresult of the acoustic information reaching
your ears?

The reason for this seeming paradox, as Isee
it, must lie in something Bob Stuart referred to
in his recent interview with Robert Harley.'
When we sit down in front of astereo system and
listen, say, to arecording of Beethoven's Symphony 6—my current favorite is the Bruno
Walter performance on CBS Masterworks MYK

You do this so naturally—after all, it's what you
do when your ears pick up real sounds—that it
doesn't strike you as incongruous that the illusion
of the sounds and spatial aspects of asymphony

36720—we think that we hear violins, violas, and

orchestra can be reproduced by apair of speakers

cellos, joined at measure 13 by double basses,

in your own room. Yet there is no measurement

making up the orchestral string section, spread
out, as in real life, across the stage between and

or set of measurements that can be performed on

behind the loudspeakers. At measure 20, alone

those twin channels of information to reveal
what Ihave just described and what you perceive

bassoon quietly accentuates the phrase that rises

with no apparent effort when listening to Bee-

up to the work's dominant, while alittle later, the
1"The Increasing Importance of the Smaller Difference," Vol.14
No.9, September 1991.
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2This way of looking at perception is examined in Edmund Blair
Bolles's A Second Way of Knowing: The Riddle eHuman Perception,
Prentice Hall Press, 1991.
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thoven's most accessible symphony. All the measurements that this and other magazines routinely practice examine changes in the voltage or
pressure signals in normally just one of the information channels at atime, yet the defects of
recording and reproduction systems affect not
just one of those channels but both simultaneously. And the audible effect of those defects is
not heard as their direct measurable effect on the
signals but as changes in the perceived character of the oh-so-fragile acoustic models.
Tom Muffler recently referred in The Absolute
Sound to the "rnicrodynamics" of live sound; 3
Linn Products' Ivor Tiefenbrun often talks about
the "tune." It is my belief that they are using
different vocabularies to talk about the same
thing, that which makes live sounds—electric or
acoustic—distinct from one another. That bassoon at measure 20 of the "Pastoral," for example,
is played very quietly compared with the levels
of the strings, yet on agood system you hear it
unambiguously as abassoon (if you take care to
become familiar with the sounds of real instru-

successful as home speakers. There have been
exceptions, of course: the Rogers LS3/5a and
Spendor BC1 have crossed over in one direction
most successfully, as did the Spendor S100 that
Ireviewed in December 1991. The Quad ESL-63
and the B&W 801, in their various incarnations,
have crossed over in the opposite direction. This
month, Iwill be listening to adomestic speaker
that is said to be of monitor quality, the UK's
Acoustic Energy AE3, and amodel from an American manufacturer of professional monitors that
is said to work well in the home, the Westlake
BBSM-6F.

REVIEW CONTEXT
Equipment used during the preparation of this
review included aMark Levinson No.23.5 power
amplifier, the French YBA 2preamplifier or the
Mod Squad Line Drive Deluxe passive control
unit, the former feeding the power amplifier via
15' lengths of AudioQuest Lapis unbalanced
interconnect, the latter via lm lengths of Audio-

in its original live sound that identify it as abas-

Quest Diamond. Source components included
aLinn Sondek/Lingo/Ekos/Troika setup sitting
on an ArchiDee table to play LPs, an Aiwa port-

soon are preserved by the recording and play-

able DAT recorder and aRevox PR99 to play

back systems. Without those wrinkles in the
sound, you would be unable to perceive that a

master tapes, and the VTL D/A processor driven
by aMeridian 602 transport via Mod Squad

ments 4), which means that all the small wrinkles

bassoon was playing at that point in the music,

Wonder Link. For amagic two weeks, Ialso had

yet those wrinkles represent an incredibly tiny
proportion of the total energy that reaches your
ears. System distortions that may be thought to
be inconsequential compared with the total

the use of the magnificent Mark Levinson No30
D/A processor (RH is working on areview) driven
via an AT&T-type glass-fiber optical link by aWadia
WT-3200 transport, which gave me about the most

sound level can become enormously significant

natural sound from CD Ihave yet experienced.
As have others, Ihave found that the best sound

when referenced to the "bassoon-ness" content,
if you will, of the stereo signal: the only way to
judge whether or not they are significant is to listen, with an informed and open mind.
Which brings me to the subject of this review,
"so-called" monitor loudspeakers, speakers that
enable the recording engineer to critically examine the acoustic information captured by the
microphones, to determine how closely arecording's acoustic models coincide with the real thing.

from CD is to be obtained when no other crystalclocked components—computers, other CD
players and processors, etc.—are turned on.
My room measures approximately 19' by 165;
with a9' ceiling. The wall behind the speakers
is faced with books and LPs, while further bookand CD shelves occupy the positions on the sidewalls where the first reflection from each speaker

It might be thought that there should be no

would occur. The room is carpeted and there are
also patches of Sonex foam on the ceiling to

difference between amonitor and adomestic
loudspeaker: both need to be accurate, right? In

wall has RPG Abffusors behind the listening seat

damp the first reflections of the sound. The other

general, however, speakers that have proved their
worth as professional monitors have not been

to absorb and diffuse what would otherwise be
early rear-wall reflections of the sound that
might blur the stereo imaging precision. Tube

3The Absolute Sound, Issue 74, November/December 1991, p.76.

Traps are used in the room corners to even out
the room's bass resonances, the result being a
relatively uniform reverberation time of around
0.2s from the upper bass to the mid treble, falling

4Musicians tend to become so familiar with the sounds of instruments that they need very few aural clues to reconstruct the acoustic objects. This is why they can be satisfied with what in absolute
terms is appalling reproduced sound quality.
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to 0.15s above 10kHz.
Iuse amixture of nearfieid, in-room, and quasianechoic FFT measurement techniques (using
primarily DRA Labs' MLSSA system with a
B&K 4006 microphone calibrated to be flats
when used on-axis up to 30kHz—see "FollowUp," October 1991, Vol.14 No.10—plus an
Audio Control Industrial SA-3050A 1/
3-octave
spectrum analyzer with its own microphone) to investigate factors that might explain the sound
heard. The impedance phase and amplitude of
the speakers were measured using the magazine's
Audio Precision System One.

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE3:
$3500/PAm
Back in the Spring of 1988, Iwas sent apair of
diminutive two-way speakers that totally redefined for me what miniature loudspeakers were
supposed to be about.6 That model, Acoustic
Energy's AEI, may have offered short measure
in the low-bass department, but its apparently
effortless dynamics, musically natural balance,
and tangible imaging made it awinner. It also
broke the mold of modern audiophile speaker
design by featuring a4.5" woofer with ametal
cone just 3.5" in diameter. (Various companies
have experimented with metal-cone drive-units
in the past, only Ohm and pro-sound company
Hartke having had any previous commercial success, though Monitor Audio now also offers a
range of speakers with metal-cone woofers, their
Studio line.) Since that time, Acoustic Energy has
tried to produce afull-range speaker that built
on the success of the AE1, but with only limited
success, in my opinion. While their AE2 added
asecond identical woofer, and offered useful
increases in bass extension and dynamic range,
Ifelt it to be too colored in the midrange to be
areal audiophile contender?
Now we have the AE3, which marries a7.5"
metal-cone woofer (with aradiating diameter of
6") to what appears to be the AEI's drive-units
5The B&K microphone's own deviation from aflat response was
subtracted from all the published curves apart from the threedimensional cumulative spectral-decay plots. Some readers have
pointed out that for me to imply that the amplitude response of
the microphone can be corrected in this manner is incorrect, the
mike's response changing with both angle of incidence and its
distance from the sound source. In absolute terms they're correct, of course, but as Ialways use the same measuring distance
with the microphone oriented so that its capsule faces the sound
source, applying this correction seems justifiable However, it certainly would not be appropriate for reverberant-field measurements, such as those made using aspectrum analyzer.
6See Vol.11 No.9, September 1988, p.99. I'm also working on
a"Follow-Up" review ola current pair of AEls.
7See Vol.13 No.2, February 1990, p.134.
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Acoustic Energy AE3 loudspeaker
in aconsiderably larger enclosure. This new
driver, carrying the range below 300Hz, uses a
40mm-diameter edgewound, long-throw voicecoil, and is reflex-loaded with four small ports,
each 5.5" deep and 1" in diameter. The exterior
edges of these ports are gendy radiused to reduce
wind noise. The midrange unit, which covers the
decade from 300Hz to 3kHz, is different from
the AEI's mid/woofer, however, having avery
low-mass, edgewound, short-throw 32mm
voice-coil, which is cooled with ferrofluid. The
metal-dome tweeter is also cooled with ferrofluid. All three drive-units are mounted vertically in-line, rabbeted into the baffle.
The 21-element crossover uses audiophilegrade parts, including iron-dust and air-cored
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inductors, polyester capacitors in the 3kHz filters,
and low-loss electrolytics in the woofer filter.
Three sets of gold-plated 4mm terminal posts are
provided on the rear panel, to allow tri-wiring
if desired, while the internal wiring is via 24strand, 0.4mm-diameter silver-plated oxygenfree copper cable insulated with PTFE. The enclosure is made from 28mm MDF with an internal lining of acoustic foam. The review samples
were finished in aknubbly cream paint, as were
the matching stands. Twin-pillar designs, with
an attractive fluted styling, these can be filled
with lead shot. Tapped for carpet-piercing spikes,
they support the speakers with four upwardfacing spikes, each adjustable in height.

The depth tracks also reproduced well, although
the LEDR "Up" track, which is supposed to
reproduce as amono source rising from the
speaker position, actually started well above the
speaker, presumably due to the speaker response
adding to the equalization already present in the
recording.
Turning to music recordings, Britten's own
1964 recording of The Young Person's Guide to the
Orchestra (London 417 509-2) offers arich, typically Decca, ICingsway Hall sound courtesy of
engineer Gordon Parry. The Acoustic Energies
slightly exaggerated the recording's already a-littletoo-vibrant treble balance, lending bowed violins
rather too much of awiry character, but otherwise presented the individual instrumental sounds
Sound: The AE3s, their bulky grilles left off for
in amost satisfyingly real-sounding way. When
the serious auditioning, proved to work best in
aspeaker adds resonant colorations in the midmy room in the positions where the Spendor
range, the differences between instrumental sounds
SIOOs had done well, 2' from the LPs lining the
become diluted. Instead of sounding like discrete
rear wall and 5' from the side walls. The speakers
entities, separate acoustic objects if you will, they
were initially hooked up to the amplifier with
sound more like different flavors of one sound,
custom-made 5' bi-wire sets of AudioQuest
here acquiring something of aclarinet nature,
Midnight and Sterling. Halfway through the
there something of an oboe nature, but remaining
listening, Iobtained a2m length of AudioQuest's
homogeneous. The AE3s passed this test in a
top Dragon Hyperlitz speaker cable, which enamainly excellent manner. The timpani on the
bled me to tri-wire the speakers. The increase in
Britten recording, for example, both sounded
midrange transparency was great enough that I discrete in space and had well-defined pitch
advise all those thinking of purchasing these
centers. As with the violins, however, there was
speakers to budget for three runs of good cable.
atrace of character in the low treble, which accenAll my comments refer to the sound of the AE3
tuated the metallic nature of trumpets and added
when tri -wired.
atrace of the same color to clarinets in their upper
Iinitially found the sound too mellow. My
register, though it didn't seem to have the same
listening chair places my ears 36" from the
effect on the xylophone, the individual notes not
ground, which meant that Iwas level with the
running together.
AE3's midrange unit. Sitting up so that Iwas on
If the acoustic models that the brain constructs
or just above the tweeter brought up the top
of reproduced instrumental sounds are fragile,
octave of highs, so Itilted the speakers forward
then how much more fragile is the model of the
by placing German Acoustics brass cones under
original space in which those instruments played.
the rear feet of the stands. Pink noise revealed the
There are only secondary clues to its nature capextreme highs still to sound slightly rolled-off,
tured on arecording, these often destroyed by
leading to amellow balance, though there was
most microphone techniques. What impressed
very little "vertical venetian blind" effect as I me most with this recording, therefore, was the
moved my head from side to side, suggesting
sense of space thrown by these speakers. Though
even HF dispersion. Further down in frequency,
in absolute terms the image's depth dimension
the low treble sounded peaky and somewhat
was rather restricted, there seemed to be awealth
bright, though not to any great degree, while
of ambient detail apparent, to the benefit of the
there also seemed to be atrace of"aww" colorillusion. Similarly on .l. Gordon Holt's recording
ation in the midrange. The low frequencies were
of thepmefelt Praeludium on the Stereophile Test
rich and full, with good extension.
CD, the well-decoded ambient detail threw an
The diagnostic soundstage tracks on the
excellent sense of space around the orchestral
Chesky Sampler CD (JD 37) reproduced with
instruments, the sound of the trumpet in particgood precision, though the out-of-phase image
ular allowing you to "hear the walls" of the recordpositions didn't sound as phasey as I'm used to.
ing site.
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This combination of the preservation of individual sonic textures and excellent decoding of

Astrée sampler offered extra ripeness while at
least one other lacked body, leading to asense of

ambient detail added to the music's ability to
absorb the listener. Ifound the opening of Act

discontinuity between the mid/low bass and the
midrange.

III of Tosca—Puccini's most Wagnerian opera,
more through-composed than Butterfly or
Bohème (except that Wagner could never write
atune at once so beautiful and so tragic as
Cavaradossi's "E lucevan le stelle")—to be
realistically captivating on the Philips Covent
Garden set (412 885-2). Sheep bells and a
shepherd's song give way to the encroaching
dawn heralded by the clocks of Rome (a spatial
effect borrowed by Robert Zemeckis for the
opening scene of Back to the Future), every chime
presented by the AE3s with its own tone color
intact, its acoustic model discrete.
Imentioned earlier that the AE3's bass was full
and extended. Subjectively, it appeared to be flat
down to below 40Hz, though sub-bass detail—
the subway car accompanying the clarinet at the
start of that Cavaradossi aria on the Philips Tosca,
for example—was readily audible. Organ recordings, too, reproduced with agood sense of the
instrument's acoustic low-frequency power.
Quantity is one thing, but quality is another. The
bass overall seemed somewhat exaggerated in
level, which in itself can be quite pleasant, but
this was accompanied by afeeling of detachment
from the lower midrange that emphasized the
disparity in level.
On my Chopin recording on the Stereophile
Test CD, for example, the Steinway's left-hand
register was too thickened, too heavy to sound

Measurements: Looking first at the manner in
which the AE3's impedance magnitude and
phase change with frequency (fig.1), the double
hump in the bass is typical of areflex design, with
the 6.6 ohm minimum at 33Hz revealing the tuning of the four ports. With an impedance dropping to 3.1 ohms at 110Hz and 3750Hz, coupled
with arelatively low sensitivity (I measured
approximately 86dB/W/m at lkHz), the AE3
needs to be driven with an amplifier capable of
swinging both volts and amps. Note the slight
wrinkle in both amplitude and phase traces at
180Hz. Such behavior always indicates some
kind of resonant problem. (The similar wrinkle
just below 27kHz is due to the tweeter's "oilcan" diaphragm resonance, for example.) Ithought
at first that this corresponded with acabinet resonance, but this turned out not to be the case.
With the exception of sidewall vibrational modes
at 230Hz and 410Hz and arear-wall mode at
260Hz, the cabinet was well-damped. Sweeping asinewave rapidly from 100Hz to lkHz and
listening to the cabinet output with astethoscope,
however, did reveal an internal metallic-sounding
"honk," which might well correlate with the
AUDIO plsta, 110111:3 PIIPLOn I allald./ n MOW
21111..

II al 91 19:31:52
91.99

11111..

real, despite the beautifully palpable, otherwise
tonally accurate piano image hanging between
and behind the speakers. Some bass notes also
seemed to smear across from the right (where
they belong) to the left. Sam Tellig's speaking
voice on the Stereophile CD also acquired too
much chest tone, though that of.J. Gordon Holt,

11.11

which is less dark-chocolate in flavor, came over
very naturally.

Fig.I Acoustic Energy AE3, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical
div.)

In my experience, this aspect of reproduction
is something which some people are more bothered
by than others, who consider it areasonable tradeoff
to make to get arealistic proportion of bass frequencies. But when Guy Lemcoe auditioned the
AE3s, though he commented on the wealth of

I.
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detail made audible by the speakers, he too was
bothered by their lack of clarity in the upper bass.
In fact, his first comment after sitting in the listening chair concerned the fact that some bass
notes on Blandine Verlet's harpsichord on the
212

•.03

0.0
Tim - no.

3.0

7.o

Fig.2 Acoustic Energy AE3, impulse response on
HF axis at 45" (Sms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth)
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thickened upper-bass sound.
While doing these investigations, Iwas surprised to find the stand's bottom plate to vibrate
strongly at 125, 230, and 260Hz. Sitting on the
upward-pointing spikes, the speaker couples
energy very efficiently to the stand and floor. It
might be worth AE3 owners experimenting with
11111111

I 11111111

different methods of coupling the speaker to the
stand, therefore, to get the maximum lowermidrange transparency.
To look at aspeaker's frequency response, I
take five impulse responses with the MLSSA system across a30° horizontal arc in front of the
speaker on the tweeter axis. The impulse response
actually on the AE3's HF axis with the grille

1
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Fig.3 Acoustic Energy AE3, anechoic response
on listening axis at 45" averaged across
30° horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield
woofer and port responses below 200Hz.
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Fig.5 Acoustic Energy AE3, vertical response
family at 45", normalized to response on
HF axis, from back to front: difference in
response 7.5° above cabinet top;
difference level with cabinet top; reference
response; difference on midrange axis;
difference on woofer axis.
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Fig.4 Acoustic Energy AE3, horizontal response
family at 45", normalized to response on
tweeter axis, from back to front:
reference response; difference in response
7.5° off-axis; difference 15° off-axis;
difference 30° off-axis.
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Fig.6 Acoustic Energy AE3, spatially averaged,
/ -octave in-room response (corrected
2
1
for microphone response)
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Fig.7 Acoustic Energy AE3, cumulative spectral-decay plot
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removed is shown in fig.2: underneath the hi
ghfrequency ringing of the tweeter can be se en a

fairly lazy decay pattern, due to the high-order
crossover filters used. The portion of each ti
medomain response that is free from room ref
'cctions is then transforme d to the f
reque
ncy
domain with the mathematical aid of the Discrete
Fourier Transform algorithm. The five am
plitude responses are average d,w hi chm i
nimi
zes
the effect of tnicrophone-position-depend
ent
interference effects. Th e resu l
ti
s shown to
the
right of fig3. While the overall trend is pretty flat
but slightly down-tilted, from the lower mi
drange to 101cHz or so, anumberofpeaks anddi
ps
can be seen. What the audible effect of this behavi
or
will be is hard to say(
w hi chi
sw h
y we listen,
of
course). Note, however, the dip at the upper crossover frequency and the shelving-dow n ofthe t
op
audio octave, from 10kHz to 20kH z,
j
ust bdo
w
the very high tweeter resonance peakat 26.8kH
z.
The latter undoub tedly contributes to the AE
3's
somewhat "mello w "tona lbal
ance.
To the left of fig.3 are shown the i
n di vid u
al
responses of the woofer an dports ,measured
in
the nearfield (with the m i
crop hone capsu
le
almost touching the diaph ragm f
or the woo f
er
and centered in one o fthe port openi
ngs). T
he
matching in level between these traces and th
e
quasi-anechoic trace t
o th
ei
r ri
ght i
s my be
st
guesstimate. As expected fro m fi g .1, the max
imum output from the port is centered on 33H
z,
which corresponds to the minimum woofe rou
tput, revealed by the notch in its trac e.(Rememb
er
that below this frequency, the output o fth
e
woofer is out of ph ase w i
ththat from the port
s,
doubling the rate o fro ll out. )Al though no
t
shown here, the woofer trac e f
eatures a notc ha
t
180Hz, as does th at o fthe ports (w hi ch i
s
shown). Agai n ,thi s behav i
or may very wel
I
correlate both with th e wri
nkl e at th
e same fre
quency seen in fi g.1 an dthe speaker's lack of ciar
ity in the upper bass ,the f
ee li ng of
detachmen
t
noted between the bass an dl
ower m id range.
The way in which a spea ker '
s soun dchange
s
as the listener moves off-axis is important i
n tha
t
it affects both the reverberant soun dfi eld i
n the
room and the sound ofthe first reflections of the
speaker's direct so un df
rom th
e sid ewal
ls. This
is shown in fig.4, w hi ch shows the differences
between the on-a xi
s soun dan dthat measured
7.5°, 15°, and 30° to the side of that axis. As well
as the extreme high f
requenc i
es ro lli ng off the
more off-axis th e li stener gets,

a peak

develops

between 1and 2kH z,which would make the in214

room sound in all but very dead rooms ali ttl
e
bright.
Carryi ng

out th
e same exercise for vertical

listening height gives the family of curves shown
in fig.5, whi ch again shows the differences
between the vari ous responses and that on the
tweeter axis. By compari
ng fie with fig.3, it can
be seen that li sten i
ng too low—the front two
traces—gives an even deeper cross over suckout.
In fact, the op ti
mum bal
ance seems to be with
the listener's ears level with the top of the cabinet,
when the var i
ous ho l
es and peaks in fig.3 will
flatten out. Thi s ax i
s,
however, i
s 44" from the
ground, whi chrepresents avery high listening
chair. Reme m ber that w i
thmy listening chair
placing my ears 36" from the ground, If
oun di
t
beneficial to tilt the speaker stan ds f
orwarda li ttl
e.
To see how these quasi-anechoic measurements translate to the in-room balance, Iperform
10 1/
3-octave spectrum analyses of pink noises
for left and right speakers individually in a72"
by 20" "window" around the listening position.
Averaging these spectra minimizes the effects of
room standing waves and gives acurve reflecting
the mix of the speakers' direct sound and the
reverberant soundfield in the listening room.
That for the AE3 is shown in fig.6. The useful
bass extends to below 35Hz while the generally
smooth response trend is broken only by residual
sfeady-state room effects (the peak at 63Hz and
dip between 200Hz and 400Hz) and aslight
excess of energy centered on 2kHz. The gentle
slope from 500Hz to 10kHz should give the
speaker amusically natural tonal balance, broken
only by some brightness due to the 2kHz prominence, while the drop in energy above 10kHz
again will render the AE3's sound rather too
mellow for some tastes.
Finally, taking the impulse response of fig.2
and performing aseries of Fourier Transforms
beginning at successively delayed starting points
shows how the speaker's frequency response
changes as the sound decays. Any resonances
present will manifest themselves as ridges parallel
to the graph's time axis, as the sound will take
longer to decay at these frequencies. This cumulative spectral-decay or "waterfall" plot for the
AE3 is shown in fig.7. Apart from the high-level
tweeter resonance at 27kHz obvious at the righthand side of the graph, asecond resonance can
be seen at 4.6kHz (the cursor position), most
probably the first breakup mode of the midrange
unit's metal diaphragm, and athird an octave
higher but much lower in level. The main mode
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is lk_Hz lower in frequency than the similar metalcone resonance featured by the midrange/woofer
in Monitor Audio's Studio 20 loudspeaker
reviewed by RH in the December 1991 issue,
which might explain why it was more audible.
There is nothing visible around lkHz which
would correspond with the off-axis peak noted
in fig.5, but the obvious discontinuity in the sound
at 2kHz suggests that something peculiar is going
on in this region, which might add afeeling of
brightness to the speaker's balance.

imize wind noise at high levels. The 3.5" midrange unit stands out from the baffle alittle to
give adegree of time-alignment between it and
the tweeter, and features apaper cone of 3" radiating diameter. It crosses over at ahigh 6kHz to
a1" doped fabric-dome tweeter. Revealing the
speaker's professional heritage, replacement
diaphragms for all the drive-units are available
from Westlake.
The 24-element crossover is mainly constructed on the black-painted rear panel, with the
components glued to it and connected with

Summary: Acoustic Energy's AE3 offers abal-

point-point wiring and tag strips. A separate

ance that is both rather bright in the low treble

board on the cabinet base just behind the righthand port carries the tweeter high-pass filter. Aircored inductors are used exclusively, these oriented

and rather mellow in the high treble, with relatively low levels of midrange coloration and bass
that is extended if rather exaggerated in level and
somewhat disconnected from the lower mid-

for minimal magnetic linking, while all capacitors
appear to be expensive Siderealkap plastic film-

range It offers very good, if not excellent lateral
soundstaging, with reasonable image depth, and

200µF cap in the woofer filter. Electrical connec-

will play at high levels without producing much
distortion or listener fatigue. What it does best,
however, is offer asuperbly transparent, almost
full-range view into the stereo soundstage which
Ifound most enjoyable. While expensive with
the mandatory stands, not even considering the
benefits Ifound tri -wiring to confer, the AE3
deserves aserious recommendation.
WESTLAKE BBSM-6 F:
$2800/PAIR

dielectric types, including aphysically monstrous
tion is via four screwdown terminals, two each
for the woofer and midrange/HF sections of the
crossover. These will only take spade lugs up to
3
/0

in width, which will rule out use of some

audiophile connectors.
The BBSM-6F's enclosure is constructed from
3/4"fiberboard, with diagonal braces running
from the sidewalls to the top and ahorizontal
brace joining the rear panel—this held to the
main frame with no less than 21 wood screws—
to the front baffle. It is loosely filled with fiber-

Westlake is one of the big names in professional
monitoring, their high-power designs featuring
man-sized woofers and horn midrange/treble
units being built into many studio control rooms.
In recent years, they have ventured into the domestic arena with arange of loudspeakers including
massive, beautifully made, expensive horn
designs, as well as more conventional directradiator models. The BBSM-6F is one of the latter, arelatively small (but heavy) three-way
design. Finished in oiled-walnut veneer, with a
brown grille cloth (the otherwise identical
BBSM-6 offers autilitarian black cabinet and a

glass, while the braces and the drive-unit chassis
are damped with aputty-like substance. All in
all, the speaker seems pretty substantially built
for its price.
Sound: The horizontal design of the Westlakes
mandates tall stands. Iused the 26" Ensemble
"Flamingo" stands, with large Tiptoes underneath their rear to tilt them forward alittle and
bring my ears midway between the speakers'
tweeter and midrange axes. (The speakers were
coupled to the stands' top-plates with small pads
of EZ-Tak.) Though the Westlake application

black grille cloth), it brought back memories of
the classic Gale monitor that Iused for awhile

notes on speaker positioning go into some detail
on arranging for the path lengths from each speaker

in the late '70s with its wider-than-tall aspect
ratio and its pair of small woofers flanking avertically arrayed tweeter and midrange unit.

to the listener to be equal, as well as examining
what the optimal room acoustics should be, they
don't mention what the speaker's relationship
should be to nearby boundaries. Itherefore used

The 6" woofers, which handle the signal up
to 600Hz, are plastic-coned units with inverted
rubber roll surrounds, tuned by twin 4" -deep

my instinct (and Sitting Duck Software's Listening Room PC programs) to get the smoothest

ports to the edges of the front baffle. These ports
are 1.5" in diameter, with some profiling to min-

balance in the bass, the speakers being set alittle closer to the rear wall than the Acoustic Ener-
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Westlake BBSM-6 loudspeaker

gies but the same distance from the sidewalls.
The BBSM-6F's grille is made from thick

the speakers' acoustic centers, they had adelicious
tangibility. Female voices were presented in a

board with holes cut in it for the drive-units.
Though the speaker looks much better with the

similar manner, except that at high playback levels
they acquired ahardness, aslightly "shouty"

grille on, the apertures for the tweeter and midrange unit would undoubtedly add some cavity

quality that detracted from the otherwise superbly clean nature of the sound.

effects. Itherefore left it off for all the serious
auditioning, as recommended by Westlake. The

The high frequencies were also clean, without any tilted-up emphasis or sense of detach-

BBSM-6Fs were connected to the amplifier with
10' bi-wire sets of 4-gauge Westlake cable.

ment from the midrange. Coupled with the

My first impressions of the speaker were very
favorable. There was astriking immediacy to its
sound, which seemed extremely open, detailed,
and refreshingly free from midrange congestion.
The speakers seemed to need only ahandful of
volts from the amplifier to reach high playback
levels, with an excellent sense of unrestricted
dynamics. The bass, however, is shelved down
in level, and the speaker actually sounded quite
lightweight at low levels, with tenor and bass
instruments sounding too "small." Nevertheless,
Iwasn't made aware of any discontinuity in the

speaker's excellent dynamics, this lent recordings rich in transient information an impressive
sense of ease. The guitars on Michael Hedges's
1987 Live on the Double Planet album (Windham
Hill WD-1066), for example, sent shivers down
my spine. There seemed awealth of detail, both
direct and reverberant, that filled the listening
room with sound; the speaker's superb "jump
factor" allowed the percussive nature of Hedges's
playing to lend apalpable edge of realism to what
is otherwise quite an artificial-sounding recording. Given this combination of superb dynamics

Tonally, the BBSM-6's balance seemed to

and midrange-forward balance, Ican understand
why Westlake does very well in the Far East,
where this mix of virtues fits the local cultural
needs well?

favor the midrange. While male voices were
endowed with alittle cupped-hands character

range, however, such as Andreas Vollenweider's

crossover region between the woofers and the
midrange.

and were projected forward of the line joining

TN

8Enthusiastically reviewed by J in Vol.13 NŒ12. Sitting Duck
Software can be contacted at P.O. Box 130, Veneta,
97487.
Tel: (503) 935-3982.
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Play arecording already hyped-up in the midDancing With the Lion (Columbia CK 45154), and
the sound became too fatiguing too quickly.
9When Ihave visited audiophiles in Japan, for «ample, their systems have almost always been optimized in these directions.
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As mentioned earlier, the low frequencies sounded
shelved down. Whether this was musically bothersome or not seemed very dependent on playback
level. At relatively low levels, orchestral doublebass, and kick drum and bass guitar on rock recordings, sounded anemic, while above 90dB or so
the bass became more believable (though this will
still never be apreferred speaker for playing
organ recordings). As mentioned by Martin Colloms last month, the ear is both very sensitive to
small differences in bass level and has asensitivity
that varies with playback level. Nevertheless,
whether or not the BBSM-6's bass seemed sufficient or not was so dependent on playback level
that Isuspect something else must be going on.
Either the speaker's prominent midrange gives
the ear too much of areference point against
which to judge bass level, or the bass itsçlf
changes character as it plays louder, perhaps
being fattened up by some low-order harmonics.
This has to be traded-off against asking too much
of the speaker elsewhere, however. The bass guitar and kick drum on "Take Me to the River," for
example, from the excellent The Commitments
soundtrack (MCA MCAD-10286), only acquired
sufficient palpability when the recording was
played at alevel when the upper midrange was
starting to sound alittle hard.
Though Iwasn't particularly aware of any spurious noise from the ports during very loud
musical passages, on pure tones below 50Hz
wind noise could be heard at levels above 8V
RMS. (The puffs of air could also be felt 3' away.)
Hitting the speaker with high-level tonebursts
with afundamental below the port-tuning frequency also revealed abit of dynamic instability from the woofer, the cone producing some
well-damped subsonics as the toneburst cut off.
The more Ilistened, the more Ibecame aware
of more serious problems. The first is trivial, but
mandates care being taken when setting up the
Westlalces. The speaker sounded tonally balanced
only when Isat facing the midrange and tweeter.
If! could see the top of the cabinet, the sound
became hollow in the low treble, with the extreme
highs left peaky and exposed. Using pink noise,
Iheard this coloration even when listening to the
speakers just an inch above the tweeter axis,
which was alittle extreme. There was also rather
more than usual "vertical venetian blinding"
audible. (By this phrase, coined by J. Gordon
Holt, Imean that the sound can be heard to
undergo numerous cancellations and reinforcements as the listener moves his or her head
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slightly from side to side, adistinctive combfiltering effect.)
Though the BBSM-6's tonal balance seemed
generally smooth, with good representation of
instrumental colors, there seemed to be some
resonant-type colorations that afflicted piano,
for example, to alarger extent than instruments
with more continuous sounds. The Steinway on
my Chopin recording on the Stereophile Test CD,
for example, acquired too much "clanginess" in
the treble staff register, while some notes jumped
forward out of the image. The piano on the Stereophile flute and piano recording suffered even
more from this midrange coloration, acquiring
aconfused character that was nothing like the
original sound. And recorded tape or microphone
hiss sounded emphasized in the low treble, exaggerating its audibility.
The final problem involved stereo imaging.
While there was good lateral spread to images,
they seemed alittle too broad in absolute terms.
Gary Woodward's flute on Stereophiles Poem CD,
for example, recorded with aBlurnlein microphone technique, normally reproduces as anarrow, stable image, just to the right of center stage.
Via the Westlakes, while the instrument sounded
quite tangible, it occupied asignificant spread of
space that changed its overall position according to what note was being played. This impression of image instability was reinforced by the
lateral imaging precision test track on the Chesky
Sampler CD OD 37), where the spoken voice also
lacked the pinpoint precision it should have (and
does with rninimonitors like the LS3/5a). The
LEDR diagnostic test tracks on this CD were also
reproduced with afair degree of smearing, while
the "Up" test, where the mono image of asampled cabasa should appear to rise from the loudspeaker position,'° was completely destroyed by
the BBSM-6. The image from just one speaker
moved from the speaker position to the center
and back again in acomplicated and unstable
manner. (Those dubious of this test should note
that the cabasa sound has been equalized according to psychoacoustic criteria so that the changes
in its tone color resemble those introduced by the
ears' pinnae as asound source rises in front of the
listener. A speaker that has aresponse trend that
tends to undo this EQ will therefore destroy the
effect.)
The Westlake's presentation of image depth
was also disappointing. While the voice and the
10 See Bob 1Catz's article on these diagnostic recordings in Vol.12
No.12, December 1989, p.82.
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tambourine on the depth-test track on the Chesky
CD could be heard to get quieter and more reverberant as they moved away from the microphone,
there wasn't the unambiguous impression of
image depth created by, for example, the KEF
R107/2s that Ireviewed in May 1991.1 suspect
that this lack of image depth is more afunction

outputs of the drivers sum in acoherent manner,
but it certainly isn't on the tweeter axis. Though
it is hard to see on the scale this graph has been
printed in the magazine, there is also asuccession of reflections of the impulse all the way

of the speaker's forward midrange balance than
anything else, while the less good lateral and poor
LEDR behavior reinforces the idea that the
speaker has dispersion problems. Iam also suspicious of that wide baffle area to the sides of the
tweeter, something that my experience suggests
also correlates with less-than-excellent image
precision unless covered with some kind of
absorptive material (as in Spica's TC-50 and
Angelus models).
Measurements: The Westlake's impedance magnitude and phase can be seen in fig.8. The tuning of the ports is indicated by the minimum of

Fig.8 Westlake 88SM-6F, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical
div.)
....1••

-

4.2 ohms at 39Hz. You can see that the impedance drops to avery low value of 2ohms throughout the upper bass and lower midrange, rising
above 4ohms only between 1200Hz and 3700Hz.
Note also that the phase angle is pretty serious
in the upper bass, meaning that the current in this
region significantly leads the voltage. As aresult,
the BBSM-6's effective impedance in this region

Tim - rev

Fig.9 Westlake BBSM-6F, impulse response on
HF axis at 45" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth)

acts as if it is even lower than 2ohms. Speaker
cables should be very short or of large gauge,
therefore, and the BBSM-6F must be driven by
an amplifier capable of driving many volts into
very low impedances if its dynamics are not to
be compromised. This is ashame, as the speaker's
high sensitivity—approximately 6dB higher
than the AE3 at ameasured 92dB/2.83V/m at
lkHz—might suggest its use with relatively lowpowered, high-quality tube amplifiers. Even if
it could source sufficient current, atypical tube
amplifier's output impedance of 1ohm will result
in abroad 1.6dB depression between 80Hz and
lkHz, which will exacerbate the BBSM-6's
rather lightweight balance.
The Westlake's impulse response on the tweeter
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Fig. 0 Westlake BBSM-6F, anechoic response on
listening axis at 45" averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield
woofer and port responses below 200Hz.
OMB

axis at ameasuring distance of 45" is shown in fig.9.
Though the Westlake literature claims the
speaker's crossover to be phase-compensated
with a"coherent wavefront" as the result, this
is not borne out by fig.9, which reveals ahighishorder crossover with the relatively lazy oscillation following the sharp spike of the tweeter output. This is not to say that there won't be aposition somewhere in front of the speaker where the
218

-1118
-29J3
-311111

Fig. I Westlake BBSM-6F, acoustic crossover
slopes, midrange and woofer
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along the tail (though that just after the 7ins mark
is the first room reflection, that from the ceiling).
These could possibly be from the edges of the
wide baffle.
To investigate aspeaker's frequency-response
behavior, Itake five impulse responses like that
in fig.9 across a30° horizontal window. Transforming the reflection-free portions of these
responses to the frequency domain and averaging
gives agood idea of the basic frequency response
I 11111111

1 I1I
11111

1 111
11111

I 11_

9.8dB

free from mike-position-dependent interference
artifacts. Carrying out this process for the
BBSM-6 (with the grille removed) gives the trace
shown to the right of fig.10. Generally smooth,
there are afew bumps and dips in the lower treble
but nothing significant. The soft-dome tweeter
starts to roll off above the range of my hearing,
being 3dB down at 18kHz.

911
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Westlake BBSM-6F, vertical response
family at 45", normalized to response on
HF axis, from back to front: difference in
response 7.5° above cabinet top;
difference level with cabinet top;
reference response; difference in
midrange axis.

I

ISM

Fig. I
2 Westlake BBSM-6F, difference made by
grille
1911
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Fig. 3 Westlake BBSM-6F, horizontal response
family at 45", normalized to response on
tweeter axis, from back to front:
reference response; difference in
response 7.5° off-axis; difference 15°
off-axis; difference 30° off-axis.
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Fig. IS Westlake BBSM-6F, spatially averaged,
/3-octave in-room response (corrected
for microphone response)

Fig.I6 Westlake BBSM-6F, cumulative spectral-decay plot
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To the left of fig.10 are shown the nearfield
responses of the woofers and ports. (The level
matching between each of these and the quasianechoic curve above 200Hz can only be approximate.) The maximum output from the twin

the tweeter and midrange-unit axes (fig.14). Sit
so that you can see the top of the cabinet, however, and asevere suckout develops in the upper
crossover region, leading to my subjective feeling
of "hollowness" to the sound. Though Ididn't

ports occurs at 40Hz, as expected from fig.8, with

look at the response 15° below the tweeter axis,

the minimum woofer output alittle offset from
this at 34Hz. All things being equal, which they
never are, the Westlake should be capable of giv-

the symmetrical 24dB/octave nature of the crossover should give asimilar suckout on that axis.
If you can't find stands tall enough to enable you

ing useful bass output down to 40Hz, the lowest
note of the double bass—which is basically what

to sit somewhere between the tweeter and midrange axes, you should experiment with tilting

Ifound to be the case from my listening, though
the bass region was shelved down overall.

the speakers upward so that the speaker's main
response lobe will be aimed up at your listening
seat. (Why would Westlake engineer the speaker's

For curiosity's sake, Ilooked at the individual
responses of the BBSM-6's woofer and mid/treble sections, which are shown in fig.11. The mid-

crossover to give such asmall vertical window
in the first place? Remember the BBSM-6's

range rolls off in classic 24dB/octave manner
below 600Hz. The woofer, however, shows alit-

professional lineage: the usual place to put apair
of nearfield monitors is just above the mixing

tle bit of character around 500Hz before it rolls

console's meter bridge, so that engineer's ears will
be on or just below the midrange axis.)

out. Also for curiosity's sake, Ilooked at the
tweeter-axis response with and without the grille
The difference the grille makes is shown in fig.12,
which confirms Westlake's suggestion that the

Carrying out aspatially averaged 1
2 -octave spec/
trum analysis in-room gives the curve shown
in fig.15, with abroad peak centered on 500Hz.

grille be left off for serious auditioning.
When aspeaker has horizontally mounted

The rolloff in the treble is smooth, that below
500Hz is broken up by residual room effects and

drive-units, the off-axis behavior can be criti-

extends to 40Hz or so. That the BBSM-6 sounded

cal. Shown in fig.13, therefore, are the differences
in response to be expected as the listener moves

more lightweight than this curve would indicate
is explained by the ear taking the exaggerated
midrange level as its reference.

to the side of the BBSM-6's tweeter/midrange
line. The response actually changes only alittle
up to 15° off-axis, suggesting that the speaker
will have quite awide "sweet spot." Though this
finding would contradict the "vertical venetian
blind" effect that Inoticed during the auditioning, it is possible, of course, that the horizontal
lobing is too fine-structured to be picked up by
these relatively coarse measurements. At 3CP offaxis—the listening position with the speakers firing straight ahead—the response gets lumpy in
the lower crossover region and peaky throughout
the low treble. This is most probably connected
with the fact that the high 6kHz crossover frequency for the midrange/HF transition means

Finally, looking at how the Westlake's response
changes as the sound decays gives the cumulative
spectral-decay or "waterfall" plot (fig.16). There
is some inconsequential hash from the soft-dome
tweeter between 7and 12kHz, which would add
avery slight degree of "thuffiness" to the sound
of treble transients; otherwise, the decay in the
mid- and high-treble is clean. (The black streak
just below 16kHz is the computer monitor's
scanning frequency and should be ignored.)
Note, however, the ridge parallel to the time axis
at the cursor position, 2575Hz. This represents
amajor resonance, perhaps due to abreakup
mode of the midrange cone, which would be

that the midrange unit is being used in arange
where its size is larger than the wavelength of the
emitted sound: the wavelength of a6kHz tone

expected both to lend the sound some hardness
in the low treble and pop some piano notes for-

is around 2"; the unit's cone is 3" in diameter.

tioning. There is also some complicated behavior
noticeable below 1200Hz or so, which might

This will result in severe beaming for the top
octave or so of the midrange-unit output, which
probably leads to the "vertical venetian blind"
effect heard.

ward in the soundstage, as noted during the audi-

correspond to reflections of the impulse from the
baffle edges.

In the vertical plane, the close drive-unit spac-

Summary: Given its pedigree, Ihad expected

ing and the drive-unit phasing chosen by Westlake result in little change in response between

more from the Westlake BBSM-6F. Initially
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impressive-sounding, it increasingly irritated me
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as my listening continued. In the context of my

threadbare lower midrange, and lightweight bass

preamble to this review, the Westlake's ability to
form convincing acoustic objects is restricted to
artificial recordings where not too much is happening. Then the speaker boogies! But let the mix

make it aless optimum choice for naturally re-

get too complicated or the recording be minimalist
and/or truthful to some original event—both
implying that the recorded detail becomes more
subtle, more fragile—and the speaker's limitations start to get in the way of the things it does
do well. While its midrange-forward balance,

corded classical orchestral music. While its levels
of overall coloration are quite low, the problems
it does have are not kind to piano recordings. Its
balance will also be less than flattering to recordings that themselves have aforward tonal balance.
Isuspect that within the basic formula of the
BBSM-6F is atrue high-performance loudspeaker waiting to be let out. In the meantime,
though the $2500/pair Spendor S100 monitor

high power handling, superbly revealing presentation of recorded detail, and high dynamic range

will not play quite as loud, it is altogether amore
refined design, offering aconsiderably more neu-

make it an obvious choice for monitoring of

tral tonal balance as well as amore extended bass

vocal and rock recordings, its shallow sound-

register.

stage, rather imprecise stereo imaging, somewhat

AUDIO SOURCE SS THREE DOLBY
PRO-LOGIC DECODER &AMPLIFIER
Bill Sommerwerck

AudioSource SS-3 surround-sound processor
Amplifier output: 30Wpc. Frequency ranges: Matrix: 20Hz-20kHz; Hall: 100Hz-7kHz; Dolby Surround: 100Hz7kHz. SIN ratio (surround decoder): 90dB. Input sensitivity: 150mV. Input impedance: 47k ohms. Maximum
input level: 2.5V. Output level (Surround, Dolby mode): 1.5V. Output level (Dialog): 1.5V. Subwoofer output (variable): 0.25-2.5V. Subwoofer crossover frequency: 80Hz or 150Hz. Power 90W Dimensions: 16.5"
W by 2" H by 91
e D. Weight: 7lbs 10 oz. Accessories: remote control w/2 AA cells. Price: $400. Approximate number of dealers: 250. Manufacturer: AudioSource, 1327 North Carolan Avenue, Burlingame, CA
94010. Tel: (415) 348-8114. Fax: (415) 348-8083.
When Ivisited Dolby Labs afew years back, I
was told that aPro-Logic decoding chip—with

ment. The chip would make it possible for even
inexpensive receivers to include Pro-Logic de-

everything but the Surround-channel delay and
Dolby-B noise reduction—was under develop-

coding.
This chip likewise reduces the cost of an out-
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board decoder. The AudioSource SS-Three takes
advantage of it (a Sanyo LA2770 1)to produce a
Pro-Logic decoder with a30Wpc Surround amplifier, at half the price you used to pay for the decoder
alone
The SS-Three is unique among all Dolby
decoders in having what the manual describes
as an "auto-calibration" circuit? (AudioSource
must have great faith in this circuit, because the
SS-Three has no input balance control.) Iwas
curious see if this feature really worked.

off the Dialog channel and splits its signal evenly
between the Left and Right outputs. (This button
should actually be marked Phantom, since that's
the mode it engages. The remote control is correctly labded.) The Test button plays noise through
each of the four channels, for level setting.
The SS-Three has two other surround modes
in addition to Dolby Surround. Hall mode reproduces the left and right channels in the matching rear speakers, but with a20 or 30ms delay.
This extracts ambience via the Haas effect. According to the manual, the Matrix mode synthesizes

MODES & CONTROLS
The SS-Three's front panel is simple and unclut-

pseudo-stereo from mono sources. In practice, it
synthesizes ersatz surround from stereo sources.

tered. A triad of rocker switches replaces con-

The remaining button is the Tape Monitor
switch. Signal-processing devices are often
inserted in atape-monitor loop, so they generally

ventional volume controls. The Master Volume
switch controls the overall level. The Center and
Rear controls set the Dialog and Surround levels,

have their own monitor circuit to replace the one

respectively. There is an Input Level control, but
no input-balance control.
Four columns of LEDs show the Left, Center, Right, and Surround levels. Pressing one of

lost. Of course, the monitor can also be used for
asecond program source.
The back panel has the input and output jacks,
spring-loaded speaker clips, and two subwoofer

the level-control switches does not immediately
change the gain. Rather, the LEDs first switch
to adisplay that shows the relative gain of each

controls: cutoff frequency (80 or 150Hz) and
level. There is no AC accessory outlet.

channel. The gain display remains as long as you
keep pressing the rockers; the LEDs then revert
to the level display.
The LED display was of little help in setting
the levels. When the -10dB LEDs were lit, there
was almost no output from the decoder. (I had
to check to be sure everything was plugged in
and turned on!) By the time the display hit the
OdB marking, the output had jumped about
30dB! Displays can be of use in setting the initial levels, but the SS-Three's are best ignored, in
favor ofjust listening.
Eight pushbuttons control the operating mode

A WELL—THOUGHT—OUT

REMOTE

The remote control exactly duplicates the frontpanel controls, both in position and function. I
can just hear the guy who made this "mistake"
being chewed out: "What do you mean, Henderson, you made the remote work like the front
panel? You let this happen again, and you can
expect to find yourself out on the street!"
The remote's buttons are those rubbery
"Chiclet" types. They didn't work reliably. Ihad
to press them firmly (and Imeanfirtnty). Sometimes they needed repeated presses to work. I
opened the remote and cleaned the circuit board,

The default mode is Dolby Surround, with a
choice ola 20 or 30ms delay for the surround

but that didn't make things any better (or worse).

speakers. There are only two Dialog-channel
modes, Normal and Phantom. Normal sends
low frequencies from the Dialog channel to the
Left and Right speakers, so that asmall speaker

TESTING THE AUTO—CALIBRATION
All surround-sound decoders, regardless of sys-

with limited bass-handling ability can be used
for the Dialog track. The Wide mode, which
keeps the Dialog channel full-range, is not
provided.
Pressing the Normal/Phantom button shuts

tem, need to be calibrated. Usually you play a
mono signal and set the balance for the least output from the rear speakers. With Dolby MP decoders, you disconnect the Dialog speaker and
listen for the least output from Left and Right.
Because Dolby MP is arelatively crude encoding/decoding scheme, critical balance isn't absolutely necessary. A slight imbalance doesn't screw

1American firm Precision Monolithics (part of Analog Devices)
also manufactures the Dolby chip.
2Don't confuse auto-calibration with the phase correction of the
Loricon CP-1 and CP-2. The latter corrects for high-frequency
timing or phase errors, not channel imbalance.
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up decoding; it just changes the sound source the
decoder interprets as the Dialog track. And any
material that spills into the Surround track is
usually masked by the delay.
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Still, auto-calibration would be anice feature;
it would eliminate asetup chore, and automatically correct unbalanced source material.
To test the auto-calibration, Iconnected the
SS-Three to the main output of my preamp, so
Icould use its balance control to unbalance the
signal. Would the auto-calibration circuits correct
the error?
Istarted with amono source; if the decoder
couldn't balance that, it couldn't balance anything. Iexpected the auto-calibration to keep the
image centered (at least for the first 3or 4dB of
imbalance). Much to my surprise, the image
moved with the balance control. Ditto for stereo program material; the image shifted as if the
decoder weren't there.
Curious, Icalled AudioSource and spoke with
Tony Belo, who designed the SS-Three. He
explained that the circuit actually performs image
stabilization, not auto-calibration.

WHAT IT REALLY

DOES
Dolby MP decoders have to work with many
kinds of program sources, not just high-quality
ones (such as LV players or hi-fi VCRs). Stereo
VCRs with linear audio tracks have probably the
poorest sound quality. The tracks are at the edge
of slow-moving tape, running through atransport never designed for audio? Any glitch in tape
motion is translated into brief, abrupt level shifts.
Tony explained that Dolby Labs designed a
special circuit to correct channel imbalance for
short-term shifts. (Long-term shifts are ignored,
since it's assumed these are part of the stereo
image) Tony adapted the circuit for the SS-Three,
and believes that the Three is the first and only
Pro-Logic decoder with it.
Unfortunately, Idon't own aVCR with linear stereo tracks. Nor could Ithink of any rational
way to introduce abrief level glitch into otherwisegood source material. Idon't like leaving features
untested, but this one has little bearing on adecision to purchase—especially for Stereophile readers,
who most likely own LV players or hi-fi VCRs.
HALL MODE
This mode is intended to extract ambience from
recordings. As far as Ican tell, it simply delays
the left and right channels 30ms before sending
them to the rear speakers. This delay allows the
3One of the reasons Idespise VHS is the dreadful tape transports
in most machines. Among their many failings is the relatively poor
isolation of the tape motion from the mechanical irregularities
of the cassette shell. (The introduction of Super VHS has seen a
general upgrading of VHS transports.)
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Haas (or "precedence") effect to "unmask" the
ambience already present in the recording.
This simple processing can produce very
pleasing effects. Unfortunately, those from the
SS-Three's Hall mode are less than exciting. The
delicate, spacious quality Iexpect from this sort
of processing (and which most listeners enjoy')
is missing.
The disappointingly bland enhancement from
the Hall mode is due, in part, to aheavy rolloff
of the high frequencies in the Surround channel.
(The rolloff is obvious when listening to the Surround channel by itself.)
The other deficiency is the use of the same
delay in each channel. Most other surround processors with this "delay-only" mode permit
different delays. When the delayed sounds arrive
at different times, the resultant acoustic comb
filtering adds interaural differences and increased
spaciousness. Without these arrival-time differences, the SS-Three's enhancement sounded
rather flat.
DOLBY DECODING
If you've been following my Dolby decoder
reviews (Vol.11 No.3, Vol.12 Nos.8 & 11), you
know that Isubject the decoders to anumber of
"torture tests" that reveal how they behave under
extreme conditions. Iwant to hear how the decoder sounds to listeners sitting far off-axis or
when there's only one channel of information.
For the off-axis tests, Istand as far in front of
the Right speaker as that speaker is from the Dialog speaker. (This seems to be a"reasonable"
extreme position for alarge audience) A mono
signal should come strictly from the Dialog
speaker, with no crosstalk from the Right. A
scene with simultaneous dialog and stereo music
should have little or no dialog audible in the
Right speaker. (I use the scene in Beetlejuice where
the Maitlands drive to their deaths.)
Like the other recently reviewed Pro-Logic
decoders from Pioneer and Sony, the SS-Three
performs superbly on these tests. There was no
audible crosstalk with amono source When both
dialog and music were present, there was afaint
(and Imeanfaint) ghost image of the dialog. You
had to be listening for it to hear it.
The SS-Three also performed well on the
"one-channel" test. Ifeed the left track of the
4At least, Iassume they do. 1like it. I've never run asurvey,
though.
5This is the whole point of using Pro-Logic and aDialog speaker.
An on-axis listener does not need them.
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opening of Back to the Future into the decoder, and

slightly "mechanical" and lacked openness. Next

turn off the Left speaker. With only one input,
the logic circuits should cancel all output from
the other channels.

to the Shure 5300, the SS-Three's overall presentation with Dolby MP material was somewhat
dull and lacking in impact and excitement. How-

This is afairly rough test, because this scene

ever, the SS-Three's errors were primarily sub-

has alot of transient sounds (such as the toaster
popping and water sizzling on ahotplate). All

tractive, and most noticeable only in adirect
comparison with the source.

previous decoders not using the Pro-Logic chip
had problems, taking at least one second to
recognize that only one channel was present. And
the residual crosstalk was distorted on all decoders (except the Shure HTS-5300).
The Dolby Pro-Logic chips have now beaten
the Shure 5300. The SS-Three almost instantly
recognizes that only the Left signal is present.
And although the crosstalk is down only about
16 to 20dB (as against the Shure's nearly 30dB
of cancellation), that's good enough. Most
important, the crosstalk is free of distortion or
other artifacts.

CONCLUSIONS
The SS-Three gets an easy recommendation at
the top of Class C in Stereophile's "Recommended
Components" listing. If it weren't for the slightly
"electronic" quality of its sound, I'd be inclined
to rank it at the bottom of Class B. In any case,
I
judged its overall sound to be superior to that
of all previously reviewed decoders that did not
use the Pro-Logic chips (except for the Shure
5000 series).
With its built-in amplifier, woofer crossover,
and remote control, the SS-Three is agood choice
for your video system or den. It's also agood

SOUND

stopgap choice while you're saving up for more

The SS-Three, like other decoders using the
Dolby chips, has above-average sound quality.
In abypass test, it revealed aslight darkening and
softening of the top octave. Brass instruments
were less blatty and incisive, with asweeter, more
"burnished" texture. This darkening extended
to the Surround track, making Surround effects
less exciting and involving than they are on other
decoders.6
In direct comparison with other Dolby ProLogic decoders (such as the Sony TA-E1000ESD
or Shure HTS-5300), the SS-Three sounded

sophisticated equipment. It easily garners the
much-coveted BS ("Big Steal") award?
S
6The Surround channel is rolled off above 7kHz during both
encoding and decoding. You'd think that the dulling and darkening
produced by this rolloff would dominate the sound character of
the Surround channel, regardless of what the other channels sound
like. Not sa On almost every decoder I've reviewed, the Surround
channel had the same overall sound character as the front tracks.
Ican't think of abetter demonstration that frequency response
is not the sole determining factor of sound quality!
7Improvements have been made in production since BS submitted
his review. These include the addition of front-center loudspeaker
terminals, arear-panel switch to choose between 30W+30W to
the rear channels or 30W to the front-center channel plus 30W
to the rear, and revised input transistors to increase the S/N ratio
by 8dB.
—JA

F OLLOW-UP
The Well-Tempered Arm
The Well-Tempered Turntable (Wn) and WellTempered Arm (WTA) combination is one of
those products destined for the audio hall of
fame. This unusual design incorporated some
innovative thinking and quickly established itself
in the mid '80s as amusical bargain in aworld
of similarly priced competitors. Amis Balgalvis
raved about the WIT in his review back in Vol 11
No.4, and the turntable served him well as his
system matured and improved over the years.
Between AB's review and our experiences in
Santa Fe, the WTT has established itself as afix224

ture in Stereophile's "Recommended Components" for the last four years running. The
Seeophile-owned WIT also served as areference
in J. Gordon Holt's system. Just as tools are
passed down from master to apprentice, I
inherited the WTT when JGH moved up to the
Versa Dynamics 2.0. The WTT has provided me
with many hours of enjoyable music listening.
Further, despite all the advances in digital, the
WTT and AudioQuest 7000 cartridge continue
to trounce even the best digital converters and
transports.
A sure sign of aclassic product is the number
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of modifications and tweaks available for it.
Many of these third-party upgrades are the result
of the tinkerer's love for the product and his drive
to squeeze the last drop of performance from it.
Such is the case with the Well-Tempered Arm
modification described in this "Follow-Up."
Audiophile and LP aficionado Lary Pedersen of
The LP Lab (does LP refer to Long Playing
records, or Lary's initials?) has concocted amixture of tweaks—both electrical and mechanical—
for the WTA.
First, Lary replaces the sand inside the arm
with amixture of the stock sand and adamping
material. The damping material reportedly sucks
the energy out of the surrounding sand which

fied arm went back on the turntable about two
weeks before writing this. Replacing the arm
twice also reduced the variability of arm setup
on the overall performance. Iadjusted the arm
each time to what Ithought was the best performance.
The playback system during the most recent
evaluation included aVendetta Research phono
preamp, Audio Research LS2 line-stage preamp,
Apogee Centaur Minor loudspeakers, Snell Type
B loudspeakers, and the excellent AudioQuest
7000 cartridge.' Power amplifiers were the reference VTL 225W Deluxe monoblocks. The
replacement of an Audio Research SP-11 Mk.II
with the Vendetta and LS2 took LP replay to new

is in direct contact with the arm tube. The internal wiring—from headshell to RCA jacks—is

heights.
After spending many hours with the stock

replaced with Teflon van den Hul MCS 150 (the
MCS stands for Mono-Crystal Silver, the 150
identifies the wire's 150pm diameter). This is the

WTA and Lary's modified version, 1can say that

same internal wire used in the SME V and Gra-

While the stock WTA is excellent, the modification takes its musical performance to another level.
Easily the most apparent difference was the

ham 1.5 arms. A four-wire set of MCS 150 retails
for $80. The new wiring is run outside the arm
tube and held in place by clear heat-shrink tubing. Tiffany OFC RCA jacks ($40/pair retail)
replace the less-than-optimum stock RCAs, and
the RCA terminal block is encased in adamping
compound.
Next, Lary replaces the vertical post between
the offset collar and paddle with alarger version
made from an aircraft alloy. A ring of black
damping material is attached to the post just
above the paddle. In addition, the offset collar is
strengthened and glued to the arm tube. A layer
of damping material is added to the finger lift and
the bottom plate. These mechanical modifications are designed to make the arm more rigid
and thus less prone to resonance, as well as damping the resonances that do occur. The stock armrest, which has atendency to resonate, is removed.
Finally, the arm wire is burned in for three days
with amuch higher voltage than acartridge can
deliver. A few of Lary's helpful hints on arm
setup are also included in the deal. The workmanship is superb, with careful attention to
detail. The modification is clearly alabor of love.
The price? $195, including return shipping by
UPS ground. An optional VTA adjustment is

the $195 asking price may well be the best investment WTT owners can make in their systems.

change in the stock arm's lightweight tonal balance. The stock arm can sound almost thin and
lacking in authority compared to other arms,
with aslightly prominent upper midrange and
lower treble—a characteristic that exacerbates the
lightweight bass. The modification had amajor
effect on the arm's basic tonal character, returning
asense of warmth, weight, and power to the bass.
There was amuch greater feeling of authority in
the lower registers, bringing anewfound sense
of rhythmic drive to my favorite records. The
bass was fuller, rounder, and had more dynamic
impact. Kick drum took on an immediacy not
heard from the stock arm, which, coupled with
the rounder bass, greatly added to my enjoyment
of LPs.
The stock arm's tendency to sound slightly
forward in the upper mids and treble was
mitigated, replaced by awelcome smoothness.
In fact, the modification had abig effect on the
apparent tonal balance: awarmer bass, more laidback mids, and softer treble. These characteristics
gave music amore relaxed character with the
modified arm. On the Philadelphia Jerry Ricks
album (Radiotron SLPM 37062), for example,

available for an additional $50. Turnaround time
is typically three days.
The modified arm saw duty for afew months
and was then returned for the latest mods. Iwent
back to the stock arm in the interim, allowing
extended listening to both versions. The modi-
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1Back in Vol.11 No3 (March 1988), JGH wrote awhimsical "As
We See It" in which he made humorous predictions about the
future. Despite his wry sense of irony, one of his predictions was
right on the money: "The phono cartridge to end all phono cartridges will not be invented in 1988. That will not happen until
1991, after the last of the vinyl disc-stamping machines is installed
in the Smithsonian Institution."
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the acoustic guitar's string attack was less exaggerated, Jerry's voice lost its slight edginess, and
the guitar's lower registers were better balanced.
In addition, the treble became softer, sweeter, and
much more engaging, though not at the expense
of revealing musical detail. Similarly, upperregister piano notes on closely milted recordings
that had atendency to become brittle and strident on the stock arm became much less so after
the modification. There was asmoothness and
liquidity to the upper mids that contrasted with
the stock arm's tendency to some hardness in this
region. In addition, the more polite and refined
mids made the presentation less forward and
immediate. It was as though the music took astep
back, inviting the listener to come forward rather
than thrusting itself upon him. Consequently,
music had agreater sense of ease and involvement.
The modified arm also seemed better at revealing detail in complex passages. The intricate
percussion work on the album Cascades (Milestone M-9109) by the Brazilian trio Azimuth was
more focused, precise, and detailed. By comparison, the stock arm had aslight sense of blur and
slowness to transients that made the many layers
of percussion less distinct from each other. The
modification added agreater feeling of speed and
precision to transient information.
There was also an increase in depth, sense of
space, and drama. The music seemed to emerge
from a"blacker" background, with aheightened
impression of three-dimensionality. Although
the entire presentation took astep backward spatially with the modified arm, the relative spatial
distances between instruments increased. Soundstage transparency improved, allowing aclearer
view of the recorded acoustic's depths.
These last two improvements—resolution of
detail and better soundstaging—were much
more subtle than the large difference in tonal balance rendered by the modification. The most
immediate difference was the weightier reproduction of low frequencies, coupled with a
smoother, more laid-back upper mid and treble
presentation. The overall effect was amore musical rendering.
The LP Lab's modification of the WTA arm is
abargain at $195. The improvement in performance was far greater than replacing interconnects or loudspeaker cable, for example. The modification significantly improved what was already
an excellent product and should be considered
essential for WTA owners. In fact, it may just be
the best $195 you could spend on your system.
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The WTA modification is available from Lary
Pedersen at The LP Lab, 208 Pepperwood Street,
Hercules, CA 94547. Tel: (415) 799-3858? 1
lam
to 2pm PST
—Robert Harley

Sound-Lab A-3 loudspeaker

I've been madly in love with full-range electrostatic loudspeakers ever since Iheard apair of
Janszen (KLH) Model Nines way back in the
early '60s. But Imust confess I've been an inconstant lover. Every once in awhile I'm seduced by
the charms of some hot new dynamic system
because it's more efficient, images better, throws
amore convincing soundstage, grows goosebtunps
on my goosebumps, or whatever. But invariably, the fire of my infatuation dwindles down to
ashes, and—with asigh of resignation—I box up
the dynamics for shipment back to the manufacturer, and schlepp out the fill-range electrostatics
again. Each time, it's like going home (see
sidebar).
For the past five years, "home" has been the
Sound-Lab A-3, arather large, true full-range
design in that every part of its radiating surface
carries afull-range signal. To me, this is one of
its most appealing virtues. Some so-called fullrange electrostatics are actually multi-way
speakers, sometimes with different electrostatic
elements handing different parts of the audio
spectrum, occasionally with all of them sharing
the signal's low end but with low-pass filters limiting the upper frequencies to afew vertical arrays
or strips. The idea was to minimize treble beaming by relegating the highs to narrower radiating
elements, but every such design Ican recall seemed
to create audible discontinuities in the sound, just
as crossover networks tend to do for multi-driver
dynamic speakers. (Sound-Lab avoids beaming
by using many narrow, vertical diaphragm strips
ranged in acurved array.)
Another reason I've been stuck on the A-3 all
this time is because it reproduces real musical
timbres as convincingly as any audiophile-type
speaker I've encountered. Ican come home from
aconcert and—too wound-up for beddy-bye—
put on arecording, and not be instantly appalled
by the difference. Sure, there's adifference, but
it doesn't make me want to crawl into abox and
pull the top shut. The resemblance gives me hope
about the future of audio.
Then there's the typical electrostatic's quickness and delicacy, which ate actually the first things
2By the time you read this, the area code will have been changed
to 501.
—JA
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Ifind myself missing after acouple of weeks with
my latest dynamic infatuation. Iwouldn't ditch
these for anything right now, even if we didn't
have the kids to consider?
But before discussing the latest incarnation of
the A-3, abrief recap of its previous iterations:
Version the First: My initial review of an A-3
appeared in September 1986 (Vol.9 No.6, p.88).
The speaker was manufacturer-rated at 88dB
sensitivity, but did not achieve that figure, barely
making 76dB instead. With the dual-160W Threshold SA-1 amplifier, the midrange was clean up
to an spi of 100dBC, but the system sounded as
if it was bottoming-out at levels above 94dB
through the midbass range (ca 45Hz). (A question
was later raised as to whether my amps were overloading, but their meters were showing -4dB
when the bottoming set in.) The overall sound
with those amplifiers was described as rich,
warm, slighdy laid-back, and soft at the top, with
an effective lower limit abit below 40Hz. (The
speakers did not sound so good with the tubed
amps Itried.) Imaging specificity was reported
as excellent, although Idon't recall how far from
them Iwas sitting for the listening tests. (Close
listening, which Inow prefer in order to mini3Ishould reassure the more prissy elements of our readership
that this was ajoke. Actually, we're just very good friends.

mize room colorations, tends to impair off-axis
specificity with most systems. Ido not choose
to sit with my head in avise.) Soundstaging was
quite good, but not as spectacular as that of some
other systems, which may or may not have been
exaggerating depth and breadth. The original A3s were not sufficiently tart or gutsy for rock
music, but were great for acoustical material.
Version the Second: As reported in aJune 1988
"Follow-Up," apower-supply modification
increased the range of available polarizing voltage, boosting the sensitivity by roughly 6dB—
equivalent to quadrupling the amplifier power.
The SA-3s now produced about 105dB of output
through the midrange. Oddly, the mod also increased the speaker's clean output capability at
45Hz to 100dB, and made it sound alittle more
forward and alive, although it was still by no
means arock system.
Version the Third (The Latest): Four more
modifications, introduced late in 1990, involved
the addition of hinged side panels or "wings,"
the use of ahigher-voltage insulation in the statorpanel wires, the addition of electrostatic shields
to minimize ionization leakage between the highvoltage stator circuits, and the introduction of
an ultrasonic (25kHz) polarizing supply instead

ELECTROSTATICS SPEAKERS PRO &CON
Pros
1) Uniform drive. The entire surface of the
diaphragm is driven by the signal, rather than
just asmall area.'
2) Because the diaphragm needs no stiffness, it can be very thin for superb HF transient response, and very limp for freedom from
resonances.
3) True full-range designs have no crossover(s). There are no driver transition problems; the sound can be absolutely seamless,
top to bottom.
4) Large radiating area is associated with
less attenuation of spi with distance, providing abroader listening area.
5) Push-pull operation can yield very low
signal distortion.
6) Dipole radiation minimizes first-arrival
reflections from side walls.
IUniform drive needn't result in uniform motion, however.

-JA
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Cons
1) Relatively inefficient; they tend to need
scads of amplifier power.
2) Sometimes peculiar impedance characteristic complicates amplifier choice. They
often work best with good tube amplifiers.
3) Because of multi-kV polarizing supply and high signal voltages, they can be less
reliable than dynamics. Modern designs are
extremely durable, but chances of breakdown
are nonetheless higher than with dynamic
systems.
4) Inherent marked tendency toward treble beaming, but there are ways of minimizing it.
5) Deep bass requires avery large diaphragm. Speakers may be humongous.
6) Large midrange radiating area impairs
precision of soundstaging, relative to dynamic
minimonitors.
—JGH
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of a60Hz one. The idea of the wings is to extend
the front-to-back acoustical path, to lower the

limit or that Iwas near my limit for spl tolerance.
For an acoustical-music listener, 103dB is VERY

frequency at which cancellation starts to set in.

loud, and when I'm clocking alive orchestra at

This has the dual effect of extending the speaker's
1
.
-F limit and, through increased loading, enhanc-

the same level, Ifind myself feeling much the
same sensation of edginess.

ing its speaker's power-handling ability through
the range below 45Hz. The insulation change

Otherwise, the improvements were small. The
sound was somewhat more transparent, depth

allowed asubstantial increase in polarizing voltage, providing another 3dB of sensitivity—

was rendered slightly better, and my bat-eared
friends tell me the extreme high end sounds

ostensibly without any increased risk of breakdown. The ultrasonic supply (which of course
is rectified before application to the plates) eliminates the possibility of mechanical hum from the

smoother and more extended than it did. Ido not
have awide enough listening room to use the

interface modules and allows the use of amuch
smaller polarizing step-up transformer.

speakers with their panels fully extended, and
had them instead folded backward and slightly
outward, but to my amazement, the speakers
seemed just as capable of beyond-the-speaker
imaging as they'd been before the panels were

Equipment used for this update review included
the Madrigal Proceed CD player, Revox A-77

added. The other thing that seemed unchanged

15ips 2-track tape recorder with original (live)
recordings, a Sony PCM-F1 digital system,

in the latest A-3s is their spectral balance, which
remained as natural and musical as that of any

Threshold FET-10L line controller, and the same
samples of the Boulder 500AE amplifier (reviewed
in October 1991, Vol.14 No.10) that I'd been
using with the previous model A-3. Audio interconnects were Monster M-1000s, speaker cables

system I've heard—at least with the Boulder
500AE amp and Threshold FET-10L line amp.
The latest version of the A-3, with the new

Ihad no reason to be surprised by the improve-

supply/interface package and stator wiring, costs
$7410. Older A-3s cannot be upgraded, as the
wooden enclosure itself has been changed to
accommodate the new supply, but you might try
negotiating atrade-in with your dealer or, if you
bought it direct, with Sound-Lab. The optional

ment in the A-3's sound, and Iwasn't. Most
obvious was the extended bass range, which
went from its previous 40Hz effective limit to an

model on, and cost $975 to $1250 depending on
finish, including the necessary hardware and the

were AudioQuest Greens. Program material ran
the gamut, although most of the CDs used were
Delos, EMI, and Sheffield orchestral titles.

astonishing 33Hz, but along with this was also
amarked improvement in the system's LF quality.
No truly full-range electrostatic Ihave heard has
ever had terribly good bass detail, and previous
A-3s were no exception. But the latest A-3 has
LF control that rivals that of some of the better
direct radiator systems. Yes, I've heard greater
authority and better pitch delineation from a
number of big dynamic-woofer systems, but the

wings can be retro'd to any A-3, from the earliest

wooden attachment strips for the edges of the
speaker panels.
The latest Sound-Lab A-3s are an across-theboard improvement over the preceding ones.5
These are still my favorite speakers, but even
more so now.
Sound-Lab's address, by the way, is 6451
Mountain View Drive, Park City, UT 84060, Tel:
(801) 649-0172.

A-3s are now at least comparable to them. You
still don't get the feeling that you can "count the
cycles," but pitches are clearly distinguishable,

anew pair of dynamic speakers that another

and there is real visceral impact from the strike
of abass drum and the pluck of adouble-bass
string.

advantage of full-range electrostatics impressed
itself on me. The dynamics have apparently
uncovered ahorrific problem in my listening

The sensitivity increase was not really noticeable, except for the fact that Ifound myself running the preamp's gain control at somewhat lower
settings than previously. Average levels of 103dB

room that Inever knew existed. (I've been using

are now quite easy to achieve, although acertain
feeling of nervous tension on my part at that kind
of listening level suggested either that the system might have been at the edge of its output
228

Parting Shot: It wasn't until Istarted auditioning

4The OSHA guideline for hearing safety advises wearing car protectors if exposure to this level will exceed 1
2 hours per day. Note
/
1
that loud rock is likely to be uniformly loud, while classical
music—with its much wider dynamic range—is only maximally
loud about 5% of the time, and rarely exceeds 100dB at any
audience seat.
5We understand that the A-3 has been further modified since this
review was written. JGH will be following up this "Follow-Up"
in due course.
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the Sound-Labs since Imoved into the new
house last year.) There is now a45Hz frequencyresponse suckout of truly prodigious magnitude,
and to date, it has resisted all attempts to get
rid of it.
The Listening Room computer program tells
me the problem is related to the width of the
room, but it also tells me Ishould have had the
same problem with the Sound-Labs. So why
didn't I? I'm not sure, but Isuspect it has to do
with their radiating-area width.6The narrower
the woofer area, the more specific the woofer
locations are, relative to the room's sidewalls, and
the more precisely the room's standing-wave
6It is also possible that the speaker's fundamentally high-Q bass
tuning adds adegree of boost in the exact region where Gordon
experiences asuckout with the flatter dynamic speakers. SoundLab's Dr. Roger West points out, however, that his patented "distributed resonance"
tuning should eliminate any such peak.
—JA

LP

H

patterns would be expected to conform to calculated expectation. The radiator width of each
A-3 is almost 33
4 times that of each of the dynamic
/
woofers, which means the A-3s are averaging the
lateral standing-wave relationships much more
than the dynamics.
Or could it simply be that, since the dipolar
A-3s don't radiate to the sides, they aren't exciting
the room's lateral standing waves? Possibly, but
I'm inclined to doubt it, because both systems
generate pronounced pressure zones in the room
corners, and since the corners are common to both
room dimensions, they should be able to excite
standing-wave modes in both directions through
the rest of the room.
The review of the new pair of speakers is on
hold until Ieither find asolution or don't.
—J. Gordon Holt
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Multiple-Technology AC Power Line Conditioner
• Designed for audio and video applications.
• Inter-component isolation, critical damping,
spike suppression, and RFI filtering.
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for power amps.
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BACK ISSUES WHILE THEY LAST!
Issues

each

VOLUME III, 1972-1976

Issues 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12
Issues 1, 2, 4, 8, 10

$5.00
10.00 *

VOWME IV, 1977-1981

Issues 3, 6, 10
Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8,9

5.00
10.00 *

VOWME V, 1982

Issues 1through 10

VOLUME VI, 1983

Issues 1, 2, 4, 5
Issues 3,6

5.00
10.00 *

VOLUME VII, 1984

Issues 3, 5,8
Issues 1, 2, 4, 6, 7

VOLUME VIII, 1985

5.00
10.00 *

Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7,8
Issue 3

5.00
10.00 *

VOLUME IX, 1986

Issues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8
Issue 7

5.00
10.00 *

5.00

VOLUME X, 1987

Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

VOWME XI, 1988

Issues 1through 12

5.00

VOLUME XII, 1989

Issues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12

5.00

VOLUME X111,1990

Issues 1through 12

5.00

VOLUME XIV, 1991

Issues 1through 12

5.00

EVERYTHING ABOVE NEATLY PACKAGED

$500.00

5.00

* Photocopies

ORDER NOW, ORIGINAL COPIES ARE LIMITED

•-t

Send me the following back issues:
(List Volume and Issue Numbers of copies available at $5.00 each)

Total:

Original copies x $5.00 per issue =

(List Volume and Issue Numbers of copies available at $10.00 each)

Total:
Reproductions x $10.00 per issue =
Add shipping and handling: 1to 5issues $2.00
6to 10 issues $3.00
11 issues and over $4.00
FOREIGN ORDERS, Please add $2 per magazine
for handling and surface mail postage.
Name

Total

$

I
I
I
I
I

$

I
I

Address
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71 Check
No.
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Zip
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EXP. DATE
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Stereophile, LP/CD Dept. RO. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502
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RICHARD SCHNEIDER GUIDES AN AUDIOPHILE TOUR
THROUGH THE CSO 's FIRST CENTURY

B

yprogramming nearly 15 hours of music
into an attractively sturdy box set of 12
CDs with an informative booklet of

liner notes, the CSO celebrates its Centennial by
providing collectors and followers of symphonic
culture with an unprecedented opportunity to
survey a75-year span of recording and broadcasting by an orchestra whose performance history has been often linked to key advances in the
art of recorded sound.
But as powerful as this document is, the CSO's
The First 100 Years raises serious questions as to
how old recordings should be ardiived, preserved,
and offered to the public. Shall the sale and promotion of the CSO's First 100 be addressed to
those who specialize in collecting historical
recordings, or to amore general public?
Henry Fogel, the CSO's Executive Director
(that's Newspeak for Manager), would like the
CSO to sell as many copies of the set as possible in order to benefit the CSO, and to share its
STEREOPHILE, J
ANUARY 1992

rare and underrated archival treasures with as
wide apublic as possible. Aknowledgeable and
experienced collector of rare recordings and a
canny, well-versed observer of current trends in
modern-format archival reissues, Henry's frequent reviews in Fanfare reveal his understanding
for the potential of old recordings—given optimum, truthful presentation—to amaze modern
listeners with their clarity and musicality.
But what does an institutional manager, or for
that matter, his board of trustees and the corporate sponsor, assume when considering an
archival recording project for anon-specialist
public? Perhaps that such apublic has become
accustomed to CDs and tapes of recent recordings from which musical performances apparently emerge out of silence, and has had little or
no experience at collecting or listening to old
recordings. It follows that this public would be
unwilling to tolerate the natural sound of old
recordings, which admittedly do not have silent
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backgrounds.
Despite the excellence of his own knowledge
and experience, Henry's misgivings regarding
the public's ability to share his enthusiasm for old
recordings lured him to Sonic Solutions, the San
Francisco firm whose computer-driven noisereduction system, NoNoise, was introduced to
the CD-buying public in 1988. Collectors familiar with old recordings have not been favorably
impressed with the process. However, the suggestion from Sonic Solutions that system users
employ NoNoise with subtle discretion, and set
realistic goals for noise reduction rather than total
noise elimination, would have an irresistible appeal
to an institution hoping to market old recordings to the general public.
Collectors of 78s, early LPs, and varieties of
privately circulating performances are apt to be
audiophiles who enjoy high-end systems, hightech developments, and new recordings, but who
continue to seek old recordings wherever they
may be found. It is their belief, often borne out
by experience, that, given clean sources with correct inherent equalization, the general listening
FREDERICK STOCK: Mendelssohn: Wedding March
from A Midsummer Night's Dream; Wagner-Thomas:
"Trâume" from Wesendonck Lieder, Brahms-Dvorák:
Hungarian Dances 17-21; Stock: Symphonic Waltz;
Liadov: Baba Yaga; Walton: Scapino Overture; loch:
Pinocchio: A Merry Overture; Brahms: Symphony 3;
Nikolaus von Reznicek: Donna Diana Overture;
Strauss: Ti! Eulenspiegel
HANS LANGE: Beethoven: Piano Concerto 5(Josef
Hofmann, piano)
DESIRE DEFAUW: Prokofiev: Scythian Suite, Franck:
The Accursed Huntsman; Strauss: Death and Transfiguration
AFtTUR RODZINSKI: Wagner: Ride of the Valkyries;
Mendelssohn: Symphony 3(Scottish)
RAFAEL KUBELIK: Hindemith: Symphonic Metamorphoses; Mussorgsky-Ravel: Pictures at an Exhibition;
Roussel: Symphony 3
FRITZ FtEINER: Ravel: La Valse; Satie-Debussy:
Gymnopedies Nos.1 & 3; Prokofiev: Symphony 5;
Copland: The Tender Land Suite; Kodály: Dances of
Galata,:
PAUL HINDEMITH: Brahms: Academic Festival Oneture
PIERRE MONTEUX: Berlioz: Roman Carnival Overture
JEAN MARTINON: Martinon: Overture for aGreek
Tragedy; Mahler. Symphony 10 (first Deryck Cooke
Edition)
MORTON GOULD: Fisher-Gould: Chicago (Benny
Goodman, clarinet); Miaskovsky: Symphony 21
LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI: Shostalcovich: Symphony
10
ISTVÁN ICERTÉSZ: Barb*: Suite from The Miraculous
Mandarin
SEIJI OZAWA: Ginastera: Dances from Estancia
JAMES LEVINE: Stravinsky: Symphony of Psalms
(CSO Chorus, Margaret Hillis, Director); Mahler:
Symphony 8, Part I(Carol Neblett, Judith Blegen,
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public would become accustomed to the nature
of old recordings and accept them with little if
any cosmetic alteration, which in any case would
be better left to the listener's own tone controls.
In simple terms, the NoNoise arsenal consists
of de-clicking, de-crackling, and de-noising. Declicking seems self-deceptive, and de-noising
means de-hissing. De-crackling purports to
remove breakup from loud passages, which is not
distortion per se, but is caused by sections of
extremely high-density clicks, or "crackles,"
according to Classic Digital, Inc CDI, the production team for Koss Classics as well as Erato's first
four Barenboim/CSO recordings, was assigned
the task of assembling the digitally remastered
material for First 100, and applying the NoNoise
process through hardware leased from Sonic
Solutions.
During avisit to the Chicago area last August
Iwas granted atour of CDI's Evanston studios,
and an interview with chief of operations Victor Muenzer and his chief engineer, Larry Rock.
Both understood themselves to have aclear mandate from Henry Fogel: retain faithful renditions
Jann Jaffe, sopranos; Isola Jones, Brigit Finnilae, contraltos; Kenneth Riegel, tenor; Ryan Edwards, baritone; John Cheek, bass; Glen Ellyn Children's Chorus, Doreen Rao, dir.; CSO Chorus, Margaret Hillis,
dir.)
LEONARD SLATKIN: Flax: The Garden of Fand
ERICH LEINSDORF: Well: Little Threepenny Suite;
Ruggles: Angels
CLAUDIO ABBADO: Wagner: A Faust Overture;
Mussorgsky: Coronation Scene from Bons Godunov
(Philip Langridge, tenor; Ruggiero Raimondi, bass;
CSO Chorus, Margaret Hillis, dir.)
CARLO MARIA GIULINI: Scriabin: Poem of Ecstasy;
Ran: Concerto for Orchestra
SIR GEORG SOLTI: Kodály: Psalmus Hungaricus
(Dennis Bally, tenor; Glen Ellyn Children's Chorus,
Doreen Rao, din; CSO Chorus, Margaret Hillis. dir.);
Wagner: "Dich teure Halle" from Tannhiluser (Leontyne Price, soprano); Corigliano: Tournements Overture; Mozart: Symphony 25; Ravel: Daphnis et Chloe,
Suite No.2
CSO 90/12 (12 CDs only). April Arnold, Ellen Romberg, project managers; Victor Muenzer, production
coordinator; Lawrence Rock, digital re-mastering &
technical supervision: Classical Digital Inc., Evanston, IL, digital mastering & production. ADD/DDD.
TE 14:46:31
The Chicago Symphony Orchestra—The First 100 Years may be
ordered by mail only, for $175 plus $5 shipping and handling. When ordering by MasterCard, VISA, and American Express, specify: card number, expiration date, shipping address, and telephone number. Credit-card orders,
or checks payable to Chicago Symphony Orchestra,
should be addressed to: CSO Fulfillment Center, 847 W.
Jackson Blvd., 5th Floor, Chicago, IL 60607. Allow three
weeks for delivery.
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of the original recordings, but use NoNoise tastefully in order to make the sound palatable, but not
so much as to alter the basic character of the
orchestra's sound. Larry spoke, facetiously Ihope,
of the enormous challenge in striking adegree
of uniformity to the set as awhole.
The wide range of technology represented by
the source material for The First 100 runs the
gamut from the 1916 Columbia acoustic 78 of
Mendelssolm's "Wedding March" under Frederick Stock, to acouple of fully digital 1984 broadcast station masters, along with examples of virtually every configuration used for recording
between 1916 and 1988, including a1948 wire
recording of an AM radio broadcast of Wagner's
Ride of the Valkyries under Artur Rodzinski.
The most obvious temptation for NoNoise
treatment was provided by recordings from before
1950, which comprise the first three CDs and
may be divided into three subcategories: commercial 78s, LP reissues of late-period 78s, and
acetates of AM radio broadcasts.
Although Sony and BMG, the inheritors of the
CSO's first record companies, Columbia and
Victor Talking Machine, provided DATs from
their own archives, Larry described to me the
very loving and careful manner in which alternatives for much of the pre-1950 material were
provided on DATs prepared for him from personal sources at WFMT by Don Tait, whose own
radio programming, "From Stock to Solti" and
"The Collector's Item," have been drawn from
his own collection of 78s and early LPs. One may
say that Don has few peers in the sonic presentation of old recordings, utilizing appropriate
stylus shapes, the determination of arecording's
inherent equalization, accurate speed, scrupulous editing of side breaks, and virtually no cosmetic equalization. The results—some 20 years
of 78-based features on WFMT—have made Don
aleading Chicago classical radio personality.
How to describe the relationship of surface
noise to music in good- to mint-condition shellac
78s, such as those provided to The First 100, when
heard on high-end systems? Imagine aslightly
rough, yet ethereal pink noise beginning at about
5kHz or so and rising gently higher and higher
to vaporize gradually into the air—all on aseparate plane behind the music, which images
solidly in the foreground.
How then to describe the sound of 78s such
as these after the application of NoNoise? One
may sense an apparent reduction in the frequency
and "height" of the noise, but whereas the noise
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seemed to escape into the void in the originals,
the noise left behind in the treated versions is
unable to escape the lower register in which it is
trapped, and where it interacts with the music
in hovering, annoying dances of apparent phaseshift effects.
In addition, Larry was provided with honest
and accurate dubbings of admittedly problematic
acetates of three AM radio broadcasts, including what may be the set's biggest single draw, the
1940 broadcast of Beethoven's "Emperor" Concerto with Josef Hofmann as soloist.
A subject of special controversy, the Hofmann/
Beethoven had nearly been declared unreleasable because of supposedly insoluble problems.
Its main problem was atop-of-the-hour time
tone at amost inopportune moment of repose
in the second movement. The "sonic solution"
to that problem reveals more about the de-noising
aspect of NoNoise than anything else I've heard.
The "peep" has been quite effectively "de-peeped'
but in its place is aclearly audible "ffff." One
might say the "peep" has been "I'M."

THE
HOFMANN/BEETHOVEN
HAD NEARLY BEEN
DECLARED UNRELEASABLE
BECAUSE OF SUPPOSEDLY
INSOLUBLE PROBLEMS.
That "peep" is surely one of the very noises
which should have been removed, and the "fffl"
which replaces it is far less of ashock. But consider: "peep" is avirtual sinewave. One would
expect asystem named NoNoise to remove it
tracelessly, like an art gum eraser. Instead, it leaves
its own mark behind, and acolder, more "digital" sound. Aside from that single offending
one-second tone, Ifind the untreated Beethoven
quite easy to listen to, as Ido the other two
acetate-based broadcast sources: a1940 Til Eulenspiegel under Frederick Stock, who as aStraussian
took aback seat to no one, including agreat
admirer of his named Fritz Reiner. And someone managed to unearth a1946 broadcast of
Strauss's Death and Transfiguration under Desire
Defauw from atour concert in Hamilton, Ontario.
To hear this performance, even in the NoNoise
version, is to marvel at the cohesiveness and
expressive power drawn from the orchestra by
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most certainly the most underrated Music Director in the CSO's first century.
Back at Classic Digital, Vic'n'Larry were enormously proud of their achievement, for which
they claimed overwhelmingly positive response,
"except from the collectors who have lived with
the untreated originals all these years." But upon
hearing the results, along with numerous "befores" and "afters' Ican only concur with the
collectors, who ask, if indeed the public has
accepted these results, mightn't they have accepted
honest, undoctored treatments with similar if not
greater equanimity? What sort of a"sonic solution" is it to substitute WorseNoise for arecord's
OwnNoise?
In crossing the 1950 threshold, we enter the
more widely recognized high-fidelity era. With
prime examples provided from early Mercury
Living Presence masters, Larry Rock has provided
the only application of which Iam aware for the
NoNoise de-clicking function only, which was
used to remove telephone dialing pulses from
quiet moments during Pictures at an Exhibition.
Apparently awed by these legendary recordings,
Larry resisted the temptation to de-noise. When
A-B'd against the Mercury vinyl editions of Pictures, and Hindemith's Symphonic Metamorphoses
from the 1971 reissue, The Kubelik Legacy, the First
100 version is abit smoother, though slightly less
detailed on top; different by minute factors, but
not worse. NoClick is cool.
It's unfortunate that the remarkable Reiner
choices had to be obtained from sources several
times removed. In all fairness, the artificial reverb
in the spirited Kodály Galanta Dances was put
there during the original 1954 WGN telecast,
which thankfully abandoned the practice in subsequent seasons. Reiner's Prokofiev Fifth and
Ravers La Valse cannot be imagined even in light
of his splendid RCA recordings of other works
by these composers. Copland's Tender Land Suite
is the world premiere, and despite problems with
the source, as well as with the NoNoise process,
the performance speaks, from the most minute
detail to the broadest gesture, of Reiner's insufficiently documented advocacy of American music.
The biggest surprise? His hypnotic readings of
Satie's Gymnopedies 1and 3.
The Hindemith selection from a1963 telecast,
in which one of the 20th century's most important composers leads the CSO in an expansively
buoyant performance of Brahms's Academic Festival Overture, is worth special mention as atreasure which could be too easily overlooked. LikeSTEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1992

wise the Monteux selection, Berlioz's Roman
Carnival Overture from a1961 Medinah Temple
telecast.
By not de-noising one of the very highquality non-Dolby WFMT masters from 1966,
Larry has inadvertently revealed the folly of denoising those he did. For 2:33 we can hear the
pure and unadulterated results of two spaced
Neumann omnis in pre-renovation Orchestra
Hall, as the CSO joins Benny Goodman in Morton Gould's setting of Chicago. As Larry explained
it, the high level of ambient noise during an
unannounced impromptu encore at apops concert seemed to make amoot point of noise reduction. "Modest de-noising" was the course for
Shostakovich 10 under Stokowski, and the first
Deryck Cooke edition of Mahler 10 under Martinon. The Gould/Goodman was taped within
weeks of the other two. Ambient noise or not,
the full bloom of the performance and its
environment is what audiophilia is all about, and
it's not all that hissy. Since Larry was so "modest," we can still hear some of that hiss in the
treated performances. However, the reduction
seems to have had apeculiar effect on the apparent equalization of the recordings, as though
there were as much as a3dB boost just around
10kHz. Larry swears he applied no EQ. I'll take
his word for it, as well as the possibility he suggested of an apparent "boost" as abyproduct of
de-noising. Any boost in the 10kHz region is
usually the last thing we need in digitally
remastered 1966 non-Dolby Neumann-miked
recordings These tapes weren't broken, and they
didn't need to be fixed.
From here on we're in the realm of Dolbyized
masters. Larry used the de-clicking to remove
some spuriae of that nature from afew selections;
otherwise, we're free to enjoy Mitch Heller's
productions as we never could, not even as WFMT
transmits them.
WFMT continues to record the CSO analog,
but there have been ahandful of digital recordings, two of which are presented here: the Coronation Scene from Mussorgsky's Boris Godunov,
under Claudio Abbado, and Scriabin's Poem of
Ecstasy under Daniel Barenboim, each from 1984.
These performances may not have ripened enough
to be historical, but they'll grab you by the seat
of your pants anyway. Barenboim's performance
of the Scriabin, and its sound, completely blow
away the recent Chandos recording under
Neemeprvi, in which another excellent Heller
production was Quantec-ed to death.
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It's embarrassing to have emphasized sound
quality at the expense of the musical aspects of
The First 100 Years. I'd much rather have used my
space to describe how much enjoyment could be
gained from such ararity as the previously unreleased 1926 Victor Brahms Hungarian Dances
17-21 under Stock, or the power and grit of Lutoslawski's Third in the 1983 world premiere under
Solti, contained in the same anthology. Or how
charming it is to ponder aphotograph of Stock,
flanked by his administrators, listening to one of
his early Victor electrics—on an acoustic Victrola.
At $180, The First 100 comes to exactly $15 per
CD, about average full-price retail for Pearl,
Koch Legacy, or Music and Arts, which specialize in historical recordings; not unreasonable for
afundraising premium, but still asignificant pop.
After all I've said about NoNoise, Istill recommend CSO: The First 100 Years to anyone fascinated by old recordings, or who would like to
experience the evolutionary style of the CSO
before and after it became rich and famous.
NoNoise hasn't totally destroyed this set; it has
merely rendered much of the early material less
extraordinary than it would have been without
it. If your tastes run to post-1950 or more recent
recordings, if you abhor surface noise of any type,

almost half this set will be worthless to you,
because the old recordings still sound like old
recordings. Vic'n'Larry write in the accompanying booklet of their light-handed approach:
"Often NoNoise actually means Much Less Noise."
Sorry, fellas; aside from some very expensive declicking, NoNoise is an illusory panacea which
solves nothing. It merely obfuscates. It's acrutch.
Throw it away and walk.

NONOISE
IS AN ILLUSORY PANACEA
WHICH SOLVES NOTHING.
If you buy the set, write to Henry Fogel and
tell him how you feel. Write to Stereophile while
you're at it. My perceptions of the general public
may be wrong—maybe people really do prefer
asanitized product—but the issue needs to be
openly and vigorously debated. Ihope that the
readership of high-end audio journalism prefers
to hear truthful playback of any recordings they
listen to, regardless of era or format, and that
those entrusted with the conservation of phonologic history are of like minds.

FINALLY, ACD PLAYER THAT'S REALLY MUSICAL.

THE CREEK CD-60 CD PLAYE .
Ordinary CD players call attention to
themselves and draw you away from the
music. When you are aware of this or
that particular aspect of the sound, it's a
clue that something's wrong.
Why aren't you enjoying the Music?

The Creek CD-60 Player is built to be
musical. Every circuit is designed, every
part is selected for the purpose of
making music.
It you'd rather be caught up in the
music than hung up on the sound, visit
your Creek dealer now!

ANYONE CAN MAKE HI-Fl. CREEK MAKES MUSIC!
For more information and your nearest Creek CD-60 dealer please contact:
Music Hall, 108 Station Road, Great Neck, New York, 11023
TEL: 516 487 3663 FAX: 516 773 3891
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Enough
Pretty pictures, elegant graphics
and clever taglines don't make
state of the art audio but, we do.

We built the
best store:

Nine private demonstration
rooms, each set up like aliving room
without trick acoustics so you can hear it
like you would at home: Tranquil and real.
Krell Model CD-DSP Compact Disc Turntable

We sell the best:

Audio and video components.
From inexpensive to cost-noobject we have culled and
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and sharpest video from the rest.
And that is all we sell.
Krell Model MDA-300 Amplifier

We offer the best service:
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may never know about. Delivery,
installation, loaners, exchanges, on
premises and in home service, on site
surveys. Whatever it takes to make you
smile. We do it.
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ELECTROCOMPANIET
• Who solved TIM/DIM in practice?
•Who was first to use HIGH CURRENT designs?
•Who saw the need for WIDE BAND amplifiers?
•Who was first to believe in PHASE LINEARITY?
•Who has always used aSEPARATE POWER SUPPLY for each channel?
•Who gives you the best LISTENING PLEASURE per dollar?
•Who has been awarded 4GOLD MEDALS and several EXCELLENT reviews on all
current products throughout the world?
•Who is still one step ahead of the audio business, with new designs and
attractive prices?
All this has been proven vital for music reproduction.
You can find out more by seeing your Electrocompaniet dealer, visiting us at WCES, or
calling Mr. René Norrell: (201) 768-1447.

IF MUSIC REALLY MATTERS ...
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T HE

S TEREO

F ILE

WALLACE CHINITZ

B

owing to requestsfrom Stereophile readers
and writers alike, I'm proud to present thefint
installment of "The Stereo File," aquarterly
strivey of recordings (both LP and CD) written by Wallace Chinitz, formerly of Sounds Like. .. magazine
"The Stereo File" dffers from our regular "Record
Reviews" in that it is aimed at the audiophile: Tite erudite Mr. Chinitz briefly discusses the music, but goes
into deeply delicious detail about the sound. In this and
future installments you will find titles familiar and
unfamiliar, as Wally offers both expert second opinions
on recordings already critiqued in "Record Reviews,"
and brings to your attention choice sonic morsels as yet
untasted by Stereophile. Welcome, Wally. —RL

M ERCURY
SCHUMANN: Cello Concerto in a
LALO: Cello Concerto in d
SAINT-SAËNS: Cello Concerto in a*
Janos Starker, cello; Stanislaw Slcrowaczewski, Antal Doritie
London Symphony Orchestra
Mercury 432 010-2 (CD only). C. Robert Fine, mg.; Wilma
Court, Harold Lawrence,* prods. ADD. TT: 65:07
SCHUMANN: Piano Concerto in a, Arabesire in C
TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto 1in b-flat*
Byron Janis, piano; Stanislaw Skrowaczewski, Minneapolis
Symphony Orchestra; Herbert Menges,* London Symphony Orchestra
Mercury 432 011-2 (CD only). C. Robert Fine, mg.; Wilma
Cozart, prod. ADD. TE 69-17
FRENCH OPERA HIGHLIGHTS (Various Composers)
Paul Paray, Detroit Symphony Orchestra
Mercury 432 014-2 (CD only). C. Robert Fine, mg.; Wilma
Court, prod. ADD. TE 68:05
ENESCO: Roumanian Rhapsody 1
LISZT: Hungarian Rhapsodies 1-6
Antal Dorati, London Symphony Orchestra
Mercury 432 015-2 (CD only). C. Robert Fine, eng.; Wilma
Court, prod. ADD. TE 73:47
BARTOK: Concerto for Orchestra,* Dance Suite, Two
Portraits, TN° Pieces from Mikrokosmos
Antal Doritie London Symphony Orchestra, Philharmonia
Hungarica
Mercury 432 017-2 (CD only). C. Robert Fine, mg.; Wilma
Court, Prod. ADD. TE 71:24
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BEETHOVEN: Piano Concertos 4& 5* ("Emperor")
Gina Bachauer, piano; Antal Doráti, Stanislaw Skrowaczewski,* London Symphony Orchestra
Mercury 432 018-2 r,CD only). Robert Eberenz, mg.; Wilma
Court, prod. ADD. TT: 71:31
BLOCH: Concerto Grossi 1& 2, Schelomo
Howard Hanson, Eastman-Rochester Orchestra
Mercury 432 718-2(CD only). C. Robert Fine, mg.; Wilma
Court. prod. ADD. TE 63:03

A collection of Mercury reissues, digitally remastered under the loving guidance of their original producer. They are, like their vinyl predecessors, variable in sonic quality and artistic merit.
The Starker disc, for example, features fairly
decent sonies in the Schumann and Lalo works
with good massed violin tone that becomes
slightly opaque at the top end and with adequate,
well-focused bass. The soloist is centered and a
bit larger than life-size, but not offensively so.
Textures tend to thicken in orchestral tuttis, a
phenomenon characteristic of the original LP as
well. The soundsuge is fairly deep and, although
there is ample lateral spread, nothing exists in
stage center save the soloist. Ambience retrieval
is absent from the CD, making it difficult to get
afeel for the venue (Watford Town Hall north of
London), and there is precious little air surrounding individual instruments or instrumental
choirs.
The performances are far from Starker's best,

WALLACE CHINITZ'S
PLAYBACK SYSTEM

Loudspeakers: Infinity RS1B
Amplifiers: Krell KSA-250 (mid/HF panels),
Belles 400 (woofers)
Preamplifiers: Krell KBL (line), Vendetta
Research SCP2B (phono)
CD player. CAL Aria
Turntable/Tonearm: Goldmund Studio
Phono cartridge: Monster Genesis 2000
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The Aural Symphonies Company has pioneered since 1985, TEFLON, used as adielectric
in the manufacture of wide bandwidth audio transmission lines. Digital Standard uses our latest
technological concepts and the nest generation of TEFLON dielectric compound known as
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as well. His bow arm seems tired, leading to
rough attacks and alack of tonal richness. The
Lab is better than the Schumann in this regard,
the soloist sending forth from time to time that
beautifully woody chest tone of which the cello
is capable Even here, however, Starker has atendency to go wiry more often than one might
expect from this artist.
The Saint-Saëns was recorded two years later
and is the finest thing on this disc. The soloist is
better localized, more realistically scaled relative
to the orchestra, and lusher in tone, except for
forte low passages which have little of the lowfrequency resonance characteristic of the cello.
Orchestral bass is richer, however, and more
tightly focused and, in general, there is amore
open acoustic; in addition, the dynamic range
seems wider.
What makes the above observations of particular interest is that the Schumann and Lalo were
recorded on 35mm magnetic film, atechnology
pioneered by Mercury, and the Saint-Saëns on
half-inch tape. Ifeel conventional tape to produce amore natural-sounding and sonorous
orchestra, to have greater transparency, and to
better capture the ambient qualities of the recording site The price paid for this is slightly more tape
hiss; hardly steep for appreciably better sonics.
Not so incidentally, Starker's eloquent performance here is several cuts above that in the Schumann and Lab works, and the orchestral accompaniment is more refined and better executed.
The Byron Janis disc represents another opportunity to observe the differences between
35mm magnetic film and magnetic tape [Assuming, of course, that the effect of the microphones and hall
was not too différent.—Ed.]). For example, the
Schumann Piano Concerto was captured on film
and there seems not to be awhiff of air moving
through the hall, the violins sound like an
undifferentiated, homogeneous mass, turning
steely in forte passages, and deep bass is absent.
The soundstage is reasonably wide but not very
deep, and the soloist is too loud and too large
relative to the orchestra. Piano tone is generally
good; however, an uncomfortable distortion sets
in during forte passages. Janis's performance can
be characterized as middle-of-the-road, excelling
in the lyrical passages where the soloist affectingly caresses the music.
The Tchaikovsky, long one of my favorite
recordings on vinyl, is far more successful.
Although forte violins turn raw, aproblem seemingly endemic to current digital technology, one
can sense empty space between sections of the
orchestra and individual instruments. There is
considerably less congestion here in orchestral
tutti passages than in the Schumann Concerto,
and the piano actually does realistically ping at
the very top, something seldom captured on CD.
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On the other hand, there is an irritating ringing
effect in aportion of the piano's register, aquality
made apparent in the last movement's opening
measures. The soundstage is wide and deep, but
orchestral bass seems recessed. Here again, Janis
excels in the lyrical sections and Herbert Menges,
who appears to have made aliving as aconductor
of concerted works, provides superb accompaniment.
The Schumann Arabesque is astudio recording on tape and, although the piano is uncomfortably forward, it has excellent tone. Janis tends
to slur abit and fails to give all notes their proper
weight in the dotted melody that opens the work
and returns several times in rondo-like fashion.
It is, however, alovely performance of an endearing work.
French Opera Highlights features Paul Paray in
music of which he was amaster. He brings enormous verve, grace and superb rhythmic pointing to these pieces, and the ballet music from
Gounod's Faust is absolutely irresistible—and
Idon't usually care for Gounod's superficial,
soporific music. The Act II Waltz is played at high
speed, but with tremendous &in. The Bacchanale
from Saint-Saëns's Samson and Delilah for once
sounds orgiastic, rather than merely hysterical.
My sole complaint is that the Berlioz "Royal
Hunt and Storm" from The Trojans is recorded
without the absolutely mandatory chorus; for
this one piece Iwill return to the brilliant
Beecham performance.
Once again, the opportunity is present to A/B
tape vs film. Herold's Zampa and Auber's Crown
Diamonds overtures, along with the aforementioned Saint-Saëns Bacchanale, were recorded on
tape; the remainder on film. The differences
noted above are obvious here as well: The taped
pieces convey anicely resonant acoustic with
good ambient decay, some discernible air, excellent imaging of instruments, and generally good
instrumental timbres. Forte violins are only marginally dry and pinched in their upper register,
but cymbal crashes tend to damp out unnaturally
quickly. The bass drum registers well, even when
played softly. The soundstage is somewhat
unusual in that the strings are far left and right,
with the center filled with winds and brass. On
balance, however, the sound is enjoyable.
The filmed works, on the other hand, sound
more congested in the tuttis with what appears
to be high-frequency distortion evident in these
passages. On the other side of the ledger, localization of instruments is better and, except in tuttis, the sonics are more atmospheric and open.
The Enesco/Liszt CD collects some of the
best-known orchestral potboilers on one disc in
sound that ranges from good to marginally better-than-good. The recordings were made in
1960 and 1963, the later ones slightly improved
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film, in the same hall (Watford), almost exactly
in clarity, lateral spread, and deep bass registraayear apart. The Fourth is the later recording,
tion. However, in both sets loud passages tend
but its sound is distinctly inferior to that of the
to congeal, hardness afflicts the violins, ambience
"Emperor." The soloist is far too forward and,
retrieval is nonexistent, and sudden orchestral
as aresult, poorly integrated with the orchestra.'
fortes result in distortion.
Forte violin sound is hard, although ample,
In any event, as suggested, the repertory is
coherent bass is present. In listening, Iwas about
slight and Doráti does as much with it as one
to rationalize that the poor sound resulted from
could ask. In fact, under the circumstances, the
the fact that Robert Fine was not the engineer,
performances are excellent, with the conductor
when the "Emperor" started playing. Suddenly,
digging out delightful inner voices and counterthe sonics become better. The piano is more aptly
point that Liszt's turgid scoring and bombastic
scaled, its tone markedly more realistic. The viorepetitions otherwise tend to mask. Those interlins are at almost all times agreeable, having a
ested in the music need look no further.
lush, woody timbre much like one hears within
Doráti's Bartók CD affords yet another opthe first 10 or 15 rows in the concert hall. The
portunity for afilm/tape comparison, the Conflute is aproblem, sounding at times more like
certo on film, the remainder on tape. The ubiqarecorder; but ample hall ambience and abetuitous high-frequency distortion in the violins
ter sense of spaciousness make this another in the
is present in the Concerto, their tone turning
short list of superb-sounding compact discs.
white above the staff. This afflicts trumpets too,
Bachauer, who died in 1976, is aperformer I
which are painfully aggressive at times. Oddly,
much admired for her absolute integrity, solid
orchestral tuttis are relatively uncongested and
individual lines can be easily discerned. Deep
1Although Iagree with WC about the differences between the
bass is absent, which badly injures this music in
two concertos on this disc, the "Emperor" having considerably
particular. Pizzicato violins and harps sound digmore sense of space and abetter balance between the piano and
orchestra, the imaging of both is nothing to write home about.
itally dead, an effect likely produced by bit and
In each case, the soundstage pools into three somewhat amorsampling rates insufficient to capture leadingphous groupings of sound, high strings on the left, low strings
edge transients and enough of the trailing edge
on the right, and piano in the center, presumably due to the three
spaced omni mikes employed. In general, this lack of image coherdecay. The soundstage is realistic in extent, one
ence is the tradeoff Iunderstand the Mercury team felt accepthas areasonably good feel for the acoustic space,
able to get the benefit of natural tone colors, dynamics, and
extended bass that their microphone technique tends to confer.
imaging is superb (listen for the precise place—JA
ment of the tam-tam in the Concerto's second
movement, for example), and the warm cello
tone is well projected (not often the case on CDs).
"Your education as an audiophile
The performance of the Concerto is very fine;
it may lack the razor-sharp tautness of Reiner's,
will not be complete unless you
but it is enormously dramatic in its own right.
take the Ensemble plunge:'
The orchestra plays with precise ensemble, virDick Olsher, Stereophile,
tuosity, and superb phrasing.
Vol 13, No. 6. June 1990.
The remaining works illustrate again, at least
to this listener, the superiority of tape. There is
far more atmosphere, sense of hall, and transparency here than in the Concerto. Listen, for
example, to the violinists' bows bouncing off the
strings in the spiccato passages in the Dance Suite;
the sound of the players' fingers sliding along the
strings; the realistic rasp in the brass in the Suite's
second and third sections; and the palpable smack
"The combination of Ensemble
of the kettledrums. Bass is tighter and extends
down further, and wind timbre is especially
electronics and cables exemplifies
good. The most problematic moment is the
the synérgistic relationship we all
cymbal crash in the fifth section of the Suite,
seek in ur quest for the system wherein shards of distorted sound are sprayed
Guy Lemcoe, Stereophile,
across the stage. Other than that, the sound of
Vol. 14, No. 5, May 1991.
the last three works on this disc is nearly as fine
as one is likely to hear in this medium. Not
US Agency: nsemble USA do Musical Surroundings
5856 Colleg Ave, Suite 146, Oalftjand, CA 94618
incidentally, the performances are uniformly
Tel. (510) 42 -0379, Fax (510) 420-0392
excellent.
Ensemble I .Ltd, Switzerland
A dichotomy exists on the Beethoven/BachH Annoni-S r. 23, CH-4132 Muttenz, Switzerland
auer disc as well, but it has nothing to do with
Tel.+ (41) 61 61 9191, Fax +(41) 61-61 93 25
tape vs film. Both Concertos were recorded on
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technique, and full, warm tonal pallette. These
performances mirror the sonies, however. The
Fourth is slack and de-energized, Doráti seeming
to exhibit little affinity for the music. The Fifth
is eloquent and dramatic, with the soloist turning
in abravura performance. The bottom line, then,
is that this CD is amust-buy for the interpretively and sonically superlative "Emperor."
Readers unfamiliar with the music of Ernest
Bloch are hereby advised to purchase the Hanson-led performances of his two Concerti Grossi
and the Schelomo for Cello and Orchestra. This
is some of the most accessible and passionate
music composed in this, or any other, century.
The highest praise Ican give this version of Concerto 1is that it is the equal of Rafael Kubelik's
(monophonic) performance with the Chicago
Symphony on one of the earliest Mercury Living
Presence recordings. That is to say, it is dynamic,
impulsive, and lyrical, as appropriate. The drive
of its opening measures, the beautiful ebbs and
swells of the second movement, the grace of the
third, and the clarity of the final fugue are the
hallmarks of this performance.
Concerto 2is equally vital, with moments
reminiscent of Elgar's most noble passages (high
praise). Schelomo, Bloch's best-known work,
alternates the brooding meditation of the soloist
with intense, sometimes barbaric declamations
for full orchestra. This is great stuff, well done

here by Miquelle, Hanson, and the orchestra.
The sound of the Concerti is close-up, with
wide lateral spread, but little depth. The obbligato piano fills the center space in 1and is just
behind the strings. In 2, the solo group is moved
slightly in front of the strings. The violin tone
is generally good, with only mild high-frequency
unpleasantness and nasality. One even hears
some of the resiny sheen characteristic of the real
thing. Cello tone is equally good and solid,
coherent upper- and midbass are present; low
bass tends to sound woolly and unfocused. Little
ambience is discernible, and only amodicum of
air surrounds the instruments.
Schelomo, recorded ayear and ahalf later, is
characterized by more soundstage depth than in
the Concertos and afair amount of congestion
during the orchestral outbursts described above.
The cello is well placed, but its tone becomes
pinched as it moves into its upper registers. In
general, the acoustic here is drier than in the
Concertos.
For reasons cited at the outset, however, this
disc is likewise highly recommended.

TELARC
HANDEL: Water Musk, Suites in G and D
Sir Charles Mackerras, Orchestra of St. Luke's

DA

Coda Technologies Amplifier System 100, embodies many unique concepts
whose only purpose is to bring the listener closer to the musical ideal.
This and other Coda products may be auditioned at.

KRYSTAL CLEAR AUDIO
4433 McKINNEY AVE.
DALLAS, TEXAS 75205
214 520 7156
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Telarc CD-80279 (CD only). Jack Renner, eng; Elaine Martone, prod. DDD. TE 54:19

Generally decent, but certainly not outstanding,
sonics, coupled with asomewhat romanticized,
sometimes strange reading (the odd stretching
of note values in the Water Music "Hornpipe:
(Variant)," for example), place this CD in the
middle category of recommendability; that is,
recommended to those particularly attracted to
the repertory, the performers, and/or Telarc. The
soundstage features limited lateral spread or
depth, but excellent center fill. The brass seem
abit too far forward and the harpsichord image
tends to move. There is agood sense of the
acoustic space, however, with afair amount of
ambient information. Violins occasionally have
an uncomfortably hard edge, the trumpet and
flute much more so. Wind timbres turn whitish
from time to time, the French horn sounds distorted in its upper register, and, while there is
plenty of bass overall, midbass seems bloated and
thick. The Suites sound lighter in texture than
the Water Music, but the trumpet distortion in the
D-Major is greater.
Thus, although the performances have their
good points with, for example, good lilt in the
dance movements and superb ensemble work by
the orchestra, it is difficult for this listener to
generate much enthusiasm for the disc.

CHESKY
BEETHOVEN: Violin Concerto
SCHUMANN: Piano Concerto*
Erich Gruenberg, violin; Malcolm Frager,* piano; Jascha
Horenstein, New Philharmonia, Royal Philharmonic*
Orchestras
Chesky CD 52 (CD only). Kenneth Wilkinson, eng.;
Charles Gerhardt, prod. ADD. TE 75:32
CONCERT FAVORITES (Various Composers)
Sir Adrian Boult, New Symphony Orchestra of London
Chesky CD 53 (CD only). Kenneth Wilkinson, eng.;
Charles Gerhardt, prod. ADD. TE 72:52

The Beethoven-Schumann coupling recorded
in 1967 is amixed bag sonically and artistically.
In the Beethoven, aslack accompaniment and an
inconsistent soloist make for some heavy going.
Gruenberg often holds notes in away that disrupts the rhythmic thrust, and Horenstein favors
rounded phrases that have little Beethovian
urgency and drive.
The sonies lack air, although some hall reverberation is discernible. Violins are generally
sweet unless pushed, then digital hardness sets
in. Bass is solid and makes asignificant impact
when required. The opening measures of the second movement have apeculiar woolly, unfocused quality, and third-movement tuttis tend
to congeal.
The Schumann performance makes for an
interesting contrast with the Mercury record-

WATER LILY
TRUMPET & ORGAN: MUSIC OF THE BAROQUE
Ronald Thompson, trumpet; Emma Lou Diemen organ
Water Lily Acoustics WLA-WS-13-CD (CD, LP available).
Kavi Alexander, eng.; Martin Silver, prod. AAAIAAD?
TE 46:19

Sonically, this is adisappointing disc. Distortion
of the trumpet's higher harmonics, particularly
the piccolo trumpet, produces ahigh level of irritation. The acoustic sounds dry and cramped;
there is little of the reverberation one expects in
arecording made in achurch; and, although there
is ample bass, there are none of those thundering pedal notes one expects to hear in the Bach
D-Minor Toccata, for example. The trumpet
focuses slightly left-of-center; the organ occupies
the entire stage right-of-center.
The performances sound solid enough.
Thompson plays with verve and good intonation; the organist accompanies in sprightly fashion, but is monotonic and pedantic in her solos.
The program features works by well-known and
unknown (to me) Baroque composers, such as
Viviani and Zipoli, and makes clear why such
names as J.S. Bach, Handel, and Scarlatti are
much better known. In short, an eminently forgettable disc.
STEREOPHILE,
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ing discussed earlier. Where Janis and Skrowaczewski are of like mind, favoring an essentially
lyrical reading, Frager and Horenstein do not see
eye-to-eye. The conductor drives the music with
considerable forward momentum, the soloist
opting to dwell abit on some choice phrases. It
makes for acompelling performance, actually,
although on balance Iprefer the Mercury.
After an unaccountably sour-sounding opening clarinet (problems perhaps with the master
tape), the recording settles down to one that is
warmer-toned than the Beethoven, with truersounding violin timbre, less distortion of the
upper partials, and very good piano sound, even
in its upper register. Only in the third movement
is the piano abit clattery. While the first- and lastmovement sonics sound identical, the second
movement sounds lighter-textured and drier.
Since the entire rendering was ostensibly made
in asingle day, Iam at aloss to account for this
audible difference. Lovers of atmospheric noises
will enjoy Horenstein's moaning accompaniment
in the second movement. Recommended, then,
to those interested in this pairing, subject to the
qualifications noted.
Ihave no reservations whatsoever concerning the Boula disc. It is without question one of
the finest-sounding CDs Ihave heard. Consider
for example, the following:
When playing aclassic vinyl LP on asystem
that resolves reasonably well, one can hear the
ambient surroundings before the music even
starts. Long-time listeners will have observed this
effect some time ago; others will be skeptical or
regard this as yet another aberration peculiar to
audiophiles. Trust me on this; whatever its origin,
it is an immediately perceptible, palpable phenomenon. Ihave never before heard this on a
CD 2 (loss of low-level detail?); but you can on
this Chesky CD. And to go along with it is
2Iam surprised that WC has not heard this effect on Cl) before
Grabbing ahandfill of LPs and CDs at random from my collection
reveals that most CDs do indeed have hall sound before the start
of the music. On the other hand, some LPs do not. Why, then,
is there inconsistency in this matter? Digital's supposed lack of
low-level resolution is actually not the culprit. Rather, it is amatter
of recording philosophy. Many engineers and producers, myself
included, actually record afew minutes of the musicians sitting
still in the hall not playing. This "recorded silence" can then be
used both to fill in the gaps between movements if not enough
was originally captured, and to add asense of realism or presence
to the recording by allowing afew seconds of "silence" to precede the music's opening notes. Iremember the editor of the Stereophile recordings, Hugh Davies, who also edits the well-respected
Harmonia Munch USA recordings, telling me that Robins Young,
HMU's producer, likes to have such "silence" tapes near to hand
hanging over the Ampex when they are constructing the analog
master tape.
The reason that some CDs have both the music's first notes
emerging from adigital black hole and the end of the music rapidly
"fading to black" is amixture of commercialism and naïveté, the
recordings' producers either not recognizing the role of real silence
in setting the scene for the ensuing performance, or feeling that,
because their customers will associate any noise on the recording at all with LP surface noise, they had better set the CD cue
point to be coincident with the actual start of the music. —JA
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superb imaging in awide and deep soundstage,
impactful bass, imduding abass drum in the Night
on Bald Mountain that will set some walls in
motion, good violin tone only moderately screechy in their upper register, and minimum highbrass distortion. Even cymbals and pizzicato
strings sound lifelike; however, the celesta in the
Nutcracker's "Sugar Plum Fairy" section sounds
abit dead as its trailing edges are being sucked
out.
In addition to the Bald Mountain and Nutcracker
Suite, the program includes Elgar's Pomp and Circumstance March No.1, Mendelssohn's Hebrides
Overture, Sullivan's delightful Overture di Bailo,
and Liszt's Les Preludes. Light fare, but beautifully
played; the pseudonynomous "New Symphony
Orchestra of London" displays superb ensemble
and razor-sharp attacks. While the sonic problems cited are endemic to this medium at this
stage in its development, and while this recording
cannot quite match the flawless sonics of
Chesky's own Power of the Orchestra LP (RC 30),
it is nonetheless abrilliant accomplishment. Selfevidently, it receives my highest recommendation.

SHEFFIELD
BRIDGE: String Quartet 4
BEETHOVEN: String Quartet 10 ("The Harp")
The Ciompi Quartet
Sheffield Lab SLS-503 (CD only). No engineer listed;
Mitchell Cotter, prod. A?D. TE 52:14

The A?D SPARS designation above is adeduction based upon the literature enclosed with the
disc, which implies that the CD was made from
an unedited analog master tape. In any event, it
is aforgettable release, characterized by avery,
.dry acoustic, anotable lack of richness to the
string sound, and absolutely dead pizzicati. For
what it's worth, instrumental placement is precise. This listener found the moaning performer
(the cellist?) in the Bridge and the heavy breather
(same culprit?) in the Beethoven distracting.
While the Ciompi sound committed and perform with decent ensemble, their tone becomes
rough in loud sections and they tend to inappropriately push the music, which, as aresult,
frequently sounds overdriven.
All of this is doubly unfortunate since it is
likely to be several lifetimes before we get another
domestic release of this work by English composer Frank Bridge. Best known as Benjamin
Britten's teacher, Bridge was afascinating composer in his own right. This Quartet, simultaneously acerbic and lyrical, is an excellent example of his late compositional style, and it is clear
the Ciompi mean well by it. The Beethoven,
which stems from 1809, derives its appellation
from the frequent use of pizzicato accompani-
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ments in the first movement and is asuperb
example of the composer's work during his middle period.

REFERENCE RECORDINGS
FIESTA! (Various Composers)
Howard Dunn, Dallas Wind Symphony
Reference Recordings RR-38 CD (CD only, LP pending).
Keith a Johnson, Stan Ricker, engs.J. Tamblyn Henderson, Jr., prod. DDD. TT: 52:15
HOLST1 Suites 1& 2for Band, A Moorside Suite, Hammersmith
Howard Dunn, Dallas Wind Symphony
Reference Recordings RR-39 CD (CD only, LP pending).
Keith O. Johnson, Stan Ricker, engs.; J. Tamblyn Henderson, Jr., prod. DDD. TT 51:00

ATHENA
DEBUSSY:Jardins sous la Pluie (Estampes), Pour le Piano,
Three Preludes
RAVEL: Sonatine
Ivan Moravec, piano
Athena ALSY-10002 (LP only). Mario Mizzaro, eng.; Alan
Silver, prod. AAA. TE 39:13
PROKOFIEV: Alexander Nevsky
Leonard Slatkin, St. Louis Symphony Orchestra
Athena ALSY-10003 (LP only). Marc Aubort, Joanna Nickrenz, engs. & prods. AAA. TT 38:33

Two more all-analog LPs from Athena following
the technical success of their initial release, the
Rachmaninoff Symphonic Dances (ALSY-10001).
The Debussy-Ravel pairing is from Connoisseur
Here is living proof, if further proof is required,
Society (CS) master tapes made in 1967; the
of the immutability of Murphy's Law. The Fiesta!
Nevsky was aTurnabout release recorded in 1977.
disc contains music banal beyond description in
Listening to the original CS release, Iwas struck
sonics of demonstration quality. The gargantuan
by its superb piano tone which, however,
bass-drum explosions by themselves will likely
emerges from arather airless acoustic space. No
such problem afflicts this Robert Ludwig reguarantee the commercial success of the disc;
every window and wall in my house shook for
mastering, which is open and clean-sounding
several seconds after one of these. Abeautiful and
with only the barest whisper of tape hiss. Bass
transparent ambience prevails, with plenty of air,
is solid and substantial and those seeking asuperb
pinpoint imaging, and generally natural timbres.
example of what 1am talking about when Irefer
Only ashrill-sounding piccolo (or is it aflute?
to ping at the piano's top end are urged to listen
It's hard to tell) serves as areminder of its digto this disc. The close-up recording, typical of
ital origins.
CS even today, results in audible pedal and mechAll of this for music that, for me, palled after
anism noises which do not concern me, but may
two minutes. With the sole exception of the
annoy some.
familiar Fandango by Frank Perkins, the remainOn the downside, my pressing was warped,
ing works by H. Owen Reed, Morton Gould,
although my cartridge was still capable of trackClifton Williams, and Roger Nixon all sound
ing it, and surfaces were afflicted with fairly frealike: undistinguished melodies, unimaginative
quent light ticks. It's too late in the game for this
coloristic effects, repetitious rhythms, and nonsort of thing to be happening; Athena is hereby
existent or amateurish counterpoint. The Dallas
urged to take the steps necessary to prevent its
Wind Ensemble play fairly well here, but there
reoccurrence.
are afew obvious fluffs that cause momentary
Ivan Moravec, one of the finest pianists of the
pain.
past half century, delivers beautifully atmosThe Hoist disc, on the other hand, contains
pheric performances without "impressionistic"
some of the finest military and concert band
smearing. His playing is technically absolutely
music ever written, here rendered in sound that
secure. Fans of Glenn Gould's singing will be
is distinctly below demonstration quality. The
delighted to learn that Moravec does the same,
problems include congestion in forte sections,
and almost to the same extent. Again, Iam not
little air and ambient information, anoticeable
bothered by this; others may be.
lack of brilliance to the high brass, no sparkle to
The Doug Sax remastering of the Nevsky canthe triangle, and generalized localizations rather
tata (and it is acantata based upon the film score;
than sharp images. In addition, the number of
not, as the record jacket says, the film score itself)
clinkers by individual members of the ensemresults in positively glorious sound: spacious,
ble is shocking. Why weren't these things redone?
airy, asuperb rendering of the hall, very wide
To return to Murphy: Sound fanciers and bassdynamic range, no congestion even in the loudest
drum addicts will want to own Fiesta!, if only to
passages, rock-solid imaging, true instrumental
impress their friends; personally, Idoubt Iwill
timbres. In this case, my disc was flat and there
ever listen to it again. As for the Hoist disc, I was no surface noise of any kind.
Iam loath to interrupt my recitation of this
would wait for the promised LP; hopefully the
disc's virtues with negatives; however, it must
sonics will be better, and the marvelous music
more than compensates for the generally shabby 3
3FtL and tfelt "cautious" to be the more appropriate word.—JA
performances.
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be reported that Slatkin and his forces deliver a
performance so devoid of tension, so slack, so
grossly romanticized (down to the absurdly
crooning chorus much of the time), it becomes
impossible to recommend purchase of this disc.
In fairness, there is one spectacular section: "The
Battle on the Ice" opens with acontrolled accelerando/crescendo leading to an hysterical outburst from the chorus that is totally riveting, the
finest Ihave heard. It is not sufficient to rescue
the performances as awhole, however. My favorite version by aconsiderable margin is the taut,
bravura performance led by the much-lamented
Thomas Schippers which is almost frightening
at times in its searing intensity. Schippers also
knew how to handle the quiet moments; they are
meltingly tender, emotionally moving, and
totally free of crooning. This latter version is
available on aCBS CD (MPK-45557) which,
despite its distinct sonic inferiority when compared with the LP under review, must be considered afirst choice.

KLAVIER &
ANALOGUE PROD.
MASSENET Le Cid, Scenes Pittoresques, The Last Sleep of
the Virgin
Louis Frernawc, City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra
Klavier KS 522 (LP only). Stuart Eltham, mg.; Brian Culverhouse, prod. AAA. TT: 41:23
,Lfusic & Video
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Aubin &
Consultancy -Custom Systems -Acoustic Treatment
Installation -Retail
Air Tangent •Allegro •Arrici •Athena
Audio Prism •AudioQuest •Basis •Benz •Cardo,
Chesky •Chicago Speaker Stand •Clarity Audio
Clearaudio •Creek •Delos •Dorian
Dynaudio •Electron Kinetics •Eminent Technology
Ensemble •Essence •First Sound •Fosgate
German Acoustics •Grado •Harmonia Mundt
Klyne •Last •Magnan •Merrill •Mod Squad
Mogami •Morch •Nestorovic •Neutrik
Nimbus •Optis.3 •Pro Ac •Q E D •Rega

THOMSON: The River (Suite), The Plow that Broke the
Plains (Suite)
Leopold Stokowski, Symphony of the Air
Analogue Productions AP 001 (LP only). Ed Frieclner, mg.;
Seymour Solomon, prod. AAA. No timing given.
(Both available from Acoustic Sounds, P.O. Box 2043, Salina,
Kansas 67402-2043.)

The Massenet is aDoug Sax remastering oían
EMI recording (ca 1973) licensed to Klavier
Records who initially released it in this country.
It was often used in high-end audio salons as
demonstration software because of its very wide
dynamic range, impactful bass, beautifully natural string tone, true woodwind timbres, wide
and deep soundstage,4open, transparent acoustic,
and bass-drum thwacks that rival those on the
Fiesta! CD discussed above. This remastering
preserves all that, as well as the original's tendency to congeal in forte climaxes, where textures thicken perceptibly. Iwas disturbed by this
version's truncations of the ambient decay at the
end of sections; surprising, considering the
individuals involved in the remastering. The performances are energetic and vigorous, with not
much subtlety or poetic lyricism apparent. In
general, however, this is an eminently recommendable disc.
The new remastering of Virgil Thomson's
Suites drawn from his scores for two depressionera films (The Plow, 1936; 'The River, 1937) is, on
the other hand, more than recommended—it's
amust! Stokowski's interpretation is definitive,
the orchestra (actually members of Toscanini's
NBC Symphony) is completely sympathetic and
responsive, and the sound, despite afew drawbacks, is excellent. Brass and wind timbres are
completely natural, as are the violins; the soundstage is well-defined, with ample breadth and
depth, and, unlike the original Vanguard release,
the acoustic is wide-open, providing asuperb
feel for the recording venue. Bass is tighter and
more forward in this version as well. Surface
noise and tape hiss are inaudible even at considerable volume levels.
The drawbacks mentioned are aslight tendency for the violin tone to harden in forte passages and the lack of air cushioning individual
instruments. These constitute anegligible price
to pay for one of the all-time, all-around great
recordings. As I've said, amust buy!

Reference Recordings •Rockport Technologies
Room Tune •Rote! •Sequerra •Sheffield Lab
Sims •Sumiko •Superphon •Symphonic Line
Tara Labs •Target • Tice Audio
Wadia • Water Lily • WB T •and More

(800) 628,0627
(609) 799-9664
Locations in N.Y. and N.J.
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4The EMI "Studio Two" original was SQ-encoded, which may
have added to the sense of space.
—JA
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PIONEER PD-75

Nothing less than atechnological revolution. The
Pioneer Elite stable platter mechanism CD players
(PD-31, $450; PD-41, $600; PD-75, $1,195) literally
put the disc drive mechanism upside down. You
set adisc on aplatter with the music side up; the
entire surface of the disc is supported by astable
solid base. The platter's momentum is added to the
disc's as it spins, shutting out all spurious
vibrations and overcoming torque ripples and
cogging of the driving motor. The result: you get
more information off the disc. As CD Players,
nothing at their price sounds as good. As CD
transports nothing at twice the price can compare!
Available in New York City at:
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Riccardo Chailly (left) and Elianu Inbal fight it out in their new recordings of Romanticism's last gasp:
Schoenberg's monumental, seldom-recorded Gurrelieder. Robert Levine referees on p.271.

CLASSICAL
BERLIOZ: L'enfance du Christ

Margarita Zimmerman, soprano; Like Willi Schulte, baritone; Stafford Dean, bass:John Mer, tenor; Philip Kang,
bass; NDR Hamburg Choir; Cologne Radio Choir;
Fr.inkfurt Radio Symphony Orchestra, Eliahu Inbal
Denon 81757-6863-2 (2 CDs only). Det:ey Kittler, eng.;
Yoshiharu Kawaguchi, Richard Hauck, prods. DDD TT:
90.36

This completes the trio of religious works in
Inbal's Berlioz cycle, recorded like the others in
Frankfurt's Ake Oper. Conceived on amuch
.smaller scale than the Requiem and Te Drum, L'enfance du Christ is more easily accommodated
within that venue's un-churchlike acoustic Indeed, while one might wish ideally for aGothic
reverberance to frame the occasional distant
heavenly choruses, Denon's team has for the
most part managed remarkably well, setting out
the various forces in avery pleasing manner.
There might have been acase for bringing the
harp/flute interlude alittle closer in order to suggest the intimate, domestic nature of the scene,
but this is no more than apassing thought.
The main points to make are musical, not
sonic/technical, although any listener who shares
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1992

my sensitivity to random pitch errors within
concerted string or vocal music (which register
as arough grittiness, easily mistaken for audio
distortion but equally evident at live events),
should be warned that some choral passages here
can sourd momentarily rather nasty. The Shephenrs
Farewell, for instance (disc 2, track 2), becomes
more edgy at fortissimo than in any of the other
versions with which Icompared it. However, the
most likely reaction of Berliozians to Inbal's version of this hymn would surely be to note that
it's taken far too rapidly. It certainly breaks convention at 3m rather than the usual 4-5m, but
is in character insofar as Inbal imparts to the work
as awhole some of the briskness he applied to
the Te Deum. This brings acertain liveliness to
the more dramatic episodes, such as the cameo
of happenings around Herod's dream. But it
must be said that there are nevertheless some
rather dreary langors during several ofthe more
leisurely interlinking passages, where despite
great polish and evidence of well-rehearsed care
(possibly too much care), one feels alack of rhythmic life.
It is the soloists who bring most life and
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individuality to this performance, and they
generally make agood team. Dean proves effective as both Herod and the Ishmaelite father, and
Mer likewise as Narrator and Centurion. Schulte
is convincing as Joseph, but while Zimmerman
sings beautifully Ifeel that her voice is perhaps
too matronly, too contralto-ish, for the young
mother Mary. Kang as Polydorus unfortunately
allows his basically fine voice to give way to a
vibrato like ashaking jelly, which makes me
wonder whether this was aploy to help distinguish him from Herod in their joint scenes.
So, once again Ioffer amixed reaction to a
chapter in Inbal's Berlioz saga, which Ihope
readers will not find confusing. Incidentally, the
cycle will apparently encompass only seven of
the twelve major works.
—John Crabbe
BRUCKNER: Symphony 3
Bernard Haitink, Vienna Philharmonic
Philips 422 411-2 (CD only). Volker Strauss, mg. DOD. TE
61:41
BRUCKNER: Symphony 3
George Szell, Cleveland Orchestra
CBS MPK 45880 (CD only). ADD. TE 55:13

My customary reaction to Bernard Haitink's
conducting is for attention to wander soon after
the record starts playing. And it isn't just amatter
of personal chemistry with Haitink's old orchestra, the Concertgebouw; his new Mahler cycle
with the Berlin Philharmonic has so far struck
me as superfluous. So it comes as asurprise, and
no small delight, that his Vienna Bruckner Third
is rather good. Haitink holds together the architecture of the sprawling first movement—no small
task with this straggliest stretch of Bruckner's
very imperfect masterwork. At the same time he
never loses sight of its lyrical, Schubertian heritage The movement closes with ablazing spirit
Idon't usually associate with Haitink, but often
do with the VPO. Truly the world's transcendent
provincial band, they play with their characteristic rude perfection, tailor-made for Bruckner.
Haitink keeps up the good work through most
of the symphony, preventing the music from
becoming banal and repetitive at the one extreme,
overdriven at the other. He lets the composer's
silences speak for themselves. His reading of the
finale, understated compared to the opening
movement, holds some mystery, though not so
much as the Jochum or Knappertsbusch discussed later.
Two things prevent Haitink's Third from
being completely recommendable. The first is
fairly serious: his performance of the Andante.
In most great performances this movement
emerges as the glory of the symphony. Here it's
too slow, becomes soggy, loses cogency. Haitink
is not agreat activist interpreter who can pull off
such abroad basic tempo.
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The other failing is more serious yet. Philips's
sound is awful: the aural equivalent of what baseball players call dead air. All sounds flat, bass is
rolled off, dynamics are homogenized. And
there's no reverberation between notes! In
Vienna! If this was recorded in the Musikvereinsaal, I'm amazed —it would be the worst sound
I've heard from that venue. Haitink's performance deserves better.
Haitink conducts the 1877 version of the score
edited by Oeser, an associate of Haas. It's longer,
looser, less densely orchestrated than the 1889
Nowak edition most conductors favor. Haitink
concludes the Scherzo with 40 extra bars of noodlings in the brass which the composer appended
in 1878. The additional material makes it sound
as if poor Bruckner was having ahard time ending his work. Not awise inclusion.
George Szell's 1966 recording uses the Nowak
edition, though neither notes nor jewel box mention this. This CD is part of the "Masterworks
Portrait" series, not marketed in the US by Sony,
but spottily available as imports (notably via
Tower Records). The performance is widely
praised by critics: check out the overview of
Bruckner symphonies in the May/June American Record Guide. Iimagine Szell gives us aflavor
of how it might have sounded had Toscanini conducted Bruckner. Interesting enough, but all
wrong: this is one composer who doesn't need
to be put on adiet and suited up by an Italian tailor. Szell overpresses throughout, clipping
phrases, rushing silences, never smiling. At least
CBS's sound is adamn sight better than Philips's.
It's hard to recommend agood choice for the
Bruckner 3on asingle CD. My favoritejochum's
Dresden performance on Angel, comes only as
part of aset of the nine symphonies. Jochum has
the wide-eyed devotion of atrue peasant believer.
This quality is missing from Karajan/DG. Karajan was one of the great Bruckner conductors of
all time, but he could get awfully tightassed in
his obsession to build the perfect monument of
sound. Besides, his Third suffers from the
dreaded early DG digital sound, worse even than
Haitink's. Among historical recordings, we can't
even get help from usually reliable quarters.
Knappertsbusch's 1954 Bavarian performance
on Music & Arts is surprisingly rushed and insensitive; overall it is aconceptual mess (though at
moments an exciting mess). Why M&A chose
this, and not the intense 1962 Hamburg concert
they once issued on aDiscocorp LP, is beyond me.
Look for that LP in the used record racks, and
hope for the Jochum to appear on asingle disc.
'Til then, the Haitink may have to do.
—Kevin Conklin
KALINNIKOV: Symphony 2
With: The Cedar and the Palm, Overture to Tsar Boris
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Neemeprvi, Scottish National Orchestra
Chandos CHAN 8805 (CD only). Ralph Couzens, eng.;
Brian Couzens, prod. DDD. TT 59:40

Vasily Sergeycvich Kalinnikov (1866-1901) left
behind more promise than finished compositions. (None of the works on this CD was published during the composer's brief lifetime.)
From the evidence of his Symphony 2, we are left
poorer for his early passing. This is, on the whole,
abright, optimistic work, but its darker, con
trasting episodes give the music aconvincing
wholeness, as do the composer's melodic inspiration and orchestration skills.
The symphony has apleasingly tidy construction, the dancing theme of the first movement,
for example, being transformed into atouching
lament for English horn in the second. In many
places, important themes are combined in skillful
counterpoint, and the final movement carries
earlier ideas to new, unexpected territory. The
work also bears up to repeated listening and is
aworthy candidate for much wider exposure.
But it must be remembered that ICalinnikov
was still afairly young man when he composed
the symphony. Despite its many strengths, the
work seems to lack afeeling for proportion.
Huge codas at the end of the first and third
movements left the composer little choice but to
outdo himself in the fourth, and we are presented
with aseemingly endless ending of almost ludicrously bombastic scale The work's many finer
qualities outweigh this flaw, however. The overriding impression is of an emotionally and
intellectually satisfying piece, fresh in concept
if not arrestingly original or profound.
NeemeJárvi, whose work to expose so many
previously neglected composers must be
applauded, takes full measure of ICalinnikov's
singing melodies and nicely jarring rhythmic
effects, and does not pull up or apologize for the
more hellbound flamboyance of the codas. He
takes full measure of the score with huge dynamic
leaps, delicately balanced polyphony, and appropriate joyfulness.
The Overture to Tsar Boris and The Cedar and
the Palm aren't as inspired as Symphony 2in composition. The former is boldly Russian in flavor
while the latter is prettily melancholic, both to
amildly disappointing degree.
The Chandos sound continues to be very
vivid, antithetical to the darker, more lushly
romantic sound of Telarc. Instruments and
instrumental sections are sharply detailed yet
without ever unraveling from the overall orchestral fabric. Listeners with bright-sounding systems may find trumpets and massed strings just
abit unnerving at times, but the liveliness and
immediacy are nonetheless impressive The natural sense of reverberation is superb in this
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1992

recording, the walls of Caird Hall being clearly
audible. Quite broad and deep on first listening,
the soundstage was revealed to have atruly stunning degree of depth by the timely arrival of an
[PS power supply for my Aragon D2A converter.
Anyone who may be hesitant to follow Jârvi's
lead in exploring "new old" works will find many
rewards in this and other of his releases. Highly
recommended.
—Robert Hesson
MEYERBEER: Les Huguenots
Ghylaine Ftaphanel, Marguerite de Valois; Francoise Pollet,
Valentine; Danielle Borst, Urbain; Richard Leech, Raoul;
Gifles Cachemaille, Nevers; Boris Martinovic, Saint-Bris;
Nicola Ghiuselev, Marcel; Chorus of the Montpellier
Opera; Philharmonic Orchestra of Montpellier; Cyril
Diederich
Erato 2292-45027-2 (4 CDs only). Phillippe Pélissier,
recording supervisor. DDD. TT: 3:52:07

Recordings—indeed, performances—of this
opera are as scarce as hen's teeth. Early in this
century, evenings when Les Huguenots were given
were referred to as "les nuits des sept étoiles"
("nights of the seven stars"), mostly because each
role was ashowpiece and the vocal lines were so
difficult that only the greatest singers dared
attempt them. Needless to say, getting seven
great singers together for awork as unwieldy and
demanding as this is even tougher now than it
was then. In 1962, La Scala managed to get
Sutherland, Cossotto, Simionato, Corelli, Tozzi,
and Ghiaurov for afew performances, one of
which is available on CD (Melodram 37026,
AAD). It's severely cut, the sound is so-so, but
the performance is thrilling. This new recording is hardly filled with seven stars, but it's closer
to complete in very good sound, and can be very
effective.
Alook at the timing of this work will introduce
the new listener to one of its problems. The muchmaligned Meyerbeer (Wagner referred to him as
a"musical nullity") was definitely of the "more is
more" school of composition, and, to be sure, all
of his operas are bloated. There are miles of music
in Huguenots, and much of it is worth hearing, but
whether it works on stage is another issue—and
not really one which matters here.
Cyril Diederich leads with asure hand and an
obvious fondness for this behemoth, and the show
hangs together well as aresult. Both orchestra and
chorus, while not giving, say, the Vienna or Scala
forces arun for their money, play and sing with
verve. Most of the soloists, too, turn in noble performances: Richard Leech's Raoul is elegant and
manly, and he handles the role's high tessitura comfortably. It's ajoy to hear such adean, fresh voice
Francoise Pollet has just the right weight and sound
for both the heroic and the gentle parts of Valentine's music, and Danielle Borst is aperky Urbain,
although the role is normally sung by amezzo and
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tOrmat! Clamp several components
individually and tune out resonant tones.
Available in 36 inch or 48 inch height.

We also carry:

Audioquest, B&K, BEL, CAT
Encore, German Acoustics, Knergetics, Marquis
Electronics, Music Reference, NBS, NEAR, Sonographe, Symphonic Line,
VAC and XLO.
Altis, Audio Alchemy,
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sounds better in that register. (Her second aria is
cut.) Gilles Cachemaille is an exciting Nevers. On
the negative side, we have Nicola Ghiuselev's
Marcel—his first-act show-stopper, "Piff-Paff,"
sounds labored—and Ghylaine Raphanel's Marguerite. This role is pivotal, and while Raphanel
seems to have all the notes and more, her tone is not
appealing and both cadenzas in her big Act ll scene
are garish and make this dignified character sound
slightly mad. The others in the cast are quite good.
The sound varies (it was recorded over aperiod
of two months, and there are pictures in the booklet
which suggest aconcert performance as well), but
is never less than good. The chances of another
Huguenots coming along, particularly one so correctly French and so lovingly prepared, warts and
all, are slim. If the La Scala performance is not
enough for you, you'll be pleased enough with this
one. Recommended, with reservations.
—Robert Levine
MOZART! Piano Concertos 11 lk 12
Mitsulto Uchida, pianojeffiry Tate, English Chamber Orchestra
Philips 422 458-2 (CD only). Erdo Groot, Roger de Schot,
engs.; Wilhelm Helweg, prod. DDD. TE 48:39
MOZART! Piano Concertos 18 & 19
Mitsulto Uchida, piano; Jeffery Tate, English Chamber Ordiestra
Philips 422 348-2 (CD only). Erdo Groot, Roger de Schot,
engs.; Wilhelm Helweg, prod. DDD. TT 56:30
MOZART! Piano Concertos 24 & 27
Malcolm Bilson, fortepiano; John Eliot Gardiner, English
Baroque Soloists
DG Archiv 427 652-2 (CD only). Karl-August Naegler, cog.
& prod. DDD. TE 62:41
MOZART Piano Concertos 21 & 23
Jean-Bernard Pommier, piano & conductor; Sinfonia Varsovia
Virgin Classics VC 790788-2 (CD only). Lech Dudzik, ICrzysztof Drab, engs.; Tim Handley, prod. DDD. TE 56:58
MOZART Piano Concertos 8, 11, & 14
(versions for piano and suing quartet)
Jean Philipe Collard, piano; Muir Quartet
EMI CDC 749791 2(CD only). Daniel Michel, mg.; Etienne
Collard, prod. DDD. TE 70:07

There is not abad performance in this quintet of
releases, but some succeed more completely than
others. The two CDs featuring Uchida and Tate are
part of what promises to be acomplete cycle of the
Mozart piano concertos. Each of these four performances is commanding, and part of the credit
belongs to the conductor. Tate secures exceptional
darity of winds and brass, thereby sharpening the
focus of the often richly textured orchestral portions and highlighting the dramatic interplay between solo and tutti forces that is at the core of
Classical concerto style; he also favors astring
tone colored by minimal vibrato. In short, he
demonstrates that the spirit of "authenticity" can
be achieved as well with modern as with period
instruments.
Uchida, of course, has become one of our most
distinguished Mozarteans, and holds up her end
quite well. Among the four performances, only
that of 11 is not totally successful, mainly because
STEREOPH1LE, JANUARY
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the pianist misses abit of humor in the opening
movement and fails to underscore its subtle surprises, some pointed syncopations prime among
them. And in the finale—surely one of Mozart's
weaker concerto movements—she is simply too
mincing, even in what is admittedly acourtly
minuet.
Elsewhere, however, Uchida is superb. Her
tone is full, but never too grand; she avoids excessive use of the sustaining pedal, thus insuring a
clarity of voicing; and she gives sufficient weight
to left-hand passages so that harmonic motion
is always clear. Equally important, she grasps the
music's essential ethos: the opening movement
of12, for instance, is refreshingly crisp yet gently
lyrical, and in its development section her playing
takes on apointed fierceness that brings out the
growing conflict between solo and tutti. Slow
movements are stated with an unaffected simplicity that avoids sentimentality yet italicizes
their frequently haunting nocturne-like character, and finales, in general, have apert, perky
vibrance. Indeed, in the closing movement of 19,
Uchida brings out all of the music's witty nervousness without resorting to undue haste or
agitation, and in the opening movement of the
work (unlike such distinguished Mozarteans as
Schnabel and Rudolf Serkin) she adopts arelatively fast tempo that defines the music's implicit
march-like character. Here, in fact, her playing
recalls the aptly martial thrust projected by Peter
Serkin (in an inexplicably deleted RCA CD).
Both releases feature aclosely miked piano and
slightly edgy strings; orchestral balances are
exemplary.
The Bilson-Gardiner performances complete
their distinguished period-instrument traversal
of the concertos. As in previous releases in the
series, orchestral color is bracing: piquant winds,
bright brass, and slightly nasal, vibrato-free
strings. As always, Gardiner is asuperb accompanist, dramatizing the tuttis and bringing out
the protagonist/antagonist relationship between
orchestra and soloist. Bilson's tone is somewhat
less colorful than in some of his earlier efforts,
but his playing retains the taste and musicality
he has always exhibited. In 24 he suggests an eerie
gloom in outer movements and an intimate
delicacy in the slow movement, where his interpolated embellishments heighten expression.
And his own cadenzas (Mozart left none for this
work) are amodel of tastefulness.
In 27, Bilson, employing pointed rubato,
projects the mixture of gentle irony and autumnal repose that are often associated with this
score, and well-forward winds lend the performance uncommon color. Among many distinguished recordings of these two concertos, Bilson's most recall the arresting understatement
favored by Curzon. Bilson's fortepiano, of course,
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THE QUESTION

that has driven us crazy for years is, "where
do Igo to buy AudioQuest® products?" The
challenge was that even AudioQuest had a hard time knowing which of our
hundreds of dealers carried which AudioQuest products. It drove you and us crazy.

THE ANSWER

Now, at last, we have

AudioQuest Centers are dealers who have contracted to keep in stock most
AudioQuest cables and accessories, including at least four models of interconnect,
eight speaker cables, four video and S-video cables, digital and fiber optic cables,
Sorbothane® CD Feet:" Big Feet'" and LaserGuide' AQ Centers also have these
cables on demonstration and available for loan!
AudioQuest also has hundreds of other dealers who will be pleased to help you
with your AudioQuest needs, however the AudioQuest Center dealers listed below
have made an extra commitment to help guarantee your satisfaction.

AUDIOQUEST CENTERS

MI, Royal Oak
Almas Hi Fi

0131 549-8090

(412) 731-3737

PA, Ed gewood
Bette r Soun d Concepts

CA, Tustin
Digital Ear
(714)544-7903

CO, Colorado Springs
Listen Up
(303) 633-2600

MI, Grand Rapids
Classic Stereo Ltd
1616) 957-2130

PA, Willow Grove
Soundex Electronics
(215) 659-8815

CA, Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575

CO, Denver
Listen Up
(303) 778-0780

MI, Kalamazoo
Classic Stereo Ltd

TN, Knoxville
Hi Fi House

(616) 324-0665

(615) 693-4331

CA, Monterey
Monterey Stereo
(4081 649-6303

GA, Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 499-0145

(
314)44 3-0503

CA, Santa Monica
Optimal Enchantment
(310) 393-4434

IL Chicago
Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848

MO, Creshvood
Flip's Stereo
(314) 842-1600

MO, Columbia
Columbia Photo 8 Video

Opus Two
(931) 682-2455
TN, Nashville
TN, Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312

CA, Los Angeles

KS, Overland Park

NE, UncoIn

TX, El Paso

Paris Audio
(310) 820-1397

Audioport, Ltd
(913) 341-2222

Sound Environment
1402) 483-4511

Soundquest
(915) 779-5421

NE, Omaha
Sound Environment
(402) 391-3842

VT, So. Burlington
Audio Den
(802) 863-4398

CA, San Francisco
Performance Audio

KS, Lawrence
Kiefs Audio Video

(415) 543-4505

(913) 842-1811

CA. San Francisco
Performance Audio(2)
(415) 441-6220

ME, Scarborough
New England Music Co
(207) 883-4173

NJ, Lawrenceville
Mars Stereo

WA, Seattle
Definitive Audio

1609) 883-6339

(206) 524.6633

CA, Oakland

MO, Kensington

NM, Albuquerque

WA, Tacoma

Pro Audio Electronics
(510) 654-6630

Soundworks
1301) 929-8600

Absolute Audio Store
1505) 293-9092

Advanced Audio Systems
(206) 472-3133

CA, Redondo Beech
Systems Design Group
(3 10) 370-8575

MI, Farmington Hills
Almas Hi Fi
1313) 553-4360

CO, Boulder
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479

MI, Rochester
Almas Hi Fi
(313)650-1700

NC, Raleigh

WV, Wheeling

Audio Advice
(9 19) 881-2005

Sterling Sound
304) 243-1033

OH, Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299,0,5

AUDIOQUEST FULL LINE CENTERS
A few very dedicated dealers have made atotal commitment to guarantee you
access to all AudioQuest cables. AQ Full Line Centers stock, demonstrate, and loan
virtually the entire AudioQuest cable range. These dealers have made avery serious
commitment. They can satisfy all your cable and accessory needs.
AZ, Phoenix
Sounds Like Music

MA, Arlington
Audio Vision

NY, New York
Sound By Singer

(602) 993-3351

(617) 648-4434

(212) 924-8600

FL, Tampa
Audio

MI, Dearborn
Almas Hi Fi

NY, New York
Stereo Exchange

(813) 871-2989

(313) 584.1860

(212)505-1111

Visions

Both lists have grown since preparing this ad. Please call 714-498-277g to ask about new AO Centers near you.

FREE

LASERGUIDE SAMPLE

Please fill in this coupon and take it to your
nearest AO Center to receive afree sample of
LaserGuide, the optical disc treatment (CD. LaserDisc. CD
ROM) specifically designed to cut refraction on polycarbOnate
discs by 50%. A difference you can plainly see and hear.
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yields avery different sonority from that ola
modern concert grand, and it is acredit to DG's
engineering that the older instrument, with its
comparatively restricted dynamic range, is never
unduly magnified and is thus kept in proper aural
perspective vis àvis the orchestra. A warmly
recommended release.
Somewhat less winning are the Pommier performances. The pianist, to be sure, is always
musical and generally stylish: his tone is not
overblown; keyboard textures are well-defined;
and finales have welcome life and crispness. But
Pommier is often abit too cautious and neutral,
one might say even too polite. As aresult he fails
to communicate the emotional range in both
opening movements, that of 21 particularly disappointing in its lack of thrust and festive grandeur. Heard in the concert hall, either of these
readings would be more than acceptable, but neither can compete with the best recorded versions,
notably Brendel's (Philips) and Schnabel's (Arabesque) in 21 and Kempffs (DG) and Rubinstein's (RCA) in 23.
Mozart composed some of his earlier concertos so that the wind parts would be optional.
Thus there is acertain legitimacy in the EMI
release featuring Collard performing three of
those works with only astring quartet. Clearly
this is not adisc for everyone, but there is no
denying the wonderful buoyancy and wit the
performers bring to these three works. Collard
has athorough grasp of the Classical idiom—of
what is needed for animation, of how to promote
clarity, and of the need to suggest implicit contrast of moods. Of equal importance, he knows
where to draw intelligent inferences about phrasing and dynamics, two areas about which Mozart
(trusting the performer's judgment) was far
vaguer than his 19th-century counterparts. Like
Uchida, for instance, Collard understands the
importance of inflecting scales with acrescendo
or diminuendo, the need to impose unspecified
accents, and of how to bring out the music's
inherent drama. And with astring quartet, the
finale of 11 acquires an intimacy that makes it
more interesting than in the orchestral version.
Still, this release will probably have limited
appeal. Those who acquire it, however, should
find its chamber-music clarity revealing. EMI's
sound offers slightly bright string tone, asolidly
registered piano, and aclose perspective perfectly
suited to asmall group. —Mortimer H. Frank
MOZART The Piano Sonatas
Jean-Bernard Pommier, piano
Volume 1: K.279 in C, K.280 in F. K.281 in B-flat, K.282
in E-flat, K.283 in G
Volume 2: K.284 in D, K.309 in C, K.310 in a, K311 in D
Volume 3: K.330 in C, K331 in A, K.332 in F
Volume 4: K.333 in B-flat, Fantasy K.475 in c, K.457 inc
Volume 5: K.533 in F, K.545 in C, K.570 in B-flat, K.576
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY
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in D
Virgin VC 91091-2, 91092-2, 91093-2, 91094-2, 910952, respectively (CDs only). Paul Draqueville, mg.; Arnauld
de Froberville, prod. DDD. TTs: 62:03, 77:25, 63:49,
56:11, 65:30 (Total: 5:24:58)

In the bicentennial anniversary year of 1991
Mozart issues of both new and refurbished
recordings reached plague proportions. These
recordings of the Sonatas were actually made in
1982 in the Château de Malesherbes in France,
but having acquired them, Virgin chose to release
them (wisely or unwisely remains to be seen) at
this time of fierce competition.
A few general points on the complete set seem
appropriate: Pommier takes abig, beefy approach
to the works but his playing, though eminently
skillful and technically secure, lacks tonal subtlety
and poetry. Iused as my primary comparisons
two recently reissued boxed sets—of former single recordings of the Sonatas from Mitsuko
Uchida for Philips (Complete Mozart Edition
Vol.17, 5CDs, 422 517-2), and Andras Schiff's
set for London/Decca (analog remasters from
1980,5 CDs, 430 333-2). Uchida and Schiff play
with delicate but sparkling touches that retain
the intimacy of scale that we are used to; Pommier is altogether less sensitive, often missing the
glittering jewel within his grasp in his haste to
get his hands on the gold ingot. Yet he plays with
an authority and intensity of purpose that many
might prefer.
On the whole, Pommier observes first-movement repeats of the exposition but elsewhere his
choice of whether or not to take repeats is not so
predictable. What is all too predictable is that
there is never any new vista to be seen second
time around, so one is left wondering why the
journey has been prolonged. And it is all so noisily undertaken, his approach to the well-signed
but tranquil beauty spot invariably signaled by
the crash of hobnailed boots. Not surprisingly,
then, his ornamentation is often rather gross—
although it has to be said that it rarely disturbs
the flow of the music.
On the plus side, Pommier does shape his
sixteenth-note runs, giving them asense of direction despite their truculent motion. For all the
critical acclaim she receives, Ioccasionally find
that Mitsuko Uchida fails to imbue her unerring, rapid fingerwork with asense of purpose.
Where is it all leading to, and why? Schiff never
leaves you in any doubt; his phrasing has an ebb
and flow as natural as breathing. Pommier
undoubtedly sets out on the right track and leaves
you in no doubt that he will reach his destination without allowing any distractions to get in
his way. This Ifind admirable and reassuring;
Uchida's poise is certainly hypnotically attractive,
but Ioften feel that it is her charisma that holds
us rather than the renewed realization of Mozart's
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exquisite powers through her hands.
From the very first Sonata, K.279, Pommier
sets the pattern for his performances, aclose,
reverberant recording relaying Virgin's intent to
emphasize his larger-than-life approach. The first
disc already heralds those occasional wayward
surges of tempo and rubati that prove an unwelcome idiosyncrasy, and the limited dynamic
range, especially restricted at the quieter end, that
drains many moments of their delightful mystery. The performance of the B-flat Sonata typifies the range of Pommier's greater and lesser
qualities: some careless pedaling leaves astring
resonating unpleasantly at the end of aphrase,
while the rondo sweeps you along by its sheer
panache.
It's hardly surprising that Pommier proves best
at the bolder Sonatas. He holds the famous K.310
in Vol.2 with afirm grip, and though he leaves
little to the imagination in the central movement,
Istill think he gets beyond the notes here much
better than Uchida does. Schiff is nimble and
fleet-footed, making the drama of the opening
movement avery personal affair and creating a
beautiful music-box effect in the contrasting
major episode of the Finale. Here Pommier is
simply gauche. But for idiosyncrasy tempered
by agreat sense of the tragedy which underlies
this Sonata, Sviatoslav Richter must take the crown
with the live recording of his Barbican Centre
performance given two years ago (London/
Decca 422 583-2, coupled with K.282 and 545).
To Pornmier's remaining performances: those
Sonatas with theme-and-variation movements
show very little imagination in the character
shaping of each newly presented version of the
melody, and the Fantasy K.475 of Vol.4 is devoid
of any sense of mystery. Yet the "Sonata facile,"
K545, and the D-major, K576, on Vol5 are nicely
done, showing no lack of enthusiasm or life.
So, avery mixed bag, with individual Sonatas
from each disc and various movements proving
pleasingly successful while an equal share of less
satisfactory performances prevail. Not acomplete set to go for, then, but Ican't imagine that
any would offer exactly what you want in each
sonata. Individual discs by various artists are
probably the answer if you can spare the time and
expense necessary to root them out.
—Barbara Jahn
NIELSEN: Wind Quartet
TAFFANEL: Wind Quintet
Ensemble Wien-Berlin
Sony SK 45996 (CD only). Josef Kamykowski, eng.; Ulrich
Kraus, prod. DDD. Tr 50:10

For those of you who don't know these works,
this will probably seem apretty uninspiring disc
to exchange for hard-earned money. Yet, had I
heard it soon enough, Imight well have selected
268

it as one of my five discs ("records to die for" is
maybe going abit too far!) of "all-time best
recordings and performances" for the next issue's
feature. Nielsen's Quintet is abreath of fresh air;
no high-blown sentiments or instrumental gymnastics here, just very pure and simple ideas
melded with skill and subtlety and, above all, a
great feel for the instruments. Both music and
recording are crisp and clear, creating arelaxing
aura of endless time and space.
The contrast with Taffanel's Quintet is superb,
for while this French Conservatoire Professor
was as au fait with wind instrument writing as
Nielsen, his approach and the result are very
different: he was intent, it seems, as founder of
the Societe de musique de chambre pour instruments
avent, to highlight the individual character and
strength of each member of the woodwind family within amore orchestral texture. Consequently, his Quintet is warm and rounded, with
amore serious, Romantic bias than Nielsen's but
with adistinctive flair for rhythmically contrasting themes and phrase lengths.
Nielsen's wit is the endearing quality of his
work, for even the introspective mood that
dominates the Adagio Prelude of the Finale and
its subsequent Chorale theme is lightened by the
unimpeachable playfulness of some of its protagonist's variations. A delightful disc.
—Barbara Jahn
RAVEL: Daphnis et Chloe (complete)
ROUSSEL: Bacchus et Ariane, Suite No.2
New England Conservatory & Alumni Choruses, Robert
Shaw, Director; Loma Cooke de Varon, Associate Director (Daphnis); Boston Symphony, Charles Munch
RCA 60469-2-RG (CD only). Leslie Chase, eng.; John
Pfeiffer, prod. (Daphnis); Lewis Layton, eng.; Richard
Mohr, prod. (Bacchus). Reissue: David Satz, mg.; Nathaniel
Johnson, supervisor; John Pfeiffer, prod. ADD. TT 70:39

One of Munch/BSO's greatest moments before
microphones, as well as one of RCA's supreme
achievements of the Living Stereo era, Daphnis
et Chloe in the complete stereo version had rather
limited availability until the Chesky vinyl restoration of 1988. BMG picked the winter of 1991
to kick off anew CD series commemorating
Munch's hundredth birthday with this celebrated
1955 recording.
For those whose interest in the sound of vintage recordings is keen, comparisons between
the Chesky vinyl and BMG's new CD issue are
inevitable. At the time of the Chesky issue, most
observers agreed that RCA rarely turned out a
vinyl product that even approached the TLC that
Chesky's Bob Katz had employed on every
aspect of the project: reassembling and reestablishing musical and environmental continuity for
four reels of 30ips half-track master tape, at
approximately 15 minutes of music per reel, the
confirmation of the master's inherent EQ, estab-
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An instantly
classic jazz album,
and, net so
incidentally, the
best audiophile'
album ever
made."
Stereophile,
September 1991
"10/10" CD

i
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JD51
DIGITAL

JD60
DIGITAL
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CAFE

By surrounding himself
with several of the hottest musicians of the
NEW generation of jazz
players. Paquito has
transformed jazz and
latin music. Havana
Cafe represents amajor
breakthrough in recording
transparency.
Utilizing the most
transparent recording
equipment, 128x oversampling
AID converter, and the continuing
refinements to our already
minimalist recording technique
we have created, arguably the
most scintillating sound ever
recorded!

TOM HARRELL
PASSAGES

JD64
DIGITAL

Bruce
Dunlap
lavishes us with
his
sensuous
acoustic guitar set
against a very
sensitive sax and
rhythm back drop.
Magical music is
created with rich
colors and intricate
textures of sound set against strong rhythms. A beautiful
tapestry of sound, style and musical invention. A
kaleidoscopic tour de force.

Jazz trumpet poet Tom
Harrell celebrates this,
his first recording for
Chesky Records with a
powerful, dynamic sextet featuring the finest
Jazz artists in the
business. Latin rhythms
and percussion as well
as thick, and exciting
horn lines abound in the music all written and arranged
by Harrell. This Tom Harrell band release will transform
your listening room into aNew York Jazz Club. With
sound like this, this recording is sure to beg
comparison with analog.

Chesky Record CDs are available in Fine ALdie and Record Stores, or order direct with
VisaiMasteiCard by calling 1-800-331-1437 or 212-586-7537 or send check or money
order CDs $14.98 plus $3.00 postage and handling(add 8.25% sales tax in NY State)
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lishment of levels, cable connections, customized
electronics. Md to this the disc-cutting work of
Tim de Paravicini and his associates, and it was
apparent that vinyl was becoming less commercial as it moved into an ever costlier ghetto.
Audiophiles who have told us all along that
maintaining and even upgrading their vinyl capabilities was worth it, that only vinyl can give you
the whole experience in all its subtlety, will be vindicated by the comparison. A-B the two side by
side, episode by episode, and it becomes apparent
that the vinyl is more colorful, that instrumental
groups offer greater separation of timbre and line,
that the wordless chorus seems more "vocal,"
that the entire production seems more intimate,
like aview from the conductor's podium rather
than from the hall, and the performance appears
to encompass awider dynamic range than the CD.
But writing off the CD as afailure is not that
easy; nor would failure be an appropriate term.
The CD does not sound like anewspaper photo
looks. While the chorus doesn't seem to have all
of the LP's vocal quality, it doesn't sound like
cardboard stick-ups. Although it's less colorful,
the CD embodies ahealthy vitality of its own.
It neither shrieks nor shrills, nor does it bore you
into inattentiveness. In short, the CD sounds like
the LP, only alittle less.
How much better the CD would have sounded
had the Cheskys made it, or had it been aWilma

Cozart project, we'll never know. BMG does not
take the no-holds-barred approach to customized
electronics, and the virtually unlimited trial and
error that the Cheskys allow themselves, and that
Philips allows Cozart. However, one still has to
appreciate the restorations performed by Nat
Johnson and Dave Satz with what is ostensibly
off-the-shelf equipment in ahighly corporate
milieu. Perhaps as CD and its playback continue
to improve, the differences between this CD and
the Chesky LP will narrow. But as front-end
vinyl continues its own incremental refinements,
the race may never end.
As afiller, BMG offers Munch/BSO's highly
characterful 1952 mono recording of Roussel's
second Suite from Bacchus et Ariane. The LP of
this one turns up at flea markets, swap meets, and
library sell-offs, often in marginal condition. If
Bacchus has bitten you at aflea market lately,
here's your chance to hear this recording as it was
never intended to be heard, yet surely somehow
meant to be heard. But Munch recorded it as he
performed it, abridged. Hey, BMG, the Martinon/Chicago is unabridged and brilliant. While
I'm at it, BMG, the other side of the Bacchus LP
had the definitive Honegger Symphony 5by
Munch/BSO. How 'bout it?—Richard Schneider
SCHOENBERG: Gurrelieder
Siegfried Jerusalem, Waldemar; Susan Dunn, Tove; Brigitte
Fassbaender, Waldtaube; Hermann Becht, Bauer; Peter
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KENNY RANKIN's interpretations
of classic American standards by Gershwin, Berlin,
Rodgers & Hart, Monk, as well as his own original
compositions will gain him recognition as one of the
world's leading vocalists. It is only fitting that Chesky
Records has updated its 128X Oversampling A/D
converter to Mk.I1 Status for the occasion of this
recording. The sounci captured within this CD is
unquestionably the most transparent in the world!
Kenny's voice is smooth, airy and life-like, the
percussion is tight and defined clearly in space, the
room unmistakably BMG Studio A. You will hear a
vast difference between this and our previous releases.
The gap between analog and digital recording is
narrowing very, very fast at Chesky Records. The
premise of digital sound will fineeK fulfilled.

(1-IESKYRKORDS
you can hear

the difference
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Haage, Klaus-Narr; Hans Hotter, Sprecher. Chor der St.
Hedwigs-Kathedrale Berlin, Stidtischer Musikverein zu
Dusseldorf, Radio-Symphonie-Orchester Berlin, Riccardo Chailly
London 430 321-2 (2 CDs only). Michael Haas, prod.; James
Lock, Stan Goodall, engs. DDD. TT 100:04
SCHOENBERG: Gurrelieder
Paul Frey, Waldemar; Elizabeth Connell, Tove; Jard van Nes,
Waldtaube; Walton Grünroos, Bauer; Volker Vogel, KlausNarr; Hans Franzen, Sprecher. Chor des NDR Hamburg,
Chor des Bayrischen Rundfunks, Opernchor de Stàdtischen Bühnen Frankfurt, Radio-Sinfonie-OrchesterFrankfurt, Eliahu Inbal
Denon 81757 9066 2(2 CDs only). Yoshiharu Kawaguchi,
Richard Hauck, recording directors; Detlev Kittler,
recording engineer. DDD. TT 107:55

Almost everyone who loves this outlandish, fascinating piece of music has trouble saying why.
As awhole it doesn't actually work: it's unwieldy,
oddly shaped (the first and third parts last about
50 minutes each, the second lasts about 5
minutes!), and decidedly undramatic, in any
operatic or theatrical way. But it is the last word
in Romanticism, and it is, in the truest sense,
fabulous.
The story, based on poems by Jens Peter Jacobsen (translated from Danish into German), concerns the legendary King Waldemar and his love
for Tove. The work's first part is aseries of
songs—Tove and Waldemar alternate, never singing together—in which they profess their love,

followed by the song of the Wood Dove, who
recounts Tove's murder at the hand of Waldemar's jealous wife. Part II finds Waldemar railing
against God, and Part III consists of Waldemar
and his men on aghostly hunt, afool ranting
philosophically, apeasant singing of Tove's burial, aspeaker announcing Nature's bounty, and
the full chorus ecstatically greeting the sun. In
other words, it begins as alove story and changes
entirely abit past midstream—a hodge-podge,
but afascinating hodge-podge.
Gurrelieder was composed in 1900-1901, but
left incompletely orchestrated until 1910. It is
scored, rather unbelievably, for 8flutes (4 piccolos), 5oboes (2 English horns), 7clarinets, 3
bassoons, 2contrabassoons, 10 horns, 6trumpets, 1bass trumpet, 1alto trombone, 4tenorbass trombones, 1bass trombone, 1contrabass
trombone, 1contrabass tuba, many percussion
instruments (and heavy iron chains), 4harps,
celesta, ahuge string company, 6vocal soloists,
and gigantic choir. Needless to say, any group
undertaking aperformance of this work tends
to do it well: there have been no bad recordings
of Gurrelieder. A new recording is an event, and
these are no exceptions.
Riccardo Chailly brings out the score's inuedible
beauty, and frankly, that's enough. Inbal doesn't
quite get the lush sensuality from his band that
Chailly does, but he manages to make the epi-

THE $ENS1BLE SOUND
Where audio ecstasy is grounded in economic reality.
• After 14 years of helping audiophiles to spend less and get
more, we're now bigger, bolder, and better than ever!
Issue #43, now available, covers today's affordable
speakers in depth, reviewing models both familiar (e.g..
Fried, Vandersteen) and unfamiliar, such as the Shahinian
ARC, Bright Star Altair, and Icon Lumen -- plus many more.
• Subscribe now! One year (four issues), $20; two years, only
$36. The $ensible Sound, 403 Darwin Drive, Snyder, NY
14226. Or, use Visa/MC to order by phone, (716) 681-3513,
or FAX, (716) 839-2264.
• Plus, you can order all available back issues (more than two
dozen!) for only $40 and get the audiophile education of a
lifetime!
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sodic Part III seem more of apiece than usual.
Both orchestras play equally well—they're up
to the task in all departments. The soloists for this
work are always aproblem. The Waldemar should
be aSiegmund-type, with plenty of low notes,
the Tove more Straussian/Mozartian, the Wood
Dove aBrangaene. Both tenors here are quite
good, but Siegfried Jerusakm's voice is the more
handsome, by far, of the two. Paul Frey too often
sounds uncomfortable and colorless (despite the
fact that his voice is more natural for the role),
but his way with the words is as fine as Jerusakm's. Susan Dunn, too, outshines Inbal's Elizabeth
Connell through sheer beauty, though neither
is happy with the role's upper reaches. The "Song
of the Wood Dove," the most "popular" section
of Gurrelieder, is well-handled by both mezzos,
but Jard van Nes's has less luster, and Fassbaender
overstates the text. The others in the casts are
about equal, but Imust point out that the remarkable Hans Hotter sounds appropriately high as
the Speaker for Chailly.
If the choice thus far does not seem easy, let me
clear up the problem: Iwondered at first why the
London discs had not been released since their
1985 recording date, but then Iheard the recording.
The balances are totally unnatural, in favor of the
voice, and the recording blares and distorts during the louder passages—which make up 60%
of the work. The soloists appear to have been
taped on another planet, and the chorus seems
to be yelling at us. It's disquieting. Part III is better, but not enough. Could this be why it took
them six years to release it? The Denon recording,
on the other hand, is a stereophile's dream:
roomy, clear, clean at any volume level (the discs
have to be played at ahigher level than London's
in general—no problem). Denon's engineers have
managed to find an acoustic which allows us to
hear through the music, and in this work, that's
what's needed.
The ideal Gurrelieder on discs hasn't happened
yet. DG, at one time, had Rafael Kubelik leading awonderfully intense reading with Inge
Borkh as the ideal Tove, but the Waldemar was
terrible and the Wood Dove mediocre. Ozawa
on Philips is full-bodied and his soloists are
excellent, but it's all abit mellow for my taste.
Here we have Chailly's beauty in asecond-rate
recording, and Inbal's clarity and depth with
soloists slightly under par. Sony will soon enter
the sweepstakes with Zubin Mehta, the New
York Philharmonic, Eva Martón, and Gary
Lakes, so keep tuned. And until then, don't miss
out on Denon's recording—it will fill the bill
until this hard-to-tame work is conquered.
— Robert Levine
SCHUMANN: Piano Music, Vol. 1
Kinderscenen, Op.15; Davidsbündlertânze, Op.6
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1992

Daniel Levy, piano
Nimbus NI 5215 (CD only). DDD. TE 59:14
SCHUMANN: Piano Music, Vol. 2
Album ftir die Jugend, Op.68
Daniel Levy, piano
Nimbus NI 5219 (CD only). DDD. TE 77:17
SCHUMANN: Piano Music
Davidsbündlertânze, Op.6; Album fill: die Jugend, Op.68:
Nos.21, 26, & 30; Fantasie, Op.17
Stephen Hough, piano
Virgin Classics VC 790770-2 (CD only). Mike Hatch, mg.;
Andrew Keener, prod. DDD. TE 73:10
SCHUMANN: Piano Music
Carnaval, Op9; Kinderscenen, Op.15; Drei Phantasiestücke,
Op.111; Gesang der Frühe, Op.133
Antonin Kubalek, piano
Dorian DOR-90116 (CD only). Craig D. Dory, Douglas
Brown, engs.; Milan Kymlicka, prod. DDD. TE 77:59
SCHUMANN/BRAHMS: Piano Music
Schumann: Kreisleriana, Op.16; Brahms: Sonata No.2,
Op.2
Hélène Grimaud, piano
Denon CO-73336 (CD only). Hiroshi Goto, eng.; Yoshiham Kawaguchi, prod. DDD. TT: 58:35

That the piano music of Robert Schumann continues to hold fascination for generations of performers of varied ages is surely evident from even
acursory perusal of new releases for most any
month. Daniel Levy, born in Buenos Aires in
1947 and now aresident of Venice, has embarked
on the ambitious project of recording Schumann's
complete works for that instrument, of which
the first two volumes (of aplanned 14) are at
hand. His playing, while not in any way up to the
generally exalted levels of such better-known
Schumann interpreters as Richter, Horowitz,
Argerich, Ashkenazy, Pollini, Perahia, Brendel,
or Rubinstein, is by no means insensitive, but too
many prosaic, charmless moments occur. In
addition, when the music deviates from the
poetic, Levy's bull-in-china-shop approach to
the more vociferous segments of the Davidsbüncllertânze, as well as the popular Hunting Song, Wild
Rider, or Knight Ruprecht from the Album for the
Young, stresses ahard pianistic tone, not really
aided in terms of color or clarity by the distant
(for music of such intimacy) mike placement.
Stephen Hough's renditions of some of the
same material (he performs only the three untitled pieces from the Album for the Young) are a
good deal more effective in eliciting the peculiar combinations of fiery rapture and introverted
soulfulness that are so marked in Schumann. The
British-born (1961) pianist has commendable
temperament and even impetuosity, but my own
reaction veered from admiring his often really
beautiful playing (the poetic conclusion of Davidsbündlertatize) to being aware that there somehow
seemed to be amissing element, possibly aslight
feeling of staidness and impersonality (the equally
poetic finale of the Fantasie). Virgin's sonics feature, as so often appears to be the case these days,
apiano at some distance from the hearer and not
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atremendous amount of color.
Antonin Kubalek, born in Czechoslovakia in
1935 and now aCanadian resident, displays considerable personality in his Schumann, along
with some idiosyncrasies. His Carnaval does at
times miss elegance, feline grace, and delicacy,
yet has some lovely, affecting moments, for
example at the conclusion of Scenesfrom Childhood and in such late rarities as the Songs ofEarly
Morning (0p.133 was Schumann's last piano
composition). Kubalek, however, has atendency
to overemphasize unimportant beats, which has
the effect of impeding the rhythmic flow and
momentum. The reproduction of the piano, not
extraordinarily ingratiating in sonority or variety
of color, is adequate but slightly variable, the
warmest tone being heard in the Scenes from
Childhood.
With the memory of several superb Kreisleriana
recordings firmly in my mind (Cortot, Horowitz,
Argerich, Moiseiwitsch, and Arrau are particular
favorites), Iadmit that Idid not know what to
expect from Hélène Grimaud, now 21 but all of
19 when she recorded that work and the Brahms
Second (actually his first) Sonata in Holland in
November 1988. Quite simply, this is the most
impressive Schumann to be heard among the
present set of releases, but, more than that, this
disc represents alevel of artistry that makes me
want to obtain her two earlier discs for Denon,
recordings of Rachmaninoff and an anthology
of Chopin, Liszt, and Schumann's Op.11 Sonata.
Teachers' names need not be either important or
relevant, but readers might like to know that, as
part of her background, she worked with
Gyorgy Sandor and Leon Fleischer in addition
to being singled out for praise by Jorge Bolet.
What is so impressive here is the way Grimaud
makes the music go someplace, how she evokes
the character of the different sections, the rhapsodic temperament she displays, and the poetic
introspection that never fails to emerge in
moments of quiet. Technically, the playing is
remarkably clean and very detailed in rhythmic
subtleties. The same sweep that is so evident in
Schumann is also to be heard in the far weaker
Brahms Sonata, but that unfocused, awkward
work, always alittle embarrassing in its youthful
pomposity, receives arhetorical performance that
in its excitement and sensitivity certainly can rival
any previous disc renditions. The piano, very rich
in the bass, is quite ravishingly recorded in the
Schumann; it seems alittle more clattery in the
Brahms, but overall this CD is awinner, as surely
is this young pianist.
—Igor Kipnis
STRAVINSICY: Le Sacre du Printemps
PROKOFIEV: Scythian Suite
Eduardo Mata, Dallas Symphony
Dorian DOR-90156 (CD only). Craig D. Dory, Douglas
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Brown, Brian C. Peters, engs.; Douglas Brown, prod.
DDD.
60:21

Tr

For audiophiles who find Telarc too glitzy and
commercial, Dorian embodies the genuine aura
of boutique. And there is genuine achievement
here. From piano, chamber music, lute, and
organ, Dorian has provided demonstration
material for virtually every conceivable product
and tweak that audiophilia can conjure With this
release, Dorian makes its long-awaited plunge
into the shark-infested waters of large-scale
orchestral recordings.
Considering the interest generated by this
recording, what an anticlimax it's been to listen
to. There are no big audio breakthroughs, nothing to challenge the teams that have brought us
the recent Bernstein/Copland concert on DG,
works of Copland, Barber, and Piston by Slatkin/St. Louis on RCA, Bernstein works by Litton/Bournemouth on Virgin, or, for that matter, Rite ofSpring by Mehta/NYP on Teldec. And
in each of these examples, you get powerful, even
controversial performances to savor and argue
over, in audio productions which will challenge
the finest systems and the most astute listeners.
That's ahell of alot more than Dorian has
offered us, with performances in which misplaced Brucknerian solemnity ponders and
broods its way through this pair of what should
be incredibly wild, down'n'dirty Franco-Russian
ballet scores. Ifeel sorry for the personnel of the
DSO. They're obviously afirst-rate band, and
the cultural support of their community has
provided them with one of the nation's few
acoustically successful new concert halls. Now
all they need is aconductor.
The near simultaneous budget reissue of the
Johanos/DSO Vox recordings of Copland, Ives,
and Rachmaninoff works is almost painfully
ironic. Legendary superdiscs on vinyl, how fresh
and alive, how natural they sound on CD, even
in the up-close dryness of McFarlin Auditorium.
And with what vitality and energy this less
polished but far more motivated and inspired
DSO plays for its former Music Director. The
very same goes for their 1957 RCA recording of
Miklos Rosza's Violin Concerto with Jascha
Heifetz as soloist, and an earlier Music Director,
Walter Hendl, conducting, which made its
unheralded stereo debut on an RCA rnidprice
CD in 1989.
If you need an all-out audiophile Rite ofSpring,
you could always stick with the glitzy, commercial Telarc in an eccentric, but never dull performance by Maazel/Cleveland. Stravinsky's own
recording on Columbia is aperfectly acceptable stereo recording, and the performance bristles
with energy. The Ozawa/Chicago, perennially
underrated, has recently been reissued as abudget
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first thing Inoticed about this disc, that the two
tunes which open it, tunes which date from
about 1700, sound startlingly like what we're
used to hearing as "traditional Scottish music"
from the likes of Silly Wizard or Ossian. Having heard Baltimore Consort member Ronn
McFarlane's Scottish lute disc, Iwas not completely surprised by this resemblance, but Iwas
still struck by the validity of the old argument
for the continuity of the folk process. My next
reaction was asomewhat more simple and emotional one: after hearing soprano Custer LaRue's
incredibly gorgeous rendition of "In agarden
so green," Istopped the disc and just sat for a
while getting by breath back. This track alone
is worth the price of admission. (LaRue sounds
even better live, by the way.)
On the Banks ofHelicon contains an eclectic mix
of material, well representative of ausually neglected area of early music Most of the works are
from the 16th and 17th centuries, and range from
the bawdy ("Jockey loves his Moggy") to the
BACH: English Suite No.5
spiritual ("Our Father God Celestial"). All are
CHOPIN: Nocturnes, Op.9 No.2, Op32 No.I
done to afare-thee-well by the Balts, who have
BEETHOVEN: Sonata 6, Op.10 No.2
Mieczyeslaw Horszowski, piano
to be the most interesting American consort I've
Elektra Nonesuch 79232-2 (CD only). Max Wilcox, eng.
heard since my first exposure to Alexander's Feast
& prod. DDD. TT: 49:11
(of which more some day). The Baltimorans
manage to hit what is, for this listener, exactly
Mieczyslaw Horszowski, that pianistic phenomethe right balance between folk and classical
non, was just past his 97th birthday when he
influences, and by doing so, bring the music
recorded this classic program. Supported by the
completely to life.
warmest sonics imaginable (which one might
This review gives me avery-much-belated
criticize for being just alittle too bass-heavy), the
chance to right awrong Idid to Consort violist
Polish-born musician still can exhibit amazing
Mary Anne Ballard. A good while ago, Ihired
control over the keyboard, but what really makes
Ms. Ballard and her Collegium to play at a
this recital so special are the extraordinary musiRenaissance Fair, and I'm afraid she did not have
cal values he reveals. One has only to listen to the
avery good experience. Ican now both apologue
wonderful Bach Sarabande, aperfect example of
and acknowledge publicly the importance of her
his humanized approach to that composer, to
efforts on behalf of early music in the Philadelrealize that this is playing very far removed from
phia area.
the gloss and objective superficiality of so many
That digression over, Imust tell you that this
of today's performers. As one experiences his two
disc is yet another splendid-sounding effort from
Chopin Nocturnes, one cannot help but be aware
Dorian. Ihad the opportunity to hear the Balof the lack of exaggerated sentiment; this straighttimore Consort live shortly after the review copy
forwardness speaks quite directly, yet with superb
arrived; naturally Irushed home from the concert
musical conviction. Lastly, the Beethoven, generto play the CD. The recording did about as well
ously but cogently pedaled like the other pieces,
makes an altogether satisfying conclusion to a as possible in comparison with the Real Thing;
however, Idid think that the CD had aslightly
remarkable recital. Horszowski's obbligato humbrighter tonal balance, as though atilt control
ming may occasionally distract, but really does
had been nudged up abit. Instrumental timbre
not in the least detract from the pleasure of this
was still excellent, with the usual Dorian advanlovely disc.
—Igor Kipnis
tage in transparency over most digital recordings.
Memo to Corey Greenberg: If somebody at
BALTIMORE CONSORT! On the Banks of Helicon
CES tries to force you to listen to this Dorian, take
(Early Music of Scotland)
The Baltimore Consort
them up on the offer. You won't regret it.

CD on RCA. One of the most interesting Rites
to appear recently is alive performance from Jordan Hall, New England Conservatory by the
Boston Philliarmonic under David Zander on IMP.
As for the Scythian Suite, the recent CD reissue
of the 1959 Mercury recording by Doráti/LSO
has its own audiophile credentials which utterly
swamp the Dorian. Moreover, the performance
does justice to the music's contrast of fury and
mystery. Scythian may also be heard on a1977
DG by Abbado/Chicago, more polished than
Dorati, still very exciting and powerful, muffinliked like there's no tomorrow, but somehow
to the music's advantage. Any of these recordings ofboth works are preferable sonically as well
as musically to the Dorian. Better luck next time,
Dorian.
—Richard Schneider

CLASSICAL COLLECTIONS

Dorian DOR-90139 (CD only). Douglas Brown, prod.;
Craig D. Dory, et al, engs. DDD. TE 65:40

—Les Berkley

Idon't know exactly where Richard Lehnert is
going to use this review; it could go either in
"Classical Collections" or "Folk." This was the

HESPERUS: Spain in the New World
Hesperus; Scott Reiss, dir.
Golden Apple GACD 7552 (CD only). Scott Reiss, Tina
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"Experience the difference between just
great sound and the magic of music."
Nick Andrews
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Chancey, prods.; John Tyler, eng. DDD. TE 60:58

Many long years ago Iowned arecord called
Renaissance Music in Mexico. It was agood performance of interesting works, but Ifreely admit
Ibought it for the novelty value. Reading its
excellent liner notes, Ilearned that many expatriate Spaniards in the province of Mexico composed and performed music throughout most of
the 16th century. The music on that LP, however,
was part of an attempt by the new immigrants
to surround themselves, like the British in India,
with as much of the familiar as they could recreate. The present release is something rather
different, demonstrating as it does the existence
ola kind of fledgling World Music in the 17thand 18th-century Spanish Empire, in which
native American musical traditions (and performers) mixed with and influenced the music
of the conquerors. Following the lead of Franciscan missionaries, Spanish composers and
musicians studied indigenous New World music
and employed its styles in their own works, as
an attempt to convert the Indians to Christianity.
Of course, this description of events glosses over
the fact that this interest in aboriginal culture followed acentury and ahalf of genocide. Better late
than never, Isuppose.
Such considerations aside, this is an excellent
release Scott Reiss comes across as an American
René Clemencic, with most of the latter's virtuosity and none of his self-indulgence His fine
ensemble does justice to this divergent collection of works, which includes the remarkable
"Hanacpachap cussicuinin," written in the early
17th century by aSpanish composer with lyrics
in Quechua, the Inca tongue. Also included are
four touchingly simple songs written (?) by the
Canichanas Indians to celebrate the arrival of a
new governor. If you saw the film Mission you
will have some idea of the spirit of this recording.
(Of course, this CD cannot possibly contain
music as great as that by the sublime Ennio Morricone, the only man ever to beat out Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart for an award.)
Ishould note afew praiseworthy details, especially the fine Baroque guitar work by Baltimore
Consort member Mark Cudek, and the sweet
and unaffected singing of Rosa Lamoreaux. Reiss
himself solos beautifully on atraditional Inca
flute tune that Paul Simon will undoubtedly pick
up on, and just about everyone in Hesperus sings
pretty well, too.
We are told that this recording was made using
two Neumann TLM-170 microphones in an
ORTF configuration, and we get afine demonstration of this popular UGH likes it) and effective
technique Imaging and depth are excellent, and
the digital haze, though present, is no more
offensive than groove noise Imust sound abit
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY

1992

dreary by now, praising disc after disc, but dammit there are an awful lot of really fine earlymusic performances being released these days.
This is another good one, and Ican guarantee you
haven't heard much of the repertoire before.
—Les Berldey
SPIRITUALS IN CONCERT
Kathleen Battle, Jessye Norman, sopranos; James Levine
DG 429 790-2 (CD only). Thomas Frost, prod.; Tom Lazarus, eng. DDD. TE 67:40

Here are two of the greatest opera singers in the
world in an evening of 22 Spirituals, with the
support of an orchestra and chorus and under the
direction of the Metropolitan Opera's James
Levine The concert took place at Carnegie Hall
in March 1990 in front of what seems to be apartially live audience—even on the videotape (also
issued by DG), they're far more reserved than
they should be There's much to rejoice in here,
but the audience's only show of enthusiasm (they
should be stomping) is evidenced in their applauding over the final bars of some songs. But enough
about them.
Both Battle and Norman are known quantities: the former comes off here as the more
openly emotional, even with her high, silvery
sound, but Norman's imperiousness and rich,
velvety tones contrast well. When they sing
together Norman holds her huge voice in check
in order not to bury Battle (and, probably, the
orchestra and chorus as well), and their duets are
terrific, especially the campy, sassy "Scandalize
my name:' The disc opens abit too jazzily—too
"popularly," if you will—with "In that great
getting-up morning," but thereafter it's an almost
unalloyed delight. There are favorites ("Oh what
abeautiful city," "Swing low sweet chariot,"
"Great day:' etc.) and unfamiliar songs and, for
the most part, the ladies alternate, with solo
instrumentalists and the unnamed chorus helping
out. The one miscalculation is the combo of
"Calvary/They crucified my Lord:' which is
clownish in its attempts at drama, but otherwise
there's real magnificence here. If you like gorgeous singing and vaguely buttoned-down
revival-meeting vibes, you can't go wrong with
this disc. It's handsomely recorded, with real
presence, too. Recommended. —Robert Levine

SHOW M USIC
THE MUSIC MAN
Music and lyrics by Meredith Willson
Timothy Noble, Professor Harold Hill; Kathleen Brett, Marian; Doc Severinsen, Marcellus Washburn; others. Indiana
University Singing Hoosiers, Robert E. Stoll, dir.; Cincinnati Pops, Erich Kunzel
Telarc CD-80276 (CD only). Jack Renner, eng.; Robert
Woods, Elaine Martone, prods. DDD. TE 70:31.
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What do record companies think they're up to,
anyway? First there's aWest Side Story in which
the All-American Tony is sung by aSpanish tenor
with accent to match, and his Puerto Rican
sweetheart sung by aNew Zealand soprano.
Now we have The Music Man with aVerdi baritone as Professor Harold Hill, and Doc Severinsen
as his comic sidekick! They've got to be kidding!
What next, Montserrat Caballé in Hello, Dolly!,
with Ed McMahon as Horace Vandergelder?
How about an Oklahoma! with Luciano Pavarotti
as Curly, Joan Sutherland as Laurie, and Jay Leno
as Will Parker?
Icould go on in this vein indefinitely, but I
might as well take abreak and give abrief listen
to the CD.
Hey, this is really not bad! Baritone Timothy
Noble may specialize in Scarpia, Simon Boccanegra, and Falstaff, but you sure wouldn't
know it from the way he sounds here.' Unlike
most of his more famous colleagues who've
strayed into the Broadway repertoire, Noble
doesn't make the mistake of over-singing the
part, concentrating instead on the words and the
characterization. (I shudder to think what Samuel
Ramey—or José Carreras! —would have done
with the role.) Anyone playing arole so thoroughly associated with one performer (if you
don't know that the performer is Robert Preston,
do not read any further until you can recite all the
words to "Ya Got Trouble") has aparticularly
unenviable task; it would be an exaggeration to
say that Timothy Noble makes the role fully his
own, but he gives amore-than-creditable performance, and the fact that he's areal singer serves
the music well in lyrical passages. Kathleen Brett
as Marian doesn't have the distinctive voice and
persona of aBarbara Cook or (sigh!) Shirley
Jones, but she sings well and has afirm grasp of
the Broadway style. (Her "Goodnight, My
Someone" is well-near perfect.) Doc Severinsen
is actually pretty good with the one number he
gets to sing; it's not his fault that the number
("Shipoopi") is one of the two in the score that
set my teeth on edge. (The other is "Pick-a-Little,
Talk-a-Little.") The Singing Hoosiers are sonorous, and there's an unusually fine-voiced quartet
of barbershoppers. Conductor Erich Kunzel is
not my favorite interpreter of this sort of material,
but he's less metronomic than usual here, and
actually manages to generate adegree of excitement in the up-tempo numbers. Given that the
recording comes from Telarc, expectations for
sound quality are high, and they're mostly fulfilled. The sound is generally smooth and clear,
with exceptional dynamics and afine sense of
1Irecently heard Noble on the radio in abroadcast of Falstaff
He sounded nothing like Professor Harold Hill. Interestingly
enough, FalstaffsNanetta in the broadcast was Kathleen Brett—
who sounded quite unlike Marian the Librarian.
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depth, although Iwould have liked the voices to
be set alittle further back in the acoustic Oh, and
beware of the train in the opening sequence: it's
liable to run you over if you don't watch out!
—Robert Deutsch
ONCE ON THIS ISLAND: Original Broadway Cast
Steven Flaherty, music; Lynn Ahrens, lyrics; Steve Marzullo,
cond.
RCA Victor 60595-2-RC (CD only). Paul Goodmanjames
Nichols, engs.; Jay David Saks, prod. DDD. IT: 71:02

Once On This Island, based on the novel My Love,
My Love by Trinidadian author Rosa Guy, is in
the play-within-a-play tradition: agroup of
Caribbean peasants wait out astorm by telling
the mythical story of ayoung girl's search for her
lover. The stage production of Once On This
Island has been only amodest success, but it has
its champions, the New York Times's dreaded
Frank Rich among them, and was nominated for
Tony awards in several categories. (It won none.)
The show is "through-composed," telling the
story through song and movement, and, perhaps
because of this format, much of the music seems
merely functional, as if it's there to help tell the
story rather than draw attention to itself. However, there are some attractive standalone songs
("Waiting For Life" and "Some Girls" are my
favorites), and the cast, especially Tony-nominee
La Chanze, is first-rate. Once On This Island is a
rather offbeat piece as Broadway musicals go,
and Iwouldn't be surprised if composer Stephen
Flaherty was unduly restricted by the necessity
of having to stay more-or-less in the calypso
idiom. Iunderstand that Flaherty and Ahrens are
now working on amusical version ofMy Favorite
Year, one of my favorite movies. It'll be interesting
to see what they come up with when working
in amore mainstream style. —Robert Deutsch

J
AZZ
TOMMY FLANAGAN TRIO & KENNY BURRELL:
Beyond the Bluebird
Timeless CD SJP 350 (CD only). Max Bolleman, eng.;
Diana Flanagan, prod. DDD. TT: 67:51

Tommy Flanagan has been the pianist on some
of the best records by Miles Davis, Sonny Rollins,
Wes Montgomery, John Coltrane, and JJ. Johnson. Clearly, he's been doing something right.
Lately, he's been doing it even better. Tasteful,
exuberant, and probing, able to play "Giant
Steps" as convincingly as he plays "Body and
Soul" or aParker blues, Flanagan is one of the
great bop pianists. Beyond the Bluebird is afollowup to Flanagan's modestly triumphant
album, Jazz Poet (Timeless), and it's aworthy
successor. Accompanied by bassist George Mraz
and drummer Lewis Nash, Flanagan is joined as
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well by an old friend, guitarist Kenny Burrell.
Their interplay is masterful, as on "Yesterdays,"
which has Burrell stating the melody as Flanagan
fills in behind, followed by an unaccompanied
solo chorus by Burrell. That chorus doesn't
merely end—it seems to flow gently and seamlessly into the welcoming embrace of Flanagan's
solo. The title of the disc comes from the club in
Detroit in honor of which Charlie Parker wrote
his "Bluebird:' the initial number on Flanagan's
disc. The band also plays Thad Jones's "5021"—evidently the address of the Bluebird—
Flanagan's "Beyond the Bluebird," and Burrell's
"Bluebird After Dark." Burrell and Flanagan
played in the club in their apprentice days—
among other things, this disc is atribute to their
memory of avanished jazz scene in the Motor City.
The recording of Flanagan's piano, and of
Nash and Mraz, has been done well. Burrell's
guitar is less precisely placed, and his tone lacks
the sharp definition of the other instruments.
This seems to be aproblem common to recordings ofjazz guitarists, and Ido not find it particularly troublesome, especially considering the
deep, rich sound of the brass here and the crisp
cymbal work of Nash, one of the finest young
drummers. This is arelaxed set of music by four
intriguing masters.
—Michael Ullman
BILLIE HOLIDAY: The Legacy
Columbia/Legacy C3K 47724 (3 CDs only). Vic Anesini,
Tim Greelan, Larry Keyes, engs.; Michael Brooks, prod.
AAD. TT 3:3049
BILLIE HOLIDAY: Lady in Autumn: The Best of the Verve
Years
Verve 849 434-2 (2 CDs only). Didier Marc, eng.; Norman
Granz, prod. AAD? TT: 2:07:42

One might wonder why, months after finishing
their nine-CD project, The Quintessential Billie
Holiday, Columbia would issue anew three-disc
collection of their incomparable Holiday material. The answer might be in the sonies. To those
of us who know the sound of the original 78s,
the first volumes of the Quintessential Billie Holiday
were disastrous: muffled, distant, and unclear.
Producer Michael Brooks had evidently chosen
to eliminate surface noise at whatever cost.
It's refreshing, therefore, to put on the first disc
of The Legacy and hear that her presence has been
restored, even on the ebullient 1933 "Your Mother's
Son-in-Law" that opens the collection. Known
for her bittersweet voice, her perfect timing and
phrasing, for her drama and intelligence as a
singer, Holiday is usually associated with
doomsday songs like "Gloomy Sunday" But she
was exuberant as well as affecting, as we hear on
"Billie's Blues" and "Summertime," where she
is accompanied by aboisterous Bunny Berigan
on trumpet.
The collection has several of her sublime colSTEREOPHILE, JANUARY
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laborations with tenor saxophonist Lester Young,
including "Me, Myself and I" and "A Sailboat
in the Moonlight." For collectors there is new
material: two airchecks from Benny Goodman's
"Camel Caravan" radio show; "Saddest Tale"
from the Ellington soundtrack to the short
movie, Symphony in Black; and seven alternate
takes of Holiday classics. We can hear an alternate "Gloomy Sunday:' in which Holiday sounds
darker, and yet rhythmically more flowing than
in the previously issued take: and we hear amore
frilly accompaniment from Teddy Wilson, who
may have been following her lead.
There's one mystery here: the package proudly
proclaims that it contains the stirring 1957 performance of "Fine and Mellow" that was telecast
on the "Sound ofJazz." In his disastrously opinionated notes, Michael Brooks relates how
touchingly Holiday responded to the Lester
Young solo on that telecast. But the performance
included here is from an earlier rehearsal; the
notes, for once, do not include its date or other
pertinent information.
In the late '30s Holiday was, it seems to me, the
greatest jazz singer. She aged fast. Her recordings from as early as 1946 have been called
autumnal. She was 31 then, and only 44 when
she died. In the '50s her voice roughened, her
range narrowed, and—singing ballads in increasingly slow tempos—she sometimes substituted
pathos for passion. And yet, at her best, right up
until the end, she was exquisite. Some musicians,
including Miles Davis, even preferred the more
touching, vulnerable, and knowing performances
of her last decade to the earlier Holiday.
Lady in Autumn should be a revelation to
listeners who have avoided the later Holiday. It
includes slow ballads—"Body and Soul:' "April
in Paris:' dozens of others—but this carefully
selected collection shows Holiday illuminating
those ballads. Lady in Autumn doesn't contain
topnotch Lester Young, but it has several beautifully expressive solos by Ben Webster, and
expansive piano accompaniments by Oscar
Peterson. The remastering is excellent, but the
original recordings vary in quality. Sonically I'm
disturbed only by abuzzing that appears in several places, as in "Do Nothing Till You Hear
From Me." Idon't admire everything Holiday
does here—her lachrymose "Lady Sings the
Blues" sounds flaccid. But most of the collection, such as her graceful "All of Me," is brilliant.
Lady in Autumn is indispensable.—Michael Ullman
DAVID SANBORN: another Hand
Elektra Musician 61088-2 (CD only). Joe Ferla, eng.; Hal
Willner, Marcus Miller, prods. ??D. Tt 58:21

David Sanborn has had to take much unwarranted guff from critics throughout his career.
His music has been derided as bad jazz when, in
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fact, it never was jazz nor has he ever claimed it
to be. As asolo artist, Sanborn has always struck
me as an updated version of Junior Walker or
King Curtis. To wit: agreat soul singer whose
voice happens to be asaxophone. Much of the
criticism directed his way seems driven more by
the soulless imitators he has spawned than by
anything the man himself has done.
Like any great singer's, the quality of Sanbom's
recordings relies to adegree on the quality of his
songs. Through the sheer soulfulness of his playing Sanborn is able to transcend weak material,
but thanks to his and producer Marcus Miller's
good taste, this has rarely been necessary. Until
now they've done agood job of choosing tunes
that play to Sanborn's strengths.
But had he never played anote, David Sanborn
would have assured his place in musical history
with his television show "Night Music." This
all-music show appeared at sporadic hours on
late-night network television for two years until
being criminally canceled for lack of sponsorship.
The show offered an eclectic array of quality
music played live, often by combinations of musicians who would never ordinarily appear together.
It also featured old, rarely seen movie and television clips of wonderful and historically important musical performances.
Its magic is best summed up by one of my
favorite sequences. It began with an old blackand-white television clip of Sonny Rollins with
Jim Hall playing "God Bless the Child," from
Rollins's historic Bridge album. It then segued
neatly into the live Sonny blowing an unaccompanied intro to Leonard Cohen performing one
of his own songs, backed by achorus that
included soul singers "Sweet Pea" Atkinson and
"Sir" Harry Bowens from Was Not Was. And
this was not atypical. Apartial list of guests who
appeared should complete the picture: Betty
Carter, Eric Clapton, Miles Davis, Slim Gaillard,
Tim Berne, Lou Reed, Carla Bley, Bootsy Collins, and Phil Woods.
In the tradition of the "Tom Jones Show:' Sanborn would often sit in with his guests. Iwas
impressed how he held his own in some of the
jazzier settings. So, it would appear, was he.
His latest recording, another Hand, features his
alto in some jazzier settings with some jazzier
players. Unfortunately the two jazziest cuts are
produced and written by Marcus Miller in a
post-bop style that shows the weaknesses of Sanborn as this type of player and Miller as this kind
of writer and player. Sanborn needs amelody to
wrap his horn around, and Miller fails to give
him one. When it comes to improvising in this
setting, the two men come off second-best to
those—such as their cohorts on the tracks—who
make acareer of this sort of playing:Jack DeJohnette and Mulgrew Miller. The promise that San-
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born showed on his TV show fails to come
through here.
The failure of most of the rest of the tracks
must be laid on the shoulders of Hal Willner.
Willner, with his rampant eclecticism and hipness, has been responsible for some great music.
His tribute albums to Rota, Monk, Disney, and
Weill, his production of the last year of "Night
Music" and the albums of Marianne Faithfull and
Allen Ginsberg—all offer moments of magic that
no one else would attempt, let alone achieve. But
when he's wrong, he's wrong big-time.
another Hand brings out Willner's worst
hipper-than-thou tendencies. A Lou Reed song?
Whatever Mr. Reed's talents (and they are considerable), no one ever accused him of being a
fabulous melodist, or agenius with harmony or
rhythm. Strip away the lyrics and the attitude and
what have you got? Certainly not asuitable song
for Sanborn.
Terry Adams is aformidable musician. His
quirky style (unabashedly derived from Monk)
makes NRBQ more than abar band. Still, Sanborn's style has little to do with Monk or quirkiness, and Adams's "Hobbies:' which might
delight on an NRBQ album, here seems forced.
In fact, "forced" is agood adjective to describe
the whole project.
Only Bill Frisell's "Monica Jane" hints at what
this record might have been. Quirky but melodic
(they're not mutually exclusive), the tune is given
aNew Orleans dirge reading that plays to Sanborn's soulfulness while taking him out of his
usual synth-funk territory.
The sound has Winner's trademark murkiness.
While an interesting change from the high-tech
gloss of previous Sanborn records, old Dave
sometimes sinks into the murk.
Fortunately the record is receiving critical raves
(elsewhere) and good sales. "Fortunately" because,
even though another Hand is misdirected, with
too many bad songs for agreat singer, artistic
stretching is to be encouraged. But, as any yoga
teacher will tell you, you've got to start slow.
Maybe next time.
—Michael Ross
BESSIE SMITH: The Complete Recordings, Volume Two
Columbia/Legacy C2K 47471 (2 CDs only). Tim Geelan,
eng.; Lawrence Cohn, prod. AAD. TE 2:01:17

Bessie Smith, the renowned Empress of the
Blues, was the most powerful—and the
wittiest—of the classic blues singers. She had a
broad, heavy voice which she used with perfect
taste. She could sound lugubrious, her every syllable tolling like afuneral bell. She could also be
exuberant or brightly scornful. No singer has
sounded more indignant than Bessie Smith protesting the price of gin in her "Gin House Blues:'
or more ready to celebrate than she sounds on
"Alexander's Ragtime Band." Everywhere she
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projected an image of atough, independent
woman, one more likely to complain of her
man's sexual incapacity ("Cold in Hand Blues")
than of being lonely—or, when abandoned,
likely to pick herself up and go on triumphantly.
"I'm ayoung woman' she sings in her "Young
Woman Blues," "ain't done runnin"round."
Smith was agreat blues singer—she was also a
vocal comedienne, as we hear on "I Ain't Goin'
to Play No Second Fiddle (I'm Used to Playing
Lead)" from this, the second two-CD set of a
projected four that will contain her 160 surviving
sides.
The songs on this set were recorded between
April 8, 1924 and November 8, 1925. They
include the last of Smith's acoustic sides, made
by musicians huddled around ahorn. Her lively
"Cake Walkin' Babies (From Home)" was the
first of her so-called electric sides, made with
microphones. The session had its comical aspect.
Columbia's engineers had surrounded their
musicians with atent in their studios, thinking
that they might thus produce aricher sound. The
tent collapsed sometime after Smith ripped
through her high-stepping tribute to athen antiquated dance, the cakewalk.
This new set contains some of her most
celebrated sides: "St. Louis Blues," "Cold in
Hand Blues:' and "Careless Love," made with
Louis Armstrong's accompaniment, "Yellow
Dog Blues" with another great trumpeter, Joe
Smith, and "Nobody's Blues But Mine," one of
the few sides with her working band. It also contains Smith's charming duet with another blues
singer named Smith—Clara Smith. In "I've Been
Mistreated and IDon't Like It," the two Smiths
argue about their two-timing man. The rivals
decide to keep the totter on "the cooperation plan?'
Smith's complete recordings were previously
issued on Columbia LPs, as engineered, restored,
and edited by Larry Hiller, whose work was
carefully explained on the package. Tim Geelan
has digitally remastered these CDs without telling us exactly what he did. Idoubt that he went
back to the original 78s, but he has provided a
fuller, more immediate sound, largely by boosting the midrange. Unlike some other black
artists, Smith was always recorded as well as
possible—from asonic standpoint, these sides
are eminently listenable. As vocal art, they are
incomparable.
—Michael Ullman

ROCK
IRISH IWAS BLACK

THE COMMITMENTS: Original Soundtrack

MCA MCAD-10286 (CD only). Paul Bushnell, Kevin
Killen, Alan Parker, prods.; Kevin Killen, mg. AAD.
46:54.
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1991 was the Year Of The Soul: James Brown's
epic Star Time! box set, the monumental nineCD Sta]c/Volt singles box, Rhino's Didn't IBlow
Your Mind This Time? series of super-bad '70s
blaxploration, Atlantic's CD reissues of complete
Stax/Volt albums, and finally the release of the
movie/soundtrack, The Commitments? If you
haven't seen the movie yet, SEE IT! It's loud,
ballsy, and probably the truest film about the
absurdities of putting (and keeping) aband
together yet; 3one of the most enjoyable movies
I've seen in along time.
Amazingly, the soundtrack is just as cool. Isay
"amazing" for several reasons: first, I'm no great
fan of movie soundtracks, most of which seem
to lose much of the oomph of the film without the
accompanying footage, especially when the songs
are classics remade for the movie, as they are here.
Second, the kind of soul music that drives The
Commitments has historically been squeezed
through an Aphoc De-Souler whenever it's been
redone—I don't care how broke the guy was after
he got out ofjail, man, Idon't even care that he
drummed behind Jimi on Band Of Gypsies, either;
may Buddy Miles fry in hell for athousand millennia for fronting the California Raisins.
No, the Commitments are for real. Think it
amazing that amajor studio made amovie about
abunch of poor Irish kids who put together a
soul revue without starring McCauley Culkin?
The soundtrack's doubly amazing; not only is the
music played with the proper reverence for the
original tracks, but the kid they got to sing lead
is impossibly great! Sixteen years old at the time of
the recording and uncannily resembling the early
Joe Cocker in physical and vocal style, Andrew
Strong is far and away the best young soul singer,
white or black, I've seen in along time; toad-boys
like Simply Red's Mick Hucknall and Paul
Young can't carry Strong's do-rag. Strong shines
on every track he sings, but especially kicks butt
on the Reverend Al Green's "Take Me To The
River," Wilson Pickett's "Mustang Sally," and
the disc's strongest cut, the best-ever remake of
Otis's "Try A Little Tenderness."
While Strong has more than enough authority
to steer these towering songs, it's when the other
2I'd mention Michael Bolton, but despite the fact that he has derived most of his current pop chart success from covering classic
soul tunes like "Dock Of The Bay" and "When A Man Loves
A Woman," he's still just acrossover wimpoid whose own songs
blow, and thus should be ridiculed in august journals such as this
one which strive to help you, cherished reader, make the bestinformed choice at the checkout line.
And if you already own any Bolton discs, scrape off the green
paint and take 'em down to your local CD hut to exchange for
some real soul music: Johnny Adams's Reconsider Me (Charly CD
89) and Ann Peebles's Greatest Hits (MCA MCAD-25225), for
starters.
3It should be pointed out that my brother Mark emphatically disagrees, having walked out of the movie in disgust 4() minutes into
it. If, like him, you eschew stylish footwear for stolen bowling
shoes, you may put more stock in his opinion than mine.
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vocalists take over the lead that you're reminded
that this is supposed to be aband of kids. Backup
vocalist Maria Doyle (real-life singer for alternative band Hothouse Flowers) is ababe through
and through, but she really doesn't have the soul
to cover Aretha's "Chain Of Fools" and "I Never
Loved A Man:' although the latter did make my
tongue swell in the darkened theater. And
although the music's killer, Robert Arkin (who
plays the band's manager) turns in apretty lame
caricature of Roy Head on "Treat Her Right."
These criticisms are minor, though; the music on
this disc is cool man cool from start to finish, and
only apathetic soul purist like me would ever
have the nerve to complain about such details.
I'm ashamed of myself, Iam.
And the sound, cats 'n kittens? GREAT! Deep,
full bass, shimmering B-3 organ swirl, REAL
DRUMS IN A REAL ROOM INSTEAD OF A
DRUM MACHINE TRIGGERING SAMPLES
OF GUNSHOTS AND CAR CRASHES, great
greasy Southern scrit-scrat rhythm gi-tar, Heinz
thick'n'rich horns; it's all right here waitingfor you
to take it home, you lucky DOG you! U2 producer/engineer Kevin Killen must save his good
stuff for bands that matter, because he gets abuttshakin' groove thang goin' on this disc that's kept
it humming in my transports for weeks now.
Until Krazy Kat hurls abrick at Delbert's head
so he comes to his senses and starts making
records like he used to, The Commitments is as fine
and funky apiece of work as the '90's have yet
produced; buy it or stay white and slow.
—Corey Greenberg
DIRE STRAITS: On Every Street
Warner Brothers 26680-2 (CD only). Bill Schnee, Chuck
engs.; Mark Knopfler, Dire Straits, prods. DDD?
TT: 60:19

In August 1965, the Beatles released Help!. In
December of that year, they released Rubber Soul.
In August 1966, they released Revolver, in June
1967, Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band. In
May of 1985, Dire Straits released Brothers in
Arms. In August 1991, they released On Every
Street. With nothing but agreatest hits album in
between.
Sure, the record industry has changed in 25
years. But six years between albums? You'd think
arecord that long in the making would be pretty
amazing. Well, sometimes more is less.
So let's talk for asec, Straits fans, about what
On Every Street is not. It doesn't hinge on alinchpin single like the self-assured and self-reflexive
"Sultans of Swing." It isn't aSpringsteenian passion play like Making Movies—an album that
missed my "Recommended Recordings" list in
41 wanted to say "spinning on my platter:' but the times they are
a-changin', gramps. Kinda depressing, isn't it?
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the February issue by ahairsbreadth. And it's no
orgiastic soundfest like the justly praised Love
Over Gold. What it might be is Brothers in Arms
II. In one of those classic rock'n'roll ironies, Mark
Knopfler became an international superstar on
the basis of two singles which led off his most
mediocre album. Can you really blame him for
trying to take the formula to the bank again?
Like its predecessor, On Every Street hardly
contains acut that isn't tailor-made for aLITEFM playlist, right alongside Whitney Houston,
Billy Joel, and Lionel Ritchie. There's nary anote
out of place in any of Knopfler's silky guitar
solos, and he stays smack in the middle of his
limited vocal range. The band, for its part, hits
apleasant, inoffensive mid-tempo rock groove
before the first chorus of "Callin' Elvis" and
never lets it go. Is it any wonder the King hasn't
called back?
Maybe Mark's done one too many movie
soundtracks, because he's turned out an album
of background music. Turn it down just alittle
and it's agreat record to fall asleep to, with no
rolling thunder to intrude upon your REMs.
Yaaaaawwwn. Try that with Love Over Gold, and
guaranteed you'll wake up in acold sweat.
The edge is gone from ICnopfler's lyrics, too.
He's not above alittle dignified satire, but he takes
aim at sitting ducks. "Ticket to Heaven" pokes
gentle fun at religious fundraising, while "My
Parties" takes on ahouse-proud homeowner.
What next, the Home Shopping Club? Sure,
MTV was another easy target, but at least on
"Money for Nothing" he attacked it with gusto.
And I'm still trying to figure out whether "Iron
Hand" is bad philosophy or bad comedy.
It sounds like this record has been run through
one of those toy gemstone tumblers they used
to sell in the Sears Wishbook. You remember, it'd
take aperfectly self-respecting little rock and buff
it 'round and 'round till it was asmooth little
igneous blob. On Every Street is like one of those
rocks: it's got no shape, no texture, and if you try
to grab hold of it, it slips through your fingers
and rolls under the refrigerator. Whatever livened
up those earlier Dire Straits albums, or, for that
matter, ICnoptler's Notting Hillbillies and Chet
Atkins projects, it's sure been sanded off here.
Sonically, On Every Street is aDire Straits record through and through. It's not exactly my cup
of tea, but, boy, is it well-crafted. The sound is
ultra-clean and just slightly etched, with good
instrumental spread and areverb-induced illusion of depth. And it's very kind to your system.
There's no dynamic range to tax acurrent-shy
amp, and no unfettered acoustic instruments to
reveal tonal oddities. A recession-minded ;15
software upgrade designed to make mediocre
components sound better than they really are.
You've got to admit that those six years gave
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ICnopfler achance to think through all the angles.
If On Every Street begs one basic question, at least
Mark is courteous enough to ask it for us. On the
last cut, pedal steel in the background, he croons,
"How long before you see /Staffing me was
wrong—how long?" Iguess we'll have to wait
until the next Dire Straits album for the answer.
—Allen St. John
DREAD ZEPPELIN: 5,004000*
*5,000,000 Tortelvis Fans Can't Be Wrong!
IRS X2-13092 (CD only). Jah Paull>, Rasta Li-Mon, prods.
No SPARS code given, dag-NAB-it. Tr: 51:16

In the booklet that comes with the Led Zeppelin
box set there's ashort reference made to a1972
meeting between the band and Elvis in his Vegas
hotel room: "For two hours he entertained them
in his suite. He had never heard their records, he
said, except when his stepbrother played him
'Stairway To Heaven'; 'I liked it,' said Elvis."
Your mind done swimming yet? Mine isn't.
Picture Elvis ca '72, gobbling speed again to shed
the flab for another tour, sitting up in bed in his
completely dark black-velvet-lined bedroom at
Graceland, wearing nothing but abig blue terrycloth robe with the hood on, of course, digging
Zeppelin IV on his custom in-wall hi-fi system.
"Damn!" he muses, "Can those cats roll! What
the hell am Idoing with atouring band the size
of Rhode Island?! Idon't need ahorn section,
backup singers, 'Polk Salad Annie'. ..what Ineed
are these guys!"
So Elvis calls up Jimmy Page, who can't believe
it and accepts immediately, canceling aworld
tour to begin rehearsals right away for the supergroup to end all supergroups. The Memphis
locals crowd the front gate of Graceland all week,
watching the Zeppelin roadies unload aseemingly endless flow of Marshall amps and Ludwig drums into the mansion.
Now imagine Elvis descending the circular staircase leading down to the basement studio, where
Led Zeppelin's ready and waiting for his word
to begin. "Boys:' he drawls, "let's do 'Kashmir'?'
Jimmy Page and John Bonham exchange looks
of beatific glee; Elvis is going to sing "Kashmir"!
"But fellas," Elvis intones, "let's do it reggaestyle!"
Imean, if Elvis was grooving to Zeppelin in
his solitary confinement, who's to say he wasn't
listening to dub and reggae, too? After all, the
First Coming of Elvis was nothing more than a
19-year-old piece of poor white trash throwing
white country, black blues, and Dean Martin pop
into aburbling cauldron and coming up with
what we now know as Rock And Roll, entirely on
auto-pilot; it makes perfect sense then that for
his Second Coming, Elvis would intuitively meld
those seemingly disparate musical styles that'd
somehow whupped him upside the monkeySTEREOPHILE, JANUARY
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bone and invent another major form of popular
music for awhole new slew'o'generations to fumble
with and approximate but never quite equal in
either scope or societal influence: Zep and reggae!
It makes perfect sense. If only it had really come
to pass. ..
Well, I'm here to tell you it has! The miracle of
Dread Zeppelin is real, children, REAL Isay, and
to lather on that their follow-up to last year's UnLed-Ed utterly smoker 99% of the "real" pop music
released these days weeuldn't nearly do this album
justice. Because qualifying Dread Zep like Ijust
did—se, cordoning them off from "real" bands"—is
completely unfair. Every band, from the Beatles
on down, wears their influences on their sleeves,
so why indict Dread Zep? Because they openly
acknowledge their influences? But isn't that ahell
of a lot more honest than Zep-clones like
Whitesnake? Or Stones-clones like the Black
Crowes? Or Zep/Stones clones like Guns'N'Roses? How about Sinatra-clone Harry Connick, Jr.? The fact is, Dread Zeppelin has just as
much claim to "legitimacy," if indeed that term
can even be applied to as amorphous an art form
as Rock And Roll, as anybody out there right now.
The bottom line is, Dread Zeppelin's two
albums of hilarious yetjammin'Elvis/Zep/Marley
schtick wipe most "legit" releases. Guitarists Jah
Paul Jo and Carl Jah have the whole Pagey slam
down, and lead vocalist Tortelviss doesn't simply sing Elvis, he is Elvis, whether mumbling into
afast-food drive-thru mike in the middle of
Marley's "Stir It Up" or singing one of the three
Dread Zep originals here, "Big 01' Gol' Belt":
"Big ol' gol' belt, Inever really knew that's how
Ifelt, /about my big ol' gol' belt /the precious
metals that they had to smelt."
Just like the classic Zep tracks, 5,000,000* is a
stone groove from beginning to end; Zeppelin
riffs done reggae-style really work! Consider the
humor an added bonus. Iconsider Dread Zeppelin not only one of my favorite new bands of the
'90s, but 5,000,000* as one of this decade's few
albums Ican play more than once without getting so depressed about the sorry-ass state of
present-day rock Igo into afive-day jag playing nothing but Link Wray and the Stooges.
* * 1Cr, and worth it for the best-ever cover
of "Train Kept A-Rollin' "alone.
—Corey Greenberg
PRINCE & THE NEW POWER GENERATION: Diamonds and Pearls

5Dread Zep lore has it that Tortelvis was really amilkman named
Torelli, whose milk truck crashed into avan of long-haired reggae
freaks; when the milkman emerged from the rubble, he'd become
Tortelvis, and the band knew it was their destiny to back him while
playing Zep tunes reggae-style. Believe me, after hearing all the
hackneyed "stories" of how various supergroups got together,
Ill gladly take Dread Zep's word for it.
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Paisley ParIdWamer Bros. 25379-2 (CD only). Prince 8c The
New Power Generation, prods; Michael Koppelman,
Brian Poet, Steve Noonan, Tim Penn, Keith Cohen, Matt
Larson, Ray Hahnfeld, Tom Garneau, David Friedlander,
Sylvia Massy, engs. AAD. TT 65:48

To those unable to look past the image, stage persona, and mystique, Isuggest that they are missing the point where Prince is concerned. True,
his often bizarre posturing, androgynous image,
and reclusive nature can be distracting, but he is
first and foremost arecording artist. And as the
late, great Miles Davis said, "Prince is afunky
little dude." Miles also went on to call Prince "one
of America's greatest musical geniuses," comparing him to Charlie Chaplin in terms of his
originality and chameleon personality. Ican not
think of another pop artist whose work is as
alternately damned and praised. [Prince praise is
the official Stereophile line, Mr. Baugher—Ed.]
Diamonds and Pearls is the first CD to exclusively feature Prince's touring band, The New
Power Generation. The strong, soulful vocals of
Rosie Gaines are an asset, and the lead raps of
Tony M. give the disc adefinite hip-hop flavor.
Levi Seater, Jr. is back again (on guitar this time),
and drummer Michael B. and bassist Sonny T.
make up aslammin' rhythm section. While Prince's
previous release, the Graffiti Bridge soundtrack,
had some excellent tunes, it was primarily acollection of several different artists. This time,
Prince has delivered aconceptual work without
the overt trappings of Lovesexy or 1999, but his
mixture of spirituality and sensual pleasure is as
potent as ever. For my money, Diamonds and Pearls
is the best thing to come out of Minneapolis since
Sign O' The Times. With an emphasis on the funk/
hip-hop dance approach, tunes like "Gett OF cut
to the chase without much ado. Conversely, the
beautiful, gospel-inflected title track is afine example of Prince's delicate and wistful instincts that
work so well on ballads. With the exception of the
impressive, one-man-band tour de force, "Thunder:' this CD really sounds like the work of aband.
There's awealth of variety here. From the early
'70s, Sly Stone-ish groove of "Daddy Pop" to
the jazzy, George Benson-like "Strollin' "to the
'90s techno-flank dance anthems "Jughead" and
"Push:' there's something here for all the Prince
faithful. The slow grinder entitled "Insatiable"
recalls the sensuous "International Lover" from
1999, and the closing "Live 4Love" is strong,
unique, and positive, with ataste of Prince's formidable guitar (unfortunately, not heard enough
elsewhere for my taste). The multi-track analog
mix is representative of the genre. That means
bass, bass, and more bass, but Prince has always
shown afirm grasp of studio technology and
these tracks are crisp and dynamic.
Ido have one complaint. This version of "Gat
Ofr 6has been truncated; the entire section that
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY
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begins with "I think Ilike it with the dress half
on .. is gone. This unlikely substitution smacks
of acalculated move for more air play (I doubt
that Prince would bow to censorship demands),
and comes as abig surprise from the creator of
"Controversy" and "Darling Nikki," the song
that sparked that whole PMRC insanity. My
suggestion: get the CD maxi-single and substitute the 81
/-minute "Gett Off" for this cleaned2
up version. You don't want to miss the Purple
One intoning the immortal lines, "Shit, you ain't
got no underwear on—I shoulda known:' do
you? Let awoman be awoman and aman be a
man, indeed.
—Carl Baugher
ROBBIE ROBERTSON: Storyville
Geffen GEFD 24303 (CD only). Steve Nye, eng.; Robbie
Robertson, Stephen Hague, Gary Gersh, prods. DDD. TT.
54:55

Ifirst heard Robbie Robertson not as member
and primary songwriter of the Band, but in 1965
when, as Jamie R. Robertson, he played lead guitar on blues singer John Hammond's So Many
Roads album. Here was aguitarist so exciting, so
intense that Michael Bloomfield (already making
aname for himself on guitar with Paul Butterfield) was relegated to the piano chair. And, if that
wasn't enough, he turned it up anotch or two on
Hanunond's 1967 1Can Till, until his Telecaster
threatened to leap out of your speakers and do
damage to your property and person.
As impressive and important as the Band's
music was, Icouldn't help being alittle disappointed that Robertson, now Robbie, rarely
showed the fire in his playing that Iknew was
there. It was always tasteful and inventive, but
for real kicking ass and taking names one had to
seek out the first Jesse Winchester LP (which
Robertson also produced), or his duel with Eric
Clapton in The Last Waltz.
While Iwish Icould say that Storyville brings
back that thrilling guitarist of yesteryear, that
would be pushing the point. But there's enough
stand-out playing here that you should get ahint
of what I'm talking about. The operative word
is stand-out: Robertson's first solo effort featured
some fine picking, much of it lost in amurky
mix. This recording lacks none of the earlier one's
texture, while allowing the individual parts to
stand out much more clearly.
Sound and texture have always played alarge
part in Robertson's music. The evocative nature
of the Band was as much about mixing mandolins and tubas as it was the great storytelling
songs. Unfortunately, while the textures on Storyville are great, the songs fail to tell much of astory.
The sounds call up the mystery of the bayou and
6The club mix CD and video of "Gett Off" preceded the CD
album release by amonth.
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New Orleans, but the words often descend into
cliché. Even the opening "Night Parade," one of
the better songs, talks of "the heartbeat of the
city." Come on, Robbie—you can do better. In
fact, you do. In the rousing "What About Now"
you treat us to the line "we grow up so slowly
and grow old so fast." But what is this lyrical
obsession with "rules"? The concept appears in
distressingly similar form in two songs and with
alittle more variation in two others. It comes
across less as atheme than acreative cul-de-sac.
Weak lyrics can often be carried by agreat
singer, something Robertson has never claimed
to be. His voice, weak but endearing on the
previous record (where the material, if not the
mix, was stronger), is here often reduced to a
croaking whisper. The occasional aid of singers
Aaron Neville, Paul Buchanan (of Blue Nile), and
former cohort Rick Danko only serve to make
one long for stronger singing overall.
After over 20 years in aband, Robertson is
understandably shy of collaborations. David
Baerwaid and David Ricketts (formerly of David
and David) appear on separate tracks. And even
Robertson's influence could not effect afull
Meters reunion. Three members appear on one
track, the fourth on another.
A Band reunion is probably equally impossible; although two solo efforts indicate to this
fan that the guitar playing and (forgivable slump
aside) songwriting are still there. But agreat
singer is needed to fully realize Robbie Robertson's artistic ambitions. What's Maria McKee
doing these days?
—Michael Ross
GOIN' MOBILE WITH QUADROPHENIA,
or HOPE IDIE
BEFORE MFSL RECUT THE COWSILLS
THE WHO: Quarlrophenio
MFSL Gold Ultradisc UDCD 2-550 (2 CDs only). The
Who, prods. AAD. TE 81:82
THE WHO: Quadrophonics
MCA regular ol' CD MCAD2-6895 (2 CDs only). The
Who, prods. AAD. TP. 81:82

Ican't explain. Why Mobile Fidelity Sound Labs
decided to give their Ultradisc "24 Karat Gold
Performance" treatment to The Who's Quadrophenia, that is. In fact, Ican't explain most of
MFSL's projects over the years, but Quadrophenia?! Ten years ago Ibought Mobile Fidelity's
half-speed-mastered LP of the Stones' Sticky
Fingers and have been scratching my noggin ever
since. Imean, Ican understand Dark Side of the
Moon; Ican understand Aja; hell, Ican even
7Even as Michael Ross wrote these words, Iheard on an NPR
interview with Robertson that the three other surviving Band
members—Rick Danko, Leven Helm, and Garth Hudson—are
finishing up the Band's first reunion album. (Robertson is not
involved.) In the same interview, Robertson allowed as how he's
no longer interested in writing "well-crafted songs." Tell me about
—RL
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understand Tiufor the Tillerman. But did the world
really need hi-fi versions of "Brown Sugar" and
"Bitch"? Listening to my copy of Sticky Fingers
and others in the program, the MFSL half-speed
mastering mojo seemed to both dramatically soften the bass and smooth out the high end to so
much feather down. Never noted for their crystalline production, the Glimmer Twins seemed
to almost revel in the Stones' raw, cluttered mixes,
but with its balls cut off and its edge covered with
an Eddie Bauer sleeping bag, Sticky Fingers
sounded about as rockin' as apair of saddle shoes.
What's apoor boy to do but ask, "Why?"
I'll tell you why: because at the time, Audiophilia was in an even worse state of prissiness
than it is now. Whereas today the trend in audiophile recordings is toward real musical validity, Iremember walking into hi-fi huts years ago
and hearing nothing but The Power And The Majesty and direct-to-disc recordings of guys playing
ping-pong. There was, and still is, alarge segment of listeners who liked rock music but also
owned alot of the esoteric audio gear that made
up the vanguard of the high end; companies like
Cotter, Fidelity Research, DCM, and Quad.
These rock-oriented hi-fi enthusiasts quite
rightly felt ill-served by the "audiophile" record companies; what was the point of owning
all that elitist gear in the first place if you didn't
play Audiophile-Approved records on it? Which
meant that in the late '70s/early '80s, you relegated
great music to the back of the peach crate and
pretended to enjoy the sound of weird gongs,
half-assed Japanese jazz, and the incredible realism
of DIGITAL CANNONS: "Betcher needle can't
TRACKIT!" shouted Ned from the sweete spoor
as Barney's pulse raced at the very thought ...
So it's actually easy to see where Mobile Fidelity was coming from: by selling rock music back
to the people with souped-up sound, cool-man
rice-paper sleeves, and alot of techno-jazz about
"Super Vinyl" and refrigerated lacquers, MFSL
made it "okay" to listen to rock again. Okay if
it was an "Original Master Recording:' that is.
So we waited our turn, paid our money, and
wondered where Bill Wyman went on "Sister
Morphine."
Which brings me to The Who, aband as diametrically opposed to the entire Mobile Fidelity
aesthetic as any Ican think of, and my ready
answer when posed the eternal question, "Beades or Stones?" The early Shel Talmy-produced
records like 1965's My Generation were rough,
crude, and edgy;° it took six years and engineer
Glyn Johns to cut the best-sounding record The
Who ever made, 1971's stunning Who's Next.
With its pioneering use of the then-new Arp
synthesizer, and perhaps Keith Moon's finest
8In other words, PERFECT.
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drumming hour, Who's Nut was not only asonic
triumph, but amusical one as well. In fact, given
that The Who's "real" recording career is over,
it's safe to say call Who's Next their high-water
mark; everything the band ever intimated, suggested, and stood for was finally summed up in
acollective musical statement awesome not only
in scope, but in wildly triumphant sonic delivery.
So it's only logical that MFSL skipped it and did
Quadrophenia instead.
1973's Quadrophenia was arock opera about,
and Iquote, "Well, Idon't know. ..
the whole
point of it is that the geezer's completely mixed
up. He doesn't know and Idon't know!' 9 And
to make matters worse, Townshend wanted to
mix the new album with the latest recording
breakthrough: QUADRAPHONICS! Ultimately, the gargantuan hassles of mixing down
to four speakers convinced Pete to release Quadrophenia in stereo anyway, contributing further
to the confusion that seemed to be the guiding
spirit behind the whole project. What Townshend wound up with was amixed bag of murky
sound and equally ephemeral storyline, with
classics like "5.15" and "Love, Reign O'er Me"
interspersed with songs that were, in the words
of bassist John Entwistle, "totally unimaginative from the point of view of sound; every track
sounded exactly like the last one, and the last one
didn't sound very good." 9Even though Quadrophenia was the highest-charting of all The
Who's albums, hitting #2, none of its singles even
cracked the top 40, and today it's considered by
most fans as an interesting but mostly repetitive
asterisk in The Who's catalog. Which begs the
question, "Why did Mobile Fidelity choose such
an uneven album (and adouble album at that) as
Quadrophenia when Who's Next would've made
so much more sense?
Because history repeats itself, that's why;
because CD gave hi-fi the biggest kick in the butt
it'd had in decades, which means that the same
people who needed "hi-fi limited editions" of
their favorite rock LPs now have the two-headed
beast of: a) "Being the obsessive-compulsive I
am, I've replaced all my albums with their CD
counterparts cuz it can never be AND, it's always
gotta be OR"; and b) "YIKES! Says here that all
these CDs were mastered with PCM-1630s
which are crummy so no wonder all my CDs
sound so bad although Inever really felt that they
did until Iread this stuff about the 1630 but doggone it Idon't CARE if Ican't hear the difference
Ibust my ass all day long and it is my birthright
to own the best there is so it is my utmost
PLEASURE to fork over some more green in
order to feel the pride in ownership of these 24kt
9Before 1Cet Old: The Story of The Who, by Dave Marsh, 1983,
St. Martin's Press.
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gold-plated Ultradiscs; because none of the
schmoes who traded in their perfectly good LPs
for the MFSL versions ever figured out that
different doesn't always mean better; because Barnum was tight; because I'll wager that 9/to of the
people who bought MFSI's recut Sticky Fingers
liked it much better than the original pressing
even if they heard, like Idid, the deflated bass and neutered highs, because they bought into the whole
half-speed mastering Svengali act and assured
themselves that while the Original Master
Recording didn't quite get their ya-yas out like
the old stuff,' °it had to be better because of all
the tender lovin' care that went into the program
(sez so right on the inner sleeve); because people are basically snobs and so want the 'best,' but
even more so want someone to tell them what's
best cuz trusting your own sensory input is a
mighty scary proposition indeed; because LPs
are ancient history aside from specialist companies, so MFSL has to offer a'better' version of
whichever format the industry chooses, which
means that if we take it all the way to the mat and
adopt static-RAM storage for commercial audio
release, we can expect MFSL Hyper ICs' with
rhodium-plated leads and promo lit guaranteed
to make you feel inadequate about your 'standard' Sticky Fingers chip. And because someone
at Mobile Fidelity obviously digs Quadrophenia,
which is actually pretty cool when you think
about it, but Istill think it's ashame they chose
to redo this album over Who's Next."
Or is it? Listening to both the standard MCA
CDs and the Ultradisc, I'll be damned if Ican
hear anything that justifies the higher price of the
gold discs: the level of analog tape hiss" is essentially the same on both issues, there's no appreciable increase in dynamic range, and unlike the
MFSL LPs, there's no difference in tonal balance.
Listening on aTheta DS Pro Basic, Imay have
heard avety slight decrease in breakup during the
loudest passages with the Ultradisc, but the
MCA and MFSL CDs sounded similar enough
to me to be identical for all practical purposes! 2
10 A classic example of MBD, or Monkey Bone Denial.
11 Memo to the Recording Industry: The standard disclaimaganda
you affix to AAD and ADD CDs—"The program on this digital
compact disc was originally recorded on analog equipment. The
high resolution of the digital medium can reveal limitations on
the original master tape"—has become atired-ass joke. Could
you please replace it with: "The program on this compact disc
was originally recorded on analog equipment; hence, this CD
probably sounds inferior to that LP you sold to Half Price Books
for acouple of bucks to partially finance your switch-over to CD.
If you run, you might be able to buy all your old records back for
double what you sold them for. HAHAHAHAHAHAHA!"?
12 The Ultradisc edged the MCA in that it includes alittle booklet
that contains all the photos of the original album which the MCA
CD omits, but the Ultradisc also sports this really demented "CD
2001" de-luxe jewel box that's not only much harder to open than
aregular one unless you figure out the special and non-intuitive
way you have to press the lip of the box, but has this weird CD
catapult that lifts the disc up when you finally pry the damn thing
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You see, Quadrophenia is hardly Dark Side of the
Moon; it never sounded that good before, and it
had nothing to do with "primitive" technology
masking the true sonic glory of the original master tapes. Quadrophenia was sonically mediocre
from Day One, and no amount of 24kt goldplate is gonna change it. And you want to know
the sick part, the revelation that's guaranteed to
make you squirm with agony/ecstasy? Iwent to
Half Price Books and bought adecent-looking
LP set of Quadrophenia for $3, and it sounds better
than either CD! Sure, there's that dreaded suditce
noise that makes all true audiophiles scream like
banshees and claw their eyes out in naked fury,
but the LPs just rock harder than the CDs. And
seeing as how Quadrophenia needs all the help it
can get, it matters. A lot.
What, all that "think for yourself" claptrap
before and you're still waiting for me to tell you
what to do? OK: best sound = LP, even afair
used copy. For CD, get the MCA, as it's cheaper
and sounds identical to the Utradisc. Question
Authority. Envision World Peace. Unroll All The
Way Down To The Hair.
—Corey Greenberg
open. Plus, it's got acenter hub that will only hold the disc down
if you open up the jewel bar all the way. Ifeel as if I'm going insane;
what kind of person wakes up in the morning and decides to
design acomplicated, hard-to-use CD jewel box?!
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HI-FI CITY, INC.

NOW!
VANDERSTEEN 3
SPEAKERS
COUNTERPOINT
SOLID STATE
ELECTRONICS
McCORMACK
CD DRIVE

Music by the &a
542 North Hwy. 101
Leucadia, CA
(619) 436-7692

HI-FI
T

150 FIFTH AVENUE, NY, NY TEL: (212) 691-5823 FAX: (212) 691-5824
INTRODUCING
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eee„,, DSP-7000

Reference-Standard Digital Processor
only $1295.
Enlightened Audio Design's DSP-7000 brings you
Acculinear Technology, the ultimate standard of sonic performance.
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THE PERFECT VACUUM TUBE. ..
doesn't just fall off the truck ...and into your equipment.
Locating high quality vacuum tubes is the single greatest challenge facing
manufacturers and owners of tube audio equipment. The simple truth is that tubes,
even from the best manufacturers, are not uniformly good.
At RAM TUBE WORKS, we begin with the best tubes available on the world market.
We subject every tube to rigorous computer testing before we add the RAM brand,
taking 200 different readings from each tube. One tube in one hundred is good
enough for our "SA" grade. And only one out of ten qualifies for the "A" grade. Test
results are supplied with each tube -- right on the box.
With our 90 day warranty, there can be absolutely no question about what you are
getting for your money. Listen and hear for yourself.

The System Works.

RAM TUBE WORKS

AUTHORIZED DEALERS
Acoustic Images
Lafayette, LA

Definitive Audio
Seattle, WA

North West Audio Labs
Corvallis, OR

Sound Components
Miami, FL

Audio Art
Richmond, VA

Galen Carol Audio
San Antonio, TX

OEM Audio
Silver Spring, MD

Sound Consultant
Albuquerque, NM

Audio Consultant
Inverness, CA

GNP Showcase
Pasadena, CA

Omni Sound
Dallas, TX

Stereo Exchange
New York, NY

Audio Solutions
Tucker, GA

HCM Audio
Chico CA

Precision Audio
New York, NY

Stereo Unlimited
San Diego, CA

Audition Audio
Salt Lake City, UT

Mission Audio
Santa Barbara, CA

Progressive Audio
Medford, OR

Tiger Tech
Las Vegas, NV

Brooks Berdan, Ltd.
Monrovia, CA

Musical Fidelity
Culver City, CA

Rosine Audio
Skokie, IL

Tin Ear Stereo
Richland, WA

C&M Stereo Unlimited.
Concord, CA

Music By The Sea
Leucadia, CA

Salon 1 Audio, Ltd.
Wisconsin Rapids, WI

The Tweak Shop
Santa Rosa, CA

The Cable Company
Point Pleasant, PA

The Music Room
Los Angeles, CA

Sound II
North Dartmouth, MA

Welborne Labs
Littleton, CO

North Country Audio
Redwood, NY

Sound By Singer
New York, NY
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XIV

Volume XIV of Stereophile was published in 1991, with Volume XIII
covering 1990; XII, 1989; XI, 1988; X, 1987; IX, 1986; VIII, 1985;
VII, 1984; VI, 1983; V, 1982; IV, 1977-81; III, 1971-1977; 11,1967-71;
and I, 1962-67. All issues listed are available from our back-issue
department; if out of print, they can be supplied in Xerox form except
for Vol.9 No.7 (which is available as ablack-and-white reprint), Vol.10
No3, and Vol.12 No.10. See the advertisement in this issue for details.
ARTICLES & OTHERWISE
Ais for Ampere UGH)
3-71
Aaron Copland, 1900-1990 (Schneider)
3-165
Are Audiophiles Music-Lovers? (Yates)
11-81
Audio, Precision, & Measurement (RH)
1-102
Aunt Corey's Passive Preamplifier (CG)
11-91
Basso Profundo (Colloms)
12-95
Bob Dylan Bootleg Series, The (Lehnert)
7-164
Cables 0E)
10-212
CD Tweaks (PvW)
11-191
CES Reports:
Summer 1991
(LA)
8-242
(CG)
8-68
(RH)
8-91
(LL)
8-101
(PWM)
9-47
Winter 1991
(RD)
5-65
(RH)
5-91
(PV/M)
5-103
(TIN)
5-73
(DO)
5-87
Clocked! (Blackburn)
6-124
Complete Stax/Volt Singles, The (CG)
9-195
Controversy:
Cable listening tests
7-41
Digital data reduction
4-5,5-5,9-61,12-65 & 66
Mail-order vs traditional retailers
3-13 & 242,6-35 & 103,8-25,9-83,11-25
Profane language
7-23,9-21,10-23,12-47
Stereophile's 1990 "CD Tweak" listening
tests
2-53,4-37,5-29,6-21
The Tice TPT Clock
1-297,3-5 & 159,6-25,285 & 322,8-19
Lindsay-Geyer & signal velocity in magnetic
cables
2-158,4-23,6-215 & 279,8-17 & 170,11-37
Tube rolling & the KT90 output tube
6-289,10-196
Dispatches from the Front (Singer,Cheney,Schuurman)
Edo de Waart's M.O. (Martin)
Engineer's Choice UGH)
Give My Regards to Broadway (Deutsch)
Great "Lost" Beach Boys Albums, The (Lehnert)
ILove Chicago in June: How About You?
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4-221
8-185
6-227
2-180

(CG,LL,RH)
8-63
Increasing Importance of the Smaller Difference,
The (RH)
9-86
Index to Stereophile Volumes XII & XIII
1-285
Interviews:
Richard Cabot (Audio Precision) (RH)
1-102
Bill Low (AudioQuest) UA)
2-5
David Manley (VTL) (RH)
6-128
Nicholas McGegan (Conklin)
12-195
Yehudi Menuhin (Stevens)
9-170
Nelson Pass (Threshold) (TJN)
11-106
Bob Stuart (Meridian) (RH)
9-86
Richard Thompson (St.John)
10-228
Jan Timmer (Philips) (Fox)
4-63
Edo de Waart (Martin)
4-221
In Search of Canadian Vinyl (Deutsch)
2-115
Leonard Bernstein, 1918-1990 (Schneider 8c Conklin) 1-238
Loudspeaker frequency response UA)
10-205
Miles Davis, 1926-1991 (Ullman)
12-187
Pavane pour un Dealer Défunt (Willis)
7-73
Presence of aLiving Past, The (Crabbe)
3-179
Recommended Components
4-113,10-111
Records to Die For
1-118
Reviewer's Diary, A (MC)
11-200
Room Enough? (TJN)
10-93
Santa Barbara Sessions, The (TJNJA)
2-86
So How Come You're Not Famous? (St.John)
10-228
Simple Sounds Better (TJN)
11-106
Symposium, aConcert, aConversation, A (Stevens) .
9-170
Tubes, Logic, & Audiophile Sound (RH)
6-128
What IListen for in Digital Components (RH)
11-142
What's Old News is More News Than New News
(Conklin)
12-195
Who is Corey Greenberg? (CG)
4-191
Winning at the WCES (RDJJN,DO,RH,PWM)
5-64
You Can Go Home Again (Lemcoe)
6-108
As WE SEE I
T
"Academic?" (The Academy for the Advancement of High-End
Audio) OA)
6-5
"As Stereophile's Equipment Reviewers See It"
12-5
"Bit-rate Reduction or Data Compression?" (RH)
5-5
"The Day the Music Died" UA)
11-5
"I Thought You Were My Friend" (conflicts of interest) (RH)9-5
"Just What Is High End Anyway? (RH)
7-5
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At fast...
speaker resonance 6ecornes
ci tfiin9 of the
past.

Acoustic Beasts_
Speaker Enhancements

Speaker resonances are the small vibrations in the speaker cabinet.
These vibrations produce unwanted sound waves that detract from
the potential sound quality of the speakers. Acoustic Ballasts,
being composed of aunique blend of elements, offer incomparable
resonance control.
By positioning Acoustic Ballasts on top of speakers, resonance is
dissipated. Once this resonance is removed -lucidity is renewed, bass
is extended and detail is uncompromised. Utilizing different
quantities of Acoustic Ballasts fine tunes speakers like never before.
Each Ballast comes in black Cordura fabric approximately measuring
7"x11"x2" and weighing 25 lbs. Custom sizes and colors available
upon request.
A Sound Idea from Wise Enterprises.
2025 Peters Colony, Carrollton, TX, (214) 492-8702
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"On Gravity, Clocks, and Audio Dragons" (myth and magic in
aud
"Stereophile's Writers on an Audio Quest"
2-5
"Subjective Fact or Objective Fantasy?" (JA)
8-5
"The Tragedy of High-End Audio" (RH)
(the High End's neglect of women)
10-5
"Were Those Ears So Golden?" (Philips DCC) (RH)
.
4-5
"Working in the Front Line" (reviewers 8t reviewing)
(Colloms)
1-5

BOOK REVIEWS
Break On Through: The Life and Death ofJim Morrison,
Riordan & Prochnicky (121)
9-111
High Fidelity Audio/Video Systems, Ferstler (CG)
12-113
Riders on the Storm: My Life with fim Morrison and The Doors,
Densmore (FtL)
9-111
BUILDING A LIBRARY
Beethoven's Symphony 4(Frank)
5-163
Brahms's Symphony 1(Frank)
9-185
Brahms's Piano Sonata in f(Jahn)
6-221
The Centennial Collection: Chicago Symphony Orchestra
(Schneider)
4-237
Elgar's Symphony 1(Jahn)
10-219
Handel's Messiah (Althouse)
12-216
Mozart's Cost fan suite (Levine)
8-174
Richard Strauss's Also Sprarh Zarathustra (Benson)
7-153
Stravinsky's Rite of Spring (Benson)
11-203
Vaughan Williams's A Sea Symphony (Schneider)
2-171
William Walton's Symphonies 18t 2(Jahn)
3-171
THE FINAL WORD (LARRY ARCHIBALD)
The Best Deals in the World
2-258
The Fifth Stereophile Writers Conference
9-258
J. Gordon Holt
1-322
LP listening & LP deals
4-322
The Maturity of the High End
8-242
The Oakland/Berkeley fire
12-290
Ralph, Stereophile's Christmas dog, to 1979-1991 ... 11-290
Readers & Letters
5-226
Recession—Our Old Friend
1-322
Recommended Components
9-258
The state of high-end retailing
7-226
Stereophile acquires the Schwann record catalogs
6-322
Stereophile launches aChinese edition
6-322
Stereophile's second LP
1-322,4-322
Support your specialist retailer
3-242
The Taiwan High End Hi-Fi Show
10-322
The Tice TPT Clock
6-322
The SCES
8-242
THE GROUND FLOOR (PETER W.
MITCHELL)
The effect of humidity on concert-hall sound
2-105
Panasonic SL-NP1A portable CD player
11-73
Phase response
9-105
Plugs, sockets, and connectors
8-117
Poor CD player low-level linearity obscures recorded ambience
11-75
Speaker builders
6-145
Stereo imaging & speaker matching
9-105
Why tubular enclosures make good subwoofers
3-97
INDUSTRY UPDATE (NEWS)
16-bit digital audio for 8mm video (PWM)
5-45
The 10th International AES Conference, "Images of Audio"
(RH)
12-66
The 89th AES Convention, Los Angeles 1990 (RH) ... 1-63
The 90th AES Convention, Paris 1991 (RH)
6-59
The 1990 CE-EX (Deutsch)
1-75
The 1990 Heathrow Penta Show (TJN)
2-68
The 1991 Frankfurt High-End Show (MS)
12-83
The 1991 Heathrow Penta Show (KK)
10-69,12-87
The 1991 Taiwan High End Hi-Fi Show (RH)
11-57
Acoustic Research collaborates with Mark Levinson of Cello
(JA)
9-38
Acoustic Sounds to remaster analog LPs (JA)
7-45
AES blind cable listening tests
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Analog tape storage problems (PWM)
7-47
Arcam Dolby-S cassette deck (KK)
5-45
Audition New Age music by phone (JE)
12-81
Barcus-Berry "improves" acoustic piano sound (JA) ... 9-45
BBC reissues classic direct-to-disc recordings (KK) .... 7-49
BBN to re-investigate analog copy protection (PWM) .. 7-41
William Busiek, 1923-1991 (PWM)
10-59
Canon introduces omnidirectional loudspeakers (KK) .9-53
CD prices remain static (PWM)
7-43
CD Stoplight copied by UK company (KK)
3-35
CD tweaks (PWM)
6-57,9-45
CES to admit consumers (PWM)
11-45,12-63
Chesky "Bonger" track reveals CD player problems
(PWM)
7-45,8-53
The Chicago CES (PWM)
9-47
Cinema sound (PWM)
12-76
Companies start up, companies fold (JA)
1-83
Contour biasing for analog cassettes (Fox)
1-57
Anthony H. Cordesman (PWM)
6-81
Norman H. Crowhurst, 1913-1991 (JA)
9-37
Decca upgrade to UltraAnalog ADCs (PWM)
5-45
Denon quad-density CD (TJN)
10-59
Denon recordable CD system launched (PWMTJN) 10-57
Digital Audio Broadcasting in the US (PWM)... 6-51,11-46
Digital data compression & listening tests (MC)
9-61
Digital data compression & sound quality
(PWM,RH)
12-65 & 66
Digital recorder and media "royalty" tax proposed
(JAJFLPWM)
9-35,10-47 & 51
Digital technology used to "improve" historic recordings
(CG)
8-35
EIA accepts principle of royalty on digital recorders & tape
(PWM)
8-34
EIA reactivates IHF amplifier committee (PWM)
3-35
Eureka Archimedes Project (TJN)
11-49
Leo Fender, 1909-1991 (CG)
6-71
Finial laser turntable available in the US (PWM)
6-55
The Frox media system (JA)
9-45
Gamma-ray irradiation of CDs improves sound? (DO) 6-57
Garrott Brothers commit suicide (JA)
8-34
Genesis Technologies (JA,PWM)
1-83,2-68
High-end deaths (JA)
11-46
Hi-Fi magazines in the UK (KK)
4-89
Hi-Fi separates sales (minus CD players) same in 1990 as in 1983
(TJN)
10-63
High End to get better CES treatment (PWM)
5-45
Home taping & the RIAA (Hannold)
3-57,4-85
How loud is loud? (PWM)
2-84
Hughes Aircraft enters loudspeaker field (PWM)
7-49
lsosonics folds (JA,PWM)
1-83,2-79
Jitter in digital audio (PvW)
10-63
JVC research (TJN)
3-45
LEAP loudspeaker design program (JA)
11-57
Linn Selekt Records reissues classic recordings on LP
(KK)
8-57
Loudspeaker second thoughts (PWM)
4-91
Bob Ludwig makes CDs sound like LPs (PWM)
3-41
Magnum Dynalab & Belles Research form OCM (JA) .
7-49
Marantz US distribution by B&O (JA)
7-49
Matsushita announces support for DCC (MC)
8-53
Ed Meitner and Analog Devices investigate jitter reduction
(RH)
9-38
Mission, Sansui, & Polly Peck International (JA)
4-85
Monitor Audio Studio 15 loudspeaker (PWM)
3-57
New British loudspeakers & amplifiers (KK)
2-77,3-41
PARA (Professional Audio-Video Retailers Association) (LA)5-39
Philips Classics Recording Center (PvW)
3-38
Philips purchases Marantz (JA,PWM)
1-83,3-43
Philips DCC (PWM)
1-85,2-79,3-37,4-47 &
77,5-39,6-75,8-41,12-63
Philips DCC and its impact on the record industry (MC)9-57
Philips DCC, the record industry, & Philips President Jan Timmer
(BF)
4-63
Philips DCC uses PASC data reduction (PvW)
4-69
Philips DCC vs R-DAT (RH)
4-81
Philips gets licence for Sony Mini Disc (PWM)
12-65
Pink Triangle offers power supply for Linn Sondek
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"With the Sumo, Ibellowed
out an involuntary and quite
audible 'Yeah!' .
Tom Norton, Stereophile Magazine, Vol. 14 No. 6, June 1991

"...there was no escaping the Andromeda ll's
clear, open, transparent sound ...in this price and
power range, Iwould not make a decision until I
had auditioned the Sumo."
Tom Norton, Stereophile Magazine, Vol. 14 No. 6, June 1991

East: Harvey Electronics, Locations throughout New York, (212) 575-5000
West: Sound Company, Locations in San Diego County (619) 582-4148
WorldRadioHistory

(KK)
2-79,3-43
Pioneer introduces new CD players (PWM)
7-53
Poor 1991 SCES attendance (TJN)
11-45
PSB loudspeakers best with grilles on (PWM) ... 4-91,6-81
Recording engineers in two minds about digital (RH) ..
6-81
Reference Recordings acquire half-speed mastering lathe
(AB)
9-38
Klaus Renner, 1956-1991 (MS)
12-63
The return of Peter Belt (KK)
1-53,11-53
RIAA issues LP, CD, & cassette sales statistics (JA) .... 6-53
Roland Sound Space surround-sound process (KK)
.
6-77
Richard Ross (KK)
12-63
Sennheiser purchases Neumann (PWM)
3-43
Solid-state analog signal storage (DAS)
7-45
Sony Mini Disc (PWM,RH)
5-39,7-55,8-39 te 47
SOTA bought by Jack Shafton (JA)
5-45
Swan's Speakers &Jim Bock (LA)
11-45
Telarc using UltraAnalog ADCs (PWM)
6-75
Theta to continue DS Pro Basic production (JA)
11-46
Threshold uses IGBT output devices (PWM)
2-77
Floyd Toole elected 1992 AES President (PWM)
12-83
Transformer-coupled microphones offer better sound
(PWM)
4-85
Tubed subwoofers (PWM)
3-55
Wharfedale Diamond IV price drops with new distributor
(JA)
8-36

SAM'S

SPACE (SAM ThLLIG)

Adcom GFA-565 monoblock power amplifier
4-97
Apogee Stage loudspeaker
3-63
Audio Alchemy Digital Decoding Engine v1.0
10-79
Audiophile foibles
6-93
B&K Sonata Pro IOMC preamplifier
5-53
1321cK Sonata M-200 monoblock power amplifier
1-89,2-99,3-63
Celestion SL700SE loudspeaker
10-77
Disastrous demonstrations
3-66,6-93
Golden Dragon tubes
9-77
High-end opinions and Adcoms
7-61
Invites the magazine's readers to Russia
1-99,2-101,6-98,7-62,9-79
Jadis Defy 7power amplifier
9-69
Japanese vibration-damping discs
6-95
Perfectionist Audio IDOS
10-81
Perfectionist Audio DIF
10-82
Quicksilver Silver Edition KT88 monoblock power amplifier
9-72
Reports that the Brass Ear is selling his WATT/Puppies
4-107
Univocal lsopods
10-82
Valve Amplification Company PA90 monoblock power amplifier
9-72
EQUIPMENT REPORTS
Accessories & Headphones
AKG K-1000 headphones (BSJA)
3-142,5-154
AKG K-280 Parabolic headphones (BS)
3-142
Allsop Reference Bands (PvW)
11-191
Arcici Lead Balloon turntable stand (TJN)
11-184
Arcici Superstructure I& Il equipment racks (TJN). 11-184
Audio Advisor Tripplite LCR-2400 AC Line Conditioner
(CG)
11-171
Audio Express NoiseTrapper Plus AC Line Conditioner
(CG)
11-171
Audio Express NoiseTrapper 2000 AC Line Conditioner
(CG)
11-171
Audio Power Industries Power Wedge Model 1AC Line
Conditioner (CG)
11-171
AudioPrism CD Stoplight (PvW)
11-191
Beyerdynamic Cff 990 Pro headphones (BS)
3-142
Beyerdynamic DT 325 headphones (BS)
3-142
Beyerdynamic IRS 690 cordless headphones (BS) .. .. 7-148
CD Saver (PvW)
11-191
Counterpoint PAC-5 AC Line Conditioner (CG)
11-171
Counterpoint PAC-15 AC Line Conditioner (CG)
11-171
Denon AH-D900 headphones (BS)
3-142
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Discwasher CD player lens cleaner (PvW)
11-191
Ensemble Isotrans AC Isolation Transformer (CG)
11-171
Finyl CD treatment (PvW)
11-191
Grado HP 1headphones (GAGJA)
5-143 & 154
JVC HA-D990 Digital Reference headphones (BS) ...8-159
Koss PRO/450 headphones (BS)
8-159
Koss PRO 99 headphones (BS)
8-159
Koss TNT 88 headphones (BS)
8-159
Koss PRO 75 headphones (BS)
8-159
Koss PRO/4 AAA Plus headphones (BS)
8-159
LAST 6CD Treatment (PvW)
11-191
Nakamichi SP-7 headphones (BS)
8-159
Perfectionist Audio Components IDOS AC Line Conditioner
(ST,CG)
10-81,11-171
Perfectionist Audio Components DIF Digital Interference Filter
(ST,CG)
10-82,11-171
Pickering CD-5 headphones (BS)
8-159
Pro Sona CD Sound Enhancer (ST,PVW)
1-97,11-191
Sanus Systems Model CF45 Component Foundation (TJN)
11-184
Sennheiser HD420SL headphones (JA)
5-154
Signet EP-700 headphones (BS)
8-159
SimplyPhysics Isostand turntable stand (TJN)
11-184
Sony MDR-E484 headphones (BS)
8-159
Sony MDR-CD333 headphones (BS)
8-159
Sony MDR-V6 headphones (BS)
8-159
Sony MDR-CD999 headphones (BS)
8-159
Stanton SRS-265 headphones (BS)
8-159
Stax SR-34 Professional headphones (BS)
3-142
Stax Gamma headphones (BS)
3-142
Stax Gamma Pro headphones (BS)
3-142
Stax Lambda Pro 3headphones (GAGJA)
5-143 & 154
Stax ED-1 Diffuse-Field Headphone Equalizer (GAGJA)
5-143 & 154
TDK Digital Noise Absorbers (ST)
1-95
Tice TM' Clock (STTJNJ A)
1-97.3-5 & 159
Univocal lsopods (ST)
10-82
Amplifiers (integrated)
Ensemble B-50 Tiger (GL)
Lectron JH 30 (JE)

5-135
10-161

Amplifiers (power)
Adcom GFA-565 monoblock (ST,TJN) ....4-97,6-194,7-61
Audio Research Classic 60 (JA)
9-138
Audio Research Classic 150 monoblock (JE)
11-123
Audio Research D240 (MC)
12-120
B&K Sonata M-200 monoblock (ST)
1-89,2-99,3-63
Boulder 500AE (JGH)
10-147
Counterpoint SA-100 (CG)
4-174
Goldmund Mimesis 8(IA)
9-138
Jadis Defy 7(ST)
9-69
Jeff Rowland Design Group Model 1(TJN) ...4-162,9-163
Krell KSA-250 (LL,RHJA)
1-170,9-138
Krell KST-100 (MC)
7-96
Manley Reference 350 monoblock (JGH)
2-119
Mark Levinson No.23.5 (JA)
9-138
Mark Levinson No.29 (TJN)
4-162
Muse Model 100 (CG)
4-174
Nairn NAP 140 (RH)
2-134
Nestorovic NA-1 monoblock (DO)
9-130
Quicksilver Silver Edition KT88 monoblock (ST)
9-72
Sumo Polaris II (CG)
4-174
Sumo Andromeda II (TJN)
6-194
Threshold SA/12e (TJN)
9-163
Threshold S/550e (RH,TJN)
1-181,9-163
Valve Amplification Company PA90 monoblock (ST,D0)
9-72,11-129
VTL Tiny Triode monoblock (CG)
4-174
VTL Compact 160 monoblock (CG)
8-143
VTL 225 Deluxe monoblock (RH)
10-196
Amplifiers (preamps)
Audio Research SP9 Mk.II (GL)
Audio Research LS2 (RH)
B&K Sonata Pro IOMC (ST)
Conrad-Johnson PV11 (RD)
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INTRODUCING DANA AUDIO'S
$11000 SPEAKER...
FOR $395 PER PAIR.
Now from the creators of
the highly acclaimed Dana
Audio Model 1, comes the
new Dana Audio Model 2f. The
innovative "semi cylindrical"
cabinet eliminates the boxy
sound. Our unique shape
combined with our 3
/"oak ve4
neered MDF front panel, reduces standing waves and
cabinet resonance.
THE DANA AUDIO MODEL
2f USES THE BEST DOME
TWEETER MADE! The 1"
metal dome SEAS tweeter is
the same found on speakers
costing over $1000. It's
smooth ...it's fast ...with
an exceptionally low 660hz
free air resonance. An excellent low bass is created when
our tweeter is combined with
our very smooth and controlled 8" poly-cone woofer.

$395

ppelurspsahiripping

(State &city taxes where applicable)

The Dana Audio Model 2f and the Dana Audio
Model 1are purchased direct from our factory
with a15 day trial period.
FOR INFORMATION OR TO ORDER:
512-454-3233

dana
audio

5555 N. Lamar Blvd./Suite K-113
Austin, Texas 78751

The original Dana Audio Model 1"squeezes
the most music out of the least money"
(Stereophile Recommended Components—
Apri11991, Vol. 14 No. 4) Still only $179
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plus shipping per pair

Jeff Rowland Design Group Consonance (TJN)
3-114
Krell KBL (LL)
8-137
Krell KSL (MC)
7-96
Music And Sound DCC-1 D/A preamplifier (RH) ... 3-122
Naim NAC 62 with Hi-Cap power supply (RH)
2-134
Threshold FET tunde (RD)
12-147
Threshold FET trole (DO)
3-130
Pickup Cartridges
AudioQuest AQ 7000 (RH)
Benz-Micro MC-3 (TJN)
Dynavector XX-1L (7)N)
Koetsu Pro IV (DO)

6-182
8-122
5-117,8-122
12-136

CD Players, Transports, & D/A Processors
Audio Alchemy Digital Decoding Engine v1.0 (RH,ST)
8-131,10-79
Audio Research DAC1-18 D/A converter (RH)
6-163
Audio Research DAC1-20 D/A processor (RH)
12-182
California Audio Labs Aria Mk.III (TJN,MC) .1-190,2-167
California Audio Labs Tercet Mk.III (GL)
2-124
Luxman D-105u (GL)
2-124
Meridian 602 CD transport (JA)
6-187
The Mod Squad Prism II (TJN)
1-190
Muscat.= Melior Bitstream D/A converter (RH)
3-135
Music And Sound DCC-1 DiA preamplifier (RH) . 3-122
NAD 5000 (TJN)
1-190
Panasonic SL-NP1A portable (PWM)
11-73
Philips LHH500 (TJN,MC)
1-190,2-167
Pioneer PD-75 (TJN)
12-140
Proceed PCD 2(RH)
5-150
Proceed PDP 2D/A processor (RH)
5-150
Proceed PDT 2CD transport (RH)
5-122
PS Audio SuperLink D/A processor (RH)
4-154
Rotel RCD-855 (RH,MC)
2-164 & 167
Sony CDP-X77ES (TJN)
1-190
Theta Data Universal CD transport (11H)
11-139
Theta DS Pro Prime D/A processor (RH)
11-144
VTL Reference DIA Converter (RH)
6-219
Wadia WT-2000 CD transport (AB)
5-126
Wadia WT-3200 CD transport (RH)
6-190
Wadia Digimaster 2000 digital processor (RH)
6-212,10-202
Wadia Digimaster X-32 digital processor (RH,PvW)
6-212,10-69
Loudspeakers at subwoofers
Acoustat Spectra 1100 (GUA)
8-151,10-205
Apogee Stage (MC,STJA,RH,GL;TJN)
2-167,3-63,7-148,10-205
AR Spirit 152 (JA,RH,GLTIN)
7-111,10-205
Avalon Eclipse (JA)
1-225,10-205
B&W Matrix 800 (LLJA)
6-151,10-205
B&W Matrix 804 (TJN)
11-150
B&W DM310 (JA,RH,GLTJN)
7-111,10-205
Celestion SL700SE (ST)
10-77
Epos ESII QA,RH,GLTJN)
7-111,10-205
Genesis Technologies IM5200 (TJN)
10-172
Genesis Technologies Servo 10 subwoofer (13N). .. 10-172
Gradient SW-63 subwoofer (LG)
10-184
Icon Lumen (JA,RH,GLTJN)
7-111,10-205
Hales System 2(RHJA)
4-200,10-205
JBL XPL-160 (TJNJA)
2-152,10-205
JBL XPL-90 (JA,RH,GLTJN)
7-111,10-205
JM Lab Micron (DOJA)
9-152,10-205
KEF R107/2 (JA)
5-108,10-205
Magnepan MG2.6/R (J A)
11-164
Martin-Logan Sequel II (MC)
2-167
Martin-Logan CLS LIA (JE)
12-124
MB Quart 490 MCS (JA,RH,GLTJN)
7-111,10-205
Meridian 06000 (RHJA)
9-116,10-205
Monitor Audio Studio 20 (RH)
12-168
Mordaunt-Short MS 3.30 (JA,RH,GLTIN).. .7-111,10-205
Muse Model 18 active subwoofer (RH,CG)
7-104,8-143,10-201
Nestorovic Type SAS Mk.IV (DOJA)
9-130,10-205
Phase Technology PC-80 (RHJA) ....1-214,9-159,10-205
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Phase Technology PC-90 subwoofer (RH)
9-159
ProAc Response Three (JE)
9-126
PSB Stratus Gold (TJNJA)
2-146,10-205
PSB 40 Mk.II (JA,RH,GLTJN)
7-111,10-205
Snell Type B (RH)
12-130
Snell Type C/IV (RHJA)
4-208,10-205
Snell Type EMI (LGJA)
10-166
Snell Type Kill (RHJA,RH,GLTJN)... 1-214,7-111,10-205
Spendor S100 (JA)
12-175
Vicia Pro-5 Prestige (DOJA)
10-205,11-159
Wharfedale Diamond IV (JA,RH,GLTIN)
7-111,8-36,10-205
Wilson Audio WATT 2(JA)
Wilson Audio WATT 3(JA)
Wilson Audio Puppy subwoofer (JA)

6-171
6-171,10-205
6-171

Interconnect & speaker cable
Cables (JE)
10-212
Lindsay-Geyer highly magnetic interconnect & speaker cable
(DOJA,D0)
2-158,6-215,8-170
Recording Equipment
B&K 4006 microphone (JA)

10-205

Tonearms
Eminent Technology Model 2modifications (GL) .. 10-193
Graham Model 1.5 (DO,TJN)
3-107,8-122
Oracle SME 345 (TJN)
8-122
SME Series V (TJN)
8-122
Tuners & Antennae
AudioPrism 8500 FM antenna (BS)
AudioSource TNR One (DAS)
Day-Sequerra FM Reference (LG)
Kenwood L1000-T (DAS)
Soundstream T-1 (DAS)

6-205
3-141
12-156
6-207
11-182

Turntables
Linn Axis (CG)
7-86
Linn Sondek LP12 with Lingo power supply (JA) .... 1-210
Oracle Delphi Mk.IV (TJN)
8-122
Space & Time Aura (TJN)
8-122
The Super Revolver (CG)
7-86
The Well-Tempered Record Player (CG)
7-86
Video Equipment
Pioneer CLD-V710 Laser Karaoke/CD/CDV/LD player
(CG)
12-144
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* CEO ADIO

ALL THE BEST AND WHERE TO HEAR IT
"without the usual high end attitudes"

"We give you hi-fi peace of mind"
CELEBRATING OUR 15th ANNIVERSARY NOW !!
ARAGON
BASIS

• ACURUS

•

• KRELL

BOSTON ACOUSTICS

• KRELL DIGITAL
•

B&W

•

• AUDIO RESEARCH

CAL AUDIO LABS

•

STAX

CARDAS
GRADO

• COGELCO • DAY-SEQUERRA • NAD • FOSGATE • GRAHAM
• JADIS
• KOETSU
• ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
• LUXMAN

THIEL

•

MARTIN-LOGAN

•

PHILIPS
•
POLK
•
PROAC
•
STRAIGHTWIRE
• SUMIKO
• VPI
TRADE-INS WELCOME

•

MUSIC & SOUND

•

DUNTECH

SCIENTIFIC FIDELITY
•
SILTEC
• WADIA
• WELL-TEMPERED

EXCELLENT SERVICE

•

GOOD DEALS

193 BELLEVUE AVE., UPPER MONTCLAIR, N.J. 201 744-0600

Integrated Systems
Cardas

Avalon

Eskeri
Golden

P2 -CD Tranàport

M-120 Tube Amplifiers
Reference Line

Eclipse

Please call to audition
this and other fine systems
D2 -DA Converter
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Perfectionist Attenuator
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209-298-8888
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M ANUFACTURERS' C OMMENTS
of random folks in to form ablind-test listening
A M ANLEY QUESTION
committee. Then the choice of equipment and
Editor:
microphones, and the position of the microIcount myself fortunate to have attended Robert
phones, could be simply settled by a"betHarley's well-prepared presentation at the New
ter/worse/no (statistical) difference" counted
York AES conference on the seemingly thorny
vote and then we'd have better recording as well
topic of the validity of subjective critical assessment of audio equipment (le, arrived at [during]
as playback judgments.
Q.E.D.
DAVID MANLEY
the "listening process"). Bob spoke with conVacuum Tube Logic
viction and authority, and I'd opine that the transcript of his talk would much be enjoyed in these
ULTRAANALOG ON RH
pages. [It appears in this issue as "The Listeners' ManEditor:
ifesto."—Ed.]
re: Robert Harley's paper presented at the AES
When it came to "question time" there were
Convention in October 1991, "The Role of Critmany more people lined up to cross-question
ical Listening in Evaluating Audio Equipment
Bob than time permitted ...
Ihad aquestion
all but bursting out of me—a question Iwished
Quality?'
Congratulations to Robert Harley for presentto put, not to Bob (for Iam in full accord with
ing one of the best papers at the Audio Enhis viewpoint), but to all those assembled in
gineering Society convention on October 4-8,
the conference room.
1991. Robert is to be commended for his couDavid Clark, in the role of moderator, stipurageous efforts in addressing the professional
lated that "questions" be just that and kindly
audio engineering community, which has reinsisted that "statements" were not welcome.
cently been at odds with high-end reviewers.
But, in the refreshingly democratic atmosphere
Iam uncertain when the "great debate" beof Stereophile's pages, Ibeg to combine some
gan, but very aware that most of the professtatement content with my question, please:
sional community falls into the objectivist category
Statement: Record companies (the source of
while the high-end audio community clearly
all material) pay top money to the best recording engineers to select the equipment for a falls into the subjectivist category.
Having spent much of my career as an elecsession—microphones especially—and then to
trical design engineer, Iunderstand why many
place the chosen microphones optimally and
engineers are quick to assume that "anything
mix and/or EQ them according to what the enthat can be heard can be measured." Engineers
gineer's "trained ear" and experience tell him ...
in
are trained to perform electrical measurements
essence, they are paying for his hearing acuity
to quantify the performance of agiven circuit.
and, obviously, they don't doubt that the enMany audio engineers believe that by measuring
gineer will honestly put his or her best effort
distortion, S/N ratio, frequency response, linearinto getting the best sound.
ity, etc., they can adequately (and accurateQuestion: Since the recording itself was brought
ly) characterize the performance of audio equipabout by the aurally subjective decisions of the
ment. A small percentage of these objectivists
recording engineer, why is it not believable that
actually listens to the equipment they develop.
other similarly trained and experienced ears
Many may feel they do not possess "golden
would not be equally able to adjudge the merit
ears"; hence, why bother. Others may not have
of the playback and playback equipment?
exposure to ahigh-resolution playback sysOr, then again, maybe the entire recording
tem or the desire to listen.
industry has got it wrong: They could be saving
As president of UltraAnalog, Iam positioned
aton of money by dispensing with costly "en(for business reasons) directly on the fence that
gineers with expert ears" and simply get abunch
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5ignal

that's

#35
Audio Cables

Available Through:
Audio Illusions—East Detroit, MI (313) 772-8822
Precision Audio—Moorpark, CA (805) 523-3005
Audio Perfection—Minneapolis, MN (612) 866-0083
Audio Classics—Oklahoma City, OK (405) 842-3033
Hi Fi Sound Electronics—Minneapolis, MN (612) 339-6251
Lyric Hi Fi —New York, NY (212) 439-1900 (914) 949-7500, (212) 769-4600
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separates objectivists from subjectivists. Our firm
supplies high-resolution A/D and DIA converters
to both the high-end community and the professional audio equipment companies. In our experience, high-end customers decide whether to
use our products based strictly upon their subjective evaluations, in many cases after countless
hours of critical listening. In contrast, most professional audio equipment customers evaluate the
published specifications and perform various
electrical measurements as the criteria to accept
or reject our components. Hence, we find ourselves on the fence.
The design of our products has generally been
based upon improving the known measurable
electrical parameters that indicate adevice will
sound bad. To this end, we have purchased seven
Audio Precision System One Analyzers and
developed proprietary digital test capabilities that
allow us to evaluate components with up to 24
bits of resolution. We carefully study subjective
reviews and published research to help us understand which measurements parameters adversely
affect audio quality. We also frequently measure
our customers' products, which provides useful insight when we later read the reviewers'
comments. By using every readily available tool,
we expect to develop converters and other audio
components that offer superior sonic characteristics and excellent measured performance.
Our design methodology has recently been
influenced by obtaining feedback directly from
the high-end manufacturers and from recording engineers who may have "golden ears!' The
benefit of this feedback is that we can avoid
designing to astrict specification and aim at the
subjective goal of improved listening quality. The
drawback is that we are dependent on obtaining
subjective evaluations from outside sources. In
the future, we are hopeful that critical listening
evaluations on our own playback systems will
augment the subjective feedback obtained from
outside sources.
Stereophile readers may find it interesting to
learn how our "on the fence" position influenced
arecent circuit design. Our latest product, a20bit audio A/D converter, the ADC 20048-A, was
developed with the goal of achieving the best
possible sonic characteristics. Subjective evaluation from aknowledgeable customer indicated
that our new A/D converter must exhibit acomplete absence of idle tones (low-level spurious
frequencies independent of signal). At acritical
point in the development cycle, the measured
dynamic range for this product was slightly
compromised in order to assure that the converter would be completely free of idle tones. At
the conclusion of the development cycle, critical
listening tests confirmed that the ADC 20048-A
achieved the desired sonic goal. Already, asig-
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nificant number of highly respected recording
and mastering engineers have endorsed this new
converter. If any Stereophde readers wish to hear
CDs digitally mastered with this converter, they
should listen to the most recent offerings from
Chesky Records, beginning with Paquito
D'Rivera (JD60) and Kenny Rankin (JD63).
Other recent releases using the ADC 20048-A
are available from Telarc, Sony Classical, A&M,
and others.
UltraAnalog recognizes the importance of
both listening (subjective) and measuring (objective) when designing audio products. The challenge we face is how to achieve subjective analysis
as part of the development cycle ...
in atimely
manner. Although our employees listen to the components, we do not profess to have golden ears.
And, even with asignificant investment already
made in high-end components, our playback
systems may not equal those used by reviewers.
Finally, we encourage the continued efforts of
subjective reviewers to qualify the sonic characteristics of audio components, keeping in mind
the common goal stated by Robert Harley in his
AES paper: "When afaceless listener somewhere
in the world sits down before his playback system with his favorite music, he experiences the
greatest joy our technology can convey!'
RICHARD I
.POWERS
President, UltraAnalog, Inc.
MIRROR IMAGE

1.1 S+

POWER AMPLIFIER
Editor:
Iwould like to take this opportunity to thank Mr.
Tellig for the laudatory commentary pertaining
to his audition of our 1.1S+ amplifier.
His comments with respect to the aesthetic
appeal of the product are, of course, greatly
appreciated, as we certainly take significant pride
in those aspects of our design(s). However, Iam
appreciably more gratified by his most favorable
acknowledgement with respect to the sonic virtues of the unit.
Mr. Tellig's appreciation for exquisite-sounding
components is well recognized, and the fact that
he was capable of noting the attributes of the unit
in the forms of what he refers to as "sweetness,"
"smoothness," "correctness of timbre:' "tight
and tuneful" (bass), and "the things that are most
important" (to him) in the span of an apparently
brief audition are most gratifying.
We are very proud indeed of the dramatic progress we have made in navigating Mirror Image
Audio toward the potential we (and many others)
always felt existed, and are flattered that these
efforts are being ever-increasingly manifested in
the form of such recognition.
Lastly, in reference to "Mr. Hyperfy": Ihave
the pleasure of being personally known to the
309
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gentleman and, with utmost respect, must concur with Mr. Tellig that he is unquestionably
"fickle"; once again, this should be taken as a
compliment. After all, isn't the challenge of mollifying the most difficult of audiences the ultimate test of having succeeded in this industry?
We at Mirror Image have always welcomed comparisons, and subscribe to the theory that not
only must our products meet our own very
demanding standards, but more importantly
must meet those of the most important connoisseurs of all—our loyal and respected distributors,
dealers, and customers.
Once again, we are appreciative of the kind
words and will indeed "stay tuned"!
JOHN D. CELMER
President, Mirror Image Audio
P.S. In reference to the unnamed gentleman's
comment that our amplifier(s) "can't drive the
Divas": Iwould like if Imay, to offer the following anecdote.
Most certainly, the gentleman who made this
insinuation is quite entitled to his opinion. However, he was but one of many (including Mr. Telhg) who attended the demonstration, and I
remain of the opinion that the rank and file of the
others in attendance would argue otherwise.
After all, agreat many of them stayed into the
wee hours of the morning seemingly enjoying
themselves, and certainly under no duress or
obligation to do so!
Furthermore, it should also be clarified that
part of that particular exercise was to hopefully
prove my theory that two (2) of our stereo amplifiers could perform quite adequately on as difficult aload as the Divas present vis àvis the four
(4) monoblock amplifiers that comprise that particular "house system" on aregular basis. ..
and
at roughly one-third, if not less, of the cost! In
this regard, Ibelieve we acquitted ourselves
admirably.

LINN KARIK/NUMERIK
CD PLAYER

Editor:
Thank you from everyone at Linn for athorough
and professional review of the Karik/Numerik
CD player.
The performance level aimed for was aCD
player which plays music. At Linn, technical excdhence is simply ameans to this end, and we're glad
that Robert Harley enjoyed listening to the music
so much. We could not have hoped for abetter
response.
The Linn CD player is the result of the work
of awhole team of people at Linn over several
years, and Robert Harley's appreciation of the
engineering and design effort incorporated in
these products is also gratifying.
IList below specific responses from the design
310

engineers on technicallfactual issues in order of
appearance in the review:
•Although "came off the line" is an apt expression, it does not represent the way products are
assembled at Linn, which is by one person from
start to finish at one workstation. Once he has
tested it, the assembler puts his name on his
product and packs it—a guarantee of quality
construction.
•It should be noted that the diagnostic output
is not an RS-232 standard and therefore should
only be interfaced to acomputer via Linn-specific
test equipment.
• Our laser life should be in excess of 5000
hours.
•The entire transport mechanism can be replaced
in less than 30 minutes, and the laser pickup
assembly can be replaced within 10 minutes.
• The disc drawer now closes precisely and completely!
• To be fair to the AES/EBU interface, it was not
intended for low-jitter transmission. It is well
accepted and understood that jitter-removing
circuitry is necessary at the D/A converter. We
have simply taken advantage of being able to
control the transmitter (the Karik) from the
receiver (the Numerik), aluxury not possible
through, for example, abroadcast satellite!
• We have investigated the performance [ability]
of the Karik to track dropouts using the Pierre
Verany test discs, and have modified our tracking
servo circuitry to raise the performance to guarantee aminimum of 2.0mm; ie, at least track 34.
• The "linearity error" measured in the Numerik
output is indeed noise. This can be tested with
the Audio Precision generating 16-bit samples,
then 14-bit, then 12-bit samples, etc. The traces
should be 12dB apart on the horizontal axis. This
shows that the error is more or less what would
be expected from 16-bit data.
Regrettably, Ivor Tiefenbrun is not here to
respond to specific references himself, much as
I'm sure he would like to—on afuture occasion,
perhaps, when you're reviewing another stunning product from our new range of electronics.
Thanks, and regards to all at Stereophile.
ANNE YOUNG
Communications Manager, Linn Products Ltd.

JEFF ROWLAND DESIGN GROUP
CONSUMMATE PREAMPLIFIER

Editor:
Once again Imust thank Thomas J. Norton for
his candid and accurate review of aJeff Rowland
Design Group product. Tom's feeling that the
Consummate and Phono Stage are "among the
best in the business" is especially gratifying.
The "cool" sound attributed to the Consummate may have been afunction of the high inputimpedance setting Tom used. This can sometimes
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produce afaster, drier sonic presentation. An
setting-up can be alittle less critical on the taller
increasing number of both digital and analog
stand in respect of the bass-coupling that can
sources have the ability to drive alow-impedance
occur on the shorter stand if the speaker is not
balanced line. This is what we recommend,
correctly sited in relation to the rear and side
although Icertainly agree with Tom's assertion that walls and if listening rooms are poorly damped.
the 10k ohm setting on the Consummate would
Sorry, John!
be "fine for most situations."
We look forward with interest to his "FollowWe have investigated producing aversion of Up" on the AEI.
the Consummate with ano-gain "buffer" option.
Acoustic Energy Ltd. is pleased to announce
If strong demand develops in the market, we will
an imminent change of US distributor for their
seriously consider making this an option for all
range of loudspeakers which feature metal-cone
Consummate and Consonance preamps regardbass and midrange drive-units. Negotiations
less of manufacture date.
with Panor Corp. of New York had reached an
Thanks again for the review of the Consumadvanced stage at the time of going to press and
mate preamplifier. Hook forward to the "Followare due to be finalized prior to WCES.
Up" report on the preatnp and Phono Stage used
Acoustic Energy anticipates that Panor, which
in abalanced configuration.
has recently re-launched Dynaco, will offer a
JEFF ROWLAND
wider range of their products in the US than has
President, Jeff Rowland Design Group
previously been available. The company's products were originally designed for studio applications; however, anew range of cabinet finishes
IKEDA 9
R CARTRIDGE
is now available, including rosewood veneer,
Editor:
piano lacquer, and satin black. Panor anticipates
As afellow audiophile and advocate of analog,
that there will be some changes to the price strucIfully recognize the amount of dedication and
ture of the various Acoustic Energy models. The
tedious work that go along with setting up and
AE3, which other than for professional applicacomparing phono cartridges.
tions will only be available in piano lacquer, will
Having said this, Iwould like to thank Mr.
retail at approximately $5000, the dedicated
Balgalvis for his thorough and in-depth review
stands at approximately $1200.
of the Ikeda 9R moving-coil cartridge Iwas very
Further developments include anew model,
pleased that our mid-priced cartridge was comthe AE2a, featuring aredesigned crossover netpared so favorably with the other fine cartridges
work which Acoustic Energy claims has elimiin this review, and look forward to your findings
nated the tnidband coloration which affected its
on our flagship model, the Kiwame.
Iwould also like to call attention to the fact that
predecessor, the AE2. There is also an active subB.B.A. was hired as the US agent for Ikeda by
bass unit for use with the AEI and AE2a
Edge Marketing, the US distributor for the Ikeda
line of fine analog products.
Thanks again, and happy listening.
BRUCE BALL
Bruce Ball & Associates

promised for 1992.

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE3

LOUDSPEAKER
Editor:
JA's comment that there was alack of information about cause and effect of speaker location
and nearby boundaries is well taken and may
have contributed to his frustration in some areas.
We do, however, offer complete acoustic design
and consultation. Often just aphone call will get
acustomer pointed in the right direction for the
particular installation.
The physical placement of the BBSM-6F will
affect the low- to mid-frequency balance When

LOUDSPEAKER
Editor:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on
John Atkinson's thorough and entertaining review of the AE3. We were interested to note
John's comments about placement of the speaker,
specifically with reference to the variations in balance caused by changes in listening height relative to the speaker.
The Acoustic Energy AE3 stands that were
supplied with the speakers for review were, at
19", slightly taller than the standard production
AE3 stands, which are approximately 13" high.
The story behind this is that the speaker works
better on the taller stand in aconvention or exhibition environment, where alot of listening takes
place either standing or sitting in ahigher chair
than one would use at home. Furthermore, the
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STEVEN J. TAYLER
Managing Director, Acoustic Energy Ltd.

WESTLAKE

BBSM-6F

mounted on an open-frame stand (presumably
what was used), the bass can be increased and
mids decreased by blocking the space below the
speaker with apiece of medium- or high-density
semirigid fiberglass or mineral-fiber insulation.
It should fit flush with the bottom and front of
the speaker without agap at the point where they
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Why Music Lovers
Buyfrom
Square Deal.
Square Deal auditions
virtually everything — but carries

only the best models of the best brands.
You get to choose from the cream of the crop!
A quiet expert is always on hand for your
inquiries or to take your order. Your major
•

credit card is welcome.

Square Deal
156 Waverly Avenue
Patchogue, New York 11772

Local: (516) 475-1857
Others: 1800 332-5369
Since 1925. We must be doing something right.

AKG •Apogee
Arcici
Audio Quest
R&D •B&W
C.A.L. •Carver
Classe Audio
CWD •Dahlquist
Electro Companiet
Fosgate
JBL Pro Urei
Lexicon •Listen Up
Magnum
Monster Cable
NAD* •Nakamichi*
Onkyo •Ortofon
Sonographe
Sony ES*
Straightwire
Sumo •Target
Terk •Thorens
Tice •Velodyne
&More!
*In-store sales

"Good vinyl
is not
a lost art..."

CARDAS
RECORDS

Audiophile recordings at analog dealers
Phone:

312

7 14- 9 8 2-1 10 2

Fax:
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meet. The insulation can be covered with grille
cloth or felt. Although solid material such as plywood or particleboard could be used with greater
effect, their resonant natures require asophisticated installation to minimize their sonic signatures. Plastic foam may also be used with varying
degrees of success, depending on type, thickness,
and cell structure. This installation detail may also
improve the image blur, which could be caused
by areflection from the stand frame itself or the
bottom edge of the speaker.
In-studio applications often find the console
meter bridge directly below the speaker face.
Consumer applications find units in walls or
cabinets as in home theater, placed in bay windows, or on abookshelf. Any of these conditions
will increase frequencies below 400Hz and
decrease those above (to about 1.5kHz), provided
the speaker face is approximately at the plane of
the cabinet face or wall surface.
The impression that John had about the imaging could have been affected by the points above,
or there could have been other contributing factors present in the test conditions. Most users
report quite good to outstanding imaging. We
therefore must conclude that amalfunction in the
unit or environmental interfadng got in the way
of the BBSM-6F's potential performance.
John's concern about the low impedance and
potential interfacing problems is indeed justified,
and we concur that the BBSM-6F won't be the
speaker of choice for some amplifiers. While we
use the Boulder 500 (a very good voltage source
for low-impedance loads) for our in-house testing, we have noticed afair number of units married to just such devices as the low-power tube
amplifiers that he mentioned. Seems that for some
users the temptation to combine the full, rich
sound of the tube with the dynamics of the Westlake outweighs any deviation from flat response
that arises from the mismatch.
John mentioned the audible effect of moving
his head from side to side and hearing distinct
comb filtering. In fact, if one places ameasurement microphone on the center line of two coherent sound sources in adamped environment,
observes the response, and compares it to measurements made to the left and right at varying
distances, the overlaid responses will be comblike, no way around it! The only place that the
summed response of two identical speakers is
equal to the individual units is at the center position, as this is the only place the path lengths are
equal. The BBSM-6F, being very coherent on
apair or unit-to-unit basis, can allow this artifact
of our modern stereo recording system to be
more easily noticed than on less coherent systems. Additionally, the system's directive nature
(which was also noted) contributes to the high
ratio of direct to reverberant field, which exacer-
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bates the phenomenon due to lack of masking.
The only way to decrease the phenomenon is by
having less coherency, more reverberant field,
or some combination of the two, which are in
opposition to Westlake's one-source acoustic
philosophy.
On most other points, John's observations are
essentially correct. His questioning the use of
"coherent wave front" is fair and has been commented on above. As it relates to asingle unit, we
mean to indicate that maximum summation of
the drivers will occur when the listener is directly
in front of the speaker. To do so, the drivers are
compensated by the crossover to be in phase at
the crossover points and as far to each side as is
practical. As the crossover is built using the
highest possible quality parts to exacting tolerances, this adds to the coherency factor. As John
points out, the system employs high-order filters
with inherent timing errors. We feel these are less
detrimental to sound quality than the amplitudeand frequency-modulation products that would
otherwise occur. John's comment on the speaker's
superb 'jump factor" is atestament to the effectiveness of this approach.
We think John's suspicion that "within the
basic formula of the BBSM-6F is atrue highperformance loudspeaker waiting to be let out"
is right on the money.
GLENN R. PHOENIX
President, Westlake Audio Inc.

LP LAB'S W ELL-TEMPERED ARM
MODIFICATION

Editor:
Iwould like to thank Stereophile for the opportunity to comment on Robert Harley's thoughtful analysis of our Well-Tempered Arm Modification in this issue. In this day of $8000 digital
processors and $4000 tonearms, it's refreshing
to see amagazine with Stereophile's prestige take
the time and energy to review aproduct as modest as ours. All music lovers win.
A modification to an already well-designed
product is the most cost-effective route to true
high-end sound, although historically, modifications have generally received apoor reputation due to shoddy workmanship and the targeting of incorrect priorities. Once the major weaknesses have been properly identified, it then
becomes the modifier's choice of what to do with
them. Our basic no-compromise philosophy
meant we would use only the finest replacement
parts (van den Hul MCS 150 wire and Tiffany
OFC RCAs), but parts alone are not enough for
acomplete WTA modification. We also strengthen the structural integrity and use combination
frequency-filtering and surface-damping techniques, all in an effort to more directly couple the
cartridge to the silicone fluid, damp armtube
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resonances, and other parts that "ring." This
results in avery cost-effective upgrade to the
WTA. Some of our customers have actually purchased used WTAs for us to modify. These people really are enjoying "champagne sound on a
beer budget."
In closing, we couldn't agree with Robert more
when he states, "While the stock WTA is excellent, the modification takes its musical performance to another level." "The modification significandy improved what was already an excellent
product and should be considered essential for
WTA owners. In fact, it may just be the best $195
you could spend on your system." We also appreciate his comments that "The workmanship is
superb, with careful attention to detail."
LARY PEDERSEN
The LP Lab
ELECTROCOMPANIET
Editor:
We noted in your semiannual "Recommended
Components" survey in the October 1991 issue
of Stereophile the deletion of the Electrocompaniet
EC-1 preamplifier. However, Electrocompaniet
has now started its own distribution and all of
its products, including the EC-1, are again available in the US [from Electrocompaniet, 99 Oak
Street, Closter, NJ 07624, Tel: (201) 768-1447,
Fax: (201) 768-0702].
RENÉ NORRELL
US Sales, Electrocompaniet
Iwill reinstate Electrocompaniet products in "Recommended Components" as and when they are reauditioned.
—JA
WAVEFORM
Editor:
My sincere thanks to Stereophile, with the timely
speaker update in Vol.14 No.10, as it relates to the
B&K 4006 microphone [and the original review
of the Waveform loudspeaker]. Ilearned that an

my personal definition of "bloom." Much more
care is now taken for the special setup used in
attaining the 3-D soundstage so valued by part
of the industry, and not thought possible with
abroadband wide-dispersion loudspeaker. To
my knowledge, Waveform is the only domestic
speaker company anywhere to individually test,
record, and store the anechoic measurements for
each and every driver used in production. This
gives us the highest resolution possible, exactly
replicating the design prototype in production
and yielding for the consumer stable center
imaging with correct side-to-side and front-toback location and layering. Ihave personally
enjoyed this learning curve, knowing that the
Mach 7Waveform can be had both ways!
Readers may be interested to know that anew
titanium-dome tweeter is utilized, along with a
dedicated grille with afelt insert. The leaf tweeter
is now employed only for enhancement, and the
high-frequency boost in the electronic crossover—
retired. The felt absorbs interference caused by
using multiple drivers. As with the Thiel CS5,
difficulties in mike placement for measurement
purposes in the field always occur with multiple drivers. One reason why many analog measurements are optimized by the computer to produce aseries of quantifiers.
The Waveform Mach 7has been employed by
Telarc Industries to monitor some new releases,
including Meredith Willson's Music Man, hailed
by CD Review on ascale of 10 as an 11/11, an
unheard-of accolade. The audiophile SST version
uses spikes, premium Multicaps from Richard
Marsh, WET or Behemoth binding posts, internal 1CC wire, and adiscrete, balanced electronic
crossover front Chris Russell of Bryston.

Lifting the veil of forward masking from the
midrange of this speaker is apsychoacoustic
revelation which has pushed forward the performance envelope.

Perhaps the editorial staff may be intrigued
expensive, imported 2•2µF capacitor had set up
with the speakers' success as amonitoring tool,
aresonance in the passive crossover at 16kHz ..
enough to warrant alisten to the SST Waveform
This supplier's defect, caused by poor soldering
within the controlled conditions of the new
of too short an internal lead, coupled with [the
listening room.
JOHN ÓTVÓS
NRC's measurement of 2.5dB and] the corrected
President, Waveform Research
+2.2dB and -1.5dB [response variation] of
Stereophile's 4006, gives us the 6.2dB [top-octave
ZARATHUSTRA DESIGNS
peak] as published in Vol.12 No.11.
Editor:
Iwas aware two years ago of Stereophile's policy
Iwould be much obliged if you could advise
to allow manufacturers to resubmit products
your readers, through the columns of your most
found defective. However, Idid not ask for this,
excellent journal, of our impending change of
because at this time, Idid not realize the capacitor
address. With effect from November 10, 1991,
was indeed broken.
all correspondence for Zarathustra Designs
Prior to 1990, my setup procedures were quite
should be addressed to: Zarathustra, Feldheider
mistaken to assume most audiophiles would
Strasse 42-44, 4006 Erkrath 2, Germany. Tel:
choose music reproduction as Ido: je, neutral
010 49 2104 39123. Fax: 010 49 2104 39304.
timbre and large-scale dynamic contrasts producing
SIMON M. R. YORKE
wall-to-floor and floor-to-ceiling soundstageZarathustra Designs
314
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Our audio/video specialists excel in personal,
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Dallas
Audio Insight
13929 N. Central Expwy
#G441
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In-House Test Lab •30th Year of Tube Sales
POWER TUBES
6E505
SCA7 .
tiL6GC
EILEGC
6LF6
EL34
EL34
KT88
3008
6550 ...
6550A
759 1A

Singles

MP

MOT

(Siemens)
(China)
(China)

10.00
25.00
25.00
12.50
22.00
15.00

20.00
50.00
50.00
25.00
44.00
30.00

40.00
100.00
100.00
50.00
88.00
60.00

12.00
25.00

24.00
50.00

48.00
100.00

(China)
(GE)
(Philips)

225.00
19:00
30.00
25.00

38.00
60.00

-76.00
120.00

(GE)
(Philips-STR387)
(China)

PRE-AMP TUBES
5AR4/GZ34

15.00

5U4GB
6AN8A.
6F07/6CG7
6DJ8
6DJ8
LM-60J8
12AT7 ..

20.00
12.50
12.50
(Jan Phillips) 12.00
6.50
(Low noise) 12.00
6.50

Z

12AU7A

ELECTRONIC TUBE SPECIALISTS

J7110 DeCelis Place •P.O. Box 7323
Fax

(818) 997-6158

(818) 997-6279

(Eu) 6.50
(Low noise) (Eu) 12.00
(China) 6.50
(Low noise) 12.00
14.00
7.50
12.00
(Low noise) 18.00
SHIPPING 8 TERMS

ARS ELECTRONICS
Van Nuys, California 91406

(Ei) 6.50

12AX7
LM-12AX7
12AX7A
LM-12AX7A
12BH7A
5751
6922
LM-6922

2 Day Air $11.75
Gound UPS 9.75
Cash in Advance
Money Order/
Cashier's Check/Cash
8.25% Sales Tax in CA
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Krystal Clear Audio
4-433 McKinney Ave
Omni Sound
19120 Preston Rd
Preston Trail Audio
17194 Preston Rd #159
Shakespeare Beethoven
Galleria #3200
El Paso
Soundquest
6800 Gateway E. #1D
Houston
Audio Concepts
2200 Southwest Fvry
Esoteric Ear
13158 Veteran's Memorial
Pkwy
The Groove Audio Video
2624 Westheimer
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S. Loop 289 #13
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Hwy
UTAH
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
VERMONT
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
VIRGINIA
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
5720 Pickwick Rd
Falls Church
The Sound Exchange
228 W. Broad St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad St
Audio Wealth
8047 W Broad St
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Eastside Daily Planet News
156600 NE Eighth #33
Hawthorne Stereo 2
13107 Northup Way
Seattle
Bulldog News
4208 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Tacoma
Stereo Shoppe
11007 Bridgeport Way SW
WASHINGTON, DC
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW
WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
4008 MacCorkle Ave
WISCONSIN
Cudahy
Cudahy News 8Hobby
4758 S. Packard Ave
Eau Claire
Elite Audio
1498 S. Hastings Way
Glendale
Sound Investments
2500 W. Silver Spring Or

Green Bay
Hi Fi Heaven
1917 S. Webster Ave
Madison
University Audio
402 S Park St
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
2551 8th St S.
CANADA
National Distributor
OeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24, Site One, RR1
ALBERTA
Calgary
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 8th St SW
Sounds of Music
220 7th Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Coquitiam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Kelowna
KU Audio
453 Bernard Ave
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
The Sound Room
2803 W. Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S.
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
6650 Morris St
ONTARIO
Brampton
Audio Concepts
8Strathearn Ave
Chatham
Absolute Sound
425 Clair St
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W.
Hamilton
McMaster University
Bookstore
280 Main St W.
Thompsons Select Audio
610 Upper James St
Village Audio—Westdale
1059 King St W., Unit 2
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier Camera
333 Princess St
London
Multimag
150 Dundas St #3
Mississauga
Laseriand
2200 Dundas St E.
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Oakville
Oakville Audio
2347 Lakeshore Rd W. #3
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonics
685 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 1
/ Bank St
2
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N.
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Brack Electronics
129 Jarvis St
Classical Music Shop
Hazelton Lanes Mall
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
Toronto Home of
Audiophile
71 McCaul St #E8/09
Waterloo
Sound Stage
59 Regina St N.
Whitby
Whitby Audio
233 Brock St S.
Windsor
Audio Two
2863 Howard Ave
QUEBEC
Anjou
Son-Or
7339 St. Zotique
Montreal
Metropolitan News
1109 Cypress St
Opus Audio
5181 Decade Blvd
Quebec
C.O.R.A.
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
Rotac electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Hawthorne, Victoria
Audio OImports
649 Burwood Rd
Melbourne, Victoria
McGill's Authorised News
187 Elizabeth St
BELGIUM
B-3500 Hasselt
Ghijsens Hi Fi Collection
Sint Truidersteenweg 12-14
BERMUDA
Hamilton
WM International
61 Church St
DENMARK
National Distributor
Graestad
Matrix
Bylyngen 4, Blistrup
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Copenhagen
Hi-Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179-181
Aalborg
KT Radio
Noerregade 19-21
Aarhus
Cilfa
Ny Munkegade 65
KT Radio
MP Bruunsgade 36
GERMANY
National Distributor
Franidurt
Audio International
Gonzenheimer Sir 2b
GREECE
National Distributor
Athens
Videorythmos
6Sivitanidou St
176 76 Kallithea
Musicompact
293 Kifissias Ave
Crete
Audio 8Visual Co
3Zografou St
Thessaloniki
Audio Hall
2Delliou St
HONG KONG
The Sound Chamber
Dina House #1001
11 Duddell St
YK Audio Ltd.
Room 203, Man You Bldg
60 Des Voeux Rd
YK Audio Ltd.
248 Ocean Terminal
Kowloon
HUNGARY
Budapest H-1538
Zebraudio
P.O. Box 556
IRELAND
National Distributor
County of Dublin
Cloney Audio
55 Main St Blackrock
ICELAND
National Dis`ributor
125 Reykjavik
Steini HF, S. Danielsson
Skulagata 61
INDONESIA
Semarang 50232
Sanggar Audio
JL. Ungaran Timer 52
ITALY
Lucca 55100
Sound &Music
Via Mazzarcsa 125
JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
AXISS Corporation
210 New Kokusai Bldg
3-4-1 Marunouchi,
Chiyoda-Ku

MALAYSIA
60000 Kuala Lumpur
The Sound Stage Sdn Bhd
10 Jln Tun Mohd Fuad
2Taman Tun Or Ismael
NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
2611 RV Delft
Tannoy Netherlands
Ezelsveldlaan 52
Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Rijnstraat 142-150
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
aR. Britton
3Sydney St
SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
1Coleman St
#04-40/45 The Adelphi
Singapore 0617
SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sane Audio Elite
Padre Jofre, 22
SWEDEN
Stockholm 11438
HiFi Art
Grev Turegatan 24
SWITZERLAND
Geneva
Hi-Fi Portier
11 Rue Veniaine
Veyrier/Go
Hi-Fi Portier
101 Chemin des Etoia
TAIWAN
Taipei
Taifa Electronics Corp
6F, No.57-1, Sec.2
Chung Ching South Rd
THAILAND
Bangkok
Focal
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Rajadamri Rd
Future Land
Amarin Plaza, 3rd Fl
Pleonchit Rd
Pathumwan, Rumpinee
SM8M Marketing Co.
Peninsula Plaza, 3rd Fl
153 Rajadamri Rd
UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
WIlstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane
Glasgow G2
Music Room
98 Bath St
London
Audio T
190 West End Ln
Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
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Subscribe To The

AUDIO TRADING TWIES
Introducing The Most Comprehensive,
Up-To-Date Listing Of Quality
Pre-Owned, Demo & Clearance
Audio/Video Equipment.

The Audio Trading Times is your best
source for quality used, demo & clearance
audio/video equipment. Equipment lists
from dealers and individuals from across
the USA are continuously updated on our
computer and then sent to our subscribers
two times each month. No other publication or phone listing service gives you so
many items for sale for such asmall fee.
Remember, the savings on just one pur-

chase can pay for your subscription fee
many times over. Subscribe Today!
Dealers & individuals advertise FREE!
AUDIO TRADING TIMES
PO Box 27, Conover Wi.,54519
Call (715) 479-3103 for more info.
Subscription Rates: 6issues $15
12 issues $25 24 issues $45
Send Check. MO. or phone with Visa/MC

Dealers: Advertise Free!!!

SIGNET AT-0 C9 AT-637 ELECTRONIC STYLUS CLEANER

FREE with purchase of AT-0C9*

LYLE CARTRIDGES
Dept. SI, Box 158
Valley Stream. N.Y. 11582
Phones Open Mon-Sat 9 am-8 pm
CALL TOLL-FREE FROM U.S. OR CANADA FOR PRICE QUOTES AND
CREDIT CARD ORDERS, N.Y. STATE (516) 599-1112
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Kl Leisuresound
26 New Cavendish St
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Becks
Reading Hi Fi
Harris Arcade, Friar S:

WEST INDIES

JAMAICA
Kingston
Dataline Equipment
Systems
25 Waterworks Circuit

YUGOSLAVIA
splh 58000

Media Audio
Trogirsldh Zrtava 1

Stereophile is also available at selected
B. Dalton Booksellers and Tower
Records stores.

¡Rowse
N.

'

,

-

Audio Images
,Inc

\_%(?.. Audio Research
Classé Audio
Naim Audio
PS Audio
Sony ES
Denon
Thiel
Castern Pa's Premier High End
Mirage
Audio Specialists
ProAc
inaliee)Vandersteen
Martin-Logan
Velodyne
Lexicon
Esoteric
Theta Digital
Harmon Video
-Day Sequerra
Magnum Dynalab
California Audio Labs
VPI •PSE •XLO •Straightwire
Cardas •Sumiko. ...& more!
fl n° Quaiity, Afjordabohn, and Ea-peruse With .4 Personal I
ou. ,

215-391-1200

5980 Hamilton Blvd •Allentown, PA 18106

Are you killing your records
with ablunt instrument?
Protect your valuable record collection. Replace your phono
cartridge or stylus today. Send for our free brochure.
Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60202-3696.
(312) 866-2553.

SHURE .

•
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IMAGE

We continue to be the small audio retailer committed to bringing our
marketplace and its clients the best values in the industry today."
Mary Smith

— AUDIO COMPONENIS BY
MONITOR •B&K •CLASSÉ •ROTEL •SOTA •ARAGON •CARVER •PROTON
HARMAN KARDON • HAL ES • SPICA • PARADIGM • DAHLQUI ST • MUSE
REGA •MELOS •MICRO- MEGA •CARY •MARTIN- LOGAN •APOG EE •ENERGY •AUDIO ALCHEMY

— CABLES AND ACCESSORIES BY
STRAIGHTWIRE • CARDAS • MONSTER CABLE • SUMIKO • SPACE & TIME
NITTY GRITTY •VPI •SME •TIFFANY •MUSEATEX •SIMPLY PHYSICS •SANU SSTANDS

EZ

(303) 442-2166
O PEN M ON. - SAT.

VISA

Tele
Check

10-6, OR BY A PPOINTMENT

1939 PEARL • B OULDER, COLORADO 80302
TRADE -INS WELCOME • 1 YEAR UPGRADE POLICY

•cpmeTIJ ,mgammgme
agRefflexaienmum
epmniegemmmmego

meteffe

:

6
11 L
Mcp_UlUg7fkl 141
M86-2-8735535
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#2e,or

FAX:886-2-8734925
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A UDIO M ART
RATES: Private, $.80 per word, $15 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial. $2.50 per word, $99 minimum on all commercial ads. PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are
credit card only: Master Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL 'TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505) 983-9106. DEADLINE: Ms are due on the
first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear. No
refunds.

FOR SALE
ANNOUNCING STEREOPHILE'S NEXT HIGH
END HI-FI SHOW in Los Angeles, April 24, 25, and
26, 1992 at the Stouffer Concourse Hotel (on Century
Blvd. near the L.A. airport). Get set to hear the best! Enjoy
the best reproduced sound. Marvel at more than 75 premier high-end hi-fi systems—many will be set up and
tweaked by their own designers, inventors, engineers,
and manufacturers. See and hear experimental/preproduction equipment. Enjoy live concerts. Educate
yourself at lectures, plus question-and-answer periods
with Stereophik editors, writers, and other audio experts.
Evaluate more high-end equipment in aday than you
can see and hear in months of regular store visits. A wide
selection of CDs and LPs will be on sale, running the
gamut from rare collectibles to standard premium
releases. Tickets are $25; $15 if purchased by February
15, 1992. Each ticket is valid for all three show days. Write:
Stereophik High End Hi-Fi Show, 208 Delgado St., Santa
Fe, NM 87501, (505) 984-2716 For exhibitor information
call Ken Nelson, (914) 476-3157, or Fax (914) 969-2746.
BLOCKERS' make any CD player sound better! They
clamp on most cables and AC cords and remove soundpolluting digital and RF interference. Set of 3treats one
CD player, $24.95. Also improves video cables, $10 each.
CA residents, add &25% tax. Blodeen'", 409 N. Pacific Coast
Highway #106, Suite 300, Redondo Beach, CA 90277, (213)
543-1851.
MAUGHANBOX ALIGNMENT FILTER for B&W
801 II, $850. Magnan Type IV, 4' pair; have 2 pairs,
$475/pair. All used only 12 hours. (601) 856-2057.
THIEL CS2 LOUDSPEAKERS, $1100; Aragon D2A
with IPS, $900; Mod Squad Deluxe line drive, $700. All
prices firm. (716) 282-7168.
USED: ADCOM GFA-545 amp, $275; Adcom GFP555 prearnp, $275; Proton 440 tuner, $125. All near mint.
(408) 971-4964.
A/V MART IN ALHAMBRA, CA—Inventory Sale.
Aragon 4004, Kinergetics KBA-75, $1450 each; Dynaco
ST-701I tube amp, $790; Elite, Paradyme, Jamo, Cardas,
Infinity, Audio Alchemy, and more. Call Fred, (818)
282-1600.
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COUNTERPOINT FACTORY UPDATES—Recently
engineered updates assure Counterpoint owners that
your purchase is alasting investment. SA-2, SA-3, SA-11,
SA-4, SA-5, SA-7, SA-7.1, SA-11, SA-12, SA-20, SA3000. Please have serial number(s) ready. For details, cost,
and aretum authorization number, call Counterpoint at
(800) 275-2743, ext.103 or 110.
HIGH-END AND HARD-TO-FIND audio components bought and sold. New and used. Daily specials.
Closeouts. Best prices! CD players, D/A converters, turntables, tonearms, cartridges, cassette decks, tuners, preamplifiers, power amplifiers, receivers, and speakers. Audio
America (VA). Call (703) 745-2223.
MIRROR IMAGE, VAC, ENLIGHTENED AUDIO
DESIGN, Symphonic Line, Duntech, CODA, XL0,
Eminent Technology, Klyne, Dynaudio loudspeakers,
Perfectionist Audio Components, Definitive Technology,
Audio Alchemy, C,elestion SL, Magnum Dynalab, Space
& Time, Reference Line, Lyra cartridges and turntables,
Musical Design, Sumiko, MAS, Anici, Bright Star, WellTempered, Tiffany line conditioners, Graham tonearms,
Vecteur loudspeakers, Fosgate, many more. Straightforward guidance. Krystal Ckar Audio, 4433 McKinney Avenue, Dallas, TX 75205, (214) 520-7156 We deliver smiles!
ABRAICADABRA!!! ANALOG UPGRADE TO
DIGITAL?!! Allegro Sound will pay you $50 for any
phono cartridge, working or not, toward the ultimate
cost-effective upgrade: The award-winning Audio Alchemy Digital Decoding Engine. Free shipping worldwide!! Free in-home demo!! Free optical cable!! Free CA
tax!! Free exchange credit on upgrades!! Free mods!!
Expert consultation with 30 years experience!! We trade!!
Satisfaction guaranteed!! Allegro Sound /AudioWorks, in
the service of music since 1973 and specializing in HighEnd and Classic pre-owned equipment, 15015 Ventura
Blvd., Sherman Oaks, CA 91403, (818) 377-5264 any time,
& Get Alchemized!!!
APOGEE DIVA, DAX II, both mint condition, $6995;
8m pair balanced AudioQuest Diamond, $1595; 1.5m,
$400; three 5' pairs Ocos wire, $195 pair. Barry, (314)
434-3252, leave message.
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ARE YOU SURE YOUR
POWER IS CLEAN?

Just as we are turning to bottled water to compensate for the impurities in our
municipal water supplies, more and more audiophiles are
discovering the benefits of the purified AC power provided by
NoiseTrapper products. Enhanced low level detail. Improved
spatial qualities. Amore musical system.The NoiseTrapper Mus ($378),
for low-power use. employs a500VA transformer and EMI/RFI filtration.

'flic NoiseTrapper2000 ($1099), suitable for power amps, boosts the transformer to
2000VA and improves the filters. Sterropbile says: "I can timagine any system,
at any quality level, that wouldn't benefitfrom the improvements it [the Plus]
provides.. Recommending the
NoiseTrapper Plus and
NoiseTrapper2000 is just about
Allffl
or.""rell
li
the safest recommendation I'll
1-800-866-5575
ever make." -Corey Greenberg,
1-800-580-5575 Texas Only
Stereopbile, Vol. 14, No. 11, November 1991

3800 North Lamar, Austin TX 78756

electronics

AUDIO RESEARCH
BRYSTON •DENON
KLYNE •MAGNUM
N.A.D. •THRESHOLD
loudspeakers
INFINITY •M & K
MARTIN LOGAN
PARADIGM •THIEL
VANDERSTEEN
phono & c.d.
CARNEGIE •DUAL
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY
GRADO •MERIDIAN
ORACLE •SME
SONOGFIAPHE •SOTA
SUMIKO •THORENS
VPI •van den HUL
cables

Audioques1 •M.I.T.
MONSTER /SIGMA

See the Music...

e

Over the past eight years, we've been choser
by these eight manufacturers to be their
exclusive dealer for all Long Island:
Audio Research
Bryston • Klyne
Martin Logan
Oracle • Proceed
Thiel • Threshold
Visit us...VVe'll become YOUR choice, too!
4 Large Music Rooms

• Private Demos by Appointment

Delivery and Expert Installation throughout Metro New York
"Nothing matters but the music!" Lermontov, The Red Shoes (1947)

other good stuff

A.S.C. Tube Traps
C.W.O. furniture
The PHANTOM Shadow
a Fine Collection of
real records •c.d. discs

.tAudioo[ne
WorldRadioHistory
1067 MONTAUK HIGHWAY
•W. BABYLON. NEW YORK •15161 661 3355

ALPINE AUDIO—audition Avalon, Apogee, Meridian,
KEF, Cary, Vandersteen, Coda, Classé, Counterpoint,
Wadia, MIT, Straight Wire, Kimber, Well-Tempered,
Magnum Dynalab, Epos ES-11, PAC IDOS. Warranteed demos: Melos MA-222B, ProAc Response III, Super
Towers and Tablettes, PS Audio DigiLink, Counterpoint
SA-220, Superphon SP-100, Kinergetics KCD-40, Cary
CAD-855, SLP-70. Used: Cary CAD-5500, $750;
Counterpoint SA-1000, $635; Revox B-215, $879.
Call/Fax (703) 628-317Z A4rine Audio, Box 658, Abingdon,
VA 24210.
ACCENT ON MUSIC—WESTCHESTER COUNTY, NY. New arrivals! Naim CD player and DBL
speakers, Linn Kairn preamp, Deltec processors, Epos
ES-11, Rega amplifiers, McCormack CD drive and electronic& All on demonstration. Our affordable products—
Rote!, Creek, Arcam, Regs, Castle, and Ftoyd—are musical and should be auditioned. We care about your needs,
regardless ofbudget. 175 Main St., Mount Kisco, NY 10549,
(914) 242-0747.
BEYOND 2000 AMERICAN HYBRID ULTRA
RESOLUTION' interconnects are accurate for microwave transmissions 21st-century-ready, $350/1m, oversize WBT plugs. The best at any price. American Hybrid
Technology, 549 Centennial Ave., Trenton, NJ 08629.
Fax/phone, (609) 599-3828.
AUDIO BESE L.A., Orange, San Bernardino, California. Hot components: Celestion 100, TARA Labs, Counterpoint SA-100/220, PS, Audible Illusions Modulus,
Music Concepts, Mod Squad, Acoustat, Spica Angelus, VMPS, Magnum, Fosgate, B8cK, Superphon, Music
Reference, Rauna, Sound-Lab, Grado, Monster, Straight
Wire, AudioQuest. (714) 861-5413. Appt.
MINNESOTA—ARCICI, AUDIOPRISM, BEDINI,
Bright Star, German Acoustics, Kalglo, LAST, MIT,
P.A.C., Proton, Regs, RoomTune,Royd Audio, Shahinian,
Sims, Sumiko, Sumo, VP!, van den Hul, Well-Tempered,
LPs and CDs, and more audio components of uncompromising quality. By appointment, (612) 331-3861.
SAN DIEGO AREA—Hales and SOTA speakers, Convergent Audio tube electronics (those marvelous C.AT.$),
cables by Cardas, XL0, Siltech, others Symphonic-Line
amps, outstanding passive preamps, digital products by
Audio Alchemy and Enlightened Audio. Benz cartridges
(improved), Sound Anchor. Auditions by appointment.
Audio Archives, (619) 455-6326.
BRYSTON 4B, $1500; Counterpoint 3.1, $500; Magnepan 33, $2400. All mint. Call (207) 797-0550 evenings,
5pm-9pm EST
AUDIO UNI.DITIED IN COLORADO offers competitive values on Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Air Tight,
Aural Symphonics, Charlo (the new Italian monitor),
Coda, Dynavector, Ensemble, Lazarus, Magnum
Dynalab, Maplenoll, McCormack, Mod Squad, Musical
Design, Muse 100/150 amps and Model 18 subwoofer,
RoomTunes, Tice, and much more. ..CallJohn Barnes,
2343 W Yak Ave, Englewood, CO 80110, (303) 922-8151,
(303) 698-0138 evenings, Fax (303) 922-0522.
BEVERIDGE 2SW-2, $1700/pair; MFA Systems M200B, $2600/pair; Stax ESLF83, $3600/pair. (708)
771-4660.
CALL TOLL FREE—For the best deals on Celestion,
Fried, Advent, Audio Source, JVC. B.J. Audio Inc., Cincinnati, OH. (800) 736-5533.
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APT/HOLMAN PREA/v1P, mint condition, $200. (516)
423-1773 evenings.
AUDIOQUEST RUBY 3' interconnect pair, $49.95
with the purchase of any of our Tripplite Power Conditioners: LC-1800, $269.95; LC-2400, $349.95; and
rack-mount LCR-2400, $369.95. These units will protect
your system from surges, high/low voltage situations,
and line noise. Call for pricing on other line filters and
conditioners. Cable Concepts, P.O. Box 417, Powell, OH
43065, (614) 761-8933 or Fax (614) 761-8955.
VAN EPPS TONEAFt/v1 on Thorens TD125 Mk.II
turntable, excellent condition (purchased from Robert
Van Epps), $395. (818) 879-1353.
MERRILL AR TURNTABLE, Merrill motor, spindle,
with Linn LVX arm, Grado Signature VIII, $250. (516)
423-1773 evenings.
ENSEMBLE PAls, Stereophile Class B minimonitors,
Class A WAF, gorgeous cherry finish, huge soundstage,
depth, air, and transparency. May refer to issue 58 TAS
(Goldmund Prologue). Sacrifice at $2140 plus $360 (Target stands), are priced at $3360 new with stands. (407)
842-5050, 2051 45th St., Suite 104, West Palm Beach, FL
33407.
DBX SOUNDFIELD 50 loudspeakers, best offer. Call
Barry, (212) 385-6035 or (201) 384-9819.
HIGH-END BEDINI CLASS A preamp, model BC800, 1year old, mint, list $2100, sacrifice $900. Call Fred,
(201) 930-1320 evenings.
COUNTERPOINT SA-100, recent tubes and factory
tune-up, 1½ years remaining on factory warranty, $800
OBO, includes shipping. Bob, (801) 254-5091.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO—LOS ANGELES: Naim,
Roksan, Spendor, ProAc, Regs, Epos, Creek, JPW, Ftotel,
Revolver, Onix, Sumiko, Audio-Technica, Kiseki, Goldring, Dynaco, Audio Alchemy, Target, Sound Organisation, Nitty Gritty, QED, Niles, and more. (818)
307-6467.
BRB MODEL 200 REFERENCE AMPLIFIERS.
Considered one of the finest solid-state amplifiers ever
built. World-class performance through leading-edge
technology and innovative design. Superlative reviews.
Brand new. Performance guarantee. Close-out price,
$750 (postpaid). Bruce Rosenthal, (415) 968-9252 x208.
AMPLIFIERS: German Acoustics Symphonic Line
RG7, as new, $4000; Threshold 400A, $1000; JVC QL3
turntable, $400. (404) 752-7772.
LOOKING FOR EQUIPMENT? We can help! We sell
only dependable, excellent-sounding audio equipment
(plus video). We offer friendly, knowledgeable advice,
hands-on experience, free manufacturers' brochures,
quick delivery. We carry: Mirage, Kinergetics, Cary,
Philips, KEF, Quad, CWD, Fried, Spica, many more.
Ask for catalog! Read Brothers Stereo, 591 King St., Charleston, SC 29403. (803) 723-7276
ADCOM ACE-515 A/C ENHANCER, $125 OBO.
Preamps: Superphon CD Maxx, $175; Dynaco PAT4, S25. Jim, (216) 747-0010, message.
CONFUSED BY AUDIO HYPE? Looking for musical truth?? The affordable high-end product: Sound
Unlimited's "New Generation" B&K modification—
small investment, state-of-the-art return! Ask about our
extended warranty! Sound Unlimited, 169 Chwrh St., Bristol,
CT 06010, (203) 584-0131. Established 1959.
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Make your $300
CD player sound more like
$3,000 with new

masTER MAT

only $89 95*

*But keep reading for an even better deal!
Works with LESS EXPENSIVE and
MORE EXPENSIVE players, too -FREDERICK FENNELL
Dallas Wind Symphony
"Fennell Favorites!"
RR-43 (CD now, LP soon)

transforms the sound of virtually
every player we tried it with.
DON'T BUY an expensive CD player or
transport before you try new masTER MAT
for 30 days. You simply place masTER MAT
on top of a CD and close the drawer. We
GUARANTEE that the sound of YOUR
player will be TRANSFORMED!
masTER MAT is engineered to reduce
mechanical jitter -- it stops bad CD vibes. It
absorbs stray penetrated laser light, too.
Your laser reads more information. You
hear tighter, deeper bass ...smoother,
sweeter highs. Low-level resolution of
detail is phenomenally improved -- including "air" and hall ambience!

His first LIVE recording, with repertoire that is
all-new to the historic Fennell discography: Bach,
Brahms, Goldmark, Prokofiev, and a premiere
recording of the complete Woodland Sketches by
MacDowell. Made in the already-renowned
acoustics of the Meyerson Symphony Center in
Dallas, this first Fennell recording on RR captures
the power and the heat of alive performance by
the Godfather of wind bands!
Mil MOM!

Eileen Farrell
(«-MirFFF/e

•, ;e

(Are— )
re

You will be amazed how much information is
on your discs that you're losing now!
If not satisfied with masTER MAT return it at
the end of 30 days for a full refund of
purchase price. Other mats sell for $150
and more. Get masTER MAT for $89.95.
But we have a better deal. Buy two for
$179.90 and we send athird one FREE!
Unlike various CD rings, which can cost over
$1 to treat asingle disc, masTER MAT is a
one-time purchase good for your whole CD
collection! But if you have more than one
player, you may want more than one mat.
masTER

MAT works flawlessly with most players, but is
NOT recommended for CD changers and car players,
where audiophile sound is not critical anyway.

FOR FASTEST SERVICE, ORDER:
TOLL FREE (800) 487-7686
9a.m. -7p.m. EST, except Sunday
If you prefer, mail check or credit card number and mat« dale VISA and
MasterCard accepted Please give daytime phone number and issuing bank for
charge orders Add shipping Pr handling In US. $5 95 for one, $7 95 for three,
Canada $6 95 for one, 18 95 for three. Other foreign $10,00 for one, $15 for
three Payable in US funds Add 6% sales lax for PA delivery We do not refund
shipping charges Fax credit card orders to12151953-0360 No COD's please

music and sound imports inc.
450B Pike Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
ESTABLISHED 1982
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RtMER IFARNON

EILEEN FARRELL with
Robert Farnon and his Orchestra
RR-42 (CD/CS now, LP soon)
Surely amatch made in heaven! The sumptuous
voice of our favorite singer is heard once again
with lush, full orchestra, arranged and conducted
by the master, in acycle of great American popular songs about falling -and being -in love.
("Alone Together", "My Foolish Heart", "His Is
the Music" and more.) Once again, Farrell gives
an unforgettable master class in How It's Done.
At better music stores, or direct:
CD or LP, $16.98; Cassette $9.98, ppd.
Check/Visa/Mastercard
Free catalogue. Dealer inquiries invited.

TO ORDER: 1-800-336-8866
REFERENCE RECORDINGS
Box 77225X, San Francisco CA 94107
In Canada: May Audio Marketing, 514-867-3770
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ENTRY-LEVEL. AUDIOPHILE—Hafler DH101 preamp, $90; Hailer DH200 amp, $175; Thorens TD160
turntable with arm, $125; M&K subwoofer, $150;
Nalcamichi 480 cassette deck (needs repair), $35; or $500
for all. Mark, (203) 327-9227 days.
SPENDOR SP-1 (hi-wired). $700. Philadelphia, (215)
545-1160.
CLASSÉ DRS AMPLIFIER, excellent condition, have
upgraded, $1600 OBO. (508) 877-7015 after 7pm EST
AT&T LIGHTWAVE DATA LINK. Equip your CD/LV
player with the ST/ODL-50 optical interface widely
recognized as the ultimate for digital audio data transmission. This module and the required electronics are
now available on acustom PC board compatible with
any Philips-based CD player. $249 installed. Digital
Upgrades, 1800 Grismer #318, Burbank, CA 91504, (818)
840-8396.
EXPRESSIVE TECHNOLOGIES IC-1 INTERCONNECI1 "This is extraordinary interconnect that
reveals detail and timbral shadings Inever knew existed
in my music collection!' Robert Harley, Sterrophile, Vol.13
No.12, December 1990. Also available the SU-1 movingcoil step-up, designed to improve the world's best
preamps. P.O. Box 6401, Holliston, MA 01746 (508) 4298911, Fax (508) 429-6583.
FIDELITYCRAFT IS PROUD TO OFFER the NRG
line of class-A and -AB amplifiers, Unity Audio class-A
speakers, and Purist Audio cable. Satisfaction guaranteed,
with personal service. For information on these and other
products, call or write: FidelityCraft, 643 Windemere
Brighton, MI 48114 (313) 227-974t2 We ship nationwide.
However, if available, support your local dealer.
HIGH-END KRELL KBL PREAMP, KPA phono,
two KMA-160 mono balanced amps, 240Wpc. Richard,
(305) 720-0923.

PERREAUX PMF5550, 500Wpc MOSFET power
amp, 6kVA transformer, 115 lbs., 220V peak to peak, 30
amps continuous current, will drive any known speaker
(list $6500), $2997; PS Audio 5.5 preamp with M250PS,
latest WonderCaps (list $1200), $649. Ted, (803) 798-0994,
SC.
FREE SHIPPING FROM in/between audio: Offering
Scientific Fidelity "Tesla," Cary Audio, CODA, TARA
Labs, Bradley, Aural Symphonies, Gold Aero, National
Gold, Apature, Esoteric, Straight Wire, Dynavector,
SimplyPhysics, Chesky, Reference, IDOS. Call (503) 6385767for aprice list or appointment.
SOUND-LAB ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKER
SYSTEMS now available in Central Ohio. Factoryauthorized dealer exclusively offering Sound-Lab's complete product line. Auditions in arelaxed environment
by appointment. Trade-ins welcomc John Durrett Audio,
Columbus, OH, (614) 436-3123.
US MONITOR QUADS with Arcici stands, $2700;
VTL 100Wpc monos, $1800; Meitner PA6i, $1400;
Well-Tempered turntable with Monster AG1000, $1300;
Nakamichi CR5A with remote, $600. (609) 497-0411.
AUDIO ALCHEMY D.D.S. CD TRANSPORT,
two-piece, top-loading, coax out, AT&T glass fiberoptic out, remote, more, $795 cash and/or trade (D.D.E.
D/A and coax too). Brian Kelly, 6-10artapm-midnight PST
(818)332-3013; after lam, (818)304-4677. Box 1116, Glendora, CA 91740-1116. Happy New Year!
ELECTROCOMPANIET AMPLIFIER AND PREAMPLIFIER, 25Wpc. "class-A/AB" with MC/MM
phono. Superlative condition. $850 for both. Evenings
only, (416) 508-8357.

MIRAGE M1 SPEAKERS, excellent condition, latest
bi-wired model, $3100; new 1m AudioQuest Silver Lapis
interconnects, $195; balanced, $250. (716) 442-0909.
CLASSÉ DR-8 AMPLIFIER, mint, TAS #67, with warranty, $1600. (817) 776-9953 CST evenings.
VMPS SUPER TOWER III, mint, oak, $2500. Pickup
by buyer. BE, (616) 453-5668.
B&K PRO 10MC PREAMP, $375; Denon 1500 II CD
player, $250; Siefert Research Maxim IIIH speakers, $250.
All excellent condition. (219) 269-1742.
ARC CLASSIC 120, $4600; ARC LS1, $1100. Both
absolutely mint. Doug, (510) 462-7808 PST
MOD SQUAD DELUXE Line Drive, $595; Electrocompaniet Amp II, 50Wpc, class-A, $450; Electrocompaniet Preamp IIA, MC input, $450; PS 4.6 preamp, $295; Cotter phono, noise filter, and power-supply
modules, $300; HKT65 'table plus Accuphase AC-2,
$375; AQ Lapis, lm, $200; 0.5m, $140; Green, 4' pair,
$80; Interlink Reference A, lm, $30. Bob, (31 474-8251.

Apogee CE1013115111313311
7i* Aragon
Audio Research
Audioguest
Glass Audio
Grado
7
` Linn
Magnepan
S Magnum Dynalab
V> Mark Levinson
.4, Mirage
NAD

STAX QUATTRO II CD player, absolutely mint with
box, manual, remote, $1700. (408) 243-4125.
HI-FI CUSS/CS—SELECT USED HIGH-END components bought/sold/traded. Inventory list available.
Helpful, competent sales department. The best prices
in any town!! Tel. (718) 318-9618, Fax (718) 318-9623.
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MARTIN-LOGAN QUEST, 4months old, mint condition with boxes, $3350; AE2s with stands, new, $2500.
(904) 434-1041, or (904) 456-7783; ask for Mike.
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WORLD CLASS SPEAKER
Real World Price
"Many loudspeakersfavor one type of music over others. The M-3 appears
equally at home with small-scale material—where it relates instruments and
voices in their proper size—and large-scale, dramatic works. From the delicate
rendering of solo voice and guitar to the challenges ofgrand opera, it rarely
gets flustered or comes apart at the (sonic) seams."
Thomas J. Norton, Stereophile, Vol 13, No. 11, Nov. 1990
"Fine transient details are rendered naturally, without undue prominence.

Strings are silky-sweet, yet gusty when called for. Guitar had detail and
warmth. Sibilants were clear yet controlled."

Thomas J. Norton, Sterropleik, Vo113, No. 11, Nov. 1990
"...M-3 is capable of absolutely top performance."
High Fidel* (Sweden) No.6, 1990

"For most listeners, the M-3 will be the fiellment of their high end dreams"
/// /7
(sli
bow Pm/

MIRAGE M-3
$2500 pair

EXCLUSIVE DEALER IN SILICON VALLEY
PROUDLY FEATURING...
AudioQuest, B&K, Conrad-Johnson,
Definitive, Kimber, Mirage, PAC IDOS
Paradigm, Polk, Sony ES, Sumiko,
Scientific Fidelity, Yamaha, VTL.

CAMPBELL

408-559-4000

o -byen

Fine Audio Components

STATE OF THE ART
STATE OF THE WALLET'
We hope you agree that
nothing else really matters.
SOUND LAB

MICROMEGA

MUSIK SYSTEM

CLASSE

VTL

MFA

APOGEE

MIRAGE

MUSE

MERLIN

HALES

RYAN

ROWEN

VMPS

WELL TEMP

FIRST SOUND

ROTEL

CARDAS

BRASFIELD

THORENS

WHEATON

AVALON

VERSA DYNAMICS

Acurus •Apogee •Aragon •Avalon
B&W • B&W 800 • Cardas • Carver
Classé •Day-Sequerra •Dynavector
Energy •Esoteric • Goldring •Hales
Jadis •Janis • Krell • Krell Digital
Martin Logan • Monster M Series
Rega •Roksan •Rotel • Sony ES
Target • Tice

Io

SHURE HTS

Upland, California 91786
(714) 982-8110
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Texas Finest

INSIGHT

BENZ

1937 W. 11th Street, Suite G

415-949-4000

Audio Store

We offer only two classes
of components:

CAL

MT. VIEW

2627 So. Bascom
391 San Antonio
Campbell, CA 95008 Mt View, CA 94040

Located In Dallas Texas
2141437-4167
WorldRadioHistory
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JEFF ROWLAND, WADIA, BASIS, HALES (entire
lines on display). Muse 18, Dynaudio, Graham, Lyra
Clavis, Koetsu, MFA, !Clyne, Kebschull, Quicksilver,
Eminent Technology, SOTA, Tice, PS Audio, Rotel,
Mod Squad, Cardas, AudioQuest, &Iznik°, SME, Oracle, Sound Anchors, Sanus Systems, and more! Sound
Resource, (216) 791-6363, Fax (216) 791-3131.
HIGH-END AUDIO IN CENTRAL NY—Reliable
source for Arcici, B&K, Cardas, Merlin Signature,
Philips, Promethean Audio Products, PS Audio, RoomTune, and TARA Labs products. Call Mark or Rich for
sound advice—sound price. Signature Sound, P.O. Box
2814, Livetpool, NY 13089. (315) 622-9064 (315) 622-4137
CLEARLY MUSICAL! The HPX High Performance
Headphone amplifier by Jim Somich with exclusive
Soundstage Focus Network. A new listening experience! Balanced XLR inputs, professional headphone
jack, premium components, rack-mountable. Limited
production. Realistically priced. Order direct. Contact
Somich Engineering, (800) 334-3925.
GIANT CLEARANCE SALE—BLOWOUT PRICES!
Belles 150, $450; Musical Concepts Enigma II, $350;
Fokos .7s, $500; B&K ST-202 demo, $425; more. We
represent best-buy products from Belles, B&K, Superphon, Parasound, Musical Concepts, Fried, Linaeum,
NEAR, Audio Alchemy, Melon, ProAc, many more!. Stereo Consultants, Lafayette, IN, (317) 474-9004, 1-9pm EST
LOW PRICES—CALL US!! Adcom, B&K, Nalcamichi,
Denon, NAD, Carver, B&W, Boston Acoustics, M&K,
ADS, Counterpoint, Snell, Celestion, Velodyne, Spica,
Onkyo, DCM, and more! Full warranty! Fast service!
Open Sundays! Sound Advice, (414) 727-0071. Also 100s
of blow-out specials!
REVIEWER CLEANS OUT HIS CLOSET: Pioneer
CLD-900 laserdisc player (digital), $300 plus shipping;
Franklin Mint One Hundred Greatest Recordings Of All
Time, $1200; Dennessen PRD, $150. Most prices include
UPS shipping. Write to Bill Sommenverck, do Stereophile,
208 Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM 87501.
AUDIOPHILE-GRADE PARTS: MIT MultiCap,
WonderCap, Rd-Cap, Solen, Wima, Siemens; Vishay
(stock VTA and custom SIO2K series), Holco, Matsushita; Alps, Boums, Grayhill, ShallCo custom mono
ladder attenuators; Cardas, Tiffany, wm; Edison Price
Music Posts, Neutrik; Cardas hook-up wire/shielded
cable, Teflon wire; Gold Aero tubes; RAM TubeWorks;
Curcio Daniel Mk.I and Mk.II preamp kits/Dynaco
rebuild kits; upgrade kits; Pearl Tube Coolers and
lsosockets; Analog Devices (AD827JN, AD847JN);
tube sockets, etc. ..
Discounts up to 30%. Call, write,
or Fax for free 1992 catalogue. Sonic Frontiers Inc., 760
Pacific Road, Unit #19, Oakville, Ontario L6L 6M5, Canada.
Tel: (416) 847-3245. Fax: (416) 847-5471.
ROWLAND MONOBLOCK 7, gold faceplate, with
Kimber Silver wire input, unbalanced, prefer pickup,
$4300. (714) 491-9564, leave message.
ICRELL MD-1 CD turntable with AT&T upgrade. Call
Sue, (414) 494-2744.
B&W 801 ANNIVERSARY, $4799 OBO; M.L. No.28,
$2499; First Sound Reference II, $1750 OBO; Wadia
X64.4, $4200 OBO; Sony CDP-X777ES, $1450; Linn
Lingo, B/0; Naim NAT 01, B/0; miscellaneous Cardas
cables. Brian Kelly, 6-10ant/8pm-midnight PST, Glendora,
CA 91740-1116.
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WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go your ARC,
Aragon, Cello, C-J, Krell, Levinson, Proceed, MIT, and
Threshold without calling us. Ship in UPS/COD. Call
Superex Products Inc, CA, (209) 298-7931, Fax (209) 2970359, Sennie.
THE GOAL in assembling any fine audio system is to
achieve the impression and excitement of the original
performance. To approach this goal, all system components must be of very high quality—particularly the
loudspeakers Sonic Impressions' uncornpromised attention to quality insures that our loudspeakers will
accurately reveal the finest details of your recordings.
The models SI-61, SI-641P, and SI-941 are offered for
a30-day in-home listening experience, at factory-direct
prices ranging from $494 to $1950. Further information
is available by writing to: Sonic Impressions, 28409 Parkwood Dr., Willoughby, 01-144095.
CODA PREAMP WITH PHONO SECTION,
$1500 ($3000 new); Melos ST200 200Wpc amp, $1500
($3000 new); Velodyne UD 15" subwoofer, $900
($1800 new); Lexicon CPI surround-sound processor,
$700 ($1400 new); Audio Research DC-22 crossover
(superb), $1500 ($2600 new). All in excellent condition
with original boxes Call (407) 845-2106 days, M-F, (407)
845-5200 evenings.
REALIZE THE FULL MUSICAL POTENTIAL of
your modern or vintage tube equipment with tubes
made during the golden age of tube manufacturing by
such legendary greats as Mullard of Great Britain,
Telefimken of W. Germany, and Amperex of Holland.
All units tested and auditioned. Full satisfaction guarantee. Vintage Tube Services, Inc, (616) 454-3467 after 6pm
weekdays, Sat. 10am to 2pm EST Visa/MC accepted.
THE VORTEX KEVLAR REFERENCE
SCREENS AS EXPERIENCED BY A
STEREOPHILE REVIEWER:
"Herr Schweikert's $3000 (factory direct) Kevlar
Reference Screens .. provided one of the most
vivid reproductions of adrum kit I've ever heard"
"The KAS utilizes Vansmission-line loading for
both the 4 Kevlar midrange and the 8.5' Kevlar
woofer, and the MB Quart titanium tweeter uses
special foam damping material to smooth out
internal resonances "The KRSes were highly musical, with pinpoint
imaging and depth out the ass...even in the lessthan-optimal room. The Kevlar Reference
Screens were easily one of ahandful of speakers
that really knocked me out. (Corey Greenberg Dn the sound of the Kevlar
Reference Screens at the 1991 SCES,
Stereophile, Vol. 14 No, 8-August, 1991.)
LISTEN FOR YOUFISELF TO THESE CUSTOM
BUILT REFERENCE MONITORS
Call 1-800-437-VOFITEX today and we will send
you apair of KRS's built and balanced for your
particular system. Act now, and we will include
$300.00 worth of super high quality Mobile
Fidelity CD's FREE with your order. But hurry!
The KRS takes time to build, and our supply of
CD's is limited.
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CD STORAGE+

SPECIALS!!
TARA LABS
QUANTUM III SPEAKER CABLE
10 FOOT PAIRS ONLY $149es
STRAIGHT WIRE
LSI ENCORE INTERCONNECT WITH
STRAIGHTWIRE GOLD PLUG
1METER 849 95
STAX
SIGNATURE HEAD PHONES WITH
SRM-TI TUBE AMPLIFIER Call

MM.

imp
No. A150

This unit stores ISO CD's behind glass doors.
Three adjustable shelves with brass bookends
hold single & multiple CD's, Videos and
Cassettes — in any combination. Comes in Solid
Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry. Can stack or
wall mount.
For FREE Literature 6° Prices on our Full Line:
Call 1.800-432 ,8005 FAX 1.201448-2592

[51- sORICé''
—

RO. Box 747-2

Nutley, NJ 07112)

WE ALSO CARRY
Arcici • Audio Quest • Audio Alchemy
Aragon •Acurus •B&K •Celestion •Lyra
Clavis •Counterpoint •Dahlquist •Fried
Graham •Music Reference •Nad •Klipsch
Nelson-Reed • Nitty Gritty • Pac Idos
Promethean •SME •SOTA •Straightwire
Tara Labs • Vendetta Research • VMPS
Stax D/A Converters •Stax Earspeakers
Lexicon and more...

HCM AUDIO

800-222-3465 •916-345-1341
1015 Mangrove, Chico, CA 95926

Straight Talk....
For 32 years we have provided
the best quality, selection, and
advice to music lovers
throughout the central U.S.
at very competitive
prices!
106 Brands Available!
Acurus Adcorn -ADS -Audio
Prism -B&W - Boston -CWD Denon -Esoteric Audio Fineline - Forte -Kef - Kimber
Kable Klipsch -Martin-Logan Mitsubishi -Monster Cable - NAD
Nakamichi Onkyo Paradigm 1='arsec -Phase Technology Phillips -Reyox Sanus Sennhelser

KRELL & KRELL DIGITALIB&W
AOCOMiNAKAMICHluP S AUDIO
PRO ACeKINERGETICSBMIRAGE
VELOOYNEaROTEL MOD SQUAD
APOGEE
B&O ISTRAIGHT WIRE
MAGNUMOYNALABRMIT
STAX I OPTONICA I SUMIKO
AKG IBEYER ITARGET IYAMAHA
WELL TEMPEREDRPINNACLE
SALES • SERVICE • FUN

STEREO
•

415.861.1044
2201 MARKET ST.. S.F., CA 94114
332

Shue -Signet -SME -Snell -Sony Sony ES -max Sumko -Target Threshold -Velodyne -Yamaha &66 More -Call for units not listed
Phone: 913 -842 -1811 Est-6
24th 8 Iowa, Lawrence, KS 66044
Mon-Thu: 10am-8pm, Fri & Sat: 10am-6pm

KIEF'S

AlLJ13.11[C, /N7-11:1E..0
18.000 Display of World Class Audio
12 Sound POOM; 25 000+ CDs

WorldRadioHistory
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RE VOX B286 PREAMP/TUNER, $850; collectible
Marantz 19 receiver, $395; Thorens 126 Mk.III, $295;
Moscode 300, $495; Perreaux 5150, $1595; PS Audio
200CX, customized, $995; Sony ES777 preamp, $495;
Tandberg 3026, $850; JSE model 2, VGC, $1000; JVC
TN1010 CD player, $395; Sumo Andromeda II, 3
months old, $1000. (313) 471-1223.
NELSON-REED 804C, custom gloss black, mint,
$1650; Sony 608ESD CD player, mint, $495; XL0
interconnects, speaker cable. Call (608) 277-1888, CST
TARA PASSAGE PREAMP, $900; TARA TriClass
monoblocks, $3500; Quicksilver monoblocks, $1300;
CAL Labs Tercet Mk.Ill, $800; Infinite Slope .5 speakers,
$200; 12' MIT Music Hose, $350; 10' TARA Astral
Blue, $50; two 4' TARA TFA Return, $60/pair; lm
Quantum 2interconnect, $50; 3m Quantum 2interconnect, $125. Call Shane at (904) 355-0368.
MICHIGAN RESIDENTS TAKE NOTE! We carry:
Denon, Carver, Well-Tempered, NEC, Forté, Nakamichi
R-DAT, Threshold, Conrad-Johnson, ProAc, SOTA,
TDL Speakers, KEF, Polk, Energy, Monster, Straight
Wire, Starr, Nalcarnichi, NAD, Niles, Ortofon, Sumiko,
VPI, CWD, and more. Professional consultation and
installation. The Listening Room, 1305 Court Street,
Saginaw, MI 48602. (517) 792-3816.
DAT RECORDERS: JVC, $695; Technics, $795;
Denon, call. Mini-systems: JVC UX-1, $495; MX-50,
$595; MX-70, $795; MX-90, Dolby Surround, 4
speakers, $995. Panasonic SC-CH10, Dolby Pro-Logic,
$995. Denon, Aiwa, 4systems each, call. Onkyo PCS05, call. DAT-120s, $9.99: TDK, Maxell, Sony, Fuji,
Denon. Portables, call. Audio, video tape, call. S/H,
$4.95. Visa/MC. Tape World, (800) 245-6000.

MUSIC METRE CABLES, INTERCONNECTS:
Music Metre II, $105; Calibre, $165; 121 Reference,
$250; Silver, $400 per meter. Speaker cable: inquire. Send
for info, reviews, and dealer list. Second Opinion Audio,
249 N. Brand #701, Glendale, CA 91203. Tel: (818) 2424535, Fax: (818) 242-4415. Dealer inquiries invited.
FOR SALE: INFINITY BETAs, mint, boxes, $8000
OBO.
MINT PS AUDIO PREAMP, $375; B&K ST-202,
$475 OBO. (512) 342-8906, Walterjr., evenings.
McINTOSH MC2600, C37, MCD7007, factory-sealed
boxes, 20% off retail. Used C26, MC2505, MC6200,
MR77. All mint condition, $2000; will sell separately.
Call (404) 322-3922 after 5:30pm.
V11. 225s, latest IC190 triode version with fined tube protection, two custom-mod variable-voltage transformers,
and six IC190, two 12A17, two 6350 spare tubes—new.
All for $3500. CAT SL1R IVIk.2 #3076, $3000. Less than
50 hours on all gear, and mint. (914)986-829B have men',
DESKTOP LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS, EXCELLENT CONDITION. 3-piece DLS-1 in oak for
$350/set; 4-piece DLS-2B in walnut for $500/set;
$750/both. Evenings only, (416) 508-8357.
B&W 802 MATRIX II, 9months old, oak, with Sound
Anchor stands, bi-wired, 2pairs Quantum Ill cable,
$3600 firm. (619) 451-6580.
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on used
audio components. Buying and selling all types. (509)
966-4431.
CELEST1ON SL700 Special Edition, mint, $2100;
Acoustat TNT-200 amplifier, $590. Please callferry, (303)
690-3790 before lOpm MDT

In Southern California

Profflurica
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WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END.
•Acoustat
•Adcom
•AKG
•Aragon
•Arcam
•Audio Alchemy
•Audio Static
•Beyer
•Celestion
•Cello
•Creek
•CWD
•Energy
•Grado
•H/K
•Janis
•Linn
•Mod Squad
•Haim
•Paradigm.

•Spendor
•Spica
•Sumiko
•Target
•Tesla
•Theta
•VTL

•ProAc
•Proton
•Quad
• Rego
• Roltsan
• Rotel
•J. Rowland
•Sound Lob

Electronics
Jeff Rowland
Counterpoint
Bryston
Fosgate
McIntosh
Mod Squad
Sonographe
Stan
NAD
Luxman
Denon

ill

Speakers
Acoustat
Boston Acoustics
M&K
Mirage
Sonance
Vandersteen

2236 N CLARK • CHICAGO IL 60614 • 312 883-9500
144 5701W DEMPSTER • MORTON GROVE • 708 581.1900

1992

Turntables
Thorens
Sonographe
Denon
Video
Proton

J

15600 Roscoe Boulevard
Van Nuys alifornia 91406

EXPERT ASSISTANCE •
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE

S
TEREOPHILE, J
ANUARY

Accessories
Audio Quest
ONO Fumiture
Signet
Sumiko
Nifty Gritty
Kimber 'Cable
AKG
Beyerdynamic
Esoteric Audio

0

,

(818)
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FOR THE LOVE OF MUSIC
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COUNTERPOINT

B&K
NAD
CAL
FMS
VP'
Krell
Naim
Theta
Apogee
Hatler
Aragon
Avalon
Signet
Pattern
Classé Audio

Ratel
Energy
Acurus
Sony ES
Optonica
Celestion
Room-Tunes
Audioquest
Sharpvision
Vandersteen
Quicksilver
Unity Audio
Purist Audio
Martin-Logan
Magnum -Dynalab

aideresearch

u1)10
ENSEMBLE

Se
THEe

SiOPPE

Rte. 101A. Nashua, New Hampshire
(603) 886-4742

Audio Alchemy,
Aural Symphonies,
Coda Technologies,
IDOS, Philips Audio/Video,
Roomtune, Sound Anchor,
Space & Time, Tara Labs
Free Shipping within United States
We also buy/sell used ARC, Cello,
Levinson, Krell, Thresold, etc.

510-549-2178
The Audio Chamber
Berkeley, California
Fax: (510) 521-3080
334

High End, Not High Priced

Aragon, ARCICI, ATC,

Service .Used Equipment. Home Installation

21 N. Market St.. Selinsgrove. PA •717-374.0150
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TWO B&K 4004 OMNIs with matching B&K 2812
power supply, Levinson LNP-2 mike preamp, Revox
PR-99, cables and interconnects. Also, Luxman 444
turntable. Mint condition. Mike, (216) 835-2528 evenings.
FULTON J'S SPEAKERS, $1100; Nakamichi 1000,
$600; Oracle Alexandra turntable with Denon cartridge,
$500; Convergent Audio Technology SL1, modified
to Reference preamp, $2400. (414) 554-0725.
2101 DAVID BERNING TRIODE power amplifier
with Edison Price posts and Tiffany jack, mint condition,
$2200. Frederick, (212) 333-788a
MERRILL PRODUCTS AND MODIFICATIONS:
KT-1 kit turntable (outperforms $2000 to $3000 turntables), $695; Elephant Feet (6 1
2 -lb energy-damping speaker
/
feet); Energy Absorption Plate (magnetic, mechanical, and
static energy absorption for amps, preamps, CD players);
Stable Table (the ultimate system support stand). Modifications: for the AR turntables (subchassis, platter modifications, clamps, outboard power-supply motor); fix the Linn
LP12 (acrylic tonearm boards, platters, clamps). Underground
Sound, 2125 Central Ave, Memplti; 77V 38104, (901)272-1275.
DIVORCE SALE: latest Electrocompaniet Electronics
AW250 dual-mono balanced power amplifier ($5000
list) and EC1-A preamp ($1895 list), both brand new
in sealed cartons, flail 5-year factory warranty—all parts
and labor. Amp, $3000; preamp, $1250; or both for
$4100. (215) 860-9004.
30-60% SAVINGS TO PURCHASE DIRECT from
Hong Kong! DAT, CD player, amplifiers, and accessories. Ask for pricelists with $2 postage. Winston Camera & Radio Co., Ltd, Mail Order Division, 55 Hankow Road,
Hong Kong. We accept Visa/MC. Fax: (852) 369-9313.

ENJOY
MUSIC!

STOP ECHO! Send for detailed questionnaire enabling
us to custom-design and manufacture acoustic dampening products for any room in your house. Eliminate
echo and open up your listening environment or quiet
any noisy room. Sound Surrounding, P.O Box 1958, Woodbridge, VA 22193-1958.
SPICA TC-50s and ICinergetics BSC-1005 subs with
Kinergetics SW-200 subwoofer amp/crossover and 2
pairs Chicago stands (24" and 12"). All black. Sold as
system only, $800. Jim, (305) 530-0088 days, (305) 6650464 nights EST
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE-1, new, $1300; 2pairs AudioQuest Green, $195; Lapis lm, $265; Diamond lm, $400;
balanced, $485; 2pairs 8' Clear, $650; Velodyne ULD15, like new, $1200; Counterpoint SA-20, premium tubes,
$1650; Krell KSP-7B, new preamp, $2100; Maestro 15m
interconnect, $250; NoiseTrappez, $245; Audio Alchemy
DDE v1.0,5-year warranty, $325; Sony CDP-X77ES CD
player, 3-year warranty, $1250. (813) 586-0966
SELL FOR CASH, or trade your audio and video equipment. Authorized sales and service for Harman/Kardon,
JBL, Rote!, AudioQuest. Stereo Classics, 75 Church St.,
New Brunswick, NJ 08901, (908) 220-1144, Fax (908) 2201284. Buy, sell, trade, service. Amex, MC, Visa.
ENTEC L-F10 SUBWOOFERS, $2500/pair; Acoustic
Energy AEls, $1100. (303) 665-6463 eveningslweekends.
GOLDMUND STUDIO turntable with T3F arm and
cones, perfect, $3695. (404) 257-2525.
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE-1 speakers, latest version,
can be bi-wired, like-new condition in original packing, $975, includes UPS shipping. Call Mike before 3pm
EST (313) 791-7316.

Epos
Snell
Roksan
Micromega

Symphonic Line
RoomTune
Philips
Creek
Quad

Stackable, portable oak units

ProAc

Onix
and more

SELECT SOUND

The best disc and tape
storage system in America

Long 1,Litur. unique hi ti ,tore

6314 Northern Blvd East Norwich NY
(conveniently located within the metro
area, where Route 106 Oyster Bay and
25A meet)

(516) 624-2124

STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1992

Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophile)
Per Madsen Design (415) 928-4509
P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133
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VTL MONOBLOCK 100s, low hours, absolutely Perfirct condition, $1500 OBO; McIntosh MR67 tuner, mint
condition. Dave, (415) 898-4545.
MARK LEVINSON NO.26, balanced input option;
No.25; both like new, warranteed, $4450 COD next-day
air. ARC SP9 II, $1250. Gary, (314)569-3111 days, (314)
727-3922 evenings.

LPs/CD S/TAPE S
AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out-ofprint direct-to-disc, halfspeed, Quiex II, and import
pressings. Great selection of in-print records and CDs.
ATR, Chesky, East-Wind, Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, Wilson, and many more. Call for free catalog. Elusive Disc,
5346 N. Guilford Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46220, (317)
255-3446.

$50 PAID FOR MINT STEREO LPs: RCA LSC 1817
(Offenbach), 2225 (
Witches' Brew), 2287 (Mozart), 2313
(Venice), 2400 (Fistoulari), 2249 (Gibson), LDS 6065
(Ansermet). Others wanted. Randall Goldman, Box 1,
Kenilworth, IL 60043.
JAZZ ON VINYL LIVES! New LPs selected for performance/sound quality. Be-bop to the present. Major
and lesser-known artists, ditto record labels. Informative catalogue for aficionados and casual listeners. LG's
Jazz, 53 Bellefontaine Ave., Framingham, MA 01701.
WANTED: RCA/MERCURY 2- and 4-track open-red
tapes. Randall Goldman, Box 1, Kenilworth, IL 60043, Fax
(708) 251-2598.
WE BUY AND SELL LP VINYL RECORDS. Over
100,000 titles in stock. Mail orders and most major credit
cards accepted. G&A Rare Records, Ltd., 139 West 72nd

LP COLLECTION. America's largest private, most
valuable music collectibles. 50,000 original seals, wraps.
1956 through 1990. Classical, opera, soundtracks, original casts, rock, soul, jazz, greatest hits, standard-pop
vocal, country, folk, comedy, Christmas, ethnic,
documentary, Elvis Presley. Available individually or
in lots. (203) 227-8326.

Street, New York, NY 10023, (212) 877-5020, Fax (212)
595-2941.

MINT VINYL #1: Euro/USqapan/Audiophile Pop/Vocal/
Rock/Soundtrack (A-J), 500 titles. SASE: R. Metz, 1309
Homewood Dr, Woodland, CA 95695.

AUDIO... BY GEORGE has acomplete stock of Reference Recordings, Sheffield Recordings, and Chesky
Records. And we are expanding our stock of Opus One
records. To receive acurrent list, without charge, call (716)
377-0432.

DECCAs, EMIs, LYRITAs are hard to find, but here's
areliable source—the only source in England that specializes 100% in great-sounding out-of-print classical vinyl.
Reasonable prices; free knowledgeable advice. Send for
next sale list: Vintage Records, Phil Rees, 46 Delane Drive,
Winnersh, Beres RG11 5A7.: England. Tel. 734-789150, Fax
734-890963.

Delicious V'

4Ceb

LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve tracking, excellent cleaning. See Stereophile review, December
1986, p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to Rozoil Lubricant
Co., Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV 89132.

WANTED
COLLECIOR BUYING (working or not) old tube
Marantz, McIntosh, Tarmoy speakers, Sequerra tuners,
Krell, Levinson. Also used wristwatches: Rolex, AudemarsPipet, Omega, Rado, etc For trade: C-J Premier 5amps.
Will travel to pick up. (718)387-7314 or (118) 384-4667 NY
WANTED: OLD AND NEW McIntosh, Marantz, Dynaco, Audio Research, Conrad-Johnson, Levinson, Krell,
Counterpoint, Beming, Electrovoice, Jensen, JBL, Citation, Fisher, Rowland, Threshold, Boulder, Classé, Klyne,
Dahlquist, Eagle, Quicksilver, Fulton, Sequerra, Cello,
Robertson, Tarmoy, tube and solid-state. (713) 728-4343,
Fax (713) 723-1301, Maury Cork 12325 Ashcroft, Houston, TX 77035.

•'

For afrequently updated catalogue with descriptions of available LP's from AUDIO RESOURCE:
labels such as Chesky, Opus, Proprius, Harmonia
Mundi, Waterlily, Gimell, Reference, Sheffield,
M&K, MFSL, Delos, Telarc, Concord, Audite,
Kiku, Wilson, Gemini, Odin and more! Tips on
turntable set-up, wires and their effect on the
analogue chain. Recommended turntables, arms,
cartridges, HUGH SELECTION of LP's IN STOCK.
Send $1 for your copy applied toward first
purchase
Your analogue expert!!!

WANTED: ICRF-LL SPB-32X or SPB-64X processor
and MD-1 or MD-2 CD player. Call Mike after 7pm, (619)
792-7669, or (714) 686-5373 days.
KENWOOD AUDIO LAB SCOPE KC6060, operating instructions and schematics. E Klein, Box 2051, Shingle Springs, CA 95682.
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on used
audio components. Buying and selling all types. (509)
966-4431.
WANTED: QUADRAPHONIC PROCESSORS
(Tate SQ, CD-4, etc) and LPs. CallJoe, (215) 383-5367.
CASH PAID for all types used audio equipment. We
buy and sell by phone, top dollar paid. Authorized dealers

audio resource

for B&K, Ariston, AR, Celestion, Parasound, Counterpoint, etc The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Rd.,
Jenkintown, PA 19046. (215) 886-165a

3133 EDENBORN AVE. () METAIRIE, LA •(504) 885-6988
10-7 TUES.—FRI.. 10 -4SAT. OR BY APPT.

WTD: ONKYO M-510, Luxman M-05/T-117, Philips
LHH1000 and Sony CDP-R1/R2/R3 CD transports,
MB-Quart, Sony ESPRIT, Yamaha CT-7000/B, Spectral.
Send list. B. Kelly, Box 1116, Gkndora, CA 91740-1116.

ONE OF THE PREMIER AUDIO SALONS IN THE COUNTRY
FEATURING U.S. BUILT COMPONENTS

3.36
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Absolute Audio
Acunan Systems
Acoustat
Acoustic Sounds
Adcom
Apogee

290
112
118
269
14, 30, 36
74

ARS Electronics
Audio Advisor
Audio Chamber
Audio Connection
Audio Den
Audio Den Ltd
Audio Ensemble
Audio Express
Audio Gallery
Audio Haven

320
108-110, 122,252
334
316
333
315
334
260,326
306
330

Audio Images
Audio Insight
Audio Nexus
Audio Outlet
Audiophile Systems
Audio Power Industries
Audio0uest
Audio Research
Audio Resource
AudioStream
Audio Trading Times
AudioVision
AudioVisions
Aural Symphonics
B&K Components
B&W Loudspeakers
Bay Area Audio
Beyerdynamic
Bose Express Music
Cable Company
California Audio Labs
Cardas
Cary Audio Design
Cello
Chesky Records
Clements Audio
Coda
Conrad-Johnson
Counterpoint

323
330
284
294
94,238
229
266,340
60
336
150
322
104
326
244
160-161
62
258
72
121
288,315
124
244,312
2
292
270-271
38
248
66
49

CSA Audio
Cumberland Audio
Dana Audio
Digital Ear
Duo-Tech
Edge Marketing
Electrocompaniet
Energy
Enlightened Audio
Ensemble
Fairport Soundworks
Forte
Gifted Listener
Hatter
Hales Audio
Harlequin
HCM Audio
HiFi City

306
246
304
318
158
82
242
32
86-87
247.249
334
68
318
40
133,135
130
332
297

Infinity Systems
JS Audio
KEF
Kief's AudioNideo
Kimber Kable
Kinergetics
Krell
Linaeum

Lyric Hi-Fi
Madrigal Audio
Magnum Dynalab
Martin-Logan
Mavrick Audio
May Audio Marketing
McCormack
Meridian
MFA
Mirage
Mondial
Monitor Audio
Monster Cable
Muse Electronics
Music & Sound
Music By The Sea
Music Hall
Music Reference
NAD
Nave
NBS Audio Cables
Nitty Gritty
Nobis Technology
OCM
Parasound
Per Madsen Design
Precision Audio
ProMusica
PSB
Reference Recordings
Reference Room
Jeff Rowland Design Group
Sanus Systems
Savant Audio & Video
Scientific Fidelity
Select Sound
Sennheiser
Sensible Sound
Shure Brothers
Signet
Sonic Frontiers
Sorice
Sota Industries
Sound 8 Music
Sound by Singer

11
246
34
332
104
42, 116
16,24
140, 142. 144, 148, 148
250

Listening Room
Lyle Cartridges

I NDEX

Sound Components
Sound Concept. The
Sound Connections
Soundex
Sound Goods
Sound II
Square Deal
Stereolmage
Stereophile
Stereophile High End HI-Fi Show
StereoePlus
Stereo Shoppe
Stereo Shoppe-FL
Straight Wire
Sumo
TARA Labs
TDK
Teac (Esoteric)
Theta
Tubes By Design
Valve Amplification
Vandersteen
Velodyne
Vortex Limited
Wadia Digital
Wise Enterprises
XL0 Electric Company

..254
12,28
234

eo

281
236, 238, 316
148
18
232
26
100
44
50
242
328
297
239
298
22
8
308
106
70
234
136, 138
335
282
333
54
328
264
128
126-127
255
64-65
335
88
272
323
154
96-97
332
156
320
240-241, 255-256
286
329
104
262
330
276
312
324
94,324
52-53
332
334
278
236
302
152-153
93,95
78
46
246
107
84
90
331
20,339
300
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274,322

TFIE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If
any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write: Nelson 8i Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.
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For those of you, bless you, who turn first to
"The Final Word" when you receive your latest
copy ofStereophile, the typeface and styling of this
page will be your first hint of amajor change to
your favorite audio magazine. For the rest of you
(alas, Ithink, asignificant majority), who come
to this page in order, you will have already
experienced Stereophiles first redesign since Volume 7—eight years ago!
When Ibecame associated with Stereophile in
the early '80s, it was amagazine of constant, if
minor, change. Proud owners of those issues
from Vol.5 will remember all too clearly the
magazines with the Table of Contents on the
front cover. You know, kind of like ajournal of
foreign affairs. It wasn't that we wanted to cheat
our readers (at the time, all 3200 of them) out of
an attractive cover—we simply didn't have the
money or the ideas to create such acover. Later
in Vol.5 covers did appear, then in Vol.7 we took
the big step toward typesetting. Imagine! Although
typesetting is taken for granted at nearly all
magazines, Icouldn't help but see that much
more design time, and much more expense, were
going to be needed with typesetting, so Iwanted
to make sure the magazine's finances were adequately stable for such aradical move. This publication indubitably was started on ashoestring.
The style we came up with in 1984, and further refined over JA's first years (1986-88),
proved serviceable, if far from elegant. It has even
acquired akind of symbolic integrity, evincing
the bare-bones, matter-of-fact approach we have
to our own journalistic importance.
Change is inevitable, however. You can wait
to be changed, or you can try to take matters into
your own hands, which is what we have done
with this redesign. Iwill not be surprised to hear
unhappy voices in response, but our goals are
entirely altruistic. The new typeface, known as
CG Bern, is much less susceptible to the vagaries
of the web offset printing process: the characters have more solid components, which are less
likely to be "dropped" in the multiple generations which lead to the printed page, and should
therefore be easier to read. Though the characters
look smaller, their official typesetting size and
spacing is identical to our old Garamond (a classic
338
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and faithful typeface which has been extraordinarily readable when reproduced well), and in
page-proof form we have indeed found Bern easy
to read. Let us know how you find it.
In addition, you should find amore attractive
layout in the "designed" parts of the magazine.
Again, our concern is for increased approachability and ease of access. Please let us know if
that's what we've accomplished.
Finally, I'd like to tell you about aminor success on the negotiating front. About ayear ago
we discovered that astore in Boulder, Colorado
(IGH's hometown) had chosen the name "The
Stereo-File" under which to sell high-end hi-fi
equipment. Although imitation might be seen
by some as the sincerest form of flattery, this rule
doesn't hold true in the area of trademarks. Those
who fail to strenuously defend their trademarks
(of which "Stereophile" is clearly one) soon find
they don't own them anymore.
The Stereo-File's owner, Jay Smith, was dismayed to hear of our objections to the name of
his store, but after several long months of discussions—with only minimal contributions
from lawyers, thank goodness—we reached an
agreement whereby The Stereo-File would become Stereolmage, and Stereophile would help Jay
out with alittle publicity. (Lest others get the idea
that the way to free publicity is through misappropriation of our name, this arrangement
definitely falls into the "first and last" category.)
Stereolmage (née Stereo-File) was started back
in 1989. It is self-proclaimedly asmall store, and
appears to offer individual attention to its customers with an emphasis on high-quality equipment which, perhaps coincidentally, enjoys wide
representation in the pages of Srereophile's "Recommended Components." Companies like MartinLogan, Apogee, Classé, Hales, Muse, Aragon,
B&K, Paradigm, and Rotel are typical of what
is offered.
In aletter to me, Jay wanted it made clear that
he is amusic-lover first, an equipment-lover second. Although I'm not able to verify these statements without personal experience of the store,
I'm sure those of you in the Boulder region will
be able to put Stereolmage to the test.
—Larry Archibald
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The sole value of an audio system lies in its ability
to evoke emotional pleasure through the accurate
reproduction of a musical event.

TIME...
IS OF THE
ESSENCE

Research by the community of individuals known
collectively as Wadia, indicates that less than abillionth
of asecond of disturbance to the time-based information
of the digital audio signal will cause listening fatigue
and aural stress.
Once this information is lost or damaged it cannot be
recreated. As a result Wadia has developed the
WT-2000 CD Trarsport in which every mechanical,
electrostatic, and thermodynamic aspect of the
design has been optimized to preserve the integrity of
all information encoded on acompact disc.
Wadia's technical staff has been involved in the
encoding, transm ssion and decoding of digital
information for over twenty years. They bring a body
of knowledge absolutely unique in consumer audio
to bear upon the problems of digital audio. With
the introduction of tne WT-2000 the potential of the
digital audio format can finally be experienced.
Hear it for yourself at an authorized Wadia dealer.

WiaDIGITAL
The Leader in Signal Conversion

624 TROY STREET
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RIVER FALLS, WI .54022 PHONE 715-426-59C0

FAX 715-426-5665

State-of-the-art jewels from Amu()Quest.
AudioQuest• cables and plugs are distinguished by intelligent designs, the finest metals
and superior insulation. Emerald" uses 9999997% pure copper, Lapis" and Diamond" use
pure solid silver. All three are resistance welded to direct-gold plated FPC copper plugs (RCA
or XLR). From Turquoise" through Diamond, AudioQuest makes seven jewels you will
appreciate and enjoy everyday — not just on special occasions.

audioquest.

PO Box 3060. Son Clemente CA 92674 USA

Tel 714/498-2770
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Fax 714/498-5112

